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Abstract
Abstract
P a s s i o n  c o m p o s i t i o n  a n d  c o m p o s e r s  o f  P a s s i o n  m u s i c  
a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  C o u r t  o f  A n h a l t - Z e r b s t
The dissertation provides a critical study o f the five surviving Passion-works associated with 
the Kapellmeisters of the court of Zerbst within the context of the unique tradition of 
Passiontide oratorio performances in this centre between 1720 and 1767. To provide a 
necessary context to the principal topic, the dissertation commences with a survey of the 18th- 
century oratorio Passion giving a discussion of the centres that supported performances of 
liturgical Passions, their repertoire and how the works concerned reflected local liturgical 
requirements. Addressing in turn texts, singing characters, allocation of vocal soloists, 
instrumentation, musical structures and style, the first chapter examines the development of the 
form and the conventions of the period, highlighting departures from accepted norms. The 
chapter ends with two case studies (Telemann’s 1744 St Luke Passion and Homilius’s St Mark 
Passion), to provide contrasting examples of mid-century works.
Chapter 2 surveys the development of the Zerbst Hofkapelle in the 18th century: the players 
and the repertoire. Chapter 3 provides biographies of the three full-time Kapellmeisters 
(Johann Baptiste Kuch, Johann Friedrich Fasch and Johann Georg Rollig) together with a 
greatly extended work-list for Rollig.
Abstract
Chapter 4 discusses the evidence provided by the scores and surviving records of services in 
the Zerbst SchloBkirche from which it is possible to build up a picture of the context of the 
Passion performances in the Zerbst liturgy and the contents of the Passiontide services. It has 
also been possible to make an assessment of the number of works that were composed for this 
centre in the 18th century.
Chapters 5 provides a survey of the principal sources of hymns in the Court (the various 
Z e r b s t is c h e s  G e sa n g b itc h e r  and C a n tio n a l) and discusses the relationships of the surviving 
works with these two sources. The remaining chapters each deal with one of the surviving 
works: Fasch’s M ic h  v o m  S tr ick e  m e in e r  S u n d e n , Rollig’s St Matthew Passion, the 
anonymous four-Part St Luke and seven-Part St John Passions and Roliig’s St Mark Passion 
(D ie  b etr iib te  u n d g e tr o s te te  G e is t lic h e  S u la m ith  ). In the light of the evidence presented, the 
concluding chapter provides tentative suggestions regarding the authorship of the anonymous 
works.
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Foreword
In view of the wealth of primary material on the performances of Passions in the Court of 
Anhalt-Zerbst, the number of surviving works and the uniqueness of the performing 
tradition, it is surprising that no extended account of this subject has appeared. Prior to this 
study, the published material dealing with the cycle of performances, the two surviving 
oratorio Passion sources in Oranienbaum, the Passion oratorio P a s s io  J e su  C h r is t i : M ic h  v o m  
S trick e  m e in e r  Stinden  by Johann Friedrich Fasch and the Johann Georg Rollig St M a tth e w  
P a s s io n , amounts to less than a page of text in total.1 The only aspect of this study to have 
attracted previous attention has been the St Mark Passion D ie  b etr u b te  u n d  g e tr o s te te  
G e is t lic h e  Su la m ith  (which was the original starting point of this dissertation). In the last ten 
years, since the first modem performance in 1986, there have been several articles on this 
work commenting, in the main, on the strength of its attribution to C.P.E. Bach. Only since 
1988 has the association with Zerbst been established, and not until this dissertation has there 
been a critical survey of the music and a proper assessment of its likely authorship.
The amount of hitherto unknown primary source material that has come to light during the 
course of this study has been extraordinary. Besides the source material of the five Passions 
discussed in detail in this dissertation, the discovery of hundreds of documents pertaining to 
the K o n s is to r iu m  in Zerbst - including the almost complete record of the services held in the 
SchloBkirche in Zerbst (none of which seems to have been known to contemporary Fasch
T h e need for the investigation o f  the St L uke Passion and St John Passion in Landesarchiv Oranienbaum, 
the subject o f  chapter 8, has been recognised and pointed out by G ottfried G ille  in both his articles on 
Fasch sources. See G ille  (1988) pp. 59 -71 and (1989) pp.36-50.
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scholars)^ -  will prove a valuable source for researchers for many year to come. The record 
of all the services in the Zerbst SchloBkirche has been particularly important for this study 
since it has provided a a geat deal of information on the Passion cycle performed in Zerbst. 
The same source has provided evidence allowing the dating of many of Fasch’s cantatas.3 
(The dating of works and the establishment of a reliable chronology is a particular problem 
with the works of this composer.) Other discoveries in the course of researching this topic 
include the series of Z e r b s t is c h e s  G esa n g b iX ch er  (not previously known to Fasch scholars) 
and the Z er b ster C a n tio n c d  in Oranienbaum (believed lost),4 which have also provided 
valuable new information about the liturgy of Anhalt-Zerbst.
Modem interest in J.F. Fasch began with an article by Riemann, published at the turn of the 
century.5 Such interest has accelerated in recent years with the creation of the Internationale 
Fasch Gesellschaft, which has mounted five international conferences on the music of Fasch, 
the publication of lists of surviving manuscript sources and a book on the composer’s life and 
work by Rudiger Pfeiffer.6 The publication of a thematic and critical catalogue currently 
being prepared by Brian Clark, the F a s c h  V er z e ic h n is , for the Internationale Fasch 
Gesellschaft (to which the author will contribute the section on Passion music) will greatly 
assist further study in this field. There have now been major studies on most of the genres in 
which Fasch was active -  concerto (Kiintzel: 1965), symphony (Tryphon: 1954), chamber 
music (Schneider: 1932; and Sheldon: 1968), the Mass (Dittrich: 1991) and figural music 
(Stevens: 1981) -  as well as a great number of shorter articles on various aspects of Fasch 
composition published in various periodicals since the beginning of the century.? Major
2 The Verzeichnis Wie es mil dent GottesDienst in der heisgen Hoch-Fiirstl: Schlofikirche gehalten wird is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4 ‘Passion Music at the Court of Anhalt-Zerbst and the Zerbst liturgy’ . It 
was clear from the library records that the author was the first in recent years to study this document. Brian 
Clark is beginning to sift through the other Konsistorium documents.
3 This enabled Barbara Reul in Spring 1996 to establish the performance dates for the majority of the cycles 
of cantatas by Fasch and other composers performed in Zerbst - a major achievement of her dissertation. 
(See Reul, The Sacred Cantatas of Johann Friedrich Fasch (1688-1758), PhD Univesity of Victoria, 1996).
4 According to Pfeiffer (1987) p. 107. These documents are discussed in Chapter 5 ‘The Zerbstisches 
Gesangbuch and the Passion chorales’ .
5 Hugo Riemann. ‘Die franzosische Ouverttire (Orchester-Suite) in der ersten Halfte des 18. Jahrhunderts’ in 
Musikalisches Wochenblatt. 30. 1899, nr.l--9 and 11.
6 See Pfeiffer: 1987, 1988 and 1994.
7 A list of the principal bibliographical references is included in Chapter 3.
3studies have yet to be published on three main areas: the cantata (of which 67 survive of a 
complete oeuvre of c.700),8 Passion music and the orchestral suite (O u v e r tu r e ).
There has been very little research into Fasch’s successor as Kapellmeister at Zerbst, Johann 
Georg Rollig; Dieter Hartwig’ s (almost identical) articles in M G G  and G r o v e  6  are the only 
modem writings on this composer. Research on the sources and music of Rollig in the 
preparation of this dissertation has added greatly to our knowledge of this little-known 
composer, and the author has been able to identify 22 cantatas, c.50 partita-works and several 
concerti not listed in the G r o v e  6  work list.9
On the wider subject of the oratorio Passion, there have been important studies by Lott 
(1925), Smallman (1957) and Malinovsky (1980). Smallman views the J.S. Bach Passions 
as the pinnacle of oratorio Passion composition and consequently not only the end-point of his 
study but also the focus of his text, while Lott and Malinovsky each take a more holistic, 
though incomplete, view of the genre. Lott broke the ground with a broad survey of trends in 
principal centres in the 17th and 18th centuries, addressing both major genres of concerted 
Passion music (the liturgical Passion and the lyrical Passion) and sketching in the important 
trends, whilst Malinovsky attempted a more detailed discussion of the history of the oratorio 
Passion from its inception to the mid-18th century in a methodical centre-by-centre approach. 
None of these studies mentions the Zerbst tradition, or any of the repertoire discussed in this 
dissertation, and the other late-18th-century examples of the genre by Homilius and C.P.E. 
Bach are also all but ignored. (In the case of C.P.E. Bach, recent work by Clark (1984 and 
1988) has provided much new information on the oratorio Passion in Hamburg in the late 18th 
century and important insights into Bach’s compositional process.) Further to this, owing to 
the complexity of the situation in the mid-to-late 18th century and the paucity of information 
on stylistic trends in post-Bach Lutheran music, the placing of the unique tradition in Zerbst in 
the context of the broader picture is difficult. For the first time therefore, Chapter 1 attempts 
to outline, in as comprehensive a manner as possible within the constraints of time and space
8 See Reul (1996) which makes a most valuable contribution to our knowledge of the cantata-cycles.
9 Information which will be included in a forthcoming study of the known sources and a thematic catalogue. 
An interim work list has been included in Chapter 3 ‘The Kapellmeisters of the Court of Anhalt-Zerbst’ 
and will also be published in a concise form in the revised article in the forthcoming new edition of New 
Grove, prepared by the author.
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4that this study allows, the conventions of the 18th-century oratorio Passion and the style of the 
typical mid-century example. Though far from exhaustive (a major modem study of the topic 
is now overdue), it provides a necessary exposition to this particular study to enable the reader 
to place the Zerbst tradition and the music of the surviving Zerbst Passions in the context of 
the known repertoire and varied contemporary performance practice dictated by local liturgy. 
Reference has been made to A D ir e c to r y  o f  O r a to r io  P a ss io n s  which is being prepared by the 
author and which currently lists sources and bibliographical references for over 190 known 
oratorio Passions. The domination of Telemann in this discussion is difficult to avoid, since 
not only did he consistently experiment with the form throughout his career, but also produced 
nearly 60% of the surviving complete examples of the genre in the 18th century. There has 
been an active decision in this survey to look at general trends rather than at too many specific 
examples, fascinating as they are, with the hope that perhaps this chapter might provide a 
starting point for a major in-depth study. However, the chapter concludes with two case 
studies of works contemporary with the two complete Zerbst oratorio Passions, commenting 
on structure and style, to provide a point of comparison for later discussion.
Chapter 2 takes a fresh and critical view of the its personnel and its repertoire of the Zerbst 
Kapelle with regard to the performance of Passion music. Biographical details and a resume 
of the main areas of compositional activity of the three full-time and one part-time Zerbst 
Kapellmeisters (including an overview of the current knowledge of the works of Rollig) is 
given in Chapter 3 whilst the tradition of Passion performances at the court of Zerbst is 
examined in detail in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 reviews the various sources of hymns and 
melodies used in the court and examines the relationship between the chorales used in the 
surviving Passion works by the Zerbst composers and the C a n tio n a l known to have been 
used in the SchloBkirche from c 1720. Chapters 6-9 examine the music of the surviving 
Passion works produced by the Zerbst Kapellmeisters. Finally, Chapter 10 presents various 
conclusions to come out this work including the arguments for the authorship of the Zerbst 
oratorio Passions.
Extensive reference has been made to the Zerbst G esa n g b iic h e r  as well as to the 
K o n s is to r iu m  records. As a result, 18th-century spellings have been maintained in the thesis, 
except where reference has been made to a modern text.
Foreword
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Chapter 1
C o n v e n t i o n s  o f  t h e  o r a t o r i o  P a s s i o n  t r a d i t i o n  i n  t h e  
1 8 t h  c e n t u r y :  
f u n c t i o n ,  t e x t s ,  s t r u c t u r e  a n d  s t y l e
X. 1 Introduction
J.S. Bach’ s three oratorio Passions composed for Leipzig - St John (BWV 245,1724), and St 
Matthew (BWV 244,1727) are recognised as the pinnacle of German Lutheran Passion 
composition. More importantly, as a result of our familiarity with these works, they are often 
considered to represent ‘the norm’ for 18th-century oratorio Passion composition - their 
structure and gravity have influenced our expectations when considering works of other 
composers. Yet, as far as we know, Bach composed only three examples and did not add to 
the genre after 17314 What will emerge clearly in Chapter 1 is that this view of these 
unusually complex works, together with a lack of a rigorous study of the mid 18th-century 
oratorio Passion as a genre, has obscured the great variety of structures and complexity in the 
works of his contemporaries and has contributed to the situation that, until this present study, 
there has been no real point of comparison for the Passions of the Zerbst tradition. A survey 
of the oratorio Passions by Bach’ s contemporaries, particularly of the most prolific and
1 A cco rd in g to the Nekrolog, B ach  set the Passion five  times. For som e time the S t M atthew  Passion, 
B W V  244, S t John Passion B W V 2 4 5 , S t L uke Passion B W V 2 4 6 , S t M ark Passion B W V  247 and the 
‘ Picander Passion’ Erbauliche Gedanken aufden Griinen Donnerstag und Charfreytag... (172 5) were 
considered to be these five  w orks. N o proof survives that Bach ever set the Picander text and it is 
currently accepted that B W V  246 w as probably the w ork o f  a North Germ an com poser c  1712 -172 0 .
W hen Bach cam e to know  this w ork is unknow n but it is a  possibility that he perform ed it in W eim ar 
c  1 7 1 2 -1 7 1 7 . (See S ch m ied er( 1990))
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innovative exponent of the genre, G.P.Telemann, suggests that Bach’ s works by no means 
represent ‘ the norm’ for liturgical placement, structure and style. Undoubtedly, no other 
composer besides Bach produced works of such scale and devotional intensity as BWV244, 
but some characteristics considered to be strengths of the Bach settings are almost totally 
absent from the works of other composers of the period, in particular, the opening lyrical 
chorus (the equivalent of the traditional In tro itu s - whieh in Bach is a large-scale polyphonic 
movement of some considerable drama),2 and the quiet contemplative ‘rest in the grave’ 
S ch lu fic h o r . Also, few composers chose to match the dramatic use of the chorus in the 
body of the work. At times I have referred in the text below to what I have described as the 
‘Bach-type’ though, in reality, one cannot describe such a defined entity since all three of 
Bach’ s Passion works are so different from each other. However, the most prominent 
characteristics with which they differ as a group from the majority of surviving 18th-century 
examples of liturgical Passion are: a bipartite structure, a large-scale opening chorus, gospel 
text sung by New Testament biblical characters with strict s e c c o  recitative for all the gospel 
text with the exception of the words of Jesus which are consistently set with the ‘halo of 
strings’ in B WY244, a dramatic use of tu rb a  chorus, intricate chorale settings placed at 
important moments, themselves commenting on the action, and a S ch lu fich o r  cast as a ‘ sleep- 
chorus’ . In the St Matthew Passion there is also frequent interruption of the recitative with 
contemplative texts set as a r io so  recitative generally linked with arias. In reality there was 
such a great variety in the 18th-century oratorio Passions that a multi-volume work might be 
required to give an adequate coverage of the subject. A summary of the common 
characteristics of the majority of 18th-century oratorio Passions other than those by Bach 
would include: a unitary (Hamburg), bipartite or other structure with a smaller proportion 
(compared to the Bach-type) of contemplative interpolations (with resultant longer stretches of 
recitatives), which is framed and punctuated by chorales of the simple type (i.e. less 
contrapuntal and harmonically complex), and with very few lyrical passages set for chorus 
except, possibly, for a S ch lu fich o r . The turba choruses are also brief and thus the role of the 
chorus is considerably less important than in the ‘Bach-type’ . As will be seen below, local 
custom played an important part in the shaping of the macro-structure of these works and the 
internal structure is very much more variable that this simple definition suggests. Indeed, the 
greatest variety of structure and approach can be perceived in the works of the most prolific
2 See section 1.4.4.1 below for a explanation of the terms Introitus and Conclusio.
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composer in the genre; while on the one hand there are a handful works by Telemann that fall 
fairly neatly into the description of the ‘Bach-type’ , others are almost indistinguishable from 
the Passion oratorio. There are fundamental differences between the two large-scale settings 
of the Passion story in the 18th century: the oratorio Passion (or ‘liturgical Passion’ ) as 
described above, and the Passion oratorio (or ‘ lyrical Passion’ ). In both the history of the 
Passion is narrated by an Evangelist in recitative which is then punctuated with commentary 
on the theological aspects of the story in the form of reflective arias, lyrical choruses and (in 
the case of the oratorio Passion, though to a much lesser extent in the lyrical work) by 
German hymns. The chief difference lies at the core of the work; the recitative in the oratorio 
Passion sets the relevant sections of the biblical text taken from one of the gospels (Matthew, 
26-27; Mark, 14-15; Luke, 22-23 and John, 18-19) whereas the text of the Passion oratorio 
is entirely freely written poetry which may include references to any or all of the gospels in the 
course of a work.3
Literature on the Bach Passions is extensive and no attempt has been made to repeat
information in this survey except to make comparisons with contemporary practice. Coverage
of the Passion music of other composers is much less detailed in available literature which has
presented its own problems, especially with regard to the question of stylistic characteristics of
mid-century works. Whereas a clear picture of the performance practice of the liturgical
Passion can be built up from various published articles, the less tangible aspect of style is not
as systematically described as in the case of Bach’ s music, and on occasion creates as many
questions as there are points made. An example of the confusion caused by generalizations in
encyclopaedic texts can be found in Martin Ruhnke’ s commentary in G r o v e  6  4 on
Telemann’s approach to the composition of recitative:
[Telemann]..kept to the rules laid down by theorists and modelled on Italian Opera 
recitative: rhythm and melodic line had to be subordinate to speech declamation. Only 
when the recitative was in quavers could faster or slower declamation or the
3 T h e  lyrical-type w as an important influence on the developm ent o f  the 18th-century liturgical Passion. In 
the first decade o f  the 18th century in H am burg, ju st at the time that the oratorio Passion w as developing 
into its mature 18th-century form , there appeared such w orks as Der blutige undsterbende Jesus (text by 
Hunold) and Tranen unter dent Kreuze Jesus (text by K o n ig), both set by K eiser in 1704 and 1 7 1 1 , and 
B rock es’s text Der fur die Siindender Welt, set b y  K e ise r (17 12 ), Handel (1 7 1 6 ), Telem ann (17 16 ) and 
M attheson (17 18 ). W ithout the constraints o f  the need to set the lengthy G ospel text an to fit local 
liturgy, the lyrical Passion proved to be m ore adaptable to the changes in taste in the m id-century, was 
m uch m ore w idely  performed, in m any centres replacing the liturgical Passion custom arily performed in 
the the Passiontide sendees.
4 Ruhnke (1985) pp. 304-5.
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lengthening of individual notes give point to the text; and only when the melodic line 
consisted mainly of stepwise movement and repetition could melodic leaps and 
unusual intervals stand out and become significant. Where the recitative 
accompaniment generally pursued an uneventful course, the composer could at 
appropriate points in the text create additional rhetorical accents harmonically. By 
adopting these basic principles in his recitatives, Telemann was able to achieve the 
maximum effect with the simplest means.
What ‘ rules’ is Telemann supposed to have followed, expressed by which theorists and based 
on what style of Italian opera (Rome or Naples?), and how is this writing unique to 
Telemann’ s idiomatic recitative style?
At best, therefore, owing to the sheer volume of material that might be considered in an in- 
depth view of the topic, this study must be viewed as ‘work in progress’ . However, the 
broad survey of main characteristics of the genre in this chapter provides some clear points of 
comparison by which the Zerbst Passions might be placed in the context of contemporary 
practice. Thus, the chapter is divided into five main topics, themes that will provide the 
backbone of the discussions of the Passion works under consideration in this study, namely:
1) the liturgical contexts, 2) macro-structure, 3) texts, 4) internal structure/musical structure 
and 5) musical techniques of 18th-century oratorio Passions. These surveys indicate trends in 
Passion composition not previously identified; particularly in the use of gospel text, internal 
structure, the use of chorales, the choice of voice for the setting of biblical characters and the 
instrumentation. Two case studies, of works contemporary with the surviving Zerbst 
Passions (Telemann 1744 St Luke Passion and Homilius St Mark Passion, composed by 
?1768), are provided to give examples of typically mid-century works and to which reference 
can be made in subsequent discussions.
1 .2  Centres of oratorio Passion performance and the repertoire
The oratorio Passion, or liturgical Passion, flourished in the German-speaking Lutheran areas 
of northern Europe - northern and central (modem) Germany, Danzig, East Prussia 
(Konigsberg), and the Baltic states - in the latter half of the 17th and through most of the 18th 
century. The history of the oratorio Passion falls neatly into two parts; 1) the development of 
the form and the assimilation of new techniques in the period up to 1700 to produce an 
oratorio-type work setting the relevant part of one of the gospels with reflective commentary in 
the forms of arias (often chorale texts sung by solo voices) and, 2) the period after 1700,
9
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which are characterised by the developments in the new post-Neumeister cantata texts and the 
subsequent gradual eroding of the differences between the oratorio Passion and the newer 
lyrical oratorio, the Passion oratorio.5 Of about 194 oratorio Passions that are known, only 
forty or so survive.6 The Hamburg tradition produced by far the majority of the known 
examples, numbering over 85 of which 27 survive in a complete musical form.
After the establishment of the oratorio Passion as a new form in the northern German cities of 
Hamburg, Danzig and Liineburg (c 1640-1660), the form was gradually taken up by other 
cities and courts of northern Germany, spreading south, eventually, to central German cities 
and courts such as Weiffenfels, Rudolstadt, Gotha, Leipzig and Dresden. Table 1.1 above 
indicates the periods of activity in the principal centres where oratorio Passions have been 
known to be have been performed and highlights dramatically the geographical division of 
Germany.7 Where only one or two works are known from a particular centre, the paucity of 
information makes it difficult to establish dates of such a tradition while with others, such as 
Hamburg, Danzig, Liineburg, Leipzig and Zerbst, there is a well-documented performance 
history.
In the period during which the greatest Passion compositions were produced in the Court of
5 A lth o u gh  these dates m ay appear rather neat, they are not arbitrary. There w as a  great stylistic leap 
betw een the 17th-century Passions, the last o f  w h ich  is M ed er’ s St M atthew  Passion (17 0 1) and the 
setting o f  the anonym ous 170 4 St John Passion w ith text by Postel. T his setting can  be considered the first 
survivin g w ork  w hich is entirely in an 18th-century style. T h e new Passion oratorio is entirely the product 
o f  the 18th century, and the developm ent o f  this genre exerted an important influence on the structure, 
content and style o f  the liturgical Passion. (S in ce  the inclusion o f  the 1704 setting in the first com plete 
edition o f  H andel’ s w orks, the authorship has been questioned. Though Sm allm an (19 70 ) p. 160 points out 
that detailed evidence has yet to be published, according to Steinitz (19 75) p. 643, G eo rg  Bohm  is a 
possible author based upon Harald K iim m erlin g ’ s observation that the source o f  the Passion in B erlin  is in 
the sam e hand as known Bohm  sources in the B o kem eyer co llection  (see W alter (19 6 7) p. 159.) W ithout 
supporting evidence, K eiser has been suggested as the author in H ogw ood (1984) p.25, as has Mattheson, 
but the style o f  this w ork is m arkedly d ifferent to that d isplayed in later Passions accredited to these two 
com posers.
8 D ata from  Springthorpe, A Directory of oratorio Passions (in preparation). T h e survivin g 18th- 
century oratorios are listed below  in T ab le  1.3.
7 M alin ovsky (1978) pp.8 ff. identifies 23 centres associated with regular perform ances o f  oratorio Passions: 
Bernstadt, Breslau, C elle, D an zig, D elitszch, Freiberg, G otha, Halberstadt, H alle, Ham burg, Hanover, 
K on igsberg, L eip zig , L iibeck, Liineburg, M agdeburg, M erseburg, Riga, Rudolstadt, Sondershausen,
Stettin, W eiBenfels, W ismar. T o  this list the author has been able to add Dresden, W eim ar and Zerbst. 
M alin o vsk y  gives no sources o f  inform ation coverin g Halberstadt, L iibeck, Bernstadt, M erseburg, 
Rudolstadt and Stettin (though it seems lik e ly  that the St M ark Passion by V ogler offered  in Breitkopf 
(1 7 6 1) p. 25 w as prepared for perform ance in M erseburg. In the case o f  L iib eck  although Kun(t)zen 
perform ed a (lyrical?) Passion in this period, there seem s to have been no annual tradition established at 
any time. T h e em phasis w as on the annual Abendmusik on six Sundays leading up to Christmas.
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Anhalt-Zerbst (from 1743 to 1763 - see Chapter 4 below) the tradition of Passion composition 
and performance had already expired in several centres and only a handful of composers were 
still producing examples of the genre. The reasons for this were two-fold; several courts 
which sponsored composers and performances had by then dissolved their orchestras, and in 
other centres - mainly cities where Passion performances were part of the liturgy of the parish 
churches - the oratorio Passion had been superseded by the more popular lyrical type.
Table 1.2 Centres where, bv 1740. the oratorio Passion performance tradition had 
expired or had become irregular:
Celle - No reports of oratorio passions after Kiihnhausen St Matthew Passion
WeiBenfels - Kapelle disbanded 1736.10
In some centres (Riga, Gotha and Leipzig), although the annual practice of performing 
oratorio Passions continued during the period 1740-60, no completely new examples seem to 
have been added to the repertoire (though examples of P a sticcio  Passions made up of 
previously composed music were performed by Bach in Leipzig in the 1740’ s). Of other 
centres that did nurture the oratorio Passion in the period, in four there are no surviving 
examples (Delitszch, Freiberg, Magdeburg and Rudolstadt). The following table lists all the 
surviving works produced after 1700 with the exception of the examples from Zerbst. In the 
majority of centres there was a certain amount of repetition of repertoire. In Hamburg, 
however, there was a tradition of producing a new work on an annual basis with no 
significant repetition after 1721, resulting in the domination of the genre by the two
8 Braun (1980) p. 175-6
9 Baselt (1993) p. 240.
10 Ibid. p. 242. v
Konigsberg
Merseburg
Sondershausen
Liineburg
(composed before 1680).
Kapelle disbanded in 1707;8 only subsequent work is Riedel St 
Matthew Passion 1721, performed, presumably, under the auspices of 
the Cathedral.
Last reference to an Oratorio Passion is of a St Matthew Passion in 
1734. Thereafter, all Passions performed there (all lyrical oratorios) 
were imported.
Kapelle disbanded 1738.9
Only known Passion, by Freislich, was composed in the period 1720- 
1730. Most knowledge of the work comes from the version performed 
in Danzig after 1755.
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Stadtkantors who held office in Hamburg between 1721 and 1788: G.P. Telemann and 
C.P.E. Bach:11
Table 1.3a Surviving musical settings
1701 Meder St Matthew Riga A
1704 (attr. Handel) St John Hamburg A
1710-20? Keiser St Luke Hamburg B
cl712 Keiser St Mark Hamburg A
bl718 A .A. Koch St Matthew Bemstadt A
bl720 J.B.C. Freislich St Matthew Sondershausen A
bl720 anonymous (attr. Bach)12 St Luke ?(N.Germany) A
1723 G.P.Telemann St Mark Hamburg A
1723 J.S. Bach St John Leipzig A
1723 Mattheson St John Hamburg A
1727 J.S. Bach St Matthew Leipzig A
1728 G.P. Telemann St Luke Hamburg A
1730 G.P. Telemann St Matthew Hamburg A
1731 J.S.Bach St Mark Leipzig B
1733 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1734 anonymous St Matthew Danzig
Leipzig
A
c 1735-7 J.G.Rollig St Matthew B
1736 Romhildt St Matthew Merseburg B
1737 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1741 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1744 G.P. Telemann St Luke Hamburg A
1745 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1746 G.P. Telemann St Matthew Hamburg A
1748 G.P. Telemann St Luke Hamburg A
1749 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1750 G.P. Telemann St Matthew Hamburg A
cl750 anonymous St Matthew Danzig A
1753 Doles St Matthew Freiberg A
c 1755-1768 Homilius St Mark Dresden A
1755 G.P. Telemann St Mark Hamburg A
1757 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1758 G.P. Telemann St Matthew Hamburg A
1759 G.P. Telemann St Mark Hamburg A
1760 G.P. Telemann St Luke Hamburg A
cl 760 Pucklitz St John Danzig B
1761 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1762 G.P. Telemann St Matthew Hamburg A
1764 G.P. Telemann St Luke Hamburg A
1765 G.P. Telemann St John Hamburg A
1766 G.P. Telemann St Matthew Hamburg A
1767 G.P. Telemann St Mark Hamburg A
1769 C.P.E. Bach St Matthew Hamburg B
cl 775 Homilius St Matthew Dresden A
1777 C.P.E. Bach St Mark Hamburg B
1781 C.P.E. Bach St Matthew Hamburg B
11 Lists from  N .R. Springthorpe, A Directory of Oratorio Passions (in preparation). T w o  w orks were 
parodies o f  earlier settings: the 1738 St M atthew  Passion o f  the 1726 setting and 1749 S t John o f the 
174 1 setting. See H om er (1933) p.68 and C lark  (1984) p.27.
12  Catalogued as B W V  246, perform ed L eip zig  173 4  (see table 7 .1 below ).
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1783 C.P.E. Bach St Luke Hamburg B
1784 C.P.E. Bach St John Hamburg B
1787 C.P.E. Bach St Luke Hamburg B
1788 C.P.E. Bach St Matthew Hamburg A
A Full score or set of parts survives
B music survives incomplete
In addition, wordbooks only survive of the following works from which information about 
structure and texts can be gleaned:
Table 1.3b Passions surviving as text-onlv
a) anonymous Passions from Hamburg:13 1701 St Luke; 1706 St John;
1707 St Matthew; 1708 St Mark; 1709 St Luke; 1710 St John; 1712 St Mark;
1715 St Matthew; 1716 St Mark; 1718 St John; 1720 St Matthew;
b) G.P. Telemann Passions: 1722 St Matthew; 1724 St Luke; 1725 St John;
1726 St Matthew; 1727 St Mark; 1729 St John; 1736 St Luke; 1738 St Matthew;
1739 St Mark; 1740 St Luke; 1752 St Luke; 1763 St Mark;
c) C.P.E. Bach Passions: 1768 St Matthew; 1769 St Mark; 1770 St Luke; 1771 St John; 
1772 St Matthew, 1773 St Mark; 1774 St Luke, 1775 St John; 1776 St Matthew; 
1777 St Mark; 1778 St Luke; 1779 St John; 1780 St Matthew; 1781 St Mark;
1782 St Luke; 1783 St John; 1784 St Matthew; 1785 St Mark; 1786 St Luke;
1787 St John
d) Other Passions: 1707 anonymous (Witt?) St Matthew; 1707 Erlebach St Matthew?, 
Rudolstadt; 1710 Bohm St Luke, Liineburg; 1721 Riedel St Matthew, Konigsberg; 
1729 Stolzel St Matthew and 1737 St John, Gotha; before 1744 J.S. Bever St Mark, 
St Matthew, St Mark and St Luke, Freiberg.
1 .3  Liturgical placement and macro-structure
Performance customs of the oratorio Passion varied from centre to centre and, although such 
works were most commonly performed on Good Friday, there was more variety in structure 
and liturgical context than Smallman suggests.14 The Catholic liturgy placed readings or 
performances of the four gospel accounts of the Passion on set days in Holy Week - St 
Matthew on Palm Sunday; St Mark, Tuesday of Holy Week; St Luke, Wednesday of Holy 
Week, and St John on Good Friday. Malinovsky points out that, aside from the fact that they 
were given in the biblical order, the two most detailed accounts were given on two of the most 
important days in Holy Week: Palm Sunday and Good Friday.i5 Echoes of this can be seen
13  N o com poser can be established for these w orks.
14  Sm allm an (1970) p. 33.
15  M a lin o v sk y  (1978) p. 283.
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in the local customs adopted by the Lutheran Church though the performance of liturgical 
Passions were not restricted to Holy Week, but could be heard on any Sunday in Lent. The 
placement within the liturgy determined, to a great extent, the large-scale division (or macro­
structure) of the work into ‘Parts’ 16 and, thus, the two topics are discussed in tandem in the 
following survey.
The earliest oratorio Passions are multi-sectional works. The early Hamburg Passions by 
Selle (St John, 1640; St Matthew, 1642; St John, 1643) and the Sebastiani St Matthew 
Passion (Konigsberg, cl663) fall into three Parts following the pattern of the old Responsorial 
Passion with a complete performance given in one service. 17 The first group of surviving 
post-1676 word books in Hamburg is clearly influenced by the Sebastiani model in their 
adoption of three Parts and in the use of chorale verse for congregational singing and for solo 
reflective arias, i8 Each Part commences with a sinfonia. 19 Strutius’ s St Matthew Passion, 
published in Danzig in 1664, falls into five Parts whereas Kuhnhausen’ s St Matthew Passion 
(Celle 1670-80)20 adopts a more modem two-Part structure. By the turn of the century, two 
distinct performing practices were to be found in Hamburg: the performance of a Passion in 
two Parts in the Domkirche, normally in Holy Week,2i and an unbroken performance in one 
Part only in the parish churches and other minor churches under the direction of the
16  T h e term ‘Parts’ (w ith a capital letter) w ill, henceforth, refer to the structure o f  the Passion as opposed to 
the various lines o f  m usic in the score.
1 7  S ee  Ham m itt (1974) for a survey o f  the 17th-century oratorio Passion and its m odels.
16 P rior to W W II there w as a valuable  resource in the form  o f  an unbroken chain o f  libretti o f  Passions 
perform ed in Hamburg from  1676 to 1788. T h o se  w orks perform ed prior to T elem an n ’s appointm ent as 
Stadtkantor in 172 1 g iv e  no indication o f  the authorship o f  the m usic or text. Possible com posers are the 
tw o H am burg Stadtkantors, Christoph Bernhard and Joachim  Gerstenbiittel, and four other m usicians 
associated w ith  Hamburg during the period: Joh. A d am  Reincken, M atthias W eckm ann ( c 1623-1674), 
Johann T heiie  (1646-1724) and D ietrich B eck er (16 23 -16 79). (Springthorpe (1996) pp. 2 7- 28.)
19  anonym ous S t M atthew (16 76 ), St John (1 6 7 7 )  and S t M ark (16 79) - according to H om er (1933) pp. 11 ff.
20 M alin o vsk y  (1978) p. 166
21 Domkantors in the period w ere 16 8 6 -17 15  - Friedrich N icolaus Bruns (also Brauns) (b.1686, d. 1718 ); 
17 15 -17 2 8  - Johann M attheson (b. 16 8 1, d .176 4 ) and 1728-39 - Reinhard R eiser (b .16 74 , d.1739).
O ratorio Passions perform ed inc. anonym ous (attr. Handel) S t John Passion; K eiser, St M ark Passion and 
possible S t L uke; M attheson, Das Lied des Lamms. A t first the perform ances w ere given  in the form er 
refectory and then from about 17 16 , in the nave o f  the church itself. - T he form er refectory, w as from  the 
late 17th century, used as a kind o f  concert-room  and w as the venue for the concerts o f  oratorios and secular 
m usic g iven  by W eckm ann’ s Collegium Musician (S ee  Petzoldt (19 74 ) p. 52 and Sm ither (19 77) p. 109).
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Stacltkantor in a sequence of performances leading up to Holy Week.22 The order in which 
the performances were given had been established in the mid 17th century:22
Petrikirche: third Sunday in Lent
Nicolaikirche: fourth Sunday in Lent
Catharinenkirche: fifth Sunday in Lent
Heilige Geist: Friday before Palm Sunday
Jacobkirche: Palm Sunday
S.Maria-Magdelena: Monday of Holy Week 
S.Gertrudis: Tuesday of Holy Week24
In addition, performances were to be heard by the 1650s in the Church of Marie- 
Magdelenenklosters and Heilige Geist-Spitale. Later additions were the Michaeliskirche, the 
Pfarrkirche der Neustadt and the Dom in the Pfichtenkreis.25 By Telemann’ s time Passions 
were also performed in S. Georg and in the Waisenhauskirche.2  ^ Clearly the work-load was 
great: by C.P.E. Bach’ s time there were 10 performances in 13 days.27 However, judging 
from the schedule suggested above, oratorio Passions performances in the Hamburg parish 
churches were completed prior to Maundy Thursday - unlike the performance practice in the 
Domkirche where the 1704 anonymous St John Passion with text by Postel was reportedly
22
23
Hamburg Stadtkantors w ho oversaw  oratorio Passion perfom ances in the 17th and 18lh centuries were: 
S e lle , 16 37-16 6 3; Bernhard, 1663-1674; GerstenbUttel 16 7 4 -17 2 1; G .P . Telem ann, 1 7 2 1-1 7 6 7 ; C .P .E . 
Bach, 1767-1788.
F o llow in g the C atholic L itu rgy, in G erm an Lutheran tradition, each Sunday and feast day in Lent leading 
up to Easter is given  a title that relates to the verse fo r the day. O ratorio Passion perform ances have been 
recorded in various centres throughout the L enten period on the fo llo w in g feast days:
24
25
26 
27
Germ an Nam e 
Esto Mihi 
Invocavit 
Remiscere 
Oculi 
Latare 
Juclica
Palm Sonntag 
Griindonnerstag 
Karfreitag 
K ruger (1933) pp. 82-3. 
Ibid p. 86.
M enke (1983) p. 18. 
Heim  (1983) p.265.
D av in A n g lo-C ath olic  liturgy
Quinquagesim a
1st Sunday in Lent
2nd Sunday in Lent
3rd Sunday in Lent
4th Sunday in Lent
5th Sunday in Lent
Palm Sunday
M aundy Thursday
G ood Friday
16
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heard in the Refectory on Good Friday .28
The two-Part division of the Passion with a sermon placed between the two halves was the 
most popular structure in the 18th century though the two halves of a bipartite work were not 
necessarily performed at a single service; in Danzig the performance was spread across two 
services on Good Friday in the D a n z ig e r  G e s a n g b iic h e r  published in 1735, 1759, 1760 and 
1782.
D a s  L e y d e n  u n d  S te r b e n  U n s e r s  th e u r e s te n  H e y la n d e s  J e su  C h risti, A u s  d e m  X X V I  
a n d  X X V I I . C a p ite l  d e s  E v a n g e l . M a tth a i, A u fV e r o r d n u n g  E . h o c h - E d l .  R a h ts  d e r  
S ta d t D a n z ig , B e y  d e r  F r iih - u n d  V e s p e r  P r e d ig t  d e s  S tillen  F r e y ta g s , In  e in e r  
e r b a u lic h e n  M u s ik  Z u r  V er m e h r u n g  g u te r  A n d a c h t v o r g e s te lle t .
In this centre only St Matthew’s account was allowed to be performed in church; Parti 
(Chapter 26) in the morning service, Part II (Chapter 27) at Vespers.29 in Riga the tradition 
seems to have been to divide the performance o f the Passion between Tuesday in Holy Week 
and Good Friday as suggested by the title of a Passion text printed in the Riga G e sa n g b u c h  
(1695): 30
H e i lig e  P a s s io n s -A n d a c h t  /  V o n  J e s u  C h r is ti /  u n se rs  H e r m  u n d  H e ila n d e s  
u n sch u ld ig e n  L e y d e n s  u n d  S te r b e n  M a tth a u s  a m  2 6 . u n d  2 7 .  C a p . W ie  s o lc h e  a llh ier  
in  R ig a  in d e r  s t i lle fn ]  W o c h e  a m  D ie n s ta g  u n d  C h a r -F r e y ta g  in d e r  K ir c h e  
a b g e s u n g e n  w ird .
The division of oratorio Passions into two Parts continued in centres further south which 
gradually adopted the form. In Halberstadt, Clajus’ s Passion (St Matthew, 1693) is so 
divided.3l In the last two major cities that instituted a Passion tradition - Leipzig (from 1721 
in the H a u p tk irch en , although apparently from 1717 in the independent Neukirche) and 
possibly Dresden (from the mid-century) - a two-part Passion was performed in the
28 H ogw ood (1984) p .25 (H ogw ood does not g iv e  a source). M alinovsky (1978) p. 197 gives the date as 
17 .3 .170 4 . O n M on day and W ednesday o f  H oly  W eek  in 1704, K eiser’ s Der blutige und sterbende Jesus
w as also given  perform ances in the R efecto ry  as detailed in the libretto. (Sm ither (19 77) p. 105.)
28 L ott (1920) p. 291 and L ott (19 25 ) pp. 298 and 305.
30 L ott (1920) p. 292.
81 C la ju s published three others: S t John, 1694 and tw o accordin g to S t M ark in 1695 and 1696.
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Good Friday Vespers32 The order of service for Vespers on Good Friday in Leipzig, a 
service which commenced at 1:45 pm, had been established in the H a u p tk irch en  in 1721 
(with the first performance of Kuhnau’ s St Mark Passion in the Thomaskirche). Part I of the 
Passion was sung before the sermon, and Part II after. For the performances of Bach’ s St 
Matthew Passion, the congregation in the Thomaskirche displayed considerable stamina:
1) Performance of the chorale ‘Da Jesus an dem Kreuze stund’ by the choir.
2) Part I of the Passion
3) Pulpit Hymn, ‘Herr Jesu Christ, dich zu uns wend’
4) Sermon
5) Part II of the Passion
6) Motet sung by choir: E c c e  q u o m o d o  m oritu r  (Gallus).
7) Passion verse intoned - Collect for the day
8) Chorale ‘Nun Danke alle Gott’ (from  Schering (19 4 1) pp. 166)
A differing pattern of performance was conceived by Picander for the setting of his lyrical 
Passion of 1725. Although there is no evidence that Bach set this libretto, let alone performed 
it, Picander’ s title indicates an intended performance spread across services on Maundy 
Thursday and Good Friday: E r b a u lic h e  G e d a n k e n  a u fd e n  G rtin en  D o n n e r s ta g  u n d  
C h a r fr e y ta g  tib er  d en  L e id e n d e n  J e s u m . In  e in e m  O r a to r io  e n tw o rffe n , 1725.
More variety was displayed in other central German centres and presentations of the Passion 
were not restricted to Holy Week. In Luneburg, Funke’ s St Luke was performed before the 
sermon on Quinquagesima Sunday.33 In Freiberg, the two Parts of Beyer’ s H e ilig e  L e id e n s  
G e s c h ic h te  U n sers  H e r r n J e s u  C h r is ti were performed twice in the Cathedral, on E s t o  m ihi 
and the first Tuesday in Lent and on Palm Sunday and Tuesday of Holy Week.34 In Gotha, 
the anonymous 1707 St Matthew Passion (possibly by Witt) is divided into four Parts, 
performed before and after the sermon in the Maundy Thursday and Good Friday Vespers
32 T here seem s to be some confusion o ver the details o f  the Dresden tradition. H om ilius’ s Passions were 
invariably in tw o Parts, and, indeed, the source in Berlin o f  the St M ark Passion So gehst du nun is 
divided into tw o volum es. A cco rd in g  to Hans John (1980) pp. 20 7ff., the H om ilius Passions w ere 
perform ed at special services during Lent and on M aundy Thursday and G ood Friday. T he sleeve notes 
(author anonym ous) accom panying the recent recording o f  the St M atthew Passion Ein Ldmmlein geht 
state that, as at L eipzig, the tw o parts w ere perform ed before and after the sermon in the 
Karfreitagsgottesdienst. H ow ever, in his book, John does not distinguish between the liturgical and 
Passion oratorios in his com m ents - it is con ceivable  that the liturgical type w ere perform ed on G ood 
Friday, w hilst the lyrical type Were perform ed on other occasions, possibly in sacred concerts.
33 W alter (1967) p. 155.
34 Schiinem ann (19 18 /19 19) p. 200.
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services. The majority of subsequent works in the centre adopted a similar plan 25 Finally, 
in Weifienfels, a court with a well established tradition of Passion performances under 
Krieger, at least two Passions of which details survive were performed over several days. The 
anonymous 1703 Passion in three Parts was performed on Laetare and J u d ica  whilst an 
anonymous six-Part Passion performed in 1710 was given over six Sundays from E sto  m ih i 
to Palm Sunday (excluding O c u li.)26
In forms related to the oratorio Passion, there seems to have been more variety in structure.
Some, as in the Z e r b s tis c h e s  G e s a n g b u c h  (1743), were no more than extended hymns with
the entire Passion text in strophic verse.27 However, examples of more complex settings can
be found in Hymn books of major cities where the gospel text is interspersed with lyrical
movements displaying aria structures. T h e  R u d o lsta d ter  P a ss io n sh a r m o n ie  (1688),
M e r s e r b u r g e r  E v a n g e lie n h a r m o n ie  d e s  G e s a n g b u c h e s  (1709) and the H a m b u r g is c h e s
G e s a n g -B u c h  (1666 and 1788) all contain ‘harmonized’ settings of the Passion story (i.e.
compilations from all four Gospels).28 The various editions of the H a m b u r g is c h e s  G e s a n g -
B u c h  contain a text for an oratorio Passion divided into five ‘acts’ . This format was
developed as early as 1666 by Piscator and was entitled D i e  G e s c h ic h te  d e s  L e id e n s  u n d
S te r b e n s ...in  f u n f T h e i le  e in g e r ic h te t . The five acts began with the following text incipits:
Act 1 ‘Und da sie den Lobgesang gesprochen hatten...,’
Act2 ‘Die Schaar aber und der Oberhauptmann...,’
Act3 ‘Und der ganze Haufe stund auf...,’
Act4 ‘Da nahmen die Kriegsknechte Jesum...’
Act 5 ‘Darnach am Abend, weil es der Riisttag war...’
An additional note in the title ‘Wie dieselbe am Char-Freytage abgesungen wird’ , clearly 
denotes that the Passion was to be performed on Good Friday in Hamburg.29 However, no 
record of a setting of this text survives and the cycle of performances of oratorio Passion in 
Hamburg suggests that there was no oratorio Passion performance on Good Friday. The 
presence in the N e u -v e r m e h r te s  W iir t te m b e r g is c h e s  G e s a n g b u c h  (Stuttgart 1691, pp.340-
35 B lankenburg (1963) pp. 50-59.
36 W erner (1 9 11)  pp.134-5.
3 7  See  description and m usic in Chapter 4  below .
38 L ott (19 25 ) p. 291.
39 Haberlen (1974) p. 57.
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365) of a very similar five-Part Passion text ( H is t o r ia ) by Daniel Speer is an indication of the 
influence there of the Hamburg setting. Four of the five acts in Speer’ s libretto commence 
with the identical text incipits to Piscator’ s (the exception being the first act which begins ‘Es 
war aber nahe das Fest den siissen Brot’ ).40 Steiger, referring to the St Mark Passion D ie  
b etr u b te  u n d  g e tr o s te te  G e is tlic h e  S u la m ith  (discussed below in Chapter 9), suggests that the 
five Parts refer back to the preface o f Johann Gerhard’ s E rk ld ru n g  d e r  H is to r ie n  d e s  L e id e n s  
u n d  S te r b e n s  u n se re s  H e r r n  J e su  C h r is ti (Jena 1611) in which the author summarizes the 
Passion story into five scenes: H o r tu s  - p o n t i f ic e s  - P ila tu m  - c r u x q u e  -  s e p u lc h r u m .41 The 
format matches the text in the H a m b u r g is c h e s  G e s a n g -B u c h  and is possibly the model of 
Piscator’ s libretto. The same division of the drama can be seen in Telemann’ s five-Part setting 
of St Luke (1728 - further comments below).
1 .4  Texts
The core of the oratorio Passion libretto, which separates it from all other ‘concerted’ settings 
of the Passion story in the 18th century, is the Gospel account of the Passion. To this, 
German hymns, arias, a r io s o  movements and lyrical choruses are added at significant 
moments in the text - the inclusion of these other movements is not only to relieve the 
monotony of extended recitative, but more importantly from the devotional point of view, to 
inspire an appropriate reaction in the congregation. This section deals with each aspect of the 
libretto, gospel text, chorales, arias and choruses in turn establishing the consistencies and 
deviations of approach to the construction of the libretti between differing centres.
1.4.1 Gospel text
The two gospels favoured by ancient tradition were St Matthew and St John 42 By far the 
greatest number of oratorio Passions composed were settings of St Matthew; indeed, they 
were almost exclusively so at the end of the 17th century in centres other than Hamburg
40 Ibid.
41 Steiger (1988) p.72.
42 Mention has been already made of the placing of the readings of the four gospels on set days in Holy week 
with St John and St Matthew being given on two of the most important days in Holy Week: Palm Sunday 
and Good Friday.
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(where there was a rotating four-year cycle of the gospels).43 Although St John was the 
traditional gospel for Good Friday, Smallman suggests that the completeness of St Matthew’ s 
account of the Passion history (in chapters 26 and 27), together with the richness of the 
description and the balance of the text (as opposed to the truncation of the earlier scenes and 
the considerable expansion of the scene of the trial before Pilate in St John’ s narrative), gave 
the Passion librettist more scope to include reflective commentary 44 The balance of the 
structure also favoured the natural break at the end of Chapter 26, i.e. after Peter’ s denial, so 
that a sermon might be interpolated. Thus, in those centres that adopted a two-Part division of 
the Gospel (Danzig, Freiberg and Dresden)45 this is the pattern which prevails in the 18th 
century.46 J.S. Bach adopts a rather more individual approach and makes the break after 
Chapter 26:56, the end of the Scene of the Arrest, so that Part II commences with the trial 
before Caiaphas.
The accounts of the Passion story given in the synoptic Gospels - St Matthew, St Mark and St 
Luke - differ little in their presentation of the various events and in their dramatic structure, 
and lend themselves to a bipartite structure with a natural break between chapters. St John’ s 
version is strikingly different, both in construction and in focus, making a division of the text 
less straightforward. Without the largely devotional sections recounting the Last Supper and 
the Agony of Christ to balance the drama of the trials and crucifixion, the account in chapters 
18 and 19 does not lend itself easily to a bipartite division; a break at the end of chapter 18, 
during the second trial scene before Pilate, comes particularly late in the story.4?
43 M alin o vsk y (1988) p. 284 states, ‘ although the survivin g texts o f  the H am burg Passions at the turn o f  the 
18th century indicate no real pattern o f  alternation o f  the four gospels in that city , it w as apparently the 
custom  in som e places [M alinovsky g ives no details or sources for his inform ation] to use M atthew ,
M ark, Luke and John in a  four year c y c le .’ In fact the reverse is true; from  1691 to the death o f  Em anuel 
B ach  (1788 ), the Passion perform ances in the Parish churches o f  Hamburg rotated through the four gospels 
in a four-yearly  pattern in the gospel order (w ith o n ly  a couple o f  breaks) w h ile  only in Zerbst w as a 
sim ilar quadrennial cycle  o f  perform ances adopted - see chapter 4  below.
44 Sm allm an (1970) pp. 33ff.
45 it  is worth noting that the Kantors o f  tw o o f  these cities, D oles (Freiberg) and H om ilius (D resden), were 
both students in L eip zig  and pupils o f  B ach, and in his ch o ice  o f  chorales and the pattern o f  their 
interpolation in the G ospel text, D oles seem s also to have been influenced by the D an zig liturgy (see 
com m ents below ).
46 Three o f  the earliest surviving exam ples, S e lle  (1642), F lor (1667) and Funcke (c!6 8 0 ) all adopt the same 
break after Chapter 26: 66, directly after the verdict o f  the High Priests is given.
4 7 T he scene o f  the Last Supper is recounted in Chapter 13 and C hrist’s agony in the garden is omitted 
altogether in John’s account.
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Consequently, there is much more variety in construction in settings of this Gospel. Selle’ s 
setting of St John (1643) divided the Gospel text into: (I) the arrest and trial before Caiaphas, 
(II) the trial before Pilate and (III) the Crucifixion, inserting large-scale In term ed ii at each 
division.48 The earliest 18th-century two-Part plan, the libretto by Postel, set anonymously 
in 1704 and by Mattheson in 1723, side-steps the problem by setting only chapter 19, 
creating, in effect, a p a s s io  b r e v is . 49 Pucklitz (cl760) ignores any problems of balance and 
allots one chapter to each Part. J.S. Bach chooses a more creative solution by breaking after 
Ch. 18:27, i.e. after Peter’s denials (the sermon comes at the same point in the anonymous 
Luke Passion BWV246 which Bach performed in 1734),59 and commencing Part II with 
Jesus being led to the Praetorium to be interrogated by Pilate for the first time. He also inserts 
some verses from St Matthew (Ch.26: 75 and 27: 51-2) to compensate for the omissions in St 
John’ s account of Peter’ s remorse and the rending of the curtain of the temple, the earthquake 
and opening of tombs upon Christ’ s death.
There are very few surviving settings of St Mark’ s account which are divided into two or 
more Parts. The earliest surviving setting, composed before 1713 by Keiser, is abridged, 
commencing at Ch. 14: 26 when Jesus and the disciples go across the Brook of Kidron to the 
Mount of Olives. The work may well have been originally in one Part, but was subsequently 
divided into two by Bach to adapt it for performance in the Leipzig liturgy in 1726.51 The 
break adopted by Bach (Ch. 15:15) is late in the account, at the point when Pilate delivers 
Jesus to be crucified. In his own setting (1731), Bach sets chapters 14 and 15 in their entirety, 
the sermon coming directly following the arrest Ch. 14: 52. Homilius (S o  g e h s t  d u  n u n , by
48 C horal settings o f  Isaiah 53:4-5, Psalm  22, and the chorale O Lamm Gottes imschuldig in a style  
influenced by the motets o f  G abrieli.
49 T h e  break is made after verse 25: the second Part com m ences with Jesus announcing to his m other and 
other w om en gathered at the cross: ‘ B ehold, thy so n !’ It is likely  that both the 1704 St John Passion and 
the later K eiser St M ark Passion, w hich is also  abridged, w ere not intended for liturgical use as part o f  a 
service since they w ere given  concert-style perform ances in the form er R efectory o f  the D om kirche. The 
earler w ork also contains no chorales, a further indication that this w ork w as intended for non-liturgical 
perform ance. Neither w ork w as g iven  perform ances in the Parish churches as part o f  the annual Passion 
cycle.
80 In four sections, the B rockes Passion - presum ed to have been perform ed in L eip zig  in 7173 9  (setting 
by Telem ann) and c 174 6 -174 7 (setting b y  Handel) - a lso  breaks after Part II after the Peter’ s denials.
81 G lo c k n e r(1975) p. 613. Bach probably perform ed K e ise r ’ s Passion in W eim ar c 17 12  (an edition o f  this 
version is currently being prepared fo r publication by Carus Verlag) and adapted it for use in the L eip zig  
liturgy (the version currently known).
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1768) adopts the natural break between chapters after Peter’s denials.
There are even fewer surviving settings of the Passion according to St Luke outside the 
Hamburg Tradition.52 The work which Bach performed in Leipzig in 1734 (BWV 246), 
which sets the entire gospel text of Chapters 22 and 23 in two Parts, was also probably 
adapted for performance in the Leipzig liturgy 53 Part II commences at Chapter 22: 63, at the 
point after Peter’ s Denial as BWV245.
The abridgement of the gospel text, already noted above in the settings of the Postel S t J o h n  
text and Keiser’s S t M a r k  P a s s io n , appears to be a particular characteristic of the Hamburg 
Passions - there seems to be no occurrence of this in works from other centres (where 
presumably the gospel text was treated with more reverence). In his earlier settings in 1723- 
1735, Telemann followed tradition and set the complete Passion text.54 However, from 1736 
he experimented with various cuts and eventually adopted a kind of p a s s io  b r e v is  in which the 
scenes of the Last Supper, the descent from the cross and burial of Christ are omitted (an 
unusual treatment of the Passion text - clearly the Lutherans give the institution of the holy 
sacrament far less emphasis than the Roman Catholic tradition). In all the oratorio Passion 
settings from 1742, Telemann consistently selected a text which is more or less common to 
each of the gospels commencing with the scene on the Mount of Olives (the point at which 
chapter 18 starts in St John) and finishing at the Death of Jesus: St Matthew 26: 30 - 27: 50; 
St Mark 14: 26 - 15:38; St Luke 22:39 - 23:46; St John 18:1 - 19:30).
1 .4 .1 .1  Recitative: allocation of voices and tonality
From the 5th century the performance of the gospel text emphasised the division between 
Evangelist, Christus and the s y n a g o g a , a collective term to describe the minor characters and
52 Known examples in the 18th century include: at least two composed for the liturgy in Zerbst (see chapters
4 and 8 below, one incomplete, the other lost); Bohm, Liineburg (1710) (wordbook only survives); the
anonymous work performed by Bach in 1734 (composed N. Germany cl712); Beyer, Freiberg (before 
1744) (wordbook only survives); Keiser, Hamburg (1710-20?) (frag.); C.F. Rolle Magdeburg (1744) (lost).
53 Malinovsky (1978) pp. 209-211, Schulze/Wolff (1988) 111,983-4.
54 St Matthew, Chapters 26 and 27; St Mark Chapters 14-15 and St Luke Chapters 22 and 23.
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tu rba  (crowd of Jews).55 The earliest presentations of the Passion story in plainchant were 
given by a single singer, the d ia k o n  (deacon), who distinguished between narrative sections, 
the words of Christ, the minor characters and crowd by altering the pitch and inflection of the 
voice indicated by letter symbols ( litte r a e s ig n ific a tiv a e ) placed beside the text.56 The 
Evangelist’s part lay in a medium (tenor) pitch, Christ in a low (bass) pitch and the sy n a g o g a  
in a high (alto) pitch. The formula chosen became the standard for all later Passion settings 
where different singers were employed to sing the solo roles. There is no reliable evidence 
that the Passion was recited by more than one singer until the 13th century. The earliest 
definite distribution of the parts among several singers is to be found in the G r o s  liv re  of the 
Dominicans, dating from 1274. By the 14th century it was normal practice for three clerics to 
present the various roles. Letter symbols were retained but their interpretation was somewhat 
modified:57
Common 15th cent interpretations: Original interpretation:
c = cantor or ch ron ista  celeriter (quickly)
s = s y n a g o g a  or su c c e n to r  su r su m  (in a raised voice)
t  = C h ristu s f  = t = tra h ere  (to drag) or te n e r e  (to hold)
indicating that the music for the part of Christ 
should be performed slowly and reverently
The simple plainsong formulae, known as the Passion tones, were published in a definitive 
version in Rome in 1586 by Guidetti under the direction of Pope Sixtus V58 (though local 
traditions did survive).59 This publication codified the chants, the relative pitches of the three 
voices (Evangelist, Christus and s y n a g o g a ) and the mode (Lydian) of the Passion tones. 
Initially, composers of oratorio Passions continued to use the Passion tones to set the gospel 
text and it became a natural step as the major-minor key system gradually became established 
for composers to choose the key of F as the key for oratorio Passions. Thus, the majority of
55 T h e  term synagoga is not found readily in m usical dictionaries but has been adopted b y  Sm allm an (1970), 
p. 123. and Reese (1954). T h is  co llectiv e  term is a  useful one but, as Sm allm an describes, one w hich ‘ has 
no foundation in liturgical w ritings but stem s from a recent m isinterpretation.’
56 Sm allm an (1970) p. 123.
5 7  [bid.
58 From  Karl Ferdinand M iiller and W alter Blankenburg, Leiturgia (Kassel: Johannes Stauda-V erlag,
196 1) vo l.IV . pp.435-6, quoted in M alin o vsk y  (19 78 ) p. 17. T he sim ple plainsong Passions have 
continued to be performed to the present day in an alm ost unaltered version in certain continental centres.
59 S ee  Snow  (1996) pp. 37-45.
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the surviving passions composed between 1641 and 1700 are in F major and it continued to be 
a popular key for Passion compositions in the 18th century.60 Passion tones continued to 
play an important, if diminishing role in the setting of the gospel text - Sebastiani’ s 1672 St 
Matthew Passion is the first surviving oratorio Passion where the recitative sections are 
entirely free of the Passion tones. The key of G minor also seemed to have a particular 
significance for composers of oratorio Passions; in a survey of thirty-three 18th-century 
oratorio Passions, seven commenced or concluded in F major whilst thirteen adopted the key 
of G minor.
Aspects of the pattern of vocal scoring established in the 5th century continued into the 18th 
century: the Evangelist was uniformly sung by a tenor and C h ristu s by a bass, while A n c illa  
and U x o r  P ila tu s were assigned to the soprano voice. For the other minor parts there 
appears to have been no consistent pattern, indeed, even within the oeuvre of a single 
composer there was variety (c.f. Telemann Passions in Table 1.4 below) though as a very 
loose rule, weakness is denoted by a high voice (alto) and strength by the bass. Hence, after 
Christ, the character most often cast as a bass is Pilate though there are echoes of the s y n a g o g a  
tradition in Selle’s St John Passion, the anonymous 1704 St John Passion (Postel), 
Mattheson’s setting of the same text in 1723, and in Telemann’s 1737 setting of St John 
where Pilate is set as an alto 61 whilst Judas is most often an alto. J.S. Bach (in both BWV 
244 and BWV 245)62 and Telemann (in St Matthew, 1730) stand apart from the general trend 
by assigning all the majormale d ra m a tis p e r s o n a e  to the bass voice. Table 1.4 below 
indicates the assigned voices in the surviving examples from the 17th and 18th centuries.
8 ° O f  the eight surviving 17th-century Passions, Sebastian i’s is in D minor, T h e ile ’s is in G  m inor (the 
second m ost popular key), and F u n ck ’ s is in the unusual key o f  Eb (w ith the Passion tones transposed 
dow n). A ll  the others have F m ajor as their hom e key.
81 O n ly  in Zerbst it seem s that all the m inor characters w ere assigned to the alto vo ice  in the ancient 
manner. (See chapters 8 and 9 below .)
82 W ith the exception o f  the false w itnesses in B W V 2 4 5.
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1 .4 .1 .2  T u r b a e
In the development of the Responsorial Passion from the Plainsong Passion composers were 
able to create infinitely more realism from choral settings of the s y n a g o g a , which had 
previously been sung by a solo voice. A division between the solo voices and chorus did not 
occur until the settings by Victoria in the late 16th century. Expressiveness was paramount in 
the Catholic tradition of the early part of the 16th century, particularly in the dramatic 
inteijections of the crowd, which were generally set melismatically in a contrapuntal style.
The Lutheran tradition, on the other hand, in the same period placed great emphasis on the 
clarity of the words and favoured the simplest type of chordal turbae following the natural 
rhythm of the words.65 With the exception of Selle - who was greatly influenced by the 
Italian style of the late 16th century and who thus stood apart from his Lutheran colleagues 
with his use of contrapuntal textures in the turbae 64 - generally, composers of 17th century 
oratorio Passions displayed a surprising conservatism and simple chordal responses similar to 
those of Johann Walter (cl550) were still common currency in the works of Flor and 
Sebastiani.
From the first decade of 18th century one can perceive a lengthier and often more contrapuntal 
approach; tu rb a e  were developed into more elaborate musical items.65 The considerable 
variety in these short sections in 18th-century settings is highlighted by a comparison of the 
turbae of three of the earliest surviving complete scores of the 18th century: the anonymous 
St John Passion (1704, libretto by Postei), Reinhard Keiser St Mark Passion (cl717) and 
Mattheson D a s  L ie d  d e s  L a tn m es  (1723 - also a setting of the Postei libretto). For instance, 
in the 1704 setting of Postei’ s St John Passion, a common feature to all the tu rba e is that the 
voices commence a  ca p ella  or with b a s s o  c o n tin u o  accompaniment only, and that 
instruments, when employed, enter after the first vocal phrase. Often the first orchestral 
phrase is an answer to the initial vocal phrase and, as in the first chorus, ‘Sei gegriisset’ 
(Example 1.1 below), the instruments are always in opposition to the voices, or in the second 
and third turba choruses (‘Kreuzige, Kreuzige!’ and ‘Wir haben ein Gesetzt’ ) only join the 
voices from the last phrase(s).
83 Sm allm an (1970) pp. 6 1-62 .
84 Ibid. pp. 64-5.
85 S ee  below  and the Case Studies at the end o f  this chapter for exam ples.
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Musical Example 1.1
Attr. Handel, St John Passion (Postel, 1704): tu rb a  chorus ‘Sei gegriifiet’ (bars 1-17)66
In his setting of St Mark’ s gospel, Keiser sets the turbae in a number of ways: 1) entirely 
contrapuntally with the instrumental parts c o lla p a r te  ( ‘GegriiBet seist du’ ); 2) mainly 
contrapuntally but with a homophonic opening and final phrase ( ‘Er hat andem geholfen’); or 
3) entirely chordally but with independent string figuration ( ‘Kreuzige ihn’- Example 1.2 
below).
66 Translation: ‘Hail, thou King of the Jews’
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Musical Example 1.2
Reinhard Keiser, St Mark Passion: tu rb a  chorus ‘Kreuzige ihn’ (complete)
Despite Mattheson’ s belief that church music should be imbued with the theatrical style, there 
are still echoes of sty lu s  g r a v is  in the choruses where there is often an emphasis on 
contrapuntal techniques. However, Mattheson’ s belief that the composition of sacred music 
is the highest ‘calling of a composer’67 seems to be taken to extremes in D a s  L ie d  d e s  
L a m m e s . In the choruses he gives a bravura display of contrapuntal techniques, not only in 
set-piece choral movements with lyrical texts, but also in two of the tu rba  -choruses which 
take on an unprecedented length and academicism. Mattheson ensures that we do not miss this 
by adding subtitles titles to movements:
No. 18 C a n o n  P e r p e tu u s  in  H y p o d ia p e n t e : 4  v o c u m : F u g a  in  c o n s e q u e n z a
(T u r b a  chorus: ‘Lasset der diesen los, so bist du des Kaisers Freund 
nichts’
No. 20 F u g a D o p p ia
('T u rba  chorus: Weg, weg mit dem, kreuzige ihn.’ )
No. 32 A n tip h o n a , o v e r o  R e s p o n s o r io  m o d e r n o
(lyrical chorus: ‘Welche sind des heilandes Erben?)68
No. 33 C a n to  f e r m o  c o l  C o n tr a p u n to  d e  i S tr o m e n ti: A lla  d o d e c im a
(opening lyrical chorus to Part II: ‘Es dient zu meinen Freuden’ )
Cannon (1971) Preface, p.v.
88 See musical example 1.5 below.
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No. 45 C o n tra p u n to  a ll ’o tta v a , s o p r a  un ca n to  f e r m o .
(S ch lu fich o r : ‘ Schlafe wohl! nach deinen Leiden’ )
Of the works composed after 1723, Bach tended to set the majority of the crowd outbursts in 
contrapuntal style, their effect being heightened by the use of independent orchestral 
accompaniment ‘with its wide-range of colourful pictorialisnT .69 Those in the Matthew
Passion BWV244 range in length from the single bar of the choral shout ‘Barrabam’ (45a) and
‘Der rufet dem Elias’ (61b) to over 20 bars (average length 8 bars)70 whilst Telemann’s turba  
choruses are generally short and terse and syllabic settings prevail.71 Some of Teiemann’s 
are entirely homophonic, but the majority are contrapuntal in texture and Homer identifies two 
distinct groups amongst the latter: those which are largely imitative and those where upper and 
lower voices each have independent melodic or rhythmic and patterns simultaneously (e.g. 
soprano/alto sing a melody in crotchets, whilst the tenor and bass sing differing patterns in 
minims). In his settings of the St Matthew Passion, C.P.E. Bach relied heavily on the 
compositions of his father, utilising as many as 10 tu rba  chomses from BWV 244 .72 
Thus, no hard-and-fast mles can be applied about the approach of 18th-century composers 
save that these passages are almost always set chorally. 73
1.4.2 Lyrical movements - Chorales
After the Gospel text, one of the most important and characteristic elements of oratorio 
Passion form is the presence of chorales. ‘Chorales were the cornerstone of Lutheran 
worship, and their appearance at focal points in the Passions provided a link between 
elaborately composed music and that understood and participated in by the people. ’ 74 Simple 
settings of chorales, presumably intended for performance by the congregational, started to
69 Sm allm an (1970) p.72.
70 T h eil (1978) p.444ff. argues that ‘E r hat anderes geh o lfen ' in B W V  247 is a  parody ofn the chorus ‘A n  
dir, du Vorbild  groBer Frauen’ from the Trauerode - w hich goes on for a w ild ly  im probable 73 bars (as in 
the Sim on H eighes’s edition o f  the reconstructed w ork).
71 See exam ples below  in Case Study 1.
72  l)  ‘ E r hat gesagt: Ich kann den Tem pel G ottes abbrechen’ , 2) ‘ W ahrlich, D u bist auch ein er’ ,
3) ‘ Barrabam ’ , 4) ‘ MaB ihn kreu zigen ’ , 5) ‘ Sein  B lut kom m e iiber uns’ , 6) ‘E s taugt nicht daB w ir es in 
den G otteskasten’ , 7 ) ‘D er du den Tem pel G ottes zerbrichen’ , 8) ‘ A ndem  hat er geholfen ’ , 9) *Der rufet 
den EIias‘ , 10) ‘ Halt, laB sehen, ob E lias ko m m e.’ (M eisner (1969) pp.62-3.)
73 O ne o f  the exceptions is highlighted below  in the case study o f  the Hom ilius St Mark Passion (section 
1.6 .4  below ).
74 Stein itz (1979 ) p. 24.
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appear in oratorio Passion scores in the late 17th century75 and by the 18th century were an 
indispensable element of liturgical Passions (though their presense does not automatically 
imply the particiption of a congregation). This is despite the views of many commentators in 
the first half of the 18th century (including Handel, Keiser, Telemann and Mattheson) that the 
Lutheran hymns were outmoded forms of expression and ‘had no place in the new, more 
elegant theatrical style.’ Mattheson’s statement should be taken with some caution since he 
himself introduced two chorales into D a s  L ie d  d e s  L a m m e s , his setting of Postei’s libretto 
for the St John Passion which in its original 1704 version had none.76 However, indicative 
of the unfashionable nature of chorales is their total absence from some lyrical Passions.77
The number of chorales utilised in some north-German centres (discussed below) also
confirms the importance of hymns in worship at Passiontide. To what extent there was
congregational participation in the hymns in various centres has not been fully established,
though isolated reports confirm such participation. A comment made in 1732 by Christian
Gerber, a pietist pastor in Saxony, once presumed to be about Bach’s own Passion settings
but now thought to apply to to an event in Dresden, gives a graphic account of the reception of
an extravagant performance showing that perhaps the theatrical style which was acceptable in
Hamburg was less tolerated in more southerly centres:78
Some high officials and well-born ladies in one of the galleries began to sing the first 
Choral with great devotion from their books. But as the theatrical music proceeded, 
they were thrown into greatest wonderment, saying to each other, ‘What does it all 
mean?’ ; while an old lady, a widow, exclaimed, ‘God help us! ’ tis surely an Opera- 
comedy!’
Composers other than Bach opted for a simple note-for-note style for the hymns in settings of
75  Sebastian i’ s S t M atthew Passion (16 72 ) is the earliest survivin g Passion w h ich  includes sim ple chorales 
printed in the score.
76  Sm allm an (1970) p. 87. T h e lack  o f  chorales in the earlier setting o f  1704 Postei (b y  Bohm ?) strongly 
suggests that the w ork w as indended not for liturgical use but for a sacred concert.
77  There w ere none in H unold’s Der blutige andsterbende Jesus (170 4), set by K e ise r nor has C .P .E . B ach ’s 
Die letzten Leiden (1770 ) a single chorale. D espite  the opinions expressed by M attheson, there was 
still a  demand for the ancient hym ns since B rock es re-introduced five  into Der fiir die Siinde der Welt, 
very  possibly to avert possible criticism  from  the H am burg clergy. T elem an n ’s lyrical Passion, Seliges 
Erwcirgen has 10 chorales. Sensibility  had undoubtedly changed by the m id-century. In Der Tod Jesu
(175 5 ) C .H . Graun abandons the traditional w ords in favour o f  R am ler’s new  texts w hich  turned the 
congregational hymn into ‘ a sentim ental e d ify in g  song the tune o f  w hich w as know n to everyone from the 
chu rch .’ H e rz( 1985) pp. 58-9.
78 Stein itz (1979) p. L03. after C .H . B itter Johann Sebastian Bach, Berlin 1865 and 1881, II, p.58.
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the Passion although the treatment of chorales was not uniform. In one of the earliest 
surviving works of the 18th century, the St Luke Passion performed by Bach in 1734 
(presumed to have been composed c. 1712-1720) not only is there a return to unison 
(i.e.melody and instrumental accompaniment) settings, as in the final chorale of Part I which
Musical Example No. 1.3
Anon. (attr. J.S. Bach, BWV 247) St Luke Passion:
Chorale ‘Durch deines Todes Kampf (complete!)
(tr.: ‘Through your mortal struggle and bloody sweat, help us, dear Lord’)
represents the words of Peter, but also of the performance of incomplete chorales as in the 
example 1.3. Here the statement of the first phrase is given in the soprano part only (in many 
other examples from the same work this entirely unaccompanied), with the entry of the full 
choir at the beginning of the second phrase. (This is a feature of Nos. 7, 9,11, 23, 27 and 40 
from this work).
The importance placed upon the listener’s association of melodies with particular sentiments is 
emphasised in the use of chorales as ca n tu s  f i r m i , either sung or played. The effectiveness of 
this was, to a great extent, dependent on the congregation’s knowledge of the texts associated 
with the melody. As the 18th century progressed, such use of ca n tu s f ir m i  declined; no 
doubt, by the mid-century the technique was considered to be antiquated but it is also likely
3 2
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that the congregation’ s knowledge of the texts of chorales was also waning.79 Bach’ s use of 
chorale cantusfirmi in the opening chorus of the St Matthew Passion is well-documented, 
though Telemann’s use of cantus firmi is less known. There is one notable example in the 
St Mark Passion (1759) where, immediately following the death of Christ, there is a dramatic 
aria for bass voice marked ‘Die Stimme Gottes’ announcing that Jesus, now crowned with 
glory and praise, has atoned for the sins of man through his death and may now rest. With 
striking effect, high above the voice in the orchestral accompaniment is heard the melody of 
the chorale ‘Lobt Gott, ihr Christen allzugleich’ (1560) by Nikolaus Hermann.
1 . 4 . 2 . 1  The structural ro le o f chorales - fantasia movements
The structural role of chorales is a characteristic of the 18th-century oratorio Passion. In the 
Telemann-type, the traditional Exordium ( ‘Horet das Leiden...’ ) and Danksagungslied 
(Dank sei dem Herm...’ ) used extensively in 17th-century oratorio Passions are replaced by 
simple chorale settings (see Case Study 1 for plan of Telemann 1744 St Luke Passion).80 In 
many settings the final chorale was preceded either by a Schlufichor or by a Schlufiaria (see 
below for disussion of lyrical choruses). Internal divisions into Parts are also framed by 
chorales. Even in the large-scale choral Introitus that typically commence the Bach-type, 
chorales, whether used as a cantus firmus or spun out in a chorale fantasia are very much in 
evidence. In its first version, J.S. Bach’ s St John Passion (BWV245) commenced with the 
chorale fantasia ‘O Mensch, bewein dein Siinde groB’ which now closes Part I of the St 
Matthew Passion (BWV244), whilst the opening chorus of the St Matthew Passion features a 
cantus firmus on the hymn tune ‘O Lamm Gottes unschuldig’ . In the final chorus of 
Keiser’ s St Mark Passion (cl712), framed by straightforward settings of verses of ‘O 
traurigkeit’ , the composer sets the 7th verse as a chorale motet in stylus gravis. Each phrase 
of the chorale theme is set using an imitative exposition in which the strings play the 
harmonised chorale theme against the vocal parts supported only by the collaparte oboe and 
continuo. As Moe points out, ‘ the chorus parts resemble points of imitation of a Renaissance
79 See Butt (1994) pp. 166ff. for a commentary on the decline in musical education and choral singing in 
general during the 18th century. A further factor may well have been the overwhelming number of
chorales produced - ‘an incomplete hymnological index of first lines revealed actually 72,733 German 
hymns!’ - Steinitz (1979) p. 24, quoting Terry Bach Chorales, Part 1. (Presumably referring to Zahn 
(1889)).
80 See section 1.4.4.1 for a fuller description of these terms and their history and application.
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motet in structure and in the conservative, step-wise character of the individual lines’81 Part 
II of Das Lied des Lammes (Mattheson, 1723) opens with a chorale fantasia on the melody 
‘Herzlich thut mit verlangen’ .82 With the choir’s first entry, Mattheson creates a most novel 
effect with the upper strings, viola and continuo weaving contrasting lines against the chorale 
melody in the voices.88 However, such writing, rooted in contrapuntal technique, lost 
favour during the course of the century. There are few examples of the chorale fantasia to be 
found in the music of Telemann and composers of the generation bom after 1705. However, 
one such fantasia does appear as the opening chorus (a chorale fantasia on ‘So gehst du nun 
mein Jesu hin’ ) of the earlier of the two surviving liturgical Passions - a setting of St Mark 
(before 1768) - by Bach’s pupil G.A. Homilius (see case Study 2 below).84 Though not a 
true chorale fantasia, the treatment of the chorale ‘Derselbe mein Herr Jesus Christ, vor all’ 
mein Sundige storben ist’ in the St Luke Passion BWV 246 (cl717) deserves mention. In 
the final aria, ‘Lasst mich ihn nur noch einmal kliBen’ the strings (marked con molto lamento) 
rest intermittently to allow the four-piece double-reed group (2 oboes, taille and bassoon) 
marked piano, und m ar die Hoboen mit Papier geddmpft playing the harmonised chorale 
melody to come through. In fact, this chorale is played only moments earlier as a short 
sinfonia, again by the double reed band, followed by one verse sung and completed by a da 
capo of the sinfonia.
1 . 4 . 2 . 2  Frequency o f chorales
The Danzig liturgy is unusual in its highly rigid use of chorales and the prohibition of lyrical 
texts set as arias and choruses. A sequence of 34 chorales is included in the various settings 
of St Matthew performed in Danzig88 and is printed in various Danziger Gesangbucher, of 
1735, 1759, 1760 and 1782.86 Works composed in other centres and subsequently
81 Moe (1968) p. 129.
82 This is one of four chorales added by Mattheson to Postel’s 1704 libretto.
83 Mattheson’s rather‘academic5 approach is evident in other works. In his 1718 setting of -Brockes5 poem 
Der fiir die Siinde der Welt, Mattheson set some of the chorales in a form similar to the organ fantasia. 
(Moe (1968) p.67.)
84 Is this the work, reported by Gerber, that caused such consternation amongst the congregation? (See 
comments above.)
85 Koch, 1718, Freisiich 1720, anonymous 1734, anonymous c 1750, Roemhildt 1752 and Telemann 
(Hamburg 1750). (Lott (1925) pp.”299ff.)
86 Lott lists them in (1925) pp. 304-5.
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performed as part of the Danzig liturgy were modified by the removal of all the lyrical texts 
and the addition of the Danzig chorale sequence.87
Two other works, neither of which has a confirmed association with Danzig, also contain an 
unusually high number of chorales. In the first, Doles’ s sole surviving setting, a St Matthew 
Passion (1753) written for Freiberg,88 there are eight aria movements with pietistic texts and 
a simple chorale-like chorus called an ‘ariaatutti ’ for four voices, not unusual for the period, 
combined with 32 chorales, only two fewer than in the Danzig sequence. Since 14 of the 
Doles chorales also appear in the Danzig sequence and placed at the same points in the gospel 
text, and 22 gospel verse breaks are also common, it would appear that Doles had knowledge 
of the Danzig tradition.
Another work containing of a large number of chorales is the St Luke Passion B WV246. Like 
the Doles St Matthew Passion, this setting of St Luke contains 7 aria movements and 32 
chorales. Bach may have acquired this work from a provincial north-German city influenced 
by the Danzig tradition (though not Danzig itself, since only settings of St Matthew were 
allowed in this centre).89
The number of chorales required in the examples discussed above is exceptional, the majority 
of composers including a more modest number of chorales in the body of their Passions. 
Amongst other centres, one can perceive differing levels of importance placed upon the 
chorales reflecting the requirements of the local liturgy. In Hamburg, where the performance 
was generally unbroken, Telemann experimented with the number of chorales inserted in the 
text, ranging from none at all in one setting (St Matthew 1742) to as many as 18 in another
87 Apart from the St Matthew Passions by Freislich (1720) (composed in Sondershausen) and Telemann 
( 1750)(composed in Hamburg - source D-B, Mus. ms. autgr. G.P.Telemann 21 - performed in the 
Johanniskirche, Danzig in 1781, 1784 and 1785. Lott (1925) pp. 300-301), little is known of the 
original versions of those works composed in other centres by Koch (Bernstadt) and Romhildt (Merseburg) 
and subsequently performed as part of the Danzig liturgy.
88 Banning (1939) lists four Passion Oratorios, and seven other Passions. Of these, all but the 1753 St 
Matthew Passion (A-Wn Mus.Sam. 18479) are lost. From the incipits in Banning’s thematic catalogue 
(pp. 247-250), it appears that four of the other seven Passions formerly in the Thomasschule Library prior 
to WWII were acapella works in the Responsorial Passion tradition. Three of these works (St Matthew,
St Luke, St Mark) open with the words Horetan die Leidensgeschichte set in plainsong. The opening of 
St Mark is transposed up a tone from the traditional lydian mode/F major into G major.
89 Lott (1925) p.299.
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(1725 St John), though 35% use 6,7 or 8 chorales. C.P.E. Bach requires between 6 (in the 
settings of St Luke (1772, 1776, 1780, 1784 and 1788)) and 8 (in each of the settings of St 
Matthew (1769, 1773, 1777, 1781, 1785 and 1789)).90 The majority of chorale settings in 
these works were harmonizations by J.S. Bach)91 In centres where two-Part works were 
performed, Homilius used 8-9, and Bach has 11 in St John, 16 in St Mark and 13 in St 
Matthew (averaging 13).
1 . 4 . 3  L yrica l movements - A r ia  and arioso
1 . 4 . 3 . 1  Text and singing characters
From the earliest Passions in Hamburg in the 18th century, allegorical non-biblical characters 
are assigned lyrical commentaries in the form of recitative accompagnato (arioso) and formal 
arias which voiced, in effect, the collective reaction of the congregation. In the liturgical 
Passions dating from the period 1700-1720, the characters were anonymous; not until the 
1720s were contemplative aria texts in oratorio Passions regularly allocated to named (or 
identifiable) commentators. At first these were taken from the Old Testament or were 
imaginary characters, but later some from the Passion story itself including Jesus and even 
God himself were to sing arioso and aria texts!
The idea of adding lyrical commentaries to oratorio libretti was established in a related type of 
work that can be considered the forerunner of the Passion oratorio, the ‘ Seven Last Words’ . 
Two influential early examples were Die Sieben Worte unsers Herrn Jesu Christi am Starn des 
Kreuz gesprochen by Schiitz (1645) 92 and Septem verba Christi in cruce pendentis by 
Augustin Pfleger (Gottdorf, 1670).93 In the latter was introduced an allegorical
90 He re-used the recitative for each subsequent setting and maintained the same or similar pattern of 
interpolation in each.
91 See Clark (1984) pp.36 ff. and appendices.
92 (in German) ed. Grunswick, Neue Ausgabe, Samtliche Werke, II Biirenreiter: 1957, and (in English) The 
Seven Last Words, ed. P. Steinitz, Oxford University Press, London: 1961.
93 Ed. Stein, Das Chonverk Iii (Wolfenbiittel: 1938)
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commentator, the character Tochter Zion (Daughter of Zion),94 which appeared again in 
Rothe’ s St Matthew Passion (Sondershausen, 1697)98 and in the earliest of the 18th-century 
purely lyrical texts, Der blutige und sterbende Jesus written by C.F. Hunold/Menantes (set 
by Keiser, 1704); thereafter Tochter Zion became a regular character in 18th-century Passion 
libretti. Similarly, a further character the Glaubige Seele (believing soul), which also 
appeared for the first time in the libretto of Rothe’ s St Matthew Passion, featured again in 
Heinrich Brockes’ s highly influential text, Der fur die Stinde der Welt96 and subsequently 
became a widely-used character. Both characters were normally set for soprano voice.
Tochter Zion became a standard character in Passion libretti from 1720 and even if no direct 
reference is made, that it was this allegorical commentator was often implicit in the text. The 
characteristics that identify her are feelings of despair, grief and guilt, and identification with 
Christ’ s suffering. In Brockes’ s typically Pietist-inspired and (by modem day standards) 
overblown text, these characteristic traits are clearly expressed and no more so than in Nos.21
94 Which is presumbly taken from Christ’s comments to the multitude on the route to Golgotha-Luke
Ch.23: 28: ‘But Jesus turning to them [the women who bewailed and lamented him] said, Daughters of
Jerusalem,weep not for me, but weep for yourselves and for your children.’ (Authorised Version.) Pfleger
includes a lengthy dialogue between a soprano and bass set to these words. It is a duet combination 
librettists returned to time and again in the 18th century.
98 Malinovsky, (1978) p. 193. The appearance of named allegorical characters in this work appears to be an 
isolated occurrence in the period 1670-1720.
98 See comments in chapter 6, section 6.3
and 73:
Der fur die SUnde der Welt No. 21 
Brich, mein Herz, zerflieB in Tranen, 
Jesus’ Leib zerflieBt in Blut.
Hor sein jammerliches Achzen, 
schau, wie Zung’ und Lippen lechzen, 
hor sein Wimmem, Seufzen, Sehnen, 
schau, wie angstiglich er tut. 
da capo
Break my heart, dissolve in tears,
the body of Christ dissolves in blood.
Hear His pitiful groans,
see how Ins tongue and lips thirst,
hear his moans and sighing,
see how much he is afraid.
Per fur die Sunde der Welt No. 73 
LaB doch diese herbe Schmerzen, 
frecher Stinder, dir zu Herzen, 
ja durch Mark und Seele gehn!
Selbst die Natur fiihlt
Schmerz und Grauen,
ja sie empfindet jeden Stich,
da sie der Domen starre Klauen
so jammerlich in ihres Schopfers Haupt
sieht eingedriicket stehn.
da capo
Let this bitter pain shameful sinner, 
pass through your heart, 
marrow and soul!
Nature itself feels
Grief and horror,
indeed she feels each stab,
since the thorn’ s hard points
pierce so woefully
the brow of their creator.
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Brockes even gives a duet to the two allegorical commentators, the Glaubige Seele presenting
TochterZion’s questions:
Der fiir die Sunde der Welt No. 109: duet -TochterZion and Glaubige Seele (III)) 
Tochter Zion
Sind meiner Seelen tiefe Wunden 
durch deine Wunden nun verbunden?
Kann ich durch deine Qual und Sterben 
nunmehr das Paradies ererben?
1st aller Welt Erlosung nah?
Glaubige Seele
Dies sind der Tochter Zion Fragen.
Weil Jesus nun nichts kann 
vor Schmerzen sagen, 
so neiget er sein Haupt und winket: Ja!
Though J.S. Bach never specified particular characters in his Passions with the use of titles in 
the score, the personal emotion associated with the character of TochterZion comes through 
in several of the movements of both BWV245 and BWV244. Bach had adapted several of 
the arias from Der fiir die Sunde der Welt in preparing the St John Passion, including 
several for Tochter Zion. Picander was clearly influenced by Brockes, and the St Matthew 
Passion libretto contains both aria and recitativo accompagnato texts which reflect the 
characterization of Tochter Zion. However, the association of the sentiment expressed by the 
character with the soprano voice was not important to Bach. In adapting the TochterZion 
movements from Brockes in the St John Passion he assigned all of them to bass or alto 
voice.97 In St Matthew, Tochter Zion is more often set as the alto voice. TochterZion arias 
are also assigned to the tenor (as in Nos.25 and 26 of BWV244 where the solo voice is 
answered by a chorus of believers) and bass, as in ‘Eilt, ihr angefochtnen Seelen’ (BWV245 
No.48) - which is, but for some judicious changes, the same text as Brockes No. 84. The 
reasoning behind this may lie in the preponderance of soprano solos in the Der fiir die Sunde 
der Welt text: there are as many as 22 soprano aria and arioso movements and 1 SSS trio and 
2 S/B duets in Telemann’s setting of 1716 against 1 alto, 5 tenor and 2 bass arias. Bach’s 
allocation of arias is more even amongst the solo voices, thereby achieving greater contrast in
97 See Terry (1926) Vol. I for a discussion of Bach’s adaptation of Brockes’ text and Steinilz (1979) pp.29, 
46, 70-1, 80 and 92 for further commentary on Tochter Zion. Picander’s lyrical text prepared for Bach in 
1725 included Zion, Peter, John, Mary the Mother of Christ and a choir of Glaubige Seelen.
Hast Thou dressed the deep wounds of 
my soul with your wounds?
Can I through your suffering and death 
gain paradise?
Is the redemption of the world close at hand?
These are the questions of the daughter
of Zion
Since Jesus cannot now speak 
in His great pain,
he bends his head and beckons: yes.
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timbre.98
The language of Bach’s libretti is much more subdued than in Brockes but the chief 
characteristics of the TochterZion arias can be identified in the following examples:
St Matthew: No. 59 (recitative) (alto)" 
Ach Golgotha, unsel’ges Golgatha!
Der Herr der Herrlichkeit 
muB schimpflich hier verderben 
der Segen und das Heil der Welt 
wird als ein Fluch ans Kreuz gestellt.
Der Schopfer Himmels und der Hrden 
soil Erd’ und Luft entzogen werden.
Die Unschuld muB hier schuldig sterben,
das gehet meiner Seele nah;
ach Golgatha, unsel’ges Golgatha!
Ah! Golgotha! Unhappy Golgotha!
The lord of Glory
‘mid shame and scorn must perish;
The blessed Saviour of the world 
Upon th’accursed tree now hangs;
The Lord Who heaven and earth created, 
Of life and light is now bereft;
The Sinless here as sinner dieth.
Ah, how this grief doth pierce my soul! 
Ah! Golgotha! Unhappy Golgotha!
St Matthew: No. 5 (recitative) and 6 (aria) (alto)
Du lieber Heiland du, 
wenn deine Jtinger toricht streiten, 
daB dieses fromme Weib 
mit Salben deinen Leib 
zum Grabe will bereiten, 
so lasse mir inzwischen zu, 
von meiner Augen Tranenfliissen 
ein Wasser auf dein Haupt zu gieBen!
BuB und Reu, BuB und Reu 
knirscht das Stindenherz entzwei; 
daB die Tropfen meiner Zahren 
angenehme Spezerei, 
treuer Jesu, dir gebahren. 
da capo
My Master and my Lord,
In vain do Thy disciples chide Thee 
Because this pitying woman,
With ointment sweet,
Thy flesh for burial maketh ready.
O grant to me, beloved Lord,
The tears wherewith my heart o ’erfloweth 
An unction on thy Head may pour.
Grief for sin,
Rends the guilty heart within,
My weeping and my mourning be a 
welcome sacrifice 
Saviour, hear in mercy.
In BWV244, the chorus also takes on the characters of Glaubige Seele and TochterZion. 
Sometimes this is for musical reasons, as in the opening chorus where Picander clearly 
intended a solo voice to be answered by a chorus, much in the manner of the aria with chorus 
Eilt, ihr aufgeflochtnen Seelen in Brockes’s libretto that Bach adapted in BWV245. Bach saw 
both dramatic and musical reasons for casting the movement as a double chorus with the role 
of TochterZion taken by Choir I. The dynamic use of the chorus in this way is found rarely
93 Allocation of voices in aria and arioso movements in J.S. Bach’s Passions:
Arias Duet Ariosos
S A T B S A T B
St John 2 o 1 3 1 1
St Matthew 3 5 2 4 ISA 2 3 1 3
Item numbers follow the numbering in the Neue Bachs-Ausgabe.
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in works by other oratorio Passion composers in the 18th century.100 In the St Matthew 
Passion, the larger congregation, Die gldubige Seelen, is represented by Choir II, whilst 
Choir I invariably represents the Disciples (Nos. 7,14, 15) and Tochter Zion when this 
character is represented chorally (as in No. I).101 Further, the case of the opening movement 
of Part II, where the alto solo is accompanied by orchestra I whilst the choir is accompanied 
by orchestra II, shows that the antiphonal effect between the named characters and the chorus 
of believers can be extremely strong if the performers are well-spaced.
The growth in the number of commentating characters, both allegorical and biblical, is no 
more clearly seen than in the Telemann Passions. At first Telemann remained conservative in 
his libretti. In the years 1722-1730, with the exception of the 1728 St Luke Passion,102 
almost all arias in the liturgical Passions were assigned to the Gldubige Seele with one to 
Tochter Zion in 1724. Zu eignung Andacht ( ‘Appropriate Devotion’) appears in 1726.
From 1731 there seems to have a been a fundamental change in outlook, since a string of new 
characters was added on an almost yearly basis. Amongst the mainly abstract allegorical 
characters are several ‘named’ ones that can be traced to specific sources:
Table  1.5 Allegorical and biblical commentators in Telemann Passions - first 
appearances108
1731 Die gottselige Erwargung Devout consideration
Die liebende Treue Loving faithfulness
Die gldubige Zeugnung Believing assumption
1732 Die gldubige Emunterung Believing encouragement
Betende Andacht Praying reason
Herzliche Bufie Great Penance
Das heilige Leben The Sacred Life
1733 Sulamith The Shulammite
Die Andacht Devotion
Die Frommigkeit Piety
100 There is only one instance of a free text set with a double chorus in Telemann’s Passions: the
Schlufichor to the 1760 St Luke Passion.
101 In his division of the performing forces into two instrumental and vocal ‘choirs’, the Evangelist and
Christ are designated Choir 1.
102 The 1728 St Luke Passion can be considered a one-off experimental libretto in which the Gospel text is
divided into five Parts. (See further comments below in section 1.5.1.)
103 Homer (1933) p. 85.
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1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1746
1756
Der Seelenfreund
Chor der Tochter Jerusalem
Die Geduld
Die Vorsichtigkeit
DerGlaube
Der Gehorsam
Die unnerschrockene Aufrichtigkeit
Bufifertig Sunder
Demut
Unschuld
Die Wahrheit
Die Behutsamkeit
Chorfrommer Israeliten
Jesus, Maria and Johannes 105
Gottlieb and Gotthold
Chor der Glaubigen
Bufifertig Seelen
Jesus, Petrus
(None)
Ein Bufifertiger 
Die Treue 
DieRache
Pilate, Simon the Cyrene
Die Seele (eine Wahrheitsliebende)
Jesus, Petrus and Judas
Klugheit
Achtsamkeit
Menschenliebe
none
Zeuge
2 versohnte Feinde 
Gedruckte Freiheit
Intimate friend
Chorus of the daughters of Jerusalem!04 
Patience
Circumspection/consideration
Faith
Obedience
Undismayed sincerity
Penitent sinner
Humility
Innocence
Truth
Circumspection 
Chorus of pious Israelites
(Two Pilgrims)
Chorus of believers 
Penitent souls
The penitent 
Faithfulness 
V engeance/vindication
The soul ( a lover of truth)
Prudence
Carefulness
Human love (Philanthropy) 
Witness
The two reconciled foes 
Published liberty
1759 Courage, Devotion, Reason, Religion, Zeal (DerEifer )
Other characters introduced by Telemann were ‘Wisdom’ and ‘Tranquillity’ . i°6 However, the 
addition of ‘named’ commentators in Telemann’ s liturgical Passions was in contrast with the 
trend in lyrical Passions of the mid- to late-century which have only unnamed personages as
104 From Luke Ch.23: 28 (see footnote above).
105 This trio of characters is used again in 1741.
106 Malinovsky (1978) p.256.
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commentators.!07 In Der Tod Jesu (1755) the character of the commentator is not defined 
by voice, rather, Graun emphasizes their idealised natuure by assigning the arias successively 
to soprano, tenor and bass voices in turn.
Of the commentators introduced above, Sulamith 108 is one of the more interesting since it is 
adopted, like previous allegorical characters, from the Passion oratorio.109 The biblical 
character Sulamith first appeared in the oratorio Das Hohe Lied Salomis in Acht Kantaten by 
Joachim Beccanus (performed in Hamburg in 1719). In the context of a Passion setting, the 
earliest appearance of Sulamith as an allegorical character was in one of Graun’ s earlier
1°7 Smither (1984) p.403.
108 There is considerable debate over the derivation of the word ‘Shulammite’ (Sulamith ). The only
reference to the Shulammite in the Bible is Song of Solomon, 6:13, ‘Return, return, O Shulammite, 
return, return, that we may look upon you. Why should you look upon the Shulammite, as upon a 
dance before two armies?’ The word could be a corruption of Shunammite, i.e. a woman of Shunem 
(see Gottwald (1962) Vol.3, p. 341.) The only Biblical characters from Shunem were Abhag, the 
beautiful Shunammite brought to David in his old age (I Kings 1:1-4 and 2:17-22), in which case the 
allegory is her legendary beauty, or the wealthy woman visited by Elisha (II Kings 4:11 and 25-26). 
However, many scholars believe the word ‘Shulammite’ to be a feminine form of ‘Solomon’ i.e. with a 
definite article, it refers not to a definite person but to “The Solomness”, a bride in her honorary role of 
‘princess’, companion to the bridegroom ‘King’ (See Song of Solomon). In this context, the Shulammite 
appears to dance as the bride customarily did at the wedding ceremony. A further cultic theory suggests 
that the Shummanite was a consort of a Canaanite god of peace and well being, Shalem, Shelem or 
Shulman. She appears in non-biblical sources as the goddess Shala or Shulmanite, Ishtar of Uru-Silim- 
ma (Jerusalem?). It is possible to read the original form as a proper name Shelomith, and in the Greek 
as Salome. The external support for the cultic theory based on a pre-Christian celebration which was 
subsequently secularised, is seen in the reading of Song of Songs at Passover. (Gottwald (1962) Vol 3, 
p.423.)
1°9 And is also of special interest from the point of view of this study - see chapter 9 below.
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Passion settings Kommt her und schaut, composed in Brunswick in the period 1725-35.110 
Another appearance of the character is in Telemann’ s 1733 St John Passion. Following the 
words ‘Barabbas aber war ein Morder’ (verse 40: ‘Now Barabbas was a robber’ ) there is a 
short scene based on the Song of Solomon:
Sulamith: ‘ Ich beschwore Euch, ihr Tochter Jerusalems, findet ihr meinen Freund, 
so sagt ihm, da!3 ich vor Liebe krank liege...’
CAVATA
SalemsTochter! Schauet mich voll Mitleid an!...
Chor der Tochter Jerualems: Was ist’ s das deinen Freund vor anderen Freuden 
schatzbar macht?...
Sulamith: (arioso) Ein solcher Freund ist mein Freund...*11
In the same setting, Sulamith has a duet with the Seelenft'eund: ‘ Siehe du bist’ . Sulamith 
reappears in Telemann’ s 1766 setting of St Matthew where the character has an accompagnato 
section.
110 Winterfeld (1847) III pp. 234-5. In Part I, following the institution of the sacrament is a short scene set 
in arioso and aria style between the allegorical characters Sulamith and Die thorichte Vernunft (foolish
reason):
S Nun ist mir Jesus stets zur Seiten
DtV Und wo, und wie?
S In Brod und Wein
DtV Dies scheinet mit sich selbst zu streiten!
S Soil Jesus mit sich uneins seyn?
DtV Der Heiland giebt dir nun ein Zeichen!
S Ein Testament hat keine Zeichen nicht!
DtV So willst du nicht von deinen Worten weichen?
S Ich glaube was ein Sterbender, noch mehr, was Jesus spricht.
DtV Der Leib war ja noch nicht gebrochen, und die VerheiBung war noch nicht geschehn!
S Und doch hat Jesus so gesprochen, der deinen Einwurf langst vorausgesehn!
DUET
DtV Mein armer Geist giebt sich gesangen,
S Mein froher Geist kann siegend prangen!
DtV Mein Griibeln fallt, mein Einwurf bricht,
S Mein Glaube steht und scheitet nicht!
Ach, folge mir!
DtV Ich folge dir
S {Du muBt das tolle Denken lassen
DtV {Ich will das tolle Denken lassen
S andDtV Und Jesu wort in Einfalt fassen
S {Das dir den Leib im Brod, das Blut im Wein verspricht!
DtV {Das mir den Leib im Brod, das Blut im Wein verspricht!
111 Translated as: Sulamith: ‘I implore you, o Daughters of Jerusalem, seek thee my friend, say to him , that I 
am sick for love’ (CAVATA) - ‘Salems daughter! Look on me with much compassion!...’ Chor der 
Tochter Jerualems: ‘What is it that you value in your friend above all others?’ Sulamith: (arioso) ‘Such a 
friend is my friend...’
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A further important development in Der fur die Sunde der Welt was the allocation of 
commentary arias to New Testament biblical characters which broke the convention of the 
clear division between the dramatis personae of each Gospel account who sing only biblical 
words and those solo singers who present reflective commentary.! 12 ln this work are 
several instances where Gospel characters step out of their normal role and become 
commentators: Peter, Judas and Hauptmann each have solo arias and Jesus (bass) has duets 
with both Mary, the mother of Jesus, (soprano) and Tochter Zion . The convention was 
further broken by Telemann in settings of St Matthew (1730) and St Mark (1759) where Jesus 
sings commentary arias; in the St Matthew Passion (1730) it is in a duet with a soprano 
(Sunderin - sinner). The soprano/bass duet become the most popular vocal combination in 
subsequent works (see Table 1.6), and in many works, the text implies strongly that the two 
voices are Tochter Zion and Jesus though not expressly described as such.i 13 In another 
aria from the 1730 St Matthew Passion, the conscience-stricken Judas sings a dramatic arioso 
passage marked furioso. The ultimate situation was reached both in the 1759 setting of St 
Mark (mentioned above) where there is a dramatic arioso marked ‘Die Stimme Gottes’ and in 
the 1763 setting of St Mark where Telemann sets imaginary words of God in a conversation 
with Jesus: 114
C avate
Gott: ‘Mein Tag ist da: Ich, Gott, will rechten!...’
Cavata: ‘ Ihr Donner sagt es Weltgeschichten...’
Jesus: (Psalm 40: 8 and 9) * Siehe, ich komme in Buche ist von mir
geschrieben. Deinen Willen, meinen Gott, tue ich geme, und Dein 
Gesetz habe ich im Herzen.’
Gott: ‘Du willst so viel zu Leiden wagen?
Ihr Himmel hort es! Du? mein Sohn?...’
Jesus: ‘Siehe, ich komme...’
However, the majority of composers, including Bach, were rather more conservative and 
more reluctant to adopt such overtly ‘ operatic’ developments in liturgical Passions. Apart
112 Although, in the majority of centres from the evidence of the parts it was clearly the custom for the same 
singers to sing the synagoga as well as the reflective arias (which had all been sung by anonymous 
characters in the 17th century), in the libretto of Der fiir die Sttnde der Welt, for the first time named 
characters sang the commentaries, some idealised, others biblical.
118 A combination which can be traced back to Pfleger’s Septem verba Christi in cruce pendentis.
114 Homer (1933) p.4.
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from the popular duet combination of soprano and bass, mentioned above, ensemble arias - 
duets, trios and quartets - were relatively rare in liturgical Passions in the 18th century.
Postel includes four duet arias in the libretto of the 1704 St John Passion. Here, there is one 
each for pairs of sopranos and tenors (the five-part chorus has two tenor parts) and two for the 
soprano/bass combination. In the anonymous St Luke Passion BWV 246 there is a trio for 
two sopranos and alto, and in another setting of the 1704 Postel libretto by Mattheson, Das 
Lied des Lammes (1723), there are two duets for soprano.
1 . 4 . 3 . 2  Placement o f a ria  and arioso movements
Lyrical texts, be they chorales, arias or accompanied recitative (<arioso) 4 15 are placed at focal 
points in the drama and several standard ones are: after the Institution of the Holy 
Communion, at the Arrest of Jesus, after Peter’ s Denials and after the leading out of Jesus to 
be crucified. Postel introduced several elements in his St John Passion libretto (1704) that 
became firmly established in subsequent Passions. One of these is the ‘ rage’ aria calling to the 
elements following the arrest of Jesus or following the call for Barabbas to be released. It 
was an idea developed by Brockes in Peter’ s aria ‘Gift und Glut, Strahl und Flut’ (No.29) in 
Der fur die Stinde der Welt gemarterte und sterbende Jesus and J.S. Bach in No.27 of the St 
Matthew Passion (‘Sind Blitze, sind Dormer in Volken verschwunden’ ) . Other examples can 
be found in Mattheson, Das Lied des Lammes following the turba chorus: ‘ Kreuzige Ihn; in 
the Rollig St Matthew Passion (No.2: ‘Juda, Juda’ ) and in the Zerbst Passions (St John 
Passion - No.7: ‘O Juda! bist du so verstocket?’ , and St Mark Passion - No. 21: ‘Verfluchte 
Faust, verfluchte Faust!’ ) (See chapters 7-9 below.)
Increasingly in the oratorio Passions of both Telemann and J.S. Bach, the libretto is filled out 
with free poetic texts marked arioso which are set as sections of accompanied recitative or 
even short aria-like movements indicating the influence of the lyrical passion on its liturgical 
counterpart. The majority of liturgical Passions follow the 18th century convention of 
preceding every aria with recitative (see Case Study 1 and 2 for examples of typical plans);
115 ie. the music of the recitative is characterised by a regular pule and metre and accompanied by either just 
the the continuo instruments or a complete set of strings in what might be described as the style 
associated with aria vocal sections.
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Chapter 1: The oratorio Passion tradition in the 18th century - function, texts, structure and style
only occasionally does a composer or librettist break with convention and precede an aria 
movement with a chorale as in Telemann’s 1745 St John Passion and Picander’s text for 
BWV247. Unlike opera and the lyrical oratorio (including the lyrical Passions), where the 
aria normally develops out of a recitative almost without a break, with the same character/voice 
singing both, the voice that sings the commentary aria in liturgical Passions is rarely the 
singer of the recitative that immediately precedes it. An indication of the extent that Bach has 
moved towards the lyrical Passions is not only the number of the lyrical interpolations but the 
manner in which he uses these texts. Bach experimented with the pairing of settings of lyrical 
texts as accompanied recitatives and arias twice in the St John Passion BWV 245, while ten 
of the fourteen arias in the St Matthew Passion are preceded by a preparatory arioso, sung by 
the same voice in the manner of a lyrical oratorio. The accompanied recitative is generally 
harmonically unstable (ending often in a key related to that in which it started) and there are 
frequently musical links to the following aria. Even the Schlufichor of BWV 244 is 
preceded by an arioso in which each solo voice is given one phrase in turn in the order bass, 
tenor, alto, soprano, much the pattern that Graun was to adopt in Der TodJesu (1755) 
where, to emphasise the anonymity of the commentators, each aria is sung by a new voice in 
turn.116 Such a consistent application of the techniques in BWV244 of the lyrical oratorio in 
a liturgical Passion sets Bach apart from even Telemann, who was far more flexible in his use 
of the lyrical texts, never adopting a regular formula. However, the occurrence of texts set 
as arioso is rare in the works of other composers in the 18th century. (See Case Study 2 
below.)
1 . 4 . 4  L y ric a l movements - Choruses
1 . 4 . 4 . 1  Introitus and Cortclusio
From the earliest musical presentations of the Passion story it had been customary to begin the 
Passion with an announcement of the title called the Exordium or Introitus , e.g. ‘Passio 
Domini nostri Jesu Christi secundum [Matthaeum]’ . By the 17th century a characteristic 
wording was ‘Horet das Leiden unsers Herren Jesu Christi wie es beschreibet der heilige
116 Though one cannot rule out that Bach intended a more symbolic meaning such as the Resurrection or 
Ascension by this particular ordering of solo voices in successive solo phrases.
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Evangeliste [Matthaeus]’ . To end there would be a simple offering of praise and thanks 
called the Gratiarem actio by Catholic composers and Danksagungslied by the Lutherans, the 
so-called C o n clu s io .117 This traditionally opened with the words: ‘Dank Sie unserm Herren 
Jesu Christi...’ as in Flor’s St Matthew Passion of 1667. In the 18th century the structural 
feature of the opening choral movement remained but these tradtional formulae were replaced 
either by choruses with lyrical texts or by chorales.118 An example of the ‘new type’ of 
lyrical movement is the the opening chorus of Keiser’s St Mark Passion which is divided into 
two sections: an adagio with homophonic choral writing and a constant quaver beat in the 
strings, followed by a fast contrapuntal section. Brockes’ influential text opens with a chorus 
of the Gldubige Seelen (Faithful Souls). However, after 1720, works with an opening lyrical 
chorus are relatively few. Examples include Mattheson D as L ie d  des Lammes (1723), the 
three J.S. Bach Passions, Homilius’s St Mark Passion (c 1742-1768 - see Case Study 2 
below) and Rollig’s setting of St Mark (1750 - see Chapter 9 below).119 Of Telemann’s 46 
settings of the Passion, five have both an opening and closing chorus (St Mark 1731, St Luke 
1732, St John 1733, St Matthew 1734 and St Luke 1748) and only two others have just an 
opening chorus (St John 1729 and St John 1757). (It would appear that Telemann did not 
consider opening and closing choruses an important feature in his early Passions.) In C.P.E. 
Bach St John (1780) and in all St Matthew Passions there is a lyrical chorus following the 
opening chorale. (In 1789 the chorus is repeated before the final chorale ‘Ich danke dir von 
Herzen’ .)
The great majority of 18th-century liturgical Passions conclude with a Schlufichor (final 
chorus) which very often is followed by a final chorale verse (Sch lu fich o ra l). Perhaps 
surprisingly Telemann only introduced final choruses into his Passions from 1731.120 The
117 Smallman ( 1970) pp.25-26 and 101.
118 Bohm’s 1711 setting of St Luke continues the, by then, archaic tradition with the Exordium ‘Horet das 
Heil. bitter Leiden und Sterben unsers Herm Jesu Christi welches uns beschriebet der heilige Evangelist 
Lucas’ sung, unusually, by the Evangelist.
119 Undoubtedly the influence of the early 18th-century Hamburg Passions was strong on the development 
of Bach’s own settings, and the links between the 1704 St John Passion, Keiser’s setting of St Mark 
and Brockes’s libretto Der fiir die Siinde der Welt have been described in various writings.
120 Schlufichor were very much more common in Telemann’s settings than opening choruses. The 
following end with a'chorus: 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1738, 1745, 1748, 1750, 1753, 1756, 
1758, 1759, 1760 (with a double chorus), 1762, 1763, 1764, and 1767. Once established, final choruses 
seem to come in and out of favour in Telemann’s Passion settings with regular two-year gaps in the 
sequence. The longest, a four-year break occurs between 1740-1744.
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final chorus of the Hamburg and Leipzig is often cast as a ‘ sleep chorus’ , a theme that was 
first introduced in the Schlu fichor of the 1704 Postei St John Passion (set again in 1723 by 
Mattheson). Bach was clearly influenced by the 1704 setting since the theme of the 
Schlufichor of BWV 245 is very similar to the earlier setting, and he continued the theme of 
sleep in the St Matthew Passion. Rollig’ s St Matthew Passion, composed for Leipzig cl735, 
also concludes with a departing wish for gentle sleep. 121 Telemann was also aware of the 
tradition: the 1728 St Luke Passion closes with a sleep-chorus whilst in the 1730 St Matthew 
Passion the Schlufichor is replaced by a soprano aria, which opens with the words: ‘So ruhe 
sanft in deiner Kammer nachdem Dich ungezahlter Jammer, entseelter Heiland, hingericht’ , 
ruhe sanft.’ 122 The 1726 St Matthew Passion has a similar text for the Schlufiarie ‘So ruhe 
sanft, gequalter Nazarener’ , a sentiment which is maintained in the parody version of 1738: 
‘ So schlafe sanft, bis du nach wenig Tagen.’ In the middle section of the final lyrical 
movement in the 1737 setting of St John a terzetto, which is cast as a conversation between 
Jesus, Joseph and Maria, Jesus wishes farewell to his followers with the words ‘Gesetz ist 
nun erfUllet, Gottes Zorn ist nun mehr gestillet, meine Lieben, gute Nacht’ to which Joseph 
and Mary answer ‘Liebster Jesu, gute Nacht.’ Even where there is neither a Schlufichor nor
aria, Telemann chooses a Sch lu fich o ra l with an appropriate text as in 1744 St Luke, which 
contains the words ‘so schlaft ich ein und ruhe sein.’
1 . 4 . 4 . 2  O th er choruses w ith  ly r ic a l texts
The only use of the choir in the 17th century was in the turbae and in the formal Introitus 
and Conclusio . By the 18th century, the choir may also have lead the congregation in the 
singing of the chorales but, as Smallman points out, 123 the distinctive characteristics of the 
chorales clearly separates the dramatic and meditative function of the chorus. Such a 
distinction is also maintained where the choir sings a chorale in conjunction with a free solo 
voice (described above). However, during the 18th century other non-gospel interpolations 
were also assigned to the choir such as choral interjections in aria movements and free­
standing choral movements with lyrical texts. The majority of the known examples of choral
121 See discussion of this work in Chapter 7.
122 ‘Rest softly in the Chamber, after Thou hast suffered untold pain, oh dead Saviour, rest softly.’
123 Smallman (1970) pp.70-71.
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interjections in Bach’s and Mattheson’s Passions can be traced back to the aria with chorus, 
‘Eilt, ihr angefochten Seelen’ , from Handel’ s setting of the Brockes’ libretto which 
Mattheson conducted in the Domkirche in Hamburg and which Bach copied. In this short 
movement short interrogatory phrases from the chorus of Glaubigen Seelen interject into 
TochterZion’ s musical line.
M usical Exam ple 1.4
Handel Der fur die Stinde der W elt: chorus ‘Eilt, ihr aufgeflochtnen Seelen’ (bars 20-23)
50
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In the final movement of Part I of Das Lied des Lammes (1723), ‘Welche sind des Heilands 
Erben?’ described as Antiphona, overo responsorio modemo (which in the 1704 setting had 
been a duet for two tenors), the composer adapts the conversational style of the text so that 
the soprano line is broken in a similar way to the Handel example above by choral interjections 
from the lower voices on the word ‘Nein!’
M usical Exam ple 1.5 Das Lied des Lammes: chorus, ‘Welche sind’ (bars 29-32)
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Bach exactly imitates the Handel model in the bass aria with chorus ‘Eilt, ihr angefochtnen 
Seelen’ , No.24 from the St John Passion - itself based upon Brockes’s text - with choral 
inteijections with the question ‘Wohin?’ , answered by the bass with ‘Nach Golgatha!’ 124 
Telemann also seems to have been aware of the Handel example, adopting the device in two of 
his earlier settings. In the soprano aria with chorus from St Mark 1727, the Evangelists 
questioning ‘Wohin?’ is answered by the Glaubige Seele ‘ So flieht aus euren Siinderhollen!’ 
Three years later in the soprano aria with chorus ‘Frohlocket, hochbetrubte Seelen’ from St 
Matthew, 1730, there are similar interjections from the chorus ‘Wodurch?’ , ‘Womit?’ , ‘Was 
denn?’
A choral section might follow on from, or conclude, a solo aria. Examples include the alto 
aria with chorus, No. 9 from the Homilius St Mark Passion, and the dramatic ‘ rage-chorus’ 
‘Sind blitzen, sind Donner in Wolken verschwunden’ (No. 27b) in BWV244. Free-standing 
choruses with other biblical (i.e. non-gospel) texts or free lyrical texts (but not chorales) seem 
to be the least common in the 18th-century liturgical Passion, and the great majority are found 
in the works of Telemann. Apart from one fugue (1748), all are mainly homophonic with 
some fugato and the majority are through-composed. It is in these movements that the 
clearest examples of Telemann’s adoption of the classical style can be found. Simple 
Haydnesque triadic themes with clear antecedent and consequent phrases, together with slow- 
moving block harmony over a constant triplet quaver accompaniment can be clearly identified 
in the Schlufichor of the 1757 St Matthew Passion.
124 Similar choral interjections can be found in the opening chorus ‘Kommt, ihr Tochter’, in the soprano and 
alto duet ‘So ist mein Jesus nun gel'angen’, (no.27) and the alto aria ‘Sehet, Jesus hat die Hand, uns zu 
fassen, ausgespannt’, No.60 from the St Matthew Passion.
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M usical Exam ple 1.6
Telemann St Matthew Passion 1757: Schlufichor (bars 1-6).
Chor der Menschen
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1 .5  In te rn a l construction
1 . 5 . 1  The balance between gospel and ly rica l texts
Telemann’s Passions provide examples of most of the constructions found in the 18th 
century, from the simplest to the most complex. In a cosmopolitan and liberal city such as 
Hamburg, the musical capital of the German-speaking lands and the centre for German opera 
in the first half of the 18th century, Telemann was in a unique position to experiment with the 
new Passion setting he produced annually over a period of forty-six years. There was 
considerable variety of approach - Homer identifies up to five different types of work, all 
ostensibly oratorio Passions but some frequently closer to the Passion oratorio or Passion
cantata:128
1 Those with libretti under the influence of the poets Brockes, Menantes and 
Postel (1722-25)
2 The experiments with new text and forms - 1728 and 1735
3 The Parodies - 1726/1738, 1741/49
4 Passions with introductory and/or Schlufi- choruses128
5 Those that display the loosening of the strict Passion form through many poetic 
interpolations, poetic paraphrasing of Gospel text and inclusion of oratorical 
scenes for the biblical characters.
Earlier settings, such as the St Matthew Passion (1730) set the entire gospel text of chapters 
26 and 27 with a variety of interpolated lyrical texts set for solo voice as arias and recitative 
(several are called ‘soliloquies’ ). In general the chorales are fewer than in Bach (Telemann 
clearly did not regard them as such an important part of the act of worship) and thus the the 
role of the chorus is considerably diminished (see Case Study 1 below). Some Passions 
dispense with an introductory choral movement altogether and commence immediately with 
recitative. In Telemann’s setting of St Luke (1764) this is a setting of a lyrical text sung by 
Ein Gldubige am Olberg (a believer on the mount of Olives). At the opposite extreme to the 
concise 1744 Passion come works where the gospel text is submerged under the weight of 
commentary so that in the end there is little distinction between the liturgical form of the 
Passion and its entirely lyrical relation. In the course of Telemann’s output of Passions, the
■125 Horner (1933) p. 68.
126 Passions with opening chorus and Schlufichor: 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734 and 1748. Passions with only 
an opening chorus: 1729 and 1757. Passions with only a Schlufichor: 1735, 1738, 1745, 1753, 1756, 
1758, 1759, 1760, 1762, 1763, 1764, and 1767. ” 1
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gospel text is increasingly filled out with lyrical, contemplative interpolations and in later 
settings some of the gospel text itself was made more dramatic by being recast in free verse - 
even Christ’s words were rewritten as texts for bravura arias. A graphic example of the 
diminished importance of the gospel text can be found at the beginning of the 1766 setting of 
St Matthew where no fewer than six lyrical movements precede the first appearance of gospel 
text:
1. Chorale: E in  Ldm m lein geht
2. A rioso  (D ie  Bew underung  127 _ Tenor): Schrecklich  ist der E ife r
3. Chorus: Erbarm e d ich  unser
4. Aria: O  Burden d ie d ich  drucken
5. Chorus: G ib  uns deiner Fried en
6 . Chorale: Wenn des Gesetzes D o n ner
1 . Gospel Text (Evangelist): D a  kam Je su s  mit ihnen zu einem  (Chap 26, vs.30)
Perhaps it was in order to accommodate the increase in meditative movements in this setting
and others such as St Mark 1759 (where there are 16 arias, two non-biblical recitatives, and
11 chorales) that the gospel text was abbreviated in the later works (as described above). 128
The result, a modified oratorio Passion, was colourful and operatic and well-suited to
contemporary taste in Hamburg. The substitution of gospel narrative by dialogue, such as the
following exchange in rhyme between Pilate and the crowd in St Luke 1728, only served to
heighten the operatic charcteristies of these Passions, i29
Pilatus: Bedenkt welch ein Wahl ist das;
fiir Jesum wahlt ihr Barabbas!
C h o r des Volkes: Ja, unser fester Schluss ist das:
nicht Jesum, nein, den Barabbas!
Pilatus: Den Barabbas! Bedenkt welch ein Wahl ist das!
C h o r des Volkes: Ja, Ja wir wollen Barabbas! 130
In other works, the substitution of gospel text indicated a differing direction toward the ideals
127 ‘Admiration’.
128 See section 1.4.1.
129 Malinovsky (1978) p. 255. Some of the recognised authors of the Telemann lyrical Passion libretti 
include: Brockes (1723 St Mark), Wilkens (1728 St Luke, 1735 St Mark and 1738 St Matthew), Justus 
Gesenius (1744 St Luke), Zimmermann (1745 St John), Johannes Rist (1746 St Matthew).
130 Translated as: Pilatus: Think what a choice it is: instead of Jesus, you choose Barabbas!’ Chor des 
Volkes: Yes, our firm conclusion is that, not Jesus but Barabbas!’ Pilatus: ‘’Barabbas? Think what 
a choice it is! Chor des Volkes: ‘Yes, Yes, we want Barabbas.’
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of the Enlightenment. As Smither explains: ‘rather than presenting the external events of the 
story in a connected, dramatic or narrative-dramatic text [as in the oratorio Passion where the 
Gospel text is paramount], as the traditional Baroque librettist had done, the poet assumed the 
listener’ s knowledge of the story and wrote a contemplative, lyric drama with personages who 
are usually unnamed and ‘ idealized’ , and who express their sentiments about the story’ s 
events.’ 131 We can see this process continued on into the 19th century - when Telemann’s 
oratorio Passions were performed at the turn of the 19th century in Riga, his grandson Georg 
Michael felt obliged to make changes not only to the orchestration (such as the addition of 
clarinets and trombones), but also to the texts as well to ‘bring them up to date’ . The titles of 
the textbooks of the Riga performances underline the fundamental change of outlook where, 
instead of the drama being the focus, following the tenets of the Enlightenment, the 
congregation’ s ‘edification’ was deemed more important. A comparison of Telemann’ s 
original title for the St Matthew Passion of 1762 and the Riga performance in 1819 provides a 
dramatic example of this change in outlook:
1762: Die Geschichte der Vorsdhnung der sundiger Menschem durch das Blut Jesu
Christi. (The story of the reconciliation of sinful mankind through the blood of 
Jesus Christ.)
1819: Gedanken und Empfindungen bei eineigen Stellen der von Evangelisten
Matthaus beschreibenen Geschichte des Leidens und Sterbens Jesu Christi. 
(Thoughts and feelings on a few passages from the Evangelist Matthew’ s 
account of the story of the suffering and death of Jesus Christ.) 132
The most striking construction of any 18th-century liturgical Passion is that of Telemann’ s 
1728 setting of the St Luke Passion. The librettist Wilkens combines the chief elements of the 
liturgical Passion and the Passion oratorio: the gospel text is divided into five Parts (following 
Gerhard’ s five scenes: Hortus - pontifices - Pilatum - crwcque - sepulchrum, see above), in 
which the gospel text is punctuated only by chorales. Each Part is then preceded by a lyrical 
section which is divided into a Vorbereitung (‘preparation’ ) taken from the Old Testament and 
Die glaubige Anwendung ( ‘the Holy application’ or ‘application of faith’ ) in which parallels 
are drawn between the Gospel and Old Testament texts. In the plan of Part I below, one can
131 Smither (1987) p. 336. The most famous oratorio libretto of this new type was Karl Wilhelm Ramler’s 
Der Tod Jesu (1754) set by Carl Heinrich Graun and G.P. Telemann (both in 1755).
132 Malinovsky (1978) pp.258-9. (presumably from Homer but with no reference)
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see an extended musical scene based on Genesis 37, depicting the selling of Joseph by his 
brothers into captivity in Egypt which prepares for, and relates to, the scene of Jesus’s 
betrayal by Judas and his desertion by his disciples:
Preparation to the first section : the selling of Joseph 
recitative: Israel, ach! }
aria: Allgegenwart ’ger Hort der Deinen }baritone
Die slauhwe Anwenduns
recitative: Was Josephs BriXder hier an ihrem Bruder taten 
aria: Lafi, Erloser, deine Treue
}
}  tenor
Section One
Chorus of the disciples: Wo willst du, dafi wir’s bereiten 
recitative: Mich hat herzlichverlanget baritone/tenor
chorale Herr, lafi mich nicht vergessen
Chorus of the disciples: Nie keinen
Chorus of the disciples: Herr, siehe, hier sind zwei Schwerter 
recitative: Betet, aufdafi ihr nicht in Anfechtung fallet! }
recitative: Voter, willst du } baritone
chorale: Trieb, Herr, von mir und verhiite
Chorus of the disciples: Herr, sollen wir mit dem Schwert 
chorale: Du Nacht voll Angst
The other Old Testament parallels are:
II. I Kings 22. II Chronicles 18 - ‘The guiltless Micah, struck and reviled by Zedekiah for 
his divinely inspired, but unfavourable prophecy on the impending fate of Ahab’ 
prepares ‘the description of the beating and mockery of Christ before the High 
Priests.’
III. II Samuel 15 - ‘King David is abandoned and persecuted by his son and people’ 
prepares ‘ the condemnation of Christ before Pilate.’
IV. Judges 16 - ‘ Samson brings destruction to the Philistines’ prepares the Crucifixion 
scene.
V. ‘Jonah’s shipwreck, preservation in the whale’s belly and eventual restoration to dry 
land’ parallels ‘ the entombment and approach of resurrection of Christ.’
Parts III-V follow the same structure as Part I. The setting of the Gospel text is very simple 
with only basso continuo accompaniment for the recitative and collaparte writing for the 
orchestra in the choral movements which is reminiscent of the later 17th-century oratorios by
57
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Sebastiani, Theile and Meder.133 In contrast the five Old Testament sections are more 
elaborate, each having a separate key centre and orchestration to distinguish the moods of each 
section. For example, whether consciously or unconsciously, there are echoes of the Passion 
tones in Telemann’ s choice of F major for part IV, the section which describes the 
Crucifixion:
key obbligato instrument
I. G minor solo oboe
II. G major solo bassoon
III. C minor solo oboe
IV. F major solo oboe
V. C major/ F major solo flute
(in the final chorus the original tonality of G reappears)
Telemann returned to the concept of self-contained scenes in three later settings: St John 
(1733), St Matthew (1734) and St John (1735). The St John Passion (1735) is another 
collaboration with the poet Wilkens who provided seven poetic soliloquies. Once again, the 
Bible narrative and the lyrical sections are kept quite separate, recalling the intermedii of 
Selle’ s St John Passion (1643). Smallman suggests that this format, like that of the 1728 
setting, would perhaps have seemed somewhat conservative to congregations of Hamburg.134 
Following the words ‘Barabbas aber war ein Morder’ (Ch. 18: 40) in the 1733 St John 
Passion there is a short scene based on the Song of Solomon introducing an allegorical 
character named Sulamith in conversation with a chorus of Tochter Zion (referred to above in 
section on singing characters). The textbook of the lost 1734 St Matthew Passion shows an 
interpolated section called ‘Cantata’ which consists of two da capo arias and a recitative.
The liberal climate in Hamburg enabled Telemann to contemplate such radical changes to the 
format and texts of the lyrical Passion such as those described above and thus much of this
133 Smallman (1970) p. 164.
134 ibid. p .  165. Smallman is perhaps commenting on the proliferation of Old Testament texts used for 
interpolations in the Hamburg Passions at the turn of the century reflecting the Pietist’s wish for greater 
knowledge of the Bible. The 1694 St John Passion is the first of the Hamburg Passions to drop the 
traditional opening Introitus'. Horet das Leiden which was replaced by ‘Wir warten auf dich, Herr, im 
Wege deine Rechte, des Herzen Lust stehet zu deinem Namen, und deinem Geuachtnis’ (Isaiah 26:8). The 
full extent of this move can be seen in the 1710 St John Passion where as many as twenty-two such 
quotations from the Old Testament were used for interpolated movements. Thereafter, there was a 
reduction in the use of Old testament verses. In the 1711 St Matthew Passion there were only sixteen 
such interpolations all of which had been recast in lyrical verse form in a similar manner to the new 
contemporary Passion oratorios. (Homer (1933) pp. 21 ff.)
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section has been devoted to his works. Mention has also been made above of the interpolated 
ariosos that precede many of the arias in Bach’s St Matthew Passion, BWV244. Generally, 
however, composers either felt unable (owing to restrictions imposed by the clergy), or 
simply did not wish to add such a number of lyrical insertions into their works, nor meddle 
with the gospel text - as will be seen in Case Study 2 and in the discussions of the Zerbst 
Passions in Chapters 7 ,8  and 9. Undoubtedly, Telemann’s adoption of an abridged gospel 
text afforded the composer scope to add other non-gospel material without overburdoning the 
work as a whole, which was performed without interruption.
1 . 5 . 2  Common a ria  form s in  18th century.
1 . 5 . 2 . 1  The da capo a ria
The chief determinants of the forms of arias and choruses of cantata and oratorio works was 
the libretto. ‘As a rule, arias with relatively short texts tend to be in dacapo form while those 
with longer or strophic texts are more often in non-repeating forms.’ 135 Since the vast 
majority of texts consisted of single verses of 4 to 6 lines where the first 2 or 3 lines contain 
the first sentence, so the majority of arias are set in da capo form, and almost exclusively so 
in works of the first two decades of the century.136 in liturgical works da capo form tends 
to be reserved for texts consisting of just one verse. The two parts of the text might present 
differing metaphors: the first sentence might represent the ‘expositio ’ whilst the second 
sentence or clause contained in the B section presents the ‘confutatio ’. Often the librettist 
indicated in the text if the aria was to be set using a dacapo structure. i37 Late Baroque and 
early Classical oratorios share the da capo form in arias to 1750, often in an abridged form,
135 Crist (1989) p. 44
136 Smither describes a da capo form that was prevalent in the oratorio of the early classical period, where 
a multi-strophic text might be set in da capo form (with the first strophe sung in its entirety in both 
the first solo section (SI) and the second vocal phrase (S2), whilst strophe 2 is sung as the B section). 
Smither (1987), p.72.
137 Crist (1989) Footnote, p.38. Stephen A. Crist states that da capo form was indicated in eighteenth- 
century libretti either by the repetition of the opening portion of the text or by the printing of the words 
‘Da Capo’ at the end of the aria text. Thus, when adopting da capo form in the arias of his first 
Leipzig Jahrgang, Crist suggests Bach was merely following the lead of the librettist. While this may 
hold true for published collections of cantata libretti, such as those produced by Neumeister, without 
access to the source material for the aria texts of the Passions in this study it is impossible to see 
whether it was the librettist who determined the form that the arias finally fell into or whether the 
decision was totally the composer’s.
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though its use began to wane in the 1760s and had almost died out by the 1780s. 138 Crist 
points out that the use of this form was so prevalent in the first half of the century that the one 
composer who experimented with a variety of structures, J.S. Bach, stands out amongst his 
contemporaries - ‘Bach’ s arias are extraordinarily diverse, in contrast to those of his 
contemporaries. In fact, it seems that Bach deliberately and systematically varied the elements 
of aria composition throughout his career’ .139 My researches into the Zerbst Passions, 
discussed in following chapters, indicate that there was a variety of structures reflecting the 
variety of text types.
The construction of the A section in the da capo movements usually followed a standard 
pattern in the period. There were two vocal phrases (S1 and S2) framed and separated by 
instrumental ritomelli (R l, R2 and R3). In major keys, almost invariably SI modulated to 
the dominant and S2 returned to the tonic via related keys while in minor keys the principal 
modulation in the A section was to the relative major.140 Although there was variety in the 
tonally unstable B section, the relative minor is very often established in S3 or S4 phrases at 
some point in arias in major keys. In movements with a minor tonic, there was more variety 
in the tonality of the B section. For purposes of identification in the discussions of the music 
of the Passions music in Chapter 6-9, the standard da capo structure is called Type ‘A l ’ :
Tab le  1.7
Most common design of da capo arias (Type ‘A l ’ i:
Section: A Fine B D.C.
Rit. & Solo: R l SI R2 S2 R3 II S3 II
Key (major tonic): I I-V V (V-)I I vi
Key: (minor tonic) i i-III m (III-)i i New key(s)
lines: 1-2 1-2 3+
It is often taken for granted that the 18th-century standard da capo aria commenced with an 
instrumental ritomello, as all of Bach’ s do, but a wider examination of the literature shows
138 Smither (1987) p. 72.
139 Crist (1989) p. 36.
14° Smither (1987) pp. 72-73 states that S2 either immediately returns to the tonic key, or commences in 
the dominant and re-establishes the tonic very quickly.
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that this was not necessarily so. Da capo arias of Albinoni, Vivaldi, Handel and others often 
commence with a vocal section instead of a ritomello.141 In fact, a composer was at liberty to 
omit any ritomello in the structure. 142
A further structural feature identified by Crist which is ‘a normal pattern for approximately 
three-quarters of Bach da capo arias’ is a division of the B section into two parts, divided 
by a medial ritomello and each containing the entire second sentence or clause of the text:
Tab le  1.8
Da capo aria with a four-line text with divided B section (Type ‘A2’ )
S e c t io n :  A F in e  B D . C .
R i t . &  S o l o :  R l SI R2 S2 R3 II S3 R4 S4 II
K e y :  I I-V V (V)-I I mod. new mod.
key
K e y :
( m in o r  to n ic )  i i-III III (III-) i i mod. new mod.
key
L i n e s  1-2 1-2 3-4 3-4
However, Crist points out that ‘its frequency in the works of Bach is quite unusual when 
compared with other music of the period. Although the second segment of the text generally 
was repeated in arias around the turn of the 18th century, such two-part middle sections 
became outmoded by the 1720s. In 1753, Christian Gottfried Krause143 reported that the B 
section of a da capo aria rarely has a medial ritomello. By the last decade of the eighteenth 
century, Koch 144 stated categorically that ‘ it always contains only a single main period’ .145 
Thus the appearance of the feature in the works of Bach (and some of his older 
contemporaries) appears to have been a conservative trait.i46
141 Crist (1995) (The author is most grateful to Stephen A. Crist for making a pre-publication copy of his 
article available.) See also Michael Talbot, T o m a s o  A lb in o n i:  T h e  V e n e tia n  C o m p o s e r  a n d  h is  W o r ld , 
Oxford (1990), Eric Cross T h e  L a t e  O p e r a s  o f  A n t o n io  V iv a ld i, 1727-1738, 2 vol. (Ann Arbor, 1981) 
and Winton Dean, H a n d el a n d  O p e r a  S e r ia ,  Berkeley (1969). Talbot (1990) notes, ‘as many as one 
third of Albinoni’s da capo arias lack an introductory ritomello’. The S c h lu f ic h o r  of D i e  b e tr iib te  u n d  
g e tr o s te te  G e is t l ic l ie  S u la m ith  (see Chapter 9) also commences with the first vocal phrase.
142 Rosen (1980) p.43.
143 Krause (1753/1973) p.286.
144 Koch (1983) p. 171.
145 Crist (1995)
146 The bipartite division of the middle sections is also a feature of some of the St Luke Passion arias 
considered in Chapter 8 and the majority of the Rollig St Mark Passion arias (see Chapter 9).
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Crist goes on to comment on the shift in emphasis between the two parts of aria form during 
the course of the eighteenth century: ‘ In the late seventeenth century, the B section often was 
longer and subdivided while the A section was simple. But gradually more musical emphasis 
was placed on the A section, and it grew in length while the stature of the B section 
diminished. Around the mid-eighteenth century, composers often treated the B section as little 
more than a bridge between A and its repeat.’
Not only did the balance of A and B change through the course of the 18th century, but from 
the 1720s to the 1760s composers also increasingly abbreviated da capo form. An abridged 
form of the da capo pattern is that in which Fine occurs at the end of R l, i.e. there is no 
reprise of the vocal music in the A section. This will be referred to as Type ‘B’ . Other 
abridgements are made by using the dal segno indication to return to the music of the A 
section at various points. The most common form is the omission of the opening ritomello 
(Rl) (Type ‘DI’ ) but three other more abbreviated structures have been identified in each of 
which there is a reprise of just one vocal section prior to the final ritomello: ‘half da capo’ 
(Type ‘E’ - where the return is at the beginning of S2), ‘ condensed da capo’ (Type ‘F  - 
where SI is written out in full following the B section and then the dal segno mark returns 
the music to the final ritomello) and ‘ quarter da capo’ (Type ‘G’ - where a new vocal phrase 
follows the B section prior to a return to the final ritomello). 147 in a similar manner to the 
full dacapo, the B section of the abridged form may also feature a medial ritomello with allied 
modulatory pattern and repetition of the text. In the works discussed in chapters 6-9 below 
this pattern has only been found in the ‘half da capo ’ form and is thus labelled Type ‘D2’ :
Table  1.9
Dal segno Aria Type ‘D2’ withR 1 deleted from repeat:
S e c t io n :  A § F in e  B D.S (§)
R i t . &  S o l o :  R l SI R2 S2 R3 II S3 R4 S4 II R5
K e y :  I I-V V V-I I vi-IV IV IV-vi vi-I
L i n e s  1-2 1-2 3-4 3-4
The dal segno mark often occured during, rather than at the end, of Rl which is indicated 
below as types ‘D lb ’ ,’ D2b’ etc.
147 See plans of typical d a  c a p o  form and the three abridged forms: ‘half da capo’, ‘condensed da capo’ and 
‘quarter da capo’ in Smither (1987) pp.72-74.
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Rosen also describes a highly abbreviated structure where S2 is omitted in the exposition of 
the A section and S1 on the recapitulation to give a structure (omitting ritomelli) of:
Ai B A2
where A 1 modulates to the dominant as S 1 would do, A2 is in the tonic (or commences in the 
dominant to return almost immediately to the tonic as S2 would often do) and B is a central 
trio section (described below as Type ‘C’ ).i48 This is in contrast with a strict ternary structure 
ABA where the opening A section concludes in the tonic. 149 The various da capo forms can 
be summarized as follows:
Tab le  1.10 Resume of common da capo structures 
T Y P E
A l Standard da capo form
A 2 As A 1 but with medial ritomello in B section
B An abridged form of the da capo pattern in which Fine occurs at the
end of R l, i.e. there is no reprise of the vocal music in the A section.
C Simple type - single vocal section with no medial ritomello in A section
Dal segno forms
D 1 Where the opening ritomello is omitted on the reprise (the most 
common) (D.S. to end of R l)
D 2 As D1 but with medial ritomello in B section 
E ‘half da capo’ - where D.S. is to the beginning of S2 
F ‘ condensed da capo’ - where SI is written out in full following the B 
section and then the dal segno mark returns the music to the final 
ritomello
G ‘quarter da capo’ where a new vocal phrase follows the B section prior
to a return to the final ritomello
Notes:
1. A l a ,  A 2a, D l a ,  and D 2a  are as above except that R2 is tonally unstable and 
modulates.
2. D l b ,  and D 2 b  are as above except the dal segno mark is placed during, rather than at 
the end, of Rl.
148 Rosen (1980) p.43.
149 Only examples of A 1, A2, B, C, D 1 and D2 can be found in the Passions discussed below. The abridged
d a c a p o  forms E, F and G and the highly abridged version described by Rosen are more readily found in 
Italian opera (particulary o p e r a  b u j f a ).
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1 . 5 . 2 . 2  Non-rfa  capo a ria  form s
Where the text was not suited to da capo structure (often because the first sentence was longer 
than three lines, or the number of lines exceeded 7 ), composers tended to use a great variety 
of structures including: binary form (the plan of which is identical to the A section of the da 
capo structure), an ABB structure, a tripartite structure (ABC) which is essentially an 
expansion of Binary from (see Table 1.11 below), as well as various through-composed 
structures.
Table 1.11 ABC structure (Expanded binary form)
R i t . -  A-  R i t . -  B-
I modulation new further
away from key modulation
tonic
(usually to 
dominant)
Indicative of the gradual abandonment of the da capo aria as the almost automatic choice is the 
introduction of other types of movement in the Telemann Passions composed after 1750. 
Homer identifies three new aria-types: the ‘Chain aria’ , ( ‘Kettenarie* ) in which one aria 
leads to the next without a break (neither of which is in da capo form);150 Rondo form arias 
( ‘Ringel-Arie ’ ) in 1752 and 1760151 and two examples of strophic Lieder in 1764 and 
1766.152 Telemann also adopts a short lyrical movement called a Cavata, which Homer 
describes as something between the full aria and ariosoaccompagnato. 153 The first example: 
‘ Ihr Salems Tochter’ , sung by the Sulamith, comes from the 1733 setting of St John whilst 
all subsequent examples occur in post-1754 works. This trend was continued by Telemann’s 
successor in Hamburg; the libretti of the works for which the music is now lost, confirm
180 Three examples in 1745, four in 1754, six in 1756, five in 1757, four in 1759, four in 1762 and three in 
1766. Homer (1933) p. 133.
181 1752 St Luke: Tst’s moglich,’ aria in ABACADA form and 1760 St Luke: ‘Hore, Jesus, wie ich 
girre’ in the more irregular ABCDBEBB. Homer (1933) p. 133.
1S2 1 7 5 4  st Mark: ‘Es stoBen wilde Wetter’; 1766 St Matthew: ‘Dies ist der Juden Konig’ (3vs), entitled 
‘canzonetta’. See Horner (1933) p. 133.
188 Other examples are 1754 ‘Hirbei ihr frevelhafte Sunder’ (now lost); 1756, ‘Gottlich starker Weibessamen’ 
(now lost); 1758, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1763 (lost) and 1767. Homer (1933) p. 133. The Harvard 
Dictionary of Music (Willi Apel, 1976) p. 139, states ¥n 18th-century music the term [cavate] is used 
occasionally for short epigrammatic ariosos found at the end of a long recitative (recitative con cavata).' 
An example of a cavata can be found in the St John Passion, Ach! Wir armen Siinder described in 
chapter 8.
R i t . -  C- Ri t
new modulation I
key back to 
tonic
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Jesus: Bass
Evangelist: Tenor
Servus: Alto
Petrus: Tenor
Pilatus: Alto
Ancilla: Soprano
that in the period 1781-86 C.P.E. Bach favoured homophonic song-arrangement in the style 
of the German Lied. 154
1 .6  M usica l Techniques
1 . 6 . 1  The use o f the orchestra
From the earliest surviving oratorio Passions, composers have endeavoured to enhance the
dramatic quality of the Gospel text. Selle (St John, 1643) assigns an unusually large group of
instruments to give individual colour to the accompaniments of each of the characters. Note
that a particularly noble sonority is reserved for Pilate by the use of trombone and the cometti
(the latter are not used for any other character): i55
2 violins, bassoon, organ (regal)
2 viole da gamba, bassoon, organ 
2 flutes, trombone or bassoon, organ 
2 flutes, trombone or bassoon, organ 
2 cometti, trombone or bassoon, organ 
2 violins, flute, organ
Sebastiani likewise assigned contrasting combinations of instruments to differing characters in 
the 1672 St Matthew Passion: two violins accompany Jesus and three violas, the Evangelist. 
With the establishment of the standard four-part string group there came a clear division 
between secco and accompanied recitative and by 1700 the tradition of reserving a string 
‘halo’ to the words of Jesus had been established. However, there was still inconsistency in 
the application of the accompanying instruments. Whereas, in the 1704 St John Passion 
(Postel), characterization is achieved in a traditional manner by assigning purely secco 
accompaniment to the Evangelist and minor characters and arioso accompanied by four-part 
strings to the words of Christ, as in the Selle example above, the nobility of Pilate is 
suggested by the setting of his words in arioso -style accompanied by the continuo group, and 
some of the time, by four-part strings. In setting the same text in 1723, Mattheson 
maintained the same pattern but without the string accompaniment.
There was continuity from the 17th-century examples described to the 18th-century oratorio in
154 Clark (1988) p. 536. Comparing the the arias from C.P.E. Bach’s 1788 St Matthew Passion with those 
from the 1773 Passion, Clarke notes that the later ones display ‘a more modem style, with short 
symmetrical phrase lengths, syllabic vocal writing, and short or non-existent ritomellos. Three of them 
are in variants of binary form and the other is a da capo.' Clark (1988) p. 537.
155 Steinitz (1979) p.5.
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the use of intruments to achieve a variety of tone colours. Instruments were invaluable to 
define the Affekt where the text is rich in symbolism as well as well-defined non-musical 
association typically found in Passion libretti. A range of tone colours could thus be used for 
a number of particular associations, eg flutes for the scene on the Mount of Olives, oboes 
d’amore for the scene of the entombment or oboes to portray the cock crow. However, while 
they afforded more instrumental colour in lyrical works, generally baroque composers 
employed more modest orchestras for liturgical Passions, a point illuminated in Table 1.12 
below.
1 . 6 . 1 . 1  Instrum entatio n  o f the 18th-century Passion
The size and constitution of orchestras provides one indicator of the changing styles during the 
18th century. Table 1.12 below lists the instrumentation, where known, of 18th-century 
oratorio Passion settings, and, in order to provide a comparison, of Passion oratorios 
produced by composers of liturgical Passions, t56 This table indicates the standard 
complement of pre-1750 works (and all of Telemann’ s Passions) of (besides strings) 1 or 2 
oboes and possibly 1 or 2 flutes, played by the oboists, with occasional use of the oboe 
d’amore, the recorder and concertato bassoon in single movements. The great exception are 
the works of Bach, which utilise a far larger performing body, with a greater array of tone 
colours which Bach uses to provide variety for individual movements. Noticeable is the use 
of the French-style five-part string orchestra with the gamba providing an extra tenor part in 
two of the earliest Hamburg Passions by Keiser and Mattheson. However, after 1750 there 
was a very clear move toward a classical grouping with the addition of pairs of oboes, flutes, 
horns and concertato bassoons in selected movements.
156 The information for the table was obtained from manuscript sources, and from Menke (1983); Lott
(1925) pp. 297ff. (Danzig Passions inc. Telemann St Matthew 1750); C.P.E. Bach Nachlassverzeiclmis; 
Banning (1939). Owing to the inevitable lack of corroboration, care is needed when reading the table 
since the oboists often also took the flute part(s). Errors in Menke’s list, when found (indicated by 
bracketted figures), have been corrected.
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Generally, the instrumentation of the oratorio Passion remained modest despite the richness 
that composers afforded works written primarily for the concert stage, a characteristic which is 
seen nowhere more clearly than in Telemann’s Passions. Homer suggests that this is a 
reflection of the more straightened financial circumstances of the church/57 but Menke views 
this as an echo of the traditional ‘ quiet week’ before Easter when all instruments had once 
been silent, i58 However, since performances of Seliges Erwargen became increasingly 
popular in the Nebenkirche, indicating that there was no liturgical restriction on the sounding 
of instruments during Lent in this period/59 the financial demands of producing 10 
performances in 13 days may well have been a more important factor. Notable is Telemann’s 
interest in the more modem instruments (such as the chalumeau), rather than the archaic (such 
as the recorder, violetta and the viola da gamba). It is clear from some of the orchestral parts 
that often a single performer played all the treble woodwind instruments/60 Despite using a 
reduced orchestra for the liturgical Passions, Telemann is clearly aware of the tonal 
possibilities including techniques such as scordatura which he employs in St Luke (1744) 
(tuning the four strings from G-D-A-E to A-E-A-D). A bassoon is assumed to double the 
bass line where upper double-reed instruments are specified/61 In three works, the bassoon 
is given a concertato role. However, for a composer renowned for composing in the latest 
style and for continual experimentation/62 it is significant that there was a simplification of 
the orchestration of later settings. Of the unusual instruments that had been used in earlier 
Passion settings (the chalumeau, horn and oboe d’amore) none are required in the surviving 
examples after 1748.
157 Homer (1933) p.87. goes on to suggest that the the orchestra was also small to balance the small choirs.
158 Menke quoted in Petzoidt (1974) p. 184.
159 Telemann was in charge of the performances in the five principal parish churches, the Hauptkirchen 
whilst the musical provision in the lesser Nebenkirche was independent and which traditionally were less 
conservative.
160 a  further reason Homer gives for the extended use of flute replacing the oboes in Telemann’s Passions 
was the ability of a famous flute player Anderen Alois Freymut, who was excellent on both flute and 
oboe. Mattheson mentions this excellent player in Critica Musica 1, p. 123: ‘Hier in Hamburg exceiliert 
auf diesem Instrument vor Anderen Alois Freymut, ein geschickter und geschulter Musikus.’ Such 
doubling is evident in the Schwerin parts of St Luke (1744) where all the flute, oboe and oboe d’amore 
music is to be found in the same part, and in the St Luke (1728), where the flute and recorder play only 
in one movement each whilst the oboe remains silent.
161 As in all the works listed by composers prior to C.P.E. Bach in Table 1.11. After Carse (1964) p. 120.
162 Stewart (1985) p. 1.
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Unlike Telemann’s oeuvre, the settings of St Matthew performed in the Danzig liturgy
a continued increasing richness of orchestration from the use of strings only in Freislich’ s 
earlier setting of the St Matthew Passion (1720) to Romhildt’s setting (1752); Freislich’s 
setting of the Brockes text (c.1755) stands apart since the composer adopts an archaic French- 
style five-part string texture (with divided viola parts) and the viola da gamba.
In the works of Doles one perceives the trend from those which require just a pair of oboes 
doubling oboe d’amore in his St Matthew Passion of 1753 (Freiberg) 163 to the more 
‘modem’ complement of the later works (the oratorio and lyrical Passions prepared for 
Leipzig) which require pairs of oboes and homs with the possible addition of flutes and 
bassoon. C.P.E. Bach follows a similar format to the later Telemann Passions with a basic 
instrumentation of strings, flutes, oboes, bassoon(s) and homs. The paired instruments and 
consistent use of homs (the third hom used in the 1768-9 St Matthew Passion and Die lezten 
Leiden appears in one movement only) 164 with oboes indicates how firmly the new classical 
grouping was becoming established by this time. A point of interest is the use of muted 
timpani which provides a novel colour to the 1768-9 St Matthew Passion I Die lezten Leiden. 
However, as was apparent in the Telemann Passions, there is a reduction in the latter works; 
C.P.E. Bach reduces to oboes and strings for works composed in 1779-80 and 1783-4; note 
also the reduction in the use of bassoons (only a single bassoon is required in five of the 
Passions written in 1781 or later) and that homs are not required in seven of the last nine 
works. Perhaps this is indicative of the decline in musical standards/resources prevalent in 
the Lutheran church towards the end of the 18th century. The reduction in instrumentation 
also coincided with a low period in C.P.E. Bach’s Passion composition.!65
163 Even though this seems at odds with forward-looking in his approach to aria style - see Malinovsky
164 a  note in the Nachlassverzeicfuiis (p.59) explains that Bach derived the Passion cantata of 1770 from the 
1769 St Matthew Passion ‘after the omission of the Evangelist and other changes’. Thus, it is possible 
to reconstruct parts of the former work, (including the orchestration) from the latter. To create the new 
work, Bach used all the text written for the St Matthew Passion by Karsch, and engaged the Hamburg 
poet Eberling to replace the biblical text. A rearrangement of the choral movement Et misericordia 
from the Magnificat and the inclusion of one aria with a text by by Eschenburg also written for the 1769 
St Matthew Passion were also included in the new Passion Oratorio which now consisted of a single 
chorale, four other choral movements and six arias; three for tenor, two for bass and a duet for two 
sopranos. (Clark (1984) p. 44.)
165 Not all the music was of the highest standard and in particular much of the ‘new’ music in the works of 
the 1781-6 period took the form of song arrangements. See Clark (1988) p. 536. See also Clark (1984) 
for a full discussion of the manner which Emanuel Bach constructed his Passions.
(1988) p.259.
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1 . 6 . 1 .2  O rchestral movements
Whereas short sinfonias were common in 17th-century oratorio Passions and continued to be 
popular in oratorio works of the 18th century, including Passion oratorios, there is a notable 
absence of instrumental overtures or introductory sinfonias in the oratorio Passions of the 18th 
century. One of the few examples is Mattheson’s Das Lied des Lammes which opens with a 
short ‘Sonatina’ . Oratorio Passions composed after 1720 normally commence with a choral 
movement, and instrumental movements, when they occur, are placed in the body of the 
work. Instrumental movements were not common in Hamburg Passions (Keiser includes 
three in the St Mark Passion,166 but there are no reports of purely orchestral movements in 
eitherTelemann’s167 or C.P.E. Bach oratorio Passions.168) but they were occasionally to be 
found in the works composed for other centres.169 The only centre where there was a 
consistent tradition of including purely orchestral movements in oratorio Passions in the 18th 
century was Danzig.170 Perhaps composers included instrumental movements to compensate 
for the omission of all lyrical texts apart from the 34 prescribed chorales. Most settings, from 
Koch St Matthew (1718) onwards, begin both Part I (performed on Good Friday morning) 
and Part II (in the Vespers service), with an instrumental Sinfonia. The scale is variable, 
ranging from 23 bars to 147 bars long, but most seem to be of slow lamenting music. 
Instrumental movements open both halves of the anonymous 1734 St Matthew Passion, Part I 
opening with a 30-bar Adagio in F major in 4/4. The ‘Telemann’ 1750 St Matthew Passion 
opens with a three-part Sinfonie in a ‘ lamenting character’ and sharp contrasts between loud 
and soft dynamics.171 (This movement was presumably not by Telemann but added by the 
Danzig copyist. - See comments above.) Some sinfonias were quite substantial; Part I of the
166 Keiser includes three purely instrumental movements in his setting of St Mark: at the opening of Part II, 
following the tenor aria that comes after Peter’s Denials and concluding a sequence of solo chorales and 
arias following the Death of Jesus.
167 According to Lott (1925) p. 297., the St Mark Passion, ‘ 1729’ (sic) ‘is one of the few Telemann 
Passions with an instrumental movement.’ The only score connected with the Hochschule fur Musik, 
Berlin was the 1723 St Mark (lost in WWII) which is probably the one to which Lott refers. The 
Passion of 1729 was St John (now lost). (The earliest setting of St Mark now surviving is from 1755.) 
Was Lott referring to the copy of Keiser’s St Mark Passion in Berlin (Mus.ms. 11471) in Bach’s hand 
dated 1729? - very probably!
168 Clark (1988) p. 540, lists all the movements of St Matthew (1789), the only surviving complete score.
169 Part II of Homilius’ St Matthew Passion commences with a sinfonia (1 ^2 minutes long).
170 The following information about Danzig Passions comes from Lott (1920) pp. 296 ff. or Lott (1925). 
Now lost, prior to WWII the scores of anonymous 1734, Freislich 1755, anonymous 1750 and Romhildt 
1752, were formerly in Biblioteka Gdansk.
171 Lott (1925) p. 319.
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anonymous 1750 St Matthew Passion opens with a short two-movement French overture of 
147 bars: an Adagio in A minor 3/4 time and an alia breve contrapuntal section.
Lott points out a notable feature of three Danzig Passions; a Lamentosatz in the body of Part 
II following Chapter 27, verse 50 ( ‘Aber Jesus schrey abermal laut und verschied’), found 
in the Rbmhildt, Freislich (1755) and ‘Telemann’ Passions. In the ‘Telemann’ Passion, the 
strings play a plucked accompanying figure for a few bars after which the oboe begins a 
‘ lamenting’ chorale melody which continues ‘accompanying the orchestra’ to the end.172 
After ‘Eli, lama asapthami’ Romhildt adds an instrumental piece of 19 bars in which an oboe 
solo plays the chorale melody ‘Nun lasset uns den Leib begraben’ over a string motif built on 
sequences.
1 . 6 . 2  General stylistic characteristics o f the m id-18th  century - two
case studies
So far in this lengthy introductory review of the 18th century oratorio Passion, aspects of 
form, structure, text and orchestration have been discussed to show the development of the 
genre during the century and the variance of local custom and its influence on composers. The 
purpose of this final section is to outline some of the important stylistic characteristics of 
typical mid-century oratorio Passions to provide a yard stick by which the Zerbst Passion may 
be measured. 173 However, such a survey is fraught with problems since the picture in the 
mid-century is extremely complex. When attempting to define ‘ style’ , not only do national 
and regional styles vary considerably, but also there is inherent variety of approach between 
differing genres, even in the oeuvre of a single composer - there can be a dichotomy between 
secular (and largely instrumental) music for courtly entertainment and a rather more 
conservative (and ‘learned’) sacred style, espoused in particular by organist-composers of the 
Lutheran tradition in the mid-century period. There can even be a contrast between traditional 
cantata works produced for the liturgy and the newer purely lyrical works reflecting the beliefs 
of the Enlightenment that were finding favour in churches in the latter part of the century and 
indeed, between what was allowable in conservative and liberal centres. After a short
172 Lott (1920) p. 297.
173 While some of the following discussion goes over familiar material, it was deemed necessary to define 
those aspects which can be considered to be ‘old’ or ‘new’ features in the music of Case Studies 1 and 2 
below, and the works considered in chapters 6 - 9 .
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preamble on general characteristics of the early classical style come two short case studies of 
works by different composers to provide examples of the general position of liturgical Passion 
music at the mid-century; both are contemporary with the two surviving complete settings of 
Zerbst Passions (which date from 1748/52 and 1750 respectively). For balance it was decided 
that works from more than one centre should be discussed. The first is a case study of a 
setting of St Luke by Telemann prepared for performance in Hamburg 1744, and the second is 
of a setting of St Mark by Homilius (composed some time after 1742 and before 1768) for 
Dresden. The availability of Telemann’s scores is limited - a few have been published in 
modem editions174 while others exist only in manuscript, many of in a very incomplete and 
sketchy form. The 1744 Passion was chosen since not only is it the only work published as a 
fully orchestral score which is more or less contemporary with the Zerbst Passions, it also 
represents a more conservative version of liturgical form (untouched by some of the overtly 
operatic influences described above) which will enable a more direct comparison of structure 
and style with the works under consideration below. Performed in Dresden, the Homilius St 
Mark Passion represents one of only two surviving post-1750 complete settings composed 
for a centre other than Hamburg available to the author at the time of writing.175 For an 
example of the completely lyrical type, reference should also be made to Smither’s case study 
of Graun's Der Tod Jesu (1755), the most famous and most often performed work in 
Germany in the latter half 18th century.176
In general, the music of the mid century was characterised by a development of a popular, 
more secular aspect in Church music.177 This, in effect, reflected the developments in 
secular vocal music and a shift in emphasis in the cultural centre from church to secular music, 
which itself coincided with the shift of the centre of German-speaking music-making from
174 Published editions include: 1728 St Luke ed. Ruhnke, (Barenreiter, 1964) (full score); 1730 St Matthew 
ed.Redel, (Vaduz, n.d.), (vocal score); 1737 St John (1976); 1744 St Luke ed. Schroeder, (Stuttgart, 
1966) (full score); 1746 St Matthew, ed. Schroeder (1976); 1759 St Mark ed. K. Redel (Vaduz 1963) 
(vocal score).
175 The others are: the 1753 St Matthew Passion by Doles (which, since it contain 32 chorales, is too 
unusual to be representative); the 1788 C.P.E. Bach St Matthew Passion (which is both a Hamburg 
work and was composed to late for this particular survey); and the Homilius St Matthew Passion (the 
source of which had not yet come to light at the time this part of the study was written). Works from the 
Danzig liturgy had to be discounted since no arias were allowed in this centre.
176 Smither (1987) pp. 401-434. Smither also includes a case study of the Telemann’s Der Tag des Gerichts 
(1762) pp. 377-400.
177 Rhea (1958) p. 83.
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Hamburg to Vienna. The disparity between the styles of music adopted for use in theatre and 
in church narrowed until by the latter half of the century, there had formed a more-or-less 
unified idiom which met the needs of both. Whilst many Cantors diligently upheld the learned 
contrapuntal style of church music well into the 1740s and later, sometimes to the chagrin of 
their employers on the city council (viz J.S. Bach, and to a certain extent C.P.E. Bach in 
Hamburg), others happily embraced the new style in their church music. The universal 
popularity in Lutheran lands of such works by Graun as Der Tod Jesu, or the widespread 
performances of Du Gottlicher (otherwise known as Die letzten Leiden des Erlosers) by 
C.P.E. Bach, not only in sacred concerts but in a liturgical context, bears witness to the 
strength of the regard for the new style of music in church. The dispersal of works by 
Hofnilius and Doles (who are regarded as the most important Protestant composers of the 
second half of the century), the inclusion of simple Lied-like songs in C.P.E. Bach’s later 
Passion settings, and the widespread dispersal of simple motet settings by composers such as 
G.P. Weimar in published form and in manuscript confirm this. In between the ‘Baroque’ 
and ‘Classical’ style epitomized in the works of J.S.Bach and his contemporaries (on the one 
hand), and Haydn and his contemporaries (on the other), comes the so-called ‘pre-Classical’ 
style, which is, in essence, a mixture of Baroque and Classical elements. A rather all- 
embracing term, ‘ pre-Classical’ has been applied to describe the music of a great range of 
composers, as Michael Saffle points out, ‘as different from one another as Domenico Scarlatti, 
Stamitz, and Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach.’ 178
During the century there was a noticeable tendency to move away from the contrapuntal 
texture of the Baroque, with its emphasis on one basic Affekt and motive towards melody 
with homophonic support and a greater variety of musical material (i.e. the transition from 
what William S. Newman designates ‘motivic play’ , implying the continuous development of 
a single idea, to polythematicsm denoting a multiplicity of elements arranged and ordered in 
more or less discontinuous segments).!79 The effect of this new concept of theme of the pre- 
classical period was the breaking up of the theme into small articulated phrases or fragments, a 
process called ' Klingliedrigkeit’ (Blume)*80 or ‘Mehrgliedrigkeit’ (Riemann),18! resulting
178 Saffle (1997), pp.56-57.
179 Newman (1963/1972) p. 113.
180 Blume (1958) col. 1056-1057
181 Riemann Grosse Compositionslehre Vol. 1 p.415, cited and translated by Sheldon (1968) p.53.
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(Riemann)/81 resulting in very short melodic phrases composed of contrasting motives.
The Galant style, which was most associated with a freer approach to composition (and 
which was bemoaned by some contemporary commentators),182 was most readily found in 
instrumental works, especially small-scale chamber and solo keyboard music. It also 
infiltrated sacred music, though not to such an extent. In Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in der 
Musik (Berlin 1771-1779), Johann Philipp Kimberger observed that:
In the strict style every chord, and almost every note... is stressed; fewer decorations 
of the melody, or fewer passing notes that are not indicated in the figures, occur. 
However, in the freer or lighter style some chords are skipped over and thus have less 
emphasis. The melody is mixed with numerous passing notes that are considered as 
decorations of the main notes. The strict style gives grave character to the melody ... 
but the light style entails a free and decorative character.
Thus:
The strict [‘orfugal’ ] style is used chiefly in church music, which is always of a 
solemn or serious character, but the latter [the ‘free and Galant’ style] belongs chiefly 
to the stage and to concerts [denconcerten], in which the aim is rather to delight the ear 
than to awaken serious or solemn feelings. It is, therefore, generally known as the 
galant style and various elegant departures [Ausschweijungen] and sundry 
deviations from the rules are permitted/82
Rosen also points out that a weakened form of the ‘ strict’ style still held sway in most 
religious music in the period 1750-75 (and indeed survived into the 19th century).184 In his 
Clavierschule (Leipzig and Halle 1789), Daniel Gottlob Turk explains that “ ‘church style” 
requires a serious character united with dignity, solemnity, [and]... the strict following of the 
rules.’ 185 It should not be surprising, therefore, to find this true particularly for the liturgical 
Passion which was by this time an essentially conservative form shackled to the gospel text.
181 Riemann Grosse Compositionslehre V ol.l p.415, cited and translated by Sheldon (1968) p.53.
182 ‘it is a very serious error when the composer allows himself to be seduced by applause that impractical 
and inexperienced listeners give to the pleasant so-called galant pieces and hereby introduces small, 
chopped-up dainty mosaic instead of beautiful music into serious works and even church music.’ Ratner 
(1956) citing and translating Johann George Sulzer in Allegmaine Theorie der schonen Kiinste Vol 3 
p.378, Leipzig 1777-1779. (Saffle (1997), p.56.)
183 j.ph. Kimberger: The Art o f Strict Musical Composition , trans. by D. Beach and J. Thym. New Haven 
1982, p.99. cited in Arnold p. 360 (translating Kimberger Part I p.80), Sheldon (1968) p.74. and 
Saffle (1997) p.58.
184 Rosen (1971) p.44.
185 Quoted by Saffle (1997) p. 57, from D.G. Turk: The School of Clavier Playing, trans. R.H.Haggh. 
London 1982, p. 397 [Italics in Haggh’s translation.]
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representative of] ... the feelings and passions in their totality,’ while the ‘ chamber style 
holds a middle ground ... and unites that which is found only occasionally in the afore­
mentioned styles of writing.’ In fact, composers adopted and mixed topoi more consciously 
in the instrumental music of the latter part of the 18th century than in vocal music.186
Liturgical vocal music of the mid- century, therefore, tended to display characteristics of both 
Baroque and early Classical style, the emphasis being determined by both the composition 
date and the preferences of the composer. Since ‘Galant’ and the ‘Roccoco’ were distinct 
styles largely associated with instrumental forms, for the purpose of following discussions, 
therefore, the global term ‘ early classical’ (a less pejoritive label than pre-classical) pertains to 
works of the mid-18th century where at least some general aspects of the mature classical style 
are recognizably present in the music. Some of the chief stylistic difference between the two 
styles are summarized in Table 1.12. Here a rather crude comparison is made between 
characteristics commonly found in the music of Bach and his contemportaries cl730 and those 
in the music of Haydn cl770:187
T ab le  1.13 Comparison of chief features of late baroque and earlv classical style
Baroque (c l7 3 0 )
Movements often built on one theme 
only
Themes built from figures 
(e.g. Suspirans, Corta, Groppo, 
Circolo, Superjectio, and 
Mezzanza) and uniform rhythms
C lassical (c l7 7 0 )
Contrasting thematic material
Figures often replaced by virtuosic scale and 
arpeggio figuration. Common rhythmic figures 
include: Lombardic, triplet against duple, triplets 
in semiquavers.
Frequently florid vocal style An often simple vocal style influenced by the 
German Lied
Frequently, essentially linear bass line An essentially non-linear bass line, at times 
using Trommelbass and occasionally such
186 Topoi or “topics” are stylistic gestures- recognizable dance rhythms, characteristic national or regional 
musical figures, melodic and contrapuntal textures associated with various social classes, and so on - 
scattered throughout eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century European music.’ Saffle (1997) p.56.
187 After Rosen (1971), Blume (1931/1974), Sheldon (1968, pp.50-74) and Stewart (1985)
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chordal figures as the ‘Alberti bass’
Contrapuntal texture is common A prevalent use of homophony with normally 
only two or three real parts (with violins often in 
unison, violas doubling basses, and winds 
doubling strings)
Often relatively quick and regular harmonic Often slower and more irregular harmonic 
rhythm rhythm
Tension fairly constant Tension highly varied
Melodic lines that tend to be spun out 
with sequential treatment of motives.
A simple tuneful, melodic line organised by 
units clearly grouped into antecedent and 
consequent phrases (possibly overlapping) 
with more frequent cadences.
Often many single suspensions Fewer supensions, but many more 
appoggiaturas, especially long appoggiaturas at 
cadences
Cadences mainly on strong beat Many ‘feminine’ cadences, with only bass
resolving on the beat
5-4 suspension most common at cadence 64 - 53 ‘ standard’ approach to cadence
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1 . 6 . 3  Case Study 1 - Telem ann: St Luke Passion 1744 Menke5:29
Georg Philipp Telemann (b.Magdeburg 1681, d.Hamburg 1767)188 came to Hamburg in 
1722 having held many the major types of post open to a successful practising musician in the 
field of both sacred and secular music: organist, church director of music, opera composer and 
conductor, court Kapellmeister and city music director. Under Telemann, there was a 
resurgence of the quality of music in the Hamburg parish churches, and, owing to his highly 
successful creativity as an operatic composer, this period was also marked by ‘a leap forward 
in ...the modernity of the style of the music performed as part of the liturgy’ ,189 a style of 
church music which was influenced by secular styles, particularly opera. Telemann worked to 
break down the disparity between the operatic style and what was thought suitable for church: 
In addition to the 46 oratorio Passions that Telemann composed for the annual performances 
in the parish churches in Hamburg, he also produced six Passion oratorios for performance in 
concert venues. Some of these, such as Seliges Erwdrgen, were also frequently performed in 
the minor churches in Hamburg.
1 . 6 . 3 . 1  S tructure
Telemann’s St Luke Passion of 1744 (Menke 5:29)190 provides an example of the 18th- 
century liturgical Passion in its simplest form, with opening and closing choral movements 
(here chorale verses), with commentary in the form of eight arias, one lyrical chorus and three
188 Telemann received his early general and musical education in Magdeburg, Zellerfield and Hildesheim. In 
1701 he went to Leipzig to study law but his musical interests soon eclipsed his law studies. He was 
soon commissioned by the Burgomeister of Leipzig to write a cantata for performance every two weeks 
at the Thomaskirche and in 1702 founded a collegium musicum which gave regular concerts for which he 
composed music. In the same year he also became musical director of Leipzig Opera and had within three 
years composed four operas. Later, in 1704, Telemann applied for the post of organist at the Neukirche, 
promising his prospective employers that he would take on the duties of musical director of the church 
(which was still at that time the University Church) and that his student collegium musicum would give 
concerts of sacred music on feast days and fair days, all for no extra remuneration. A year later he was 
appointed Kapellmeister to the Court of Sorau where he composed a great number of French Overtures in 
the style of Lully and Campra to please his employer. He moved to Eisenach in 1708, also as 
Kapellmeister. In 1712, Telemann took up the post of city director of music of Frankfurt and 
Kapellmeister of the Barfiisserkirche. As in Leipzig he took control of the Collegium musicum of the 
Frauenstein Society and mounted weekly public concerts for which he composed chamber and orchestral 
works. A significant development was the performance at one of these concerts of his setting of Brockes’ 
text Der fur die Siinde der Welt gemartete und sterbende Jesus.
189 Buelow (1993) p. 202.
19° Source: D-SWl Sign. Mus. 5377/12. A published score is available edited by Felix Schroeder, 
Stuttgart, 1966.
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chorales. Since this work is more ‘ conservative’ than others by Telemann described above - 
i.e. it represents a ‘pure’ example of the liturgical Passion in terms of structure and the 
treatment of the gospel text, rather than one highly affected by the developments in the lyrical 
Passion described above - it is suitable for providing a direct comparison with the Zerbst 
Passions which all display ‘conservative’ features.
This work was designed to be performed without a break, and there is thus less requirement 
for chorales to ‘frame’ sections of the work; indeed, congregational participation is kept to a 
minimum. Telemann also sets the abridged text that he adopted for all his later liturgical 
Passions; omitting the Last Supper, and ending at the point of death:191
T ab le  1.14 Structure of St Luke Passion. Menke 5:29192
1. C horale Wann meine Stind’ mich kranken G
2. Gospel text Chapter 22: 39-46
3. C horale Wer fleifiig betet und dir traut Gm
4. Gospel text Chapter 22: 47-48
5. A ria  soprano Die freundlichsten Kiisse D
6. Gospel text Chapter 22: 49-53
7. A ria  soprano Wie sich ein winzges Luftchen regt G
8. Gospel text Chapter 22: 54-62
9. A ria  tenor Du, o ewiges Erbarmen Em
10. Gospel text Chapter 22: 63-70
11. A ria  bass (Jesus) Ihr werdet mich sehen D
12. Gospel text Chapter 22:70, Chapter 23: 1-13
13. A ria  soprano Schdnste Freundin edler Seelen F
14. Gospel text Chapter 23: 13-25
15. A ria  soprano Diener Feinde bosem Willen Am
16. Gospel text Chapter 23: 26-27
17. C horus Ach, klage, wer nur klagen kann Dm
18. Gospel text Chapter 23: 28-43
19. A ria  tenor Holdselige Worte D
20. Gospel text Chapter 23: 44-461
21. A ria  soprano Ich befehV an meinem Ende C
22. Gospel text Chapter 23:462 -48
23. Chorale So fahr’ ich in zu Jesus Christ C
The instrumentation is also typical of Telemann’s liturgical Passions, requiring a four-part 
string group plus one woodwind player who also plays oboe d’amore and flute. There is also 
a solo violin part for an instrument scored in scordatura (with the strings tuned: A-E-A-D).
191 See section 1.4.1 above.
192 The numbering of the movements follows the same convention throughout this dissertation. Self- 
contained movements (chorales, arias, lyrical choruses and large-scale arioso movements and 
instrumental movements are given a separate numbering. Intervening gospel text, be it secco or arioso 
recitative and turbae, is given just one item number with subdivisions (eg 12a, b, c...etc.).
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1 .6 .3 .2  Gospel text
Apart from the Ancilla, all synagoga roles are sung by tenor or bass (Tenor: Petrus, Pilatus, 
1st and 2nd. Ubeltdter and Hauptmann; Bass: 1st and 2nd Kriegsknecht). No solo writing 
is assigned to the alto voice for either lyrical commentary or gospel text. There is a clear 
division in style of recitative: secco for the settings of the Evangelist and synagoga and 
accompanied recitative for Christ. This features both ‘halo of strings’ (though never just 
sustained chords but always at least with a lyrical treble part) and some ornate arioso .
Musical Example 1.7
Telemann, St Luke Passion 1744: recitative (Jesus) ‘Sage ich’s euch’ (bars 2-7)193
193 Translation: If I tell you, ye will not believe: And if I also ask you, ye will not answer me, nor let me 
go.’ (Luke 22: 67-68)
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Telemann also follows convention in setting scriptural quotations and quotations of words of 
Christ that occur in the Evangelist’s part also with arioso, but only accompanied by the 
continuo group. Although by no means consistent in his musical treatment of the text, like 
Bach, he does not pass up the chance to exploit such dramatic chances as Peter weeping 
bitterly:
Continuo
M u s ic a l E xam p le  1.8
Telemann, St Luke Passion 1744: recitative (Evangelist)194
[Arioso] [secco]
f  0 >
a E - he der Hahn kia - het, wirst t 
p  p  r  0 u
lu mich drei -  mal ver -  leug nen. Und Pe -trus ging hin -
V -J-ft 6 ft 6 5 It [6]4 ft 5
[Arioso]
The dramatic turbae are generally fairly short, ranging from 6 to 26 bars (average 12.8) and 
often contrapuntal. All contain fugal expositions. Seven are completely contrapuntal, while 
four commence and close with chordal sections with a fugal exposition in the middle sections. 
The imitative entries are used to great effect as in Ex 1.9. Here Telemann exploits the dramatic 
potential of the consecutive dissonant entries in a ‘wedged-shaped’ chorus which serve to 
express the crowd’s venom.
194 Translation: ‘And Peter remembered the word of the Lord, how he had said unto him, Before the cock 
crow thou shall deny me thrice. And Peter went out and wept bitterly.’ (Luke 22: 61-62)
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M usical example 1.9
Telemann, St Luke Passion 1744: Turba chorus ‘Kreuzige ihn!’
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[Allegro]
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X. 6 .3 .3  Lyrical texts
All of the arias are in da capo form; four (items 5,7, 13 and 19 above) i95 are in the 
conventional full-dacapo form Type ‘A l ’ , item 15196 adopts the Type ‘B’ structure while 
four (items 9, 11 and 21)197 are in dal segno Type ‘D l ’ . Significantly, indicating the 
period of composition, not one of the arias has the medial ritomello or repeated texts in the B 
section, so typical of Bach’s cantata works. Also, in line with Stephen Crist’ s observations, 
the B section occupies a lesser proportion of the whole - the length of the B section is 
diminished so that its ratio to the A section ranges from only .18 to .28 of the entire 
movement. (Compare this with Table 8.13.) In the Type ‘B ’ aria (no. 15), B has a greater 
proportion of the entire movement (27 bars or 21% of the total length of the movement), 
hence, presumably, the the reason for the placement of Fine at the end of Rl. TheB
section in all of these arias uses new melodic material, and changes of metre (from C time to 
28 in No.l 1) and of tempo (in no.29) are apparent.
Unusually, and indicative of the variation composers were able to include in the da capo 
structure, even though six arias conform exactly to the plan of Type A l, R2 in Nos. 7 and 9 
are tonally unstable:
Table 1.15
Da capo aria No.7
Section: A
Rit.& Solo: R l SI R2 S2 R3
Key: I I-V V-ii ii-I I
Fine B D.C.
II S3 II
vi-iii.
Da capo aria No.9 
Section: A Fine B D.C.
Rit.& Solo: R l SI R2 S2 R3 II S3 R4
Key: i i-v v-III Ill-i I III Ill-i
A summary of the tonal plans of the B sections displays the variety of approach that Telemann 
adopted. Only in Nos. 7,13, does Telemann follow the typical structures indicated in section
195 items 5, 9, 27 and 41 in Schroeder (1966).
196 item 33 in Schroeder (1966).
197 Items 11, 19 and 43 in Schroeder (1966).
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1.4.1 above.
Table 1.16
Summary of the tonal Structures of B sections of the da capo arias
m ovem ent.
da capo movements
Type‘A l ’ 5.
7.
13.
19.
Type ‘B ’ 15.
key
D
G
F
D
Am
S3
IV -V I 
vi - iii 
vi - iii 
I -v i  
III-v
R5 P ro p o rtio n  198
b/a
.26
.18
.27
.28
.25
dal segno movements 
Type‘D l’ 9. Em 
11. C 
21. C
III
i - iii 
vi
III - i
vi - 1
average:
.25
7
.28
.25
The music of the lyrical sections of the 1744 St Luke Passion provide a clear example of the 
mixture of conservative and forward-looking elements, very often side-by-side in the same 
movement, though with Baroque procedure more prevalent. In the opening ritomello of the 
soprano aria ‘Die freundlichen KliBe, die hoflichsten GriiBe’ (No.5) there is a strong feeling 
of antecedent and consequent phrases over slowly moving harmonic changes. The opening 
phrase, consisting of two, one-bar phrases, each over one chord, is answered by a two-bar 
phrase which includes a passing secondary 7th. There is then an overlap, with bars 4 and 5 
acting as an antecedent to the sequential phrase featuring Lombardic rhythms commencing in 
bar 6. This is spun out with the development of a new idea: triplets against duple rhythm in 
bars 8-10. (Both rhythmic ideas are characteristics of the mid-century style.)
198 B'A~ proportion of S3 over R l, SI, R2, S2 und R3.
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Musical example 1.10
Telemann, St Luke Passion, 1744: 
soprano aria ‘Die freundlichen KuBe, die hoflichsten GriiBe’ (bars 21-32)
5
Ob.
Vn I 
Solo V n 
oboe
Vn II 
V a
Cont
AT
oboe (concert pitch)
violin II
r  f  f  r  r  f  r r r r -T-^
3 3 \ 3 3 3 3
\ solo violin and Violin I
3 3 3 ^  3 3
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However, the simplicity of the early classical style is more clearly identifiable at in the opening 
of the soprano aria ‘Holdselige Worte, siiBes Versprochen’ (No. 19), with frequent cadences 
in the vocal part over a slow-moving bass line. The short two-bar antecedent and consequent 
phrases (bars 21-24) at the opening of S1 are followed by a four-bar phrase (itself 2 + 2) 
which acts as a consequent to bars 21-24. This is then followed by the first half of another 
eight-bar antecedent/consequent phrase group featuring a much simpler melodic phrase - the 
diversity of thematic material a characteristic of the classical style.
Musical example 1.11
Telemann St Luke Passion 1744: 
tenor aria ‘Holdselige Worte, siiBes Versprechen’ (bars 21-32)
30
- J y , ------------------------------- , - h — r ------------- i
L y - .......£ = = j  j
heu - te__ mit_ d ir,_  o
i r
Hei -land der Welt, diis ver kiin -digdt du mir,
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j ----- ’
- " © t x
v  r  ' '  ^  *
— 1«—  .  -
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— — q H
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The melodic-rhythmic simplicity that is associated with Telemann’s early classical style can be 
seen most clearly in the opening phrase of the soprano aria ‘Wie sich ein winz’ ges Liiftchen 
regt’ . Following Judas’s betrayal of Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane the text expresses the 
belief that, in the simple and pure surroundings of a garden, those with a clear conscience may 
find peace whilst those without will not find peace in the sound of the leaves in the wind. 
‘Simplicity’ is portrayed both in the triadic opening phrase and the off-beat chords in the 
strings. In contrast, the music continues with a typically baroque setting of the text - repeated 
notes on single vowels to depict ‘ quivering’ and ‘ trembling’, whilst a sinuous chromatic 
phrase and the introduction of the minor chords in 16-17 is used to suggest ‘craven’ . The 
bass line is more linear than in examples 1.10 and 1.11.
Musical example 1.X2
G.P.Telemann St Luke Passion 1744: 
soprano aria ‘Wie sich ein winz’ges Liiftchen regt’ (bars 13-16)
unis
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In the use of the obbligato instruments Telemann’s technique is firmly in the baroque syle. 
There is no hint yet of pairs of sustaining wind instruments, a characteristic of classical 
orchestration. Instead, single obbligato instruments are chosen according to the Affekt of the 
movement. The oboe is used where there are references to ‘Heaven’ ( ‘ Ihr werdet mich sehen’ 
and ‘ Ich befehl’ an meinem Ende’), and the flute in arias which represent a pastoral scene 
(‘Wie sich ein winz’ges Liiftchen regt’), or which are concerned with ‘ innocence’ (‘ Schonste 
Freundin edler Seelen’ ) or ‘ sweetness’ and ‘ comfort’ ( ‘Holdselige Worte’), whilst the darker 
tone of the oboe d’amore is reserved for references to ‘judgement’ 1 "  ( ‘Du, o ewiges 
Erbarmen’), for the aria referring to Judas’s treachery (‘Die freundlichsten Ktisse’ ), and to 
represent enemy and ‘fear’ ( ‘Deiner Feinde bosem Willen’). The orchestration is strictly colla 
parte - the obbligato wind instruments double the 1st violin part whilst the instruments all 
double one of the vocal lines in choruses.
1 .6 .3 .4  The lyrical chorus: ‘ Ach, klage, wer nur klagen kann’
Unlike the typical mid-century German oratorio which characteristically places special
emphasis on the chorus,200 there is very little use of the chorus in Menke 5:29 other than the
obligatory turbae and the three chorales and the single through-composed lyrical chorus
which comes in the last quarter of the work, following Ch.23:27 (“And there followed him a
great multitude of the people, and of women, who bewailed and lamented him”). The
opening diminished chords and secondary 7ths support an expressive but simple melodic
phrase which features frequent breaks in the line (see example 1.13a) Later, after flowing
parallel thirds in the upper parts over a sustained 3rd-inversion dominant 7th (bars 37-39), the
simplest of melodic phrases seemingly lifted directly from a German Lied and treated
sequentially on the words ‘ voll Beulen ist sein heilger Riikken’, leads to the most exquisite
phrase featuring Lombardic sighs, a rising expressive diminished 5th on the word ‘Schmerz’
and a feminine cadence. (See example 1.13b) Then, after alternating repetitive falling sighs
over a rising bass, the music finally restates the opening phrase to conclude the movement.
With the homophony, period structure, Lombardic rhythms, feminine cadences and parallel
thirds, one can perceive no more clearly than in this chorus the ‘ secular’ style that Telemann
199 ‘Thou o mercy everlasting, love eternal pity me, let Thy judgement gentle be. Do not suffer my 
perdition.’
20° Smither (1987) p.395.
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music (which became much more developed in the later works - see ex 1.4 above of the 
Schlufichor of the 1757 St Matthew Passion).
Musical example 1.13
Telemann St Luke Passion 1744: chorus ‘Ach, klage’ (bars 1-9)
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Example 1.13a (Bars 1-9)
Example 1.13b (bars 37-52)
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(translation: Ex. 1.13a ‘ Oh Sorrow! What great suffering’
Ex 1.13b ‘Let floods of tears in deep distressing vision. His sacred flesh is sore and smarting’
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1 . 6 . 4  Case Study 2 - H om ilius: St M a rk  Passion
Together with J.F. Doles, Kantor in Leipzig, the Dresden Kreuzkantor Gottfried August 
Homilius (Rosenthal 1714-Dresden 1785) was considered the most important composer of 
Protestant music of his day .201 Homilius composed a great deal of music in every sacred 
genre, including eight lyrical Passions and at least two oratorio Passions, and also contributed 
significantly to the literature for the organ. Unlike Telemann he was not active in the field of 
secular music (although he produced a number of Lieder and a concerto).
Although great emphasis has been given to the developments of the liturgical Passion and the 
overtly operatic influences from the lyrical Passion in this chapter, one of the main points 
highlighted in the following discussion is that composers of centres other than Hamburg 
adopted a much more conservative approach to the setting of the liturgical Passion. 
Structurally, Homilius follows convention, and in his approach to the setting of the gospel text 
little is changed from the early century. There are also echoes of archaic procedures in the use 
of the medial ritomello in the B section (it is perhaps significant that Homilius had been a pupil 
of J.S. Bach) though this is tempered by the almost universal adoption of dal segno and 
abridged dal segno forms. However, it is in the style of the writing in the aria movements 
that Homilius betrays his mid-century leanings.
1 . 6 . 4 . 1  Structure
No date is known for the composition of the St Mark Passion So gehst du nun, mein Jesu 
hinfiQZ although it must have been composed after Homilius’s appointment to the 
Kreuzkirche in 1755 and, according to Hans John, by 1768.2°3 Since this setting lacks the
201 Homilius was educated in Porschendorf and in Dresden. He matriculated in Law at Leipzig University in 
1735. During his time in Leipzig he had taken lessons from Bach in composition and keyboard playing. 
In 1742 he was appointed organist to the Frauenkirche in Dresden and in 1755 Kantor at the Kreuzkirche, 
the principal Stadtkirche in Dresden. In common with the wide-ranging responsibilities of the Kantors 
in Hamburg and Leipzig, Homilius was also music director of Dresden’s three principal churches and a 
teacher in the Kreuzschule. Thus, with his early musical training in Dresden and his academic and 
musical links with Leipzig and Bach, Homilius shares much with his almost exact contemporary, Johann 
Georg Rollig, organist and Kapellmeister to the Court of Zerbst. (See section 3.4 below.)
202 Source: D-Dbs (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin -Potsdamer StraBe), Mus ms. 10800/1. A St Matthew 
Passion, Ein Lammlein geht, survives in D-LEm, PM 5171. Both are believed to be part of a cycle. 
(John (1980) p. 208.)
203 Although he gives no reason.
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five accompagnato /  arioso settings of lyrical texts to be found in the (later?) setting of St 
Matthew204 it is likely that the St Mark Passion was produced not long after Homilius took 
up his post in Dresden. The orchestral forces required include 2 horns, 2 oboes (doubling 
flute) and 2 bassoons. However, the full complement is heard only in the final chorus; the 
choral movements have the normal accompaniment of 2 oboes and strings whilst the arias 
have a variety of wind (pair of flutes, oboes or horns) and strings.
The general plan of So gehst du nun is of the Bach-type in two Parts opening with a chorale- 
fantasia and closing with a Schlufichor.205 (Both lyrical Passions and oratorio Passions 
were divided into two Parts and intended to be performed in services in the Kreuzkirche 
during Lent especially on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday.)206 The work is longer than 
the work discussed in Case Study 1 since Homilius sets St Mark chapters 14 and 15 
unabridged, using the break between chapters. Though there are no more arias than in Menke 
5:29, there is much more congregational participation in the form of 14 chorales, which also 
fulfil the structural role of concluding Part I and commencing Part II.
T a b le  1.17 Structure of Homilius St Mark Passion
P art 1
1 C horus So gehst du nun, mein Jesu hin Cm
2 Gospel text: Ch. 14: 1-9
3 A ria  (Soprano) Mensch! empfinde doch Erbarmen Cm
4 Gospel text: Ch. 14: 10-18
5 C horale Wo soli ich, der du alles C
6 Gospel text: Ch.14: 19-21
7 C horale O weh derselben wahler hat A
8 Gospel text: Ch.14: 22-
9 A ria  Alto Wenn euch eure Siinden dancken G
10 Gospel text: Ch.14: ?-3H
11 C horale Hilfdafi ich stets Am
12 Gospel text: Ch.14: 312-34
13 Chorale Wache, das dich Satans F
14 Gospel text: Ch.14: 35-42
15 A ria  Bass Ich von Leiden ganz umgeben Fm
16 Gospel text: Ch.14: 43-?
17 C horale Sey getreu in deinem Herzen Fm
18 Gospel text: Ch.14: l?-54*
204 presumed by Hans John (1980) to have been composed c 1775; the first chorus is a transposed version of 
the Buschmann lyrical Passion Ein Ldmmlein geht published 1775.
205 in contrast to Homilius’s St Matthew Passion Ein Ldmmlein geht, which commences with a simple 
chorale setting.
206 See previous comments in section 1.3.
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19 C hora le  Mir nach springt Christus unser Held G
20 Gospel text: Ch. 14: 542 62
21 C horale O Jesu hilffzur selbenzeit Bb
22 Gospel text: Ch.14: 63-64
23 A ria  Alto Verdammt ihn mir, Bb
24 Gospel text: Ch.14: 65-71
25 A ria  Alto Verkennt ihn nicht, der Gott den Gottes Dm
26 Gospel text: Ch.14: 72
27 C horale O Voter der barmherzig Fm
P art I I
28 C horale Weint, jetzt wird das fomme Leben A
29 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 1-2
30 A ria  Bass Der Thron des Vaters ist sein Thron D
31 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 3-14
32 C horale no text Am
33 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 15-21
34 A ria  Soprano Jerusalem, wie wutest du Am
35 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 22-23
36 C horale Dein durst und Gallentrank D
37 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 24-32
38 C horale Ich werde dir zu ‘ Am
39 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 33-34
40 A ria  Tenor Verstummet ihr Himmel Em
41 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 35-37
42 A ria  Soprano Ihr schranenfliehfit! Eb
43 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 38
44 C horale Ihr Graber bricht ihr Gm
45 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 39-45
46 C horale Der Hirt ist Todt Am
47 Gospel text: Ch. 15: 46-47
48 C horus Gott ist versohnt C
Indicative that the prevalent use of dacapo form was waning, none of the nine arias are cast 
in full dacapo form (whereas half the arias of Menke 5:29 were in full dacapo form (Al)); 
seven are in dal segno forms, one is through-composed and ends with a chorus, whilst 
soprano aria (No.34) ‘Jerusalem, wie wtitest du’ has a rondo-like structure (ABAB). Only 
two arias (the two Type ‘D’ ones) follow the patterns described in section 1.5.1 above; the 
others (Nos. 3, 15,30 and 25) place the dal segno sign at some point within Rl in four arias 
- a plan designated Dlb or D2b. To compensate for such an abbreviated restatement of the 
opening ritomello, there is generally an instrumental section following the B section vocal 
phrases which completes the tonal preparation for the return to the dominant. Unusual is the 
modulation in R2 in four arias (Nos. 3, 25,30 and 40). Also surprising for a work completed 
so late in the century is the presence of a medial ritomello and repetition of text in the B section
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(Type ‘D 2 ’) in two arias. However, the proportion of the B vocal phrase to the A  section is 
comparable to Menke 5:29 discussed above.
Table 1.18 Summary o f the tonal structures of B sections of dal semo arias
m ovem ent. key S 3 R4 Proportion
b/a
Type ‘D l ’ 23. Bb i i i - I V IV -1 .23
42. Eb I - i i i i i i - I .16
Type ‘D lb ’ 3 . Cm i i .27
15. Fm I-V .33
30. D i i i - I V I V - I .27
m ovem ent. key S 3 R 4 S 4 R5
Type ‘D 2 ’ 40. Em i - iv iv iv  - I I I i .32
Type ‘D 2b ’ 25. Dm i i-v V .29
average: .2 6
The most unusual construction, that o f ‘Jerusalem, wie wiitest du’ (No 34), is best 
described as an amalgamation of dramatic accompanied recitative alternating with gentle arioso 
(ie the non-recitative sections are in an ‘aria style’ - see example 1.15 below). Following the 
condemning o f Jesus (St. M ark  Chapter 15: 21) this ‘Rage’ aria commences with a dramatic 
recitative markedfurioso fo r voice and strings in common time:
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Example 1.14
Homilius St Mark Passion : Soprano aria ‘Jerusalem, wie wiitest du’ (bars 1-16)
(Translation: ‘Jerusalem, how enraged you are; has not enough blood flowed. God sent you the prophets and
you have callously spilt their blood.’)
A delicate 3/8 arioso follows in which the soprano voice is supported by a pair of flutes 
whilst the unison violins provide a harmonic/bass part with very sparing use of the viola and
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bass line. The simple melody which falls in balanced four-bar periods is characteristic o f the 
early classical style and the style reminiscent o f C.P.E. Bach in the writing for the soprano
voice in the Magnificat.207
Exam ple 1.15
Homilius St Mark Passion : Soprano aria ‘Jerusalem, wie wiitest du5 (bars 41-49)
Flutes I, II
Soprano
Violin I,II 
unis
viola and bass facet till bar 8 of extract
FI
VnI,H
Vc  
(Va 8ve)
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& & U i = f c - = - r
^ F ^ ~ =
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/
r + f a f e —
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/
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/
(Translation: ‘ He wanted to save you and you do not see the danger. ’)
207 This texture, most commonly associated with flutes and the soprano voice, can be found in works of 
C.P.E. Bach - cf. ‘Suscepit Israel’ from C.P.E. Bach’s Magnificat (1749). An early example is the 
soparano aria, ‘Aus Liebe, will mein Heiland sterben’ (item 49 from BWV 244) where the solo voice is 
supported by a florid flute solo and staccato chords from two oboes da caccia.
du siehst nicht die
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1 .6 .4 .2  Gospel texts
Apart from set-piece aria movements and chorales, there are no arioso or other lyrical inserts 
in Gospel text. Homilius eschews the more operatically inspired settings of the gospel text in 
this work that can be considered the norm in the works of the Hamburg and Leipzig  
composers. Although in itself this is indicative o f the generally conservative approach of the 
non-Hamburg composers, the extent o f the conservatism is surprising for a piece composed 
so late in the 18th century. The text delivered by the Evangelist and the spoken words of 
Christ and other members of the synagoga is accompanied in a simple style solely by the 
basso continuo -there is no use o f treble instruments to create, for instance, a ‘halo o f 
strings’ , a feature o f Passion settings since the first decade of the century. Obvious 
opportunities for more elaborate settings such as the narration o f the earthquake and rending of 
the temple curtain are forgone, see Example 1.16 below (compare this with settings of the 
same text in Bach B W V  244 No. 17 NBA pp.57-58, examples 7.2 and 7.3 below, and with 
example 9.5, which is a setting o f a similar text).
Exam ple 1.16
Homilius St Mark Passion : recitative: ‘Und der Vorhang’ (complete)
Evangelist
Continuo
9 8
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Some characterization is achieved by the allocation of predominantly arioso -style to the words 
of Christ whilst the music for the Evangelist and the synagoga is entirely secco. In  keeping 
with common 18th-century views o f the voice allocation, Judas is an alto, and Peter a tenor, 
whilst Pilate, the Priest and the Centurion are bass voice. (See Table 1.4.)
There is a wide variety o f approach to the setting of the turbae which range from 3 to 34  bars 
in length, (average 19.8 bars). For ‘B in ich’s’ , one o f the shortest, Homilius chooses a very 
simple setting. Instead o f the commonly contrapuntal treatment o f this text with full vocal 
ensemble, the two solo tenor voices give six statements o f the words, first in thirds and then 
sixths suggesting the number 12, i.e. despite the unusual non SATB setting o f this text, in the 
the use of number association, Homilius follows in the tradition o f Schiitz and Bach (see ex 
1.17).
Exam ple 1.17
Homilius St Mark Passion: Turba chorus ‘Bin ichs’
Discipuli Jesu
Evangelist Discipuli Jesu
(tr.: ‘And they began to to be sorrowful, and to say to Him one by one: “is it I?’”)
A ll the other turbae are quite large-scale through-composed SATB choruses in a dramatic 
style with instruments strictly collaparte w ith voices except for a four-bar instrumental 
interlude half-way through the opening turba (No. 2b). The longer choruses, such as ‘ Ja 
nicht auf das Fest’ (No.2b - see excerpt 1.18 below) and ‘W ahrlich’ (No.24d), are sectional
9 9
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with alternations of homophony and counterpoint. ‘Sei gegriisset’ is entirely contrapuntal, 
the greater part of movement being a fugal exposition.
Exam ple 1.18
Homilius St Mark Passion: Turba chorus ‘Ja nicht auf das Fest’ (bars 9-15)
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(tr.: ‘Not on the feast day’)
1 .6 .4 .3  Lyrical movements
Hans John considers Homilius to be one o f the main representatives of the Empfindsamer 
■5/(7.208 On Hom ilius’s general style he adds, often in some of the vaguest terms 
(underlining the difficulty that many commentators have in descibing the ‘mixed styles’ o f the 
mid-century): ‘in his vocal works Hom ilius followed the example o f C .H . Graun in  
emphasising melody, naturalness and fo lk-like  simplicity. The works are rooted in the era of 
Bach and Handel, but at the same tim e increasingly show Pre-Classical traits.’ Amongst these 
characteristics John states that ‘motif, theme and formal design were increasingly orientated 
towards the symmetry and clear articulation found in the German Lied. A ria  themes are often 
made up of two half-periods; homophony and singable melody [presumably simple Lied-like  
melodic material] predominate, even in choruses.’209
One can find music that emphasises both Hom ilius’s attachment to the musical language of the 
baroque and elsewhere clear indications of his willingness to experiment with an early 
classical style. In the first extract 1.19 there is no denying Hom ilius’ s baroque voice with a
208 John (1980) p.675.
209 Ibid.
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steadily moving bass line, echo passages, the spinning out o f ideas by repetition and sequence 
and the avoidance of the cadence.
Viola
Exam ple 1.19
Homilius St Mcirk Passion : tenor aria Vestummet’ (No.40) opening ritomello (bars 1-29)
Animoso
Violin IH , 
Oboe I.II
Continue
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H ow ever,‘simpler’ melodic shapes w ith frequent cadences, some feminine in the typical 
early classical - 53 formula typical of the ‘new’ style, can be clearly identified in Example
1.20 below. The music falls into distinct four-bar periods with slow- moving harmonic 
rhythm and varied accompaniment patterns in the supporting strings. The 1st violin features a 
rising m otif in bars 2-4 which eventually turns into a link between phrases; another can be 
found in bar 12. Dynamics are also used in the short term to highlight textural and harmonic 
colour such as the V7d chord approach (in bar 15), to the perfect cadence into Bb minor in 
bars 17-19 o f the extract.
Exam ple 1.20
Homilius St Mark Passion: bass aria ‘Ich von Leiden ganz umgeben’ (bars 21-37)
Bass
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Viola
Continuo
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Chapter 1: The oratorio Passion tradition in the 18tli century - function, texts, structure and style
(Translation: ‘ My heart is terrified and my body trembles and God in Heaven is enraged because I am so
helpless.’)
In contrast to the contemplative sleep-choruses of the Hamburg/Leipzig traditions, Homilius’s 
work concludes with a through-composed choral vivace in C major with energetic semiquaver 
motifs in the strings offset the homophonic writing. The opening ritomello not only provides
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a further example of four-bar periodicity (bars 1-4) but also exemplifies the passage-work 
based on harmonic patterns over slow-moving harmonies (- in the baroque period more scalic 
patterns combined with a quicker harmonic pulse would normally prevail). The sprightly 
syncopations and mix of thematic material are characteristics of the early classical period. The 
motivic working out of few ideas typical o f the Baroque is here replaced by motivic variety, 
particularly in bars 11-16 where almost every bar presents a different melodic-rhythmic 
pattern. Notable, also, is the arpeggiated semiquaver passages in the strings (bars 10, 12 and 
16ff) which are not figural but increase the density of the sound creating a sense of motion in 
the music. Horns are used to emphasise harmonies in bars 8-11, though the more melodic 
nature o f bars 1-4 betrays Hom ilius’ s mid-century standpoint:
Example 1.21
Homilius St Mark Passion : Schlufichor (bars 1 -1 6 )
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1 .6 .4 .4  The use o f instruments
Though collaparte writing in the wind instruments predominates in the turbae and in the 
ritomelli, sustained wind writing can be found such as in example 1.21 above, where homs 
play a principally harmonic role. The independence o f the wind section is highlighted in the 
ritomello o f No. 25, 4 Verkennt ihn nicht, den Gott der Gottes’ (Example 1.22). Here 
Homilius also uses a pair o f timpani, not w ith trumpets or homs, but w ith the novel 
combination of 2 oboes and 2 bassoons. Thus, as well as the added colour effect, the timpani 
rolls provide the bass (i.e. the lowest hamonic note) to the woodwind group whilst the strings 
are silent. (The only other example o f the use o f timpani in the 18th-century oratorio Passion 
is in the C.P.E. Bach’s 1767 St M atthew Passion and Die letzten Leiden des Erlosers. In  
this work, the timpani are used more traditionally w ith  fanfare rhythms allied to the brass.)
Example 1.22
Homilius St Mark Passion: ‘Verkennt ihn nicht, den Gott der Gottes’ (No.25) (bars 9-13)
Oboes I,II
Bassoons I, II
Timpani
j
t
with strings
r
f - —  ?
m
strings tacet
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C h a p t e r  2
Music at the Court of Anhalt-Zerbst 
and the Zerbst Kapelle
2 .1  The Court of Anhalt-Zerbst
Zerbst is a town roughly ninety kilometres north o f Leipzig, halfway between the important 
cultural and economic centres o f Dessau and Magdeburg. It  received the status of a town in 
1209 and from then there was gradual economic development until it experienced a significant 
heyday as a provincial centre during the years 1603-1793.1 Ownership o f Zerbst was passed 
down the dynastic line of the House o f Anhalt by inheritance from Siegfried I of Anhalt in 
1252-53. The ‘SchlofiCapelle’ was in existence by 1215 and was ‘renewed’2 (refounded?) 
in 1541 and expanded once again in 1708. The existing residence placed just outside the town 
walls was built between 1618 and 1747 and was a notable example o f Rococo architecture 
(see contemporary engraving by A . Fesca)3 In  the late 17th and 18th centuries, Anhalt- 
Zerbst was one of four Prussian-owned residencies which included Anhalt-Bemburg, Anhalt- 
Cothen and Anhalt-Dessau. Only the courts of Cothen (under J.S. Bach, 1717-23) and Zerbst
1 Kraft (1968) col. 1244-1246.
2 Ibid.
3 A copy, reproduced in Pfeiffer (1994) Tafel III, is in the Heimatmuseum Zerbst. Sadly, WWII dealt a 
devasting blow to the town of Zerbst. Over 80% of the buildings within the town wall (itself still standing 
mostly complete) were destroyed - the greater part of the town has since been replaced by three- and four- 
storey blocks of fiats. The Trinitatiskirche has been completely restored and the Bartholomiiikirche has 
been partly rebuilt but the Nikolaikirche remains a gutted shell. (Plans arc in hand to rebuild the latter). Of 
the SchloB, the main North and West wings were totally destroyed in WWII and the remaining Exist wing 
still stands roofless and gutted. The SchloBkirche was also totally destroyed.
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(under J.F. Fasch, 1722-58) were o f any musical significance.4 Following the death of 
Prince Friedrich August, whose marriage was childless, ownership o f Zerbst passed to 
Anhalt-Dessau in 1793 and courtly life  as well the court Kapelle effectively ceased to 
function.5
2 .2  Music at Court
The greatest flowering o f music in Zerbst was in the years 1709-1758. The personalities of 
the princes o f Zerbst and their personal circumstances, as one might expect, had an undoubted 
effect on the musical life o f the Court. A fter the first impetus given by Prince W ilhelm  and 
Princess Sophia von Sachsen-WeiBenfels in 1709, the successipn o f Prince Johann August in 
1718 coincided with the appointment of the first full-tim e Kapellmeister, the consecration of 
the SchloBkirche, and a steady increase in the personnel. Prince Johann August’s death in 
1742 is marked by the making of an inventory o f all the possessions of the court. Friedrich 
August, who succeeded in 1747, oversaw the richest period o f musical life up to 1758. 
However, following the forced dispersal o f the court for a short period in 1758 due to the 
aggressive actions o f Frederick the Great, from  which the court never fu lly  recovered, there 
followed a lengthy period of gradual running down of the Kapelle and the provision o f music 
for services in the SchloBkirche. The Prince’s death in 1793 signalled the demise o f the 
Kapelle and the post o f Kapellmeister was finally  dissolved in 1794.
There was much social and artistic exchange between the various Anhalt families and strong 
connections existed with other other musical centres, in particular WeiBenfels and Gotha, as a 
result o f intermarriage - Prince Karl W ilhe lm  von Zerbst to Princess Sophia von Sachsen- 
WeiBenfels (in  1676), Princess Magdalene Auguste von Zerbst to Friedrich I I  von Sachsen- 
Gotha (in 1696) and Prince Johann August von Zerbst to Friederike von Sachsen-Gotha (in 
1702). Thus, musicians from  the courts o f WeiBenfels and Gotha were also frequent visitors 
and many o f these are mentioned in the court account books.6 The significance of the musical
4 Buelow (1993b) p. 235.
5 Wiischke (1913) pp 562ff. (See Appendix 1 for details of Zerbst lineage.)
6 The courts or cities which most frequently sent musicians to Zerbst were Cothen, Magdeburg, WeiBenfels,
Merseburg, Gotha, Dresden, Leipzig, Zeitz and Weimar. (See Table 2.4 below) Kraft (1968) col. 1244-
1246, adds Brandenburg to this list but there is no reference to a musician from this court receiving any 
payment in the Zerbst accounts in Wiischke (1906).
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links between Zerbst, Gotha and W eifienfels becomes most important in the discussion o f the 
Zerbst Passion tradition.
2 .3  The Growth of the Kapelle
The principal primary source of information on the Court Kapelle in Zerbst is the Court 
account books which record payments both to musicians attached to the court and to visiting 
players.7 From this list, it can be seen that, in common with many contemporary 
establishments, the musicians in the Kapelle were designated by differing grades with salaries 
that matched the position: Kammermusicus (Chamber musician - the most senior), 
Hofmusicus (Court musician) and Hofldrchner (Church musician).8 In  addition, other 
musicians were also attached to the town and were given the title Stadtmusicus. These were, 
in the main, organists attached to one of the churches in the town (the Bartholomauskirche and 
Trinitatiskirche).
Waschke’s article ‘D ie Zerbster Hofkapelle unter Fasch’,9 which is based on the court 
account books with supplementary information from church records, gives an indication o f 
the size and complement o f the Court Kapelle o f Zerbst in its various stages of development in 
the 18th century. (A  rather fu ller summary o f the movements o f the Kapelle, including lists of 
the Kapelle at various stages, is reproduced in Appendix 2.) The information provided by the 
account books describes a gradual building up o f the Kapelle from a small string ensemble, 
four trumpets and drums in 1721, to an orchestra o f 14 instrumentalists by 1757 including 2  
oboists and a bassoon plus four fu ll-tim e SA TB solo singers. In  addition, the account books
7 The principle secondary sources of information on the music and musicians of the court of Zerbst are the 
articles by the Zerbst historian, Hermann Waschke (1906), (1908a) and (1908b). Bernhard Engelke’s 
dissertation: Johann Friedrich Fasch. Sein Leben und eine Tdtigkeit als Vocalkomponist (1908) 
includes more valuable information on the vocal works performed in Zerbst and reproduces the 
Concert=Stube, the inventory of the Kapelle library and instruments in 1743 as an appendix. (See section 
2.6.) The comprehensive modem sources of information on Zerbst during the time of Fasch are the 
dissertation and book by Rudiger Pfeiffer (1987) and (1994). Concerning the complement of the court 
Kapelle, in the main Pfeiffer reproduces the information in Waschke’s articles with some expansion of the 
material. Pfeiffer’s treatment of the material follows Waschke’s approach, which has been merely to 
identify the members of the Kapelle. I have adopted a more critical approach to explain some of the gaps in 
the complement of the orchestra apparent in Waschke (1906).
8 A similar division of ‘Kammer’ and ‘Hof’ musicians was to be found in Stuttgart in 1757. Carse (1964) 
p. 27.
9 Wiischke (1906) pp. 47ff.
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confirm that there was a lively musical life created by a constant flow of guest soloists and 
operatic and theatre groups through the Court each year.
2 .3 .1 . The Zerbst Kapelle 1708-1722
A  significant event on 18 July 1712 was the installation of the SchloBkirche organ, built by 
Caspar Sperling. It was a two-manual instrument with 8 stops on the upper manual and 12 
stops on the lower plus three pedal stops.19 Though the greater part o f the organ was in 
place in 1712, neither the organ nor the building in which it was housed were fully completed 
until Autumn 1718. The official opening o f the SchloBkirche was on 18 October 1719, a date 
which also commemorated the birthday o f Prince Johann August’s second wife Princess 
Hedwig Friederike (1691-1715).11 The inaugural service, the first significant musical event 
described in Zerbst in the 18th c en tu ry /2 gives a indication that both a choir and 
instrumentalists were available to the Court at this tim e:13
The music began with a Kyrie, then from  the altar the Oberhofprediger, D r Topfer 
intoned the first line o f the Gloria after which the choir continued from Et in terra pax 
to the end. ‘The Lord be w ith Y o u ’ was intoned from the Altar, the choir answering 
‘And with thy spirit.’ Hereafter followed Prayers, a collect and a reading of Psalm 
132 and the Chorale ‘Aus meines Herzens Grunde, dank ich dir Gott.’ Hereafter 
followed a reading o f I  Kings Chapter 3 then the Kapelle performed the musical piece 
‘Der Herr hat Zion erwahlet.’ The Creed was intoned from the altar and was followed 
by the Chorale ‘W ir  glauben all an einen Gott.’ There followed the Sermon given by 
Oberhofprediger Dr. Topfer based upon Psalm 132: 8,9,and 10. To  conclude the 
sermon, and before the Lords Prayer, was sung ‘Es w o lf  uns Gott gnadig sein.’
Then the Kapelle performed ‘W ie  lieblich sind deine Wohnungen’. There followed an 
ordination, a baptism and a wedding, each preceded by organ music. A t the end there 
was more organ music and the hymn ‘Herr Gott, dich loben w ir.’ Hereafter followed  
the intonation from the altar ‘Danket dem Herrn’ with the response from the Kapelle 
‘Und seine Giite wahret ewiglich’ . Finally, the service finished with the Collect,
1° A full description of the stops is given in Waschke (1908a) pp. 1-6. Evidence from the surviving scores 
from the court collection show that the organ was a high-pitched instrument - in many sets of parts, 
including the surviving Passion scores, the organ part is transposed down a tone in relation to the other 
orchestral instruments to compensate.
11 Prince Johann August was twice widowed and both marriages were childless. See Appendix 1.
12 This is the first entry' in the detailed records of the services given in the SchloBkirche in the 18th century. 
The contents of each service given in the SchloBkirche were recorded in detail in a series of 25 volumes 
entitled Verzeichnis Wie es m t dem GottesDienst in heisigen Hoch=Fuiirstl. Schlofikirche gehalten 
wird in D-ORB , Anhaltisches Staatsarchiv Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 351-375 and 377. (See 
Chapter 4 for a description of this source.)
13 The various movements and periodic lists of the complement of the Kapelle can be summarized in 
Appendix 2.
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Blessing and Chorale ‘Nun danket alle G ott’ . 14
During the period 1712-1718 musicians from  other centres were also engaged to play for the 
court, including in 1716 Johann Caspar W ilke  (W iilcke or W iillicke), court trumpeter at Zeitz  
to 1718, from then at Weifienfels, and his daughter Anna Magdalena (a singer and later the 
w ife o f J.S. B ach).i5 In 1718 Johann Christian Hertel, a gamba player and violinist, was 
sent to the court of Zerbst by the Duke o f Merseburg in a short tour that also included the 
courts of WeiJBenfels, Cothen and Dresden.16
On the death of Prince Karl W ilhe lm  in 1718, his son Johann August succeeded. Together 
with his mother, the Princess Sophia, Prince Johann August strove to continue to improve the 
court Kapelle. The lack o f a permanent Kapellmeister during this period meant that eminent 
visiting musicians were engaged to fu lfil this role for important festivities. In 1718, the 22- 
year-old Johann Paul Kun(t)zen (1696-1757) was ‘brought to Zerbst by order of the Prince’ 
as Kapellmeister but he only remained a year! 7 and was replaced by the first truly full-tim e
14 ‘Es stimmet die Capeile musicaliter an: Kyrie pp, dannwurde vor dem Altar von dem Oberhofprediger 
Herm Dr. Topfer intoniret: Gloria in excelsis Deo, die Capeile continuiret: Et in terra pax usque ad 
finem, hierauf wurde vor dem Altar intoniert “Der Herr sei mit Euch! ” Der Chor erwiderte: “Und mit 
Deinem Geiste!” Hierauf folgte das Gebet, die Kollekte, Verlesung des Psalm 132, der Choral “Aus meines 
Herzens Grunde, dank ich dir Gott u.” , hierauf Schriftverlesung l.Konige, Kap.3, dann wurde “von der 
Capeile ein Stuck musiciret: Der Herr hat Zion erwahlet”. Wiederum vor dem Altar intoniert: "Credo in 
imurn Deum” und darauf der Choral: “Wir glauben all an einen Gott u.”. Es folgte die Festpredigt des 
Ober=Hof=Predigers Dr. Topfer iiber Psalm 132, 8,9,10. Am SchluB derselben, vor dem Vaterunser, wurde 
gesungen: “es woll’ uns Gott gnadig sein u.”, dann “musicirte die Kapelle: Wie lieblich sind deine 
Wohnungen u.”Nunmehr erfolgten einige kirchliche Handlungen, namlich eine Ordination, eineTaufe und 
eine Trauung, die jedesmal mit Orgelvorspiel eroffnet wurden. Den SchluB bildeten ein Vorspiel der Orgel, 
dann der Lobgesang: “Herr Gott, Dich loben wir”, hierauf vor dem Altar Intonation: “Danket dem Herm u.” 
mit Responsorium der Kapelle “Und seine Giite wahret ewiglich u.” endlich Kollekte und Segen und der 
Choral “ Nun danket alle Gott u.”.’ (Waschke (1906) p. 5. after Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa.
351, lv  and 2r.)
15 Waschke (1906) p. 48. Emery (1983) p. 75, states that Wilke was in the employ of Zeitz to 1718, when 
he moved to WeiBenfels and that he and his daughter were paid for singing in the Chapel in Zerbst 
sometime during the period Easter to Midsummer 1721. There was common interchange of trumpeters 
from one court visiting other establishments to play or receive further training. (See comments on the 
Guild of trumpets below.)
16 He was engaged in 1719 (1718 in Grove 6 ) in Eisenach as a viol player and became subsequently 
Konzertmeister and director of music. Van Der Straeten (1914) pp.78-80.
17 See biography in Chapter 3. It has been assumed in various writings since Mattheson (1740) and Waschke 
(1908) that J.P.Kun(t)zen was a temporary Kapellmeister at Zerbst in the period 1718-19. However, Thom 
(1984) p.74-75, casts doubt on this unsupported assertion since there is no evidence to be found in the 
Court Cammer-Rechtmngen for the period (or even in the years immediately before or after) that Kun(t)zen 
received any payment from the Court.
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Kapellmeister in Zerbst, Johann Baptist Kuch (no dates known). By 1719 the personnel o f 
the Kapelle consisted of 11 musicians: 18
Table 2.1 The Zerbst Kapelle 1719 /172019
Kuch Kapellmeister (violin)
Sattler Kammer- und Hofmusicus (violin)
Brasch Hofmusicus
Polle singer, (tenor)
Kettner singer
Gattermann Hofkantor
Clausius trumpeter
Scheckel trumpeter
Schmied (Schmidt) trumpeter
Ktihne trumpeter
Richter drummer
Ulich20 Organist and Hofmusicus (violin)
The preponderance of the trumpets is not unusual in court orchestras of the time and reflected 
the importance of trumpeters in fu lfilling ceremonial and other musical (and often non­
musical) duties. A  band of trumpeters was considered indispensable to the completeness of a 
royal or princely household at the turn o f the 18th century.21 In  the words of Johann Ernst 
Altenburg (1795): ‘a sovereign may have ever so good an orchestra, royal stables, and other 
such ministrations, [but] i f  he does not retain at least one choir of trumpeters and 
kettledrummers, there is, in my opinion, something lacking in the perfection o f his
18 Wiischke (1908a) p. 4  suggests that Kuch was employed in the autumn of 1718.
19 Hofmann (1997).
20 Note, there was another organist by the same or similar name Uli(s)ch active in the court at the mid­
century. (See Appendix 2b).
21 The art of trumpet playing in 17th-century central and northern Germany was fostered by the court and by 
the municipality. (Smithers (1973) pp. 110-131.) Strict rules were drawn up to avoid conflict between the 
two groups. The court players belonged to the Kameradschaft, a knightly class of soldier-performers 
whose trumpet playing was important in military life providing signals, cavalry calls, and flourishes for 
military exercises and campaigns. In peace-time they provided ceremonial music at court and played in the 
Kapelle. Membership of their Guild, as it was called, guaranteed trumpeters rights and considerable 
privileges. On special feast days and on birthdays of the resident nobility the Hoftrompeter (court 
trumpeters) and timpaniists would provide ceremonial music. They would also be expected to accompany 
the chapel choir for high feast days as well as join the court orchestra in theatrical productions. (Smithers
(1973) pp. 111-112.) Smither makes no comment on the instruments the Hoftrompeters played and 
whether they were able to play string instruments.) In lesser courts, the second rank players would take on 
other non-musical tasks in the court or on the estate. A list of musical duties is given in Altenburg 
(1795/1974) p. 28
The municipal players were divided into two groups, the string players, the Kunstgeiger, and the wind 
players, the Stadtpfeifer, who played both brass and woodwind instruments. The Stadtpfeifer commanded 
higher prestige and fees and there are many instances of Kunstgeiger retraining and qualifying for 
Stadtpfeifer status. (Smithers (1973) p. 125.)
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household.’22 Larger (sovereign) courts would generally boast eight, whilst smaller courts 
generally maintained four court trumpeters and a kettledrummer (as Zerbst).23
Additional funds were provided for music and instruments - there was clearly an effort to 
improve the repertoire of liturgical music at this time through the purchase of cantata-cycles by 
Telemann, Erlebach and Liebisch which were purchased by Kuch from Seydel in Leipzig and 
Liinich in WeiBenfels.24 There continued to be payments to visiting musicians in these years, 
including distinguished musicians such as J.C. Freislich who was Kapellmeister at
Sondershausen.25
Under Kuch’s leadership the Kapelle grew to reach 14 in 1721, five instrumentalists, three 
adult singers, four choir boys, a Kantor and a Kalkantp.6 with a combined salary o f 1322 
Thalers, Kuch himself receiving 300 Thalers 27 Although the complement varied, the Kapelle 
did not increase in size again until the the 1740s. In  1721 the players included: 28
22 Altenburg (1795/1974) p.28.
23 The Weimar Ducal Orchestra in 1700 had only 2 violins and one cellist to five trumpeters and a drummer. 
In 1714, the position was little changed with four violins (including J.S. Bach as Konzertmeister), to 
seven trumpeters. The Court of Brunswick had a slightly bigger orchestra which in 1731 included ‘7 
Trompeter so bei der Musik’ in addition to 8 violins, 1 viola, 2 cellos, I bass, 5 upper woodwind, 3 
bassoonists and one horn player. (Carse (1950) pp. 18-27.) Even in the court of Mannheim, where the 
repertoire was the most adventurous in mid-18th century Germany, balancing a violin section of 20 
players in 1756 were 12 trumpeters and 2 timpani players. Other courts with similar complements to 
Anhalt-Zerbst in the mid century are: Bayreuth, Berlin (Prince Heinrich von Preufien), Breslau, Durlach- 
Karlsruhe and Gotha. (See table of orchestras in MGG Vol. 10, col. 192.)
24 Waschke (1906) p. 48. (See table of purchases below. Instruments acquired by Kuch included three flutes 
for 19 Thaler and a silver trumpet for 52 Thaler.) Kuch received several payments for ‘musikalien’ (v arious 
payments of 6 Th. ‘vor 20 Stiick concerten und Overttiren’; llTh. ‘ihm noch [J.B.Kuch] vor eine aparte 
compos, und das teutsch Te Deum Laudamus’; 12Th. ‘wegen der im vorigen Jahr Uberreichten Verse und 
Compositionen H.Capeilmeister Kuchen’). It is not dear whether he is the composer or simply the 
provider, though it is likely some of the music is his. Kammermusicus Weinichen also received 12Th. for 
music.
25 Engelke (1908) p. 30. Such visiting players may have fulfilled Kapellmeister duties for an important 
function prior to Kun(t)zen’s appointment, (see Table 2.4 of visiting players below.)
26 A Kalkanl is the person who filled the bellows for the organist.
27 Engelke (1908) p. 30.
28 Waschke (1906) p. 48.
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Table 2.2 The Zerbst Kapelle 1721
Kuch
Sattler
Kapellmeister (violin)
(violin)
(violin)29
Hofmusicus (viola)
(cellist?)3 o
dislcant (sopranist) (+  gamba) 
(tenor)
(bass)
Wagner
Vent
Brasch
Kettner
Polle
Horn
Four choir boys,
Gatterman
M uller
Kantor
Kalkant
+ three unidentified trumpeters and drummer3 1
A t some point, the date is not clear, the court dispensed with its full-tim e trumpet band, 
perhaps following the lead given by the Court o f Berlin ‘which dismissed them in 1713 at the 
accession of the royal administration o f Friedrich W ilhelm  I  for certain reasons of which they 
themselves were the cause...The four neighbouring courts o f Anhalt-Zerbst, Dessau,
Coethen, and Bemburg - have likewise done away with them.’32 Pfeiffer suggests that there 
continued to be three to four members o f the Royal Guild o f Court trumpeters and a timpanist 
attached to the court,33 and periodic purchases o f new instruments confirm that there 
continued to be a need for trumpet players, but who were they?34 It seems clear that these 
musicians also played other instruments; o f the violinists in the list of the complement 
published in 1757 (reproduced below) two have been confirmed as trumpeters: Johann 
Andreas Gregorius Fliedner35 and Johann Caspar W iillicke (see above). I t  also seems likely
29 Wagner’s instrument is confirmed by Preitz(n.d.) p. 181.
30 With the addition of Rollig in 1737, the first cellist mentioned in the accounts, the string orchestra is 
apparently complete for the first time. However, it would seem likely that the player of such an important 
instrument would be a full-time player, and acknowledged as such in the Court accounts. In the period 
cl720-1723, Brasch was most likely member of the Kapelle to be the cellist since he is the only player for 
whom there is no reference to an instrument. It is not clear from the records who succeeded him.
31 No trumpet players are listed by Wiischke after 1719. Hofmann (1997) notes three unidentified trumpeters 
are listed in the Cannner-Rechnung in 1722.
32 Altenburg (1795/1974) p.28.
33 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 39. ‘Hinzu kamen zur fiirstlichen Standesreputation drei bis vier Vetreter der koniglichen 
Zunft der Hoftrompeter und ein Pauker. ’
34 Six new trumpets were aquired by the court in 1745-46 coinciding with a large-scale entertainment with 
fireworks, trumpets, timpani and cannons and music by Rbllig and Fasch which took place in 1746 
(Pfeiffer(1994) pp.54.) and a further purchase of six brass trumpets in 1753. (See table of purchases 
below.) Perhaps, following the example of the Royal court of Berlin where the court trumpeters were 
replaced by the royal Garde du Corps and Gensd'annes, (Altenburg (1795/1974) p.28) the band of court 
trumpeters at Zerbst was simply reformed or their positions amalgamated with other court positions.
35 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 43.
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that the violinists Gottfried Rtihlmann and Christian August Nicolai and the Kalkant M uller 
were also trumpeters 36 The lack o f information about players after 1719 may have resulted 
not only from a change of style in the Kapelle accounting, but also from a shift of emphasis in 
the period 1719-1721 following the official opening of the SchloBkirche, from  the 
predominantly ceremonial duties of the Kapelle to one which focused more on the 
performance of court entertainment (orchestral and chamber music) and liturgical music in the 
Schlofikirche (evidenced also by the purchase of cantata cycles and other liturgical music 
referred to above). Thus, players were listed by which instrument they played in orchestral 
or chamber music rather than by ceremonial duties. Since three string players in 1757 Kapelle 
were also almost certainly trumpeters, it is possible that the four trumpeters named in the 
1719 list o f the Kapelle may also have been string players, which would explain an apparent 
lack of violinists at this time.
2 .3 .2 .  Zerbst Kapelle under Johann Friedrich Fasch 1722-1758
Fasch inherited a Kapelle in 1722 which was little changed from 1719 and consisted of 
principally a string orchestra with three violins, viola, (a cellist?), trumpeters and drummer, 
and singers: male soprano (diskantist), tenor and bass and four choir boys. The court Kapelle 
developed greatly under Fasch’s direction in the period 1722-37 with several changes of 
personnel. Important additions were the oboists Johann Georg Ritter in 1725/637 and 
Johann Georg Frode(l) in 1727, the appointment o f the bassoonist, Johann Christian 
Klotzsch, who joined in the winter season 1734/5, and the cellist and organist Johann Georg 
Rollig who joined the Kapelle in 1737 and subsequently became Kapellmeister after the death
36 The names Muller, Nicolai, Rtihlmann,Wohlmann and Schole are listed by Waschke (1906) p. 62 as 
being visiting trumpeters in 1753 (the year in which six new trumpets were purchased by the Court). The 
first three names correspond with members of the Kapelle (Muller is a Kalkant, Nicolai and Rtihlmann are 
listed in the 1757 Kapelle as violinists). Pfeiffer (1994) p. 189 also lists Rtihlmann as a trumpeter. Since 
there seems to be an abnormally high number of visitors listed by Waschke in 1753 (11 in this year, in 
others there were none), it is not inconceivable that he listed members of the Kapelle as visitors, there 
having been no other reference to their playing of the trumpet. The payment may well have been for 
special duties.
37 Though there is a reference in Konsistorium Zerbst IXa 336 p. 15 to the marriage on [2.6.1723 of 
‘Furstl. HautboiBt Lehmann’ in the Bartholomiiikirche.
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of Fasch.38 After this time there is no change in the basic instrumentation of the court 
orchestra, only an apparent increase in the strength of the string section, from three violins in 
the years c 1719 - c l7 4 9  to eight violins, and the addition of a double bass by c!757.
W ith  some of the appointments, Fasch was clearly attempting to attract some of the best 
players available at the time. W hen Benda passed through the court in the 1732/33 season, he 
was offered the post o f Konzertmeister. Benda turned the post down but in his place 
recommended Carl Hockh (w ith whom he had recently worked in Poland and who also was 
highly regarded v io lin ist)3 9 Hockh was appointed and entered the Kapelle sometime in the 
W inter season in the following year and served until his death in 1772.
A t its height in the 1750s, the Kapelle numbered 14 instrumentalists and four solo singers. 
For a time (1749-52) the Kapelle also included a lutenist, Malechowsky.40 A  list of the 
personnel o f the Hofkapelle as it stood in 1757 is reproduced in Marpurg: 41
38 The problem of identifying who performed the basso continuo line is not totally solved by Rollig’s 
appointment since he could not play both instruments at the same time. The complement was clearly 
completed in 1745 with the appointment of Christoph Heinicke who was both a harpsichordist and an 
organist, (he was also organist at the Bartholomaikirche), thus allowing Rollig to play cello. Prior to 
Rollig’s appointment there were a number of musicians employed in the Kapelle who may have provided 
the bass line including Weissman (cl725) and Gutbier (1729-32). In the period between the appointments 
of Rollig and Heinicke (1737-45) we must look either to a Stadtmusicus, an organist at one of the two 
churches in the town (Uli(s)ch?), or to Gatterman to provide the keyboard part. (There is no indication of 
Gatterman’s instrument, though as Kantor he was presumably a musician?) A similar situation was to be 
found in Weimar in the period 1714-16, where there is no mention of a cellist even though one is called 
for by J.S. Bach in the works of this period, nor of any oboists, who, according to J.A Westrup, (Bach 
Cantatas, BBC Music Guide, p. 11) may have been supplied from the ranks of the town musicians. The lists 
of the Ducal orchestra for these two years show that there was a slightly larger Kapelle compared to Zerbst, 
consisting of six boys, not more than six adult singers, three violinists (plus J.S. Bach as Kapellmeister), 
a violone player and two bassoonists plus the additional trumpet and timpani players referred to above.
39 ‘He died in 1772, with the renown of having been one of the greatest violinists of his time.’ (Sainsbury 
Dictionary o f Musicians, London: 1827,1, pp. 369-70.)
40 Dittrich (1991) p. 16.
41 Marpurg (1757) pp. 124-129. A very similar complement was to be found in Gotha in 1754: 6 violins, 2 
violas, 1 cello, 1 bass, 2 oboes, 1 bassoon, 2 homs and a lutenist. (Marpurg (1754) pp. 270 and 560.) It is 
also not dissimilar to the orchestra available to J.S. Bach cl718-1720. Bach had the luxury of two flautists 
in addition to two oboists: 5 violins - plus JSB - 1 viola, 1 cello, L gamba player, 2 flutes, 2 oboists, 1 
bassoon, 1 organist, 2 trumpets and 1 timpani. Two violinists doubled viola, as did JSB, and Abel played 
other string instruments (violone) and wind instruments in addition to the gamba. (Smend (1951) pp. 171-
2.)
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Table 2 .3  The Zerbst Kapelle c l757  (as reproduced in Marpurg)
‘Die Hochfiirstliche Anhalt-Zerbstische Capelle:
1) Capellmeister, Herr Johann Friedrich Fasch
2) Concertmeister, Hr. Carl Hockh
D ie Hm . Sanger
3 ) Christian Carl Kettner, geboren 1687 in Merseburg. Sopranist.
4) Johann Michael Teichner, geb. 1732 zu Dippoldiswade bey Dresden. Altist.
5) Samuel Gottlob Poll, geb. 1693 zu Dronen in der Neumark. Tenorist.
6) ----------------- Bassist.
D ie  Herm  Violinisten
7) Gottfried Ruhlmann, geboren in Schnellrode bey Weisenfeldt.
8) Johann Christian W olland, geb. 1723 in Merseburg.
9) Christian August Nicolai, geb. 1721 in Weissenfels.
10) Johann Andreas Gregor. Fliedner, geb. zu Sundthausen in Gothaischen 1689.
11) Johann Caspar W lillicke, geb. 1691 in Zeitz.
12) Friedr. W ilh . Thietz, geb. in Ze itz  1700.
13) Joh. Peter Mohring, geb. 1700 in Hildburghausen.
Bratschist
14) H r. Joh. Andr. Friedrich Vent, aus Zerbst
D ie  Herren Hoboisten.
15) Joh. George Frode, geb. 1702 zu Konigstein bey Dresden.
16) Joh. George Ritter, geb. 1683 in Dresden.
Fagottist
17) Hr. Johann Bernhard Unbescheid, geb. 1727 zu Erfurth.
Violoncellist und Hoforganist
18) Hr. Johann George Roellig, geb. 1710 zu BergieBhtibel in Sachsen.
Contraviolinist.
20) Vacat.’
However, the picture painted o f the growth o f the Kapelle is incomplete. The periodic lists of 
players reproduced by Waschke o f the complement o f the Zerbst Kapelle produce orchestras 
which, in the period to c l735 , are unbalanced, incomplete and inadequate to perform much 
of the concerted sacred music in the large collection of music in the Concert-Stube, the former 
collection o f the Court.42 This is partly due to W aschke’s own reporting (for example, the 
hom player Koth, seems to have been mentioned only once and not included in any 
subsequent lists of the Kapelle later in the article until the report o f his death) - and partly due 
to the incompleteness of the information provided by the account books themselves. Clearly, 
as mentioned above, some of the Zerbst musicians doubled up on other non-musical duties, a
42 See section 2.6 below.
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common feature with similar establishments such as Weimar, WeiBenfels and Cothen 43 
Non-musical duties court trumpeters normally might be called upon to fu lfil in smaller courts 
include a position in the kitchen or cellar, hunting, or as forestry clerk, and there is a notable 
example of one doubling as court organist44 Thus, musicians who were vital to providing 
the full complement of players, including the so-called ‘dilettante’ musicians, as Waschke 
refers to them,45 could well be overlooked simply by being referred to in the account book 
by other non-musical duties deemed to be more important. Kapelle members known to have 
had other duties include Gutbier (Zerbst musician 1729-32), who has been described as a 
‘Cammer-Calculator'46 and Kammerdiener, though it is not clear what he played;47 
Christian Carl Kettner (service in Zerbst c l720 -c  1760) who was Hofadvoltat in addition to 
being a Kammermusicus (a diskant - sopranist - and possibly also a timpanist and 
trumpeter);48 Johann Peter Mohring, who was appointed Kiister (sexton) in addition to being 
a Hofkirchner (violinist). (Addressing the problem of identification of the Kapelle,
Raymond Dittrich suggests that other musicians entitled Hofkirchner might also be 
violinists.)49 Organist Uli(s)ch took on duties as Kustos.5o Musicians also doubled on 
more than one instrument, a not unusual practice in the 18th century. Such flexib ility of 
Zerbst musicians is also confirmed in documents from elsewhere: Johann Caspar W iillicke  
(W ilke ) was described as the ‘Zerbstischer H o ff u. Feld=Trompeter, auch Camer u. 
HoffMusicus’ at the christening of Emestus Andreas, the son of his brother-in-law, J.S.
Bach in Leipzig (30 Oct 1727) 5 1 According to the entry in Marpurg he was a violinist.
43 Smend (1951) pp. 171-2.
44 - at the court of the princely abbot of Corvey. In fact the most senior of the trumpeters, the quartermaster, 
was placed high in the hierarchy of the household with duties that befitted such a position. These usually 
consisted of the following: ‘(1) To summon emissaries to audience; (2) To invite the same, as well as 
other dignitaries, to table; (3) To regulate in advance the quarters of the royal household on journeys; (4) 
To have supervision over the servants in livery, particularly at mealtimes; (5) To travel forth on important 
matters, for which purpose a saddle-horse is usually kept for them.’ Altenburg (1795/1974) p.29.
45 Waeschke (1906) p. 48. He was specifically referring to Kettner.
46 As described in a letter Fasch wrote to Zinzendorf quoted in Pfeiffer (1994) p. 39.
47 Most probably the violin since this is the instrument most lacking in the lists of the Kapelle below.
48 Gutbier and Kettner were also referred to as Beamtenposten, suggesting that they were a kind of civil 
servant.
49 Dittrich (1991) p. 15.
50 Waschke (1906) p.61.
51 Herbert Stiehl, ‘Taufzettel fiir Bachs Kinder - ein Dokumentenfund. ’ BJ 1979, p. 14.
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Another important source of players was the occasional pupils taken on by members of the 
Court. The choirboy Johann Friedrich Harnisch took lessons from U lich, Hofmusicus and 
organist o f the Bartholomauskirche; Fasch’s son, Carl Friedrich Christian, took keyboard 
lessons from  Fasch and violin lessons from  H5ckh. Other players who came from outside the 
Court to take violin lessons from  Hockh and composition lessons from Fasch included Johann 
Gabriel Seyffarth (1711-96) who visited in 1735, Georg Peter W eim ar (1734-1800) who was 
also appointed (deputy?) Kantor and bass singer 1758-1763,52 and Friedrich W ilhelm  Rust 
(1739-1796) was sent to Zerbst by Duke Franz (o f Anhalt-Dessau?) to take lessons from  
Hockh from  1762.53 One of the most important o f such ‘apprentice’ musicians was Johann 
W ilhelm  Hertel (1727-1789), son o f the celebrated Johann Christian Hertel (1699-1754), who 
was placed in the care o f the Court in 1742-43 for a musical education with Carl Hockh and 
Fasch.54 No doubt Carl Friedrich Christian Fasch, Seyffarth and J.W. Hertel boosted the 
violin section of the Kapelle during the period o f their respective stays in Zerbst.
To  complete the complement of the Court Kapelle, Pfeiffer also suggests that music lovers and 
other players associated with the court or town, including pupils o f the Gymnasium, would be 
constituents of a ‘Collegium musicum’.55 The designation ‘Stadtmusicus,’ the title accorded 
to Grahmann, might suggest such a role. From reports by Engelke, the Stadtkirchen in 
Zerbst had the resources to mount performances of Fasch cantatas during services.56 
Furthermore, in addition to musicians who were resident in Zerbst there came a stream of 
visiting musicians, some soloists, others clearly to supplement the Kapelle.
The size of the choir that sang for services in the SchloBkirche is also unknown. W ith  such a 
wealth of vocal music produced for performance in the various weekly and festival services it 
seems likely that Kuch and Fasch expected a performing body larger than the three, and
82 He was deputy Kantor at the Court during this period and the same person as ‘Herr Weymar’ who 
visited the Court on several occasions and joined the Kapelle the same year.
83 Preitz (n.d.) p. 181., and Wessely (1957) col. 508. Rust was subsequently Music Director of the court of 
Anhalt-Dessau.
84 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 97. Wessely (1957) suggests that Hertel was a pupil of Hockh’s for a lengthier period 
1742-45. By way of an exchange, the 14-year-old Carl Friedrich Christian Fasch was sent for a year to 
further his musical education to Hertel’s father (Johann Christoph), a well-known gamba player and 
violinist and by then leader of the Mecklenburg Court in Strelitz.
88 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 39.
88 Engelke (1908) p. 39.
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latterly four adult singers (S A TB ) and the three-to-four choirboys mentioned in the account 
books at the height of the Kapelle. In  1718 only a tenor singer is listed in the accounts and by 
1721 there was a male sopranist, tenor and bass singers and three choirboys.57 W ere these 
named singers the soloists with the ripieno parts filled out, as with the instrumental music, by 
members of the household staff and members of the Collegium musicum o f Zerbst’s 
4gymnasium illustre ’ ?58 A n indication might be found in the inventory of the SchloBkirche59 
where there are four hymnbooks for the choir boys, one each for the organist, Kantor and 
Hofkirchner, a further one in the Sacristy and ten more in the closets (Den Schrdnken). On  
the other hand only single surviving parts for each of the vocal voices o f the Zerbst Passions.
There is no doubt that Marpurg’s list published in 1757 gives the most accurate representation 
of the size and constitution o f the Court Kapelle at the height o f the artistic life  in the Court o f 
Zerbst. This list represents a considerable growth in the performing strength o f the Court 
orchestra since 1745 - the instrumentation is the same, except for the addition o f a double bass 
player, but there is a large apparent increase o f violinists to eight (presumably four per part). 
However, does this growth represent an actual increase in the number of performing 
musicians employed by the Court in the period 1745-57? Possibly, since the period 1745-50 
is considered the high point in  courtly life . Or, does the increase in numbers suggested by the 
differing source o f information reflect the true number of musicians available to the Kapelle, 
players who do not figure as musicians in the accounts and therefore have not been previously 
acknowledged as members o f the Kapelle? As has been pointed out above, two, and possibly
57 It would appear that the court had no alto soloists until 1727 since the lack of solo arias for the alto voice 
in early cantatas by Fasch (in the period 1723-27) and the St Luke Passion, coincides with the period 
before the appointment the first reported alto singer, WeiBflock.
58 The Court of Anhalt-Zerbst was well served with a separate Kapellmeister, Organist and Kantor. (The 
role of the Kantor in smaller courts and in larger towns was often amalgamated with duties that might be 
described as directore musices and organist.) Specific musical duties of a Kantor, as outlined by Joachim 
Kremer, included singing the intonations and singing through the hymns for the congregation ( ‘vorsingen 
der Gemeindelieder’). (See Kremer (1995) p.59) According to his autobiography, published in the 
foreword of Vollstdndig rein und unverfalschtes Choral Melodienbuch...(Erfurt 1803) the (deputy) Kantor to 
the Court of Zerbst 1758-63, Georg Peter Weimar, was a notable bass singer. His singing role is 
confirmed by the notice on the door of the organ pipes in the SchloBkirche (reproduced in Waschke ( 1908b) 
p. 7.): ‘Herr Weimar, ein Thiiringer, hemachmals als vocirter Cantor nach Erfurt.’ In addition the local 
Kantor in a large town or city usually took on teaching responsibilities in the school attached to the Parish 
church, (the Bartholomiiischule in the case of Zerbst) and to train the boys who sang in the choir of the 
Parish churches. In cases, as in Zerbst, where the Court maintained its own church with a full calendar of 
services, the picture is a little more complex. However, it is likely that the Kantor of the SchloBkirche 
also trained the boys as well as rehearsing the full choir.
59 Inventarium bey der Hochfiirstlich. SchloJSkirche allhier (c1725). D-ORB Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a 
IXa. 340.
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four o f the violinists named in 1757 were also trumpeters, and, as such may conceivably have 
been omitted from Waschke’s lists which were obtained from court accounts. W e have seen 
that Johann Caspar W tillicke was probably a member of the Kapelle from c l727 . I f  the 
trumpet players’ names are omitted from  the 1757 list, the increase in numbers o f violinists 
since 1745 is not nearly as marked. In all probability, therefore, both arguments in 
combination are true; there may well have been an increase in the numbers of string players in 
the period 1745-57 but at the same time Waschke’s lists had been underestimating the 
numbers of players in the Kapelle.
This prompts the question o f the covering o f instruments such as the homs and other 
instruments not played by the Kapelle musicians named above but which were regularly called 
for by the repertoire performed in the Court. There was a constant flow of musicians through 
the court, virtuosi and otherwise, and so it seems that extra players, when required, were 
employed for short periods and for special occasions.68 Visitors acknowledged in the court 
accounts and elsewhere are listed in Table 2 .4  below. Notes against some of the players 
make it clear that they were employed primarily to augment the existing Kapelle for a special 
festival or Courtly celebration. In  1744-45 H eil ‘assisted the Kapelle’ , and in 1753 as many 
as five musicians from Magdeburg were paid specifically to strengthen the orchestra.6 1 Apart 
from  Koth, the Court seems not to have specifically employed hom players, surprisingly, 
since so many works performed by the Kapelle include parts for oboes and homs. 
Undoubtedly for important occasions and for repertoire that demanded a greater technique of 
the performers, the only recourse was to hire extra players. O f the players identified in Table 
2.4, by far the greatest number are hom players (13), with 9 violinists, 8 oboists and 4  
bassoonists. It was also quite possible, as Fitzpatrick explains, that the resident trumpeters 
also doubled hom. ‘The practice o f doubling on the trumpet and hom was part and parcel of 
the hom technique of the Baroque, and indeed the instances of specialist hom-players....form  
rather the exception than the rule....It was common practice, especially in the case o f 
the.. .Stadtpfeifer, for
60 One shadowy figure is the hom player Koth. Although Waschke (1906) pp. 50-51 and 60-61, records the 
appointment of Koth in 1724 and notes his death and replacement in 1749, he does not list the player in 
any of the interim lists for 1729, 1735 or 1745. Was he also a trumpeter?
61 ‘..assistierte 1745 der Violinist Heil bei der Capelle’ and ‘Auch die heimischen Kiinstler waren bei diesem 
Feste in voller Tatigkeit und die Kapelle wurde noch durch ftinf Musiker aus Magdeburg verstarkt.’ 
(Waschke (1906) pp. 60 and 62.)
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Table 2.4: Visiting musicians to the court of Anhalt-Zerbst
Date or 
Season 
of visit
Name Instrument place attached to Fee
1716 J.C. Wilke (trumpeter) Zeitz (WeiBenfels) ;
Anna Magdelene Wilke singer Zeitz (WeiBenfels) 1
1719 J.C. Hertel violin/gamba !
1718-1721 Talka ? ? !
Kirchoff trombone ?
David? Wahl ? Leipzig
unnamed musician ? WeiBenfels
unnamed musician timpanist Gotha
unnamed musician oboe CBthen
unnamed musician lute WeiBenfels
Volumier? (virtuoso) flute Dresden
two unnamed musicians horn players Dresden (*1)
(Freislich) violin Kapellmeister/Sondershausen
1723 unnamed musician oboe Dresden
unnamed musician violin Merseburg
unnamed musician oboe Merseburg
unnamed musician trumpet Merseburg?
Castelli ? ? lThlr 8Gr.
1724 unnamed musician singer Ipstein 12Thlr
unnamed musician ? WeiBenfels
unnamed musician ? Pretzsch
unnamed musician lute Gotha 8Thlr
Johann Adam Andrea violin WeiBenfels
unnamed musician ? Weimar 12Thlr
David? Wahl ? Leipzig
1725 Hamisch lessons with Ulich for bed and meals
David? Wahl ? Leipzig
unnamed musician oboe Merseburg
unnamed musician oboe ?
2 unnamed musicians horn ?
unnamed musician ? Spremberg
unnamed musician oboe Ktinigstein
unnamed musician (Frode?-b) bassoon ?
unnamed musician (Miliz?) bassoon? WeiBenfels
unnamed musician castrato Gotha
1726 2 unnamed musicians oboe Dresden
1727 unnamed musician bassoon Dessau
unnamed musician ? Hildburghausen
unnamed musician ? Eisenach
1729/30 C.F. Abel gamba Cathen lOThlr
Lanzius (with son) lute Halle
1732/33 Franz Benda violin ? 12Thlr
1733/4 Gretz ? Durlach
Richter (1) ? Berlin
unnamed musician viola d’amore ? !
(11.6.35) unnamed musician trumpet Weimar j
1735/6 Weichmann harp Magdeburg ;
unnamed musician piano 1 1
Franz Benda violin ? lOThlr
Gottfried Liebeskind ? Merseburg
David? Wahl ? Leipzig !
Christian Hennig (2) ? Coswig
Weichmann (2) ? Coswig
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1736 Kayser ? Cothen
unnamed musician ? WeiBenfels
Gottfried Liebeskind ? Merseburg
Muromet oboe ? :
1737 unnamed musician ? +organ Dresden !
: unnamed musician lute 7 i
S Ed. Blatzner trumpet ? j
1739 6 unnamed musicians singers Magdeburg
1740 2 unnamed musicians (3) trumpeters Holland?
Henckel ? ?
unnamed musician horn (*2) Barby und Bemburg
1740/41 Staffer ? 7
Werner ? ?
2 unnamed musicians ? Berlin (Royal Kapelle)
unnamed musician bassist Sondershausen
1741/42 Schneider timpanist Gotha
Bendorff gamba 7
2 unnamed musicians horn Gotha
1742 Koth horn 7
1743/4 unnamed Italian virtuoso David's Harp ?
1744/45 Ebert tenor Eisenach
1745 Heil (4) violinist ?
1746 Kirchhoff harp Cothen
Zeller violin Magdeburg
1747 Benjamin Fleck ? ?
1748 Eusebius ? ?
Kettner timpani 7
1749 Volckmer
Taschenberger
Hase
Hasse
tenor
harp
Zeitz
1750 Hertel (Jan) violin Strelitz
Reinhard horn Cothen
Reinhard (5) horn COthen
AppelstHdt horn COthen
Sclaller [Schaller?] ? ? !
Bindhorst ? ?
Wolden ? ? !
Abel gamba COthen i
Lichtensteiger ? 7
1751 Schick ? Gotha
1752 Sciurus (male) soprano Cothen
Rechenbach trumpet 7 :i
Hayn ? 7 i1
KrUger ? 7 ;
Handschky ? ?
1753 Muller trumpet 7
[Johann Friedrich?] N'icoiai trumpet [Dresden)?
RUhlmann trumpet
Wohlmann trumpet 7
Sc hole tmmpet 7
! Benckenstcin organ Sondershausen
Hertel violin
the brothers Reinhard horn 7
Miltcndorff bass 7
Johann George Kreising 7 7
Sciurus (male) soprano Cothen
..................... 5 unnamed musicians ? Magdeburg
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1755 Zeller ? Schafgotsch
Johann Friedrich Meyer ? ?
Georg Peter ('aus Weimar1) violin
Johann Kasper Kreuzburg ? ?
? ? Kapellmeister of Prince Heinrich of Prussia Wrede(n)
Unbescheid bassoon ?
Schindler ? ?
1756 [Christian Ernst?] Kettner trumpet [WeiBenfels]?
Hammer ? ?
Trauer ? ?
2 unnamed musicians horn Herzogin of Kurland
1757 Bischoff trumpet ?
Zuck horn ?
Schober horn ?
[Georg Peter] Weimar violin ? [Erfurt]
1758 C.P.E. Bach harpsichordist Berlin
1766 Georg Samuel David Gattermanf Berlin
1 Richter had a previous connection with the Court as teacher of the former choirboy Dalcho.
2 Stayed a short time to strengthen the SchloBkapelle
3 in the employ of the Prince of Orange
4 'assistierte 1745 der Violinist Heil bei der Capeile' - Waschke (1906) p. 60
5 2 mentions in Waeschke (1906)
6 Strengthen the Kapelle
Source: Waschke (1906) except for:
t Grove 6: 'Gatterman'
trumpeters to take up the horn when the occasion required it.’62
Nearly all the visiting oboists were employed in the period up to 1726, by which time full-tim e  
players had been engaged by the Court. The only oboist named after this time is Muromet, a 
visiting virtuoso. Similarly, the only named bassoonist after the appointment o f Klotzsch 
(1734/5) is Unbescheid in 1755.
The accounts also furnish further information about the instruments available to the Kapelle. 
Fasch was in a position to purchase music and instruments as he felt necessary and annually 
submit the bills that had accumulated during the year to the court treasurer. This was a luxury 
of which he made full use. Already mentioned is the coincidence of the purchases of multiple 
trumpets with the engagement of players in 1745-6 and 1753. Table 2.5 below lists the
62 Fitzpatrick (1970) p. 67.
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purchases recorded in the accounts reported by Waschke.63
Table 2.5 - Purchases o f Instrument in the period c 1719-1758
Date Instrument Source iCost
1719-21 8 trumpets 
2 timpani 
viola with bow 
'various' instruments
27 Thaler 
14 Thaler 
6 Thaler 
57 Thaler
1721-22 3 flutes 
silver trumpet
19 Taler 
52 Thaler
1722-? Grofies Violon 
2 Waldhomer 
2 pairs of Waldhautbois
from Fasch himself 
> from Cleditzsch 
} in Leipzig
17 Thaler 
} 14 Thaler 
}
■ 1724 2 Chalimeaux from Dresden 4 Thaler
1725 cello Hofmann (Leipzig?) 16 Thaler
1738 a Cremona violin Martha Maria Koch 
(Eisenach)
1744 6 new violins 
bassoon 
a pair of gloves
for playing a double bass
Hofmann (Leipzig) 
Muller
78 Thaler
9 Thaler 10 Groschen 
16 Groschen
also various repairs to older instruments including the restoration 
of a Konzertfliigel
1745-6 6 new trumpets 
new viola 
a flute
from Leipzig 
Hofmann (Leipzig) 
from Berlin
23 Thaler 
12 Thaler
16 Thaler 20 Groschen
1747-8 a Double bass 
a pair of strong gloves
for playing the double bass
Hofmann (Leipzig 62 Thaler 
18 Groschen
1752 2 Dis-Horner 
6 violins 
a pair of gloves
for playing a double bass
from Leipzig 
Anton
8 Th. 8 Gr. 9pf. 
22 Thaler
1753 a pianoforte 
a new piano (Fliigel) 
6 brass trumpets
Donat (Zwickau) 
Heinicke (Hoforganist) 
from Leipzig
70 Thaler(+20 delivery) 
17 Thaler 4 Groschen
1755 viola da gamba Rollig 12 Thaler
1757 new bassoon j }
an oboe j > 40 Thaler 8 Groschen
2 Waldhomer I }
flute made of black ebony I 10 Thaler
Recorded in the Court accounts as quoted by Waschke (1906) and Hofmann (1997)
L
63 Waschke (1906) pp. 47-63
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Table 2.5 throws up some important questions. For instance, several sets of homs were 
acquired during the period (in 1722, 1752 and 1757) - though the only player referred to, and 
very much in passing, is Koth. Was the Court expected to provide instruments for visiting 
musicians who augmented the Kapelle, or were there further players available to the court (the 
trumpet players)? The purchases o f chalumeaux and an early pianoforte (in 1753)64 suggests 
Fasch’s willingness to try out new instruments. Though most of the instruments that were 
purchasedbetween d 1719 and 1743 seem to be represented in the Inventory made o f the 
stock o f instrument and music owned by the Court on the death of Prince Johann August in 
1743, some instruments were evidently disposed of since the list of purchases does not tally 
with the list in the Inventory. Notable absences are the ‘chalimeaux’ purchased in 1724 
and the silver trumpet which was purchased in 1719-21. There is also no mention o f any 
other trumpets, suggesting that the members of the Kapelle who were members o f the 
Trumpet Guilds owned their instmments.
The Court collection o f instruments as listed in the 1743 Inventory, consisted of:65 
Table 2.6 - Court Collection o f instruments
1 Ein Paar Pauken. - A  pair o f timpani.
2 Ein Clavicimbal und darzu - A  harpsichord with a reading desk.
gehoriges Pulpet.
3 Ein Grand Violon und darzu - A  ‘Bass v io lin ’ (violone) with
gehoriger Stimm-Hammer. tuning hammer.
4 Ein etwas Kleiner. - The same, but smaller.
5 Zwey Violoncello und ein
darzu gehoriges Futteral.
-  2 cellos, each with case.
6 Acht Stuck Violinen und ein Futteral. - 8 violins and a case.
7 Drey Bratschen. - 3 violas.
8 Vier Floten. - 4  flutes.
9 Zwey Floten Basse. - 2 bass (alto) flutes.66
10 Zwey Fagots. - 2 bassoons.
11 Zwey Hautbois. - 2 oboes.
84 The accounts record the purchase of a piano 1753 specifically ‘for the Princess.’Waschke (1906) p. 61.
88 The inventory is reproduced complete in Engelke (1908) Anhang II, p. 54. It seems a modest list
compared to the holdings of other courts of a similar size. The 1741 inventory of instruments held by the 
small court of Sayn-Wittgenstein at Berleburg, Westphalia includes 3 harps, 3 clavichords, 1 positive 
organ, 5 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos, 1 double bass, 3 gambas of various sizes, 1 viola d’ amour, 1 
violoncello piccolo, 1 viola pomposa, 3 bassoons, 8 large recorders (Flauto douce), 2 bass recorders 
(Flaut doux -basso), 4  small recorders of various sizes, 1 ivory flageolet, 2 tlutes, 1 flauto piccolo 
(traversiere), 1 pair of Flaute traversieres d’amours, 1 large Fl. trav. d’amour, 2 oboes, 2 Hautbois d’amour, 
1 pair of Wald-hautbois (oboe da caceia), 1 taille, 2 pairs of clarinets, 2 trumpets with crooks, 5 pairs of 
Wald-horn with crooks in C, D, and F, and 1 small Waldhom. (Baines (1943) p.302.)
88 or possibly recorders. However, the St Mark Passion utilises ‘flauto d’amour’ so it is quite possible that 
the term ‘Floten Basse’ refers to the same instrument.
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12 Zwey Wald-Hautbois. - 2 oboes da caccia
13. Zwey Wald-Hdrner dreymall gewunden. - 2 homs thrice spiralled.67
2 . 4  C o u rtly  life  a t the m id -c e n tu ry
The years 1745-50 have been described as the ‘most brilliant period in Zerbst courtly life ’ , 68 
one that included the visit of the Russian Royal fam ily and the marriage o f Princess Sophie 
Auguste Frederike von Zerbst (daughter o f Christian August) to the Grand Duke Peter (Peter 
I I I  o f Russia). During the final years o f Fasch’s life in Zerbst (1750-1758), the rich musical 
life  continued ‘with unabated grandeur’ .69 Waschke reports that there was something of a 
blossoming in the number and quality of the visiting performers, including C.P.E. Bach, 
who had moved to Zerbst for a short period as result of the ominous proximity of Russian 
troops to Berlin in 1758. During this time Fasch also dedicated himself to the musical 
education of his son Carl. They visited Dresden in 1755, but after Carl had secured a position 
in the Berlin court through the good offices o f Franz Benda, Fasch’s health began to fail. 
Undoubtedly his assistant Carl Hockh had to substitute for him from  time to time 70 
Coincidental with Fasch’s death, an incident in 1758 drastically curtailed not only the splendid 
artistic life  o f the court, but its very heart as well. A  Frenchman of the name Du Fraique, who 
resided at the court, was accused by Frederick the Great of being a spy. W hen the court 
refused to hand him over, the Emperor ordered Prussian troops to march into Zerbst to take 
the Frenchman by force to Magdeburg. The members o f the court were so shocked by the 
incident that they scattered, leaving the court temporarily deserted. The Prince’s mother went 
to Paris while the Prince went to Basel and Luxemburg where he eventually died in 1793.
67 Fitzpatrick (1970) pp. 230-231 distinguishes between the earlier Waldhom, a Germanic orchestral hom of 
the 18th century with terminal crooks, a diameter of the coils of 12-15 inches often wound twice on itself, 
with the later ‘orchestral Jagdhom’, a Jagdhorn wound twice or thrice upon itself to make a smaller body 
for orchestral purposes which was a cheaper version. (The Waldhom had the reputation of being an 
expensive instument, very often the equivalent of a year’s pay of the player.) The entry ‘dreymall 
gewunden. ’ would indicate the latter instrument.
68 Sheldon (1968) p.30.
69 ibid. p.31.
70 Ibid. (quoting Waschke).
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2 .5  Z e rb s t K a p e lle  17 5 8 -1 7 9 4
The Court of Zerbst never fu lly recovered its artistic life after the invasion by Prussian troops, 
and the Kapelle survived only till 1794. W ithout the Prince in residence, the importance of 
Zerbst as a town declined, and with it, the focus o f Anhalt art and culture.7 1 No court 
accounts books survive from the years 1758-1789 to provide details of the Kapelle during this 
period. W ith  the absence of the Prince and much of the household, one must assume that 
there was a gradual running-down o f the complement of players and their musical duties. The 
performances o f cantata cycles and the large-scale Passions to the mid 1760s suggests that at 
this time the Kapelle still had the ability to raise an orchestra of five to seven woodwind 
players, 2 horns and strings at this time for the performance of the St M ark  Passion - Die 
betrttbte undgetrdstete Geistliche Sulamith and SATB, 2 oboes (doubling flutes) and strings 
for a performance o f R ollig ’s Trauer Cantata - Sey getreu bis in den Todt on the 10th 
Sunday after Trinity 1771 to honour the death o f Adolph Friedrich, King o f Sweden, and a 
further Trauer Cantata: ‘Kyrie eleison ’ fo r SA TB , oboe and strings performed 10.11.1778. 
However, a very different picture o f the Kapelle to that o f the 1750s is portrayed by the entries 
in the yearly accounts that survive from  1789 and 1790 72 By this time the full-tim e Kapelle 
only numbered four persons: Kapellmeister Rollig, Hofmusiker FiiB, Hofkirchner 
Schonengeben and SchlofiKantor W inter, indicating that both the w ill (and possibly the 
finance) to run a lively Kapelle had expired. It  is likely that Rollig ’s principal duties were as 
organist and music director in the Schlofikirche (the two posts having been amalgamated by 
‘Fiirstl. Frau Mutter ” )73 rather than as composer and performer of entertainment music for 
the Court. Rollig died on 29 September 1790 and his successor as Kapellmeister was the 
organist B.L.Heidicke. Four years later, following the death in Luxemburg on 3 March 
1793 o f Prince Friedrich August, the last reigning Prince o f Anhalt-Zerbst and brother of 
Czarina Katharina I I ,  the ownership of Zerbst was transferred to Anhalt-Dessau. The removal 
of courtly life from Zerbst resulted in the amalgamation o f the posts o f Kapellmeister o f the 
Zerbster Schlofi and of organist of the Bartholomaikirche in March 1794, after which Zerbst
71 Pfeiffer (1994) p.59. The Kapelle in Cothen had by this time ceased to function and Dessau had never 
sustained a courtly musical life to match either Cothen or Zerbst.
72 Hochfiirstlich. Anhalt Zerbstische Catnrner Redlining aus das Jah. 1789 p. 136 and Hochfiirstlich. . 
Cammer Redlining .... 1790. p. 136. both in D-ORB.
73 See section 3.4 for a discussion of this.
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ceased to be a significant musical centre.74
2 .6  The repertoire of the Zerbst Kapelle and the SchloBkirche.
The Inventarverzeichnis der ‘Concert-Stube ’ des Zerbster Schlosses, aufgestellt im Jahr 
1743, as prepared for Fasch ( ‘nach einer von dem Capellmeister H . Faschen verfertigen 
Specification’), was made as part o f a general inventory of the Palace upon the death of Prince 
Johann August on 6 .11 .1742.75 This valuable document indicates that by the 1740s there 
was a rich library of musical material for use in the SchloBkirche and to entertain the Court. It  
also gives a snap shot of the repertoire that had been built up in 40 years, the bulk during 
Fasch’s Kapellmeistership. (The purchases o f cantata cycles in 1719 by Kuch suggests that 
there was little choral music performed prior to the formal opening of the SchloBkirche.) The 
Inventory consists o f a non-thematic list o f the collection by genre and, although it does not 
provide any information that might help w ith  the dating o f composers’ works (a particular 
problem with the compositions o f Fasch), it does give an indication o f the relative popularity 
of individual composers and genres at the court during the first part o f the 18th century, and 
hence the potential stylistic influence o f others at Zerbst. It also gives an indication o f the 
type o f music to be heard in the SchloBkirche for services and in the Court. The numbers 
indicate the numbers of works by each composer in the collection:
2 . 6 . 1  Vocal Music - liturgical
Full-vear Cantata cycles (Vollstdndige Kirchen-Jahr Gauge )
15 cycles: 7  by Fasch (inc. four double cycles) ( l . 1722-23,2. 1723 ,3 .  1727-28,4. 1730,
5 . 1732-33, <5. 1735, 7. 1741-42),76 Erlebach (1722), 3 by Telemann (1723, 1724 and
74 ‘Sein Nachfolger B.L. Heidicke wirkte, nachdem der letztregierende FUrst Friedrich August am 3. Marz 1793 
in Luxemburg gestorben und die SchloBkirche am.9. Marz 1794 eingezogen wurde, als Organist an der Hof- 
und Stiftskirche zu St Bartholomiii in Zerbst.’ Preitz (n.d.) p. 181.
75 Engelke (1908) includes a copy of the Inventory as Appendix 1. A facsimile of the original was 
published as part of the series of publications on music of the 18th century Kultur- und Forschungsstdtte 
Michaelstein, (Blankenburg 1988.) Pfeiffer (1994) p 79., suggests that the Verzeichnis was started in 
1722. The list contains music obtained by the Court by composers such as Theile, Freislich and Kuch prior 
to this date. (It is likely that Fasch was comissioned to compile the inventory by the inspectors in 1743.)
76 For commentary on the Fasch cantata cycles see: Gille (1988) pp.36.ff. and Pfeiffer(1994) pp. 121.ff.
The texts for some of these cycles were published in Zerbst (Item 1. - no date; 2. - 1723; 4. - 1738; 5. - 
1732; 7- no date.) The church year (and Zerbst church records) ran from Advent, hence the reference to two 
years in the title.
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27)77
Mass settings
20 settings, by Fasch (10 - inc. one in German), Rollig (3), Telemann (3 - inc. one in 
German), 2 each by: Stolzel, Zachau, Zelenka and Wetzke, and one each by: Fuchs (Fux?), 
Heinichen, Kesier [Kaiser], [Alessandro?] Scarlatti and Theil[e],78 and a mass in German 
by Uli(s)ch.79
Apostle pieces
(Cantatas for Saints Day and other feast days) by Fasch, contained in a two year-cycles.
2 . 6 . 2  Vocal Music - Serenatas and other Court celebratory pieces
A n unknown number of pieces listed after the bound books of concertos and before the lists of 
overtures with the note ‘Hierzu kommen noch alle Serenaten und Kirchen-Stiicke von Denen 
Hochfurstl. hohen Geburts-Tagen.’ Fasch composed serenatas for each o f the High  
Birthdays in the Court each year. According to his autobiography, he composed three in his 
first year in Zerbst.80 I f  he continued this level o f output, there would have been some 50-60  
such works in the collection by 1743. Perhaps included in this group o f works is the birthday 
piece J.S. Bach wrote for the Prince Johann August o f Zerbst (performed 9.8.1722) for 
which the composer received 10 Thalers in payment.8 1
2 . 6 . 3  Instrumental M usic
Concertos - in Bound Collections (ie printed editions)
6 concerti a 5 by Alberti, Salvani ,Torelli, Veracini and Vivaldi bound in a single volume, and 
in separate volumes: 12 concerti a 5 by A lbinoni; 12 concerti a 4,5,6,7,8, and 9  by Venturini; 
10 concerti a 4  by Bonporti; and 6 concerti a 5 by Vivaldi.
77 Kuch is reported to have purchased cantata cycles by Telemann, Erlebach and Liebisch (d.1727), in the 
period 1719-1722. Fasch’s list does not mention the Liebisch works. It is not clear whether the earliest 
dates of the Telemann and Erlebach suggest that these cycles were present in the collection when Fasch was 
appointed or that he made a number of purchases within his first year of appointment.
78 The reference to homs in the Inventarverzeichnis leads Dittrich to suggest that this may be a copy of the 
Alessandro Scarlatti ‘ Missa Magnanimitas sine Credo’ listed in the Dresden court collection. (Dittrich 
(1991) pp. 426-7.)
79 Detailed information on the repertoire of mass settings and tnissae breves and their use in the Zerbst 
liturgy can be found in Dittrich (1991).
80 The libretto of one of these are reproduced in Engelke (1908) Appendix III, pp. 76ff.
81 ‘Eine noch unbekannte Komposition J.S. Bachs’. (Waschke (1908-9) p. 634.)
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Concertos - Single works
Vivaldi (32),82 Fasch (23), Telemann (23), Tessarini (10), Bomoliere (7), Torelli (6), 
M artini (4), M eek (4), Pepusch (4), G ra ff (3), Heinichen (3), Morzini [Count M W enzel 
M orzin o f Prague] (3), Muschner (3), Pichler (3 ), Stolzel (3), Bressianello (2), Forster (2), 
Hundt (2), Linicke (2), P feiffer (2 ), R ieck (2), Rollig  (2), Scazia (2), Voloum ier (2), and one 
each by: A lberti, A lbinoni, Gasparini, Graun, H an d e l, Kuntze [J.P.Kun(t)zen], Lange, Lotti, 
Manfredini, Mauro, Rogazzi, Seta, Simonetti, Lessel and Tartini. (Total 213)
Overtures
Fasch (69), Telemann (44),83 Pfeiffer (6 ), Handel (4), Hofmann (4), Reichenauer (3),
Conti (2), Freislich (2), Frey (2), le Compte de Lippe (2), Locatelli (2), and 1 each by:
Graun, Hartwig, Kellery [F. Chelleri], Kuntze [J.P.Kun(t)zen], Pantalon, Postel, Storl, 
Wideburg (Total 147)
Symphonies
Fasch (8), Rollig (2), Janitsch (1 ), Matthaei (1), Stulick (1) (Total 13)
Quartet Sonatas
Telemann (8 ), Stoltzel (4), Frey (1), Pepusch (1), Pulchler (1) (Total 15)
Trio Sonatas
Pichler (12), Telemann (7 ), Bomoliere (6 ), Stoltzel (4), Fasch (3), Handel (3), Heinichen (3), 
anon. (2), Badia (2), Freislich (2), Hundt (2), Pepusch (2), and 1 each by: Frey, M ontanari, 
Muschner, Petz and Quantz. (Total 53)
Solo Sonatas
Telemann (7), Graun (6), G raff (6 ), Kress (6), Schickard (5), Revac (3+), Bomoliere (3), 
Stoltzel (3), Veracini (3), Freislich (2), H eiler (2), Strieker (2),84 and one each by: Cattaneo, 
Golde, Hajek, Handel, Kuch, Kuntze [J.P.Kun(t)zen], Locatelli, Rick, Visconti and Winter. 
(Total 58+)
Leading composers o f Lutheran and Catholic Church music of the period are represented in 
the list of cantatas and masses. Alongside a number of highly respected composers of the 
previous generation -  Johann Theile (1646-1724), Johann Joseph Fux (1660-1741), Friedrich 
W ilhelm  Zachau (1663-1712, Organist o f Marienkirche in Halle), Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-
82 Four of which are The Four Seasons’. (Engelke (1908) p. 60. Items 18-21.)
83 Including suites entitled The Water Music’, ‘La Bizarre’ and ‘Don Quichotte’ (Engelke (1908) pp. 61-2. 
Items 19, 27 and 30) and 3 entitled ‘Bourlesque’ (Engelke (1908) p. 61. Items 22, 25 and 40).
84 J.S. Bach’s predecessor at Cothen.
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1725), and Philipp Heinrich Erlebach (1657-1714) Kapellmeister at Rudolstadt and one of the 
most important and gifted composers o f Protestant music before Bach and Telemann -  are the 
younger composers Reinhard Keiser (1674-1739) and Telemann (1681-1767), who by the 
1720s was one o f the most widely respected composers in Germany. The dates of acquisition 
of mass settings by Erlebach and Zachau show that the music o f these composers was still 
circulating some time after their death. M any of the other composers represented had a direct 
association with Zerbst (eg Rollig (1710-1790) who had been appointed to the Kapelle only 
five years earlier), or with Fasch personally (eg Stolzel, Kapellmeister at Gotha, who had 
been a fellow student at Leipzig and was a life-long friend of Fasch). The composer merely 
referred to as ‘U lich ’ may also be associated with Zerbst but is less easy to identify and could 
be one o f four composers: 1) Johann U lich  (b.1634), Kantor and Musikdirector in 
Wittenberg (a town some 20 miles east o f Zerbst); 2) Johann Uli(s)ch (d.Zerbst 1741), who 
was Hofmusiker and organist the Bartholomauskirche in Zerbst and who is credited with a 
number o f works in the Marienbibliothek Jever;85 3 ) Johann Ulich, Kantor in Grimma who 
performed Fasch’s cantata Gott ist die Liebe in 1736; or 4) August U lich (Uhlig, U lick), 
Hofmusiker and composer in Dresden 1729-1733.86 Johann Philipp W etzke (1705-1767) 
was a later Musikdirector in Wittenberg. There was also an exchange o f settings o f the mass 
with Dresden (Fasch most likely took complete settings of his works on his visits to Dresden 
in 1725 and 1727 and returned to Zerbst w ith missae breves by Johann David Heinichen 
(1683-1729, Kapellmeister to the Court o f Dresden) and Jan Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745).
A  significant absence from the Inventory is the Passion music, both the liturgical Passions 
performed annually with much repetition since 1720 and Fasch’s Passio Jesu Christi: Mich 
vom Stricke meiner Siinden, despite the inclusion of information on the cantatas and masses 
performed in the SchloBkirche. (One o f these works, which evidently was performed before 
1743, the St Luke Passion, survives as part o f the Zerbster Musikstube in Oranienbaum.) 
Also intriguing is the vagueness o f the entry referring to the serenatas performed on ‘High 
Birthdays’ in amongst all the detailed information given on the other repertoire (presumably 
because such works could - by definition - only be performed once and therefore there was
88 Including three cantatas lor soprano and keyboard and a number of flute sonatas, and works for solo 
keyboard. (See Appendix 2b for listing of works.) Of the four composers, Johann Uli(s)ch, organist at 
Zerbst is the most likely author of the Deutsches Kyrie.
88 Dittrich (1991) pp.439-440.
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little point in listing them.)
In the large collection of instrumental music, the collection of concertos is balanced in favour 
of the Italian composers (82 by Germans, 116 by Italians) with the most-represented Italian  
being V ivaldi. Not surprisingly, the large collection reflects the complement o f instruments 
and players available to the Court. There are no concerti grossi purely for strings, instead, the 
German predilection for wind concertino instruments can be seen in the 7 concerti grossi by 
the German composers (Fasch, Telemann, Hundt, Pichler, Storl and Lenge) for 2-3 trumpets 
or homs, oboes, bassoon and strings. By far the majority of the solo concertos are for one, 
two or three violins with over 100 examples, over half of which are by the Italians. Other 
instruments represented are 13 concerti fo r one, two and three solo flutes, four concerti for 
one and two recorders, 28 oboe concerti, and two for bassoon . A fter V iva ld i, Fasch and 
Telemann provide the next largest proportion of concertos with 23 each. The proportionately 
large representation of Telemann and Fasch in the overture as a form (113 out of 147) is also 
not surprising. Rollig is represented in the Concert-Stube by two symphonies though, 
surprisingly, there are no works listed by Hockh, the Zerbst Konzertmeister since 1733, 
who was principally a composer o f violin concerti, violin sonatas and partitas, many of which 
were listed in the various Breitkopf catalogues between 1761 and 1780.
The collection of music continued to increase after 1743, and later acquisitions reflected the 
changes in musical taste during the m id to late 18th century. The greater part of the collection 
of scores and parts remained in Zerbst Castle for the rest of the 18th century and during the 
early part of the 19th century, together w ith  various other documents from the SchloB and 
Konsistorium and the library of materials, eventually became known as the Haus- und 
Staatsarchiv Schloss Zerbst. However, during the 19th century, many o f the holdings were 
dispersed. A  number of scores and sets o f parts went into the private collection of a local 
musician and conductor, Franz Preitz (1856-1916) who, at the end o f the 19th century, had 
researched Fasch and published an article on the Zerbst Kapellmeister.87 His son, Gerhard
87 Preitz (n.d.) pp. 177-181. Bernhard Engelke made contact with Franz Preitz to examine the sources and was 
able to discuss possible authorship of the musical items in the Zerbster Musikstube with the owner of the 
collection in preparation for his own dissertation on Fasch (pub. 1906). Many of the items in D-ORB 
have notes of the contents, instrumentations and suggestions of possible authors on the covers in Engelke’s 
hand.
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Preitz 88 took over the collections, and in 1960 the fam ily music collection was transferred to 
the Martin-Luther University in H alle  (HAmi ).89 Some materials, including the wordbook 
for the St M ark Passion, have remained in the possession of the Preitz fam ily.90
The music that remained in the Haus- und Staatsarchiv Schloss Zerbst, together with the 
saved documents and other materials, was transferred shortly before the end o f W W II, in 
1945, to Schloss Oranienbaum (D-ORB ) .9 1 Some 26 complete works and four fragmentary 
works by J.F. Fasch can be found in  the collection which has come to be called the Zerbster 
Musilcstube. Many of these exist as sets o f parts, the scores o f which reside in the Halle 
collection.92 A  comparison with the 1743 Inventory shows that the greater proportion of the 
collection had been dispersed by the end o f the 19th century. In  particular, many of the 
sacred works by the early 18th-century composers, the greater part o f the Fasch scores and 
nearly all the High Baroque orchestral and chamber music has gone. W hat instrumental music 
remains in the collection reflects late 18th-century taste, suggesting that the disposal of scores 
that would have been considered old-fashioned may have commenced in the 18th century. 
Some of the materials that were in existence at the turn o f the century, such as the the 
performing materials or score o f the cantata Ich bin gewifi (Festo Jacobi ) from  which 
Christoph Beinicke prepared his edition, have also subsequently been lost.
The Zerbster Musikstube is divided into three parts:93 Part A  (consisting of items numbered 
A l  to A 47) is also loosely sub-divided into two parts. A 1-26 consists o f sacred works 
acknowledged to be by J.F. Fasch. A 1-15 are cantatas; A 16  and 17 settings o f the Credo 
and the rest are Missae breves settings o f the Kyrie and Gloria.
88 Like his father, Gerhard Preitz (Zerbst, 2.11. 1884 - Dessau, 31.5.1946) was also a Landeskirchen M.D. 
who composed cantatas motets etc, Werner (1954) col. 225.
89 Pfeiffer (1987) p. 103.
90 Entitled Die betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith. See Chapter 9.
91 Pfeiffer (1987) p. 103.
92 in addition to those works listed in the Zerbster Musikstube below, Kraft (1968) also suggests that 
manuscripts of works from the 16th and 17th centuries as well as works by C.P.E. Bach, J. Fr. Doles, 
J.A. Hiller, J.H. Rolle, Chr. G. Tag, Chr. E. Weinlig, J.R. Zunsteg and J.D. Heinichen survive from the 
Zerbst repertoire. Of these composers, only Heinichen seems to be represented in either the 1743 
Inventory or the Zerbster Musilcstube.
93 I am indebted to Brian Clark for making available his catalogue of the Zerbster Musikstube prior to 
publication.
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Table 2.7 Zerbster Musikstube (Part A)
A l
A2
A3
A 4
A5
A 6
A7
A 8
A 9
A10
A l l
A12
A13
A 14
A15
(A  16
A 17
A 18
A19
A20
A21/i
A21/ii
A22
A23
A 24
A25
A26
ca t.n o .04
F W V  D: D9  
F W V  D :D 6  
F W V  D :D 8  
F W V  D: G10  
F W V  D :G 8  
F W V  D: G9 
F W V  D: I I  
F W V  D: 18 
F W V  D :K 1  
F W V  D: M l  
F W V  D: N I  
F W V  D: S5 
F W V  D :W 4  
F W V  D: W 6  
F W V  D: W 9  
F W V  G : D 7  
F W V  G : D 6  
F W V  G : D 2  
F W V  G : D 4  
F W V  G :D 3  
F W V  G : D 7  
F W V  G : D 5  
F W V  G : F 2  
F W V  G 
F W V  G  
F W V  G
F l
F l
g l
F W V  G : B 2
title
Cantata Bekehre Du mich, Herr
Cantata Die Starken bedurfen des Arztes nicht
Cantata Du bist Christus
Cantata Gott, wir warten deiner Giite
Cantata Gott will, dafi alien Menschen geholfen werden
Cantata Gott, wir warten deiner Giite
Cantata Ich bin der Weg
Cantata In der Welt habt ihr Angst
Cantata Kommet her zu mir alle
Cantata Mein Seel ’ erhebt den Herren mein
Cantata Niemand kennet den Sohn
Cantata Selig sind
Cantata Wer sich selbst erhdhet
Cantata Will mir jemandnachfolgen?
Cantata Wir wissen, dafi der Sohn Gottes.
Credo in D  - Recently identified as being by Heinichen 
Credo in D
Missa brevis in D , Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in D , Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in D , Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in D , Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in D , Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in F, Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in F, Kyrie and Gloria and Credo 
Missa brevis in  F, Kyrie and Gloria and Credo 
Missa brevis in G  minor, Kyrie and Gloria only 
Missa brevis in B, Kyrie and G loria and Credo
A 27-47 are also sacred works by a number o f contemporary composers. 14 are anonymous 
though Fasch is presumably the composer o f some of these works;
A27
Composer
J.D. Heinichen Mass in D
A28 Rolle Psalm 36
A29 Wetzke K yrie eleison
A30 Wetzke Kyrie eleison
A31 Wetzke Missa brevis Kyrie and Gloria only
A32 Zelenka Missa brevis in D , Kyrie and Credo only
A33 Chorale settings
94 FWV number follows Pfeiffer: ‘Verzeichnis der Werke von Johann Friedrich Fasch (FWV) , Kleine 
Ausgabe’ Herausgegeben vom Zentrum flirTelemann-Pflege und - Forschung Magdeburg, Dokumenle 
und Materialen zur Musikgeschichte des Bezirkes Magdeburg /, Magdeburg 1988. A new thematic 
catalogue, the Fasch Verzeichnis, is currently being compiled by the Internationale Fasch Gesellschaft e.v. 
to which the author is contributing the entries on the Passion music.
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A 34 Anon (Fasch?)95 St John Passion Ach! Wir armen Sunder
A35 Anon (Fasch?) St Luke Passion Ja, deine Stind
A36 Anon (Rollig?)96 Kyrie eleison
A37 Anon Messe
A38 Anon Missa in F
A39 Anon Missa in G
A40 Stolzel Missa in A  minor97
A41 Anon Eine deutsche Messe
A42 Anon (Kuch?) Ein deutschesTe deum
A43 Anon (Rolle?) (Cantata) Geistliches Lob und Dank Dieser Tag ist heilig
A 44 Anon (Rolle?) T  rauer M usik Das Loofi ist mir gefallen
A 45 Anon (Rolle?) Cantata Dieser Tag ist heilig (further parts for A 43)
A 46 Anon Cantata Herr, Herr, der Konig freut sich in deiner Kraft
A47 Rollig Cantata Fes to Jacobi
(score prepared by Chr. Beinicke in 1908)
The second sequence of the collection (numbered B1-B32) consists mainly of later music, 
some of it printed. Much of this part of the collection must have been acquired during and 
after R o llig ’s Kapellmeistership and gives a clear indication of the changes o f musical taste 
prevalent during the period. The works listed below that can be approximately dated were 
composed in the period 1770-1780: Herschel’s O p .l was published in Amsterdam in 1771/2, 
Galuppi’s Montezuma was premiered in 1772, Schroter’s Op.2 Sonatas (for the combination 
suggestion on the title page) were published c l773  in Amsterdam and A b e l’s O p .l 1 Concertos 
were published in London in 1774. Some items post-date the demise o f the Court Kapelle; the 
Musil<alisches Wochenblatt Nro IX is a copy o f a published journal dated 8  March 1805.
T a b le 2 .8  Z e rb s te r M usikstube  (P a r t  B )
B I C .F. Abel Concert in F, Op. 11 N o .l.
B2 anon ‘ Aus Romeo und Julie ' [J.G. Benda?]
B3 Galuppi Idol mio che fiero from Montezuma (1772)
B4 Guigliemi Sonata I I  (keyboard part only)
B5 Guigliemi Sonata I I I  (keyboard part only)
B6 Herschel Quartetto [in Es] (keyboard part only)
B7 L. Hofmann Divertimento I (keyboard part only)
B8 L.Hofm ann Divertimento I I I
B9 Hook Ye muggards who murder your life in sleep
B IO J.F. Reichardt keyboard arr. o f movements o f Andromeda
B l l Joh: Samuel Schroter? Sonata (keyboard part only)
B 12-B 17 J.K Vanhall Six Sonatas (cembalo con violino)
B18 Anon Concertato peril clavicembalo keyboard,and strings)
B19 Anon Concerto per il cembalo (strings)
95 See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the Zerbst Passion repertoire, Chapter 8 for a detailed summary of the 
music and arguments for the authorship of Fasch for A34 and A35.
96 Engelke suggests Wetzke as the possible composer (See Clark (1995) p.7. and section 3.4.1.1 below for 
a discussion of the Rollig sources.)
97 Autograph in D-B.
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B20 Anon Concerto (Keyboard conc. and strings)
B21 Anon Concerto (Keyboard conc. and strings)
B22 Anon Concerto (Gravicembalo conc. and strings)
B23 Anon Concerto per il clavicembalo (strings)
B24 Anon Concerto (cembalo conc. and astrings)
B25 Anon Trio per il Clavicembalo e Violino
B26 Anon Sonata (cembalo obligato et violoncello obligato)
B27 Anon Sonata V  (keyboard, only?)
B28 Printed booklet o f song settings (collection)
B29 Anon Flark the pipe (Song for soprano and keyboard)
B30 Naumann Tutto per Amore Fragment of opera score
B31 C.F. Ebers Musikalisches Wochenblatt: three copies of Sonnett auf das 
hochst erfreuliche Geburtsfest regierenden Koniginn von 
Preussen.
B32 Anon Kuhreigen zum 16ten Briefe Song for sop. flute and keyboard
The last sequence of materials, labelled Zerbster Musikstube, Anhang 9990.2, which also 
contains Fasch materials, is largely made up o f small keyboard and instrumental pieces whose 
origins remain unclear. M any o f these items are incomplete, single parts and covers o f larger 
works, some of which are listed in  sequence A  or B above There is also a set of parts o f 
R ollig ’s cantata Ich bin gewifi, prepared by Christoph Beinicke in 1908 to go with the score 
A 47  above.
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C h a p t e r  3
The Zerbst Kapellmeisters
3 .1  Johann Paul Kun(t)zen: ?Kapellmeister 1718-1719
Prior to 1718, there was no full-tim e Kapellmeister attached to the Court o f Zerbst: visiting 
musicians fulfilled the role on an ad hoc basis. For one year 1718-19 the young Kunzen (or 
Kuntzen) (1696-1757) may have been engaged as the first permanent Kapellmeister, i As an 
organist, violinist and composer Kun(t)zen had shown great potential at an early age. Bom in 
Leisnig, Saxony he was already deputising on the organ for Leisnig’s organist at the age of 
nine. He distinguished himself on the violin and keyboard instruments whilst at school in 
Torgau (from 1705) and Freiberg. From 1716-1718 he was a student in Leipzig where he was 
influenced by Kuhnau and Telemann. He was later admitted to the Opera orchestra and stood 
in as organist at the Nicolaikirche during the absence o f Vetter. During this time he undertook 
a tour through WeiBenfels, Gera, Gotha and Merseburg.2 It  has been reported that in 1718, 
Kuntzen, still only 22 years o f age, was ‘brought to Zerbst by order o f the Prince’ as 
Kapellmeister;3 although no evidence can be found to substantiate this statement 4 the 1743 
Inventory confirms that some o f Kun(t)zen’s music survived in the Zerbst court collection.5
1 Biographical details (unless otherwise noted) come from Karstadt (1958) and (1980).
2 Thom (1984) p.74.
3 Kraft (1968) col. 1244-1247. (Kraft gives no source.)
4 Thom (1984) p.74. The only reference to his attachment to Zerbst is the statement Tn Zerbst, Dresden und
Hamburg bin icht mit dem Titel und Charakter eines Directoris Musices beehrt worden’ which comes in
the body of a complaint made by Kun(t)zen himself (dated 26.4.1736) about the reception of his music in 
Liibeck.
5 The 1743 Inventory lists an Overture for 2 violins, viola and cembalo (item no. 27), a concerto for 2 
violins, viola and cembalo (item no.93) and six sonatas for solo violin (item no. 16).
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The following year he went to Wittenberg,6 and thence to Dresden where he was apparently 
offered the post of Kapellmeister by the Queen 7 However, in 1723 Kun(t)zen was appointed 
director o f Hamburg Opera where he performed a Passion at Easter and several operas of his 
own 8 Eventually he was appointed o f organist at the Marienkirche, Liibeck in 1732 (only the 
second organist to succeed Buxtehude) where he was also active as a conductor and composer. 
His greatest achievement seems to have been the Abendmusiken for Liibeck which according 
to Kantor Caspar Reutz (1750) was held to have brought the form to its zenith.9 Further 
Passions were composed in 1750 (Der ju r die Siinde des Volks dahingegebene Jesus - oratorio 
after the four gospels), 1750-1 (Der glaubigen Seele wehmuthige Beherzigung des bittern aber 
heilbringenden Leidens und Sterbens Jesu Christi), and in 1754.
3 .2  Johann Baptist Kuch: Kapellm eister 1718-1722
In  1719, Johann Baptist Kuch was engaged as the first full-tim e Kapellmeister. Little seems to 
be known o f Kuch, and the circumstances o f his leaving Zerbst are unusual. Bom  in 
Hamburg, in 1713 he worked in in the courts o f WeiBenfels and Zeitz where he gained 
experience o f composition.10 He was recommended to M oritz W ilhelm  of Sachsen-Zeitz but 
took up a position at Bayreuth from where he probably came to Zerbst.11 Kuch seems to have 
left Zerbst overnight without warning to avoid a breach o f promise of marriage suit brought 
against him by a certain M aria Agnes Amelang via the Zerbst Konsistorium.12 This left the
6 Engelke (1908) p. 29. ‘Ein vomehmer Kaufmann hatte ihn auf Befehl des Fiirsten mit nach Zerbst 
gebracht, wo er sofort engagiert wurde. “Weil aber die Umstande kein gar zu grosses Gluck 
versprachen, so begab er sich von da nach Wittenberg; nachdem er sich gleichwohl langer als ein Jahr in 
Zerbst aufgehalten hatte.
7 Sains bury Dictionary of Musicians, Vol. 2, p. 29.
8 Thanks to the inference that it was performed in Hamburg Opera house, it is safe to assume that the
Passion composed in Hamburg 1723 was a lyrical work. It was performed again in Liibeck in 1733.
9 Karstadt (1980) pp. 310-311. Although Buelow (1993b) p. 212 suggests that no composer matched the
distinction of the music that he produced for these concerts.
1° Engelke (1908) pp. 29-30. There is no reference to Kuch in Werner (1911), suggesting that he was not a 
full-time member of the WeiBenfels Kapelle.
11 Ibid. p. 30.
12 Kuch is alledged to have made a promise of marriage in 1716. - ‘So bliihte die Kapelle zur Freude des 
Hofes, als eines Nachts der Kapellmeister Kuch heimlich aus Zerbst entwich. Seit 1716 schwebte gegen ihn 
ein Prozess wegen eines Ehegelobnisses, den das Konsitorium, dem Drangen der tiefgekrankten Maria 
Agnes Amelang nachgebend, 1722 zu Ende zu fiihren drohte.’ - Engelke (1908) p. 30.
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court without a director and and the search for a replacement began immediately.
Despite the paucity of information, K uch’s importance should not be underestimated. His 
appointment coincided with the rapid growth o f the Kapelle and the establishment o f a full 
programme of liturgical music in the SchloBkirche. The report o f the inauguration service of 
the SchloBkirche, one of his earliest duties, has been described in Chapter 2 above. For the 
Easter period following his appointment he prepared the first of the cycle o f Passions that were 
performed in the centre until 1764 and he must also be credited with the composition of the first 
three Passions performed in Zerbst in 1720-22 (St Matthew, St M ark and St Luke - see 
Chapter 4). O f his skills as a composer we know very little since only one work, a suite in F  
for cembalo, (manuscript not dated, 2 copies in differing keys) has survived. 13 Engelke 
reports seeing parts o f a German Te Deum at the turn of the century, though makes no 
comment on the music its e lf /4 and to printed textbooks of two cantatas in the collection of 
‘Herm Musikdirektor Preitz’ (Das ist ein kostlich Ding and Siehe ich will einen Engel senden 
- both composed in 1721).15 The 1743 Inventory lists a Sonata for flute solo with cembalo16 
and Waschke refers to several works for which Kuch received 18 T h a le rs /7
18 in the Bibliothek des Mariengymnasiums zu Jever. A microfilm ol" the work is available from the 
Deutsches Musikgeschichtliches Archiv, Kassel, 4/141 (78//234).
14 Possibly item A42 in the Zerbster Musikstube - Engelke clearly had sight of parts of the piece: ‘von Kuch 
find ich noch Stimmen zu einem deutschen Te deum, die Fasch spater eigenhandig vermehrte.’ (Engelke 
(1908-9) p.277.)
15 Ibid. p. 43.
16 Ibid. p. 73. item 4.
17 ‘Der Kapelldirector Kuch scheint durch eigene Kompositionen das Fest verschont zu haben, da unter den 
Ausgaben sich 18 Thaler befinden, die ihm zur Beihilfe gewahrt wurden, daer einige Sachen habe drucken 
lassen.4 Waschke (1908a) p.4
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3 .3  Johann Friedrich Fasch: K apellm eister 1722-1758
3 .3 .1  1688-1712
Johann Friedrich Fasch (1688-1758)18 was descended from an old Thuringian family. His 
father was Friedrich Georg Fasch, Rektor in Buttelstadt when J.F. Fasch was bom. His father 
was later appointed Rektor at Suhl. No date is given for this though J.F. Fasch states in his 
autobiography that ‘when I was nine I began to sing the descant part in the church music of 
Suhl and by the time I  was ten I was quite proficient.’ i 9 Friedrich Georg Fasch died c 1700,20 
and the young J.F. Fasch was brought up by his mother who had moved to live with her 
brother, a chaplain in Teuchem. During winter 1700-1701 Fasch went to Leipzig to become a 
student under Kuhnau at the Thomasschule in 1701. Fasch mentions practising the clavier but 
being unable to pay for lessons. W hen he was in the 2nd level (in der zweite Classe ), he 
composed cantatas to the poetry of Hunold which, in his own opinion, were not lacking in 
invention.2 1 Fasch admitted the influence of Telemann in his autobiography: ‘Finally I had 
the audacity, since Telemann overtures were well-known, to try my hand at this form. I 
composed one and since the 6th Form students (highest class) had a collegium musicum , I put 
Telemann’s name to the work and gave it to them for rehearsal; to my joy  they thought that it 
was by him. Let me take this opportunity to confess publicly that I  had learned everything at 
that time from  the works o f my most esteemed and beloved friend, Kapellmeister Telemann, 
because for me they, especially the overtures, constantly served as models.’22
According to Engelke, records reveal that Fasch began studies at the University of Leipzig 
during the Summer o f 1708. (Engelke concludes that these were in jurisprudence following the 
trend of musicians o f the time.) Fasch himself says nothing of his studies but continues to
13 a) Primary sources of biographical detail The earliest source is Walther’s article ‘Fasch, Johann Friedrich’,
in Musikalisches Lexicon, p. 240. Leipzig: 1732. Fasch’s autobiography appeared in Marpurg’s
Historische-kritische Beytrdge zur Aufiiahme der Musik. Ill (1757) pp. 124-129. (This was then reprinted 
in the article ‘Die franzosische Ouvertiire - Orchestersuite - in der ersten Halfte des 18. Jahrhunderts1
Musikalisches Wochenblatt 30, 1899.) Other early sources, both based on the autobiography, include
Hiller (1784), and Gerber (1812/14). b) Modern literature on Fasch’s biography Engelke (1908), and 
Waschke (1906). Pfeiffer (1987) and (1994) brings together all the modem research into Fasch biography
and musical sources.
19 Autobiography.
20 Engelke (1908) p. 13.
21 Autobiography.
22 ibid.
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describe his musical activities. He formed a collegium musicum which met in his quarters at 
the University at first but which moved to Lehmann’s Kaffeehaus as its membership 
increased.23 The collegium musicum became more and more successful. Fasch ‘had the 
satisfaction of seeing it grow ever stronger, and his reputation grew with his concerts; so that, 
if  the students had to serenade an incoming chief chaplain to a prince, or wanted to celebrate the 
birthday o f a Burgomaster, Fasch composed the music and performed it .’24 Fasch’s 
collegium musicum became so successful that German musicologists now regard it, and not 
Telemann’s society, as the ancestor o f the regular public concerts given in the Gewandhaus 
from the end of the 18th century.25
Fasch’s reputation was beginning to grow and commissions came his way. ‘In  my third 
academic year (1710-11) I  received from  the high Ducal Marshal’s office of Zeitz the gracious 
order from  his Highness to undertake the direction o f the opera there and the composition of an 
opera for the Peter-and-Paul-Fair in Naumburg.’ It  was apparently upon the recommendation 
of Johann David Heinichen that Duke M oritz W ilhelm  von Sachsen-Zeitz turned to Fasch. 
Heinichen, who had been most successful in producing operas for Naumburg and Zeitz, was 
now departing for Italy and fe lt that Fasch could assume some of his former duties. Fasch 
took up the offer and the two operas written for Ze itz  and Naumburg in 1711, Clomire and 
Lucius Verus , must have been successful since he was commanded to compose two more in 
1712. He produced one, Dido, and gave the commission o f the second to his friend Gottfried 
Heinrich Stolzel.
Upon his return to Leipzig in 1712, Fasch took some important decisions. ‘ [I] began to 
consider what might happen by continuing to compose without rules and plan and then I 
remembered Kapellmeister Graupner in Darmstadt who had been my prefect at the 
Thomasschule and who had liked me, and so I decided shortly to go to him in the hopes of
23 In 1702, Telemann also founded a collegium musicum which gave regular concerts for which he composed 
music. Fasch apparently also joined Telemann’s collegium musicum along with Stolzel. In 1704, when a 
new organ had been installed in the Neukirche, Telemann applied for the post of organist, promising his 
prospective employers that he would take on the duties of musical director of the church (which was still at 
that lime the University Church) and that his student collegium musicum would give concerts of sacred 
music on feast days and fair days, all for no extra remuneration.
24 Hiller (1784) p.60.
23 Telemann’s collegium musicum eventually was taken over by Gerlach while Fasch’s group became the
‘Akademischen Orchester’ of Leipzig University. Pfeiffer (1994) p. 18.
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acquiring from him a foundation in composition.’26 And so Fasch set out on a long trip to 
study composition, taking in the courts o f Zeitz, Gera, Gotha, Eisenach, Miihlhausen and 
Kassel where he spent the W inter. Next spring he continued on through Marpurg, GieBen and 
Frankfurt, finally arriving in Darmstadt. There he spent fourteen weeks with Graupner and 
Gottfried Griinewald being ‘ instructed by both in composition most faithfully without being 
charged the slightest amount.’27 Engelke regards 1712 as the end o f Fasch’s first period of 
creativity.28
3 .3 .2  1713-1722
From Darmstadt, Fasch returned to Kassel, and travelled through Suhl and Bamberg to 
Niimberg, where he became acquainted w ith Kapellmeister Georg Heinrich Bum m ler who 
engaged Fasch as violinist for the 1714 Carnival in Bayreuth. A fter leaving Bayreuth and 
travelling through Suhl again, Fasch reached Gera where between 1715 and 1719 he was 
employed as a secretary (Seeretair und Cammerschreiber). For the next two years he was 
organist and town clerk (Stadtschreiber) in Greiz29 where he also acted as director of music 
for performances o f church music.30 In  Greiz Fasch married the daughter o f the Archdeacon 
Laurentius. She presented him with a daughter Sophie (28 January 1720) but died the same 
year (presumably in childbirth).3 1 The earliest known Fasch cantatas date from  this period 
and there are records o f several payments to Fasch for the provision of compositions.32
In  1721 Fasch accepted the post o f Kapellmeister in the court o f Count W enzel M orzin  in 
Prague. He devoted himself to composition and worked with the court orchestra, one that had 
earned V iva ld i’s praise. However, after only six months he was offered the post o f 
Kapellmeister at Zerbst. His friend Stolzel (Kapellmeister at Gotha) recommended Fasch for 
the vacant post and acted as mediator. Fasch was reluctant at first to take the new position:
28 Autobiography.
27 Ibid.
28 Engelke (1908) pp. 26-7.
29 and not Zeitz as Fasch himself writes - Greiz is confirmed by Parish records. Adrio (1954) col. 1859.
30 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 30. See also the preface to Was der Geld mangel aus jiir tdgl.Kammer Machet. Briefe, 
Johann Friedrich Fasch betrefeud ed. Konstanze Musketa Anhaltische Verlagsgeselschaft, Dessau 1997.
31 Ibid. p. 31.
32 / bid. p. 32.
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[I] declined this call from  Gotha twice until finally the third letter appeared with a letter 
enclosed from my father-in-law, the Archdeacon Laurentius of Zeitz [Greiz] 33 with  
whom my daughter lives. Since he strongly urged me to accept the Zerbst position I, to 
the greatest displeasure of the Count, left there in the summer o f 1722 and most humbly 
accepted this position for a gracious sum of 4 0 0  Thaler plus a wispel of R ye 3 4
3 . 3 . 3  1 7 2 2 - 1 7 5 8
He entered the service of the Court o f Zerbst on Michaelis (19 September 1722). It  was ironic 
that, according to his autobiography, Fasch had been in his new post barely eight weeks when 
he received two letters in succession from  Burgermeister and Hojrath Lange of Leipzig, 
informing him of the vacancy left by Kuhnau o f one o f the most prestigious Kantorships in  
Germany. Whether Fasch actively sought an appointment is not known. The proceedings of 
the Tow n Council of Leipzig pertaining to the appointment reveal that Fasch’s name had been 
before the council as one o f the possible candidates since 14 July. Telemann was unanimously 
approved for the Cantorship even though he had expressly declined the teaching duties in the 
Thomasschule. The minutes o f 2nd November began by noting Telemann’s withdrawal (he 
had remained in Hamburg, having been able to renegotiate his terms o f employment there) and 
by listing seven names, including Fasch’s, from  whom the Council hoped to make an 
appointment. Fasch seems to have been a strong contender and probably favoured since the 
notes refer to him as ‘ein geschickter Mensch’ (a skilled person). I t  was agreed to invite 
Fasch, J.C. Rolle and A .C .Tufen for examinations in Music and teaching. Fasch declined, 
stating in his autobiography ‘ it was, however, not possible for me to leave my most generous 
domain.’ The Leipzig council minutes o f 21 December began by noting that there were two 
new applicants (Graupner and Bach) and that ‘Fasch, however, had stated he could not 
teach.’35
The first year at Zerbst proved to be a particularly busy one for Fasch:
Already in the first church year from  1722-1723 I had to compose a double year’s 
issue for the morning and afternoon divine-services, thus, when each minor feast day
33 Fasch confuses the towns of Zeitz and Greiz in his autobiography.
34 Autobiography
35 Sheldon (1968) pp. 23-4.
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occurred, I would compose four church pieces in that same week; moreover, also a 
powerful Passion [eine starke Passion ] and three serenatas followed on high [ducal] 
birthdays.36
In 1727, Fasch undertook another trip to to Dresden. It  turned out to be an eventful trip, since 
he met and became engaged in GrolBkmehlen to Johanna Helena Simers, whom he married on 
21 July 1728. Tw o sons and a dauhgter resulted from this union, Johanna Friedericke (71730- 
post 1758), August Friedrich Christian (bom  1735) and Karl Friedrich Christian (1736-1800).
J.F. Fasch remained Kapellmeister at Zerbst for the remainder o f his life. Gerber makes 
mention o f three ‘offers’ (Vorschlage ) that Fasch received during this period. The most 
important was his application for the post o f Kantor at Freiberg, made vacant by Doles who 
had succeeded Harrer as Kantor of Leipzig . Fasch was one of five applicants. In his letter of 
application (dated 29.10.1755) Fasch states ‘ [If]...some instruction o f students is involved in 
this vacant position then [I should point out], however, that because o f so much brain work in 
positions I  have had up to now and because o f lack o f practise, I  have have forgotten most of 
what I  once knew concerning the Latin language.’37 Doles himself had been in some disputes 
with the Freiberg Council concerning teaching. W ith  this, coupled with Fasch’s age (67 
years), it is not surprising that his application was unsuccessful.
Fasch was a prolific composer who was w idely respected in Germany in the first half o f the 
century. ‘His reputation seems to have been the equal o f his teacher Graupner’s and almost as 
widespread as his friend’s Telem ann’s.’38 Manuscripts o f Fasch’s works in the hands of 
Christoph Graupner, Johann Georg Pisendel and J.S. Bach are evidence o f the distribution of 
his compositions and an indication o f the standing o f his music in Germany, despite his 
somewhat isolated existence in Zerbst. Bach copied his works to both study and perform  
them with the Leipzig collegium musicum and Telemann performed a cycle of Fasch’s 
cantatas in Hamburg in 1733. Fasch provided liturgical works for both the Lutheran tradition
33 Engelke (1908-9) p. 278. ‘Hier hatte ich gleich in dem ersten Kirchenjahre von 1722 bis 23 einen doppelten
Jahrgang auf den Vor- und Nachmittag des Gottesdienstes zu componieren, daher bey jedem kleinen
Festtage, der mir einfiele, ich selbige Woche 4  Kirchenstlicke componierte; hierzu kam noch eine
starke Passion und 3 Serenaten zu den hohen Geburtstagen’
37 Sheldon (1968) pp. 29 translating Georg Schunemann ‘Die Bewerber und Freiberger Kanlorat 1556-1758.’ 
Archiv fiir Musikwissenschaft I. 1918. pp. 202-204.
38 Sheldon (1972) p. 92.
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and for performance in the Catholic Court of Dresden. He composed fu ll settings of masses 
which he sent to Pisendel and Zelenka and he either reduced these to missae breves or utilised 
single movements from them for performance in the Zerbst SchloBkirche. Some of the most 
important works that he composed for Dresden were the five Marian Psalms (D ix it Dominus 
etc.)39 Fasch may have produced possibly more than 700 cantatas, of which the music of 
clOO survives. It has been generally thought that, from 1740 onwards the increasingly unwell 
Fasch stopped composing church music and concentrated on instrumental music. However, 
from the evidence presented below and and Barbara Reuls’ recent studies would suggest 
otherwise.40 His output also covered all the principal instrumental genres of the time 
including overtures, symphonies, partitas and quartet-sonatas. . ..
3 .4  Johann Georg Rollig: Kapellm eister 17587-1790
Johann Georg Rollig (1710-1790)41 was bom on 20 November in BerggieBhiibel, near.
Pima, Saxony, some 20 kilometres south-east o f Dresden. Between 1727 and 1735 (i.e. 
between the ages o f 17 and 25) he was a pupil at the Dresden Kreuzschule where he studied 
(theory) under Karl Hartwich (1709-1750, later Music Director at Z itta u )42 composition with 
T.C . Reinhold (who was Kantor) and cello. H e was able, through his friendship with
39 Discussed and edited by William Henry Stevens (1981).
40 The view that Fasch stopped composing sacred music from 1740 is presented in Stevens (1981) and Pfeiffer 
(1987) Vol.I, pp. 186-8. The evidence of the St John Passion discussed below (dating from cl748) and
in Reul (1996), which shows that he produced a new cantata cycle, Von der Nachfolge Christi (Text: 
Uffenbach) 1751/2 which was repeated again in 1755/6 shows clearly that he was producing major works 
in the last decade of his life.
41 Unlike Fasch, who enjoyed some considerable fame in his lifetime, there is remarkably little material on 
his successor in Zerbst. a) Primary sources of biographical details and information on Rollig’s 
compositions: The earliest source is Rollig’s own short autobiography found on the door of the organ 
pipes in the SchoBkirche and reproduced in both of Waschke’s articles (1908b) pp. 6-7, and (1906) p. 55.
An early secondary source, Eitner Q, is probably the only other important source of information on the life 
and works of Rollig.
b) Modem literature: Preitz (n.d.), Waschke (1906) pp.47ff., and Dieter Hiirtwig’s (1963) and (1980) 
articles on Rollig largely reproduce Eitner. (As a result, the work lists in Hiirtwig’s articles are very 
incomplete.) Hartwig (1980) has been updated by the author (for the forthcoming edition) with a 
grealiy expanded worklist (which is reproduced below with commentary). A Thematic Catalogue of the 
Works of Johann Georg Rollig which includes a critical commentary of the entire ouevre is also currently 
being prepared by the author.
42 Eitner Q Bd. 8, p.273. According to Hartwig (1980), the composer studied the piano, organ and cello 
which seems remarkable for the time, ‘piano’ most probably being a mis-translation of ‘Klavier’: Hartwig 
(1963) states ‘auBerdem bei Karl Hartwich, dem spateren Zittauer MD., der ihn auch im Kl.-Spiel 
unterwies.’
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Zelenka, to develop his compositional technique further, especially his handling of the 
orchestra. By this time he was composing both church and instrumental music. He left 
Dresden in about 1735 and enrolled at the University o f Leipzig to study Theology for two and 
a half years43 matriculating on 21 .6 .1736.44 Here he presumably made contact with J.S. 
Bach, since there were (until W W II)45 65 cantatas by Rollig in the Thomasschule library and 
R ollig ’s St Matthew Passion was performed in Leipzig c 1737.46 Prince Johann August von 
Anhalt-Zerbst heard Rollig play the organ in Leipzig and appointed him court organist and 
chamber musician (cellist) at Zerbst in 1737. Rollig also took on the duties of copyist in 
Zerbst, replacing Wagner who had recently died (on 13 July 1737)47
Hockh. often deputised for the ailing Fasch.48 Exactly when Rollig became the fourth 
Kapellmeister is not clear though it would appear this this took place by 1760, ie. prior to the 
death of Johanna Elisabeth ( ‘Ftirst. Frau Mutter’ ) when she amalgamated the posts of organist 
and Kapellmeister.49 R ollig ’s autobiography states that he was promoted to vice- 
Kapellmeister by Christian August after the death o f Johann August (in  1742) and to acting 
Kapellmeister and councillor by the last Prince (Friedrich August) and Dowager Princess. The 
promotion to full Kapellmeiter is confirmed in the 1761 Breitkopf non-thematic catalogue.53
Few personal details survive except that he was twice married, for the second time on 21 July
43 Waschke (1908a) pp. 6-7 and Preitz (n.d.) p. 181. (Presumably also from Rollig’s autobiography) and 
‘several years’ - Hartwig (1963). Important parallels can be drawn, therefore, between Rollig and 
Homilius who was bom in 1714, trained in Dresden and who matriculated in Law at Leipzig in 1735.
44 Rollig is referred to as: ‘Joh. Geo. RoIIich Berggieshiibelen’ in Die jiingeren Matrikel der Universitat 
Leipzig (1559-1809) vol. 3, Leipzig 1909. ed. Georg Erler.
45 Eitner Q
46 Schering (1941) p. 175.
47 Pfeiffer’s statement ‘Tod des Notisten Johann Gott. Wagner; seine Stelle erhalt der aus Leipzig kommende 
J.G. Rollig’ (in Pfeiffer (1987) Zeitafel. No. 1. p.30.) suggests that Rollig became one of the team of 
copyists employed by the Court. However, in his survey of the Zerbst copyists Pfeiffer has not identified 
any surviving manuscripts which are in the hand of Rollig.
48 Hartwig (1980) The title page of Sey du mein Atifang und mein Elide calls him ‘Concertmeister’ though 
clearly Hockh was the Zerbst Konzertmeister during Fasch’s lifetime. (Hartwig is in error in suggesting 
that the reference to Rollig being ‘Concertmeister' is in the 1761 Breitkopf Non-Thematic Catalogue.)
49 ‘Von dernachhersuccedirten Dchl. Fursten als vice Kapellmeister und von mein Ietzten Dchl. Fiirsten und 
Herren und defien Hochstseeligsten fiirstl. Frau Mutter als wiirklicher [‘acting-’] Kapellmeister und Rat, 
gnadigst declariret, den Organisten Dienst aber mit beybehalten....’ Waschke (1908b) p.6 and Preitz (n.d.) 
p. 181.
50 Breitkopf (1761) p. 21.
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1748 to Johanna Karoline Unger, daughter o f Simon Unger (a Zerbst Hoftnusicus ), and that 
neither marriage produced offspring.5 1
According to the short aubiography on the door o f the organ of the SchloBkirche, Rollig  
undertook to teach clavier to several o f the Zerbst princes and princesses. For two years in the 
period before she left the court to become the Tzarina Katharina I I ,  Rollig  was music teacher to 
Princess Sophie Auguste Friederike. ( Rollig  also composed a dramapermusica to celebrate 
her marriage to Peter o f Russia.)52 In  addition, he taught Prince Friedrich August for three 
years, Frau Gemahlin Karoline (von Hessen-Kassel) for 3 years, the Hochfurstlich Dchl. von 
Cothen and Pless Dchl. furstliche Frau Gehmahlin in Miinchen-Nienburg an der Saale for 
one year each.
3 . 4 . 1  Compositional output
3 . 4 . 1 . 1  Sources
Since only a fraction o f R o llig ’s compositional output survives, the fu ll extent o f his activity as 
a composer can only be speculated from  surviving bibliographical sources. The composer was 
active in a number of fields, including the Lutheran cantata and liturgical Passion, the mass, 
celebratory choral works, concerto, symphony, suite/partita and sonata. Rollig  himself, in his 
short autobiography, stated that he had composed ‘much church music and other musical 
pieces which are presented to the musical world to see’ 53 Information about R o llig ’s output 
can be gleaned from the following bibliographical sources:
1) 1743 inventory 54
Rollig was still a relative newcomer to Zerbst when the inventory was made, yet there 
was already a significant number o f entries o f his works in  the Hofkapelle library: 
three sets of mass movements and two symphonies. Some o f these are believed to be
51 Waschke (1906) pp.55-56.
52 Pfeiffer (1994) p.54 and Autobiography.
53 '...viele Kirchen und andere musicalische Stiicken componiret, und der musical[ischen] Welt vor Augen 
gelegt.’ Autobiography.
54 Inventarverzeichnis der “Concert-Stube" des Zerbster Schlosses, aufgestellt im Jahr 1743. See section 2.6 
for a description of this source.
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extant (see discussion below).
2) The three sets of Breitkopf catalogues:55
Breitkopf’s Thematic catalogues (T ) (Four Parts and sixteen supplements)56 are 
amongst the first to include short incipits o f the works listed which provides an 
invaluable tool to enable works to be linked with composers. Works by Rollig are 
listed in the 1763, 1765 and 1766 editions
TheNon-Thematic Catalogues^ (N T ), as Barry S. Brook describes,58 ‘are closely 
. . related to their thematic counterparts and often furnish more detailed inform ation... 
about individual composers or works.’59 Works by Rollig appear in the first three 
catalogues of Group I I ,  the ‘Catalogue of [Manuscript] Musical works for Practical 
Performance...’60 which was published in four parts in 1761, 1764, 1770 and 1780.
The 1836 Auction catalogue (A )6 1
Breitkopf disposed o f a great amount of manuscript material which had no further 
commercial value including many master sets from which copies for sale were made.
As w ill be demonstrated below, listed in this publication are a number of R ollig ’s 
works which appear to have been listed previously in the 18th century Thematic and
88 He is referred to variously as ‘Rollig’ (and ‘Roellig’), ‘Roellig, Musico in Dresda.’ (or just ‘Roeilig, in 
Dresda’), ‘Rollig Minore’ ‘Roellig Jun. in Dresda’, ‘Sigr. Roellig, jun’ and just ‘R’ The addendum 
‘Junior,’ ‘minore’ and ‘musica in Dresda’ may well be to distinguish the younger composer from Christian 
August Rollig, Hofcantor in Dresden 1728-1747 to whom no works are known to be ascribed. However, 
as if to confuse the situation, the title page of a mass setting in Stockholm Royal Library' refers to 
‘Roellig/maggiore’ as the composer.
86 Reprinted with preface by Barry S. Brook (1966)
87 Breitkopf (1761).
88 Brook (1966).
89 Ibid. p.xi, gives as an example two entries for a work by Gebel, in ‘T ’ 1762 and in ‘NT’1761, where the 
‘NT’ entry provides far more biographical information about the composer.
80 The 1761, 1764 and 1780 editions have the following title: Verzeichniss Musicalischer Werke, allein zur 
Praxis, sowohl zum Singen, als fiir alle Instrumente, welche nicht durch den Druck bekannt gemacht 
worden, in Hire gehorige Classen ordenllich eigentheilet; welche in richtigen Abschriften bey. in Leipzig, 
um beystehende Preisse zu bekommen sitid in Louis d ”ors a 5 Thlr. The 1770 edition reads the same except 
for ‘Bernh. Christoph Breitkopf & Sohn ’
81 Verzeichniss geschriebener und gedruckter Musikaiien aller Gattungen, welche am I. Juni 1836 und 
folgenden Tagen, Vormittags von 9-11 Uhr und Naclunittags von 3-5 Uhr von Breitkopf & Hdrtel in ihrem 
Geschdftslocale zu Leipzig unter Notariatshand gegen baare Zahlung in Preuss. Courant an den 
Meistbietenden verkauft werden sollen. Breitkopf & Hartel, Leipzig 1836.
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Non-Thematic catalogues.
3) O th e r  b ib lio g ra p h ic a l re ferences, eg former holdings in Thomasschule library.
One of the achievements of this study has been to increase greatly our knowledge of Rollig ’s 
oeuvre ; a comparison between the worklists attached to Hartwig’s articles and the worklist to 
be included in the forthcoming new edition o f New Grove is illuminating 62 i n Grove 6 
(1980), Hartwig listed: four [three] cantatas,63 four motets, 64 a St Matthew Passion, Festo 
Jacobi,65 a Sanctus 1743, and 65 cantatas formerly in D-LEt and as well as number o f - 
instrumental works of works (suggested to be all in SWl ): 14 symphonies, 25 concerti, 6 trios 
(for fl,vn,b), 9 trios (for hn,ob,bn) 2  Parthias (i. 2 fl, 2vn, b and ii. 2fl, 2 vn, va, b), 24  
minuets and 12 Polonaises. 66 (The discussion below w ill detail the sources o f these works 
and describes the further works which have been identified.) However, confirmed sources are 
extant for 19 cantatas (a further 7  lost works can be named), 2 Passion settings, 2 settings o f 
parts o f the mass, 2 motets, a serenata (2  other occasional choral works are lost), 5 concertos 
(whilst a further 9 are listed in the catalogues), 4  symphonies (a further 12 can be identified), 5 
partitas (38 Parthias are listed in ‘T* 1763 and ‘T ’ 1765), a quartet-sonata, a set of 24 minuets 
and trios with 12 polonaises and a viola duet. As many as 53 chamber works in the form of 
the suite (including partitas and divertimenti) can be identified from existing sources and entries 
for works now lost in the Breitkopf catalogues.
R ollig ’s works are widely distributed in Germany, Austria, Denmark and Sweden. As one 
might expect there are a number o f works in in the Zerbster Musikstube in Oranienbaum 
D-ORB, and others with the other major collection o f Zerbst materials in Halle D-HAmi.
62 The new work list has been compiled by the author.
63 The cantatas Sei du mein Anfang und mein Ende, Gottfahrt mit Jauchzen aufi Riihmet seinen heiligen 
Namen. It seems that Hartwig had not established that of the four sources he referred to in Vienna, the 
score in A-Wgm  (Sei du mein Anfang ) corresponds to the sets of parts of one of the works in A-Wn, i.e. 
only three works were represented by the four sources (as is clear in Eitner Q).
64 All four works called ‘motet’ in Hartwig’s worklist (Es ist euch gut dass ich hingehe, Alle die Goltselig 
leben wollen, Das Volk so im Finstern wandelt (A-\Vn ) and Gott mein Trost (D-B)) are, in fact, 
cantatas. See discussion below.
65 The cantata Ich bin gewifi 1739.
66 In fact only the minuets and polonaises are in SWl.
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Various collections containing works o f Rollig  have been acquired by major German provincial 
libraries, including Berlin D-Bd, Dresden D-Dlb, Leipzig D-LEm , Rostock D-ROu, 
Schwerin D-SWl and Koln D-Knu, and the presence of items in some smaller church 
archives such as Crimmitschau D-Cr and Rheda D-RH 67 gives hints as to the extent o f the 
distribution of his works in the 18th century. A  number of items can be found in the libraries 
of non-German-speaking countries: two items are in Danish libraries (a cantata in Arhus DK-A 
and a partita in Copenhagen DK-Kk ) and in Sweden (Lund S-L, Stockholm SKma, and 
Uppsala S-Uu ) 68 can be found sources for concerti, partitatas, cantatas and a mass. Only 
one item survives in print, a motet published by W eimar, a copy of which is in London GB- 
Lbm and Leipzig D-Lem.69 A  fu ll list o f the sources is given below.
3 . 4 . 1 . 2  Instrumental works
The assessment of the number o f instrumental works composed by Rollig is confused by the 
entries in the Breitkopf Catalogues, the principal source o f information. A  similar 
concordance between the ‘T ’ and ‘N T ’ catalogues to that pointed out by Brook (where the ‘T ’ 
1762 catalogues list an item offered for sale the previous year in ‘N T ’ 1761) can be found in 
the entries o f Rolligs works. However, with the paucity o f information available on the music 
itself in ‘N T ’ , a positive correlation is difficult.
67 Cantata, Daran is erscheinen die Liebe Gottes, in the library of St Laurentiuskirche, Crimmitschau and a 
Symphony in C, Rheda 646 (in the collection of the Fiirstlich zu Benlheim-Teckienburgische 
Musikbibliothek Rheda).
68 Since the Trauercantata was performed in Zerbst to commemorate the memory of the Swedish King and 
other works related to the Swedish royal family, there was clearly a link between the two courts. Further 
research is required to explain this link.
69 Versuch von kleinen leichten Motetten und Arien verschiedener Komponisten J'iir Schul- und Singechdre 
herausgegeben... von G.P. Weimar. Zweyter Theil; auf die Fasten, Leichen- und Dank-Fdlle eingerichtet. 
Leipzig 1785. p.48-54.
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Table 3.1 - The relationship of Rollig entries in various Breitkopf catalogues 
Thematic (T) Non-Thematic (NT) 1836 Auction (A)
1 1763 6 ’Sinfonie...Racc.l'
6 'Sinfonie...Racc.ll' 
1766 1 'Sinfonie' 13
-
13 'Sinfonien1
13'
2 1763 3 fiute concertos
3
1761 2 flute concerti 
1764 1 flute concerto 3
2 flute concerti 
2 flute concerti
3 1763 2 oboe concerti 
1769 1 oboe concerto 3
1761 2 oboe concerti 
7 770 1 oboe concerto 3
3 oboe concerti
3
4 1763 1 bassoon concerto 1 1764 1 bassoon concerto 7 2 bassoon concertos 2 1
5 1763 3 keyboard concerti 3 1764 3 keyboard concerti 3 3 keyboard concerti 3>
6 1763 6 divertimenti 6 1761 6 divertimenti 6 i
7 1763 6 sonatas for fiute,
violin + Bass 6
1761 6 sonatas for flute,
violin + Bass 6
6 sonatas for fiute, 
violin + Bass 6‘:
8 - 1770 2 sonatas for flute,
violin + Bass 2
2 sonatas for flute, 
violin + Bass 2'
9 1763 2 partitas for cemb., 
violin and cello 2
1764 2 terzetti for cemb.,
violin and cello 2
\
i
|
10 1763 3 partitas for harp, 
flute, violin +  bass
3
1761 1 partita for harp, 
flute, violin +  bass 
1761 1 partita for harp, 
violin +  bass 
1770 1 partita for harp,
flute, violin +  bass 3
!
!
i
I
11 1765 6 'Suites... a7... race V ’ 
2 clarini (or 2 hn), 2ob, 2 bn
6
1764 6 suites for 2 clarini (or 
2 hn), 2 ob, 2 bn.
6
i;
12 1765 3 partitas a6 race VI 3 1764 3 suites with oboes 3 ' ' ......... ......... "  jl
The clearest correlaton is between listings o f the symphonies where thirteen are listed in ‘T ’ 
(1763 and 1766) and presumably the same thirteen symphonies appear again in * A \  In  
addition, two symphonies are listed in the 1743 Inventory. W hile  one is for pairs o f oboes, 
homs and strings, and therefore possibly one o f three from item 3 below, the use of trumpets 
in the other (listed as item 5 in Table 3.2 below) suggests that it is yet another work. Gerber 
states that Rollig composed 14 symphonies, a figure that Preitz and Hartwig reproduce; five  
survive but as many as 17 might be accounted for:
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T a b le  3. 2 T h e  S ym phonies
1-6 ‘V I  Sinfonie... Raccolta T  (for strings):70 nos.1-5 (in Bb, D , A , G, and 
G) are lost. There are six sources of No.6 in Bb : S-Skma, S~Sk, S-L and 
Hamosand Lanmuseet. (A ll the Swedish sources of No.6 are ascribed to the 
composer Fortunato Chelleri.)
7-12 ‘V I Sinfonie... Raccolta I I ’ : nos. 1 (in Bb - in S-L ) and 2 (in  D  - lost) for 2
horns and strings, no. 3 (in  G  - lost) for strings only and nos. 4, (in Eb - in
S-L), 5 (in  D  - lost) and 6 (in  D  - lost) for 2 oboes, 2 horns and strings.7 i
13. Symphony in D  fo r strings (lost).72
14. Symphony for 2  trumpets, 2 oboes and strings (before 1743 - lo s t). 73
15. String symphony in Eb (ca.1760) in D-LEm.
16. String symphony in C (ca.1760) in D-RH
17. Symphony in D  (2  oboes, 2 horns and strings) in S-Skma
As outlined above, Breitkopf catalogues appear to inflate the apparent number of concerti 
ascribed to Rollig. The number o f oboe and keyboard concerti (items 3 and 5 in Table 3.1 
above) corresponds in each o f ‘T \  ‘N T ’ and ‘A ’ . The exception is with the bassoon concerti 
(where ‘A ’ appears to be an aggregate o f the previous catalogues) and the flute concerti (where 
* T \  and ‘N T ’ appear to list the same number o f works, but ‘A ’ introduces a further one). 
Following this argument through, it would appear that the Breitkopf catalogues lists in total: 
four concerti for flute, three for oboe, two for bassoon and three for keyboard, giving a total of 
12.74 Together with the surviving scores, a total number o f concertos is: 4  for keyboard, 4  
for flute, 3 for oboe, 2 for bassoon, 2 for horn =  15 in total.
70 Title as Breitkopf. Incipits in ‘T ’ 1762 Part I, p.24. An entry is also included in the ‘NT’ 1761, p. 49.
71 Ibid.
72 Incipit in ‘T ’ Supplement I, 1766, p. 18. Brook (1966) p.218.
73 Engelke (1908) p. 70.
74 Adding ail the entries in the Thematic and Non-Thematic Catalogues together gives the highest possible 
number of works - 23 concertos, which, together with the items found in the German libraries in Schwerin 
and Berlin is very close to the figure quoted by Preitz of 24 concertos ‘for various instruments’ 
( ‘...vierundzwanzig Konzertstiicke fiir verschiedene Instrumente’ - Preitz (n.d.) p. 181.) and the 25 listed in 
Hartwig (1980).
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T a b le  3 .3  T h e  concerti
1. for flute:
a) Three flute concerti:75 nos. 1 and 3 (in C and G ) are lost, no.2 in G is
in S-Skma (F f O -R .)
b) Flute concerto in G  D-Swl. (M s 4527) (arr. o f oboe concerto in Bb 
no.2?)
c) Another concerto is listed in ‘ A  ’
2. for oboe:
a) Tw o oboe concerti:76 (n o .l in Bb and no.2 in Bb)
b) oboe concerto in C  77
3 . for bassoon:
a) Concerto in Bb for bassoon and strings 78
A  concerto for bassoon and strings is listed in ‘N T ’ (1764, p.54.) 
and 2  concerti for bassoon are listed in ‘A ’ (p. 43).
4 . for hom:
a) 2 concerti in Eb and D  in S-L  (Sammlung Wenster J: 14 and 15)
5 . for keyboard:
a) Three keyboard concerti:79 nos. 1 and 2 (in  C and G) are lost, no.3 in
Bb is in D-Bds (Mus.ms. 1863/8)
According to the various entries in Breitkopf, Rollig composed examples o f ‘Suite’ and 
‘Partita’ and sonata as well as some o f the late 18th-century instrumental forms, divertimento 
and trio (Terzetto). However, very little chamber music seems to have survived that can be 
ascribed to the composer: a set o f minuets and polonaises fo r strings and homs survives in 
copies in Schwerin,80 while one quartet sonata for violin, viola, bassoon and cello survives in 
Stockholm and a viola duet in Berlin.81
R ollig ’s main interest appears to have been in the Partita. Gerber states that Rollig compose 26
75 Incipits in ‘T’ Part III (1763) p.99.
76 Incipits in ‘T  Part III (1763) p.29.
77 Incipit i n ‘T ’ Supplement V (1769) p.25.
78 Incipits in ‘T’ Part III (1763) p.32.
79 Incipits in ‘T ’ Part IV (1763) p.21.
80 in ‘NT’ 1761 can be found entries for sets of 12 and 11 Polonaises, ‘a 2 Violini e basso’ which may refer 
to the latter set of manuscripts in Schwerin.
81 Quartet S-Skma E4-R; Duet for violas D-Bds 18638/5
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Parthias for several instruments.82 The true figure appears to be somewhat in excess of this 
since 38 are listed in ‘T ’ (1763 and 1765) alone. The term Partita (Parthia) in 18th century 
Germany referred to a work which was indistinguishable from the suite. This 
interchangeability is evident in the catalogues - one of the Partite is re-named a ‘suite’ in a later 
catalogue.83 Gerber credits Rollig with 9  suites for horn, oboe and bassoon wind ensembles 
(what Hartwig appears to call ‘ trios’) though no works with only three lines of music for 
combinations o f homs and bassoons exist or are represented in the catalogues. These works 
presumably correspond with three o f the ‘V I  Partite a 6 e 8 Voci. Race IV . ’ and the ‘V I  Suites 
a7 Voci. Race V ’ listed in ‘T ’ (Part V , 1765), these being the only works to include oboes 
bassoons and homs. Preitz, unaware o f the concordances between Breitkopf catalogues, 
suggests that there were 12 Trios for flute, vio lin  and bass 84 However, 6  Trios (for flute, 
violin and b.c.) would seem to agree w ith  the entries in *T* (Part I I I ,  1763): ‘V I  Sonate a 
Flauto, violino coll basso’ and ‘N T ’ (1761) ‘V I.  Sonate a Flauto traverso, V io lino e Basso’. 
Similarly, the two ‘Terzetti a Cemb. oblig. V io lino e Basso’ in ‘N T ’ (1764) seems to agree 
with the ‘2 Partite a cemb obi. e, V io lino e. Violoncello in ‘T ’ (Part IV ,1763). Counting 
together all the instrumental works entitled ‘partita’ , ‘divertimento’ or ‘suite’ , the correct figure 
is nearer to 53 works in all, five o f which survive:
Table 3.4 The partitas, suites and divertimenti
1. Six Divertimenti in D , Dm , G, Gm , Cm , C for fl, vn and continuo (lost)85
2a) 6  Partitas in G, D , F, Dm , A  and C  for f l or vn and cembalo (lost)86 =  2b below
2b) ‘V I  Partite... RaccoltaF: in F, D , G , C, D m  and A: for fl, 2 vn and eembalo(lost)87
=  rearrangement o f 2a above
82 Gerber (1790-92) vol. II, col. 306.
83 See Table 3.1, item 12. In ‘T* 1965, Raccolta V is ‘VI Suites 'a ... 2 clarini, 2 Oboi , 2 fagotti’ and 
continuo [no.s 1-3] or 2 Comi, 2 Oboi , 2 fagotti’ and continuo [items 3-6] followed by Raccolta VI, 
‘III Partite ... a...2 oboi [or 2 flutes], 2 Viol., V.B. In the previous year ‘NT’ 1764 lists ‘VI. Suites a 2 
clarini o comi, 2 oboi 2 Fagotti’ followed by ‘III. Suites c. 2 Oboi.’[my emphasis]. Notwithstanding the 
lack of mention of the flutes and strings, it would appear that the entries in the two catalogues are referring 
to the same works.
84 Preitz (n.d.) p. 181
88 Incipits in ‘T ’ Part IV (1763) p. 14.
88 Incipits in ‘T’ Part IV (1763) p. 14.
87 Incipits in‘T’ Part V (1765) p.9.
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3) Two Partitas in D and C for solo keyboard, vn and vl (lost)88
4) Three Partitas in C, A  and C for harp, fl, vn and b (lost)89
5) ‘VI Partite...Raccolta I T "  in four parts: No.l in G or three vn and b.in S-L (parts)
Sammlung Kraus 278.91 Nos. 2-6 (lost) in D, Bb, Bb and A are for 2 vn, va and b.
6) ‘VI Partite...Raccolta III* in six parts: in Eb, D, Eb, Bm, C and G (lost)92
7) ‘VI Partite...Raccolta IV ’ in 6 and 8 parts: in G, F, Bb, D, D and C (lost)93
8) ‘VI Partite...Raccolta V ’ in 7 parts (2 hn, 2 ob (or fl), 2 bn,b): in Bb, Bb, Bb, D, Eb
and Eb (lost)
9) ‘ III Partite... Raccolta VT in 6 parts: in Fm, G, and Bb for 2ob (or fl), 2 vn, viola and
bass (lost)
10) Partita in G for fl.l, fl.2,vnl, vn 2, va, basso i) S-L (parts) Sammlung Kraus 27794
ii) S-Skma O-R (parts)
11) Partita in C 2fl, 2 vn, b S-Uu (parts) Inst, mus i hs. 57:21
12) Partita in A  2fl, 2 vn, va, b S-Uu (parts) Inst, mus i hs. 57:22
13) Partita in C for fl.l, fl.2,vnl, vn 2, va, basso95 DK-Kk (parts) mu 6302.0677
Gieddes Samling. VI, 6 (Box A9.1094)
88 Incipits in ‘T’ (Part IV: 1763, p. 15) under general heading ‘Terzetti a cembalo obligato con altri 
Stromenti obligato’
89 Incipits in ‘T’ (Part IV: 1763, p.24 ) under general heading ‘Partite e concerti’ . One of the above may be 
listed in ‘NT’ 1761, p.59 as: Partite a Harpa obi. Fl.Viol. Basso
90 Incipits in ‘T’ (Part V, 1765, p.9). Also listed in NT 1761, p.51 entitled: Partite a 4 Voci. Flauto , 2 
Violini e Basso, 2 Violini, viola, 2 Corni obligati, o Flauto, Violini, Viola e Basso Raccolta II.
91 Entitled: Concerto Ex G# / a 4 stim / Flauto Traverso /  Violino Primo /  Violino Secundo / Basso / dell 
seign. Roellig.
92 Incipits in ‘T’ (Part V, 1765, p. 10) Also listed in NT 1761, p.51 entitled: Partite d 6 Voci. 2 Corni 
obligati, o Flauto, Violini, Viola e Basso Raccolta III.
93 Incipits in ‘T’ (Part V, 1765, p. 10) Also listed in NT 1761, p.51 entitled: Partite a 6 &S Voci. Corni, 
o oboi, Violini, Viola e Basso Raccolta IV
94 Entitled: Concerto Ex G# / a 6 stim / Violino Primo / Violino Secundo / Flauto Traverso Primo / Flauto
Traverso secundo / Basso / dell seign. Roellig.
95 Entitled PARTITA / a / Flauto Traverso Into et lido / Violino Imo et lido / viola I et I Basso Continuo /
Composta / Dali SigrRoellig.
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The Partitas are scored for a great variety o f combinations. There are four sets of six Partitas 
labelledRaccolta I-IV in ‘T ’ (Part V 1765) and ‘NT’ (1761). Raccoltal and II are for 
quartet combinations of flute 2 violins and bass, 3 violins and bass or modem string quartet. 
Raccolta III and IV are on a larger scale, requiring wind instruments in even more varied 
combinations; the majority in Raccolta III (in 6 parts) are for two wind instruments ( 2 homs 
or hom and bassoon, 2 flutes or oboe and flute) and string quartet. The Partitas of Raccolta TV 
(in 6 or 8 parts) use pairs o f homs and string quartet or the typical late-18th-century Harmonie 
combination of pairs o f homs, oboes and bassoons. Other collections of partitas feature the 
harp in combinations with violin and bass as well as flute, violin and bass. Again a 
concordance between catalogues is apparent (see Table 3.1).
3 . 4 . 1 .3 Vocal works
65 unidentified cantatas in (scores and parts) are known to have been in the collection of the 
Leipzig Thomasschule Library before its destruction in WWII and a number of works 
(presumably cantatas) were in a collection in Coswig along with a year-cycle of Fasch 
cantatas.96 Cantatas known to survive include:
3.5 The Cantatas
Source:
1. Sei du mein Anfang und mein Ende. A-Wn Mus. ms. 15577 (Score)
A-Wgm Mus.ms. 17556 (Parts)
2. Gottfahrt mit Jauchzen auf. A-Wn Mus.ms. 15578 (Score)
3. Riihmet seinen heiligen Namen. A-Wn Mus.ms. 15579 (Score)
4. Ich bin Gewifi Festo Jacobi 1739 D-ORB A47 (Modem score and parts)
5. O wie meynt es Gott so gut D-Bds Mus.ms. 18636/5 (Score)
6. Was ist doch das vor eine Gnaden Crone D-Bds Mus.ms. 18636/5 (Score)
7. Freunde wahlen und nichtfehlen 1734 D-Bds Mus.ms. 18636/6 (Score)
8. Mein Geist, lass deine Zuversicht 1749 D-Bds Mus.ms. 18636/7 (Score)
96 ‘Auch in Coswig werden im Probsteibuch von 1716 als Nachlrag des Musikalienverzeichnisses VVerke von 
Fasch von Rollig genannt.’ Breitkreuz (1981) p. 62.
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9. Gott mein Trost 1754 97 D-Bds Mus.ms. Aut. M.l. (Score)
10. Euer Hertz soli sich freuen S-Skma (Score)
Kungl. Musikalska Akademien Z
11. Sey getreu bis in den Todt Trauer-cantate 1771 S-Sk Kung. Bib. S167 (Score)
12. Es ist euch gut dass ich hingehe A-Wn Mus.ms. 15533 (Parts)98
13. Alle die gottselig leben wollen A-Wn Mus.ms. 15533 (Parts)
14. Das Volk so im Finstern wandelt A-Wn Mus.ms. 15533 (Parts)
15. Doran ist erschienen die Liebe Gottes D-CR Mus.ms. 107 (Score and parts)
16. Es erhub sich ein Streit im Himmel DK-A R96 (Score)
17. Der Tod ist verschlungen D-HAmi Ms 242 (Score)
18. Trauer Cantata: ‘Kyrie eleison ’ 1778 D-HAmi Ms 243 (Score)
19. Siehe der Herr kommt D-HAmi Ms 250 (Score)
At least 15 cantatas are listed in Breitkopf catalogues. In addition to the surviving works listed 
above a re :"  .
20. Bleibe bey uns, denn u.
21. Der Herr hat seinen Engel,
22. Ehre sey Gott in der Hohe,
23. Gott hat Jesum auferwecket,
24. Michael! wer ist wie Gott,
25. Nun offnen sich die blassen Lippen
26. Und da die Engel von ihnen u.
Presumably a good number o f the undated cantatas listed above were part o f the 1741 year- 
cycle recorded in the 1743 Inventory.100 Sei du mein Anfang und mein Ende is the first 
cantata in the cycle Das Saiten-Spiel des Hertzens (Schmolck) performed on five different
97 This work, though called a ‘motette’ on the library cover of the manuscript in Berlin, is a large-scale 
work with chorales, arias recitative and choruses with a rich instrumental accompaniment of 3 trumpets, 
timpani, 2 homs, 2 oboes, bassoon and strings. Motets in the 18th century are normally a cappella 
works and examples from the latter half of the century are often simple in construction in one to three 
movements with a principally homophonic style influenced by the German Lied (as in Lobe den H erm ). 
This work is more likely to be the cantata of the same name listed in ‘NT’ 1761 which, except for the 
homs, has the identical instrumentation.
98 Items 12, 13 and 14 are also catalogued as motets but are, in reality, cantatas, confirmed by listings in
various Breitkopf catalogues (item 12 in ‘A’ and items 13 and 14 in ‘NT’ 1761).
99 Thirteen in ‘NT’ 1761 and five in ‘A’ . Of these, two are clearly additional to the those in the earlier set.
1 "  Engelke (1908) p. 55. This is presumably the cycle that Waschke refers to ‘Von Rollig finden sich in
dem erhaltenen Verzeichnisse der Kapell-Bibliothek folgende Kompositionen: 1. Ein vollstandige Concert- 
Jahrgang (etwa 1750 [1741?] Komp.).’ (Waschke (1908b) p. 11.) - The‘Verzeichnisse der Kapeil - 
Bibliothek’ is presumably the ‘Concert-Stube’ which was prepared in 1743.
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occasions in Zerbst in the period to 1758/01 the last confirmed occasion in 1739/1740J 02 
Michael! wer ist wie Gott may also be from the same cycle.
Two Passion settings according to St Matthew and St Mark were produced for Leipzig and 
Zerbst and further ones from the Zerbst cycle could well be the work of Rollig. (See Chapters 
4 and 9.) Three mass settings are listed in the 1743 Inventory 103 and two surviving settings 
of parts of the mass ordinary have been credited to R ollig /04
1. Sanctus con Echo D-Dlb Mus.3156-D-1 (Score)
2. Kyrie [& Gloria] S-Skma Kungl. Musikalska Akademien Z (Score)
Judging by the number of collections published and in manuscript from the latter part of the 
18th century, short motets were extremely popular in the parish churches in northern 
Germany. These were often performed with an additional aria or chorale, which may or may 
not be by the same composer. Two motets by Rollig survive in Dresden and London, the latter 
in a collection published by Georg Peter Weimar:
1. Ehre sei Gott in der Hohe (Weihnachtsmotetten) D-Dlb (Score)
2. Lobe den Herrn - Published 1785 (Score) 105
Four other works in Berlin and Vienna, catalogued as motets, are, in reality, cantatas. (See list 
o f surviving cantatas above.)
101 Cantata cycles continued to be performed in the SchloBkirche till 1767. (Barbara Reui Dec 1997).
102 Reui (1996) p. 108-110 suggests that Stolzel is the composer of the earliest version of the cantata cycle
heard in Zerbst (listed in the Concert-Stube) but that Fasch may have been responsible for the music of 
the cycle performed in the 1730s (not listed in the Concert-Stube) and that Rollig may also have been a 
possible composer the cycle performed 1739/1740 (though again there is no listing of the cycle under 
Rollig’s name in the Concert-Stube).
103 Engelke (1908) p. 56, Items 6, 12 and 18.
104 Hartwig (1963 and 1980) and Dittrich (1991) pp.424-5 believe Sanctus con Echo (D-Dlb Mus. 3156-
D-l) to be by Rollig. Further surviving mass movements have been suggested to be by Rollig.
Dittrich (1991) p.423, pp.452ff and pp.457ff., argues that two of the three works listed in the 1743 
Inventory7 (see Engelke (1908) p.56) correspond with surving works: Item 12 in the inventory: ‘Kyrie mit 
Waldhomen, und andem Instrumenten di Roellig’ = Kyrie eleison (D-ORB Zerbster Musikstube A36) 
and Item 6: ‘Kyrie mit Trompeten und Pauken und andem Instmmenten di Roellig’ = Missa brevis in D 
(D-HAmi Ms. 283). However, further confirmation is required before the attribution can be considered 
safe for these two items.
105 See footnote 69 above.
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Rollig is known to have composed other occasional choral works for Zerbst. The first
survives: Ih r  Sterne spart die S ilberkrohn  , ‘ Serenata die Natali Rectori ’ . 106 Engelke reports
the existence of music for a Traueractus performed in St Bartholomai-Schule in 1745 (now
lost). 107 Both Rollig and Fasch composed special works for the entertainment of the Russian
royal family in 1746 and Pfeiffer reports one such musical drama by Rollig entitled: i°8
‘Als die erfreuliche Botschaft von der Vermahlung des Herm Peters Feodororitz wie 
auch der Frau Catharina Alexiewna bekannt und Derselben hohen Feyer an dem 
Hochfiirstlichen Anhalt-Zerbstischen Hofe begangen wurde, wolte seine Pflicht in 
Drama per Musica an den Tag legen J.G. Rollig. Zerbst 1746’
106 Source: D-Bds Mus. ms 18636/15 (score).
107 Pfeiffer (1987) ‘ZeitafeF p.34.
108 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 54
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C h a p t e r  4
P a s s i o n  M u s i c  a t  t h e  C o u r t  o f  A n h a l t -  
Z e r b s t  a n d  t h e  Z e r b s t  l i t u r g y
4 .1  The Surviving Works:
From the annual cycle of Passion performances given in the Zerbst SchloBkirche in the period 
1720-1764, just three oratorio Passion settings and a setting of the Passion story in verse form 
survive: i
1. 1723-1742 (J.F.Fasch?) Passio Jesu Christi ex Luca -
Ja deine Siind (in four parts, incomplete)2
2. 17487(1752) (J.F.Fasch) Passio Jesu Christi ex Johanne -
Ach! Wir armen Sunder (in seven parts)
3. 1750 (J.G. Rollig) Die betriibte undgetrdstete Geistliche Sulamith -
St Mark Passion (in five parts)
4. cl720 Anon. Die Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten
In addition to those works that can be directly associated with the Zerbst cycle are two other
1 Sets of parts of Passio... ex Johanne and ... ex Luca are to be found in D-ORB (Zerbster Musikalien 
A34 and A35), while the 1st horn and Bass vocal parts of the St John Passion are in D-HAtni. The score 
of the St Mark Passion is in D-KNu (5 P 208) - Modem Edition (with the work attributed to C.P.E. Bach) 
ed. Harald Kummerling, FUSA Verlag, Koln (1988) - while the printed wordbook for a performance in 
1750 is in D-KNu (2A4594) and in private hands (Herr Heinz-Helmut Schmundt, Gemrode/Harz). Music 
for a Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten can be found in the Zerbster Cantional, in D-ORB (Landesarchiv
Oranienbaum Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15A IXa 380, item 54 p. 12r) and the text in the Zerbstisches 
Gesang-Buch (1730 and 1743/48 editions - see chapter 5 for sources).
2 i.e. the work is divided into four sections, each performed in a different service.
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settings o f the Passion attributed to two Kapellmeisters of Zerbst - one a liturgical Passion, the 
other a Passion oratorio. No indication has come to light to suggest that either of the 
following works was performed in Zerbst.3 Since both compositions probably predate the 
surviving Zerbst Passions and have very much more definite attributions, they will be 
addressed prior to the detailed discussion of items 1-3 above:
5. 1719-1722? J.F.Fasch Passio Jesu Christi - Mich vomStricke meiner Siinden
6. cl737-8 J.G.Rollig St Matthew Passion-
incipit: Ja nicht aufdas Fest (Incomplete)
The sources of items 1 to 4 are anonymous and it is with largely circumstantial evidence that 
the works can be ascribed to the composer indicated in brackets. The arguments for the 
authorship of Ja deine Siind, Ach! Wir armen Sunder and of Die betriibte und getrostete 
Geistliche Sulamith will be explored in Chapter 10, after the music o f these three works has 
been discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. In the meantime, for convenience, the attributions above 
will be applied.
4 .2  Music in the Zerbst Liturgy
The principal source of information on the performance of Passion music in Zerbst is the 
Verzeichnis Wie es mit dem GottesDienst in heisigen Hoch=Fiirstl: Schlofikirche gehalten 
wird, a set of 25 books recording the contents o f each service held in the SchloBkirehe;4 the 
first volume covers the period Advent 1719 - Advent 1721 and subsequent volumes covers all 
the services up to Advent 1773.5 The first volume opens with a double page entry recording
3 There are two sources (both scores) of Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden : 1) D-LEm, Sammlung Becker 
III.2.54. 2) US-Cu (University of Chicago Library), Department of Special Collections MS 1273. An 
incomplete score of Rbllig’s St Matthew Passion is in D-ROu Mus. Saec. VIII. 54. 9.
4 D-ORB Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 351-375 and 377). fVerzeichnis! For some reason there 
is no Volume No. 374 in the sequence though there is no gap in the services described in the volumes to 
account for this. Vol. no. 376 is lost.
8 Apart from two gaps due to lost volumes covering the periods Advent 1747 - Advent 1749 and Advent
1769 - Advent 1771, the latter period being after the last liturgical Passion had been performed during the 
Easter services in the SchloBkirehe.)
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the reconsecration service of the SchloBkirche in October 1719.6 At the foot of the second 
page commences the record of the weekly service and this can be likened to a liturgical log of 
the services given in the SchloBkirche.7 Under seven columns is recorded, in various hands, 
the contents of each service:
Column 1: the de-tempore indication (eg., ‘ 1 Advent’ ), the date and the time in the day of
the service with appropriate title (eg. ‘ Charfreytage’ ).
Column 2: the division of the service into ‘ Vor der Predigt ’ and ‘Nach der Predigt ’
Column 3: Entitled ‘Was gesungen ” : the hymns and other corporately said / sung
items. The indication whether communion was celebrated or not (“an welchem 
Communion gehalten” - which was often the case for the morning service on 
Griindonnerstag ) is usually to be found in this column.
Column 4: Entitled ‘gelesen ’ : the readings from the Scriptures and New Testament
Column 5: Entitled ‘Musiciret ’ : the music performed by the Kapelle
Column 6: Entitled ‘Wer gepredigt’: the name of the preacher
Column 7: Entitled ‘ Text the themes and biblical texts on which the sermons for each
service was based.
In addition, the scribes reported incidents and events in the life of the ducal family which 
affected the life of the chapel, for example family birthdays, departure for and arrival from 
trips, memorial services and special thanksgiving services 8 From this document not only is 
it possible to identify the Passion music sung in each year, but also its context in the services
Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 351, pp.lr - 2V. A reference to this service and this source has 
already been made in Chapter 2.
Another volume in D-ORB, the Verzeichnis was in Hoch-fiirstl, Schlofikirche musiciret wird 1719-1721 
[and 1738], D-ORB Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15A IXa 378, commences a record of the texts of the 
cantata works performed in the SchloBkirche. On the 93 pages, in various hands, are references to Sunday 
and Vespers Gottesdienst performances in the period 18 October 1719 to 9 April 1721, plus an entry for 
28 August 1738 on p.93 (perhaps not coincidentally, this is the year the Cantional was prepared). The 
volume records only the texts (libretti) for the composed sections - recitatives and arias - of cantata works. 
There are no references to Passion works.
Some of the information provides a fascinating glimpse into aspects of courtly life in the 18th century-.
For instance, in vol 364 we learn that ‘a death in the family ... resulted in the ducal family abstaining 
from participation in any activities at the Court Chapel for several months afterwards. During that period
of mourning, prayer meetings and services were held in their chambers as well as in the Chapel ’
Thanksgiving services were celebrated, for example, if a member of the ducal family had recovered from a 
‘dangerous illness, as had been the case in 1736 on Trinity Sunday.’ Reui (1996) Footnote p. 100.
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in which it was performed 9
The princes of Zerbst embraced the Lutheran tradition and maintained a full year’s calendar of 
services in the SchloBkirche from 1719 through to the late 18th century.10 Regular services 
were given on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays with morning and 
afternoon services on Sundays although there was normally no concerted music performed at 
the Betstunden services on Mondays and Thursdays; the congregation merely sang 
chorales.11 However, music played an important part in worship, and members o f the 
Kapelle performed concerted music, cantata works and other liturgical music at divine 
(Gottesdienst) services in the SchloBkirche (or Hofkirche) on Sunday and Feastday 
services.12 According to Zelter, for Eucharist services the orchestra wore black, and during 
the performance of the music while Communion was being taken the whole of the Court knelt 
facing the altar.13 Single cantatas were performed on the Saturday whilst the two-part 
‘double cantatas’ were given in the two Sunday services; Part I in the morning and Part II at 
Vespers.14 Single cantatas were also performed on Sundays, in which case Fasch followed a 
single cycle in the morning and another single cycle during the afternoon service. ‘ In addition 
single cycles could be heard on the anniversary of the consecration o f the church (K irchw eih ), 
on Reformation day and on Aposteltage.’ 15 The format was fairly constant; minor services
9 The only secondary source of information on Passion music in Zerbst can be found on p. 11 of Waschke 
(1908b). Waschke clearly reproduces information in the Verzeichnis giving details of the first four years in 
a table (1720-1723, but omitting Part IV of the 1723 St John Passion ) and adds a further two sentences on 
the Passion music. Pfeiffer (1994) reproduces some of the information in Waschke’s article and Gottfried 
Gille makes references to the sources of the surviving St John and St Mark Passions. (See Gille (1988) pp. 
59-71 and (1989) pp.36-50.)
1° In contrast with neighbouring Anhalt-Cothen where the Prince followed Calvinist beliefs. Consequently, 
though orchestral and chamber music was strong in the court, there was no call upon the Kapellmeister to 
provide music for liturgical use. Thus, during Bach’s tenure as Kapellmeister, he composed principally 
instrumental works including some of the most important: the Well-tempered Clavier, the Brandenburg 
Concerti and Orchestral Suites 1 and 2.
11 Reul (1996) p. 100.
12 Judging from the surviving scores by Fasch and Rollig, the Court Kapelle together with the H o f- 
musicians, provided instrumental accompaniment for a normal service. The orchestra comprised strings 
with a pair of oboes and a bassoon (i.e. the normal complement of the Kapelle). For festivals and other 
special occasions, the orchestra might be augmented by horns, trumpets and timpani and extra woodwind 
players for which the Court hired musicians from other centres. (Gille (1988) p.68.)
13 ‘Das Orchester erschien bei den Kirchenmusiken immer schwarz gekleidet, und bei der Communion lag der 
ganze Hof, wiihrend der Musik, vor dem Altar auf den Knien.’ quoted in Pfeiffer (1994) p. 121.
14 Waschke (1908b) p. L0.
15 Reul (1996) p. 101.
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opened with the Choir singing a setting o f the Kyrie. This was followed by a Gemeindechoral 
(congregational hymn) and the reading o f  the scriptures and the liturgy from the altar. The 
Kapelle would then perform some concerted music, normally a cantata, a further Kyrie 
followed by the Credo and another chorale (Hauptlied). There followed another reading 
upon which the sermon was based, the sermon itself, a hymn and the Lord’ s Prayer. The 
service was concluded with two further hymns. Sunday divine (Gottesdienst) services were 
musically richer and often commenced with a large-scale work with a further sacred 
composition marking the end of the liturgy from the altar. Communion services and days of 
repentance (Bufitage ) would be provided with even more special music although there was a
certain flexibility, for instance the Credo might be replaced by a chorale.16 An example of a
very special event is the inaugural service, celebrating the official opening of the SchloBkirehe 
on 18 October 1719, a date which coincided with the birthday of Princess Hedwig Friederike 
(bom Duchess of Sachsen-Gotha) described above (see section 2.3.1 above).
Minor saints’ days falling during the week might be celebrated with a weekday divine service 
(Wochengottesdienst ) which might be either morning or late-aftemoon, or both for more 
important days. Services for major feast days such as Christmas, Easter and Whitsun might 
be spread across three or more days and, according to Lutheran practice, a shortened version 
of the Kyrie, Gloria and Credo would be performed. (No evidence survives that any missae 
totae were performed in the SchloBkirehe.) Other feast days at which mass movements might 
be performed were New Year, Epiphany, Ascension, Johannistag (24 June), Michaelis (29 
September), and the three Marienfeste: Maria Reinigung (2 February), Maria Verkiindigung 
(25 March) and Maria Heimsuchung (2 July). It was not unusual in Sunday services and in 
Eucharist services in the mornings o f Griindonnerstag (Maundy Thursday) for the 
congregation to sing chorale no.426 ‘ Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit’ as the Kyrie and no. 91 
‘Allein Gott in der Hoh sey Ehr’ as the Gloria (following Luther’ s Formulae Missae 
regulations).17 As with many larger establishments, the most significant opportunity for the 
inclusion of music in church was at Passiontide. According to Waschke, ‘ the greatest artistic 
creations both in size and in artistic value’ were performed in Zerbst at this time in an annual
18 Waschke (1908b) p.9. Though Waschkje in incorrect in that there were no credos on BuBtuge. (Barbara 
Reul Dec 1997.)
17 See section 4.4 for a discussion on the contents of the Passiontide services.
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performance of the Passion in Holy Week.18
4 .3  The Zerbst Passion Tradition
The tradition of annual performances o f oratorio settings of the Passion in Zerbst lasted from 
1720 to 1767; i.e. five years longer than Waschke states.19 Thus, it commenced on the third 
Easter before Fasch’s appointment on (officially) 29th September 172220 and continued until 
nine years after his death (5th December 1758). The cycle as a whole can be divided into 
three distinct periods which coincide roughly with the three periods o f artistic life at the Court 
o f Zerbst: 1) the period of the building up of the Kapelle under Kuch and Fasch, 2) the 
flowering of artistic life in the court after 1745,21 and 3) the gradual demise of courtly life in 
the period after 1758:
1) The first period 1720-1744: consisted of a cycle o f performances of the 
Passion music, each in four structural Parts taken from the four Gospels in strict 
rotation. This was punctuated every fifth year with the performance of a setting of the 
Passion in verse form (a gospel ‘ harmony’ ), presumably the ‘few interruptions’ 
referred to by Waschke 22 Entitled Passion aus den v ier Evangelisten this work 
adopted a slightly different format and was in seven Parts. The only alteration in the 
performance pattern was the introduction o f a flve-Part St John Passion and a twelve- 
Part performance o f the ‘ gospel harmony’ aus den vier Evangelisten at the end of the 
sequence (see Table 4.1 below).23
18 Ibid. p. 1 l.(...in vvelcher die ihrem Umfange wie ihrem inneren Werte nach groBten Kunstschopfungen zur 
auffiihrung kamen.)
19 Waschke (1908b) p. 11. is in error in stating that the last year that Passions were performed in Zerbst is 
1763.
20 Pfeiffer (1987) ‘Zeittafel’ , p. 10.
21 See Sheldon (1968) p.31.
22 Waschke (1908b) p. 11.
23 Verzeichnis : Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 351, 352, 353 etc.
There was a change of Pastor in 1724 and it is possible that the introduction of the Gospel harmony in 
1724 was a result of his appointment. The St John Passion performed in 1743 may be Komm o Vater 
- a five-part Passion with this name was performed in the final period. (See discussion below.)
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Table 4.1
The First Period of Passion Performances in
1i
the Zerbster SchloBkirehe 1
Year date Gospel No. of 
Parts
reference in the 'Verzeichnis1 j 
vol. paqe i
1720 28/29 March St Matthew 4 351 1 3v,14r \
1721 10/11 April St Mark 4 351 43v,44r i
1722 2/3 April St Luke 4 352 11v, 1 2r |
1723 25/26 March St John 4 352 38v, 39r i
1724 2/5-7 April 4 Evangelisten 7 353 13v, 14r, 14v, 15r !
1725 29/30 March St Matthew 4 353 51 r, 51 v !t
1726 18/19 April St Mark 4 354 14r, 14v i!
1727 10/11 April St Luke 4 354 46v, 47r i
1728 25/26 March St John 4 355 11 v, 1 2r
1729 10/13-15 April 4 Evangelisten 7 355 41v, 42r
1730 6/7 April St Matthew 4 356 13v, 14r
1731 ? St Mark 4 356 43r, 43v
1732 10/11 April St Luke 4 357 14r, 14v
1733 2/3 April St John 4 357 44r, 44v
1734 18/21-23 April 4 Evangelisten 7 358 14v, 15r, 15v
1735 7/8 April St Matthew 4 358 41 v, 42r
1736 29/30 March St Mark 4 359 10v, 11 r
1737 18/19 April St Luke 4 359 40v
1738 3/4  April St John 4 360 13v, 14r
1739 23-27 April 4 Evangelisten 7 360 45r, 45v
1740 14/15 March St Matthew 4 361 15r, 15v
1741 30/31 March St Mark 4 361 48r, 48v
1742 22/23 March St Luke 4 362 1 3v, 14r
1743 16/17/18 April St John 5 362 53r, 53v
1744 7 /8 /1 4 /1 5 /2 2 ? / 
25-27 March
4 Evangelisten 12 363 12r, 12v, 13r, 
14v, 1 5r
2) The second period 1745-1760 featured a quadrennial cycle of performances of 
the four Gospels in strict rotation - each in five Parts (St Mark) or seven Parts 
(St Matthew, St Luke and St John). (There was just one performance of a St 
Mark Passion in seven Parts at the beginning of this sequence in 1746 - see
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Table 4.2 below):24
Table 4.2
The Second Period of Passion Performances in the Zerbster SchloBkirche
Year date Gospel No. of 
Parts
reference in the 'Verzeichnis' 
vol. page
1745 11/14-16 April St Matthew 7 363 54r, 54v, 55r
1746 3/6-8 April St Mark 7 364 16r, 16v, 17r, 17v
1747 26/29-31 March St Luke 7 364 55v, 56r, 56v, 57r
1748 7 St John # 7? } Volume covering the period Advent
1749 ? St Matthew 77 } 1747 - Advent 1749 now lost.
1750 25-27 March St Mark § 5 365 1 5v, 1 6r
1751 4/7-9 April St Luke 7 365 56v, 57r, 57v, 58r
1752 26/29-31 March St Johnf 7 366 15r, 15v, 16r, 16v
1753 15/18-20 March St Matthew 7 366 59r, 59v, 60r, 60v
1754 10-12 April St Mark 5 367 15v, 16r, 16v
1755 7 St Luke 7 367 50r, 50v, 51 r
1756 St John 7 368 16r, 16v, 17r, 17v, 18r
1757 3/6-8 April St Matthew 7 368 51 v, 52r, 52v, 53r
1758 22-25 March St Mark 5 369 14v, 15r, 15v
1759 ? St Luke 7 369 52v, 53r, 53v, 54r
1760 30 March / I -3 April St John 7 370 13v, 14r, 14v
3) In the final period 1761-1767 came the gradual disintegration of the cycle of 
Passion performances and o f the custom of performing large-scale works at 
Passiontide in Zerbst. Seven-Part performances were abandoned in favour of 
five and then just four Parts. (See Table 4.3.) This period can be further 
subdivided into three:
a) (1761-1764) - four performances o f complete settings o f Passions in five
Parts according to St Mark and possibly St John;
b) (1765-1766) - two years in which only incomplete settings were performed,
taken from St Luke and St John; and
24 Table 4.2 Notes:
# Possibly Ach! Wir armen Sunder. The Passion performed this year could also have been a 5-Part 
setting (Komm o Vater ?) but the firm establishment of 7-Part Passions in 1745, together with the 
fact that all subsequent performances of St John are in 7 Parts strongly suggests that in 1748, too, it 
was a 7-Part version of St John that was performed.
§ Die betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith.
31 Ach! Wir armen Sunder..
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c) one final year in which only single arias (from St Luke?) were performed in 
each of the services on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday:25
Table 4.3
Final Period of Passion Performances in the Zerbster SchloBkirche
Year date Gospel No. of 
Parts
reference in the 'Verzeichnis' 
vol. page
1761 ’18-20 March 
- no Gospel specified
Passions Musik’# 
(St John?)
5 370 51v, 52r, 52v
1762 7-9 March St Mark 5 371 14r, 14v
1763 ’30March -1 April 
- no Gospel specified
Passions Oratorium’ 
(St John?)
5 371 48v, 49r
1764
1765
18-20 April 
3-5 April
St Mark (1750)
St Luke (excerpts)
5
5
372
372
1 6r, 16v 
49r, 49v
1766 27-8 March St John (+St Luke?) 
(excerpts)fi
4 373 1 3v, 14v
1767 16-17 April ’Passions Aria' 
(from St Luke?)
4 373 50r
After 1767 no more music is specified in the Verzeichnis26
4 .3 .1  The Zerbst Passion cycle: 1720-1760
Other than the well-documented Passion cycle in Hamburg that lasted from 1691 to 1788,27 it 
seems that Zerbst was the only centre in the 18th century to have regular performances in the 
sequence Matthew, Mark, Luke and John in a four-year cycle. Also unusual was the manner 
o f the performance. Zerbst seems unique for the practice o f performing multi-part works 
with the performance spread over several services from Palm Sunday to Good Friday.
Among other centres, only in Riga, Gotha and WeiBenfels, it seems, were parts of oratorio
35 Table 4.3 notes:
// Kotmn o Vater? - most probably a St John Passion, see discussion below.
§ ‘Mit Jesus iibemehm ich alles’ , bass aria, No.3 from St Luke Passion Ja deine Siind indicated in
Verzeichnis on Maundy Thursday. Aria p.20 ‘aus der Passions nach Johanne’ specified on Good 
Friday.
26 Verzeichnis Vol. 375, pp.l4v, 15r, 50r,50v; vol. 377, pp.l4r, 14v, 46r, 46v
27 A full list of the cycle can be found in Springthorpe (1996).
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Passions ever performed in separate services on more than one day.28 Only in Gotha can be 
found the practice of performing four-part Passions on Griindonnerstag (Maundy Thursday) 
and Karjreitag  (Good Friday), albeit before and after the sermon at the two afternoon 
services.29
The earliest Passions performed in Zerbst (St Matthew, St Mark, St Luke and St John, 1720- 
1742) were in four Parts, each Part performed in a different service held on the morning and 
afternoon of Maundy Thursday and Good Friday.30 Titles at the beginnings of each Part of 
the music in the surviving musical scores of the surviving St Luke Passion confirm when the 
various Parts of the work were to be performed:
Part I ‘Am Griinnendonnerstage Vormittage’ (On the morning of Maundy Thursday)
Part II ‘Nachmittag’ (Afternoon)
Part III ‘Am Charfreytage Vormittag’ (On the morning of Good Friday)
Part IV ‘Nachmittage’ (Afternoon)
After 1744, settings of the Passion o f any one particular Gospel were spread over five or 
more services. (There is no reason to think that the decision to divide Zerbst Passion into 
more than four Parts, thereby spreading the performance over more services, was for any
28 See previous note about WeiBenfels. The 1695 Riga Gesangbuch contains a Passion text (according to St 
Matthew) which was performed on Tuesday and Good Friday of Holy Week - see Chapter I.
29 See Blankenburg (1963). The close association of the Courts of Zerbst and Gotha created by marriage (in 
1708?) and the subsequent exchange of musicians strongly suggests the possibility that the practice in 
Gotha may have influenced the Zerbst tradition.
80 There are no volumes of the Verzeichnis pertaining to the period prior to Advent 1719. Although there is 
a possibility that Passions had been performed in the SchloBkirehe before 1720, the rigidity of the cycle 
from that date and the commencement with a complete cycle in Gospel order together with the fact that the 
inaugural service in the newly completed SchloBkirehe was given only in October 1719 strongly 
suggests that 1720 marks the commencement of the tradition of oratorio Passion performances. However, 
the value placed on the Passion aus den vier Evangelisten in the years 1724-44, despite being basically an 
extended hymn, suggests that this work may well have been performed at Passiontide in the SchloBkirehe 
prior to 1720 if services were being given there prior to November 1719. Since it was not a concerted 
work, it was quite possible to perform the work a cappella or with organ accompaniment in either the 
SchloBkirehe or in one of the Stadtkirchen.
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purpose other than to lessen the amount of concerted music in each service).31 Those in five 
parts commenced on the Vespers service held on the Wednesday of Holy Week as indicated 
both in the Verzeichnis and in the word book o f the surviving St Mark Passion: 32
1750 St Mark Passion D ie  betrubte und Qetrostete Geistliche Sulamith
Part I 4 An der Mittewoche vor dem griinen Donnerstage’
(On the Wednesday before Maundy Thursday) 
Part II ‘Am griinen Donnerstage Vormittage’ (On the morning of Maundy Thursday)
Part III ‘Am griinen Donnerstage Nachmittage’ (On the afternoon of Maundy Thursday)
Part IV ‘Am Charfreytage Vormittage’ (On the morning of Good Friday)
Part V ‘Am Charfreytage Nachmittage’ (On the afternoon of Good Friday)
After 1745, all settings o f the Gospel according to St Matthew, St Luke and St John and the 
1746 performance of St Mark are in seven Parts with performances of Parts I and II in the 
morning and afternoon services on Palm Sunday and Parts III - VII on Wednesday, Maundy 
Thursday and on Good Friday as described above. From the evidence of the three surviving 
examples, the Zerbst oratorio Passions are similar, in many respects, to the Christmas 
Oratorio o f J.S.Bach in that each part is a self-contained cantata, with its own key structure, 
and framed by chorales or orchestral movements. The performances of a composite work, a
31 Steiger (1988), p.72 suggests that the five Parts refer back to the preface of Johann Gerhard’s Erkldntng der 
Historien des Leidens und Sterbens unseres Herrn Jesu Christi (Jena 1611) in which the author 
summarizes the Passion story into five scenes: Hortus - pontifices - Pilatum - cruxque - sepulchrum. The 
St Mark Passion follows this division in spirit if not to the letter:
Part I The anointing of Jesus - Last Supper
Part II On the Mount of Olives = hortus
Part III Trial by High Priests = pontifices
Part IV Before Pilate = Pilatum
Part V Crucifixion/Descent and Burial = cruxque / sepulchrum.
(See Section 1.3, the discussion of the texts in Section 4.5.1 and in Chapter 9.)
32 This pattern of the presentation of the Passion story may not to be unique. In Hessen a very similar pattern 
was ordered by the Church Authorities: “...und ist also angeordnet das in vomehmen Stadtlein aber und auf 
den Dorffem keine Wochen Predigten gehalten werden eine Predigt geschehe wie dann auch in der drey 
Tagen als Mittwochen oder Donnerstag und Freitags Predigt gehalten und dem Volck die Geschichte des 
Leidens und Sterbens unsers Herm Jesu Christi ftirgelesen und erkleret...”
(‘ ... and it is also ordered that a sermon shall take place [daily in the great cities for at least two weeks 
before Easter], but in smaller cities and in villages [where] no weekday sermons are given, each day in the 
week before Easter or at least two or three days [before], i.e. Wednesday or Thursday and Friday, a sermon 
[shall be] given and the story of the suffering and death of our Lord Jesus Christ read aloud and explained.’) 
Malinovsky (1978) p. 116, quoting Agenda, das ist Kirchen Ordnung wie es im Fiirstenhumb. Hessen ... 
der heiligen Sacramenten und anderen Christlichen Handlungen und Ceremonien gehalten werden soil. 
(Cassel: Salomon Scadewitz. 1657) (Unfortunately, Malinovsky leaves out the first part of the German text 
in his quotation.)
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setting of the Passion in verse form quoting all four gospels which was performed on 1724, 
1729, 1734,1739 and 1744 takes on a slightly different format and will be discussed 
separately below. It seems significant that the introduction of seven-part settings of oratorio 
Passions in Zerbst coincides with the period in Zerbst musical life in the years 1745-50, 
described by Sheldon as the ‘ richest’ . 33 This is borne out in the scale and artistry of the two 
surviving works: Achl Wir armen Sunder and Die betrubte und getrostete Geistliche 
Sulamith.
4 .3 .2  The final years: 1761-1767
The strict cycle o f performances breaks down in 1761 and a flve-Part Passion was performed 
in place of the expected seven-Part St Matthew Passion. The Gospel is not named though it 
seems likely for reasons discussed below, that it was probably St John. In the final period, 
entries in the Verzeichnis refer for the first time to actual titles o f works:
1761 ‘Passions Musik, Komm o Water' 34
1764 ‘ Passion oratorio aus den betrubte u getrostete Sulamith ’ 3 5
It is clear, therefore, that the 1764 performance was o f the 1750 St Mark Passion Die betrubte 
und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith . Since the 1762 performance was also St Mark, one must 
conclude that only existing full settings, as opposed to newly-composed works, were 
performed in the last years o f the Zerbst Passion tradition. This being so, the five-Part 
Passion referred to by the title Komm o Voter must be the 1743 St John Passion.
Since all post-1761 Passions were in five-Parts, the performances in these years were of 
either the 1743 setting of St John or Die betrubte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith (St 
Mark, 1750) with performances alternating: 1761 St John, 1762 St Mark, 1763 St John, 
1764 St Mark.
According to the Verzeichnis. Passion music performed in 1765 and 1766 were extracts from 
earlier works: -
17 6 536 Parts I and II ‘Passion aus dem Evangelist Lucas Aria pg. 11.’
Part III ‘ Lucas Aria pag: 30 ’
33 Sheldon (1968) p.31.
34 Konsistorium Zerbst IXa, 370, pp. 51v, 52r, 52v
35 Konsistorium Zerbst IXa, 372, pp. 16r, 16v
36 Konsistorium Zerbst IXa, 372, pp. 49r, 49v
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176637 Parti ‘Choral p. 9 Aria Mit Jesus iibemehm ich alles’
Part II ‘Choral pag.30, Aria pg 30 aus den Evangelist Lukas’
Part III ‘Choral pg 28, Aria pg. 20 aus der Passions ..Evangelisten
Johanne’
Part IV ‘Choral pg 29 Chor pg 3238 Choral pg 32’
The aria ‘Mit Jesus Ubemehm ich alles’ , performed in Part I on Maundy Thursday 1766, is 
also the bass aria, item 3 from the surviving St Luke Passion Ja deine Siind. The St Luke 
Passion Aria on p.30 (? ‘An den blutgen Kreutzes stamme’) is performed in both 1765 and 
1766 selections. The entries for Part II and Part III confirm for the first time in the Zerbst 
Passion tradition that a mixed selection of movements from two Passions was performed in 
1766. No indication of the Gospel from which the Part IV music was taken is provided by the 
Verzeichnis.
Written in thick red crayon against four items in Part VII in the 1st violin part o f the surviving 
St John Passion, A ch! W ir arm en Sunder are four numbers which might suggest the 
selection and possible order o f a number of such extracts. The numbers indicated are such 
that it would appear that they refer to page numbers in a printed libretto (which were 
presumably produced each year since one survives from 1750) rather than a score.39 
However, the order of the extracts indicated in the Verzeichnis and the violin part o f A ch! W ir  
arm en Sunder are not the same, suggesting that the possible source of the extracts performed 
in 1766 is another work. However, it is significant that these four movements thus numbered 
are also from the earlier four-Part Ja  deine Siind indicating that this music held either some 
significance for the congregation or was just particularly popular in the court (Table 4.4):
Table 4.4
Crayon no. 
in part
page no. 
in Part
Item no. 
Ach! Wir 
armen
Item no. 
Ja deine 
Sund
movement
1 31 v 49 10
" j
Chorale j
2 31 r 42 11 Soprano aria |
3 32r 44 12 Chorale
4 33v 58 .15 Chorus
37 Konsistoriiun Zerbst IXa, 373, pp. 13v, 14r
38 ?‘Jesu Tod erwirbt das Leben’ (Schlufichor of both Ja deine Siind and Ach! Wir armen Siinder. )
39 St Mark Passion Die belriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith (see above)
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In the final year that music has been recorded as being sung in the services (1767), it is not 
entirely clear whether single movements taken from earlier works or two short cantata-like 
works were performed; the second service on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday simply 
refers to ‘Der 2te Their (the second Part) displaying a pattern o f performance similar to a 
normal Gottesdienst service described above. The bass aria ‘Mit Jesu iibemehm ich alles’ 
from Ja deine Stind is heard again as well as the soprano aria ‘An den blutgen Kreutzes 
stamme’ which first appeared in Ja deine Stind as item 11 and subsequently in Ach! Wir 
armenStinder as item 42:
Maundy Thursday morning ‘ [Mit] Jesu iibemehm ich alles’
Maundy Thursday afternoon ‘Der2teTheil’
Good Friday morning ‘An dem Blutgen’
Good Friday afternoon ‘Der 2teTheil’
The popularity of the music from the surviving St Luke Passion is confirmed by the numbers 
o f items performed in these last years: 1765: excerpts from St Luke; 1766: excerpts from St 
Luke and St John; 1767: excerpts from St Luke.
From 1768, the quantity of music recorded in the Verzeichnis is drastically reduced and for 
the Passion services none is recorded at all. From 1769 the column Musiciret is omitted 
altogether.40 Thus, the tradition of performing Passion music in the Zerbster Schlofikirche 
appears to come to an end.
4 .4  The contents of the Passiontide services
The overriding impression given by the entries in the Verzeichnis is of a great consistency, 
with little innovation or change in format or content in the style o f the service over the period 
1720-1764. In particular, four of the readings given on the Maundy Thursday and Good 
Friday services remained constant each year:
40 Although, undoubtedly this did not mark the end of the performance of concerted music in the SchloBkirche, 
for there are numerous reports of cantatas composed by Rollig performed c 1771-1776: the Trauercantata 
Sey getreu bis in den Todt was performed on the 10th Sunday after Trinity to mark the death of the King 
Adolph Friedrich of Sweden. There are also reports of the performance of mass settings in 1776 to 
celebrate other events connected to the Court of Sweden.
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Maundy Thursday Vormittage: 1st reading I Corinthians 11: 20-32 or 23-32,
2nd reading from the Gospels 
Nachmittage: Psalm 111
Good Friday Vormittage: Psalm 69
Nachmittage: Psalm 22
Five- and seven-Part Passions adopted the following pattern for Palm Sunday and Vespers on 
Wednesday of Passion Week:
Palm Sunday Vormittage: 1st reading Ephesians 2: 1-11,
2nd reading St Matthew 21, 1-9.
Nachmittage: Psalm 10
Wednesday Vespers I Corinthians 11: 20-32
The second reading on Maundy Thursday Vormittage was taken from the Gospels, rotating 
with the cycle. The first nine years are as follows:
Passion performed 2nd reading Maundv Thursday Vormittage
1720 St Matthew Matthew 26:26-28
1721 St Mark Mark 14: 22-24
1722 St Luke Luke 19: 1-20
1723 St John John 13: 1-15
1724 ‘Aus den vier Evangelisten’ John 13: 1-15
1725 St Matthew Matthew 26:26-28
1726 St Mark Mark 14: 22-24
1727 St Luke Luke 22: 19-20
1728 St John John 13: 1-15
After 1730, the reading from St John 13 (either verses 1-8 or 1-15) became the standard 
second reading in this service.
There was also considerable regularity in the choice of hymns with a consistent pattern 
established from the second cycle o f performances commencing 1725.41 Maundy Thursday 
services displayed more variety than Good Friday though there were some standard choices.
41 Hymn numbers refer to the 1738 Cantional and the 1720-48 editions of the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch.
(See Chapter 5 for a survey of the various editions of the hymn book in use in Zerbst in the 18th century.)
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Matins on Maundy Thursday was usually a Eucharist service, and in the period 1720-1750 
commenced most almost invariably with ‘ Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit’ (Hymn no. 426) 
and ‘ Allein Gott in der Hoh sey Ehr’ (N o.91 ) 42 The third hymn before the sermon could be 
one of a selection of ‘Herr Jesu, Trost der Armen’ (No. 56), ‘ Mein Jesu, fur dein Angesicht 
komm’ ich’ (No. 57), ‘Wie freundlich muB der Herr doch sein’ (No. 58), ‘O Herr Jesu! mein 
trautes Gut’ (No. 133), or ‘ Herr Jesus Christ, dich zu uns wend’ (No. 207). Other 
common choices were ‘ Wohl mir! Jesus, meine Freude’ (Hymn No. 126) following the 
sermon whilst the hymns ‘Meinen Jesum laB’ ich nicht’ (No. 314), ‘Herr Jesu Christ, du 
hast bereit’t’ (No. 443) and‘Mein Liebehangt am Creutz’ (No. 412) during the 
communion and ‘Gott sey gelobet und gebenedeyet’ (No. 131) to end the service. Other 
concerted music in the Eucharist service included a Sanctus after the consecration of the bread 
and the wine (specified in 1726).43
Three hymns were sung in the Griindonnerstag Vespers service, the second before the 
sermon always being ‘Jesu, du Gottes-Lammlein’ (No. 411). Before the sermon on Good 
Friday Vormittage 1725-1750, were invariably hymns Nos. 426 ( ‘Kyrie, Gott Vater’ ), 418 
( ‘Jesu, dein ist dieser Tag’ ), 105 ( ‘Wir glauben all’ an einen Gott’ ) and 411 ( ‘Jesu, du Gottes- 
Lammelein’ ) with one of nos. 48 ( ‘Der am Creutz’ ist meine Liebe’), 49 ( ‘Jesu, deine 
heylgen Wunden’), 51 (Brich entzwey, mein armes Hertze’), 60 ( ‘OTraurigkeit’ ) or 217 
( ‘Wer Gott vertraut, hat wohl gebaut’ ) after the sermon. Similarly the three hymns before 
the sermon in the afternoon service were invariably ‘ Auf! mein Hertz, geh mit zu Grabe’ 
(No.419), ‘ Christus, der uns selig macht’ (No. 37) and ‘Jesu, du Gottes-Lammelein’ and the 
final hymn of the service was most commonly ‘O Traurigkeit’ . The 1720 services followed 
the following pattern with the Passion sung preceding the sermon: *
Table 4.5
Maundy Thursday 1720 Vormittage: Readings: as above
Hymn No. 426: Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit
Hymn No. 91: Allein Gott in der Hoh [sey Ehr ' ]  (Nice. Seleneccer)
Hymn No. 57: Mein Jesu fur dein Angesicht [komm' ich] (Joh. Maukisch) 44
42 See section 4.2 on the performance custom of the first three movements of the Mass.
43 Verzeichnis: Konsislorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 354, p. 14r-
44 Melody: ‘Herr Jesu Christ’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesatigbuch
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Part I of the Passion: St Matthew 26, Verses 1 -3 5
Hymn No. 124: OJesu! du mein Brdutigam (Joh. Heermann)
Sermon given by Hofpredigter D. [Dr.] Topfer45 (Text: Matthew 5: 26-28) 
after the consecration
Hymn No. 314: Meinen Jesum lafi ich nicht (Joh. Gerhard)
Hymn No. 128: Du Lebens-Brod, Herr Jesu Christ (Joh. Rist) 46 
Hymn No. 45: Sey mir tausendmahl gegrtisset (Joh. Gerhard)47 
To conclude: Hymn No. 131: Gott sey gelobet und gebenedeyet (M Luther)
Maundv Thursday 1720 Nachmittase: Readings: as above
Hymn No.43: Wenn meine Stind mich kranken (Joh. Gerhard)48 
Christe du Lamm Gottes zur (Cantzel)49 
Part II of the Passion: - St Matthew 26, Verses 36 - 75 
Sermon given by Herr Blilau (SS. Theol. Cand.) -
- Based on St John 13 (verses not specified)
Hymn No.36: Ach! Wir armen Sunder (Bonus)
Good Friday 1720 Vormittage: Readings: as above
Hymn No. 51: Brich entzwey mein [armes Hertze]
Christe du Lamm Gottes zur (Cantzel)
Part III o f the Passion: - St Matthew 27, Verses 1 -2 6
Sermon given by Hof-diaconus M. Komer based on St Matthew 27: 51-56
Hymn No. 50: Jesu meines Lebens Leben (Ernst Christoph Homburg)
Good Friday 1720 Nachmittage: Readings: as above
Hymn No. 53: Ach Jammer, Noht und Hertzeleyd! (Joh Balth. Schuppe) 50 
Part IV of the Passion: - St Matthew 27, Verses 27 - 66 
Sermon given by Herr Ohler, (stud SS. Theol.) based on St Matthew 27: 57-66 
Hymn No. 60: OTraurigkeit (J. Rist)
45 Bom in Wernigerode, Dr Andreas Topfer entered the faculty of Philosophy in Wittenberg in 1695 and took 
up the post of Pastor in 1697 with the Count of Solms. From there he became pastor and Superintendent 
at Bayreuth, Pastor primarius and general-superintendent and entered the Konsitorium in the Margrafthum 
Nieder-Laufitz. In 1707 he became a Doctor of Scripture and in 1711 came to Zerbst. He died in Zerbst 
18.4.1744. (see Zedler (1749) col. 1463.)
46 Melody:‘Ich steh’ an deinerKripp’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
47 Melody: ‘Zion klagt mit Angst und ’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
48 Melody: ‘Hilf Gott, laB mirs gelinge.’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
49 item 515 in the Cantional ? (Christe, Du Lamm Gottes, 1 verse). (Item 84 in 1753 Zerbstisches 
Gesangbuch)
50 Melody: either ‘Herr Jesu Christ, wahr Mensch und Gott’ or ‘Nun last uns den Lieb’ in 1743 
Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
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The first performance of one of the surviving Passions, St Mark, can be placed with certainty 
in 1750. The services for this year adopted the following pattern:
Table 4.6
Wednesday Ivor dem griinen Donnerstage 1 1750 Reading: I: Cor. 11:23-32
Hymn No. 145: Allein zu dir, Herr [Jesu ChristJ
Hymn No. 180: [N un danket alle Gott mit Herzen J
Part I o f the Passion: - St Mark 14: 1 -2 5
Sermon HofDiac. Caletzki.
Collect (sung)
Hymn No. 210: Gott sey uns gnadig und barmhertzig (M. Luther)
To close: Christe, du Lamm Gottes 5 1
Die Viridium: Maundy Thursday \150Vormittage: Readings: I Cor. 11: 23-32
St John 13:1-15
Hymn No. 426: Kyrie,Gott [Vater in Ewigkeit!J
Hymn No. 91: Allein Gott [in der Hoh sey Ehre *] (Seleneccer)
Part II o f the Passion: - St Mark 14: 26 - 52
Hymn No. 125: Ich komm’ itzt (jetzt) als ein armer Gast (Just. Sieber) 52 
Hymn No. 119 or 39: Herr Jesu Christ mein Trost und Licht or Herr Jesu Christ 
wahr’r Mensch und Gott 
Lord’s Prayer
Sermon given by Superintendant Dr. Kluge (Text: I Cor. 11: 23-29)53 
Hymn No. 124: O Jesu! du mein Brautigam (Joh. Heermann)
Communion
Hymn No. 314: Meinen Jesum lafi ’ ich nicht
Hymn No. 310: [Weg, mein Hertz mit den GedanckenJ (Gerhardt)54
Maundy Thursday 1750 Nachmittage: Reading: Psalm CXI
Hymn No. 241: [Ich ruffzu dir, Herr Jesu Christ ?](Paulus Speratus)55 
Part III o f the Passion: - St Mark 14: 53 - 72 
Hymn No. 411: Jesu du Gottes Lammelein 
Lord’s Prayer
Hymn No. 208: Liebster Jesu, wir [sind hier]
51 Not in the 1743/48 edition of the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch but included in the 1753 edition on p.84.
52 Melody:‘Herr Jesus Christ, du hochstes gut’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
53 There is an alteration to the original text; the Passion text taken from one of the gospels
54 Melody:‘Zion klagt mit Angst und Schmerzen’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
55 The Verzeichnis has the words ‘Zu alien meinen Thaten’
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Sermon given by [Hofprediger J Dr. Topfer servest. SS Theol. Studiosis 56 
(Text: John 13: 1-15)
Hymn No. 43: Wenn meine Siind mich krdnken (Joh. Gerhard) 57
Final Hymn No. 44 vs 11: Hab Danck, Herr Jesu, [ Herzens-Danck]  (S. Betulius) 58
Good Friday 1750 Vormittage: Reading: Psalm LXIX
Hymn No. 426: Kyrie Gott [Vater in Ewigkeit!]
Intonation: Christe du Lamm Gottes singet auch nachhier dassl. [dasselbe]
Vater unser
Choral response: ...beidemal Amen 
Hymn No. 418 Jesu dein ist dieser Tag 59 
Part IV of the Passion: - St Mark 15: 1 - 21
Hymn No. 105: (The Creed) [Wir Glduben all’ an einen Gott ] (M. Luther)
Hymn No. 411: Jesu du Gottes-Lammelein 
Vater unser
Sermon given the Hofdiacon. Caletzki (Text: Mark 15:33-41)
Hymn No. 51: Brich entzwey mein armes Hertze (David Trommer)
Conclusion Hymn No.??: (vs 8 and 7) Ich danke dir von Hertzen 60
Good Friday 1750 Nachmittase: Reading: Psalm XXII
Hymn No. 419: Auf! mein Hertz, geh mit [zu GrabeJ (C. Neumann)
Part V o f the Passion: - St Mark. 15: 22 - 47
Hymn No. 37 vs 8: O  Hilff Christe Gottes Sohn (Michael Weisse)6i 
Hymn No. 411: Jesu du Gottes Lammelein 
Vater unser
Sermon ? (Text: Mark 15: 42-47)
Hymn No. 60: O  Traurigkeit, O  Herzeleid (Rist)
Hymn No. 367: [Da Christus gebohren war,Jreuet sich der Engel Schaar ] (M.
Weisse)62
Unter defien Lobe
88 Heinrich August Topfer, Arch-Deacon in Zerbst after 1740 (Zedler, Universal Lexicon, 61, 1749,
col. 1464), son of Dr Andreas Topfer mentioned above in relation to the 1719 Consecration service of the 
SchloBkirehe and the performance of the 1720 St Matthew Passion.
87 Meiody: ‘Hilff Gott laB mirs gelinge’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
88 From Hymn: ‘Auf, meine Seel’ , entrisse dich von Welt-verliebten Krancken’ Melody: ‘Wenn meine 
Stundlein vorhanden ist’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
89 Meiody:‘Christus der uns selig macht’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
88 Not in the 1743/48 edition of the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch but included in the 1753 edition on p.636.
81 From Hymn: ‘Christus, der uns selig macht’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
82 Melody: ‘Singen wir aus Hertzens-Grund’ in 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch
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4 .5  The Internal Construction of the Zerbst oratorio Passions
The 1720-1722 Zerbst Passions follow the widespread practice of setting to music all of 
chapters 26 and 27 of St Matthew, chapters 14 and 15 of St Mark and chapters 22 and 23 of 
St Luke. Each of the settings o f the four gospels displays the same allocation of text to each 
of the four Parts in all performances up to 1742:
Table 4.7
St Matthew (1720. 1725, 1730, 1735, 1740)63 
Part 1 Chapter 26, Verses 1 -3 5  
Part 2 Chapter 26, Verses 36 - 75 - •
Part 3 Chapter 27, Verses 1 -2 6  
Part 4 Chapter 27, Verses 27 - 66
St Mark (1721. 1726, 1731, 1736, 1741)
Part 1 Chapter 14, Verses 1 -31
Part 2 Chapter 14, Verses 31 - ‘ end’ (verse 72)
Part 3 Chapter 15, Verses 1 -3 2
Part 4 Chapter 15, Verses 33 - ‘ end’ (verse 47)
St Luke (1722. 1727, 1732, 1737, 1742)
Part 1 Chapter 22, Verses 1 -3 0  
Part 2 Chapter 22, Verses 3 1 -71  
Part 3 Chapter 23, Verses 1 -31  
Part 4 Chapter 23, Verses 3 2 -5 6
St Luke (1723. 1728, 1733, 1738)
Part 1 Chapter 13, Verses 1 -3 0
Part 2 Chapter 13, Verses 3 1 -3 8  and Chapter 18, verses 1-11 
Part 3 Chapter 18, Verses 12 -40  and Chapter 19, verses 1-16 
Part 4 Chapter 23, Verses 17 - 42
Approaches to the setting o f St John’s Gospel varied rather more from centre to centre and
63 A note of the verses sung in each service is only given for the 1725 St Matthew Passion and subsequent 
Four-Part settings in the Verzeichnis. However, since all have the identical division of text, it must be 
assumed that the first example was the same.
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from composer to composer.64 Unique to Zerbst seems to be the practice o f setting Chapter 
13 of St John as well Chapters 18 and 19, a feature common to all the settings of St John’s 
account - in four Parts (1723-1738), in seven Parts (1748), and in five Parts (1752-1760). 
There seems to be a conscious decision in these works to lessen the difference between St 
John’ s account and those of the synoptic Gospels. The inclusion of Chapter 13 balances the 
structure of the work which would otherwise commence late in the account of the Passion 
story omitting the important scene of the Last Supper and Jesus’s predictions. A comparison 
of the order of presentation of the main scenes according to St Matthew (the most frequently 
set Gospel) and St John below makes this cl ear.6 5 Four scenes in St Matthew’s account are 
normally omitted in settings of St John which commence with Chapter 18: ‘ the Chief Priests 
seek to destroy Jesus’ , ‘ the Annointing o f Jesus with precious ointment’ , ‘Judas plans the 
betrayal’ and ‘the preparation of the Passover’ . From this point the two accounts are fairly 
close except for an emphasis on Peter’ s denial and the trial before Pilate.66 Table 4.8 below 
shows how the narrative is divided between the four Parts in each o f the four gospels in the 
first period o f the Zerbst Passion tradition:
84 As outlined in Chapter 1, all other settings of St John’s account omit the scene of the Last Supper.
Postel’s 1704 libretto for St John is in the form of a Passio brevis in that only Chap 19 iskset, picking 
up the story from the scourging of Jesus after Pilate’s cross-examination. In compiling the text for his 
setting in 1723, J.S. Bach filled in some of the missing commentary by borrowing verses from other 
sources.
88 Smallman (1970) pp. 34-5, tabulates the main scenes in Chapters 26 and 27 from St Matthew and Chapters 
18 and 19 from St John highlighting the main differences in the amount of the story presented in each 
Gospel and the ordering of the events.
88 For an in-depth survey of the structure of the text of St John’s account of the Passion see Chafe (1989) 
pp. 75-111.
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In the settings of two of the Gospels, St Matthew and St John, the four breaks in the Gospel 
text are replicated in the subsequent multi-Part settings:
Table 4.9: St Matthew Passion - Division of text
1 720-1 740 1 745-1 757
1 Ch.26: 1 - 35 1 Ch.26: 1-16
11 Ch.26: 17-35
11 Ch.26: 36-75 III Ch.26: 36-56
IV Ch.26: 57-75
III Ch.27: 1-26 V Ch.27: 1-26
IV Ch.27: 27-66 VI Ch.27: 27-44
VII Ch.27: 45-66
Table 4.10: St John Passion - Division of text
1 7 2 3 -1 7 3 8 1743 1 7 5 2 -1 7 6 0
1 Ch. 13: 1 - 30 1 Ch.13: 1-30 1 Ch.13: 1-30
II Ch. 13: 31-38 and 
Ch.18: 1-11
II Ch. 13: 
Ch.18:
31-38 and 
1-11
II Ch.13: 31-38 and 
Ch.18: 1-11
III Ch. 18: 12-40 III Ch.18: 12-40 II! Ch.18: 12-27
and IV Ch.18: 28-40
Ch.19: 1-16 IV Ch.19: 1-16 V Ch.19: 1-16
IV Ch. 19: 17-42 V Ch.19: 17-42 VI Ch.19: 17-30
VII Ch.19: 31-42
A  similar comparison of the division o f the gospel text in the Zerbst St Luke and St Mark texts 
shows little or no correlation in the division o f the text between the earlier four-Part setting and 
the longer mid-century settings other than the break between Chapters at the mid-point o f the 
work:
Table 4.11: St Luke Passion - Division of text
1721-1 741 post-1747
I Ch.22: 1 - 30 i Ch.22: 1 - 23
II Ch.22: 24 - 38
ii Ch.22: 31 - 71
III Ch.22: 39 - 53
------------
IV Ch.22: 54 - 71
in Ch.23: 1 - 31 V Ch.23: 1 - 25
VI Ch.23: 26 - 43
IV Ch.23: 32 - 56
Vli Ch.23: 44 - 56
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Similarly, there is only one break in the St Mark Passion that is common to any two settings 
of this Gospel. Apart from the break between Chapters 14 and 15, there are only two such 
coincidences of Parts ending with the same verse (the end of Part I in the early four-Part 
setting and Part II in the 1746 version and the division at the end of Chap. 14: verse 52 in the 
1746 and 1750 versions):
Table 4.12: St Mark Passion - Division of text
1 721-1 741 1 746 post 1750
1 Ch.14: 1 - 31 I Ch. 14: 1 - 16 1 Ch.14: 1 - 25
II Ch. 14: 17 - 31
II Ch.14: 26 - 52
II Gh.14: 32-72 ill Ch.14: 3 2 - 5 2
IV Ch.14: 53 - 72 III Ch. 14: 53 - 72
III Ch.15: 1 - 32 V Ch.15: 1 - 19 IV Ch.15: 1 - 21
VI Ch.15: 2 0 - 3 7
V Ch.15: 22 - 47
IV Ch.15: 33 - 47
VII Ch.15: 38- 47
From the above analysis one might conclude that the 1745 St Matthew and 17487/1752 St 
John Passions were at least partially derived from the earliest settings, the subsequent multi­
part versions made longer by the inclusion o f more lyrical texts and chorales. In the case of 
the St John Passion, we can be confident in believing that all three settings are by Fasch which 
might explain the consistency in the section breaks in the gospel text and the surprising 
conservatism of the music o f the recitative and turbae. 67 On the other hand, the lack of 
correlation between the later five- and seven- Part St Luke and St Mark Passions and the 
earlier settings suggests that the later setting in each case may have been entirely newly- 
composed. Since the Gospel text had been broken in different places, so the new lyrical texts 
must have been placed, to a great extent, at differing points in the Gospel text. In the case of 
the St Mark Passion, where the 1721 setting was by Kuch and the 1750 setting by Rollig, this 
argument would suggest that there was a change of composer also for the 1746 setting though
6? Although it was most unusual for a setting to be performed just once, the harmonic structure of the
recitative of the seven-Part 1748 setting shows that it could quite easily have been derived from a previous 
four- or five-Part version. (See Chapter 8 for full discussion.)
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there is not enough evidence to decide confidently between either Fasch and Rollig.68
In the four year period from 1745 (i.e. one complete Passion cycle), oratorio Passions 
performed in Zerbst were re-cast in seven Parts, a pattern that had previously been established 
in 1724 with the performances of the Passio aus dem 4  Evangelisten . There seem to be three 
reasons for this important musical and liturgical change:
1) to lessen the amount o f the music performed in any one service.
2) to even out the distribution, i.e.the number of verses in each service to achieve 
more consistency in the performing length of the Parts o f each Gospel.
3) to ensure that there was more consistency of the contents o f the respective 
services from year to year - each o f the seven-Part Passions places the 
important scenes in more or less the same service in Holy week.
Comparison of Table 4.13 below o f the division o f text in the seven-Part Passions with Table 
4.8 above demonstrates that there was a more consistent allocation of the gospel narrative in 
the later Passion settings. The only minor variations between the synoptic Gospels ensure that 
the important theological themes are contained in particular services each year: the Last 
Supper becomes the theme for the Palm Sunday services, the Agony in the Garden on 
Wednesday, the trials before Caiaphas and Pilate and Peter’ s denials on Grundonnerstag, the 
Crucifixion on Karfreitag  morning and the descent from the Cross and Burial in the 
afternoon.
68 It might follow, therefore, that the St Matthew Passion is also the work of Fasch and that the post-
1747 St Luke Passion might be by the younger composer. (Of course, until further sources come to light, 
there is no means of testing this hypothesis.)
Another hypothesis for the single performance of the 1746 St Mark Passion is that Rollig created it 
out of the setting of St Matthew he composed for the Leipzig liturgy. (This is theoretically possible since 
the two accounts are very similar.) To do so, the music would have been substantially recast with new 
recitative and the addition of extra chorales. The reason for the single performance might therefore have 
been because the product was either too unsatisfactory, or that his personal style had developed to such an 
extent that he wished to compose an entirely new setting in 1750 rather than repeat the 1746 version.
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One o f the reasons for extending the musical presentation of the Passion from four to seven 
separate Parts to be performed over the same number of services was surely to lessen the 
length of the performance in any one service. A secondary effect was to balance up the Parts 
of each oratorio. If not the main impetus for change, part o f the reason for the new 
arrangements in 1743 may well lie in the desire of the clergy o f the SchloBkirche to keep the 
amount o f concerted music to a minimum. Fasch refers to the pressure he received from the 
Church authorities to shorten cantatas in a letter to Friedrich von Uffenbach in Frankfurt am 
Main (1.3.1752) reproduced in Engelke.69
The length of any oratorio Passion is determined by the amount of Gospel text there is to set 
(St Matthew has the most verses, St Luke the least) and by the amount o f other music, arias, 
chorales, choruses and instrumental movements, which are employed to provide commentary 
on the action. Thus, the division o f the Passion into five or more parts reduces the amount o f 
Gospel text to be performed on any one occasion with both a commensurate reduction in the 
length of performance of each section and greater evenness in the distribution of verses 
(highlighted in the table below). As a result o f the spread o f the performance of Passion 
music over a greater number of services leading up to Good Friday in Zerbst the services 
themselves became more consistent in length and the amount of time given over to the 
performance o f Passion music diminished (assuming that there was not a great increase in 
interpolated lyrical texts), thereby pacifying possible adverse criticism o f the length of 
concerted music in services held in the Zerbster SchloBkirche.
69 Engelke (1908) p.41. (Entire letter: pp. 38-42)
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Table 4.14; Division of text between
each part - expressed in nos. of verses
Four-Part settings (1720 - 1742)
Part I I I I I I I V
St Matthew 35 40 26 41
St Mark 3 1 41 32 16
St Luke 30 41 31 25
St John 30 19 45 26
Five-Part settings (1743 11750)
Part I I I I I I I V V
St Mark 25 27 47 21 27
St John 30 19 29 16 26
Seven-Part settings (post 1745)
Part I I I I I I I V V V I V I I
St Matthew 16 19 21 19 26 18 22
St Mark 16 15 21 20 19 18 11
St Luke 23 15 15 18 25 18 13
St John 30 19 16 13 16 14 12
Despite the spreading out of the gospel text over greater numbers of services, the allocation of 
verses to the first two Parts of each setting of the St John Passion remains the same creating 
an imbalance in the structure of the seven-Part version . To counter this Fasch has allocated 
only one aria insertion in Part I whilst the others Parts each have two lyrical movements 
(either aria or choruses), and in general either three or four chorales. Part four is perhaps the 
shortest section with only two chorales and 13 gospel verses set, possibly due in part to the 
fact that the Passion performance on Grtindonnerstag morning was part o f a Eucharist 
service.
Table 4.15; Nos. of movts in 
St John Passion
1748/52
Arias Chorales Choruses
Part I I 3 0
Part II 1 2 1
Part III 2 4 0
Part IV 2 2 0
Part V 2 3 0
Part VI 2 4 0
Part VII 1 4 1
Totals 11 21 2
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4 .6  The Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten
Performed in strict rotation in the years 1724, 1729, 1734, 1739 and 1744 between 
successive cycles of oratorio settings of the four Gospels was a Passion harmony, item 4 
above: Passion Aus den vier Evangelisten. One possible source is the text transmitted in the 
Zerbstisches Gesangbuch and the music in the Zerbster Cantional (item 54 in both 
sources) 70 This is a composite work, an amalgamation of the account of the Passion from 
all the four Gospels which contains all o f the words of Christ from the Cross, written in 
strophic form in 23 verses. The text is by Sebald Heyden (d.1561) but the music is 
anonymous 71 The first verse of the work is reproduced below with music (Musical Example 
4.1).
However, since there is no tally between the the page numbers of the verses in the 1730 and 
1743 Gesangbucher and the numbers in the Verzeichnis. (most normally in the column 
labelled Musiciret, though for one year (1739) in the column labelled Was gesungen) it 
seems that this is not the work that was performed in the years 1724 -1744.72 More likely it 
is the work referred to in another Konsistorium document preserved in Oranienbaum; an 
inventory of the contents of the SchloBkirche.73 In this document there are references to a 
book entitled Historia des Leidens Christi wie solche nach der Beschreibung derer 4. 
Evangelisten mit unter[men]gten Liedern in Hochfurstl[icher] Schlofikirche musiciret wird 74 
in the collection of the prince and princess’s personal hymnbooks and Hymnologiapassionalis 
(presumably = the Historia des Leidens ) in the Princess of Domburg’ s personal hymnbooks. 
The reference to ‘ intermingled hymns’ hints at a much more substantial work that item 54 in
70 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch Item 54 (1743/48 col. 139-152). Settings of oratorio Passions (according to 
St Matthew) had been printed in hymnbooks of other centres - notable examples are Riga (1695), and 
Danzig (printed 1759 and 1782). ‘Passion Harmonies’ were also a feature of North German Hymn books of 
the late 17th and 18th centuries. Examples can be found in Rudolstddter Passionsharrnonie (1688),
Merseburger Evangelien=harmonie des Gesangbuches (1709) and in the Hamburger Gesangbiicher (1666 
and 1788) - (see Lott (1920) pp.287ff.).
71 One other hymn is ascribed to Heyden in the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch : ‘Wer in dem Schutzdes 
Hochsten ist.’ (No. 347).
72 Verzeichnis IXa 360, pp. 45r-45v, Parts I and II are listed in the first column labelled Was gesungen. 
Significantly, it is these two services that break the traditional pattern of performances.
73 D-ORB Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 340. Inventarium bey der Hochfiirstlichen Schlofikirche 
allhier (I am greatly indebted to Brian Clark for bringing this document to my attention.) See further 
references to this document in Chapter 5.
74 Translation: ‘The story of the Sufferings of Christ as reported by the four Evangelists with [intermingled] 
hymns as performed in the Princely Castle Chapel.’
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the Gesangbuch which would strongly suggest that this is the work that was spread over as 
many as 12 services. There seems to be no references in the SchloBkirche inventory to any 
source o f the music that might accompany this work.75
Musical Example 4.1
Music and text o f verse 1 of Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten  
Zerbster Gesangbuch (1730/1743) item 54
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78 [t is presumably a rather earlier work to the Latin translation of the Brookes text made by a member of the 
Zerbst Konsistorium and published in Zerbst 1725 entitled Historia / Passionis / et Mortis / Jesu 
Christi / Carmine Heroico delinieata, / Et ex Manuser. edita / Cui accedit / Historia / Resurrectionis / 
Christi, ejus dem que I ascensionis ad Coelos, et / Effusionis spiritus sancti / super Apostolos / Epico 
atque Carmine descripta / a !  Joh. Christ. Waechtlero, / J.U.D. Serettiss. Principi Anhaitino-Servest 1 a 
Confiliis III. Regim. & Consistorii II Servestae / Apitd Georg. Willi. Goeckingen / MDCCXXV.
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The greatest variation in the presentation of the Passion story in the Passion-tide services 
coincided with performances of the Passion Aus den vier Evangelisten . Perhaps the very 
flexibility of a work in strophic form enabled the authorities to try out differing performing 
patterns. During the first period of (four-Part) Passion performances in Zerbst, seven-Part 
performances of the Passion Aus den v ier Evangelisten were given every fifth year. Two 
patterns of performance were adopted: performances between 1724 to 1734 followed the 
pattern used eventually in the seven-Part oratorio Passions given after 1745, whilst the 1739 
performance uniquely placed parts I and II on Monday and Tuesday, the only incidence in the 
history o f Passion performance in Zerbst:
Table 4.16
Division of pages in the Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten 1724-1739
1724, 1729 and 1734 1739 div of text 
(by page?)
I Palm Sundav morning Monday afternoon 164- 181
n afternoon Tuesday afternoon 181 - 196
iii Wednesday afternoon Wednesday afternoon 197-212
IV
V
Griindonnerstag morning
afternoon
Griindonnerstag morning
afternoon
212 - 227 
117-239
VI
VII
Karjreitag morning
afternoon
Karjreitag morning
afternoon
240 - 255 
256 - end
For one year (1744) the performance spread across 12 services over a period of three weeks 
extending from the Saturday before Laetare to Good Friday. There is some doubt about when 
Part VII was performed since there is no reference to this performance in the Verzeichnis. It 
seems probable, however, that it was given on Palm Sunday:
Table 4.17 - Division of pages in the 1744
Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten
!! 
[ i
j!
I Saturday afternoon ! (beg) -172 i!
n (Laetare) Sunday morning !173 - 181 ! ‘
in afternoon 0000CO
IV Saturday afternoon §100oo i:
V (Judica) Sunday morning I 197 - 203
VI afternoon ; 204 - 212 1 .
VII Palm Sundav? afternoon : 213 -217
VIII Wednesday afternoon 218 - 227 *
IX Griindonnerstag morning .227 - 239
X afternoon !240 - ? } page nos.
XI Karjreitag morning : ? - ? } not specified
XII afternoon : ? - ? } !
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$The extending of the performance of the Passion story over such a lengthy period is known in 
other centres. In Gotha (1711) a Gospel-‘ harmony’ was performed twice-weekly on 
Sundays and Thursdays in the Lenten period.76
Alternative services with a differing selection o f hymns given on the opposite page in the 
Verzeichnis are given for Palm Sunday, Griindonnerstag, Karjreitag, Paschal. (9, 10, 11, 
16 and 21 April) and Misericordiae (23 April) 1724 77 During periods o f official mourning 
(in 1724 due to the death o f Princess Sophia) the princes and princesess o f the court normally 
withdrew from the SchloBkirehe and had services conducted in their private chambers.
There are indications in the various entries in the column marked Musiciret in the Verzeichnis 
that performances were concluded with verses from a chorale, such as hymn 55 vs. 16-24 
(Palm Sunday morning, 1739) and vs. 25-end (Palm Sunday evening, 1739) ‘Ach! Wir 
armen Sunder’ (Wednesday 1739) ‘ O hilf Christe Gottes Sohn’ (Griindonnerstag morning, 
1739). As in the services containing performances of the oratorio Passions, there was great 
rigidity in the choice of readings:
Grundonnersta q Vormittage : 1st reading
2nd reading
Nachmittage: Psalm 111
Karfreitag Vormittage: Psalm CXI
Nachmittage: Psalm 22
I Corinthians 11: 20-32
76 The textbook only survives of Die hd'chst-trdstliche Fasten-Zeit / wurde nebst andern gottseeligen 
Betrachtungen iiber das bittere Leiden und Sterben unsers HErn und Heylandes JEsu Christi / auch mit 
harmonischer Devotion, nach Anleitung der vier Evangelisten / zugebracht / Also / dafi wochentlich 
zweymal / nemlich Sonntags und Donnerstags / von Invocavit an bis auf Palmarum des 1711-ten Jahres i 
bey djfentlichem Gottesdienste / einen Theil davon musicalisch auffiihrete Ihro Hochfl. Durchl. zu Sachsen 
Eisenach Capeile. Gotha. C. Reyher. ) anon (possibly Telemann?), 1711. (See Blankenburg (1963) 
Footnote p. 58.)
77 The handwriting in the Verzeichnis changes might suggest that there was a different Pastor in 1724. More 
likely, however, the pastor dicated to various scribes.
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4 .7  On the repertoire of Passion Music of the Court of Anhalt-Zerbst
It seems unlikely that, after 1723, a new Passion setting was composed for each year, though 
new settings of each of the Gospels were produced in the period 1742-1750 when the scale of 
the works increased as well as the pattern of performance. There seems to be ample evidence 
to suggest that there was repetition o f music. Unlike Hamburg, where Telemann and C.P.E. 
Bach prepared new settings each year, Zerbst seemed to follow the general trend in Lutheran 
centres of periodically introducing new settings of the Gospels but repeating works in the 
repertoire many times. Evidence for this comes from entries in the Verzeichnis and from the 
music of the three surviving Zerbst scores.
An indication of the regular practice o f repeating previous settings/music is given in the layout 
of the music in the surviving instrumental parts of Ja  deine Stind. These consist solely of 
lyrical music (instrumental movements, chorales, arias and Schlufichor) and are devoid of 
any Gospel music (indeed, the only indication that the work is an oratorio Passion comes from 
the title). That there is no trace of the words of Jesus or o f the maid in the bass and soprano 
vocal parts, nor of any recitative or arioso  in the cello part, leads one to conjecture how the 
gospel text might have been performed. Was the Gospel text a) recited,78 or b) reused 
each performance of the same gospel with the lyrical sections inserted at the same points each 
time (in common with C.P.E. Bach’s practice in Hamburg)? If the latter is the case, there 
was no need, therefore, to insert the gospel text into the parts as the gospel music would be on 
separate sheets of music reused for each performance. This would suggest that the selection of 
concerted music might have been changed periodically, though there is no evidence of this.
One final indication of repeated performance is the changes and additions to the instrumental 
parts themselves with the addition o f a sinfonia at the opening of Part III (Karfreitag  morning 
service) in the hand of an aged Fasch suggesting that the music was modified on subsequent 
performances. (See discussion of parts of the surviving St Luke and St John Passions below 
in Chapter 8, and Appendix 4 for a description of the sources.)
78 There is no evidence to suggest that Gospel text was spoken rather than sung in any 18th-century oratorio 
Passion setting. However, that it might have been recited in this way has been a serious suggestion, to 
explain the lack of Gospel texts in the surviving scores of C.P.E. Bach’s Passions (See Chamblee (1973) 
p. 44.) However, Clark (1984) has shown that the settings of the Gospel texts for the C.P.E. Bach 
Passions were written out on seperate music and reused on each occasion the Gospel was performed and 
interpolated between concerted music which was prepared anew each year.
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It seems likely that the tradition of the annual performance of oratorio Passions commenced in 
the first year of the newly-consecrated SchloBkirche - there is certainly little evidence of the 
performance of music in the SchloBkirche prior to the official opening in October 1719 and it 
also coincides with an increase in the size o f the Kapelle and the production of a ‘new’ 
Zerbstisches Gesangbuch. 79 It is most unlikely that oratorio Passions were performed 
before this date though it is conceivable that works such as the Die Passion aus den vier 
Evangelisten were the staple diet o f pre-1720 Holy Week performances either in SchloBkirche 
or in one of the Stadtkirchen.
A condensed list o f the Passions produced in Zerbst below (Table 4.14) gives an indication of 
the richness of the repertoire in this centre. Assuming that Passions were given repeat 
performances over a period o f time until a change in the format of the perfomace warranted a 
‘ new’ composition, at least 10 different oratorio Passions were produced for the Court of 
Anhalt-Zerbst.8o There may have been more works; it is highly likely that first two Kuch 
Passions were re-written by Fasch at some point as Ja deine Stind appears to have been. This 
work is a revised version of Kuch’s 1722 St Luke Passion the greater part o f which (the arias, 
chorus and some of the instrumental music) is by Fasch, whilst the missing setting o f the 
Gospel text is most likely to be Kuch’s original. The surviving St John and St Mark Passions 
are notable for being the last two examples composed for the cycle, whilst some of the 
surviving sections of Ja deine Stind are amongst some of the last-heard Passion music in the 
Court. Significantly, it would appear that the four-part works by Kuch and revised by Fasch 
were the staple diet until 1742. Coinciding with the period considered to be the flowering of 
courtly life is the introduction of five and seven-Part works-with six new works being 
introduced over a period of seven years. After 1750 performances of these larger-scale works 
continued until the late 1760s, when the tradition of the performance of oratorio works at 
Passion-tide at Zerbst came to an end.
79 See discussion of the Zerbst hymnbooks in Chapter 5
80 Possible composers of the Passions are indicated though the question of authorship is dealt with in some 
detail at the end of the dissertation in Chapter 10, following the detailed discussion of the music of the 
surviving works.
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Table 4.18 - Condensed list of the Zerbst oratorio Passions ;!
Status probable composer / work
In Four Parts:
1720 St Matthew lost Kuch (revised Fasch?)
1721 St Mark lost Kuch (revised Fasch?)
1722 St Luke incomplete Kuch (surviving music is mostly by Fasch) 
Ja deine Siind
1723 St John lost Fasch
In Five Parts: 1
1743 St John lost ?Fasch / Rollig
Komm o Vater? i
1750 St Mark complete Rollig?
Die betriibte und getrdstete ...Sulamith j
1!
In Seven Parts
1745 St Matthew lost ?Fasch / Rollig
1746 St Mark lost ?Fasch
1747 St Luke lost ?Fasch / Rollig j
1748 St John complete Fasch?
Ach! Wir armen Sunder
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C h a p t e r  5
T h e  Z e r b s t i s c h e s  G e s a n g b u c h  
a n d  t h e  P a s s i o n  c h o r a l e s
This chapter explores the relationship between the chorales employed in the various Passion 
settings discussed in this dissertation and the several sources o f hymns sung in the Zerbster 
Schlofikirche which have survived. These consist of a manuscript Cantional with music for 
soprano and figured bass, and a number o f books of texts. The discussion is preceded by an 
overview of the various sources which, apart from the Cantional, were not previously 
known by Fasch scholars, all the hymn books having been discovered during the course of 
this investigation.1
5 .1  The Zerbst Gesangbucher from 1705 to after 1868
5 . 1 . 1  Early Zerbst Gesangbucher
The editions used prior to the 1700 edition have proved to be quite elusive. From the title of 
earliest surviving copy, printed in 1705, 2 which states that it is the fourth printing of that 
version o f the Gesangbuch, it is clear that an edition of Zerbstisches Gesangbuch with 356 
hymns first appeared sometime in the latter half o f the 17th century. This was subsequently 
expanded by the addition of one appendix by 1705 and a second appendix and further hymns
1 See Table 5.1 for full list of the known editions of the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch. I am indebted to Barbara 
Reui for forwarding information about the 1705, 1707 and 1757 editions and for her generous help in 
making it possible to view the other editions in Zerbst and Magdeburg.
2 D-GOl Signature Cant. Spir. 866. Hymns 1- 356 in the main sequence on 990 pages with items 357- 
405 An hang I  on pp. 991-1140. The 16 pages containing the Verzeichnis and alphabetic Register are 
unpaginated, but the concluding section of prayers on 28 pages recommences with page 1.
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in later editions up to 1748. The titles o f the 1705-1748 editions (which differ very little)3 
explain that these early hymn books contain the texts of chorales sung not only in the princely 
chapel, but also generally in the churches o f Anhalt-Zerbst:
Zerbstisches /  Gesang-Buch / In welchem /  Nebst des SeeL /‘D. Martin Luthers und /  
andern schon bekandten lie= t dem noch etliche neue und / niemals gedruckte zu 
finden /  Auff Hoch-Fiirstlich = /  gnddigsten Befehl /  zusammen getragen und zum / 
Gebrauch der Evangelisch-Lu-ttherischen Kirchen zu Zerbst ausgefertiget. I Mit 
hoch-Fiirstl. Durchl /  gndd. PRIVILEGE11 Zum vierdten Mahl auffgelegt /  und 
vermehret /  Druckts. Joh. Ernst Bezel. - 17054
The preface of the 1705 edition, which refers to some corrections from previous editions as 
well as a new pagination, reads:
‘ In CHRISTO geliebter Leser
Es ist gegenwartiges Gesang-Buch zum Gebrauch der Evangelisch-Lutherischen 
Kirchen im Anhaltischen Zerbster Antheil verfertiget worden....werden beyde Register 
am Ende des Buches... noch geistreiche Gesange und unter denen viel so noch 
niemahls in den Druck kommen beliebet worden....Autoris... Nahme, wo man ihn 
wissen und in den konnen...zweifelshaffte Redens=Arthen vorkommen sie desto 
gutiger gedeutet werden wenn man von der Orthordoxie des Autoris anderweit 
versichert hat... Grab-Liede Nun laB uns den Leib begrabe[n]welches p.891. stehet, 
der Name unsers seeligen Luther aus versehen weil es in den meisten Gesang-BUchem 
also zu finden gesetztet worden. Es ist aber nicht sein sondem eines 
andern.. Johannes WeiB (durchgestrichen, unten mit Bleistift Michael geschrieben).5
Seiten normal paginiert, beginnt mit I.’6
Evidently, according to the inventory of the SchloBkirehe (presumably made sometime in the
mid-1720s),7 there were at least two differing hymn books in existence in the early 1720s.
This document refers to an ‘ old’ edition, the 'Zerbstisches Gesangbuch - altes edition*
(presumably the 1705/7 edition) to distinguish it from the ‘new’ version, the ‘Neues
3 See Appendix 4 for full titles and descriptions of all the surviving editions of the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch.
4 Translated as: ‘Zerbst Hymnal in which, in addition to hymns by Dr. Martin Luther and other already well 
known hymns, are many new ones that have never [before] been printed, can be found; collected as ordered 
by most gracious ducal decree, prepared for use in the Evangelical-Lutheran Church in Zerbst and expanded 
and printed with a most gracious ducal and special privilege for the fourth time [by] Joh. Ernst Bezel 1705.’
8 This rather odd statement in parentheses translates as: ‘crossed out, someone using a red crayon wrote 
Michael at the bottom of the page. Michael WeiB (or Weisse) is credited with seven items in the main 
sequence of hymns and a further two in Anhang I. There are none ascribed to Johann WeiB in the 1743 
edition.
8 A reprint of the 1705 edition appeared in 1707. Copy in D-GOI Signature Cant. Spir. 615.
7 In D-ORB Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15a IXa. 340. Inventarium bey der Hochfiirstlich. Schlojlkirche 
allhier.
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Zerbstisches Gesangbuch’, which, from the references to the copies in the prince and 
princess’ s own collections was produced in 1720.8 The prince’s copy was bound in leather: 
‘Zerbstisches Gesangbuch mit einem frantzosischen Band u. vergiildet: die neuste edition 
1720’ whilst the princess’s copy was bound in corduroy (Cordewey). The production of 
the 1720 edition would also have coincided with the opening o f the SchloBkirche and the 
expansion of liturgical activities. It is most likely that Anhang II was added at this time.
5 . 1 . 2  The 1730-1748 Gesangbucher
The next surviving edition, produced in 1730,9 has a very similar title to the 1705 edition.10 
It was then replaced by a slightly expanded version with two extra Christmas hymns (items 
512-513) items 506-511 numbered (see Table 5.1 below) and a new fomat with two columns 
per page in 1743.11 This edition was further reprinted in 1748 using the original plates (the 
title page still has the date 1743) but with a new section added at the back of the volume - 
following the appendices, indexes and special prayers from the 1730 edition - containing 101 
pages o f daily prayers. This section is given its own title page:
Geistreiche /  Gebete, /  Oder /  Andachten, vor bey und nach Der Beichte und heiligem 
Abendmahle; /  Welchen die in der /  Evangelisch-Lutherischen Kirche /  Im 
Furstenthume Anhalt-Zerbst /  Dabay gewohnliche offentliche /  Vermahnung /  nebst 
einigen andem Gebeten /  Wie auch /  Morgensegen und Abensegen / Aufalle Tage der 
Woche /  Beygejuget worden. /  Mit Hochjurstlichen Special-Privilegio. II Zerbst / Bey 
Samuel Gottfried Zimmermann / 1748
8 The prince and princess each had a leather or corduroy-bound copy of the ‘Neueste edition ’ of the 
Zerbstisches Gesangbuch, a copy of the 1674 Zerbstische Kirchen Agende and a copy of the Historia des
Leidens Christi  The widow princess had a copy of the Paradifi Gdrtlein (1714), the Gothaisches voll-
stdndige Kirchen Buch (1689) and the ‘Neues Zerbst. Gesang.’
9 D-MAlcon (KmG 1730/06) and D-GOL (Signature Cant. Spir. 615a). The hymns in the main sequence 
(1 -356), Anhang I  (357-405) and Anhang I I  (406-505) are numbered. There follows a further 6 < 
unnumbered hymns (equivilent in the 1743 edition lo nos. 506-511), and 14 pages (commencing with page 
1) of prayers specific to the area of Anhalt-Zerbst including dedicative prayers to the Prince and his family 
(pages 8-9). A rather odd feature of the edition is the numbering of pages of hymns where there are two 
‘column’ numbers per page but the page is only wide enough for one column of text.
1° See Appendix 4 for the full title. The 1705 edition contains not only well-known hymns but also some 
that are ‘noch etliche neue und niemals gedruckte’ , whereas the 1730 edition, presumably relering to the
items in Anhang II, describes them as ‘noch viele neue [Liedern]’
11 In GB-BL 3425.K.1.
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The hymns in the main body of the 1705-1743/4812 editions are arranged according to the 
church calendar Advent Lieder, Christmas Lieder etc...., opening with the Advent Hymn, 
‘Nun komm der heyden Heyland’ . Anhang I commences with No. 357, ‘Denn die Engel 
droben’ and Anhang II commences with No.406, ‘Heylig ist Gott der Vater!’ , concluding 
with No. 513, ‘ Dancksagen wir alle Gott’ . There are two indexes in these editions (1. by 
church calendar and 2. hymns alphabetically) followed by general prayers (pages have 
independent pagination in the 1705/7 and 1730 editions but are unnumbered in the 1743-48 
editions).
A  manuscript Cantional preserved in Oranienbaum with music (dated 1738)13 provides the 
melody and a figured bass line for hymns contained in the 1705/07,1730 and 1743/48 
Gesangbucher. The item numbers and page number reference in the Cantional agree with the 
1743/48 Gesangbuch, a relationship confirmed by the full title o f the manuscript:
HochfirstJ liches] Anhalt-Zerbstisches /  Schlofi=Kirchen Cantional /  nach welchen in 
diesem Cantional /  befindlichen Melodien die Lieder, so /  in [im] Zerbstischen 
Gesang-Buch enthalten, /  auf Hochfiirstlich genadigste Verordnnng /  in 
Hochfirstlicher Schlofi-Kirche /  mus=sen gespielet und gesun=gen werden. /  Anno 
1738. 14
Though itself apparently incomplete, the Cantional does have 15 extra hymns - the last 
complete item being No.528. (The number of item 529 is written in the book but no music 
follows.) Items 145-150 have also been lost from the book owing to missing pages. The
index is also incomplete, only reaching the letter F, but the fact that it was started suggests that 
there may not have been an intention of adding more hymns to the Cantional at that date.
The document has been written in several hands, presumably over a period o f time. Some of 
the chorales are pasted on the page which suggests that either 1) possibly the copyists felt that 
this was the best means of correcting mistakes, or 2) extensive changes were made to the
12 In D-MAkon.
13 Anhaltisches Staatsarchiv Konsistorium Zerbst Rep 15 A IXa 380 in D-ORB. In several hands, the 
volume is bound in boards (19.4cm by 33cm). This document is referred to by Waschke (1908) pp. 17-18. 
Pfeiffer (1987) p. 107 states that the ms. had been lost in the interim period (‘dieses handschriftliche ...ist 
inzwischen verloren’).
14 Translated as: ‘Ducal Anhalt-Zerbst Court Chapel Cantional in which are contained the melodies of the 
chorales that are found in the Zerbst hymnal [that] must be played or sung in the ducal Court Chapel as 
ordered by a most gracious ducal decree. Anno 1738.’ There is also a set of manuscript parts of chorales 
performed on Sundays during the church year in D-ORB, Zerbster Musikalien A33.
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melodies and bass line that warranted a complete rewrite, or 3) melodies were entirely 
changed for some hymns (to more popular ones?). This last reason seems the most likely 
explanation, especially since some melodies are used quite extensively.15
A closer study of the ordering o f the hymns and a comparison with the Cantional provides 
useful insights into the method of the compilation, as well as suggesting a rough date for the 
original publication of the Gesangbuch and the addition of the two appendices. The 
reprinting of a hymn book with enlarged contents together with a revised order is a lengthy 
and expensive affair. The item order of the hymns in the 1730 reprint clearly indicates that 
new hymns were added in two appendices rather than amalgamating them into the pre-existing 
main sequence - some considerable expense thus being saved by the use of the original plates. 
While the main sequence of hymns (1 - 356) is arranged by feast in year order followed by 
general hymns and those for specific times o f the day etc., no such ordering seems to have 
been undertaken for the two appendices, suggesting that the jumbled order in which they 
appear reflects the order in which they were collected and, presumably, added to the 
Cantional. This is confirmed by a comparison o f the 1730 and 1743 editions - the 1730 
hymn book had only 505 numbered items, six further unnumbered items commencing again 
with a Christmas hymn and was further expanded with yet two further Christmas hymns items 
512-513 in 1743. Note below on Table 5.1 the addition o f Advent, Christmas and 
Passiontide hymns at the end of A nhang I I  and the number of appearances of hymns for the 
times of the day. Entries for Christmas hymns have been emboldened to highlight the 
unsystematic ordering of the hymns in these two sequences. It is possible that the appearance 
of Christmas hymns at 357, Advent hymns (from 362, further Advent hymns at 406 indicate 
earlier expansions of the hymn book with each set o f hymns added with each new edition. 
Thus, it can be firmly established that the collecton of items 357-529 in the Cantional came 
first, determining the order of item in the Appendices of the printed hymnbooks. Page- 
number references to the last 12 items in the Cantional, which all refer to items in the 1753 
Gesangbuch, indicate that the volume was still in use in the 1750’s. It is also possible that 
these particular items were added some time after 1738 since they are not included in either the 
expanded 1743 edition or 1748 reprint suggesting that the date on the title page of the
15 The most used meiody is Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenstern , which appears over nine times. A further
13 hymns tunes appear in the Cantional six or seven times.
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Cantional indicates not the conclusion of the collection, but the date the production of this 
volume was commenced.
Table 5.1 Order of items in tbe 1730-43 Gesangbuch Appendices
Anhang I Anhang II
357
358
359
360
361
362-365
366-367
368
369-370
371-376
377-379
380
381-83
384
385-88
390
391
392
393
394-5
396-399
400-401
402-405
Wey nacht-Lied 406-7
PaBions-Lied 408
Witterungs-Lied 409
Morgen-Lied 410
Abend-Lied 411-417
Advents-Lieder 418-419
Weynacht-Lieder 420-421
Sonntags-Lied 422
PaBions-Lieder 423-424
..blutigen Angst-Schweitz des Herrn. 425-429
BuB-Lieder 430-434
Von der Rechtfertigung 435-440
Danck-Lieder 441
Geburts-Lied 442-446
V om Creutze und T riibsal 447-48
In zweifelhafften Fallen 449-454
Um Schutz wider die Feinde 455-462
Trost-Lied 463-465
Vom Christlichen Leben und Wandel 466-467
(Wenn man an die Arbeit tritt) 468
Morgen-Lieder 469
Abend-Lieder 470
Vom Tode und Sterben 471-484
485-487
488
489-495
496-500
501-505
{ 506
Items 506-511 added in 1730 edition?: 
(not numbered in 1730 edition)
{ 507-8
{ 509
510
Advents Lieder
Weynacht-Lied
Neu-Jahres-Lied
Auf Maria Reinigung
Vom Leyden Christi
Auf den Char-freytag
Oster Lieder
...Himmelfahrt Christi
Pfingst-Lieder
..Heyligen Drey-Einigkeit
Catechisinus-Lieder
BuB-Lieder
Beicht-Lied
Vom h. Abendmahl
Glaubens Lieder
Jesus-Lieder
Lob- und Danck-Lieder
Geburhts-Lieder
Morgen-Lieder
Vom Ehestande
Um Friede
Bey Einweyhung eines Predigers
Vom Christi. Leben und Wandel
Vom der Christi. Kirche
Von Gotti. Vorsorge und Beschiirzung
Vom Creutz und Verfolgung
Vom Tod und Sterben
Dancksagung
Weynacht-Lied
Danck-Lied
Advents Lied
BuB-Lied
{ 511 Creutz-Lied
Items 512-513 added in 1743 edition: { 512-13 j Weynacht-Lieder
Extra items in the Cantional: [ 514 ' Passion-Lied
(item 514 is a hymn which uses the { 515-528 j !
melody of of 513. Pg. nos. of items { I i
515-528 refer to the 1753 Gesangbuch { 529 Empty
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5 . 1 . 3  The Zerbst Hymn books in the second half of the 18th century
The production of the 1743 hymn book coincides with the inventory made following the
death of Prince Johann August. This would appear to be no coincidence: the need for a
periodic reprinting of the Gesangbuch is indicated in the prayers included at the back o f the
book after the indexes. Here, references made to named members of the Prince’s family
would eventually become out-of-date and inappropriate. In the ‘ Sonn- und Fest=Tages
allgemeines Kirchen=Gebet’ , on pp.8-9 o f the special prayers in the 1730 edition, is the
following reference to the prince and his family:
‘ ...Wollest auch der weltlichen Obrigkeit, dem Romischen Kayser, alien Christlichen 
Konigen, ChurFiirsten, Fiirsten und Standen des Heyligen Romischen Reichs, 
insonderheit aber Unserm Gnadigsten Landes- Fiirsten und Herrn, Herrn Johann 
Augusten, Fiirsten zu Anhalt, Seiner Furstlichen Durchlauchtigkeit 
Herz=geliebtesten Fiirst=lichen Frau Gemahlin, der Fiirstlichen Frau Schwester zu 
Sachsen=Gotha, denen Furstlichen Herren Vettem, wie auch alien andern lieben 
hohen Anverwandten langes Leben...’
In the case of the 1743 edition, the reference, contained in the ‘Allgemeines Kirchengebet an
Sonntagen und Feiertagen Vormittags und nach den Wochenpradigten’ , is to Prince Johann
Ludwig (1688-1746)16 who reigned jointly with his brother Christian August from 1742:
‘ ...Wollest auch der weltlichen Obrigkeit, dem Romischen Kayser, alien Christlichen 
Konigen, ChurFiirsten, Fiirsten und Standen des heyligen Romischen Reichs, 
insonderheit aber Unserm Gnadigsten Landes- Fiirsten und Herrn, Herrn Johann 
Ludwigen, Fiirsten zu Anhalt, Seiner Fiirstlichen Durchduchtigkeit geliebtesten 
Herm Bruder, Dero Fiirstlichen Frau Gemahlin Printzen, und PrintzeBinnen, der 
Fiirstlichen Frau Wittwe, wie auch der PrintzeBin Schwester und alien andern lieben 
Hohen Anverwandten langes Leben...’
An expanded version of the hymn book with 1263 hymns was produced in 1753,17 with the 
dedication changed to the current reigning prince, Friedrich August (1734-1793). Note the 
reference to the Sophie Auguste Friederike, now Tzarina:
‘ ...Wollest auch der weltlichen Obrigkeit, dem Romischen Kaiser, alien Christlichen
16 Details of the family trees of the Zerbst princes can be found in Waschke (1913) pp.562-565 and p. 578. An 
abreviated version is reproduced in Appendix 1.
17 The expansion of the hymn book in 1753 is typical for the time. The hymn book used in Halle, a leading 
Pietist centre, had very many hymns and other centres followed the lead by greatly expanding their own 
hymnals. The 1753 edition was introduced in the SchloBkirehe in the 1753-54 liturgical year and the 
chorales from the 1754 Passiontide services are taken from the new book. A copy of the 1753 
Neuvermehrtes Zerbstisches Gesangbuch can be found in the Museum der Stadt Zerbst (no call number).
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Konigen, Churfiirsten, FUrsten und Standen des heiligen Romischen Reichs, 
insonderheit aber unserm gnadigsten Landesfursten and Herrn, Herr Friedrich 
August, regierendem FUrsten zu Anhalt, ingleichen Dero Herzinnigst geliebtester 
FRAU GEMAHLIN hochfurstlichen Durchlauchtigkeit, wie auch Dero theuerwerther 
und hochgeliebten Frau Mutter hochfurstlicher Durchlauchtrigkeit, und der 
durchlauchtigster Frau Schwester, der Frau GroBfiirstin Kaiserlicher hoheit,...’
Now entitled the ‘Neuvermehrtes Zerbstisches Gesangbuch \ the frontispiece is similar to that 
of the earlier edition.18 The greatly increased length of the 1753 edition was, according to the 
preface written by Dr. Johann Daniel Kluge, designed to bring the Zerbst hymnbook into line 
with the Gothaisches Gesangbuch which had by 24 years earlier (i.e. cl729) as many as 
1271 items using many items from the Braunschweig Gesangbuch.19 Indeed, it was felt 
that the previous editions o f the Zerbst hymn books were inadequate. The unsatisfactory 
division of the book with a main sequence and two appendices (with the result that Christmas 
hymns recur throughout the book on pages/columns 15, 991, 1013, 1143, 1377, and 1397) is 
cited as the principal weakness of the editions previously in use. To make the new 1753 
hymn book easier to use, a concordance between the 1743 and 1753 editions was included 
(the ‘Drittes Register’ ). A number o f new editions were then produced within a very short 
space of time: the 1755 edition was a new ‘ larger print edition’ ( ‘ GrossererDruck ’ )>20
18 See appendix 4
19 Apparently the Gotha hymn book was an important source of hymns for the Zerbst congregation at the 
turn of the 18th century. According to the inventory of the SchloBkirche (D-ORB Konsistorium Zerbst 
rep. 15a IXa. 340.) copies of the Gothaisches vollstandiges Kirchenbuch (1689) could be found in the 
collections of the prince, princess and the widow princess as well as in the Sacristy. Importantly, the Gotha 
hymn book may well have been the source of the forms of the hymn melodies used in Zerbst since, 
according to the ShloBkirehe inventory, a copy of the Gothaisches Cantional was also to be found in the 
SchloBkirche amongst the volumes used by the clergy and musicians:
‘ 1 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch mit deren Anfang dem Cantori’
‘4 Zerbstische Gesangbiicher / 4 Choral Knaben’
‘ 1 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch HI. Organiste’
‘ 1 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch HI. Kirchner’
‘ 1 Gothaisches Cantional ’
A further five corduroy-bound and five leather-bound ‘new’ Zerbst hymn books as well and one copy of the 
‘old’ hymn book could be found in the (Sacristy?) closets (Den Schrdnken). Considering the sometimes 
large size of the congregation suggested by the collection takings recorded in the Konsistorium documents, 
one must assume that the congregation provided their own copies of the hymn book.
20 a copy of the 1755 edition is preserved in MAkoti (KmG 1755/03): Contains 1263 hymns on 1327 
columns whilst cols. 1328-1348 are prayers. The title indicates that Zimmermann is now the ‘publisher’: 
whilst a note on the final page of the book indicates that a different firm was used to print the edition: 
‘Zerbst/ Gedruckt, bey Gottfried Heinrich Berunthen HochfUrstl. Anhaltz. Hofundregierungbuch- 
drucker’ (Note, the same printer, with same official title, produced the wordbook of the 1750 Passion - see 
Chapter 9.)
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another was produced in 1757 which was reprinted in 1759 and again in 1760.21 The 
dedicati ve prayer to the Zerbst princely family in these last two volumes was also modified 
following deaths and marriages since the 1755 edition, notably the omission of F rau  
Gemahlin (Princess Karoline), who died in 1759, and F rau  M utter (Johann Elisabeth) who 
passed away in 1760. The latter occurred in the same year as the production of the edition, 
very likely at a late stage in its preparation, which is probably the reason for the gap in the text 
as follows:
‘ ...Wollest auch der weltlichen Obrigkeit, dem Romischen Kaiser, alien Christlichen 
Konigen, Churfiirsten, Fiirsten und Standen des heiligen Romischen Reichs, 
insonderheit aber unserm gnadigsten Landesfiirsten und Herrn, H err Friedrich 
August, regierendem Fiirsten zu Anhalt
wie auch Dero durchlauchtigster Frau Schwester, der Frau GroBfiirstin Kaiserlicher 
Hoheit, ...’
According to the preface of the 1760 edition, the authorities took avantage of the reprinting of 
the hymn book in 1755 to make corrections and other minor changes from the 1753 edition 
including the addition of a Schlufichoral (item 1263), the addition of poet’ s names, the 
naming of melodies, the correction of the misprints (D ruckfeh ler) and the omission o f the 
concordance table. Since no evidence has yet surfaced about any subsequent versions of the 
hymn book, it is possible that the 1760 edition may have been in use until the beginning of 
the 19th century 22 However, considering the number of new editions produced in the first 
half o f the 18th century, it seems most likely that there were others in the period 1760-cl790. 
There now appears to be ample evidence to suggest that the authorities in Zerbst intended to 
produce a new edition in 1797. An article on the events of 1797 in A lt-Zerbst 3  (1906) refers 
to this.23 Further research into the church records may well indicate others in the 1760-1790 
period.
21 A copy of the 1757 edition is in D-GOL A copy of the 1759 edition is in the holdings of LEu (Prakt. 
Theol. 1478-n) (I am indebted to Frau Elena Sawtschenko for bringing this copy to my attention). Five 
sources of 1760 edition are in: 1) MAkon; 2) Au 01/BS4780 W842.760 A5 (01); 3) HAnii 75 L 23 
EXE: 01; 4 and 5) Museum der Stadt Zerbst (where there are no call numbers).
22 The cover of one of the Museum der Stadt Zerbst 1760 hymn books has imprinted in gold leaf (which has
since rubbed away) ‘C.S.D.W. 1775’ whilst the second has the legend in red pen on the inside of the front
cover: ‘Maria Elizabeth /Thiimmen /1809 / dem 6sten August.’
23 The Author has not yet had the opportunity to see this article.
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5 . 1 . 4  Zerbst Hymn books after 1800
The 19th-century hymn book was a much slimmer volume. It was produced, according to the
preface of the 1857 edition,24 in four editions dated 1809, 1816, 1846, 1857 with a fifth
edition published in 1868.25 n q surviving source for the 1809 has yet been found, though it
is possible that this first edition had just 509 hymns since the 1816 reprint, entitled:26
Neues /  Gesangbuch /  fur /  beide protestanische ConfessionenJ in Zerbst- zweite 
Auflage - / Zerbst, 1816 /  Gedruckt und verlegt bei Johann Wilhelm Kramer/(Kostet 
ungebunden 8 Gr.)
consists o f 613hymns (509 in the main sequence and a further 104 in an appendix). The final 
re-printing in 1868 has 613 hynms on 436 pages. No further Zerbstisches Gesangbucher 
have come to light and after 1868, it is probable that no more hymn books were printed 
specifically for use in the area of Anhalt-Zerbst. From this time many centres adopted hymn 
books designed to be used throughout the country.
5 . 1 . 5  A summary of the Zerbstiches G esangbucher
As outlined above, the death of a ruling Prince or Princess in the 18th century normally 
prompted a new edition of the current hymn book. It is possible that a royal marriage (such as 
Friedrich August to Karoline von Hessen-Kassel in 1753) may also have required the 
updating of the family dedication since a new and greatly enlarged hymn book appeared in that 
year. It may be surmised, therefore, that earlier editions might have been produced in the 
years 1621 following the death of Prince Rudolph, 1657 (on the death of Magdalene von 
Oldenburg), very likely in 1667 and 1680 on the deaths o f Prince Johann and Princess Sophie 
Auguste von Holstein-Gottdorp respectively, and possibly in 1699 following death of 
Eleanore von Zeutsch. Until one o f these editions surfaces one cannot be sure whether it was 
to the 1705 edition or an earlier one that Anhang I was added for the first time. However, 
the reference to ‘noch eltiche neue [Liedem]’ in the title of the 1705 might suggest that it was, 
indeed, this edition that was expanded.
24 Written by A. Munich, Konsistorialralh und Superindendent, and dated 1846.
25 Copies of the 1816 and 1857 editions survive in the Museum der Stadt Zerbst (no call number - 1 am 
grateful to Brian Clark and Dr Barbara Reul for help in the ‘discovery’ of these items on 17.4.97.). A 
further copy of the 1816 edition together with a copy of the 1868 edition can be found in MAkon (call 
nos. KmG 1816/05 and KmG 1868/12). The preface of the 1816 edition, written by J.W. Chemnitz - 
Superintendent, is dated 27 September 1808.
26 See Appendix 4 for titles of 1857 and 1868 editions.
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Table 5.2
A over-view of the Zerbst Hymn books
Date of 
edition
Title source No of 
Hymns
Reason for Printing
cl 668 [‘Alter’] Zerbstisches Gesangbuch lost? 356 Death of Prince Johann 
(1621-1667)
cl 681 [‘Alter’] Zerbstisches Gesangbuch lost? 356
(405?)
Death of Princess Sophie Auguste 
(1630-1680)
1705 [‘Alter’] Zerbstisches Gesangbuch 
(4th ed.)
GOl 405 Death of Prince Johann Ludwig 
(1656-1704)
1707 [‘Alter’] Zerbstisches Gesangbuch 
(reprint of 1705 edition)
GOl 405 For further copies?
1720 [‘Neues’] Zerbstisches Gesangbuch lost? 505? Death of Prince Karl Wilhelm 
(1652-1718) / setting up of full
liturgy in newly completed 
SchloBkirche
1730 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch MAkon
GOl
511 ?
1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch 
(reprint of 1730 edition?)
GB-BL 513 Death of Prince Johann August 
(1677-1742)
1748 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch 
(reprint of 1743 edition)
MAkon 513 Death of Prince Christian August 
(1690-1747)
1753 Neuvermehrtes Zerbstisches 
Gesangbuch
ZE 1262 expansion of book 
Marriage of Prince to Karoline?
1755? Reprint of 1753 edition MAkon 1263 For corrections
1757 Reprint of 1753? edition GOl 1263 For further copies?
1759 Reprint of 1757 edition LEu 1263 Death of Princess Karoline?
1760 Reprint of 1753 edition An 
HA mi 
MAkon 
ZE
1263 Death of Princess Johanna 
Elizabeth (1712-1760)
1808 Neues Gesangbuch fur beide 
protestanische Confessionen 
in Zerbst (1st edition)
lost? 509?
1816 Neues Gesangbuch ...in Zerbst 
(2nd ed.)(reprint of 1808 edition)
MAkon
ZE
613
Nos. 510-613 in Appendix 1
1846 Neues Gesangbuch ...in Zerbst 
(3rded.)
lost? 613
Nos. 510-613 in Appendix I
1857 Neues Gesangbuch ...in Zerbst 
(4th ed.)(reprint of 1846 edition)
ZE 613
Nos. 510-613 in Appendix 1
1868 Neues Gesangbuch ...in Zerbst j MAkon 
(5th ed.) j
613
No appendix
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Without references to a ruling family, the reasons for the production of the various 19th- 
century editions is not as clear. Table 5.2 above gives a summary of the full sequence of 
hymn books used in the SchloBkirehe from the late-17th century to the mid- 19th century, 
suggesting possible reasons for the production o f new edition. (More conjectural reasons are 
given in italics.)27
5.2 The chorales employed in the Zerbst oratorio Passions and the Passion 
oratorio Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden
Tables 5.3- 5.6 list the chorales used in the surviving Zerbst oratorio Passions and in the 
lyrical Passion that Fasch has been presumed to have composed for Zerbst in 1723. Columns 
1 and 2 indicate the item number and text incipit in the work and the subsequent columns give 
details of the chorale from which the verses are taken, the verses used in the Passion work 
(with the total number of the chorale indicated in brackets), the author, and the item number of 
the hymn and page number in the 1743 Zerbstisches Gesangbuch.
All the chorale verses in the St Luke Passion and the St Mark Passion (1750) can be found in 
the Zerbst hymn book. However, two hymns from the St John Passion (J25 and J46) have 
yet to be identified (it would appear that the texts do not come from the 1743 hymn book), and 
also one of the Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden chorales is absent from the 1743 hymn 
book. Two possible reasons for the lack of concordance between the Zerbst hymn books 
and these two surviving works might be proposed: firstly Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden 
actually predates Fasch’s appointment at Zerbst (a point which is discussed further below) 
and secondly the 1748/52 St John Passion is a work by Fasch derived from the first liturgical 
Passion he composed for Zerbst in 1723.28 In other words, the unusual hymns and settings 
were ones Fasch was familiar with in his previous employment and which he included in his 
first major work of his new appointment (the 1723 St John Passion) and which were then 
transmitted to the 1748 St John Passion, by which time they were very familiar to the court.
27 ZE = Museum der Stadt, Zerbst.
28 a possibility proposed in Chapter 4 with further evidence given below and in Chapter 8.
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Table 5.3: Passio Jesu Christi Ex Johanne Chorales
mo vt. verse incipit chorale verse author Z.G. No. (col)
1 Ach! Wir armen Sllnder do 1.2 (6) H. Bonus 36 (89)
3 Deine Demuth hat gebusset Jesu meines Lebens Leben 7(8) E.C Homburg 50 (125)
9 Mein Hey land hat in jener Nacht Nun giebt mein Jesus gute Nacht 17 (20) Joh. Rist 414 (1153)
10 Jesus meines Lebens Leben do I (8) EC Homburg 50 (125)
16 Ein Ldmmlein geht und triigt die Schuid do 1 (10) P. Gerhardt 38 (94)
17 Was die Trauemacht Jesu, dein ist dieser Tag 6,7 (18) _ 418 (1164)
20 Das Volk. daB nocherst kommen soil Mein Gott! Mein Gott! 31. 32 (32) D. Weickmann 374 (1044)
23 Der am Creulz ist meine Liebe do 5(6) J. Hermann 48(120)
25 Dein Wort laB mich bekenncn 9
26 So gehst du nun, mein Jesu, hin do 1(5) NachtenhOffer 47 (118)
31 Wenn der Feind mich tut anklagcn Sei gegrilsset, Jesu giltig 6,7(7) 413 (1151)
32 Herr, laB dein bitter Leyden Wenn meine Silnd mich krdncken 5(8) D. Joh. Gerhard 43 (109)
36 Rede durch dein Stilleschweigen Jesu, der wollen bUsscn 4(10) _ 415 (1158)
39 Ach Jammer=Bild! du Friede-Schild do 1,2 (16) A.A.v.S 372 (1035)
40 Meine Liebe hdngt am Creuz’ do 1.3 (4) A.Trippechov 412 (1150)
44 Sey mir tausend-mahl gegrilsset do 1(5) P. Gerhardt 45 (115)
46 O wer kan doch schOnster Filrst ?
49 Es dient zu meinen Freuden O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 7,8 (10) P. Gerhardt 358 (994)
50 Auf! mein Herz, geh mit zu Grabe do 1(7) C. Neumann 419 (1170)
52 Erweitre dich, mein Hertzens-Schrein Ein Lammlein geht 7(10) P. Gerhardt 38 (94)
56 Mein Jesu Christ, auch ich will dich bedcnken Ach! stirbt dann so mein alterliebsten 1 7(8) G.W. Sacer 417(1162)
59 Warest du, O Held, gestorben? Lasset uns den Herren preiscn 3(12) J .Rist 70(196)
Table 5.4: Passio Jesu Christi Ex Lucas Chorales
ino vt. verse Incipit chorale verse author Z.G. No. (col)
2 Ja deine Sflnd, o Menschen=Kind Ach was vor Pein, mein Jesulein 3(16) D. Joh. Maukisch 62 (179)
4 Ach! Liebster Vater OEdie Wunden! 2 D. J. B. Schuppe 52(131)
6 O (Ach!) Jammer! milB der grosse Gott Ach Jammer, Noht und Herzeleyd 2,22 (29) D. J. B. Schuppe t: 53 (133) mel. 325
8 O Jesu du. mein Hilf und Ruh, O Traurigkeit! O Herzeleyd 8 J. Rist 60 (175)
10 Es dient zu meinen Freuden, O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 7,8 (10) P. Gerhardt 358 (994)
12 Sey mir tausend-mahl gegrilsset, do 1(5) P. Gerhardt 45(115)
13 Erweitre dich. mein Herzens-Schrein, Ein Lammlein geht 7(10) P. Gerhardt 38 (94)
15 Warest du. O Held, gestorben? Lasset uns den Herren preisen 3 (12) J .Rist 70 (196)
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Table 5.5: Markus Passion Chorales
movt. verse incipit chorale verse author Z.G. No.(col)
5 Ihr1 Ansehiag, Herr, zu nichte mach Erhalt* uns Herr bei deinem Wort 4(7) Luther 192 (527)
9 Schmilcke dich , o, Hebe Seele do 1 (9) J. Franck 123 (344)
10 Ich will von deiner Lieblichkeit Ein Lihnintein geht 6(10) P. Gerhardt 38 (94)
18 Und laB mich an dir kleben Christus der ist mein Leben 7(7) Graff 328 (901)
19 Christus der und selig macht do 1(8) Weisse 37(91)
22 Wer hat dich so gcschlagen O Welt! sieh' hier dein Leben 3,4,15 (16) P. Gerhardt 370 (1025)
25 Wein'. ach wein’, jetzt um die Wette Herr, ich habe miBgehandelt 5(8) J. Franck 146 (401)*
30 O Haupt voii Blut und Wunden do 1.4(10) P. Gerhardt 358 (994)
33 Drum will ich, weil ich icbe noch Ach! Gott wie manches Herzeleid 11 (12) Moller 213 (576)
33a Herr Jesu Christ wahr Mensch und do 1 (12) Paul Eber 39 (98)
39a Wenn dort Herr Jesus Herliebster Jesu, was hast du verbroche 15(15) Joh. Herrmann 40 (101)
Chorales used as cantus firmi
6d - O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden _ P. Gerhardt 358 (994)
26 _ O Lamm Gottes unschuldig _ _ 42(108)
36f - Ach Gott! ehfir, mein Seuffzen - Scechsius 230 (628)
Table 5.6: Passio Jesu Christi (Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden) Chorales
movt. verse incipit chorale verse author Z.G. No.(col)
6 Ach! wie hungert mein Gemtlhte Schmtlcke dich, o Liebc Seele! 4(9) J. Franck 123 (344)
13 Ein Lammlcin geht do 1 (10) P. Gerhardt 38 (94)
15 Falsche ZeugniB, Hohn und Spott
23 O Menschen-Kind, nur deine SUnd' O Traurigkeit! O Herzeleyd 3(8) J. Rist 60 (175)
25 Jesus gab man bittre Gall Jesu Leyden, Pein und Tod 24(28) Paul Stockmann 55 (152)
28 Ich danke dir von Herzen O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden 8,9,10 (10) P. Gerhardt 358 (994)
29 Herr, laB dein bitter Leyden Wenn meine SUnd mich kdincken 5(8) D. Joh. Gerhard 43 (109)
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5 .3  The relationship of the Chorale forms in the Cantional and the Passion 
scores
Since published versions o f the melodies and harmonizations of chorales varied from centre to 
centre, they can sometimes give an indication o f the centre for which particular cantata works 
sung as part o f the liturgy were composed - composers would most likely employ versions of 
the hymns that were familiar to the congregation. In the case of Zerbst, the titles of both the 
Gesangbuch and the Cantional indicate that the collection was created upon the ‘ the decree of 
the Prince’ and represented the versions of the chorales, both text and music, that was 
acceptable for use in the SchloBkirehe and environs, and ruled that court composers were not 
allowed to modify the melodies to any great extent.29 It must be assumed, therefore, the that 
the melodies and harmonies in the C antional arid Zerbstef M usikalien  A33 parts books were 
those used for chorales specifically sung by the congregation (e.g. the Gemeindechordle or 
the H auptchoral). It is clear that the forms of the chorales that appear in the Cantional had 
been in use in Zerbst from the earliest years that Fasch was Kapellmeister since chorale 
settings in the surviving cantatas presumed to date from the period 1 7 2 2 - 1 7 2 7 3 0  follow the 
forms, or a very similar version (apart from the addition o f the occasional passing notes), to 
that found in the Cantional. A  similar comparison between the chorales o f the Passions 
under consideration in this survey and the versions to be found in the C antional confirms that 
the three liturgical Passions (according to St Luke, St John and St Mark) were, indeed, also 
composed for performance in Zerbst.31 However, for reasons explored below, such a 
comparison raises doubts about the connection of the J.F. Fasch Passion oratorio M ich  vom 
Stricke m einer Sunde to the Zerbst liturgy.
In the following survey, the chorales from all four oratorio works have been divided into three 
categories depending on the closeness of the version in the oratorio score to that found in the
29 Reul (1996) p. 203. Barbara Reul postulates that Fasch may have been responsible for collecting and 
cataloguing the chorale melodies, and that he was not allowed to modify melodies to any great extent since 
the preparation of the Cantional had been ordered by ‘a most gracious ducal decree’. Quarg (1995) p.65 
suggests that Rollig may also have helped to collect the chorale melodies, ie. as one of his first 
assignments in the court. This suggestion can be discounted since versions of chorale melodies found in the 
Cantional had been previously used by Fasch prior to Rollig’s appointment at the court. As suggested 
above, the influence of the Golhaisches Cantional may have been an important source of the melody types. 
Further research is necessary to ascertain whether a copy of the latter is extant.
30 e.g. Wir miissen alle offenbar werden FWV D : W8 (1722)
31 No comparison with the Rollig St Matthew Passion is possible since no chorale settings from this work 
survive.
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Cantional. These range from those in category 1 which are more or less identical to the 
version in the Cantional, to category 3 which show enough variation to be considered to have 
originated from another centre. In categories 1 and 2, the melodies are more or less 
unchanged apart from added passing notes and some ornamentation at cadential points, and 
thus these would clearly have been acceptable for performance in the Zerbst liturgy.
It would appear that, as long as the melody corresponded with the version in the C an tio n al, 
composers of the court were free to create a more elaborate harmonization of the version of the 
melody in the Cantional in concerted works, as can be seen in the majority o f surviving 
examples by Fasch. This would explain the versions found in category 2 below.25 
Extended variations in the melodies, such as those found in category 3, seem more difficult to 
explain. In this case performance practice may be an important factor, especially if the 
chorales in cantata works were performed solely by the Kapelle and not by the congregation. 
Reports o f music performed as part o f the service in Zerbst do not comment directly on this, 
but the suggestion is that the K apelle  might well have performed the entire music o f cantata 
works without the congregation joining in for chorales. A  factor in the discussion below is 
the extent of the variation from the C antional version and the number of variant settings.
The number of interpolations o f chorale verses in Passions in the Zerbst tradition is dependent 
on the structure o f the Passions (discussed further in the following chapters). The surviving 
works are probably indicative o f the typical frequency of chorales: between 8 for a four-Part 
work and 22 for a seven-Part work. Typical o f the period, the musical settings are simple - 
and never as complex in texture or harmony as in Bach’s harmonizations.
25 Barbara Reul notes [letter to author 20.11.96] that Fasch ‘virtually never uses the figured bass line 
provided in the Cantional. ‘
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5.3.1 . Chorales more or less identical to the version in the Zerbst Cantional
In these there may only be minor changes, such as addition or subtraction of passing notes 
and octave transposition of bass notes and a minor change in rhythm as in the L1526 where 
two minim D ’s become a single semibreve and another two minims become dotted, (bass part 
bars 14 and 11). Minor changes might include the change from a harmony note to a passing 
note in the bass part (bar 7 of M18). The only melodic change is the change in bar two of 
three minims to the more usual dotted rhythm in ‘Mein Hey land hat in jener Nacht’ (J9). 
Table 5.7 below lists the chorales that fall into this category according to type.
Table 5.7: Chorales more or less identical to version in Zerbst Cantional
Melody: Bass:
identical rhythmic identical 8ve trans. rhythmic note
changes changes change
St Luke
L15 V V V
St Mark
M9 V V
M18 V V
St John
J9 V V
J36 V V
J44 V V
J50 V V
J56 V V
'Mich vom
Stricke'
none - -
5 . 3 . 2  Chorales melodically identical to the Cantional but some re­
harmonization
The majority of chorales in the three Zerbst liturgical Passions are in this category (see Table 
5.8). These chorales may have a differing bass line with consequent re-harmonization. The 
melody line has similar alterations to category 1.
26 For clarity, a system of numbering has been adopted to distinguish between the various works referred to 
in this and following chapters where the prefix denotes the source work e.g., L6 is the 6th item of the St 
Luke Passion whereas J14, is item 14 of the St John Passion and the prefixes ‘M’ identifies St Mark 
Passion items and ‘MvS’ items from Mich vom stricke meiner Sunden.
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Table 5.8: Melodies more or less identical to Zerbst
Cantional, but with bass line/harmonic changes
Melody:
identical note
change
rhythm
changes
Bass:
8ve trans. note
change
St Luke
L4 V ?
L6 V V
L8 V V
L10 V V
St Mark
M5 (V>* V V
M10 (V)* V
M19 V V
M22 V V
M30 V(2 notes) V
St John
J3 V V(3)
J10 V(p.n. added) V ?
J16 V(p.n. added) V V
J17 V 7
J20 V V(2)
J26 V ?
J39 V V?
J40 V V?
J49 V V?
J52 V(p.n. added) . V?
'Mich vom 
Stricke' 
Mv SI 5+25 V V
* See notes. (p.n.= passing note)
Although the melody in this group is ostensibly identical to the Zerbst Cantional, two variants 
have been included in this category. The first is the abridgement of M5 which as item 192 in 
the Cantional has 60 bars. The variation in this case is restricted to the final cadence of the St 
Mark version, the rest of which is identical to the Cantional. Another variant is M10 which 
provides an example of a composer ornamenting the version in the C antional by the 
extension of two of the cadences (examples 5. la and 5. lb). Apart from these two melodic 
variations, both melody and harmonization are in the main identical.
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Musical Example 5.1: Comparison of M 10 and Cantional No.38 (bars 1-10, 36-42)
Musical Example 5.1a Cantional(soprano)
■ f c
Cantional
(Sop.)
10
Musical Example 5.1b
5 . 3 . 3  Chorales showing variations in both melody and harmony
The variants in the melodies of chorales in this category are more extensive than the examples 
of ornamentation above. In the majority o f cases, these make the readings substantially 
different from the versions in the Cantional and Zerbster Musilcalien A33 part books. They 
range from minor variants (as seen in example 5.2) to markedly differing forms of the melody 
suggesting a source other than the Cantional. Significantly, none of the chorales in the 
youngest work (St Mark) fall into this category whilst perhaps the oldest, M ich  vom Stricke 
m einer Siinden, has the most.
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a) Minor melodic variants
There are variants in the notes in bars 14 (C# in MvS and C natural in C antional) and 18 of 
MvS13. The Cantional compresses two sets of bars (bars 6-7 and 32-33) into one bar. The 
added passing notes in the M ic h  vom Stricke  version are also to be found in the St John 
reading (J52).
M usical Example 5.2: Comparison o f M ic h  vom Stricke item 13, and C antional No.38
St John
There is also a more extensive variant reading of the melody of MvS28 in bars 18-20 (a) and 
25-27 (b ) :
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Musical Example 5.3 :
Comparison o f M ic h  vom Stricke  item 28 and Cantional No.337
Cantional
(transposed)
Mich vom stricke
rrs
r\ 5
(a)
rs
16 20 r \ rs
(b)
b) Stylistic and melodic variants
Again a relationship between M ic h  vom Stricke m einer Silnde and the St John Passion can be 
established. Both MvS29 and J32 share the same principal variation from the Cantional (item 
43) - an augmentation o f bars 19-24 in the Passion scores. Though sharing the same source, 
and much of the harmonization, J32 shows further variant reading of the chorale melody in 
bars 10-12 ( ‘ a’ ).
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M usical Example 5.4: Comparison o f MvS29, J32 and Cantional No.43
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c) Major melodic variants which affect entire melodic phrases
There is a different reading of the repeated phrase in bars 11-15 of MvS 6 and Cantional 123 
(marked ‘a’) and further variations in bar 23 ( ‘b ’) and a different selection of passing notes in 
bars 26-27 (see example 5.5).
For J2 (see example 5.6), the composer adopts the major mode. Apart from this, though the 
melody is identical and the bass line of L2 is almost identical to the Cantional, there is a 
different reading of bars 9-10, and bars 13-14 represent a contraction of the same phrase in 
the Cantional.
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Musical Example 5.5:
Comparison of Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden item 6 and Cantional No. 123
Cantional
Mich vom  
Stricke
Cantional
fig* .  1 ■ = = 1
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4 = 4
= N iq [,/■■■ J....... |-j J J---- 1w  — rtz—
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(b)
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Musical Example 5.6: Comparison of L2 and Cantional No.43
Cantional
St Luke 
Passion
Cantional
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Bars 1-9 of L12 ( ‘a’) show a variant melody from the Cantional. Bars 14-17 are 
reharmonized and there is just one change to both melody and harmony in bar 23 Cb’).
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Musical Example 5.7: Comparison of St Luke No. 12 and Cantional No.45
(a)
Categories 1-2 are close enough to Cantional to be considered part of the Zerbst tradition. 
Those of category 3 show major variations suggesting that they come from a source other than 
the Zerbst liturgical tradition. Expressed in a tabular form, the relationship of the three Zerbst 
oratorio Passions and the Zerbst Cantional is clear; indeed, the chorales in the St Mark 
Passion show very few significant variants. What is also made clear is the extent of the 
variance of the Mich vom Stricke meiner Sitnden chorales from the Zerbst Cantional; of all 
seven chorales (nos. 15 and 25 are the same setting), not one follows the harmonization of the 
Zerbst Cantional, only one follows the version of the melody in Cantional and five are
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sufficiently different to be considered as originating from a different source.27 if Mich vom 
Stricke meiner Siinde was composed for another centre prior to his appointment at Zerbst, 
(i.e. it is the the oldest work of the four), one can perceive yet another pattern - the oldest 
pre-Zerbst Passion has the most variants from the Zerbst tradition, the two Oranienbaum 
scores (the St Luke the earlier work), both probably the work of Fasch, show fewer variants, 
while the most recent work, which probably is the work of Fasch’s successor, has the fewest 
variants as demonstrated in table 5.9:
Table 5.9: Tabular summary of the Passion chorales
category 'Mich vom 
stricke'
St L u k e St John St Mark
1 - 1 5 9 , 3 6 , 4 4 ,  
5 0 , 5 6
9 ,  18
2 1 5 * , ( 2 5 ) t 4 ,  6 ,  8 , 10 3 ,  10 , 16, 17, 
2 0 , 2 3 , 2 6 , 3 9  
4 0 , 4 9 , 5 2
5  (abrgd), 10, 
19, 2 2 , 3 0
3 6 ,1 3 , 2 3 , 2 8 , 2 9 2 , 12 1, 3 2 -
*  T he text o f  this chorale cannot be found in the Zerbstisches G esang-B uch  
t  item  2 5  sam e chorale setting as N o . 15
Not only are the chorales of the Zerbst oratorio Passions nearer to the forms found in the 
Cantional than are those in the Passion oratorio Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunde, but they are 
also more often in the same key. Expressed as percentages, 62.5% of the St Luke chorales, 
65% of the identified St John chorales and between 45.5% and 63% of the St Mark chorales28 
are in the same key as in the Cantional compared with only 28% of the Mich vom Stricke 
meiner Sunde chorales (i.e. 2 out of 7). Finally, the text of MvS15, ‘Falsche Zeugnis, Sohn
27 T h ere  seem s to be no evidence o f  J.F. F asch em p lo yin g versions o f  chorales from  other centres in works 
com posed sp ecifically  for perform ance in Zerbst. O f  the surviving cantata w orks perform ed before c  1735 
know n to be associated w ith Zerbst, all the ch orale  m elodies used fo llo w  the version found in the Zerbst 
C a n tio n a l. M any are in the sam e k e y  as in the C a n t i o n a l :
key: in C a n tio n a l  in w ork
In  d e r  W e lt  h a b t  ih r  A n g s t  F V W  D: 1 8 c !7 3 0  F  F
N ie m a n d  k e n n e t  d e n  S o h n  F W V  D: N 2 c !7 3 0  G m  Gm
28 D epending on whether or not M 33a and M 3 9 a are in D m  and G m  respectively (see discussion in Chapter 
9). H ow ever, the key o f  the chorale  is less sign ifican t in the St M ark Passion since m ore attention has 
been given  to the tonal schem e o f  the w o rk  than in the tw o other Zerbst oratorio Passions.
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und Spott’ , cannot be found in the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch.29
Falsche ZeugniB, Hohn und Spott 
Speichel auch der Knechte 
leidet der viel fromme Gott 
der allein Gerechte, 
und du siindige Gestalt 
wilt zu Todt dich harmen 
wenn Verfolgung mit Gewalt 
ach, auf dich loB sturmen
This, considered together with the evidence that the chorales themselves are mostly of a form 
not known in Zerbst, suggests most strongly that this work was not intended for performance 
in Zerbst as part of the liturgy - a point established in in the discussion of the Passion tradition 
in Chapter 4.30
Further observations can be made concerning the concordance of the Zerbst Passion chorales 
with the Zerbst Cantional. Johann Georg Rollig, a student in Leipzig, came to Zerbst in 
1737 only to be promoted first to assistant Kapellmeister and finally to full Kapellmeister at a 
much later date. Therefore, one would expect that the relatively inexperienced Rollig would 
adopt the forms of the chorales to be found in the Court hymn book - we can note that the 
work with the greatest concordance is the St Mark Passion both in the forms of the melodies, 
the use of key and, to a great extent, the harmonization. On the other hand, Fasch had 
previously held two Kapellmeister /  Stadtkantor posts prior to arriving in Zerbst at the 
beginning of the liturgical year in 1722, and was obliged to immediately set about composing 
a vast amount of music to satisfy the musical demands of the Court. (As proposed in Chapter
2 9 H ow ever, there are tw o verses to be found in the 172 0 -1748  Zerbstisches Gesangbuch with sim ilar 
openings:
N o .5 5  (Jesu Leiden Pein und T o d ) v s .9 .: 
Falsche Z eugen , S p eich el, Spott, 
von dem M ord-Geschlechte, 
und der bosen Juden Rott 
leydet der Gerechte;
Und du siindig’s M enschen-Kind
w ilt zu  T o d  dich gnimen,
w enn Gott durch V erfolgungs-W ind
dir das F leisch  w ill zahm en. (Stockm an)
N o .4 18  (Jesu. dein ist dieser T ag ! vs5: 
Falsche Z eugn is dich  verklagt, 
daB nach dem Sterben 
m eine Schuld w erd ’ angesagt, 
wann ich G nad soil erben.
D ich verdam m et man zum  T od, 
meinen T o d  zu todten 
und von der VerdammniB=Noht 
m eine Seel zu retten
30 It is possible that Fasch intended that the w ork  be perform ed at a  sacred concert in Zerbst, in w hich case he 
m ight not be as restricted as to the form s o f  the chorales he m ight adopt as he clearly  w as for w orks 
intended fo r the liturgy. H ow ever, there is no record o f  such a concert taking place, and the number o f  
chorales and the bi-partite division  o f  the w o rk  w ould indicate a perform ance w ithin a liturgical context. 
(T his point is explored m ore fu lly  in C h ap ter 6.)
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4, the St John Passion 1723 was one of Fasch’s earliest projects) Thus, it would not be 
unreasonable to suggest that in the heat of composition Fasch might utilise chorales melodies 
he was already very familiar with and could commit directly to paper from memory rather than 
expend time to consult the Court Cantional.38 In Chapter 4 it was proposed that the 1748 St 
John Passion Ach! Wir armen Siinder is partly derived from an earlier work, and thus some 
of the earlier music, including chorale settings, which were by now quite familiar to the court 
through repeated performances, were utilised in the later work. This would explain the extent 
of the deviation for the chorale melodies, particularly J1 and J32, with the models in the 
Zerbst Cantional. The lack of concordance between L2 and L12 and the Cantional is less 
straightforward to explain. Perhaps Fasch felt able to utilise versions he was more familiar 
with since the Passion chorales were performed by the Kapelle and not the congregation, in 
which case deviation from the forms in the Cantional might have been tolerated. However, 
further research of the Konsitorium documents is required to properly guage the extent of 
congregational participation in the chorales contained in cantata works performed in the 
SchloBkirche and other churches in Zerbst.
There is no doubt that the Cantional, together with the newly discovered hymn books in 
London, Zerbst, Leipzig and Magdeburg will provide a most valuable source of material 
which will shed new light on the the manner of courtly liturgical life and possibly on the 
dating of Fasch’s sacred cantata-works. Further research into the texts as well as the musical 
links with the Gothaisches and Braunschweig Gesangbucher and Cantional is also required 
to confirm not only the relationship of the hymn books but also of the musical links in general 
between the two centres.
88 The discovery of the Cantional in use in Greiz during Fasch’s tenure as S ta d tk a n to r  could cast great light 
on this issue.
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C h a p t e r  6
Passion Compositions associated 
with Zerbst Kapellmeisters 1:
P a s s i o  J e s u  C h r i s t i :  M i c h  v o m  S t r i c k e  m e i n e r  S i i n d e n
by J.F. Fasch
6 .1  In tro d u c tio n
The only Passion work which enjoys an unambiguous attribution to J.F. Fasch is the abridged 
setting of the poem Der f i r  die Stinde der Welt gemartete und sterbende Jesus by Barthold 
Heinrich Brockes (1680-1747). There are two extant scores of Fasch’s work, entitled Passio 
Jesu Christi: Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, in Leipzig and Chicago.1 On the basis of 
the entry in his autobiography quoted in Chapter 3 ,2 it has been widely accepted that Mich 
vom Stricke meiner Stinden was composed in the first full year that Fasch took up office as 
Kapellmeister in Zerbst.3 However, for reasons suggested in the sections on the Zerbst 
Passion tradition and Zerbstisches Gesangbuch above (Chapters 4 and 5), it seems unlikely 
that this work is the ‘ starke Passion’ referred to in his autobiography. There is no evidence
1 1 )  Leipziger Stiidtische Bibliotheken, Sig. Becker III.2.54. (referred to henceforth as ‘L ’ )
2 )  University of Chicago Library, Department of Special Collections, MS 1273 (referred to henceforth as
'C '). For a discussion of the sources, see Appendix 3d.
2 B. Engelke (1908/9), p. 278. (See section 3.3.3)
3 References to this can be found in Engelke (1908) p. 46; Steinitz (1975) p. 646; Schulze (1984a) p. 87;
Gille (1989) p. 42. See Section 3.3.3 above
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of a performance in Zerbst, nor of the existence of parts in the Kapelle library.4 In addition, 
the style of the music, particularly of the chorales, suggests that its composition may even 
predate Fasch’s appointment at Zerbst, and that it may have been performed during the period 
of his previous employment as organist and town clerk (Stadtschreiber) in Greiz and that a 
possible composition date for the work is c 1719-21.5 There are very few references to the 
work in the 18th century. One of these is the listing in the 1770 Non-Thematic Breitkopf 
catalogue: ‘Fasch, Oratorium: Mich vom Stricke meiner SUnden. a 2 Ob, 2 Viol, Viola, 
S.A.T.B. e Contin. in Partitur. 2 thl. in S[t]immen 2th 16gl.’ 6
6 .2  Sources
The two sources represent very different versions of the work. Not only are there some minor 
variations of instrumentation, but also one finds in the Leipzig version ( *L ’ ) a rather more 
extensive use of instrumental accompaniment than in the Chicago version ( *C*) where at 
corresponding points the vocal part is supported just by the continuo. In addition, ‘V  has an 
extra chorale, and the division into two parts is placed differently in the two versions. The 
differences between the two versions and the possible chronology are discussed below.
4 T h e latter is in itself no basis o f  p ro o f since none o f  the Passion m usic perform ed in Zerbst in the period 
172 0 -1743  was listed in the 1743 Inventory. H ow ever, it is  clear from  the details in the Verzeichnis that 
the w o rk  w as not perform ed as part o f  the liturgy in Z e rb s t  T h e  o n ly  opportunity w as as a ‘ sacred 
con cert’ , but this seem s un likely since a  concerted Passion w as already being perform ed o v e r  tw o days in 
H o ly  W eek. H ow ever, the d iv ision  into tw o  Parts does indicate either a  break fo r a serm on o r (less likely) 
a  the perform ance o ver tw o days. A n  unusual version o f  the text o f  Der fiir die Siinde der Welt in f iv e  acts 
w ith  16  chorales w as circulating in Zerbst in this period. A  L atin  / Germ an text w as published in 1725 
entitled: Die allgemeine / Welt=Erl6sung / oder / die Geschichte von dem bittern / Leiden und Sterben / 
unsers / HErrn JEsu CHristi / von einem vornehmen Mitgleide der / Fruchtbringenden Gesellschafft 
ehemahls / in Lateinisch gebundener Rede vorgestellet / Und um ihrer Vortrefflichkeit willen / ins Teutsche 
iibersetzt / durch I Rudolph Friedrichen von Schult / Weyl. Hoch=Ftirstl. Hessen-Darmstddtischen /
Regie rungs=RathJ Deine noch beygefiigt ein / ORATORIUM / iiber das Leiden Christi / von dem 
bertthmten Hn. L. Brockes II ZERBST / bey George Wilhelm Gockingen / 1725 in D-Gs 8 Poet lat rec.
II. 3833. Fasch m ay have been aw are o f  this publication, though it bears little resem blence to Mich vom 
Stricke meiner Siinden.
5 S ee  discussion below  on the form , structure and style  o f  the arias and on the relationship betw een the 
chorales and the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch and Cantional in Chapter 5. I f  the w ork  does date from  F asch’s 
Zerbst years, the inspiration to set the text m ight have com e from  Fasch’ s good friend G .H . Sto lze l, 
K apellm eister at G otha, w ho also  set B ro ck es ’s text in 1725. In a  sim ilar manner to the friendly 
com petition between the leading com posers in H am burg (M attheson, K eiser, and their colleagues, Handel 
and Telem ann, w ho each set B ro ck es’ s libretto in the years 17 12 -1 7 18 ), w as Fasch sim ilarly  prompted to 
set the sam e text fo llo w in g S to lze l’ s lead, or, since S to lze l’s com position did not appear until 1725, w as 
the influence in the opposite direction? It has to be adm itted, how ever, that the evidence suggests that 
m ore often that not, it is S to lze l’ s lead that Fasch fo llo w s. It is significant that F asch ’ s first cantata cycle  
fo r  Zerbst, Gottgeheiligtes Singen und Spielen (1722/3), w as to a text by K n au er published in 1720 and 
set b y  Stolzel the sam e year. T h e cy c le  Das Saiten-Spiel des Hertzens (Schm olck) set b y  Sto lzel and 
perform ed in Zerbst 1724/25 and 1728/29, w as also set b y  Fasch and perform ed in 1731/2. (Reui
(1996) p. 108.)
6 B reitkop f-K atalog(1770 ) p. 16.
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‘L\ along with copies of four other cantatas by J.F. Fasch,7 is part of the Carl Ferdinand 
Becker collection in the Leipziger Stadtische Bibliotheken. This manuscript of Mich vom 
Stricke meiner Siinden , which is entitled PASSIO JESU CHRISTI. di Mons. Fasch., 
entered the Becker collection in 1834 (according to the note on the title page). Hans-Joachim 
Schulze believes that -  unlike the three Fasch cantatas in the Becker collection, which can be 
definitely associated with the Breitkopf holdings8 -  ‘U  has nothing to do with the entry in 
the Breitkopf 1770 catalogue and suggests that it may have been acquired from the collection 
of the Leipzig scholar C.F. Michaelis (1770-1834).9 The dating of lV  is difficult to 
determine since no information has come to light about Michaelis’ source. The scribe has not 
been identified but the watermark suggests that the source may have originated in Prussia or 
Anhalbo (i.e. a possible link with Zerbst).
An early owner of ‘C ’ was Carl Ludwig Traugott Glaser (1747-1797), Stadtkantor and 
teacher at WeiBenfels. l 1 On the outside upper wrapper appears the following: ‘ 79 U2 /
Oratorium /  del Sgr. Fasch /  Possessor / C.L.T.Glaser. ’ Several lines of notes in pencil 
about the various settings of the text by Handel, Keiser, Telemann and Mattheson have been 
added by a subsequent (and unidentified) owner. It has been suggested that the manuscript 
may be a copy purchased from Breitkopf.12 An alternative suggestion that has been made, 
that the manuscript is in Glaser’s hand,13 which would indicate that it was made after 1771,
7 III.2 .5 8 - Die so das Land des Lichts bewohnen (for Christm as day, no date); III.2 .55 - Gehet zu seitien 
Toren ein (fo r N ew  Y e a r  173 1 o r 1732); III.2 .57 - Gottes und Marien Kind (A nnunciation  , 2 5 .3 .173 2 );
III.2 .56  Welt und Teufel, tobt ihr noch (R eform ation D ay, 3 1.10 .17 3 4 ). Cantatas III.2 .55-57 are in the 
hand o f  the L eip zig  T hom assch ule  co p yist J .L .D ietel. T h e  copyist o f  the Christm as Cantata is 
unknown. See  S ch u lze  (1984b) pp. 86-88.
8 A cco rd in g to Schulze, m anuscripts o f  three o f  these cantatas (III.2.58, III.2 .55 and III.2.56) cam e to 
B reitko p f from  the N eukirche organist and M usical D irector Carl G otth ilf G erlach (17 0 4 -17 6 1) and w ere 
used to m ake further cop ies for sale. (T h ey w ere listed in the 176 1 B reitko p f N on-them atic Catalogue.) 
W hen the w orks w ere w ithdrawn from  sale, the source manuscripts w ere finally  acquired by B eck er at 
auction in 1836 and ow nership w as fin a lly  transferred to the L eip ziger Stadtische B ibliotheken in 1856.
9 S ch u lze  ( 1984b) pp. 86-88.
10 ibid. p.87.
11 G laser (b. Ehrensfriedersdorf 1747- d. W eiBenfels 1797) w as a  son o f  a  K antor and a  student o f  the 
Thom asschule in L eip zig , graduating on 3rd A pril 1769. He later enrolled at the U n iversity  in L e ip zig  and 
continued his studies w ith J.F .D oles (K antor at L eip zig). He w as highly recom m ended (by D oles) for the 
post o f  Stadtkantor in W eiBenfels in 1 7 7 1 , a post he held to his death. (H e w as succeeded for one year by 
K arl Heinrich R einicke, another pupil o f  D oles.) See Banning (1939) pp. 11 2 -11 4 .
12  W ith  no supporting evidence, G ille  (1989) N ote 3 1 , p.49. suggests that this source m ight be a 
co p y  that w as produced by B reitkop f fo r G laser o f  the Oratorium listed in B reitko p f 1770.
13  A s  suggested  in the notes from  the list o f  stock fo r sale prepared b y  J .&  J. L ubrano and in Sch ulze 
(1984b) p. 87.
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i.e. from the time that Glaser was Kantor in WeiBenfels. Unfortunately, no information 
about the ownership of the score since the 18th century has come to light. The manuscript 
was acquired by the University of Chicago Library in 1981 from J.& J. Lubrano, a rare- 
books dealer located in South Lee, Massachusetts (no longer in business).
The master copy that Breitkopf held was evidently disposed of sometime around the turn of 
the 19th century since the work is not listed in the holdings of 18th-century manuscripts sold 
off in the sale of material in 1836.14 A further, though not conclusive, reason to believe that 
neither extant source is directly connected with Breitkopf is the entry in the 1770 Breitkopf 
Catalogue itself - both extant scores require flutes which are not specified in this listing.
The provenance of the extant sources suggests that these manuscripts were prepared by/for 
contemporary musicians who were responsible for performances over which it was unlikely 
that Fasch had direct control. Thus, the possibility that neither source represents the definitive 
version that Fasch performed, either in Greiz, Zerbst or elsewhere, cannot be ruled out since 
the significant textural differences could have been the result of other composers attempting to 
‘improve’ or ‘modernise’ the music. However, if the significant variants between the two 
sources were to be ascribed to Fasch, then the comparison provides a valuable insight into the 
development of Fasch’s compositional style. 15 For the modem scholar, as a vehicle for the 
transmission of the score, not only does ‘L ’ represent a more extended and modem 
representation of the work (with an extra chorale-see discussion below) but also a more 
accurate one; ‘C ’ is flawed by the presence of a large number of what can only be described 
as copyist’ s errors.
14  B reitkop f-K atalog (1836). T h e o n ly  Passion setting available  in the sale w as G raun ’ s Kommt her und 
schaut. (O n p .l .)
15  T here are several exam ples o f  the rew orkin g o f  m ovem ents from  earlier com positions in F asch ’ s cantata 
w orks including three m ovem ents in the St John Passion. Others are the the aria  ‘ Ich w eiB du lasst m ich 
G nade finden’ from cantata Wir miissen alle offenbar werden (172 2 ) F W V  D: W 8  and the rew orkin g o f  the 
aria ‘ D enkt doch nicht verstockte S ee le n ’ from  the sam e cantata as ‘ H err laB uns nicht in G lau ben ’ in 
Selig sind (c l7 4 0 ) F W V  D: S5. In each o f  these arias, as in the case o f  Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, 
the principal change is the addition o f  upper string accom panim ents in vo ca l phrases w hich  in the original 
versions are accom panied b y  basso continuo o n ly  (particularly in the B section  o f  the dacapo arias) and a 
fillin g  out o f  the string accom panim ents in general. Further exam ples o f  the re-w orkin g o f  material have 
been discussed in ‘Self-borrow ing in Johann Friedrich Fasch cantatas Die Starken bediirfen des Artze nicht 
and Lobe den Herrn, meine Seele’, a paper presented at the 1997 Internationale W issenschaftliche K on feren z 
on the occasion  o f  the Fifth  International Fasch Festival in Zerbst by G rego ry  Johnson. N o com prehensive 
study has been m ade o f  this subject.
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6.3  The text and structure of the work
Barthold Heinrich Brockes (1680-1747), the author of Der fur die Sunde der Welt gemartete 
und sterbende Jesus, was a poet of some considerable significance for the history of German 
literature. A well-educated man, Brockes undertook a lengthy period of travel, studying in 
various parts of Europe. His return to Hamburg in 1704 coincided with the performances of 
the anonymous St John Passion with a libretto by Postel and music attributed to Handel, 16 
and Keiser’s Der blutige und sterbende Jesus (text by Konig), both in the Refectory of the 
former Cathedral, the Domkirche.17 Spurred on, no doubt, by the success of these new 
works, Brockes set about producing his own text, Der fur die Sunde der Welt gemartete und 
sterbende Jesus, which was set to music by Keiser.18 It proved to be influential, since not 
only did subsequent librettists model their own texts on Der fiXr die Sunde der Welt, but 
performances of the earliest settings were instrumental in breaking down many of the barriers 
both against this kind of music in an ecclesiastical setting, and against church music being
"I6 Christian P o ste rs  libretto, the first su rv iv in g  exam p le  o f  an oratorio Passion o f  the 18th-century type, 
represents a bridge between the Lutheran oratorio Passion and the new lyrical type em erging at the 
beginning o f  the century: see Sm ither (19 7 7 ) p.97. T h e  w ork is in the m anner o f  a passio brevis in 
w hich o n ly  Chapter 19 o f  S t John’ s G o sp el is set (see  section 1.4 .1 above).
17  T h e  form er R efectory, now  a kind o f  concert-room , w as the venue for the concerts o f  oratorios and secular 
m usic given  by W eckm an n ’s Collegium Musicum (see Petzoldt (1974) p. 52  and Sm ither (19 77) p. 109). 
M oe (1968) p.87, suggests th a tK eiser’s w o rk  w as com posed in com petition to the settings o f  P ostel’ s St 
John Passion text, but a ban on plays, im posed by the Ham burg Senate during 170 4 and lasting several 
months, seem s a m ore plausible reason fo r the com position  o f  a Passion.
18 T h e  first perform ance w as given  in the p oet’ s house in 17 12 , with a  further perform ance in the sam e venue 
in 17 13 . T h e  perform ance o f  T elem an n ’ s setting, given  in the Barfiisserkirche, Frankfurt (M arch 17 16 ), in 
the presence o f  the Landgrave o f  H esse and using the Darm stadt court orchestra w as particularly noteworthy. 
F or this church concert the audience w as required to purchase a copy o f  the libretto w hich acted as an 
adm ission ticket - the first recorded o ccasion  that entry had been charged for such an event in a church. 
M attheson’ s perfom ance o f  his setting in the D om kirche on Palm  Sunday 17 18  m arked a change in the 
o fficia l attitude towards the Passion oratorio  in H am burg, since it w as the first tim e such a w ork had 
received a  perform ance in the nave o f  a  H am burg Church. In 17 19  M attheson repeated the perform ance o f  
his setting both in the D om  and in one o f  the other Ham burg churches (2 0 .3 .17 19  in S t M arie- 
M agdalenekirche). He also  perform ed all the other know n settings in the D om kirche in a short season in 
H oly  W eek: 3 .4 .1 7 1 9  Handel (w hich w as perform ed at least six times betw een 1 7 1 9  and 172 4  in Ham burg), 
4 .4 .1 7 1 9 , Telem ann and possib ly R e ise r ’s setting.
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performed in a secular one.19 The reasons for the poem’s success were that, while keeping to 
the spirit of the new Passion libretti, Brockes avoided the ‘more vulgar sentiments’20 that 
works such as Der blutige und sterbende Jesus had indulged; he also maintained a link with 
the liturgical Passion that the previous works had avoided: the inclusion of four congregational 
hymns and an Evangelist, who frequently paraphrases the biblical text, ensure that the libretto 
is only one step removed from the oratorio Passion (which may have contributed to the 
work’s popularity where other similar works had been condemned). Even TochterZion (the 
daughter of Zion) and the Glaubige Seelen (the devout souls) who act as commentators had 
previously appeared in oratorio Passion works of the 17th century. Thus, Brockes’ libretto is 
essentially a Gospel ‘harmony’ , i.e. a musical historia compiled from four Gospels 21 
The various characters still present their own dialogue, and the chorus sings turbae based 
upon the Gospels. The reflective texts which constitute roughly two thirds of the whole are 
intended to be set in a variety of ways: as recitatives, arias, ariosos, ensembles and choruses. 
Whilst some are given to the characters in the drama (Christ, Peter and Judas), the majority are 
assigned to fictitious observers: TochterZion and Die Glaubige Seelen I, II and III.
For the oratorio Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden Fasch not only chose to set a considerably 
abridged version, omitting more of Brockes’s text than he included, but also included several 
movements towards the end which are not from Brockes’s poem and added to the recitative in 
Part II. It seems significant that, apart from the addition of the concluding chorale to Part I, all 
of the deviations from Brockes’s libretto occur in Part II. In the following table of items, the 
right-hand column indicates the correspondences with Telemann’s setting of the complete
19 Set to music by Keiser (Hamburg, 1712), Handel (London, c. 1716), Telemann (Frankfurt, 1716) and 
Mattheson (Hamburg, 1718). Further full or partial settings followed: Johann Friedrich Fasch (cl719-1723  
Greiz/Zerbst?); Gottfried Heinrich Stolzel (Gotha: 1725); Johann Balthasar (cl750); J.B.C.Freislich 
(Danzig: cl750); Paul Steiniger (cl750); Jacob Schuback (performed Hamburg 1755 - Smither (1977) 
footnote pg. I l l  has cl750), and numerous lesser composers including the Swiss composer J.C.Bachofer. 
Moe (1968) p.62ff., suggests ‘ ten others’ but does not specify any. The text also provided the basis of 
other compositions including two settings performed in 1723: J.S. Bach’s St John and Telemann’s St 
Mark Passions. In addition, Frober has also been ascribed a setting dated 1729 which was performed as a 
test piece for the post of organist at the Leipzig Neukirche. See Schering (1941) p.67 and Geiringer
(1966) p.66. However there are conflicting reports-other sources suggest that the work performed on this 
occasion was a St Matthew Passion. See Werner (1918) p.545.
20 Steinitz (1979) pp.28-29.
21 Smither (1977) pp.3 and 132. The text is taken in the main from St Matthew ‘s Gospel because of its 
completeness, with details not included in St Matthew’s account interpolated from the other Gospels, 
including, most importantly, all of the Seven Last Words. Often a h is to r ia  that states that it is taken 
from one of the Gospels includes a Gospel harmony near the end to present the Seven Last Words. 
Historically, the immediate precursors to D e r  f i i r  d ie  S u n d e  d e r  W e lt  g e m a r te te  u n d  s te r b e n d e  J e s u s  are the 
various settings of the S ie b e n  W o r te  a n  d e m  K r e u z  by Schiitz and Pfleger.
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Brockes text and which movements are new to Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden. The 
simpler order of movements in ‘C* is given in Table 6.1 after which a discussion follows 
concerning the order of the chorales and placement of the break between Parts in *L\
Table 6.1 Passio Jesu Christi: M ich vom Stricke meiner Siinden (Chicago)
P a rt I
1. Chorus Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden
Keys
Em
No. o f item in 
Telemann’s 
setting 
2
2. Recitative Als Jesus nun zu Tische safie 3/4
3. Aria (S) Der Gott, dem alle Himmelskreise, G 5
4. Recitative Und bald hernach 6/7
5. Aria (S) Gott selbst, der Brunquell alles Guten, G 8
6. Chorale
(No.3 da capo)
Ach, wie hungert mein Gemiite, G 9
7. Recitative Draufsagten sie dem Hochsten Dank, 10/15
8. Aria (B) Mein Vater! Am 16
9. Recitative Mich driickt der Siinden Zentnerlast, 17
10. Aria (T) Sunder, schaut mit Furcht und Zagen Em 19
11. Recitative Die Pein vermehrte sich 20
12. Aria (T) Brich mein Herz, zerfliefi in Tranen Cm 21
13. Chorale: Ein Ldmmlein geht, und tragt die Schuld G *
P a rt I I
14. Recitative Und Jesus ward zum Palast Caiphas ’, 34
15. Chorale Falsche Zeugnis, Hohn und Spott G *
16. Recitative Die Nacht war kaum vorbei, 47
17. Aria (S) Meine Laster sind die Stricke, Bm 48
18. Recitative Wie nun Pilatus Jesum fragt, 53
19. Aria (T) Verwegene Rotte was fangest du an, D *
20. Recitative Wie man ihm nun genug Verspottung, 83/89
21. Aria (S) Hier erstarrt mein Herz und Blut, Am 90
22. Recitative Sobald er nun gekreuzigt war, 93
23. Chorale O Menschenkind, nur deine Siind’ Am 92
24. Recitative Und um die neunte Stund\ 97,100-102
25. Chorale Jesus gab man bittre Gall, F *
26. Recitative Hieraufrief Jesus laut mit ganzer Macht: 104,105+110
27. Aria (T) Ihr Augen weinet Blut, Dm *
28. Chorale Ich danke dir von Herzen D *
* movements not in Brockes poem D e r  f u r  d ie  S iin d e  d e r  W e lt
The inscription ‘ Andere Their on f 1 lr indicates that the division between Parts I and II 
occurred after items 12 in ‘L\ 22 According to a note following No. 12 in ‘V  (which 
appears not to be in the copyist’s hand), the first Part of the Passion should be concluded 
with the fifth verse of ‘Wenn meine Siind’ mich kranken’ (text: ‘Herr, laB dein bitter
22 See Appendix 4 for full details of the foliation.
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Leiden’), the music of which appears as item 29 in ‘L ’ in the copyist’s hand (i.e. the 
addition of item 29, a movement is not found in *C\ 23 appears to have been contemporary 
with the production of the rest of the score). The keys of items 29 and 13 would support this 
order of movements. Placed after item 28, ‘Herr, lafi dein bitter Leiden’ seems out of place - 
both in key (C minor) and text. Convention would dictate that Part I ought to be concluded 
with a choral movement; thus, it is seems probable that this chorale was intended to conclude 
Part I of the Passion. Supporting this argument is the key of the the chorale Ein Ldmmlein 
geht, which would be more logically placed at the commencement of Part II. This 
strengthens the structure of the work as a whole, particularly if the break between parts was to 
allow the placing of a sermon:
Table 6.2 Possible order of movements in (U :
12. Aria (T) Brich mein Herz, zerfliefi in Trdnen Cm 21
29#. Chorale Herr, lafi dein bitter Leiden Cm *
P a rt I I
13. Chorale:
14. Recitative
15. Chorale
Ein Ldmmlein geht, und ti'dgt die Schuld G
Und Jesus ward zum Palast Caiphas 
Falsche Zeugnis, Hohn und Spott G
*
34
*
Fasch considerably abridges Brockes’s libretto in producing this Passion; Mich vom Stricke 
meiner Siinden has only 29 numbers (28 in‘C ’ ), in comparison with Telemann’s complete 
setting of Der jur Silnde der Welt which runs to 117 numbers. Only 21 movements of 
Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden are taken from Brockes’ libretto; seven movements (five 
chorales and two arias) come from other sources. Part I follows Brockes’ libretto more or 
less completely; Fasch omits only 6 movements out of the first 21 in Brockes’ poem. 
However, Fasch has been far more selective in Part II, utilising only 14 of the 78 remaining 
items of the original libretto, leaving a gap between items 18/19 and 20 which is the equivalent 
of some 30 items in the Telemann score. Some of the recitative has been compressed from 
the Brockes original, whilst new recitative has been introduced into items 13 and 25. As 
already suggested, it is possible that the new texts are by Fasch himself - he wrote the texts of
23 B oth the note at the foot o f  p.20 and the title on p. 2 1  are in a hand w hich differs from  the co p yist’ s. It 
w ou ld  appear that no division  into Parts w as indicated on the first draft o f  this source, hence no chorale 
betw een items 12 and 13.
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several serenatas performed at Zerbst and possibly the libretti for an entire Cantata cycle.24 
The resultant text concentrates on the narrative and omits much of the lyrical commentary of 
the Glaubige Seele and Tochter Zion . However, whereas the drama of the events is 
heightened by these omissions Fasch, surprisingly, underplays the dramatic possibilities of 
the work, most noticeably in the Crucifixion scene which is quoted below. In particular, 
Jesus narrates his own words and commentary only in the first four recitative sections of Mich 
vom Stricke meiner Sunden, leaving the Evangelist to narrate the rest, including the words 
uttered from the cross, even though Jesus appears in ten further recitatives and two aria 
movements in the original text. The following extract demonstrates both the contraction of 
the text, the abandonment of Christ’ s dialogue, and the interpolation of new text:
B rockes
N o.9725 Recitative 
Evangelist
Und um die neunte Stund’ ,
als dies geschah
rief Jesus laut und sprach:
No.98 Recitative 
Jesus
Eli! Eli! Lama asaphtani!
No.99 Recitative 
Evangelist
Das ist, in unsrer Sprache zu fassen:
No. 100 Recitative
Mein Gott!, mein Gott!, 
wie hast du mich verlassen!
No. 101 Recitative
Damach, wie ihm bewuBt, 
daB alles schon vorbei, 
rief er, mit lechzenden Geschrei:
No. 102 Recitative
Jesus
Mich diirst’ !
No. 103 Aria (Glaubige Seele III)
No.104 Recitative
Evangelist
Drauf lief ein Kriegsknecht hin, 
der einen Schwamm,
Fasch
No. 24 Recitative 
Evangelist
Und um die neunte Stunde,
da er vor Durste, kaum atmen konnte
rief Jesus laut und sprach:
Mein Gott, mein Gott, 
wie hast du mich verlassen?
Damach, wie ihm bewuBt,
daB alles schon vorbei,
rief er, mit achzenden Geschrei:
Mich diirst’ !
No.25 Chorale 
No.26 Recitative
24 Fasch is known to have written the lyrical texts and music of a birthday piece performed 29.10.1722 , a 
birthday Serenata, performed 9.8.1732 (the texts of both are reproduced in Engelke (1908) Anhang III), and 
the cantata cycle: G e is t l ic h e  A n d a c h t e n  i ib e r  d ie  E p o s t o l is c h e n  T e x t e , 1727/28. Fasch may also have 
written the texts of the double cantata cycle D a s  in  b itte , G e b e th , F i ir b it te  u n d  D a n c k s a g u n g  b e s te h e n d e  
O p ffe r , 1735. See Gille (1988) p. 68. and (1989) p. 39.
25 item numbers from Telemann’s setting
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mit Essig angefiillet, nahm 
und steckt’ in auf ein Rohr
und hielt ihn ihm zu trinken vor. Evangelist
Hierauf rief Jesus laut mit ganzer Macht: Hierauf rief Jesus laut mit ganzer Macht:
No. 105 Recitative 
Jesus
Es ist vollbracht!
N  o . 10 6 Terzetto (Gldubige Seelen )
N  o . 10 7 Aria (Gldubige Seele III)
N  o . 10 8 Recitative
Gldubige Seele III 
O selig, wer dies glaubt 
und wer, wenn-seine Not am groBten, 
sich dieser Worte kann getrosten!
Evangelist
Drauf nieget er sein Haupt
N o . 10 9 Duet (Tochter Zion/
Gldubige Seele III)
No. 110 Recitative
Tochter Zion
O GroBmut! O erbarmendes Gemtit!
Evangelist
und er verschied. und er verschied.
The overall effect, therefore, is a work which, as Steinitz suggests,26 is nearer in style to an 
oratorio Passion but with the dramatic impact lessened by the omission of the greater part of 
the dialogue and all the turba choruses.
Fasch also omits several crucial scenes entirely, including Peter’s denial. Other scenes 
omitted are: Jesus telling the disciples that they will betray him, the calling to the disciples who 
have fallen asleep on the Mount of Olives, the Arrest. The lengthiest cut, items 53-83 in the 
Telemann setting, is the section containing most of the the Trial before Pilate, the crowd 
shouting for Barabbas and the Whipping and Scourging of Jesus. Surprisingly, the Last 
Words from the Cross are also omitted.27 Only the bare bones of the drama remain:
26 Stein itz (19 75 ) p. 646
2 7 it is particularly surprising that the scene o f  the W hipping and Scourging o f  Christ is om itted since in 
C ath o lic  areas this is one o f  the ‘ Seven  Sorrow ful M ysteries ’ , i.e. a Station o f  the Cross. T h e w hipping o f  
Christ is obliquely referred to by the dotted rhythm s o f  the m usic o f  ‘ V crw egen e R otte’ (No. 19).
Es ist vollbracht!
Die FinstemiB bedeckete die Erde, 
da auch die Sonne ihren Glanz entzieht,
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PARTI
The Last Supper (the institution of the sacrament)
Jesus on the Mount of Olives
PART II
Jesus before Caiaphas (no dialogue)
Jesus is dragged before Pilate and interrogated 
Jesus is delivered to the Jews 
Soldiers cast lots for Jesus’ clothes 
Death of Jesus
Though there is no formal indication of the subdivision of the text, the four ‘Chorale der 
christlichen Kirche’28 are so placed in Brockes’s libretto as to divide the work into four large 
sections, each concluding important events in the story: the end of the Last Supper, Peter’s 
denial, the Crucifixion, and the very end of the work. However, as suggested above, Fasch 
(if it is he who has made the alterations) considerably remodelled the work, and divided it, like 
the traditional oratorio Passion, into two Parts with a choral movement framing each Part. In 
this adaptation of Der fur die Sunde der Welt are included seven chorales in all, of which 
only two are from the selection of five originally in Brockes’s libretto. The two chorales 
from the Brockes poem that Fasch included in his setting conclude the same parts of the story. 
( ‘Ach wie hungert meine Gemiite’ concludes the Last Supper and ‘O Menschen-Kind, nur 
deine Stind’ follows Christ’s Crucifixion in both versions.) The others in Mich vom Stricke 
also conclude key scenes: ‘Herr, laB dein bitter Leyden’ at the end of the scene on the Mount 
of Olives, ‘Falsche Zeugnis, Hohn und Spott’ after the trial by Caiaphas (between this and 
the presentation of Jesus before Pilate), and ‘Jesus gab man bittere Gall’ follows quickly after 
Christ’ s words ‘I thirst’ , whilst the work as a whole is concluded by the chorale ‘ Ich danke 
dir von Herzen’ . Table 6.3 below lists the chorales in comparable positions in Der fiir die
28 Even though the inference from this description of the chorales is that that they were to be sung by a 
congregation (i.e. that they were G e m e in d e c h o r a le )  reflecting the circumstances of the premiere, a 
private performance in Brockes’ own home, Keiser sets the chorales in the form of ‘Lieder[n] fiir 
Soloquartett mit obligatem Basso continuo’. (See Frederichs, (1975) p. 174.) Mattheson, in similar 
fashion to his own St John Passion, D a s  L i e d  d e s  L a m m e s  (1723), sets the chorales as intricate fantasias 
and clearly intended them to be performed by the choir. On the other hand, Telemann and Handef both 
employ the simple settings prevalent at the time in the works of J.S. Bach’s contemporaries, suggesting 
that they did view these four pieces as G e m e in d e c h o r a le .
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Stinde der Welt and in Mich vom Stricke meine Sundew!9
Table 6.3 - Chorales in ’Der fur die Siinde’ and 'Mich vom Stricke1
D erfiir  die Stinde der Welt M ich  vom  Stricke m einer Siinden (Leipzig)
I  Ach wie hungert m eine Gemtite I  A ch  wie hungert m eine Gemiite 
Herr, laB dein bitter LeydenI I
A ch G ott und Herr I I  Ein Lam m lein geht
Falsche Zeugnis, H ohn und Spott 
O  M enschen-K ind, nur deine Siind' 
Jesus gab man bittre Gall 
Ich danke dir von Herzen
I I I  -
0  M enschen-K ind, nur deine Siind'
I V  M ein1 Siind mich werden kriinken 
Ich bin ein Glied an deinem  Leib
The addition of chorales to Brockes’ text further suggests that Fasch’s setting was created 
with the performance in a liturgical context in mind. Although a performance of the work in a 
‘sacred concert’ cannot be ruled out, the bipartite structure is typical of the oratorio Passion 
where each Part lies either side of the sermon. Comments have already been made in Chapter 
5 about the form of the chorale melodies to be found in Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden and 
their relation to the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch which outlines a case that the work predates 
Fasch’s appointment at Zerbst— a point to be explored further below.
Not only does Fasch add two movements for tenor not originally in Der fur die Stinde der 
Welt (nos. 19 and 25), but he also recasts two TochterZion arias for tenor voice, a 
surprising decision since ‘Brich mein Herz, zerflieB in Tranen’ (No. 12) contains all the 
sentiments traditionally associated with the the character of Tochter Zion. As a result, three of 
the nine aria movements are for soprano (No.5 is a da capo of No.3), four for tenor and one 
for bass. In common with many of the cantatas composed early in Fasch’s tenure as 
Kapellmeister at Zerbst, there is no solo work (aria or recitative) for alto voice in this work.
29 Freislich also rem odelled and abridged the text o f  Der Jiir die Siitule der Welt in his setting (D an zig c l7 5 0 ) 
and divided the w ork into four ‘a cts ’ : A c t  I: E ven in g  m eal to the arrest in the G arden o f  Gethsem ane; A c t  
2: Jesus before Caiaphas; A c t  3: P ila te ’ s interrogation  and sentencing; A c t  4: Death. S im ilarly  to Fasch 
and reflecting the im portance o f  chorales in the D an zig  tradition, F reislich also increases the num ber o f  
chorales (to 13). He also adds a  (free-standing) introductory ‘Sonatina’ in D  m inor before A c t  3 w hich is 
sim ilar in style  to the Sinfonias to F re is lich ’ s oratorio  Passions - here a  so lo  oboe carries the m elody over 
the strings and continuo w hich o n ly  p rovid e  harm onic support. N otable is the setting o f  ‘ E li lam a 
asapthani’ where Christ’s w ords are accom panied w ith  w hat Lott (1925) pp. 3 15 -3 1 6  describes as 
'Fauxbourdonstile'. (L ott g ives no details o f  w hat he means - presum ably the accom panim ent w as in a 
chordal style.) There is no inform ation on an y  know n perform ance o f  the w ork and no evidence to suggest 
that it w as perform ed as part o f  liturgy - in D a n zig , o n ly  perform ances o f  settings o f  S t M atthew  being 
norm ally a llow ed in the churches. O n ly  from  1743 are there reports o f  perform ances o f  lyrical Passions in 
the Konzertsaal and not until 17 7 4  w ere perform ances o f  lyrical Passions allow ed in church. S ee  Lott 
(1925) pp. 299-301. Stolzel also  sets his version  in fo u r Parts. See Blankenburg (1963) p. 53.
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Whether this is as a result of a personal preference or lack of suitable performers is not 
clear.30 Only one movement in ‘V  is assigned to a named character (No. 8 - Jesus) whilst 
(C * offers more indication of the singing characters. Table 6.4 below highlights the 
modifications made to Brockes’ allocation of characters and voices in the Fasch version of the 
work:
Table 6.4 - Com parison o f voice and character allocation between 
M ic h  vom Stricke m einer Siinden and Telem ann’s setting of 
D er fu r  die Sunde der W e lt
Der fur die Sunde der Welt Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden
character voice movement voice character
Tochter Zion S 3 (and 5) s • Tochter Zion
Jesus B 8 B Jesus
Tochter Zion S 10 T Evanqelist
Tochter Zion S 12 T -
Tochter Zion s 17 S Tochter Zion
- - 19 T -
Eine qlaubige Seele s 21 S Tochter Zion
- - 27 T Evangelist
6 .4  The M usic o f Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden
6.4.1 Differences between the tw o sources
Steinitz is surely correct in describing style of the writing in Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden 
as midway between that of the anonymous St John Passion ascribed to Handel (1704) and the 
mature works of Telemann.31 The work is a typical product of the second to third decade of 
the 18th century with none of the hints of early classical style that can be recognised in J.F. 
Fasch’s post -1730 instrumental works. Thus, the orchestra is modest with two oboes and 
strings as well as a flute (presumably played by one of the oboists). The four-part string 
group (vn. I  and II ,  va. and b) is used in four o f the nine arias, while in two there is only a
30 Dittrich (1995) p. 131-132 argues that the allocation of voices and lack of music for solo alto indicates that 
the work was composed by Fasch early in his Kapellmeistership in Zerbst. He cites the evidence that the 
singers in the Court Kapelle in 1721 included Kettner (soprano), Poll(e) (tenor) and Horn (bass) and that 
the first mention of an alto soloist is the appointment of WeiRflock late in 1726. Thus, the vocalists 
required for a performance of M ic h  v o m  S t r ic k e  m e in e  S i in d e n  (and the surviving St Luke Passion) would 
correspond with the complement listed in 1721 by Waschke, supporting the argument that this work is 
likely to be of this period. However, this is a rather negative argument, and the evidence of the chorales 
gives a rather stronger indicaton of the provenance of the score and therefore its dating. See comments 
below.
Steinitz (1975) p. 646.
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three-part texture of 2 violins and be or two oboes and be - the later combination is absolutely 
unique in Fasch’s (known) output 32 In another only a two-part texture with the violins 
unison with the violas over the basso continuo (again a unique combination for an entire 
movement in Fasch’s output though there are two mass movements with sections like this),33 
and in one movement the basso continuo only. However, the principal difference between the 
two sources is the differing details of instrumentation, summarized in Table 6.5 below, and 
orchestration.
Table 6 .5  - Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden 
in s tru m e n ta t io n  o f  the  sources
Leipzig  ( I I I .2 .5 4 ) Chicago (M S ' 1 2 7 3 )
1 Chorus* 2 oboes and strings flute and strings
3 Aria (S) Vln 1+2, be Vln 1+2, be
5 Aria (S) Vln 1+2, be Vln 1+2, be
8 Aria (B) unison violins and viola, be unison violins and viola, be
10 Aria (T) be be ( ’instrumente unisono')
12 Aria (T) oboe + pizz. strings oboe + pizz. strings
17 Aria (S )* flute + strings strings
19 Aria (T )* (?2) oboe(s) + strings strings
21 Aria (S) oboe + strings oboe + strings
27 Aria (T) 2 oboes and be 2 (muted) oboes and be
*  movements where sources differ in instrumentation
Actually there is no list o f instruments for No. 19 except for an ambiguous note in a different colour o f  ink 
above the 1st stave indicating 'Hautb. et violin.’ The musical style would suggest that the oboes 
double both violin parts. In bars 10 and 17 'Violini' is written above the stave in the copyist’ s hand and 
the word 'Tutti' in bars 15 and 24, suggesting that the oboes play only in ritornelli.
Notable is the use of the wind instruments in the two sources. Two oboes in‘Z/ replace the 
flute in‘C ’ in the opening chorus, whilst *L ’ also specifies obbligato wind instruments for 
items 17 and 19. Fasch is clearly aware of the colouristic effects that can be achieved with 
this group of instruments. Of particular interest is the note ‘Hautb: 1. gedampft’ at the 
beginning of the aria ‘Ihr Augen weinet Blut’ (item 27) in lC\ Muting is not unknown at 
that period and, in this instance, the toning down of the stridency in the oboes is due to the 
references to the dead Prince (Son of God) and to the remorse expressed by the
32 Brian Clark in letter to author dated 4.6.97.
33 ibid. This, and the feature noted immediately above, tends to add weight to the argument that M i c h  vom  
S t r ic k e  m e in e r  S iin d e n  predates the surviving sacred music, all of which was produced after 1723.
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commentator 34
A further and most important difference between the two sources is the enrichment of the 
instrumental accompaniments in lL \ which is achieved in four ways:
1) the elaboration of the 1st violin part at many points;
2) in passages where the vocal part is supported by the basso continuo only, the
accompaniment has been filled out with added parts in the upper strings;
3) where missing, the inner parts have been filled out to create more continuous
accompaniments and
4) textural details such as ties, slurs and individual notes vary between sources.
The instrumental parts are generally independent of the solo vocal parts in the arias. In only 
one (No. 21) is the vocal soloist (soprano) doubled by instruments. In all other aria 
movements, the vocal part is either self-contained over a basso continuo accompaniment (as 
in the tenor arias Nos. 10 and 27) or in imitation with an instrumental part (as in nos. 12 and 
21). The doubling of vocal parts in choral movements follows contemporary convention: in 
chorales, the instruments are all colla voce (i.e. treble instruments with the soprano and alto 
parts, bass instruments with the bass line and the viola with the tenor part.). However, a 
comparison of the orchestration of the opening chorus in the two sources highlights differing 
approaches: in *C* the string parts are also strictly collavoce whereas in lL\ only the wind 
instruments, viola and bass double the vocal parts while the violins perform more idiomatic 
and elaborate parts. (There are also some textural differences between the two sources e.g. 
F#/Fnatural in bar 7.)
5 4  Muting was achieved either by the application of paper or wool pushed into the bell or by purpose-made 
pear-shaped objects made of solid wood jammed into the bell-mouth. According to Baines (1967/1991) 
p.285, these latter mutes are surprisingly effective, ‘making the oboe whimper most pathetically’ . A  clear 
parallel can be seen in aria ‘Lasset mich ihn nur noch einmal kiissen’ from the entombment scene in the 
anonymous S t  L u k e  P a s s io n  (BWV 244), itself most probably a contemporary work to M i c h  v o m  S tr ic k e  
m e in e r  S iin d e n . Here, in the manner of a chorale fantasia, the strings (marked c o n  m o lto  la m e n to  ) rest 
intermittently to allow the four-piece double-reed group (2 oboes, taille and bassoon), marked ‘piano, und 
zwar die Hoboen mit Papier gediimpft’ , to come through playing the tune ‘Derselbe mein Herr Jesus 
Christ, vor all’ main Sundige storben ist’ . In fact, the chorale is played only moments earlier by the double­
reed band as a short sinfonia, followed by one verse sung and completed by a d a  c a p o  of the sinfonia. It 
is only in these two sections that the taille appears in the work.
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M usical Exam ple 6.1:
Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden No.l, Chorus - comparison of bars 5-11 in *C* and *V
Fl and V n  I 
Chicago
V n I 
Leipzig I i
H i
Only in item 10, the tenor aria ‘ Siinder, schaut mit Furcht und Zagen’ and item 17, the 
soprano aria ‘Meine Laster sind die Stricke’ , has there been no change. In both arias there is 
already a very consistent accompaniment in *C*\ in No. 10, there are no upper instrumental 
parts, the voice being supported only by the continuo accompaniment, and in the Tochter Zion 
aria, No. 17, the lombardic unison accompaniment continues unabated in the three upper 
instrumental parts.
A further example of the elaboration of the 1st violin part can be found in the Soprano aria 
‘Der Gott, dem Himmelskreise/Gott selbst, der Brunquell alles Guten’ (No.3/5), where the 
simple violin 1 part in ‘C ’ which doubles the voice is replaced by much more idiomatic 
writing in ‘L\
2) Addition of upper parts to basso continuo accompaniments in ‘L ’
Where the obbligato oboe rests for the entire B section in No. 12 (the voice is supported by 
the string sections with an ostinato accompaniment), it is added in ‘ L ’ . In the case of No. 8
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the filling out of the treble parts has also entailed the modification of the bass part. (Note again 
the other minor textural differences e.g. 1st bass note bar 38, the 3rd in bar 42 and the 
difference in the length of the bass notes in bars 40-41):
Musical Example 6.2
Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden No. 8, bars 37-45 in both versions A 5
(Largo)
35 Translation: ‘My heart breaks and my soul sorrows unto death’
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Musical Example 6.3
Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden No. 21, bars 12-1436
I2 (Largo)
Chicago
Leipzig
38 Translation: ‘ Great Heavens, what will vou do?’
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3) Inner parts filled out to create more flowing accompaniments and simpler accompaniments
elaborated.
In several places, lU  has a completed accompaniment where in *C\ the parts are very simple 
or have rests with only the continuo to provide the harmony and continuity at these points.
The effect is often to create a less disjointed accompaniment and the creation of a tutti at the 
cadential point as in No.21 (see example 6.3 above).
4) Textural details such as ties, slurs and individual notes vary between sources 
Textural details also differ between the two sources, examples of which can be found in 
example 6.6c below.
In addition to the variations in the two sources outlined above, there are two instances of 
changes to the vocal line where the intention appears to be to make it more expressive. In the 
first instance, the abandonment of the second syllable of the word ‘Hertz[e]’ has resulted in 
the addition of a sighing figure in No 12 (example 6.4). In the second, in No. 21 the vocal 
line has been recast and harmonized for a few bars. (Note the difference in the upper string 
chord bar 222) (example 6.5).
Musical Example 6.4:
Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden No. 12, bar 11 in both sources (vocal part)
bar 11
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Musical Example 6.5:
Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden No. 21, bars 20-21 in both sources37
37 Translation: ‘ How dare you, hounds and devils, nail the Son of God to the cross?’
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6 .4 .2  Key relationships
The key scheme of the work as a whole is conservative, with pairs of adjacent movements 
displaying simple key relationships. There appears to be a catabasis in Part II from No. 19:
D, Am, F, Dm i.e. from the deliverance of Jesus to the Jews to be crucified through to the 
death of Jesus, a tradition linked with the Bach Leipzig settings. The general scheme of the 
arias follows the theory of Affekt, with minor keys being used for arias depicting suffering. 
Major keys are found in just two arias (item 5 is a reprise of the item 3). The first, ‘Der Gott, 
demalleHimmelskreise’ expresses the wonder of the omnipresence of God, whilst the 
second concerns the commentator’s anger with the crowd which demands Jesus’s crucifixion. 
Though in a major key, the persistent rhythm of the melodic line is a musical allusion to the 
whipping of Christ.
6 .4 .3  Recitative
The writing in the recitatives o f Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, which conforms to popular 
practice, is simple but quite elegant and is very similar to that found in cantatas composed at 
the beginning of Fasch’s Kapellmeistership at Zerbst.38 The greater part of the narration, 
sung by the Evangelist, is set in with sustained note basso continuo accompaniment, whilst 
the words of Jesus and the single recitative section for TochterZion (No. 16) are exclusively 
accompanied by sustained string chords, the ‘halo of strings’ .39 There is no arioso 
recitative at any point and, surprisingly, no change in the style of the writing in the 
Evangelist’s recitative when there is a quotation of the words of Jesus (in nos. 18, 24 and 26) 
except for the indication of adagio for the words ‘Mein Gott, mein Gott wie hast du mich 
verlassen!’ in both sources.
6 .4 .4  Structure of lyrical movements
As to be expected of a work of this period,40 the majority of the arias in Mich vom Stricke 
are in the full da capo form (five of the eight arias are in this form). These are all settings of 
simple verses of between 4 and 6 lines where the first sentence consists of two lines of text41
38 A n  exam ple o f  the sustained bass note basso continuo recitative style  can be found in: M r  miissen alle 
offenbar warden F W V  D: W 8  (172 2 ).
39 F asch ’ s style  had evidently changed by the 1740s since a very  different approach is adopted in the setting 
o f  the St John Passion. (See below ).
40 S ee  section  1.5 for a discussion o f  com m on aria form s in the 18th century.
4 1 C rist (1989) p.44.
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Those with more complex verses or strophic texts are set in non-repeating or other forms. 
Table 6.6 below summarizes the text structures and musical forms of the lyrical texts.42
Table 6.6 - Rhyming schemes, lengths of texts and movement structures
length of m o v t. Rhyme S tr u c tu r e :
s ta n za type schem e da cap o /typ e B in a ry o th e r
4-line chorus ab.cb/abcb (strophic) 1
aria ab.ab 8 A2
10 A l
aria a bba 19 (motto)
5-line aria ab.cab 27 Al
6-line aria ab.aaab 12 A l
aria ab.babb 21
aria aab.ccb 17 C
aria ababab 3 /5
None of the arias is of any great length, though there is quite a range from 20 to 104 bars of 
music. (See Table 8.13 for a summary and comparison with movements from the St Luke and 
St John Passions.)
6 .4 .4 .1  Da capo movements
All the da capo arias in Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden are in minor keys and display 
surprising variety of structure in both A and B sections. The only aria to follow the standard 
pattern: Type ‘A ’ as described in Chapter 1, is No.12, ‘Brich mein Hertz, zerflieB in Tranen’, 
in which the music modulates immediately back to the tonic in the brief medial ritomello (R2). 
The simplest construction (Type ‘C’) can found in No. 17, the soprano aria ‘Meine Laster 
sind die Stricke’ , which consists of only one vocal phrase in the A section framed by 
ritomelli. Another simple construction can be found in No. 10, the continuo aria for tenor 
‘Siinder, schaut mit Furcht und Zagen’ . In this aria there is no structural modulation in the A 
section, the repetition of lines 1-2 of the text being set over a slightly adapted complete 
statement of the opening ritomello. Thus, with three statements of the four-bar introductory 
bass line in R l, SI (bars 9-13) and in R2, all in the space of 17 bars, this aria is not far 
removed from the ground bass form. Nos. 8 ‘Mein Vater!’ , and 27 ‘Ihr Augen weinet Blut’ , 
share similar constructions where the first two lines of text are separated in S1 by a brief 
instrumental ‘articulation’ (a kind of mini-ritomello).
42 A  full stop marks the end o f  a sentence, italicized  letters indicate repetition o f  a line.
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The harmonic construction of the B section in each aria displays a surprising degree of 
variety-compared with the tonal plans of the St Luke and St John Passions described in 
Chapter 8-suggesting that the work was composed before Fasch’s own tonal conventions had 
‘congealed’ , i.e. a further argument supporting an early composition date for Mich vom 
Stricke meiner Sunden. The B section in each da capo movement is treated in a different 
way:
Table 6.7 K ey schemes o f B sections o f Mich vom Stricke da capo arias
m o vem en t, k ey  S 3 S 4
Minor keys: 8. Am i i—III
10. Bn i-V
12. Cm iv-V
17. Bm Ill-i
27. Dm VII-v
Only one aria follows the construction o f Type ‘A2’ in which the B section is divided by a 
medial ritomello. In No. 8 the lines 3-4 of the text are sung in each phrase, the first moving 
towards the relative major but brought firmly back to the the tonic in the medial ritomello, 
while the second passes via the submediant (F major) to conclude in the relative major (C ).
6 . 4 . 4 . 2  A rias  w ith  non-repeating forms
Two movements (chorus no.l and aria no.3/5) adopt the same non-repeating form, a kind of 
modified binary structure which is the equivalent of da capo form without the contrasting B 
section; i.e. a short movement with two vocal phrases separated by a brief medial ritomello 
and framed by an opening and closing ritomello. In both movements the text is strophic and 
the entire movement is repeated for the second verse; immediately, in the case of the opening 
chorus, or after an intermediary recitative as in the case of the the aria. In ‘Der Gott, dem 
Himmelskreise/Gott selbst, der Brunquell alles Guten’ (No. 3/5) the music does not stray far 
from the tonic of G; the first four-bar vocal phrase (bars 5-9) cadences in G, whilst the second 
commences on the dominant and moves to a minor before cadencing back into the tonic key. 
The medial ritomello is very brief in the aria, consisting of only one bar, but is somewhat 
longer in the chorus (4 bars).
Nos. 19 (which is a motto aria) and 21 adopt more complex constructions which are clearly
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determined by the structure of the libretto. The last four words of the 1st line of the opening 
stanza of No. 19 are repeated at the end of the 4th line and the entire first line of the aria is 
repeated as the 1st and 4th lines of the second stanza.
Verwegene Rotte, was fangest du an,
Du suchest dem Leben das Leben zu nehmen 
willst du dich denn nicht dieser Ubelthat schamen? 
du gehe[s]t zu Grunde gedanke daran, was fangest du an?
Verwegene Rotte, was fangest du an,
dem, der die unzahlige Wohlthat erwiesen
den suchst du in Ketten und Banden zu schlieBen,
Verwegene Rotte, was fangest du an?
The music is cast in an extended binary form with the two stanzas sung in separate halves of 
the movement. There are distinct vocal phrases, the first two separated by a ritomello. In 
No.3, lines 1-4 are sung in the first four-bar vocal phrase, and lines 5-6 are sung twice in the 
second 7-bar vocal phrase.
The text of No 21 has an unusual construction with three separate sections: an opening 
statement, two questions, and final statement:
Hier erstarrt mein Herz und Blut, My heart and blood are numbed
hier erstaunen Seel und Sinnen my soul and mind amazed!
Himmel, was wollt ihr beginnen? Great Heavens, what will you do?
WiBt ihr, Morder, was ihr tut? Do you know what you are doing,
murderers?
Dtirft ihr Hund’ und Teufel wagen, How dare you, hounds and devils,
Gottes Sohn ans Kreuz zu schlagen. nail the Son of God to the cross.
The non-repeating form adopted reflects the construction of the text with lines 1 and 2 in SI, 
the rest of the text in S2 and then the final statement in S3. Unusually, since ritornelli tend to 
be tonally stable, the second ritomello modulates back to the tonic from the relative major:
Tab le  6.8 S tructure o f A ria  ‘H ie r  e rs tarrt mein H ertz  und B lu t7
Bar no. Section Key Lines o f text
1-73 Rl Am
73-11 SI Am-C 1-2 (line 1 repeated after statement of 2)
11-133 R2 C-Am
133-19 S2 Am-G 3-6
20 R3 G
20-24 S3 Am 5-6
25-31 R4 Am
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6 .5  Style
The majority of the arias display opening ritomelli constructed on the Fortspinnungtypus 43 
principle (Nos. 3/5, 10, 19, 21, 27 and possibly No. 8). No.l7has amonothematic 
ritomello built on a recurring melodic/rhythmic pattern, whilst the ritomello of No. 12 defies 
allocation to a standard category. Examples of the three types are shown in example 6 below
Musical Example 6.6: Ritomelli of Arias nos. 3, 17, 12
Ex. 6.6a N o .3 , soprano aria ‘ Der Gott, dem  alle Him m elkreise’ (bars 1-5)
Vor der satz Fortspinnung
Violin
Epilog
Ex. 6.6b N o. 17, soprano aria ‘ M eine Laster sind sie Stricke’ (bars 1 -8) 
Violin Andante
slurred in groups of 4 in ‘L’ no tie in 'V
N o. 12, soprano aria 4 Brich mein H erz’ (bars 1-6) 
no ties in’V
Ex.6.6c
43 A  term invented by Wilhelm Fischer (see ‘Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des Wiener Klassischen Stils’ , 
S tu d ie n  z u r  M u s ik w is s e n s c h a ft , 3, 1915, pp.24-28) to describe the classical type of ritomello found in the 
concerti of Vivaldi and Bach. The ritomelli comprise a motivic V o rd ersa tz, a F o r ts p in n u n g  or 
continuation, usually involving sequential repetition, and a cadential E p ilo g .
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There appear also to be similarities in the opening phrases of several movements; a four-note 
repetition (y) approached from a note below (x) and ending with a ‘ sigh’ (z) is common to the
Musical Example 6.7: Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden Examples of Kopfinotifs
6.7a - Mich vom Stricke: No.l, Chorus ‘Mich vom Stricke’ 
j v______r-———
I *  r- r  [ f fc f -E J -i -r -
6.7b - Mich vom Stricke; No. 3, Aria ‘Der Gott, dem all Himmelskreise’
6.7c - Mich Vom stricke: No21, Aria ' Hier erstarrt mein Herz und Blut
6.7d - Handel: ‘For unto us a child is born’
r i
+ 4
opening chorus, the opening bars of the Kopfmotif of Nos.3 and 21. A very similar melodic 
device is identified in the music of the five Marien Psalms.44 Though a common figure in 
18th-century Baroque parlance (see example 6.7d) the number of times that it occurs in both 
this work and others by Fasch is significant.
Other motifs occur in more than one movement; the opening four note-pattem of No.3 (x’ ) is 
very close to the lasts phrase of the previous recitative. Again, in No.3 the basso continuo in 
bars 11-12 picks out the ostinato bass motif from the opening chorus (see ex 6.8).
With the adoption of differing instrumental groupings and details of orchestration, Fasch
44 A lth ough this m elodic device  was part-and-parcel o f  every  baroque com poser’ s technique, Steven (19 8 1) 
p p .5 7-6 1, points out that its use is so p ervasive  ‘ as to suggest a conscious attem pt b y  Fasch to un ify  the 
five  M arian Psalm s by means o f  this recurring m o tiv e .’
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achieves variety of style and texture in the arias, from basso continuo only accompaniments in 
an archaic style, through two- and three-part instrumental accompaniments to a full string 
orchestra-plus obbligato wind instrument texture. In several of the arias Fasch’s 
orchestration is in part a response to the text. For example, he chooses the deep tone of 
unison violins with violas over the bass line to support Jesus’ s soliloquy describing his 
suffering in the Garden of Gethsemane. In No.27, ‘ Ihr Augen weinet Blut’ , the weeping of 
blood is portrayed with canonic entries in the oboes of running semiquaver passage-work.
There are other examples of ostinato writing in the work which are also clearly related to the 
text. In two notable instances this is linked with the idea of ‘binding’ referred to in the text; in 
the opening chorus to ‘ the rope of sin’ of the title of the work and in the aria (No. 17) ‘Meine 
Laster sind die Stricke, seine Ketten meine Tiicke’ ( ‘My vices are his ropes and his chains my 
perfidies’). In the former example, the bass part consists almost entirely of one 
rhythmic/melodic figure (see example 6.8 below), which is ‘echoed’ in the 1st aria. In the 
latter, every part has an almost unremitting lombardic crotchet-minim rhythm throughout (a 
characteristic of the music of Fasch in the period 1722-1730)45 suggesting both the repetitive 
links of the chain as well as the restrictions associated with such a binding (see Example 
6.6b).46 Though no specific mention is made of it in the text, the theme of whipping in the 
aria ‘ Verwegene Rotte’ - which is placed between the two recitatives describing the giving up 
of Jesus to the crowd and the mocking and tormenting of him - is clearly captured in the 
relentless quaver-2 semiquaver pattern that continues through the vocal part.
Musical Example 6.8: Bass motif in opening chorus (bars 1-2)
45 See Dittrich (1992) p. 137-8. Examples of the ‘vocal-sarabande’ can be found in the ‘Domine Deus' of 
the m is s a  to ta  FWV G: F la (1727), the ‘Esurientes’ from the M a g n if ic a t  FWV H: GI (1727).
4® Dittrich (1995) p. 131 points out the melisma with which Telemann sets the word ‘Ketten’ (in D e r  f i i r  d ie  
S iln d e  d e r  W e l t ). Here Telemann creates a sequence from a repeated two-note figure, which, like the 
examples in Fasch, suggests the repeating links of a chain.
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6 .6  ‘ 27 and iC y — a discussion of possible chronology
In addition to the numerous inevitable minor differences found on a superficial level (which in 
many instances can only be described as copyist errors in ‘C ’ ), the two sources vary in 
some quite important features which suggest that one is a later partial re-working of the 
composition. The major variants which have been pointed out in the course of this chapter are 
the number and distribution of movements, details of instrumentation and orchestration and 
the names of the characters who provide the commentary. The question remains: were these 
changes made by another hand in an attempt to ‘ bring the work up to date’ , or is there any 
indication that Fasch himself might be the author of them?
The changes in the orchestration perhaps give the clearest indication of the chronology of the 
two sources. During the 18th century there was a general trend toward the continuous use of 
a complete string section throughout a movement, and an elaboration and increasing harmonic 
function of the wind instruments - graphically indicated by Mozart’s re-orchestrations of 
Handel scores - to ‘bring them up to date.’ This same trend can be identified in the works of 
Fasch: typical characteristics of Fasch’s style displayed in cantatas composed cl722, also 
observed in Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, include the reduction of the accompaniment to 
just basso continuo in vocal passages, particularly in the middle section of arias,47 whilst in 
later works Fasch maintained a more consistent and fuller accompaniment throughout the aria. 
Although he often contrasts the B section by the omission of an obbligato wind instrument, 
the accompaniment by full strings or at least one treble instrument is still maintained. Works 
from later in the 18th century display a more consistent texture when, more often, there was 
no major reduction in the instrumentation in the middle section of the da capo structure. The 
evidence of several reworked examples of arias in the cantatas of J.F. Fasch points to the 
process of enrichment of instrumental accompaniments in versions of arias that are used in 
subsequent works. In Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, it would appear that the music of
4 7  In both the arias from  cantata Wir miissen alle offenbar werden F W V  D: W 8 (172 2 ), the v o ice  is
supported by the basso continuo o n ly  in the B section. T his feature is com m on to the arias o f  tw o other 
cantatas g iven  tentative dates o f  c l7 3 0 : In der Welt habt ihr Angst F W V  D: 18, and Gott, wir warten 
deiner Giite F W V  D: G 10 . T h e  arias o f  cantatas w hich have been given  firm com position  dates after this 
point d isp lay no such reduction o f  the instrum ental accom panim ent in the B section o f  the arias, instead 
either full strings or som e form  o f  treble instrum ental continues unabated. S ee  Bewahre deinen Fufi 
F W V  D: B 1  (173 5) and Niemaiul kennt den Sohn F W V  D: N 2 (c l7 3 0 ), Die Starke bediirfen des Artztes 
nicht F W V  D: D 6  (after 1730) and Selig sind F W  V  D: S5  (1740). Indeed confirm ation o f  the 
developm ent o f  F asch ’ s com positional style  can be found in the subsequent rescorings o f  earlier arias; the 
instrum ental accom panim ent o f  the B  section  o f  both arias from cantata Wir miissen alle offenbar werden 
have been enriched at a later date (a later version  o f  T ch  weiB du lasst m ich G nade finde’ is published as 
an appendix to Brian C la rk ’ s edition, K in gs M u sic 1994, and ‘D enkt doch nicht verstocken ’ appears as 
‘ Herr IaB uns nicht in G lau ben ’ in cantata Selig sind ).
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*C * shares many of the characteristics displayed in works of the period before 1724 whilst 
that of ‘L ’ displays the enrichment of the instrumental textures and accompaniments to be 
found in works of the post 1730 period. Thus, despite the indication on the front cover that 
*C* represents a version still in circulation as late as 1738, the chronology of the two sources 
seems clear: ‘L ’ represents a later re-working of the music. Since the re-working is 
consistent with the practice seen in other Fasch works, though in itself no proof of Fasch’s 
connection with the version represented in ‘L ’, it cannot be ruled out that the composer is also 
the author of these changes. Such a conclusion would also suggest that: a) Fasch himself 
had the opportunity to perform the oratorio at a somewhat later date than the original 
composition, i.e. suggesting a possible performance of the work in Zerbst in the period after 
1730, though it is clear that such a performance would have been as a ‘ sacred concert’ rather 
than as part of the liturgy, or b) the modifications were in preparation for the submission of a 
master copy to Breitkopf. Such questions cannot be properly resolved without access to an 
autograph. What remains puzzling is the connection with Glaser of the version transmitted in 
‘C\ by then possibly over 40 years old, when a more modem version was clearly in 
circulation.
6 .7  Conclusions
Why Fasch set this famous lyrical passion text to music is not certain. It could be argued that 
an abridgement of the Brockes libretto is an indication of a hurried preparation due, perhaps, 
to limited time available to complete the project, as Fasch had suggested was the case in the 
period October 1722- March 1723. Under so much pressure of time, instead of setting the 
entire libretto as he perhaps intended, Fasch completed only the first quarter (in Part I) and 
then had to contract the rest for Part II. However, the inclusion of text other than by Brockes 
would suggest otherwise since it would have inevitably required more time, rather than less, 
for Fasch to assemble and possibly write the new verses.48 Indeed, many settings of the 
poem after 1720 modify the original text, some quite markedly, eg Freislich (1750) and the
48 A s  an early  com m entator on the w ork, E n gelk e  (1908) p.46, suggests that the m usic o f  Part I is superior 
to that o f  Part II. He also com m ented on the seriousness o f  the m usic, particularly o f  the first part which 
also  contains the aria ‘ G ott selbst der Brunquell a lles G u ten ’ w hich he described as ‘one o f  the most 
beautiful sacred songs o f  the 18th C en tu ry ’ . E n gelke recognised the shortening o f  the B rockes text and the 
addition o f  extra chorales, suggesting that Fasch had ‘ w o n ’ (gewann), a  cantata for Griindonnerstag and 
Charfreitag. (He was clearly  unaware o f  the Zerbst Passion tradition and w as probably unaw are o f  the 
problem s in dating the w ork.) Does E n gelk e  suggest b y  the use o f  the w ord ‘w o n ’ that Fasch used 
existing m usic to com plete Part 2? W ithout m ore su rviv in g  m usic from  the p re-172 2  period, this can only 
remain conjecture.
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text published in Zerbst 1725 which has 16 interpolated chorales.
The widely accepted date for the composition of Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden rests 
almost solely upon the statement in the autobiography that Fasch composed a ‘ starke Passion’ 
in his first year in Zerbst. However, it seems far more plausible that Fasch was referring to 
the St John Passion which he had to compose for his first Easter at the court. A further 
argument that Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden was composed in Zerbst lies with the lack of 
a solo alto part. The apparent lack of alto arias in early Fasch cantatas, together with the 
appointment of the first alto soloist in the court in 1726 (described in Chapter 2) tends to add 
credibility to the view that Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden is a product of the 1723-27 
period.49 Against this circumstantial evidence comes the evidence of the court records and of 
the music itself. Not only is it clear from the Verzeichnis that no performance of Mich vom 
Stricke meiner Sunden took place in the Zerbst SchloBkirche as part of the liturgy, but also 
the very structure of the work is contrary to the Zerbst liturgical Passion tradition. It is not 
inconceivable that the work was given a concert performance, though no evidence of the 
regular performance of oratorio works in the court has yet come to light. Most compelling is 
the evidence of the music itself; the chorale melodies (discussed in Chapter 5) bear little 
resemblance to the forms used in Zerbst at the commencement of Fasch’s Kapellmeistership as 
found in the Cantional. suggesting that the composition of Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden 
predated his appointment to Zerbst. Apart from some minor differences in some of the 
chorales in the oratorio Passions composed for Zerbst under consideration in this study, the 
vast majority of examples are the same as the version in the Cantional except for 
transpositions. On the other hand, only one chorale in Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden 
(No. 15) has basically the same form as the version in the Cantional. Even in key, the 
chorales of the Zerbst oratorio Passions more often than not agree with those found in the 
Cantional (as has been pointed out above in section 5.3.3).
Is it the case that Fasch had such limited resources at the time of composition that he could not 
contemplate a full setting? Before he enjoyed the relative affluence that the Court of Zerbst 
could afford, Fasch would only have had the opportunity to compose Lutheran works for the 
much more straightened circumstances of a city church. There is no doubt that Fasch could 
have come across a copy of the libretto of Der fur die Sunde der Welt by c 1720. The first
49 T h is, indeed, was an early view  o f  the author, and one w hich other com m entators have independently 
suggested - see Raym ond D ittrich (19 95) pp. 130-44.
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performance of Keiser’s setting was in Hamburg in 1712, and Telemann and Handel 
produced their versions in Frankfurt and London in 1716. Each of these three settings and 
another by Mattheson received performances in Hamburg between 1718 and 1719, by which 
time many copies of the libretto, in several editions, were circulating in Germany. One must 
presume that after his study tours of 1712-1714 Fasch continued to compose despite not yet 
finding a Kapellmeistership. He became organist at Greiz in 1719 and undoubtedly composed 
church music at this time (a set of cantatas was published during this period).50 The modest 
forces required to mount a performance of Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden (2 oboes - one 
doubling flute? - strings and continuo) were certainly available to him at this time. Pfeiffer 
confirms that he could call upon some trained musicians. In addition to some Stadtmusici and 
Kirchner are the following named players:51
Obergreizer Stadtpfeifer 52 Johann Nicolaus Erhard
Untergreizer Stadtpfeifer Johann Nicolaus Gau
Kantor Georg Wilhelm Hamleben
Musikus Mann
Kammerdiener and Hofmusicus Andreas Ernst Degen (oboe, violin and cello) 
Kammerdiener and Hofmusicus Christoph Matthaus Schneider (oboe and violin)
Other musicians passed through Greiz, including fellow Leipzig students Johann OBwald 
Fickweiler (who was an oboist), Gottfried Heinrich Stolzel (who had previously been a guest 
of Heinrich XIII in 1717) and in 1721, Johann Gottfried Vogler.53
It cannot be ruled out that Fasch might have staged a performance of Mich vom Stricke meiner 
Siinden , a setting of what was by then the most well-known and widely performed Lutheran 
Passion text, whilst he was in the employ of the Graf Morzin (1721-1722) since he had the 
use of a particularly fine orchestra of 10-12 players praised by Vivaldi. However, it was 
unlikely that the work was composed in this period since there seems to have been no chapel 
attached to what was in fact a Catholic Court, and therefore no reason for Fasch to compose or 
perform Lutheran church music.
80 K ir c h w e ih = C A N T A T E N  / u n d  A R I E N .  / W e lc h e  / B e y  a n g e s te l l te r  S o le n n e n  / E im v e h tin g  / D e r
n e u = e r b a u t e n  K ir c h e  / Z u r  H e i l ig e n  D r e y e in ig k e it  / in  R e in f id o r f f  / A m  X X III . S o n t . n a c h  T r in it . 1 7 2 0  / 
V e r m itte ls t  / E in e r  K i r c h e n M U S I C  / u m  P r e if i  d e s  D r e y e in ig e n  G o t t e s  u n d  d e r  C h r is t l ic h e n  G e m e in d e  
E m u n te r u n g  / a b g e s u n g e n  w o r d e n . / G r e it z :  g e d r u c k t  b e y  C a r l  F r ie d r ic h  M a r tin i.  (Pfeiffer (1994) p.32.)
S1 Pfeiffer (1994) p.31.
82 Were there two categories of S ta d tp fe ife r  for differing parts of the town of Greiz designated by the prefix 
‘Ober’ and‘Unter’7
83 Pfeiffer (1994) p.30.
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One might assume that there was not a great market in circulating such an incomplete work for 
financial reward, supporting the theory that Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden was originally 
planned for use in Fasch’s own sphere of activity. Whether the newer version was created 
purely for his own consumption again or whether the submission of a score to Breitkopf was 
the catalyst for the changes can most probably never be fully established. In the end though, 
the existence of two sources with no direct connection to the composer, together with a listing 
in the 1770 Breitkopf Catalogue, confirms that the work did enjoy some success further 
afield.
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C h a p t e r  7
Passion Compositions associated with  
Zerbst Kapellmeisters 2: 
J.G. Rollig St M atthew Passion
7.1  Source and provenance
The sole source of this work is a fragment in Rostock University Library.1 The manuscript 
was once part of the private collection of Duchess Luise Friederike of Mecklenburg-Schwerin 
(1722-1791) housed from 1785 in the Palais-Gebaude in Rostock (now the University 
administration building).2 The entire collection passed to the University in 1799. No details 
survive of the provenance of the manuscript or when it was acquired by the Duchess.
Rollig left Dresden in about 1734-5, where he was already successfully composing both 
church and instrumental music under the watchful eye of Zelenka, and enrolled at the 
University at Leipzig to study theology for two and a half years. It is presumed that the St 
Matthew Passion was performed in Leipzig in the period 1737-8. (i.e. during or immediately 
after Rollig was in Leipzig) on the basis o f Arnold Schering comment that a ‘modest’ Passion 
by Rollig was directed by J.S. Bach.3 The suggestion that Bach was the conductor is 
important since this would place the performance of the work in one of the two Hauptkirchen
1 U niversitatsbibliothek R ostock, M us. S aec. X V III . 54. 9
2 Perhaps sign ifican tly  there are also five  concertos by J.F. Fasch in this collection. (F W V  L  : C  3;
F W V  L  : D  10; F W V  L  : e 1; F W V  L  : G  8, F W V  L  h I). P fe iffer (1988) pp. 23 and 6 7ff.
3 ‘ A uch  eine bescheidene Passion von Joh. G eo rg  R o llig ... m ag noch unter Bachs Kantorat erklungen sein.’
Schering (19 4 1) p. 175. (Schering g ives no reference to his source o f  information.)
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between which the annual performance on Good Friday of the Passion music was presented in 
Leipzig. Bach generally performed his own Passion settings in the Thomaskirche where there 
was more space and the acoustic more benevolent4 The choir loft in the Nicolaikirche was 
smaller and it was here that Bach tended to perform works by other composers which rarely 
required forces larger than a pair of oboes or flutes in addition to the strings. On only four or 
five occasions between 1730 and 1750 are we unsure what was performed in the 
Thomaskirche. Thus, although no record survives of the occasion that the Rollig Passion was 
performed, it can be placed with some certainty to either 1737 or more likely to 1738. Table
7.1 below lists the likely performance history in the three principal churches in Leipzig between 
1730 and 1740.
There would inevitably have been some considerable time required for Rollig to compose the 
work and for Bach to decide to schedule it for performance (which, presumably, would have 
been after he had seen the completed score.) As Rollig’s setting of the St Matthew Passion 
requires a larger performing group (4 upper ww, 2 bn, 2 hn, strings and at least three continuo 
instruments) than the earlier version of BWV245 and the oratorios that Bach was in the custom 
of performing in the Nicolaikirche/ the likelihood that Bach deferred the performance of the 
Rollig Passion to 1738 to accommodate it in the Thomaskirche seems strong.
A full copy of the work (in score and parts) would presumably have been held by the 
Thomasschule along with 65 cantatas by Rollig until 1944, when the entire collection was 
destroyed.6 The presence of so many of Rollig’ s works in the library of the Thomasschule is 
an indication of the esteem that Bach felt for this young composer’s music. (It is perhaps worth
4 It is suggested (Glockner (1975) and Schmieder (1990)) that the anon. St Luke Passion (BWV246) with 
strings, 2 oboes doubling flutes, taille (for one movement) and 1 bassoon was performed in the 
Nicolaikirche in 1730. To accommodate the forces required for the St John Passion BWV 245 (4 upper ww - 
strings, including lute and gamba, and three continuo instruments) in the Nicolaikirche in 1724, Bach had 
the loft enlarged specially. (It has been suggested variously by Chafe and others that other performances in 
the Nicolaikirche took place in 1728, 1732, and 1737; though no evidence has been provided to support 
these proposals.) However for Version IV of BW V 245 Bach increased the number of continuo 
instruments to five (organ, cello, bass, bassoon and a second keyboard) and very likely performed this 
version of the work in the Thomaskirche in 1742/1746 or 1748 (see Schmieder (1990) - Bach generally 
performed works of this size in the Thomaskirche, the venue for all the performces of BW V 244 and of the 
St Mark Passion BVW  247 (in 1731).
5 Including the Keiser St Mark Passion, Brockes Passion settings by Handel and Telemann, and the St Luke 
Passion BWV 246. (See Table 1.11 of the instrumentations of 18th-century Passions.)
8 No records survive of the former holdings of the library.
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Table 7.1 - Passion performances in the Leipzig churches
Thomas kirche Nicolaikirche Neukirche
1 7 3 0 St John B W V  2 4 5 /B a c h *  or 
St Luke B W V  246/attr.B ach$
Passionsm usik/G erlach
1 7 3 1 St M ark B W V  247 /B a ch .. P assionsm usik/G erlach
1 7 3 2 (B ro ck es/T elem an n ?)*
1 7 3 3 N o Perform ance f _ N o Perform ance
1 7 3 4 St Luke B W V  246/attr.Bach<2 _ _
1 7 3 5 - St M ark/Keiser Oratorium/Gerlach
1 7 3 6 St Matthew B W V  2 44 /B a ch - -
1 7 3 7 (B rockes/Telem ann?)* or 
St John B W V  245 /B a ch ? or 
St Matthew! Rollig ?
P assionsm usik/G erlach
1 7 3 8 St Matthew!Rollig ? - Oratorium/Gerlach
1 7 3 9 - (B rockes/T elem ann ?)* or 
St John B W V  245/B a ch ?¥
1 7 4 0 St M atthew B W V  2 44 /B a ch -
f  N o performance due to 'Landestrauer' (State mourning)
*  Bach remarked, after the proposition in 1739 by the T ow n Council that a particular 
Passion be banned, that it had been performed already on several occasions.
Glockner (1 9 7 5 )  p .6 1 5  suggests that this was Telem ann's Brockes Passion, but Chafe  
(1 9 7 9 ) footnote 5 , p .7 6 , on  the basis o f  philological evidence, believes it was m ost 
probably B W V  2 4 5  that caused the T ow n  Council such consternation in 1 739 , citing 
the textural m odifications as evidence o f  the influence o f  the L eipzig theological 
establishment in Bach's revision process.
Chafe (1 9 7 9 )  footnote 5 , p .7 6  
$  Glockner (1975), Schm eider (1990)
<£ Spitta II, p .7 0 8
noting that by the mid 1730s Bach had all but finished composing liturgical music for use in the 
parish churches and relied principally on works by other composers.) The possibility that
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Rollig’ s St Matthew Passion was subsequently performed in Zerbst cannot be ruled out.7 
The discussion below will explore some of the relationships between Rollig’s fragmentary St 
Matthew Passion with the Leipzig tradition and with BWV 244 in particular.8 It must be 
assumed that Rollig heard the 1736 performance of BWV 244 which would explain some of 
the similarities in the opening chorus of his later surviving setting of St Mark (discussed in 
Chapter 9), similarity of texts and treatment of the turbae, and the instrumentation, which 
clearly distinguish Rollig’s Passion music from the surviving examples of J.F. Fasch.
7 .2  Structure
The manuscript,9 which is not holograph, consists of 68 pages of neatly written score. 
Entitled “Aus / Der Passion / von / Roellig” , it contains 13 items that include examples of each 
of the principal movements of a typical oratorio Passion, including a turba chorus, two 
recitative sections, the Schlufichor and eight arias. Although the movements in this 
incomplete version appear to be in the correct order, their juxtaposition in the manuscript 
confirms that this source represents a selection of exemplar movements taken from another 
(complete?) score and made, presumably, by a student of Rollig’s music - there seems no other 
explanation for such an incomplete text.1 °
7 Five performances of Passions according to St Matthew were given in Zerbst following Rollig’s 
appointment (1737) in 1740, 1745, 1749, 1753, 1757. The work performed in 1740 was in Four Parts, 
the last occasion that a four-part St Matthew Passion was performed in this centre (previous performances of 
Four-Part Passions having been given in 1720, 1725, 1730 and 1735 and all assumed to be repeat 
performances of J.B. Kuch’s setting or of a Fasch revised version of the same). A seven-Part Passion was 
performed from 1745. No details of the libretto or music survive to give any indication of the contents of 
the work or its author. It is not impossible that this work is an adaptation of the St Matthew Passion 
performed in Leipzig.
8 The discussion in Chapter 9 of the Zerbst St Mark Passion, also believed to be by Rollig, also examines the 
possible relationships with the Leipzig tradition.
9 A description of the source can be found in Appendix 4.
10 Could this student have been Georg Peter Weimar (1743-1800) a bass singer and deputy Kantor of Zerbst 
1758-63? He states in his autobiography published in the Preface of V o ils ta n d ig s , r e in  u n d  u n v e r fd ls c h e s  
C h o r a l= M e lo d ie n b u c h  ...(1803) that he got to know Graun’s D e r  T o d  J e s u  by singing arias from the work. 
Weimar also claims to have taken violin lessons from Hockh and Fasch and composed cantatas, motets and 
Passion music in his own right. Weimar is also a likely link in the ownership of the St Mark Passion 
discussed below. The fact that all but two of the solo numbers included in the selection are for bass (or in 
part for bass) strongly supports the idea that a bass singer was interested and involved in the production of 
this source. It is possible that Weimar is the student who made the selection of bass arias and recitatives, 
though the date that the Duchess Luise Friederike acquired the score would have been prior to Weimar’s 
death. No work has yet been done on Weimar holographs which would establish whether the Rostock 
source is in Weimar’s hand though a comparison with the source of the St Mark Passion suggests that 
these two manuscripts were prepared by different copyists.
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(Part I)
1. C h oro Ja, nicht auf das Fest (Matthew 26, vs.5)
2. Aria (bass) Juda! lafi den Vorsatz fahren
3. Terzetto (alto, tenor, bass) Herr und Schopfer aller Dinge
4. recitative con accompagnato (bass-Jesus) In diese Nacht werdet ihr
(Matthew 26, vs.31-2)
5. Aria (alto) Mir fangt Jesus an zu Zittern.
6. recitative con accompagnato (bass-Jesus) Meine Seele ist betrubt
(Matthew 26, vs.38)
7. Aria (bass) Ihr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die Schwerter
8. Aria (tenor) Die Fesseln, welche Jesum binden
9. Aria (bass) Tobt, rast und wiitet immerhin, ihr Feinde
10. Aria (bass) Verlassen, o erbarmlichs Rufen
11. Aria (bass) Was vor ein Schall durchdringt die Liifte
12 recitative accomp, (Evangelist) Und siehe da, der Vorhang
(Matthew 27, vs.51-53)
13. Schlufichor So ruh in deines Grabes Hohle
The recitative sections all commence at the beginning of a new page. The first two are settings 
of Christ’ s words on the Mount of Olives, whilst the third is the account of the rending of the 
curtain in the temple and opening of the tombs of the saints following Christ’s death. None is 
given context nor represents a complete rectitative section (Christ’s words would certainly have 
been introduced by the Evangelist.) Apart from two arias and the opening of the Schlufichor, 
which commence halfway down a page immediately after the end of the recitative (though this 
is clearly not the recitative text that would have come immediately before the movement 
concerned in the complete version), all lyrical sections commence on a fresh page. That there 
were more arias originally seems certain as there are none in this selection for soprano solo (see 
Table 1.4). Note also from Table 1.4 that the preponderance of arias for bass voice - five solo 
arias and a Terzetto and two recitative sections out of 13 movements - is also most unusual. 
The number of bass arias may well be influenced by J.S.Bach’s St. Matthew Passion which 
itself contains four bass arias, the second largest number in any surviving 18th-century oratorio 
Passion. Since two of the three recitative sections are also for bass voice, one wonders 
whether this collection of movements was made by a student or composer in order to study the 
manner in which Rollig composed for the bass voice. Though unlikely, it cannot be ruled out 
that the lyrical movements stem from multiple sources rather than one Passion setting which 
might explain the high preponderance of music for bass voice.
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Reference has been made in Chapter 1 to the tradition of ‘ sleep choruses’ in Hamburg and 
Leipzig Passions, dating from from the anonymous setting of Postei’s libretto for St John 
(Hamburg 1704). The text of the Schlufichor of Rollig’s St Matthew Passion , ‘So ruh in 
deines Grabes Hohle’ , confirms, in part, the centre for which Rollig’s St Matthew Passion 
was intended and that he probably did not commence the composition of the work until he had 
moved to Leipzig.11 One can safely assume, therefore, that the complete work would have 
displayed other characteristics in common with all Leipzig Passions, such as an opening 
chorus, the interspersal of the text with chorales and a division of the work into two Parts, 
performed either side of the sermon in the Good Friday Vespers service.
From the surviving movements it is difficult to ascertain whether there is a dynamic key 
structure in this work; all but one of the St Matthew Passion arias (all of the solo arias) are in a 
flat key. In this context, the key of the Terzetto (E major), represents a striking contrast to the 
other movements. The brightness of G major in the Schlufichor also appears to balance the 
opening turba chorus, suggesting the possible return to a home key.
Table 7.2 - Key structure and instrumentation of Rollig's 
St Matthew Passion
l Tuxba chorus G 2  ob +  strings
2 Aria bass F strings
3 Terzetto A .T .B E 2  ob d ’ amore +  strings
5 Aria alto c  m inor 2  fl +  strings
7 Aria bass B b 2  ob +  strings
8 Aria tenor c m inor so lo  violin +  be
9 Aria bass B b 2  ob, 2  bn +  strings
1 0 Aria bass d m inor solo ob +  be
11 Aria bass Eb 2  ob , 2  hn +  strings
13 SchluBchor G  / e m inor 2  fl, 2  ob d ’ amore +  muted strings
7.3 The Instrumentation
Though the instrumentation of the St Matthew Passion is more modest than that in the later St 
Mark Passion, and reflects more or less the forces available to Bach in Leipzig for the Good 
Friday service, it is striking that Rollig adopts a larger performing body for the Passion works 
than that required for cantatas he composed to be performed on regular Sunday Gottesdienst 
and other feast days of the year, a contrast highlighted in Table 7.3 below. As a minimum,
11 There seem to have been no instances o f  such a theme for a final aria or chorus text in Passions o f  other 
centres - See section 1.4.4.1
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Rollig always employed a four-part string section and continuo - three works for solo voice 
and strings survive. To this he added various combinations of wind instruments up to a full 
Baroque orchestra of three trumpets (2 clarini and a principale), timpani, 2 oboes and organ 
with SATB choir and soloists for a major celebratory feast day. Only Gott mein Trost (1758) 
requires a larger wind group (9 players) than that needed for the St Matthew Passion (8
players).
T a b l e  7 . 3 :  T h e  i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  o f  R o l l i g ' s  a c c o m p a n i e d  s a c r e d  m u s i c
Surviving works
trav. fid'. douce oboe ob d'. fag- horn gamba tpts.*
St Matthew Passion 2 - 2 2d 2 2 - _
St Mark Passion 2 2d 2 p icc 2 3 2 2 2 _
I
Ich bin GewiB 1 - 2 2 - 1 - -
I
!
Sei du mein Anfang - - - 2 (H D Id 2
Gott fahrt mit Jauchzen auf - - - 2 - 2 - 3 (+ )
Riihmet seinen heiligen Namen - - - 2 _ - 2 - 2 ?
Es ist euch gut dass ich hingehe 2 - - - - - -
A lle  die Gottselig Leben wollen - - - 2 - - i
Das V olk so im Finstem wandelt - - 2 - - ? 2 _ ii
O wie meynt es Gott so gut - - - - - _ _ _
Wer ist doch das vor eine - - - - _ _ - - _ |
Freunde wahlen und nicht fehlen 1 - - 1 . 1 2 - - ;
Mein Geist, lass deine - - _ - - - i
Gott mein Trost so kann ich u. 2 - - 2 - - 2 - 3+ I
Euer Hertz soil sich freuen 2d - - 2 - - - _ 3+ i
Sey gretreu bis (1771)32 2d - - 2 _ _ -
Sanctus con Echo (in D) - - - 2 - - 2 - 2+ !
Kyrie [& Gloria] 2d - - 2 - - 2
Other Works listed in 1761 Breitkopf catalogue f3
|
|
Ehre sey Gott in der Hohe 1 - - 2 2
Und da die Engel von ihnen u. - - 2 2 - 2 _ _
Nun offnen sich die blassen Lippen - - - 2 - 2 - 3+
Gott hat Jesum auferwecket. - - - 2 - 2 -
*
Bleibe bey uns, denn u. - - - 2 - 2 _ -
Michael! wer ist wie Gott, - - - 2 - - - 3+
Der Herr hat seinen Engel, - - - 2 - - - 3+
Notes: *  3 +  =  three trumpets +  timpani
d =  doubling instruments 
f l  2  oboes 'or {lutes'
5 2  plus timpani
53 Breitkopf-Katalog (1761), pp.2i-22.
Notable is the requirement for four or more upper woodwind players as well as a pair of horns
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and concertato bassoons in each Passion setting. Again, not only does the St Matthew 
Passion appear modem in this respect (see Table 1.11 of instrumentations of 18th-century 
Passions), the need for a larger wind-group than the norm (particularly upper woodwind) 
provides another indicator that Rollig probably composed the work having experienced the 
tradition in Leipzig, where J.S. Bach favoured much larger performing groups for his Passions 
than any of his contemporaries, utilising both the first and second choirs of the Thomasschule 
for these performances. The adoption of the pair of homs can be also considered unique in the 
third to fourth decades of the 18th century in the context of oratorio Passion history.12 
Certainly, in neither Leipzig nor Zerbst was there a hint of the Stille Woche, customary in 
some centres, in which instruments were required to be reduced in number, muted or made 
entirely silent. In the case of Zerbst, quite the opposite seems to have been true, the music for 
Passion week being considered one of the highlights of the church calendar.13
7 .4  The lyrical movements - In te rn a l Structures
As one might expect by the late 1730s, Rollig cast all but one of the St Matthew arias in da 
capo or dal segno form whilst the Terzetto is a simple cavatina structure.14 There is much 
more uniformity of verse length and rhyme structure in the St Matthew Passion than in the 
earlier Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, all but one of the arias consist of five lines of verse 
with only four similar rhyming patterns between them. Of the two in non-repeating form, the 
Schlufichor, item 13, falls into two main parts defined by key and texture, whilst the Terzetto 
(No.3) is little more than an extended arioso. (Both are described below.) Two ‘progressive’ 
features of these movements, seen in the works of other mid-century composers such as 
C.P.E.Bach and C.H. Graun, are a contrasting metre for the ‘B’ section (item nos. 2 and 5)
1 2 See further com m ents on orchestration below .
1 3 W aschke ( 1908b) p. 11.
1 4 Cavatina = ‘T he proper form  fo r the cavatina w ou ld  seem  to be in one section w ithout repetition (except 
fo r a  short instrumental anticipation o f  the beginning ...) in other w ords, ju st a “ sentence”  set to m u sic .’ 
(Harvard Dictionary o f Music ). S ee  Section  1.5  above for a description o f  aria form  in the 18th century.
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and tempo changes in the course of the music (nos. 5 and 9)4 5
Table  7 .4  R hym ing schemes, lengths o f texts 
and movement structures
m o vem en t Rhyme
schem e
S tru c tu re  
da capo
j -
type # o th e r
5 lines aria ab.aab 2
10
A 2
D l *
aria ab.aac 8 A l a *
aria ab.ccb 7
9
11
A 2  
A l *  
A l  *
aria ab.ccx 5 A l  *
7 lines chorus abac.dcc - 13
8 lines aria aab.aab.aa. - - 3 (binary)
# for explanation o f  formal types, see 1.5.1
All but one of the da capo arias adopt the full repeat, No. 10 being in an abridged form (Dl). 
The aria ‘Die Fesseln, welche Jesum immerhin, ihr Feinde’ (No.8) displays a modification to 
the standard modulatory pattern of part A of the dacapo form: the modulation back to the 
home key is enacted in the medial ritomello R2.
Tab le  7.5 Plan o f No.8: Tenor A ria  , ‘ D ie Fesseln, welche Jesum b inde ’
A
Bar No. section key text
M42 Rl C minor
143-282 SI C minor-Eb 1-2
283-342 R2 Eb-C minor
343-53 S2 C minor 1-2
53-60 R3 C minor
Fine
603-652 S3 C minor-Eb 3
652-672 R4 Eb
673-83 S4 Eb 4-5
Dacapo
B
143 bars
Whilst two arias feature a medial ritomello in the B section together with a full repetition of the 
text in S4, five arias (Nos. 5, 8, 9, 10 and 11 - indicated on Table 7.4 by asterisks) can been 
described above as having ‘modified’ A l and Dl structures. While there is no repetition of the
15  T h is can only be found in three other survivin g w orks by R o llig , both arias in Cantata O wie meynl es 
Gott so gut, in the B ass aria from  Freunde wdhlen und nichtfehlen (1734 ) and in the aria ‘ M ir fallt das 
allerbeste L o s ’ from  the St M ark Passion (1750 ).
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text of the B section in these movements, they have an instrumental articulation (medial 
ritomello) in the B section defined by a change of key (see table below) with different lines of 
text in S3 and S4. Nos 5,10 and 11 are the only ones to have lines 3 and 4 in S3 and line 5 
in S4 (No.8 divides the text the the other way - see Table 7.5 above). i6 Invariably, the arias 
in major keys commence S3 in the submediant minor key. The seven-bar S3 in No. 9 remains 
in this key more or less throughout the section whilst the other movements with longer B 
sections modulate to the mediant (i.e. a tonic-dominant relationship).
Table 7.6 Key schemes of B sections of Rollig7 
St Matthew Passion arias
s
movement. key S3 S4
M ajor keys: 2 F vi -ii-iii
7 Bb vi-iii
9 Bb vi
11 Eb vi-iii iii-vi
M inor keys: 5 Cm Ill-i i
8 Cm i-III III
10 Dm i-III ni-vi
The most unusual stmcture is in No.9, the bass aria ‘Tobt, rast und wiitet immerhin, ihr 
Feinde’ , where changes of metre and tempo coincide with the appearance in the text of the 
second line: ‘ and to this the innocent has no answer’ . The proportionately lengthy A section 
(42 bars) is reprised in its complete form after the short B section in which the last three lines 
of verse are set. The structure are as follows:17
16 The medial ritomello can be found in the majority of the arias of the Zerbst St Mark Passion D i e  b e tr iib te  
u n d  g e tr d s te te  S u la m ith  the work discussed in Chapter 9. The medial ritomello in the B section had all but 
died out in the 1720s. (See descriptions of aria-types in Section 1.5.)
17 The full text of the aria is:
‘Tobt, raast, und wiitet immerhin ihr Feinde 
die Unschuld sagt hierzu nichts mehr.
Verwunder’ dichdu ungerichterKiister 
entsetzt euch nicht ihr Hollenfaischheit diirster, 
bemiihet euch nur nicht zusehe’
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Table 7.8 St Matthew Passion No.9: Bass Aria Tobt. rast und wtitet immerhin. ihr 
Feinde
Bar No. section key metre /  tempo text
1-113 inst. ritomello Bb common time
113-16 vocal phrase Bb-domof F 1
17-21 vocal phrase F 3 4  Lento 2
22-25 inst. ritomello F common time/a tempo
26-31 vocal phrase F 1
32-37 vocal phrase F-Bb 3 4  Lento 2
38-42
pi yip
inst. ritomello F common time/a tempo
I It 1C
42-49
Dacapo
vocal phrase Bb-Gminor
91 bars
3-5
The shortest movement, a cavatina of just 35 bars, is the Terzetto. In this simple, song-like 
pastoral movement, the four-bar introduction presents one theme whilst the voices introduce a 
second. The three solo voices are essentially homophonic throughout apart from some imitative 
interplay in the second vocal phrase. The simplicity of the structure is reflected also in the 
simplicity of the style; parallel thirds and sixths between the upper treble instruments and 
voices predominate. The harmony is very static; the opening four bars feature a tonic pedal in 
the sustained oboes d’amore and the rest of the movement remains close to the tonic or 
dominant:
Table 7.9 St Matthew Passion No .3: Terzetto Herr und schopfer aller dinse
Bar No. section key text
1-4 inst. ritomello E
5-12 vocal phrase E 1-3
13 inst. phrase E
14-24 vocal phrase E-B 4-6
25-34 vocal phrase E 7-8
33-35 inst. phrase E
The dominant orchestral colour is that of the oboes d’amore which, apart from their opening 
sustained pedal, double the alto and tenor voices throughout. The upper strings are silent for 
most of the movement, entering only in between vocal phrases or in anticipation of the final
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cadence.
7 .5  Texts and style
Though Rollig confined himself principally to sacred and instrumental music for court worship 
and entertainment (there is no evidence to suggest that he composed any music for the stage), 
he regularly displays strong theatrical leaning in the Passion works. Having trained in 
Dresden, Rollig would have come into contact with a great deal of both authentic Italian music 
and German music in the Italian style, performed in the Court, the Catholic court chapel and in 
the Italian opera house. 18 it is perhaps not surprising therefore not only that the music of the 
St Matthew Passion should display a mix of Italian and German styles, but that also there 
might be elements of the ‘ theatrical’ topos A 9 To fully appreciate the opportunity that Rollig 
has to adopt such a ‘ secular’ style for a liturgical work, we must first examine libretti of the 
surviving music.
7 .5 .1  The Gospel text
Rollig adopts a highly ‘affective’ style in the recitatives of the St Matthew Passion. The 
theatrical topos is apparent in each of the three recitatives in this selection, an approach which, 
as has been pointed out in Chapter 1, was far from universal for oratorio Passion settings of 
the time.20 Example 7.1 (a setting of Matthew 26, vs.31-2) opens with Christ’ s words set
18 From the appointment of Heinrich Schiitz in mid-17th century, the princes of Saxony had made the Court of 
Dresden an important German centre of Italian and, in particular, Venetian music. Schiitz had trained under 
Giovanni Gabrieli, and he shared the Kapellmeistership with Giovanni Andrea Bontempi and Vincenzo 
Albrici and had as his Vice-Kapellmeister Marco Gioseppe Peranda. In 1685 a permanent Italian Opera 
company was established in Dresden under the leadership of the Venetian opera composer Carlo Pallavicino. 
With the support of the elector, Kapellmeister Adam Strungk established a new Italian opera company to 
perform in Leipzig during the three annual fairs so that it might serve as a training-school for musicians 
who could subsquently be placed in the court of Dresden. Later Italians in the court included court composer 
Giovanni Alberto Ristori (1692-1753). By 1730, the strength of Italian singers and musicians at the court 
had reached unprecedented numbers. The most significant appointment was that of Johann Adolf Hasse 
(1699-1783) in 1731. Trained largely in in Italy (from 1722 under Nicola Porpora and Alessandro 
Scarlatti) Hasse, the foremost German composer of the Italian opera style in the mid-eighteenth century, 
proceeded to present thirty-four of his operas over the next thirty-two years. (See Buelow (1993) pp. 216ff). 
It was in this environment that Rollig gained his early training in composition from Zelenka (1679-1745), 
Kapellmeister of the Court chapel and member of the Court orchestra, and T.C. Reinhold, Kantor of the 
Kreuzkirche
19 See section 1.6.2 above
20 See also the discussion of the St John Passion, A c h !  W ir  a r m e n  S iin d e r  in Chapter 8. The theatrical to p o s  
is also clearly apparent in the St Mark Passion, D i e  b e tr iib te  u n d  g e tr o s te te  G e is t l i c h e  S u la m ith  which will 
be discussed in Chapter 9.
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with the traditional sustained ‘halo of strings’ . The quotation of the scriptures ‘ Ich werde den 
Hirten schlagen, und die Schafe der Herde werden sich zerstreuen’ that follows is set with a 
lyrical arioso (unlike the terse vivace to be found in BWV244 - NBA no. 14, pp.57-8) with a 
clear antecendant and consequent phrase (bars 43-61) marked both by the I - V - 1 progession,
Musical example 7.1
Rollig St Matthew Passion: No.4, recitative: ‘ In diese Nacht werdet ihr’ (complete)
arioso
//
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(Translation: ‘T hen  Jesus saith unto them, A li ye shall be offended because o f  me this night: 
fo r it is written, I w ill sm ite the shepherd, and the sheep o f  the flo ck  w ill be scattered abroad.’ )
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and by the repetition of the text. The vocal phrase culminates in an athletic melismatic motif 
for the vocal part on the word ‘zerstreuen’ ( ‘ scattered’ ), a flight up and down of fast scales in 
the violins (bar 9) and a harmonised version of the same again in the strings (bar 10). The use 
of an Alberti bass-style broken chord pattern, normally associated with the bass line of 
keyboard pieces and not, as here, with the cello part in an orchestral context, may demonstrate 
both Rollig’s awareness of current musical developments and his adoption of slower harmonic 
rhythms characteristic of the second half of the 18th century. (Though it should be noted that 
Bach also uses a similar pattern in the chorus ‘Lasset uns den nicht zerteilen’ in BWV245.)
In essence, Rollig’s approach is similar to that displayed in Haydn’s Die Schdpfung where 
the orchestra plays a short musical impression of the text that immediately precedes it. This is 
more clearly seen in the concluding bars o f this recitative (where a reference to Christ’s 
Resurrection is marked by a rising triplet broken chord figure, and the going before the 
disciples to Galilee by a falling scale) and in example 7.2.
In contrast to J.S.Bach’s strict use of instruments in the recitative (where the strings 
accompany only the words of Christ while Evangelist and all other soloists of the synagoga 
are rigidly supported by continuo instruments only), Rollig utilises the full string section to 
accompany the more ‘dramatic’ passages in the Evangelist’ s narrative such in the third extract 
of Gospel text, Undsiehe da, der Vorhang (Matthew 27, vs.51-53). Here the rending of the 
Temple curtain and the attendant earthquake at the moment of Christ’s death provides ample 
scope for a theatrical topos which Rollig is not shy to exploit. The recitative opens with 
dotted rhythms and a demisemiquaver scale in unison strings. A falling scale (bar 5) 
represents the rending of the curtain, demisemiquaver repeated Eb’s and staccato lombardic 
rhythms, the earthquake (bars 7-9), and rising triplet broken-chord patterns (bars 11 and 13) 
depict the Resurrection. Rollig goes on to adopt very similar techniques and style for the 
setting of the equivalent sections of the Gospel text in the St Mark Passion (Mark 14: 1-3 and 
15: 38-47)21
21 See Section  9.7. Other notable exam ples o f  fast sca lic  w ork in the w orks o f  R o llig  can be found in the 1st 
vio lin  part in the opening m ovem ent (chorus) o f  the A scen sion  cantata Gott fdhret mit Jauchzen an/.
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Musical Example 7.2
Rollig, St Matthew Passion: No. 12, recitative: ‘Und siehe da, der Vorhang’ (bars 5-14)
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(tr.: ‘ ...and the Earth did quake, and the rocks rent; and the graves were opened; 
and many bodies of the saints which slept arose,...’)
The extent of Rollig’s ‘modernity’ is highlighted by the lengths to which Bach goes to achieve 
similar effects within his strict procedure of allowing only continuo instruments to accompany 
the Evangelist. To achieve a more dramatic setting of the account of the rending of the Temple 
curtain in BWV 245, Bach imports a text from St Matthew to complete the report, which 
otherwise would be missing from St John’s account (Items 33 and 34 in the Neue Bachs- 
Ausgabe). Item 33 is gospel text and is treated as a standard recitative. Since item 34 is a 
‘free’ text, Bach is able to score this short movement for sustained flutes and oboes da caccia 
with repeated demisemiquavers, rushing scales and broken chord figures in the unison strings 
representing thunder, earthquake and the opening of graves. In the St Matthew Passion BWV 
244 Bach attempts to achieve a similarly dynamic effect with only continuo instruments and, in 
contrast to the earlier setting (BWV245), Bach adopts only one continuous rhythmic pattern 
throughout. A similar effect is achieved by Romhildt in his 1750 setting of St Matthew for 
Danzig, though with more discontinuous semiquavers in chords (example 7.3).
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Musical Example 7.3
Romhildt St Matthew Passion: Nos.72-73, recitativeacompagnatoH
22 (tr.: ‘Jesus, when he had cried again, w ith a loud voice, yielded up the ghost. A n d behold, the veil o f  the 
tem ple was rent in twain from  top to bottom ; and the Earth did quake, and the rocks re n t;. . . ’ )
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However, treatment of this text by these composers is in strong contrast to the setting of 
equivalent passages in the St Mark Passion set by Bach’s pupil Homilius (see Ex 1.16) and the 
style of recitative to be found in the Zerbst St John Passion, Ach! Wir armen Sunder. The 
scale and operatic style of the opening turba chorus of Rollig’ s St Matthew Passion, ‘Ja, nicht 
auf das Fest’ , is in the Telemann tradition rather than the simpler settings to be found in the 
first two decades of the century. The 14 bars are divided into two main sections; in the first 
(bars 1-8), the choral parts are strictly chordal, continuing in bars 5-8 with the choir in two 
parts. The second commences in bar 9 with a set of imitative entries in each voice followed by 
a dominant pedal in bars 11—13 and a bold final cadence.23 In a similar fashion to the sections 
described above, the music features fast scalic passage-work, bustling Trommel- 
demisemiquaver in the strings and dramatic four-note chords in the violins.
7 .5 .2  The Lyrical texts
Even without the original context of the supporting Gospel text, an underlying structure of 
alternating dramatic and contemplative arias in the selection can be perceived. A theme that is 
common to several of the lyrical texts is one of conflict In No.2 the solo bass berates Judas 
with the words ‘verfluchte diese That’ ( ‘ curse this deed’) and ‘Denn ist Satans Rath’ . In the 
texts of three further arias the word Feind(e) ( ‘ enemy’) appears; ‘und falle deinen Feind’ ( ‘ and 
cut down your enemy - No.5), ‘ Ihr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die Schwerter, hier Schwert des 
Herm und Giedeon’ ( ‘You, enemies, raise not your swords for here is the sword of Man and 
Gideon’ - No. 7) and ‘Tobt, rast und wiitet immerhin, ihr Feinde, die Unschuld sagt hierzu 
nichts mehr’ ( ‘You, the enemy can storm, rave and rage constantly, the Innocent will say 
nothing more’ - no.9). (Though, indicative of the early classical style, the dramatic impact of 
these movements is diluted by the use of major keys in all but one.)24 Whether Rollig was the 
compiler, or even the author of the libretto, cannot be known, but he clearly relishes the 
opportunity for energetic settings.25 This can be seen in two arias in the St Matthew Passion: 
‘Juda, laB den Vorsatz fahren,’ (No 2, example 7.4) and ‘ Ihr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die
23 in structure this short movement appears, in effect, to be a prototype of the turba choruses in the St Mark 
Passion. (See discussion below in Chapter 10.)
24  Which is true also of the St Mark Passion D i e  b e tr i ib te  u n s  g e tr o s te te  G e is t l i c h e  S u la m ith  (see chapter 9).
25 is it, perhaps, due to this highly dramatic and often theatrical style that Bach, the composer of perhaps the 
most theatrical of church pieces, favoured Rollig’s composition by performing it. It may well be that 
Rollig’s knowledge of Bach’s St Matthew Passion encouraged the younger composer to adopt such a style.
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Schwerter’ (No. 7, examples 7.5 and 7.6). In the first, the speaker angrily berates Judas and 
charges him to do his dreadful deed.26 The angry motto of the A section is in a style often 
reserved for the ‘whipping aria’ created by the dotted rhythm and demisemiquaver scale.
Musical Example 7.4
Rollig St Matthew Passion: No.2, aria: ‘Juda, la/3 den Vorsatz fahren’ (bars 1-5, 8-10)
Example 7.4a: bars I -5
Allegro non tanto
26 The sentiment and style is reminicent of aria No.7 in D i e  b e tr iib te  u n d  g e tr o s te te  G e is t l i c h e  S u la m ith  which 
is also a bass aria. Although the sentiment expressed is uncharacteristic of that expressed by Jesus in the 
gospel narration, is the choice of the bass voice to suggest the association of the sentiment of the speaker 
with Jesus, i .e .  the soliloquant is speaking on behalf of Jesus?
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Example 7.4b: bars 8-10
(tr.: ‘Judas, go! do your intention ’ )
In the aria Thr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die Schwerter’ the solo bass voice is required to 
negotiate a wide range with some athletic singing. In the final bars repeated semiquavers in the 
strings and demisemiquaver scales commencing in the 1st violins (and in unison strings from 
bars 51) portray the phrase ‘ ...one word can fling you to the ground. Be off with you and flee 
therefrom’ .
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Musical Example 7.5
Rollig St Matthew Passion: No.7, aria: ‘ Ihr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die Schwerter’
(bars 49-54)
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The falling bass line and sequential triadic figures in the 1st violins in the opening bars of the 
same aria betray an Italian influence (see Example 7.6). Unusually, the oboes double the 2nd 
violin and viola lines in the opening bars (highlighting consecutive 5ths), The oboes are tacet 
for the B section and for all but one short passage in the vocal passages of the A section.
Rollig recreates a very similar mood in the St Mark Passion with very similar materials in 
No.21, ‘Verfluchte Faust.’ Common to both is the slow-moving harmony in the opening bars, 
the arpeggio and broken chord figures in the violin parts and wide leaps, the bold vocal 
melody and the virtuosic melismas, particularly the fast scalic motifs exemplified by the 
demisemiquaver runs in the B section.
Musical Example 7.6
Rollig St Matthew Passion: No.7, aria: Thr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die Schwerter’ (bars 1-4)
A llegro
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Balancing these dramatic sections are contemplative passages, each orchestrated with soft- 
toned instruments or with reduced orchestrations: the Terzetto (2 oboes d’amore) and Arias 
No. 5 (2 flutes and strings), 8 (solo violin and continuo), 10 (solo oboe and continuo) and the 
Schlufichor (2 flutes, 2 oboes d’amore and muted strings). In some of these more lyrical 
moments one can find features most associated with a mid-century style. In the alto Aria No. 
5, ‘Mir fangt Jesus an zu zittem’ (for 2 flutes, strings and basso continuo - example 7.7) 
appear triplet figures against duple semiquavers in bar 1, the syncopated violin motive against 
the lombardic rhythm in the flutes, the change of metre to 38 in the B section as well as 
changes of speed indicated by un poco allegro (bar 41) and andante (bar 52) - all features 
found in the music of the generation of composers bom after the the turn of the 18th century.
Musical Example 7.7
Rollig St Matthew Passion: No .5, alto aria: ‘Mir fangt Jesus an zu Zittem’ (bars 1-3)
Stylistically , the most forward-looking movement is No 11, ‘Was, vor ein Schall durchdringt 
die Liifte’ (see example 7.8) The periodic phrase structure, feminine cadences, slow 
harmonic rhythm, frequent pauses and pedal points all suggest an early classical style and the 
Italian influence is again unmistakable. The oboes are not confined to colla parte writing with
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the violins or vocal part and frequently have sustained notes against a moving violin motif (e.g. 
bars 8-9,24-5 and 26-7). The horn parts take on a more harmonic accompanimental role in 
tutti phrases rather than a purely melodic one.
Musical Example 7.8
Rollig St Matthew Passion: bass aria: ‘Was vor ein Schall durchdringt die Ltifte’ (bars 10-18)
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(tr: ‘What kind of sound penetrates the breezes?’)
For the Schlufichor, a sleep chorus firmly in the Leipzig tradition, Rollig chooses muted 
strings and the soft tones of the oboes d’amore and flutes to accompany the choir. Through- 
composed, the movement falls into two sections: 1) common time, in G major, with 
overlapping imitative entries in the instrumental parts based upon the opening quaver theme, a 
section which gains in complexity as it progresses, and 2) in E minor, a homophonic German 
Lied in triple time which brings the work to a pianissimo conclusion. It is in the latter part of 
the movement that Rollig most clearly writes with the voice of a mid-century composer (see 
example 7.9 below). The periodic structure of the simple homophonic German Lied is 
interspersed with instrumental echoes of the last bar of the previous vocal phrase and many of 
the phrases conclude with feminine cadences (as bar 44).
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Musical Example 7.9 Rollig St Matthew Passion: No. 13, Schlufichor (bars 35-56).
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The music of the conservative movements, indicated often by a reduced instrumentation of 
voice, obbligato melody instrument and basso continuo - as in the tenor aria‘Die Fesseln, 
welche Jesum binde’ (see Example 7.10) - displays the extended melodic lines and ‘melodic’ 
bass line typical of the Baroque aria. The 9-bar repetition of opening rhythmic pattern, the 
spinning-out of the main thematic material, the expressive wide leaps and strong harmonic 
implications of the melodic line, suspensions and use of sequence are all features of the high 
baroque style. The counterpoint continues in the first vocal passage; here the suspensions and 
wide expressive leaps in the vocal part are clearly derived from the ritomello. Where the violin 
is silent the bass maintains the quaver motion. Note, also, the essentially instrumental 
treatment of the vocal phrase, (in contrast to the more lyrical vocal style and homophonic 
texture of ‘Was vor ein Schall’ , Ex 7.8)
Musical Example 7.10
Rollig St Matthew Passion: No.8 aria:‘Die Fesseln, welche Jesum binde’ (bars 1-24)
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(Translation: ‘The fetters which bind Jesus are the sins he willingly bears for us. ’)
A similar texture with obbligato melody instrument and basso continuo accompaniment can be 
found in No. 10: ‘Verlassen, o erbarmlichs Rufen’ . (see Example 7.11). The modulations in 
the opening ritomello, chromatic approach to the dominant in bar 12-16 and the descending 
chromatic scale in the oboe at the cadential phrases underline the very strong influence of the 
High Baroque.
Musical Example 7.11
Rollig St Matthew Passion: bass aria: ‘Verlassen, o erbarmlichs Rufen’ (bars 10-22)
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7 .6  The use of the Orchestra
Some generalizations can be made: with the exception of the two arias for voice, treble 
obbligato and continuo, the full four-string section texture (2 violins, viola and bass) is 
consistently maintained in all movements; there is no reduction to just continuo only for any 
lengthy passage or cadential phrase. However, the writing is often only in two parts - there is 
some independence of the 2nd violin part, but there are sections in every movement where the 
violins are in unison and the viola part is linked to the bass part. Rollig adopts standard colla 
parte practice, with the oboes doubling the upper vocal parts in choral movements; and the 
instrumentation is directly related to Affekt of the movement’s text.
Rollig’s approach to orchestration, like bis musical style, reflects his mid-century position. 
Mention has been made of the solo arias for voice, obbligato instrument and continuo. Rollig 
also seems to have had a prelediction for the oboe d’amore in the Passion works, no doubt to 
exploit the colour of the instrument, though, by 1735 its use in new works was rare. A 
characteristic common in many mid-century works is the scoring of a pair of obbligato solo 
bassoons as in movt. 9, a feature shared with aria No. 12 in Die betrubte und getrostete 
Geistliche Sulamith. 27 However, it is Rollig’s use of the horn that deserves particular 
mention. The horn only found a place in opera and court orchestras during the first quarter of 
the 18th century. The first reported use was in 1705 in Hamburg (in Octavia by Keiser). In 
addition Mattheson noted in 1713 that the instruments were beginning to be used in North 
German orchestras. One of the most notable instances of the use of the horn in a concerto- 
work was in the first of the concertos J.S. Bach presented to the Duke of Brandenburg in 
1721, which was probably produced in his years in Weimar. Paris first employed horns in the 
opera orchestra as late as 1733.28 The first use of horns in an oratorio Passion in Hamburg 
was in 1746 (Telemann: St Matthew 5:31) and they were not used again until 1762 (Telemann 
St Matthew 5:47), though they had previously been employed once for a Passion oratorio in
27 Although contemporary practice would suggests that a bassoon would play the bass line when an oboist is 
scored in the ensemble, one finds no specific references to bassoon parts in the cantatas except in one 
movement, the bass aria ‘Wir der Mond bald soli, bald Triibe’ from the cantata Freunde wdhlen und nicht 
fehlen (1734) where the voice is accompanied by a solo oboe, solo bassoon and continuo. It is possible 
that, because of the nature of the music of the final movement in the St Matthew Passion, the bassoonists 
might not be required, thereby releasing them to play flute or oboe and consequently reducing the number of 
woodwind players required by two.
28 Carse (1964) p. 113.
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1722 in Telemann’s Seliges Erwdrgenff9 After 1767, C.P.E. Bach employed pairs of homs 
and oboes in 10 of his 21 oratorio Passions .30 Thus, in Rollig’ s St Matthew Passion can be 
seen one of the earliest uses of the homs in liturgical Passions in the 18th century. One can go 
further: although the use of a pair of homs is not in itself a remarkable feature of works of the 
period, the incidence of use in 62% of Rollig’ s known church cantata-works (including the 
Passions) is significant. A comparison with Bach and Fasch is compelling: only 7.7% of 
Fasch’s church cantatas and as few as 3% of Bach cantatas require a pair of homs.
In his idiomatic use of homs, Rollig is nearer to Handel and Telemann than to Bach. Always 
paired (there is no writing for solo hom), the homs rarely play clarino-style passage-work or 
lengthy melodic lines. Rollig writes hom-call motifs, short interjections and simplified 
melodic phrases for the homs in his cantatas and Passions, and tailors the musical material in 
movements with homs so that these instruments can play an active role in the delivery of the 
melody, but the greater part of the hom writing is triadic rather than conjunct and linear.
7 .7  Conclusions
From evidence provided by the music, it has been possible to establish a date of composition
between 1736-37: some cantatas survive from his time in Dresden, but it unlikely that Rollig
h
would have contemplated such a piece of work without the strong possibility of a performance 
in mind; it is also unlikely that Rollig would have come across the tradition of the ‘ sleep 
chorus’ in Passion music other than in Leipzig; the forces required reflect the instruments 
available to Bach; the unusually high number of bass arias is matched only by Bach’s St 
Matthew Passion;31 the medial ritomello in the B section had generally died out by the 1720s 
but was, unusually, still a common structural feature of Bach’s cantata works. It also seems 
unlikely that the work was produced for Zerbst.32 Thus, we only have Schering’s 
unsupported statement that Bach directed a performance of the work. If this is true, there is a 
strong inference that the year of performance is 1738: in all probability Bach would not have
29 Menke (1983) pp.l8ff.
30 In H782, 784, 787, 789, 790, 792, 793 and 798. See section 1.6.1.1 above and Helm (1989) pp. 187ff.
31 See discussion of vocal soloists in oratorio Passions in Section 1.4.3.
32 It is possible that the composition was produced in Zerbst though from the performance pattern (see Tables 
4.1 and 4.2) it would appear that the work performed 1740 was one which had already been heard in Zerbst 
prior to Rollig’s appointment. The division of the text of the post 1745 Zerbst St Matthew Passion (see 
Table 4.9) would also suggest that it was derived, like the 1748-1752 St John Passion, from the earlier 
settings heard in the centre. (See discussion of the recitative of Ach! Wir armen Silnder in Chapter 8.)
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performed the work without prior assessment of the completed score; the first available date 
would have been 1737 and it is likely that due to the larger than average orchestra required, 
Bach might have wished to perform the work in the Thomaskirche in 1738.33 After this 
point, we can be confident that other works were performed in 1739 and 1740.34
It is clear from the music of the St Matthew Passion, as Hartwig states,35 that Rollig is steeped 
in the style of the high baroque, and can be considered a more conservative composer of the 
younger generation, having more in common with Homilius (1714-85) than C.H. Graun 
(1703/4-1759) or C.P.E. Bach (1714-1788). But, even in this comparatively early work, his 
first major composition, several features have been identified to demonstrate his knowledge 
of, and willingness to adopt, forward-looking characteristics: the use of Alberti bass figures, 
a slower-moving harmonic pulse, Lombardic and triplet melodic figures, triadic writing and 
syncopated motifs as well as the use of pairs of horns. There is no doubt that some of the 
music is routine, which may be due to Rollig’s comparative inexperience. It is notable that the 
music is most successful when Rollig is writing in a more homophonic lyrical style to be found 
in the Schlufichor and the bass aria ‘Was vor ein Schall durchdringt die Liifte’ (No. 11).
As a first essay in the genre, there can be no doubt that Rollig has produced a significant work 
which perhaps deserves to be described as more than merely (in Schering’s words)
‘ m odest’ .36 There seems enough evidence to suggest that a version surviving in a ‘ complete’ 
form might well have found favour with modem performers. Why such a selecton of 
movements should survive is difficult to explain; certainly the text is not complete enough to 
provide a satisfactory group of movements for performance. The suggestion that this source is 
the work of a student seems the most plausible explanation, two features that might have been 
of interest to such a student being the unusual extent of the writing for solo bass and Rollig’ s 
adoption of the theatrical topos for such an important liturgical work.
33 See comments above.
34 If the work did receive a performance in Leipzig around about this period but not under Bach’s direction, 
then the only other venue it was likely to have been performed was the Neukirche where Gerlach regularly 
directed concerted Passion music. Unfortunately, the vague references to ‘Passionsmusik’ and 
‘Oratorium’ in the records (see Table 7.1) make it unclear whether the anonymous works that Gerlach 
directed were of the liturgical or lyrical type.
33 Hartwig (1980)
38 Schering (1941) p. 175.
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Chapter 8
Zerbst Passions 1
Ja deine Siind and Ach! Wir armen Siinder
8 .1  The St Luke Passion: Ja deine SUnd
The two works which reside in Oranienbaum, the four-Part St Luke Passion, Ja deine Stind, 
and the seven-Part St John Passion, Ach! Wir armen Siinder (Zerbster Musikalien A35 and 
A34 ) ,t belong respectively to the first and second periods of the Zerbst cycle.2 No precise 
date for Ja deine Stind can be established, though a four-Part St Luke Passion was 
performed in the years 1722, 1727, 1732, 1737 and 1742, the first version of which was 
prepared during Kuch’s Kapellmeistership. Fasch would have been responsible for all the 
performances from 1727 and has undoubtedly revised and re-written the movements with 
lyrical texts.3 The surviving version, is incomplete, lacking all the Gospel music as well as 
the performing parts for the alto and tenor voice. Since the surviving parts show evidence of 
revision, the surviving music must have been composed for the performance in 1737 or 
earlier. Some of the music of this Passion seems to have been particularly popular with the 
Court. A large proportion of the music we have for the St Luke was re-used in the later St
1 Sources listed in Chapter 4, footnote 1. Source descriptions are given in Appendix 3.
2 Very little attention has been given to these two Passions and no critical commentary has yet been 
undertaken. Both are listed in Brian Clark (1995). Gottfried Gille lists the St John Passion in both his 
articles on Fasch sources, suggesting (1988) that the work needed investigating (on p. 67. - ‘Eine 
Johannes-Passion muB iiberprtift werden, ob sie von Fasch stammen konnte’ , and on p. 71. - ‘Ob die 
anonym Uberlieferte siebenteilige Johannes Passion von Fasch stammen konnte, muB nooh untersucht 
werden.’) In (1989) note 32, p. 49 Gille lists both works and the sources of the St Mark Passion. Such 
is the extent of previous literature.
3 The dating of Fasch’s compositions often depends on circumstantial evidence, since the composer did not 
date autographs or indicate who had commissioned them when appropriate. (Stevens (1981) p. 154.)
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John Passion and there are direct references to at least two arias from the work in the entries in 
the Verzeichnis in the final years that Passion works were performed in Zerbst (1765-1767)4
The bulk of the music of Ja deine Siind was prepared by an unknown copyist, although the 
hand is very similar to that found on page 93 of the Verzichnis war in Hoch-furstl: Schlofi- 
Kirche musiciret wird 1719-1721 for an entry noting the texts used in a service on 28 August 
1738, which might suggest that the surviving St Luke Passion parts might have been 
prepared for the 1737 performance.5 Fasch’s hand is also apparent on the surviving parts: as 
well as occasional corrections and additions, he prepared the oboe part and the extra page on 
each of the parts for Good Friday on which the music for the Lamento can be found.6
8 .1 .1  Structure
The St Luke Passion is very modest in scale compared to the two other surviving Zerbst 
Passions, both in forces and in the number of movements, and probably represents the typical 
oratorio Passion to be heard in Zerbst in the years up to cl743. The conservative nature of 
the work as a whole is indicative of the functional nature of the German Church cantata at the 
time, and the scale is more typical of the cantata that might be performed in the SchloBkirche 
for Sunday worship.7 The instrumental and vocal parts consist solely of music for the lyrical
4 Five items are identical - the Schlufichor and Schlufichoral, a soprano aria and two further chorales,
whilst three more of the chorale melodies are shared - a significant quantity of music considering that the 
surviving movements of the St Luke Passion number 12. (See discussion below.) See details of the 
Zerbst Passion cycle in Chapter 4 above.
3 Konsistorium Zerbst Rep. 15A IXa 378. This document records the texts (libretti) of all the composed
sections - the recitatives and arias - of works performed in the Sunday and midweek services from 
18.10.1719 to 9.4.1721. On p.93 is a single entry dated 28th August 1738 (there is no is other entry 
after 1721).
8 See Appendix 3a for full comments and page references to the source. Brian Clark, who has examined the
manuscript, has observed that Fasch’s handwriting seems to be aged and infirm ( ‘mildly arthritic’) and 
concludes that Fasch revised the parts for a performance late in his career at Zerbst, suggesting that the 
surviving parts were prepared for one of the last two performances of the work in 1737 or 1742 (leter to 
author 16.6.94). However, the dating of the majority of the surviving works by Fasch is still very vague.
7 See Petzoldt (1974) p. 152. A typical cantata written c 1736 such as those by Fasch preserved in the 
Staatbibliothek zu Berlin consisted of four movements (Chorus, recitative, aria and chorale). Reul (1997), 
p. 42.
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sections (indeed, the only indication that the work is a liturgical Passion is the title).8 As 
suggested in Chapter 4, it seems likely that the Gospel music was re-used each time the 
Passion was performed and therefore was written on separate parts, now lost; the lyrical and 
instrumental movements may have been periodically newly-composed.
The four Parts each have a consistent structure, consisting of two chorales sandwiching a 
lyrical aria/choral movement, while Parts I-III have additional introductory orchestral 
movements. By far the greater proportion of the music, therefore, would have been Gospel 
text which would have been inserted in the three breaks between the concerted movements 
(indicated in brackets on Table 8.1 below) - the sub-division of the text remaining constant on 
each occasion the work was performed.
8 Although the parts for the alto and tenor voices are missing from the set, it is likely that these parts would 
not have provided any more than the missing parts in the chorales since there is no music in the 
instrumental parts for which a vocal part is lacking nor any indication of recitative music in the cello or 
organ part. The missing music for the alto and tenor in the chorales can be reconstructed from the 
instrumental parts and, in the Schlufichor, from the parts of the St John Passion, where the music is re­
used almost without change.
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Table 8.1 Structure of P a s s io  J e s u  C h risti e x  L u c a
Key relationship with
Part I Chapter 22. Verses 1 -3 0 St John Passion
1 Praeludium Cm
(la Gospel Text)
2 Chorale Ja deine Siind, C
(2a Gospel Text)
3 Aria (Bass)Mit Jesu iibemehm ich alles C
(3 a Gospel Text)
4 Chorale Ach! Liebster Voter geh doch nicht C
Part II Chapter 22. Verses 31 -71  
5  (Sinfonia) (= modified version of the Praeludium) 9 Cm
(5a Gospel Text)
6 Chorale O Jammer! mtifi der grosse Gott Eb melody same as J20io
(6a Gospel Text)
7 Aria (Bass )Die to lie Bosheit schmiedet Waffen Bb
(where it is in G)i i
(7a Gospel Text))
8 Chorale O Jesu du, mein Htilf und Ruh Gm melody same as J39
Part III Chapter 23. Verses 1-31 
9 Lam ento (Sinfonia) Dm
(where it is in Gm)i 2
(9a Gospel Text)
10 Chorale Es dient zu meinen Freuden Dm J49 (in Dm)
(10a Gospel T ext)
11 Aria (Sop.)An den blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme F J42 (in F)
(11a Gospel Text)
12 Chorale Sey mir tausend-mahl gegriisset F melody and key same as J44
Part IV Chapter 23. Verses 32 - 56
?(12a Gospel Text)i3 
13 Chorale Erweitre dich, mein Hertzens-Schrein F J52 (in F)
(13a Gospel Text)
14 Chorus Jesu Tod erwirbt das Leben F J58 (in F)
(14a Gospel Text)
15 Chorale Warest du, o Held gestorben? Dm J59 (in Dm)
9 See comments below.
10 In the following discussions, the prefixes *L\ ‘J’ , and ‘M ’ denotes the source work.
11 Melody is No. 325 in the 1743 Zerbstisdies Gesangbuch. Words of Hymn 53 are used for the St Luke 
Passion while words of hymn 374 are used for the St John Passion.
12 Melody and words are No. 60 in the 1743 Zerbstisdies Gesangbuch. Words of Hymn 372 are used for the 
St John Passion.
13 It would break with the Zerbst tradition to commence a part with a recitative rather than a choral or 
instrumental movement, yet it seems unlikely that all the verses of the gospel text were sung in only two 
slots on Good Friday
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The music for each service is clearly delineated by key and, with the exception of Part II, the 
key structure is simple: there is merely a change of mode (from tonic minor to tonic major) in 
Part I, whilst only two closely related keys are employed in Parts III and IV. There are 
indications that some attention has been given to the relationships of the two Parts performed 
on a single day. Parts I and II commence with the same introductory sinfonia (each time in 
the same key), and the key of the Lamento (L9 - which was added to the parts at a later date 
by Fasch) and the chorale ‘Es dient zu meinen Freuden’ commencing Part III also balances 
the key of the final chorale in Part IV, which gives the two Parts a palindromic structure. It is 
perhaps also significant that the second half of the work, performed on Good Friday, is 
predominantly in F major, the traditional key for Passions.14
From Table 8.1 it can be noted that eight of the twelve vocal movements are related to the St 
John Passion: five movements (aria LI 1, chorus L14 and chorales L10, 13 and 15) are 
identical in text and setting whilst two other chorale melodies are also used in both works.15 
Of these shared movements, all but one are used in the same key in each work.
At least two arias (and maybe more material - chorales and chorus) from this setting were also 
performed in the years 1765-1767: the bass aria ‘Mit Jesu ubemehm ich alles’ (L3) received 
performances in 1776 and 1767 with a possible performance in 1765, whilst the soprano aria 
‘An den blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme’ (LI 1) was performed during the Passiontide services in 
1767 and possibly also in 1765 and 1766.16
8 .1 .2  Lyrical Texts
Although there are isolated Pietistic tendencies in various lines of the text, e.g.: ‘Ach! mich 
durst nach seinen Blut’ ( ‘Ah! I thirst for his Blood’ from the aria LI 1, ‘An den blut'gen 
Kreutzes Stamme’), in general the texts of the lyrical movements of Ja deine Siind display 
post-pietistic characteristics which emphasize the faith of the listener rather than their direct 
association with the sufferings of Christ more typical of the Pietist texts of the Brockes-type. 
Thus, faith in the power and protection of Christ is the principal theme in the first aria (L3,
14 See comments on tonailty in section 1.4.1.1.
15 No 12 uses another stanza of the same hymn. See commentary above in Chapter 5 on the relationship of 
the chorales used in the surviving Zerbst Passions and the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch and Cantional.
15 See commentary on the final period of Passion performance at the Court of Zerbst in section 4.3.2. The
chorus ‘Jesu Tod er wirbt das Leben’ might well have been performed in the years 1727?, 1732?, 1737 and 
1742 as the final chorus of the St Luke Passion, in 1748, 1752, 1756 and 1760 as the final chorus of Ach! 
Wir Armen Siinder and possibly again in 1765, 1766 and 1767.
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‘Mit Jesu iibemehm ich alles’ ): ‘With Jesus I take possession of all, with Jesus I laugh at 
every danger, with Jesus I walk towards death. ’ A similar view, the universal truth at the 
core of the Christian faith, is presented in the Schlufichor with the words ‘Jesus’ death 
enforces life, Jesus’ tomb gives full salvation. Once the Lord of Victory appears, his people 
will share with him in victory and triumph.’ The simplicity of the message of the final chorus 
reflects ideals associated more readily with the Enlightenment which might, in part, explain 
the popularity of this particular movement after the mid century, i7
Though none of the commentators in the aria movements are identified, the references to the 
more gruesome aspects of the crucifixion, expressed in the first line of the text of the soprano 
aria ‘An den blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme’ (LI 1) and in the phrase ‘Ach! mich durst nach 
seinen Blute’ , as well as the expressions of grief, are similar to those associated with Tochter 
Zion arias, i8 The clear allegories that are expressed in the verses also make it possible to 
place them approximately in the Gospel text, i9 In addition, it is possible to identify from the 
Verzeichnis which passages of Gospel text were assigned to each of the Parts enabling the 
possible association of arias with particular passages in the text.20 For instance, L3 could be 
placed after Luke 22: 22 (‘For the Son of man goes as it has been determined; but woe to that 
man by whom he is betrayed’):
Bass aria (L3)
Mit Jesu ubemehm ich alles, With Jesus I take possession of all,
mit Jesu lach ich aller Noth, with Jesus I laugh at every danger,
mit Jesu geh ich in den Tod. with Jesus I walk towards death.
So stark erklaret sich die Liebe Love declares itself so strongly,
wenn j a die Ohnmacht stecken bliebe though the weak-willed hang back 
so schaut mein Glaube nach den Armen, my faith looks to those arms 
die dort der Heiland mir Erbarmen held out by the merciful Saviour there
dem Jiinger auf dem Meere bot. to the disciple on the sea.
17 The rigidity of the format of the Passion services, together with the apparent popularity of particular
movements pointed out above, leads one to conjecture whether the same chorus might also have been sung 
in other Passions prepared by Fasch for the Court of Zerbst.
13 See section 1.4.3.
19 The principal scenes in each Part of the Passion according to St Luke are: Part 1: The Priests seek to kill 
Jesus; Judas offers to betray Jesus; Preparation for the Passover; The Last Supper. Part 2: Peter’s denial 
is foretold; The Agony in the Garden; The Arrest of Jesus; Peter’s denial and remorse; Christ’s 
interrogation by the Priests. Part 3: The trial before Pilate (1); Herod’s soldiers mock Jesus; The trial 
before Pilate (2); Simon the Cyrenian carries Jesus’s cross. Part 4: The Crucifixion: Descent from the 
Cross and Burial. (See discussion of the division of Gospel text in Chapter 4.)
20 The same pattern of breaks was used for all the settings in the first period of the Zerbst Cycle - see 
section 4.5.
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Traditionally, there is an angry statement, often a ‘rage-aria’ , following the arrest of Jesus 
(Luke 22: 54). There are references to ‘malice forges weapons’ and ‘ carry off the bringer of 
peace’ , in the text of L7, the bass aria ‘Die tolle Bosheit schmiedet Waffen’ which, though 
not a rage aria, would be ideal sentiments directly after the arrest:
Bass aria (L7)
Die tolle Bosheit schmiedet Waffen, Wild malice forges weapons
den Friedensstifter hin zu raffen to carry off the bringer of peace;
der Mordgeist spricht den Morder frey. the urge to kill absolves the murderer. 
Wenn Rachgier, Neid und Ehrsucht wollen When vengefulness, envy and ambition 
da!3 die Gerechten fallen sollen seek to bring down the righteous,
verfallen sie in Raserey. they are lost in [their own] frenzy.
Part III contains the narration from the beginning of the trial before Pilate to the deliverance of 
Jesus to be crucified and the co-option of Simon the Cyrenian to carry the cross. Thus, the 
references to the impending crucifixion in LI 1 might find a likely placement after Luke 23:
25, i.e. after the release of Barabbas and the delivering up of Jesus to be crucified:
Soprano aria (L11/J42)
An den blut’gen Kreutzes Stamme By the bloody tree of the cross
steigt mein seufzend Hertz empor. my sighing heart soars upward:
Zu dem unbefleckten Lamme up to the spotless Lamb
dringen meine Seufzer vor, my sighs press their way.
ach! mich durst nach seinen Blute, Ah! I thirst for His blood,
doch in heil’ger Liebes Gluth and those who, fired by holy love,
wer in dieser Purpurflucht ruhet rest in the purple stream
dem kommt es zu gute. will be well served.
This aria is used again in the St John Passion where it is perhaps more logically placed after 
the casting of lots by the soldiers for Jesus’s clothes at the foot of the cross. In this position, 
the reference to the ‘bloody tree’ , looking up to the ‘ spotless Lamb’ and the ‘purple stream’ 
(the piercing of Christ’s side) is more immediate.
8 .1 .3 .  Instrumentation and orchestral movements
The modest orchestration of the St Luke Passion, consisting of a single oboe, strings and 
organ, also confirms an early composition date when the Kapelle had much more limited 
means. In contrast, the surviving Passions according to St John and St Mark both utilise 
much larger instrumental forces, including pairs of flutes, oboes, horns and concertato
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bassoons (plus additional recorders and gambas in the St Mark Passion).21 In its original 
form the setting of the St Luke Passion was likely to have been for strings only and the parts 
as they stand would be self-sufficient in this form. At a later date, possibly coinciding with 
an increase in the personnel of the Kapelle (i.e. for 1727 or a subsequent performance),22 a 
part for oboe was added by Fasch, presumably at the same time that he wrote out the music 
for the Lamento (item 9) which is pasted to the front of each of the instrumental parts for 
Good Friday. The late addition of the obbligato instrument may well have contributed to a 
feature which is common to all the Zerbst Passions, the maintenance of the full string 
orchestra in every movement and no lengthy reductions to basso continuo 
accompaniments.23 .
It seems surprising that the shortest surviving liturgical Passion setting surviving from Zerbst 
has the greatest number of purely instrumental movements (Ach! Wir armen Sunder has none 
and the 1750 St Mark Passion has one).24 Each of the introductory sinfonias that commence 
Parts I to III are ‘lamenting’ in character in the Italian style.25 The first two are characterised 
by slow-changing, modulatory chordal patterns with a constant texture over a repeated-note 
bass line reminiscent of slow movements of choral works or concerti of the Vivaldi-type (see 
example 8.1a and 8.1b.). The short Praeludium that opens the work (only 26 bars long) is 
the simplest movement. Through-composed, it consists of a series of sequential ideas, 
modulating to Eb, through Ab and back to C minor to end with an imperfect cadence. The 
oboe part doubles the 1st violin, replacing the repeated quavers of the violin part with 
sustained notes. The second sinfonia, No. 5 (for Thursday afternoon), is a truncated
21 Of the 18th-century oratorio Passions that survive, only those by Koch (St Matthew 1718) and Freislich 
(St Matthew 1720) are for strings only. Freislich subsequently added 2 oboes to the revised version 
performed in Danzig in 1750. Surviving oratorio Passions with an instrumentation of one oboe and strings 
are by Keiser (St Mark, cl712), Freislich (Brockes Passion, cl750) and Telemann (St John, 1757 and St 
Matthew, 1758). (See Chapter 1.) See below for a discussion of the St John Passion and Chapter 9 for a 
discussion of the music of the surviving St Mark Passion.
22 The first St Luke Passion was performed in 1722; however, it was the turn to perform St Luke again in 
1727 by which time an oboist was a member of the Kapelle. Oboists were not employed until 1725 (when 
Ritter was appointed), and Frodel was appointed in 1727. (See Chapter 2.)
23 Except in one notable example, ’Wo is das Kreuz”, No.32 in the St Mark Passion. (See discussion in 
Chapter 9 below.)
24 Without any evidence to suggest otherwise, one can only speculate whether instrumental movements were 
a characteristic of the Kuch Passions and whether these particular sinfonias were common to each setting.
25 See comments on instrumental movements in the Danzig tradition in section 1.6.1.2.
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variation of the First (only 21 bars long) omitting the return to C minor and concluding with 
an imperfect cadence in Eb. The 1st violin quavers are replaced by semiquavers and the oboe 
part is less sustained and more closely follows the shape of the 1st violin music.
Musical Example 8.1:
Example 8.1a: St Luke Passion, Praeludium bars (1-4)
Andante
Example 8.1b: St Luke Passion, Praeludium (bars 16-end)
S3
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Musical Example 8.2
Example 8.2a St Luke Passion L9 Lamento (bars 1-4)
Lamento
Example 8.2b St Luke Passion L9 Lamento (bars 36-43)
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The Lamento (see example 2 above) was added to act as an instrumental introduction to the 
Good Friday Passion performances and, presumably, to help re-focus the mind of the 
congregation. The movement is both longer (58 bars) and more intricate than the preceding 
sinfonias in style and construction, resembling a self-contained concerto slow movement:
8.2 Structural plan of the Lamento
bar section instrumentation key
1-9 ritomello tutti Dm
10-15 solo 1 solo violin + upper strings and oboe Dm
16-241 solo 2 solo violin and b.c. Dm-F
24-301 tutti F-Bb
30-44 solo 3 solo violin + upper strings and oboe Bb-Dm
45-48 solo 4 solo violin and b.c. Dm
49-58 ritomello tutti (bars 1-1Q1 dacapo ) Dm
Two lengthy solo passages (bars 10-241 and 30-48) are framed by two ritornelli. Bar 10 
commences with the ritomello theme in the tonic key, but with the basses omitted, and this is 
followed at bar 16 by a true solo section, the solo violin accompanied solely by the basso 
continuo. The second solo section develops the opening ritomello with sequential writing 
based first on triplet semiquavers (bars 35-37) and then a more chromatic phrase (bars 38-44).
8 .1 . 4 .  The lyrical movements: internal structures and musical style
8 .1 .4 .1  Internal structures
The decision to assign the three arias to soprano (LI 1) and bass (L3 and L7) might give a 
further clue to the dating of this work. Mention has been made in section 2.3.2 of the 
performing strength of the singers in the Court Kapelle and Fasch’s reluctance to score arias 
for the alto voice in his cantata works. (The lack of music for solo alto in Mich vom Stricke 
meiner Sunder has been mooted above as evidence for a composition date of this work 
between 1722-1727.) For the first performance of a St Luke Passion in 1722 the vocalists
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required would correspond with the complement listed in 1721.26 Since the music of the 
arias and final chorus in the surviving version is much too modem for a composer of Kuch’s 
generation and is comparable to Fasch’s style of the 1730s, the existing parts probably date 
back to 1732 and even possibly 1727 at the earliest. No effort has been made to re-assign 
any of the bass arias to alto voice (which could have been quite possible with No. 3) nor to 
compose any new arias for alto even though one was certainly available for the second and 
subsequent performances.
The rhyming patterns of all four madrigal texts are fairly standard, falling as they do into two 
sentences, the first consisting of two or three lines.27 As a result, all are set in Type ‘A l ’ 
full dacapo form (L 3 and LI 1), or abridged da capo (dal segno) form (Type ‘C2’): (Nos. 
7 and 14) with simple key stmctures, typical of the oratorio in Germany in the period 1730- 
4 0 .2 8  Perhaps indicative of the extent of Fasch’s awareness of the early classical style, 
despite the theme of the work, all arias adopt the a major key for the tonic, whilst the B 
section in each is, as to be expected, in the relative minor.
The aria ‘Mit Jesu iibemehm ich alles’ (L3) adopts the standard structure of Type ‘A ’ and 
displays a simple constmction where the ritomello theme pervades the music throughout. 
Apart from the tonal alteration to enable a modulation to the dominant, S1 is more or less a 
restatement of Rl whilst R2 is a complete statement of the ritomello material (without the 
pauses in bars 15 and 18). Though contrasting in key and instrumentation (there is very little 
oboe writing excerpt for linking suspirans figures in bars 100-101, 110 and 126 and a 
doubling of the vocal part in the final cadence in bars 128-130), the music of S3 is a
26 Minor synagoga characters are assigned to the alto voice in both the St John and St Passions suggesting 
that this was the norm in Zerbst Passions. Since no servus or ancilla is required in settings of the 
Gospel according to St Luke, in the absence of an alto soloist it is quite possible that the short passages 
setting words of Pilate and Caiaphas could have been assigned to one of the boys to sing.
27 Rhyming patterns of the St Luke Passion aria movements:
Table Footnote 27: Rhyming patterns of the St Luke Passion arias
5 lines LI4 ab.aab. abridged DC Type ‘D2’
6 lines L7. aab.aab. abridged DC Type 'D2'
8 lines L3 xaa.bbcca dacapo Type‘A*
LI 1. ab.abacca da capo Type *C*
28 See section 1.5 for a description of the common da capo forms and a description of the types ‘A ’, ‘C ’ and 
‘D\
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development of the material of the A section and again many of the ritomello figures pervade 
the music. From A minor, S3 moves through G (bar 106), back to A minor in 116, to hover 
around the dominant of A minor until finally cadencing in E minor at the end of the B section 
(bar 130).
The Aria ‘An den blut’gen Kreutzes Stamme’ (L ll)  is an example of Type ‘C’ dacapo aria. 
No real modulation is achieved in the single vocal phrase in the A section and lines one and 
two of the text are not repeated as a whole at any point which would be indicative of a division 
of the A section into SI and S2. The B section compensates for such harmonic inactivity with 
a more dynamic modulatory scheme: Dm (bar 60), Gm (65), F (67), Am (72), Gm (85) and 
Dm (88).
The two Type‘D2’ dal segno movements, with shorter texts than the dacapo ones, share 
the conservative feature where the last three lines of the text are repeated in the B section, 
creating two distinct vocal phrases (S3 and S4) defined by key and separated by an 
instrumental ‘articulation’ . R4 is usually 2-to-4 bars in length and based upon a single motif 
from R l. The extra ritomello at the end of the B section, R5, is unusual since it is a 
modulatory passage which serves as a preparation for the return to SI (litomelli normally 
finish in the key that they open).29
The overall structure of the the Schlufichor is similar. However, two of the episodes remain 
surprisingly static; S2 remains in the dominant, with the modulation back to the tonic taking 
place most unusually in the final ritomello, R3; S3 also remains in the submediant key. S4 
modulates from vi to I so that the extra ritomello, R5, simply serves to reinforce the return to 
the tonic:
29 Ritomello 5 moves from G minor swiftly in the first half of bar 66 and then recapitulates bars 73-93 
altering the 3rd beat to end on an imperfect cadence ready for the return of S 1.
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Talt>le 8.3: Structural plan of the Schlufichor
bar no. section key lines in text:
A 1-27 Rl F
$28-48 SI F-C 1-2
48-58 R2 C
59-81 S2 C 1-2
81-94 R3 C-F
Fine
B 94-105 S3 Dm
105-108 R4 Dm 3-4
108-121 S4 Dm-F
122-130 R5 F 3-4
Dal segno
To conclude, the tonalities of the B sections of the four lyrical movements can be summarized 
as follows (Table 8.4):
Table 8.4: Tonal Structures of E sections of da capo arias
item key S3 S 4 R5
DC movements L3 C vi (-iii)
L11 F vi
DS movements L7 Bb vi - VI VI - vi vi - I
L14 F vi vi - I I
8 .1 .4 .2  Musical style
Stylistically, the music of the three arias and chorus seems more advanced than the two 
instrumental introductions described above. All make use of modem orchestration employing 
a four-part string section throughout each movement. This is at a time when contemporary 
German works, including Fasch’s own cantatas,30 would often create variety by reducing the 
full instrumentation employed in the A section of da capo arias to just the continuo group in 
B sections and at cadential points, or use varying combinations of just obbligato instruments
30 Barbara Reul (letter to author, 20.11.96) notes that ‘ In his cantatas of the 1730s and later, Fasch
frequently reduces the instrumentation (i.e. strings oniy, no woodwinds); he at times also employs basso 
continuo accompaniment, thus turning the B-section into a continuo aria. However, most of the time, he 
changes the orchestral texture to emphasize musically a change in mood, i.e. different textual statements, 
Consequently, solo instruments tend to drop out, dynamics and articulation marks change (forte-piano, 
rarco-pizz.,etc.).’
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for each movement, as noted above in Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden. Elements of this 
are true for the Ja deine Siind, though such a reduction to just basso continuo occurs at only 
one point: in the five bars of S2 in the Soprano aria ‘An den blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme’
(L I 1)31
In the main, the oboe doubles the soprano part in the choral movements and presents a more 
idiomatic version of the the 1st violin line in all the other movements. Apart from the 
occasional bar where there is a textural deviation between the oboe and 1st violin parts 
(principally where the oboe plays through a rest in all the other parts) the string parts are quite 
self-sufficient. Two common procedures in Fasch’s da capo arias can be seen in St Luke.
In the opening aria, the oboe is silent for most of the vocal sections whilst in L7 the oboe part 
is very much reduced for the B sections. In the latter aria the use of the oboe is restricted to 
occasional statements: on two occasions a one-bar phrase playing through a break in the 
string parts and voice at a cadential point to maintain momentum; and to strengthen the final 
cadence before the dacapo return. The oboe is also used to reinforce forte passages in the 
strings and the final ritomello prior to the da capo. The relationship of the violins and oboe is 
clearly apparent in the opening ritomello of L7, ‘Die tolle Bosheit schmiedet Waffen’
Ex.8.3). Here the oboe is a ripieno instrument and doubles the 1st violin but with an altered 
and more idiomatic version, playing sustaining notes where the figuration of the violins would 
be awkward for the wind player 32
31 The rarity of basso continuo passages and the relationship of the oboe and the 1st violin described above 
is due to the likely addition of the oboe part at a later date as a result of a revision of the work.
32 Where the violin part has short repeated notes, the oboe part may have more sustained writing, often with 
syncopated patterns adding to the rhythmic articulation.
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Musical Example 8.3: St Luke Passion: bass aria, ‘Die tolle Bosheit’ (bars 1-10)
The instrumentation in LI 1 presents a very unusual case in Fasch’s dacapo arias. Here the 
oboe doubles the violin part in all the instrumental passages and the soprano part in all the 
vocal passages except for the cadential phrase referred to above. Did Fasch have some reason 
to need to support the vocal line? When the aria was used again in the St John Passion (J42), 
he provided two oboe parts and adopted the more normal pattern where the wind instruments 
play only in ritornelli - in S1 and S2 and throughout the B section they are silent.
The second violin part is not truly independent o f  the 1st. In r i t o r n e l l i  violin 1 and 2 play in
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unison, whilst in vocal passages they often separate. Where the two parts are not in unison, 
the second is often rhythmically identical in parallel thirds or 6ths with the upper part, or allied 
to the viola part. The viola generally harmonises but is allied rhythmically either to the 2nd 
violin or (most of the time) to the orchestral bass part. Notable is the omission of the viola 
part in much of S4 in L3, creating a three-part orchestral string texture.
Described in the source as an *AriaFurioso ’ , the bass aria ‘Die tolle Bosheit schmiedet 
Waffen’ (L7) is full of the energetic writing associated with the aria commonly placed at the 
arrest of Jesus.33 The music is notable for the ritomello which consists entirely of 2-bar 
phrases (see Ex 8.3 above - this ‘periodicity’ is accentuated by the rests at the end of the first 
four bars in the strings.) The Kopfmotiv is continued with a sequential development of the 
same material in bars 3-4. A new idea over a dominant pedal follows with tension created at 
the fortissimo with a 7/4/2 chord leading to an arpeggio figure in bars 73 - 8 and a typical 
cadential formula in bars 9-10. The oboe part can be seen to strengthen the weak 4th beat of 
the extension of the Kopfmotiv material and to provide continuity in bars 10 and 15 where 
all the other instrumental parts rest on the 4th beat. Typical High Baroque figures ranging 
from arpeggio figures and trills (bars 19-20 - see Ex.8.4 below), the suspirans figure in the 
oboe (bars 15-16), scalic and cross-string passages in a concertato style (bars 16-19) and the 
cadential formula in bars 21-22 - all of which are typical of the energetic furioso arias - all 
serve to indicate the conservatism of this music. On the other hand the two-bar ‘ stop/start’ 
phraseology is a early Classical feature.
33 See section 1.4.3.2.
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Some of the key features of the new mid-century style which leans nearer to the 
Empfindsamkeit can be found in the soprano aria LI 1, ‘An den blut'gen Kreutzes stamme’ , 
namely: feminine chromatic appoggiaturas (in bars 37-8, which itself is an echo of the 
delayed resolution of an augmented 6th chord in bars 29-30),34 sighing cadences, the slower 
harmonic movement associated with a less linear bass-line and repeated-note accompaniment 
patterns (though not, significantly, motivic contrast in this example) 35 However, more 
typical of a work which pre-dates 1737, the harmonically more dynamic B section reverts to a 
more recognizable Baroque idiom with a more linear bass line and phrases extended by 
repetition, variation and sequence.)
The Schlufichor , ‘Jesu Tod erwirbt das Leben’ , seems even more the product of the 1740s. 
It is a remarkable movement for a Passion setting and one must assume that - since it shares 
such an optimistic view of the significance of Christ’s death and burial with the later 1750 St 
Mark Passion, and it was employed again in excerpts in the 1760s - this sentiment (rather 
than one of sorrow and mourning which accompanies a typical ‘ sleep’ chorus) was a feature 
of the Zerbst Passions. One is struck immediately by the Haydnesque chromaticism of the 
opening four bars (see Ex.8.5): specifically a chromatic passing note in bar 2 (C#) leading to 
a secondary dominant at the beginning of bar 3 and a feminine cadence in bar 4. An 
abundance of lightly contrasting ideas in a homophonic texture in bars 1-27 suggests an early 
Classical style, and an attempt to analyse Rl in terms of the Fortspinnungtypus ritomello 
structure falls down.36
34 See commentary on Fasch’s use of harmony below (section 8.3.4) Here the augmented 6th chord is 
prompted by the word ‘seufzend’ ( ‘sighing’).
35 It is perhaps just such stylistic characteristics, coupled with the sentiments of the text, that appealed to the 
Court, accounting for the popularity of the movement in the final years of Passion performance in Zerbst 
in the mid-1760s.
36 a  loose description might be adopted as follows: bars 1-42 The head motive (Vordersatz ), 43-13, 2nd idea 
(Fortspinnung 1 ); 14-20,3rd idea (Fortspinnung 2 ); 21-27 rounding off (Epilogue ). However, the 
Fortspinnung sections lack the consistent patterns and sequences associated with this this form, and 
indeed, a new idea, which eventually becomes the Epilogue, is introduced in bars 8-13.
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Musical Example 8.5: St Luke Passion: Schlufichor (ritomello) bars (1-27)
Violin 1/Oboe, Violin II
Viola,Continuo
Vn I/Ob Vnll
VaCont
Vnl/ObVnll
VaCont
Vn I/Ob Vnll
VaCont
f  b - .. p=sp—!_j 20 *
tr
i ~ 7  n
p
r r  ± 2
L j 3 : f 1 — J :
The opening phrase of the head theme is developed sequentially at the opening of S2, 
emphasizing the passing chromaticism.
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Musical Example 8.6: St Luke Passion: Schlufichor (bars 59-64)
Homs in F
S (+ Fl.1,2 and Ob. 1)A(+Ob. 2)
T, B
Violin I,II (unis)
Viola,Continuo
* Flute 1 and 2, oboe 2, bassoon and horn parts added to version in St John Passion (see discussion below)
Echoes of an older style and a theme common in the works of Fasch return in S3. In 
particular, the rising anacrusis ex’ , the repeated-note motif ‘y* followed by a sigh ‘ z’ of bars 
94-97 has been highlighted in the discussion of Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden and by 
William Henry Stevens in that of Fasch’s Marian psalms.37
Musical Example 8.7: St Luke Passion: Schlufichor (bars 94-97)
Soprano
Wird der Sie - ges Fiirst er - schein - en ha - ben auch mit Ihm die sei - - nen
A further conservative feature found in this chorus, which is common to the majority of 
Fasch’s arias, is the reduction of the instrumentation in the last three bars of S2 to the final
37 See section 6.5 and Stevens (1981) pp.57-61.
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perfect cadence to voices (still in four parts) supported only by the basso continuo.
8 .1 .5  Words and Music
There is surprisingly little specific word-painting in the work as a whole - in the bass Aria: 
‘Mit Jesu ubemehm ich alles’ (L3) can be found some of the few examples. The triplet 
figures which are a feature of the aria obviously derive from the setting of the key word ‘lach’ 
(laugh) and the pauses and sudden switches to the opposite mode in the final bars of the 
ritomello come from the setting of the third line of the text, ‘Mit Jesu geh ich in den Tod.’
The text of the first two lines of LI 1 also has images which can be effectively portrayed in 
musical terms; the cross by the four opening notes of the vocal line of SI and by a more 
decorated version in bars 31-2, the ‘ sighing heart’ ( ‘seufzend Hertz’) with sighing cadences, 
and ‘ soaring’ ( ‘emporsteigen’) by a rising scale and sustained notes in the upper register in 
bars 25,27-28 (and later in bars 35-37 and 43/47). The use of the minor mode in bar 32-3 
for the words ‘blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme’ ( ‘ the bloody tree of the cross’) also displays the 
composer’s sensitivity to the basic Affekt.
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8 .2  St John Passion: A ch! Wir armen Sunder
Ach! Wir armen Sunder dates from the richest period of artistic life in Zerbst (1745-50),38 
and most likely received its first performance in 1748 (the record for this year is missing) with 
subsequent complete performances in 1752,1756 and 1760.39 In addition to the movements 
formerly in the earlier St Luke Passion, this setting of St John’s gospel also shares a 
movement with the J.F. Fasch cantata Wachetund betet (1753).40 The set of parts in in D- 
HAmi (hn 1, hn 2 , A and B vocal parts) and D-ORB (S, andT vocal parts, ob/fl 1, ob/fl 
2, bn 1, bn 2, vn 1, vn 2, va, vne and org) are all in the hand of the same copyist (a 
different copyist from A35) though Fasch’s distinctive hand can be found on a number of 
pages.41
8 .2 .1  Structure
The scale of Ach! Wir armen Siinder and the surviving five-Part St Mark Passion, is perhaps 
indicative of the substance of the missing St Matthew and St Luke Passions from the years 
1745 and 1747. In seven Parts with 11 arias, 21 chorales and two choruses and accompanied 
by a much larger orchestra, the work is in marked contrast with Ja deine Siind. There are 
approximately the same number of lyrical insertions in each of the seven Parts of Ach! Wir 
armen Sunder and, unlike the two other surviving works, there are no independent orchestral 
movements. However, the overall scale camouflages the fact that there are still only two 
lyrical movements per part, as would be the case in an ordinary Sunday cantata - the increase 
in scale being a direct result of the large number of chorales (as many as four where in an 
ordinary cantata there would most commonly have only been one concluding hymn) and the 
greatly increased recitative.
The music for Ach! Wir armen Sunder is complete and the gospel text is clearly marked in all 
the scores although, unlike Ja deine Siind\ there are no indications in the performing parts 
themselves of the services in which the various parts were performed. However, the
38 See discussion of the Zerbst Kapelle in Chapter 2.
39 See discussion of the Passion cycle in section 4.3 above.
40 FWV D : W 1, in D-Bds, (Mus.ms.autogr.J.F.Fasch. Id) - Clark (1995).
41 See Appendix 3b for a description of the source.
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Verzeichnis confirms a pattern of performances over seven services from Palm Sunday 
morning which had been in operation since 1745. Thus it was probably deemed unnecessary 
to include the details of a well-established pattern in the performing parts.
The seven Parts of the St John Passion are fairly balanced; Parts III -VII each have between 
12 and 16 verses of gospel text set to music whilst Part I and II, for the Palm Sunday 
performances, have a somewhat greater load with 30 and 19 verses respectively. Possibly to 
offset such amounts of gospel text, Part I has only one lyrical text insertion whilst the other 
Parts each have two lyrical movements (either arias or choruses), and in general between three 
or four chorales. Part VI is perhaps the shortest section with only two chorales and 13 gospel 
verses set, compensating presumably for the fact that the Passion performance on Maundy 
Thursday morning was also often a Eucharist service 42
Table 8.5 - Nos. o f  movement in 'Ach! W ir Armen Sunder'
Arias Chorales Choruses
Part 1 1 3 0
Part II 1 2 1
Part III 2 4 0
Part IV 2 2 0
Part V 2 3 0
Part VI 2 4 0
Part VII 1 4 1
11 21 2
The key structure is similar to that of the St Luke Passion. The predominant keys are F (based 
on the Lydian mode - the ‘Passion tone’ ) and G minor, the second most common home key 
for Passions in the late 17th and 18th centuries. As expected, the key schemes of the seven 
Parts reflect the pattern of performance (see Table 8.6 below). The two Parts performed on 
Palm Sunday have a balanced structure, Part II commencing in a related key to the close of 
Part I, and ending in the key in which Part I commenced. Parts III, IV and V end in the key in 
which they commenced (G or G minor) with a fairly unadventurous internal key scheme 
(with one exception - No.23 - which is in the dominant of the dominant). Parts VI and VII 
are each defined by a differing structure, Part VI in F -Dm and Part VI in Gm/F. Again, the 
two Parts performed on Good Friday seem to have been conceived as a whole. The key of D
42 Compare this also to the division of text - see Table 4.15 in Chapter 4
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minor, in which Part VI concludes is a preparation for the opening G minor of Part VII, whilst 
Part VII returns to F major which is both the tonal centre of Part VI and the opening tonality 
of Part I. Part III, the only music performed on Wednesday, stands apart in its use of G and 
A major in the lyrical movements.
Table 8.6 Structure o f  Passio Jesu Christi ex Johanne
Part I (Palm Sundav Matins')
Kex 
F 11. Chorale Ach! Wir armen Sunder
2. Recitative John 13: 1-5 1
3. Chorale Deine Demut hat Bb 1
4. Recitative John 13: 6-15 1$
5. Aria (Sop) Du Bild der Demut und der Liebe Gm 1
6. Recitative John 13: 16-21 1
7.
8.
Aria (Ten) OJuda! bist du so verstocket? 
Recitative John 13: 22-30
Eb 1
9. Chorale Mein Heiland hat in jener Nacht D
($ Catabasis)
Part II (Palm Sundav Vespers)
10.
11.
Chorale Jesus meines Lebens Leben 
Recitative John 13: 31-35
Am
12.
13.
Aria (Alto) Die Liebe bleibt der Christenprobe 
Recitative John 13: 36-38; John 18: 1
C
14.
15.
Chorus Von des Teufels Macht und Ketten 
Recitative + turba chorus John 18: 2-11
F
16.f Chorale Ein Ldmmlein geht, und tragt die Schuld F
Part III (Wednesday Vespers)
17.
18.
Chorale Was die Trauernacht anfing 
Recitative John 18, 12-14
G
19. Aria (Ten.+choir) Verblendeter! die Wahrheit G
20.t
21.
Chorale Das Volck, dafi noch erst kommen soil 
Recitative John 18, 15-23
G
22. Aria (Bass) So geht es: wer die Warheit redet D
23.
24.
Chorale Der am Creuz ist meine Liebe 
Recitative + turba chorus John 18, 24-27
A
25. Chorale Dein Wort lafi mich bekennen G
Part IV (Maundv Thursday Matins)
26.
27.
Chorale So geht du nun, mein Jesu hin 
Recitative + turba chorus John 18, 28-32
Gm
28.
29.
Aria (Ten) Wo Grimm und Wut das Ruder jtihret 
Recitative + turba chorus John 18, 33-40
G
30. Aria (Alto) O unbeflecktes Gotteslamm! D
31. Chorale Wenn der Feind mich tut anklagen Gm
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Part V (Maundy Thursday Vespers)
3 2. Chorale Herr, lafi ein bitter Leiden
33. Recitative + turba chorus John 19, 1-5
34. Aria (Alto) Mitt Spott gekrdnter Lebens first
35. Recitative + turba chorus John 19,6-9
3 6. Chorale Rede durch dein Stilleschweigen
37. Recitative + turba chorus John 19, 10-16
38. Aria (Sop) Konnten die gesalz ’nenQuellen
3 9. t  Chorale Ach Jammerbild! du Friedeschild
Gm
Dm
Gm
Gm
Gm
Part VI (Good Friday Matins)
40. Chorale Meine Liebe hdngt am Creuzf
41. Recitative John 19, 17-18
42.* Aria (Sop) An den blufgen Kreutzes Stamme
43. Recitative + turba chorus John 19, 19-25
44. f  Chorale Sei mir tausendmal gegrufiet
45. Recitative John 19,26-27
46. Chorale O wer kann doch, schonster Ftirst
47. Recitative John 19,28-30
48. Aria (Alto) Mein’ Ruhebluht imTode
49. * Chorale Es dient zu meinen Freuden
C
F
F
F
Dm
Dm
Part VII (Good Friday Vespers)
50. Chorale Auf! mein Herz, geh ’ zu Grabe Gm
51. Recitative John 19,31-34
52.* Choral Erweitre dich, mein Hertzens-Schrein F
53. Recitative John 19,35-37
5 4 ./ Aria (Bass) Vergiefit, Verwerft, ihr Feinde, Gottes Blut Gm
55. Recitative John 19,38-40
56. Chorale Mein Jesu Christ, auch ich will dich Gm
57. Recitative John 19,40 -42
58.* Schlufichor Jesu Tod erwirbt das Leben F
59.* Schlufichoral Warest du, o Held gestorben? Dm
* movements identical with St Luke Passion
/  music identical with aria in Fasch’s Cantata Wachetund betet (1753)43
t  melody same as one used in St Luke Passion (see above)
Given the generally conservative treatment of keys in the St John Passion, there are some 
surprising juxtapositions: the chorale that concludes Part I follows immediately an aria and 
recitative which has been predominantly in Eb. This is a curious relationship following the 
catabasis from F to Eb which has been a feature of Part I. Since the chorale is pitched in F in
43 FWV D : W 1, in D-Bds, (Mus.ms.autogr.J.F.Fasch. 1 d). There are four volumes with a total of 36 
cantatas by Fasch preserved in the Staastbibliothek zu Berlin - PreuBischer Kulturbesitz. With reference to 
the Verzeichnis. Barbara Reul (information in letter dated 20.11.96) has been able to confirm that thdre was 
a performance of this cantata in the SchloBkirche in 1753. The majority of the Berlin cantatas were 
performed in Zerbst in 1736, but three were performed for the first time somewhat later: Wadiet und betet 
(4.2.1753), Ich hebe meine Aitgen auf (28.1.1736) and Milternacht war ein Geschrei (25.11.1742).
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the Cantional there has been an active decision on the part of the composer to use D major, yet 
there seems to be little rhyme or reason, apart from the larger tonal structuring described above 
- having remained around Eb for nearly all of item 8, the recitative suddenly modulates to D in 
the final bars where Judas leaves the Last Supper to go to the Pharisees: ‘ So, after receiving 
the morsel, he [Judas] immediately went out; and it was night.’
The relationship of item 54 with the cantata Wachet und betet provides some tangible proof 
of Fasch’s authorship of the Ach! Wir armen Sunder. The possible dating of the cantata also 
indicates that the two works are more or less contemporary, with the movement in the Passion 
being probably the earlier version by a couple of years or so (either 1748 or 1752).44
It is significant that three of the last four aria movements (J42, J54 and the Schlufichor ), and 
three of the chorales from Parts VI and VII are borrowed from either the St Luke Passion or 
another Fasch cantata. Several inferences might be made from this: 1) these movements were 
so popular with the congregation that they were used in several settings (see section 4.3.2 
concerning the choice of excerpts performed in the final period of Passion performance in 
Zerbst), 2) that the composer (Fasch) was short of time and re-used existing material to 
complete the composition, 3) that the composer of the music for the lyrical texts of both the 
St Luke and St John Passions is the same.
8 .2 .2 . The Instrumentation o f the St John Passion
The basic instrumentation for Parts I-V of the St John Passion is 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, strings 
and organ. The oboists are required to double d’amore (for J12) and flute (for item J30 and 
J38) 45 The greater part of the work, therefore, could be played by the resident Kapelle.
The music for Good Friday requires a larger orchestra: pairs of obbligato flutes in addition to 
the pair of oboes and a pair of homs which are required for just a single movement: the
44 See earlier comments in Chapter 4  and above on the dating of the St John Passion.
45 The use of the d’amore was rare in the choral works of Fasch. Clarke states: ‘Although it is known that 
Fasch used the oboe d’amore (see 34/35 ... [Kyrie / a2 cornu ex D / 1 Flute trav / 3 Hautb: / 2 Haubt: 
d’amour / 2 Violini / Viola / Fagotto / Violono / 4  voci / et / Cembalo / di / Fasch ], the two large-scale 
mass settings at GB-Ob and the Breitkopf catalogue), no other autograph music has so far been brought to 
light for the instrument (except possibly the concerto FWV L : G 11, D-Dlb 2423-0-18, though the 
Hautbois du Silve, notated in alto clef, is more likely to be oboe da caccia.)’ See Clark (1995). The 
listing in the Breitkopf Thematic Catalogue (Part III: 1763, p.30.) is of a ‘Sonata for oboe d’amore, violin 
and bass’ in Bb.
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Schlufichor.46 In context of the 18th-century oratorio Passion, the only works predating 
Ach! Wir armen Siinder that require a pair of homs are the Rollig St Matthew Passion and 
the 1746 Telemann St Matthew Passion.47 Contained in each of the oboe parts is a separate 
single page of flute music with tacet indications for items 1-47 and the music for J48 written 
in the same hand and apparently at the same time that the rest of the parts were prepared.48 
Since differing music is written in each of the flute and oboe parts and there are two bassoons 
required (one obbligato the other ripieno), six woodwind players are clearly required for this 
item. Further music added in Fasch’s hand, presumably for a repeat performance in either 
1752 or 1756, were extra flute parts to the final two movements and for a bassoon solo in 
J48. It is not clear whether the new flute parts are meant to replace the oboe versions since the 
newer flute parts are fuller, doubling mainly the violin part (in some parts at a higher octave) 
and the soprano vocal part. As in the St Luke Passion, the organ part has been transposed 
down a tone to counter the high pitch of the Zerbst instrument.
Timbral variety in the work is restricted. Wind instruments are required in every movement, 
there being no reduction to strings alone (nor even to basso continuo alone for any stretch of 
music). Of the eleven aria movements, only three dispense with oboes: in J12 these are 
replaced by two d’amore (chosen presumably for the reference to ‘love’ in the text) and in 
Nos. 30 and 38 by two flutes. (In the latter the flutes are in unison throughout).49 The 
richest orchestration can be found in J48 (see Ex.8.9). To muted strings and pairs of flutes 
and oboes, Fasch has subsequently added a solo bassoon part and created at moments a rich
48 Only in J14 (Chorus ‘ Von es Teufels Macht und Ketten’ - see commentary on the music below) -  are there 
two distinct obbligato parts for bassoons in the hand of the main copyist; other than this, there is no 
indication that more than one bassoon is required except for the addition of a solo part in Fasch’s hand to 
J48, alto aria, ‘Mein Ruhe bliiht im Tode’. There seems to be no evidence of the use of multiple 
bassoons in the cantatas of Fasch or Rollig yet, since a pair of bassoons is employed in selected 
movements in both the St John and St Mark Passion, it must be concluded that they played in unison for 
the remainder of the music, doubled up to balance the (for Zerbst) larger-than-usual orchestral forces 
required for these festival works. It is likely that the extra player was engaged from another court. 
Unbescheid was recorded as a visiting musician in the Court accounts of 1755 before he was appointed a 
full member of the Kapelle at Easter 1756, coinciding with a performance of the St John Passion. 
(Unbescheid presumably replaced Ungar since only one bassoonist appears on any list of the Kapelle - see 
Appendix 2a.)
47 See comments on use of homs in the Rollig St Matthew Passion in Chapter 7 above.
48 85r, Flute I - J58, J 59; 89r, Flute I - J48; 89v, Flute I crossed out opening of J58; 94r, Flute II - 
J58; 97r, Flute II - J48. (See Appendix 3.)
49 Presumably, following the general tenets of AJfekt, the flutes are used in preference to oboes in J38 as a 
result of the reference to salt springs ( ‘gesalz’nen Quellen’) in the text.
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tapestry of sound with subtle orchestral touches. In this movement one feels that the 
composer is manipulating the tonal combination of the instruments: if the parts were to be 
interchanged, the effect maybe weakened:50
Musical Example 8.8: St John Passion: aria, ‘Meine Ruhe bliihtimTode’ (bars 9-16)
Ru-he bliiht im To-de es er -blaflt, es er -blaBt, es er-
etsim.A
tJ ■ «J ...  — ---
C L
J . ... ................................ .............. ......... -  —
jTFJlJTTAjTtfij.J. J. J. TttlJTTlTzTAAAj. A
VntJI
Va
piano
5° See also Example 8.15 below.
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(Translation; ‘ Peace shall flower, at my death and its dread image pale, assuaged by Gods wrath’)
In the two lyrical movements borrowed from the St Luke Passion Fasch has added further 
wind instruments to the complement required for the earlier version, leaving the string parts 
unaffected by this change. Mention has already been made above of the difference between 
the two versions of the aria ‘An den blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme’ (LI 1/J42). The addition of 
the parts in the Schlufichor is more straightforward. In this movement the added 2nd oboe 
doubles either the alto vocal part or, in ritomelli, the 2nd violin part, whilst both added flutes 
double the 1st violin except in echo passages where the oboes remain silent and the flutes 
harmonise in thirds and sixths. Horn 1 doubles as far as is possible the 1st violin part whilst 
the 2nd horn plays a harmonic part following the 2nd violin and viola and, on occasion, the 
cello part.
Musical Example 8.9 St John Passion: Schlufichor - horn parts (bars 1-7)
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Later on the homs perform a more independent and harmonic role:51
Musical Example 8.10
St John Passion: Schlufichor - hom and 1st violin parts (bars 59- 71)
70
8 .2 .3 .  Gospel Text: Recitative and turbae
8 .2 .3 .1  Recitative
Following tradition, the story is told by an Evangelist (tenor) and the words of Christ are sung 
by a bass. However, apart from the female role (ancilla) which is notated in the treble clef, 
all other spoken dialogue is notated in the alto clef. In assigning all the sundry minor male 
roles - the synagoga : Petrus, Pilatus, Servus, Kriegsknecht - to alto voice in the St John 
Passion (as in Rollig’s St Mark Passion), a much older tradition established in the 11th 
century and which had fallen into disuse during the 17th century has been revived, thereby
51 Further comment is made on Fasch’s orchestration in the context of his general style in section 8.2.4 
below
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making the Zerbst Passions unique in the 18th century/2 Whether this was for aesthetic 
reasons, or simply because the court by this time had a particlurly fine alto soloist can only be 
conjectured.
Dramatic recitative of the Rollig St Matthew Passion-type or accompanied recitative of the 
Bach oratorio Passion-type is non-existent in this work (although, admittedly, two obvious 
opportunities for dramatic settings, Peter’s remorse, and the rending of the curtain, earthquake 
and opening of tombs upon Christ’s death, are absent in St John’s account of the Passion 
story) and Fasch also shuns large-scale set-piece turba choruses. What is notable is Fasch’s 
consistency in his setting of the Gospel text: the greater part of the narration, sung by the 
Evangelist and the minor characters, is set in recitativo secco, accompanied by short string 
chords and continuo, whilst the words of Jesus are exclusively accompanied by sustained 
string chords, the ‘halo of strings’ . Arioso sections are rare and are reserved for the points 
in the recitative where Jesus or the Evangelist quotes the scriptures (J6 - John 18:18; J43 - 
John 19: 24; J53 - John 19: 36-37) or when the Evangelist quotes the words of Jesus (J15 - 
John 18: 9), and are the only sections where the solo voice is supported solely by the basso 
continuo. Examples of the secco string chords, that unrelievedly make up the vast bulk of 
the recitative writing in this Passion, can be found in many Fasch cantatas of the 1730-35 
period, although in these shorter works the style is used far more sparingly than sustained 
string chords.53 The extract from J15 below (Ex.8.11)54 gives an example of each style of 
recitative Fasch employs in this work:55
52 See section 1.4.1. Possibly the influence of opera on 18th-century church composers in general 
encouraged more realism in the casting of the voices in the oratorio Passion.
53 Examples of the secco rectitative, set with string chords, can be found in Bewahre deinen Fuji, FWD D:
B1 (cl735); Die Starken bediirfen des Arztes nicht, FWV D: D6 (alter 1730); Gott, wir warten deiner Giite, 
FWV D:G10 (cl730); In der Welt habt ihr Angst, FWV D: 18 (cl730); Niemand kennet den Sohn, FWV 
D: N2 (cl730); Selig Sind, FWV D: S5 (cl740).
54 Translation - ex 8.1 la: ‘Jesus therefore, knowing all things that should come upon him, went forth, and 
said unto them, Whom seek ye? They answered him Jesus of Nazareth’ - ex 8. lib  ‘I have told you that I 
am he: if therefore ye seek me, let these go their way: That the saying might be fulfilled which he spake, 
Of none which thou gavest me have I lost none.’
55 Evangelist orchestral secco: Ex.8.12a bars 1-4.
Christ’s ‘halo of strings’ : Ex 8 .12b bars 1-4.
Continuo arioso: Ex 8 .12b, bars 6-7.
Turba chorus: Ex 8.12. a, bar 7.
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Musical Example 8.11 St John Passion: recitative (J15)
Example 8,12a (St John t8:4-5)
Example 812b (St John 18:8-9)
Ev.
Arioso
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8 . 3 . 3 . 2  Turbae
Ranging in length from just one bar (for the first statement of ‘Jesum von Nazareth - see ex
8.1 la) to six bars, (the majority being just four bars in length), the 13 short turba choruses 
are most conservative and uncharacteristic for a work of this period - reflecting a style more 
prevalent in the works of the latter part of the 17th century than that commonly found in the 
post-1725 oratorio Passion.56 There is none of the drama that characterises the turbae of 
J.S. Bach nor the operatically-inspired style of Telemann; instead, the simpler St John 
Passion turbae are written in strict chordal style in word rhythm. With little or no textual 
repetition - only in two is there actual repetition of text - the musical flow between the 
recitative and the ensemble outbursts is maintained. ( The words ‘Jesum von Nazareth’ are 
repeated for the second statement and in ‘ Sei gegriisset’ - see example 8; 12) In all the 
choruses the wind instruments play collaparte with the voices (2nd oboe with the altos). In 
two, the strings also double the voices whilst in all the others they play repeated semiquavers 
(as in ex 8.1 la), broken chord or arpeggio patterns.
Musical Example 8.12: St John Passion: Turba ‘Sei gegriisset’
Sop.Alto
Tenor
Bass
Ju-den Ko-nig
J
V
I n s t r u m e n t s  c o l l a  p a r t e
lie - ber
There is no equivalent of the brief turba choruses in any other type of vocal music. Only in 
opera might one find similar passages but since no examples of Fasch’s operatic writing 
survive, there is no possibility of comparison with similar authenticated passages. Without 
further evidence, it is difficult to determine whether these passages are newly composed or are
58 See comments on the setting of the turbae in 1.4.1.2., in the two Case Studies (in 1.6.3.2 and I.6.4.2.) 
and in section 9.9.2.
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derived from an earlier work, but the simplicity of the turbae suggest that the latter might be 
the case. In Chapter 4, it has been demonstrated that Fasch is the likely composer of the first 
St John Passion performed in the cycle at Zerbst. If, indeed, Fasch did include the original 
recitative from this earliest version, which would also help to explain the archaic style of the 
turba choruses in Ach! Wir armen Sunder, then this would have implications on the 
harmonic structure of the work as a whole. To support this hypothesis, an examination in 
Chapter 4 of the relationship of the three structural plans of the St John Passion performed in 
Zerbst: a) 1723-38, b) 1743 and c) 1752-1760 demonstrated that the structural breaks are 
maintained in each of the three version (unlike settings of other Passions). Not only are the 
verse breaks the same, but also the tonal plan of Ach! Wir armen Sunder echoes the four- 
Part division of the 1723 Passion (indicated in Table 8.7) and thus it is quite possible that the 
recitative was adapted for the later work.
T ab le  8.7: M acro -d iv isio n  o f  th e  S t Jo h n  Passions
key structure
1723 1752-1760 of 1752 St John
recitative
Part 1 Part I Dm-D
Part II Part II C-F
Part III Part ill G-
Part IV
Part V - Gm
Part IV Part V! Gm -
Part VII - Gm
8 .2 .4  T he  texts an d  m usic o f  th e  A ria  m ovem ents
The librettist has, apparently, not attempted to explore the theological aspects of the text of St 
John, which modem scholars would recognise as the special Johannine characteristics of this 
gospel. This is due in part to the limitations imposed by the fragmented performances of the 
Passion cycle in Zerbst and the attempt to make the narrative of St John’s account nearer in 
style to the synoptic gospels by the inclusion of the text from Chapter 13. The probability that
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the author was not the composer also has a bearing upon this 57
In the sometimes colourful pietist-inspired texts of Ach! Wir armen Sunder are echoes of 
images made popular by Postel and Brockes.58 Phrases such as ‘Dein Hertz, noch harter als 
ein Stein, triebt dich, voll Gift und Galle fort,’ ( ‘Your heart, harder than stone, drives you 
on, filled with bile and gall to fulfil your evil aim’) (J7), and ‘So kriimme dich, du Wurm und 
Made,’ ( ‘ then cringe, you worm and maggot’) (J22) and ‘ Ist’s mir erlaubt, daB ich in deinem 
Blute bade?’ ( ‘Am I permitted to bathe in your blood?’) (J34) would not be out of place in a 
libretto written in the first two decades of the century. Generally, however, the language is 
more subdued, i.e. more ‘modem’ , with an accent on the example of Christ that the listener 
should follow. The theme of ‘ love’ also recurs in several texts: ‘Du Bild der Demut und der 
Liebe, laB mich abbilden deinen Sinn’ ( ‘You, the image of humility and love, let me reflect 
Your nature’ - J5), and ‘Die Liebe bleibt der Christen-Probe, des wahren Glaubens 
Priifestein’ ( ‘Love is forever the Christian gauge the touchstone of true faith’) and ‘Wer 
seinen Stand recht will siegeln, muB sich in Christi Bilde spiegeln’ ( ‘He who would set the 
seal on his stature must mirror himself on Christ’ - both from J12). Mention has already been 
made above of the rather up-beat final chorus and the Schlufichoral which contains 
sentiments of release and salvation more normally associated with Easter Day.
Though no commentators are named, sentiments of ‘anguish’ , ‘ sorrow draws forth tears’ 
and ‘unspeakable pain’ in the soprano aria ‘Konnten die gesalz’nen Quellen’ (J38) as well as 
those in the soprano aria ‘An den blut’gen Kreutzes Stamme’ (J42) would normally be those 
assigned to Tochter Zion. Characterization of the other voices is apparent; the tenor is mostly 
associated with ‘jurioso ’ arias (J 7, J19 and J28) whilst the alto arias again contain 
sentiments not far removed from those normally associated with Tochter Zion or Glaubige
57 Bach was unusual for his knowledge of the Bible and his deep understanding of theological issues. It is 
likely that he constructed the libretto of his St John Passion himself, using and adapting previously 
existing material. Thus, the musical aspects could evolve alongside the theological and structural ones. 
The end result is a work of great dramatic quality as well being rich in symbolism on many levels of the 
composition (and, as is so often the case with Bach, not all apparent upon listening to the music). See 
Chafe (1989a) pp.75-111, and (1989b) pp.307ff.
58 Although it is suggested above that the text of the St Luke Passion has a greater proportion of post- 
Pietist texts, despite the fact that the St Luke Passion is the earlier work, this inference is only due to the 
far greater amount of lyrical text in the later work which provides a larger sample. It should be noted that 
two of the four lyrical movemenmts in the St Luke Passion are also included in the libretto of the St John 
Passion.
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Seele .
The librettist has favoured longer verses in this work, in contrast to the contemporary St Mark 
Passion, a pattern graphically displayed in Tables 8.18a and 8.8b below.
T ab le  8.8a
T ex t S tru c tu re s  in  the  Z erb s t o ra to rio  Passions
Rhyme schemes St Luke St John St Mark
4 lines ab.ab M32
5 lines ab.aab J28 M3
L14* J58 * (chorus) M37
abbaa M21
6 lines aab.aab L7
aab.ccb M7
M12
M28
ab.aaab M14
ab.aaba M39
aba.bcc J30
a b.abaa# J5
ab.bbab M24
ab.ccab M35
7 lines abb.ccab J48
ab.cca.dd J7
xa.bbacc J12
8 lines ab.aaxcc J22
ab.abacca L11* J42*
aab.aabab J14 (Chorus)
aab.ccbdd J34
xaa.bbcca L3
9 lines aa.bbcbbbc J54
abb.accaab J38
15 lines aabbaabbcddcexe J19
# see text for explanation x = non-rhyming line
*same movement
T ab le  8 .8b  
N u m b er o f lines in v erses o f a r ia s  an d  cho ruses
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 5
St Luke - 1 1 - 2 _
St John - 2 2 3 4 2 1
St Mark 1 3 7 - - -
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The longest text, for the tenor aria, ‘Verblendeter! die Wahrheit’ (J19) is set in a unitary 
structure 59 fact, the movement is described not as an aria but as a ‘Cavata’ in the oboe 
and SAB vocal parts (where the movement was originally marked tacet) 60 The significance 
of this description is the short quotation of St Matthew’s Gospel which is included in the text: 
‘His blood be upon us, and on our children’ (St Matthew 27:25) - the last turba statement 
of the crowd before Christ is led away to be crucified. Originally set for the solo tenor voice, 
the parts have been subsequently modified for the SATB chorus to sing these words which is 
now no longer strictly a turba outburst but a corporate statement sung by the commentators. 
Following the arrest of Jesus, the sentiments are of a ‘rage’ aria and the music features almost 
continuous dramatic dotted rhythms and the falling motif (see example 8.18b) which 
punctuates each phrase of the text.
By far the majority of the aria movements in the St John Passion are in da capo or abridged da 
capo form, while four arias are in non-returning forms (see Table 8.15 at the end of the 
chapter). Both lyrical choruses also employ dacapo structures. There are no examples of 
duet or other ensemble arias in either of these two works, nor of changes of metre in the 
course of the music, notable features of the early Classical style to be found in the oratorios 
by C.H. Graun, Agricola, A.C. Kunzen, J.E. Bach and C.P.E. Bach composed after 1755.
It is, perhaps, not surprising that the four non -dacapo structures adopted are for settings of 
longer verses, and in particular, the 15-line aria ‘Verblendeter! die Wahrheit kennst du nicht’ 
(J19).
In each of the arias in standard dacapo (type ‘A l ’) form (J22,28,42, and 54) whatever the 
length of the verse, the first two lines are set in both SI and S2, and the rest of the verse in
S3. Fasch’s tonal structure is also formulaic: S1 invariably modulates to the dominant in 
major keys and the relative major in minor keys. The tonal plans of the B sections are also 
conservative.
59 The text and translation quoted below in the section discussing the structure of the movement (see section 
8.2.4).
6° The most appropriate definition of cavata is ‘an inscription or an epigram concisely expressing an 
important thought.’ The Harvard Dictionary of Music, ed Willi Apel (1970).
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T ab le  8.9 - K ey schem es o f  B sections o f S t Jo h n  Passion  da capo a rias
m o v e m e n t. k e y S 3
Major keys: 22. D v i-V
28. G v i-V
Minor keys: 38. Gm i
48. Dm iv - v
54. Gm i - v
Of the three arias which adopt non-standard da capo form, three (J5, J38 and J34) adopt the 
abridged structure Type ‘B ’ where the Fine mark occurs at the end of the opening ritomello. 
The structure of J5 is undoubtedly determined by the libretto, in which the first line of the 
text, ‘Du Bild der Demut und der Liebe’ , is repeated as line 6. Faseh avoids setting line 6 by
dividing the ‘B ’ section into two sections (S31, S32) and saves line 6, which recapitulates the
music of SI, to the very end. In effect, the dacapo is partly written out:
T ab le  8.10 - S tru c tu re  o f A ria  No.5 ‘D u Bild d e r  D em ut u n d  d e r  L ieb e’
Lines o f text
1- 171 Rl Gm
Fine
172 - 221 s u Gm-D 1-2
221 - 251 D-Gm
252 - 381 s u Gm-Bb 1-2
382 - 441 R2 Bb-Gm
442 - 561 S2 Gm 1-2
562 - 671 R3 Gm
671 - 78 S31 Gm 3-5
79-91 S32 Gm 6 (+5)
The metrical structure of J34 is unusual; two short lines inserted among 6 longer ones. The 
verse falls into three distinct phrases. The first sentence, consisting of the first three lines, is 
sung in each of S1 and S2. The music then concentrates on the final clause. Lines 4-8 are 
sung once in bars 64-80, then the text of the last two lines is repeated several times in the next 
14 bars - there is no repetition of the second sentence.
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Mitt Spott gekronter Lebensftirst, 
wie herzlich durst’
mi ch. Herr, nach deiner teurer Gnade! 
Die Domen ritzen dir das Haupt:
Ist’s mir erlaubt,
dafi ich in deinem Blute bade?
So waschet dieser PurpurfluB 
mich rein auf meinen TranenguB.
Prince of Life, now crowned with scorn 
How heartily, Lord, I long
for your beloved grace!
Thoms lacerate Your head: 
am I permitted 
to bathe in your Blood?
For that crimson stream
will wash away my flood of tears.
S3 moves immediately to the relative major followed by a return to D minor (bar 75) and a 
cadence in A (bar 84) before the music returns to the tonic minor key in readiness for the da 
capo statement of Rl.
Four arias adopt non-repeating forms: J7, 12, 19 and 30. Alto aria J30, ‘O Unbeflecktes 
Gottes Lamm! ’ , adopts the simplest structure o f the four: the two-sentence structure of this 6- 
line verse has been set in a simple binary form with a prologue, epilogue and a lengthy medial 
ritomello.
T ab le  8.11 - S tru c tu re  o f  a lto  a r ia  ‘O  U nbefleck tes G ottes L am m !7 (J30)
Bar no. Section K e y Text 61
1-16 Ritomello 1 D
26-45 Solo 1 D-A
26-24 O Unbeflecktes Gottes Lamm!
25-38 Die Blut der alten Schlange zischet,
39-42 und fordert dich ans Creutzes Stamm.
42-55 Ritomello 2 A
55-72 Solo 2 A-D
55-60 Ihr Geiser sich mit Blutdurst mischet:
60-65 Ist diB der Danck fur Treue,
65-80 schweigt, Morder! denn es folgt die Reue.
81-92 Ritomello 3 D
The musical structure of J7, tenor aria ‘O Juda! bist du so verstocket’ , reflects that of the text 
and the need for the continuity provided by the negative response at the beginning of line 4. 
Thus, though not in strict binary structure, the aria does fall into two major sections defined 
by both text and key, with three solo vocal sections indicated below by A B B ':
61 Translation: ‘O spotless Lamb of God! The ancient serpent’s blood is hissing, driving You on towards 
the Cross. Its lash is tinged with blood-lust: if this be thanks for faithfulness, hush, murderer! Remorse 
must ensue. ’
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T ab le  8.12 S tru c tu re  o f te n o r  a r ia  ‘O  Juda! b is t du  so verstocket* (J7)
Bar no. Section K ey Text 62
1-171 Rl Eb
A 17-22 Solo 1 Eb- O Juda! bist du so verstocket?
23-32 Eb-Bb da Jesu holdes Wamungs=Wort
32-34 Bb dich noch zur Reu und Busse locket?
B 35-53 Solo 2 Bb-Cm Nein, nein!
Dein Hertz, noch harter
als ein Stein,triebt dich, voll Gift und Galle,
fort den bosen Vorsatz zu vollbringen,
und in der Holle Pfuhl zu dringen.
53-56 R2 Cm
B ' 56-75 Solo 3 ' Cm-Eb Dein Hertz,... zu dringen.
75-84 R3 Eb
Each line of the first sentence is set in turn in successive musical phrases. The second line, 
built on a modulating sequence via C minor to Bb, features a warning call in the music which 
is echoed by the orchestra alone. The third line of text is not repeated. There is no orchestral 
ritomello between sections at bar 35, instead the vocal phrase enters immediately with ‘Nein, 
nein! ’ Although the musical ideas are common to B and B', the text is set slightly differently 
in each. In B, lines 4-6 are repeated and line 7 is heard only once, whilst in B', the reverse is 
true; lines 4-6 are stated only once whilst the setting of line 7 takes up half the music of the 
section.
Again in J12, alto aria ‘ Die Liebe bleibt der Christen=Probe’ the libretto has influenced the 
musical structure.63 The three sentences are set in three distinct solo vocal phrases, separated 
by ritomelli. Thus, instead of a typical da capo structure, where normally there is a repetition 
of the first sentence in the recapitulation of A, the third sentence of the verse is set in a written- 
out da capo section with variation. (The modulation to the dominant in bars 3S45 is 
recomposed in bars 91-97 to remain in the tonic key.)
62 Translation: ‘O Juda! you are so stubborn, when Jesus’ gentle word of warning yet bids you repent and 
atone? No, no! Your heart, harder than a stone, drives you on, filled with bile and gall, to fulfill your evil 
aim and rush into the sink of Hell.’
83 Translation: ‘Love is forever the Chistian gauge, the touchstone of true faith. Whoever seeks to oppress 
others, or lives in envy, hatred, wrath and falsehood, cannot be Jesus’ disciple. He who would set the seal 
on his stature must mirror himself on Christ.’
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T ab le  8.13 - S tru c tu re  o f ‘D ie L iebe  b le ib t d e r  C h ris te n = P ro b e ’ (J12)
Bar no. Section K ey Text
1-25 Ritomello 1 C
A 26-45 Solo 1 C-G Die Liebe bleibt der Christen=Probe 
des wahren Glaubens Priife=Stein.
45-57 Ritomello 2 G
B 58-72 Solo 2 G Wer andere zu driicken strebet,
in Neid, HaB, Grimm, und Falschheit lebet,
der kann nicht Jesu Jtinser sevn.
72-74 Ritomello 3 G
B ' 75-97 Solo 3' C Der seinen Stand recht will versiegeln,
muB sich in Christi Bilde spiegeln.
97-114 Ritomello 4 C
With 15 lines, the tenor aria‘ Verblendeter! die Wahrheit kennst du nicht’ (J19), presented 
the composer with the greatest challenge.64 Marked Grave e spiritoso, the unitary structure 
of this unusual verse is unified by the dotted rhythms which pervade the music and by the 
falling unison string passages, first heard in bar 3, which punctuate the music of the rest of the 
movement like a refrain (see musical example 8.18b below) though there is neither a 
ritomello structure nor strict thematic repetition, the music being extended by continual 
thematic development. Essentially a dramatic aria for solo tenor and strings, the music falls 
into five sections with an added short choral section in bars 35-37 on the words ‘Sein Blut 
komm liber uns und liber unser Kinder!’ The opening ‘ ritomello’ is interrupted by the solo 
voice after three bars. In fact, the first two-line sentence (A) can be viewed as the ‘ ritomello’ 
which cadences twice in the tonic, the second repeated in the orchestra by way of 
reinforcement. The music of the second vocal phrase (B) then takes on the mantle of the 
principal vocal theme with a more regular two-bar phrase structure. This section modulates to 
the mediant minor. The following sentence (C) features pauses and fast scalic passagework in 
the strings for the words ‘ verwegene Hand’ (‘ audacious hand’). The climax of the 
movement is the cavata in section D. The decision to set this phrase chorally was clearly an 
afterthought.65 Commencing with sustained notes in a piano dynamic, in three and a half 
bars the music quickly builds in intensity. The strings move from single- to double-dotted
84 The text and placement of this aria has been commented on above.
85 There is reason to suggest that this was made in time for the first performance since, athough an addendum 
has been made in the oboe, soprano, aito and bass parts (which would otherwise have been facet) at the 
top or foot of the appropriate page by Fasch himself, the tenor part has been altered by the copyist of the 
parts. For the first two beats he has written over the notes, for the next line he has pasted over the stave 
the new version without covering the original words. Evidently, the tenor originally sang the melody 
line which was altered to the tenor (viola) line for the choral version of these bars.
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figures and the final bar rises chromatically from an F major chord to arrive on an A major 
chord for the dramatic outburst from the choir, supported by oboes, for the words ‘ Sein Blut 
komm’ liber uns und iiber unsre Kinder!* Section D ends with a firm cadence in D major. 
The final section falls into two passages articulated by one bar of the unison string motif (bar 
51) that punctuates the movement.
T ab le  8.14 - S tru c tu re  o ften o r a r i a ‘V erb len d e te r!  d ie  W a h rh e it’ (N o . 19)
Bar Section Text
no.
1 -3 Three -bar instrumental introduction
4-12 A Verblendeter! die Wahrheit kennst du nicht
die die verkehrte Zunge spricht.66
13-14 Two-bar ‘ritomello *
15-201 B Ja, sollte nicht das ganze Volk verderben,
so muBte Jesus sterben:
202-212 One-bar *;ritomello ’
2P-291 C Du aber, ach! was has du angericht’t,
da die verwegne Hand da den Urtheilsstab leichtsinnig bricht 
die Unschuld zu verdammen?
292-302 One-bar ‘ritomello ’
303-373 D Du, und dein Volk ihr stimmet zwar zusammen,
daB eurer Mund den Ausspruch tut 
Cavata: sein Blut komm * iiber uns und iiber unsre Kinder!
38-401 Two-bar‘ritomello'
402~60 E * Allein, verruchte Siinder!
Was folget eurer blinden Mut?
Der Fluch, der euch noch diese Stunde driicket, 
ach, eilet, da es Zeit und kiiBt den Sohn 
der euch mit Segen schmticket.
60-62 Three-bar epilogue
8 .2 .5  C horuses  w ith  ly r ic a l tex ts
From the evidence of the two surviving sources in Oranienbaum, it would appear that Fasch 
did not favour opening choruses to his Passions settings. A possible reason for this may well 
lie in the format of the Passion services in Zerbst itself where the first Part was performed 
several days earlier than the closing section. Thus the characteristic framing associated with
88 Translation: ‘Deluded one! you see not the truth which your perverse tongue speaks. Yes, lest all the 
people perish, Jesus had to die. Ah, but you! what have you set afoot, as your audacious hand recklessly 
breaks the judgement-staff condemning innocence? You and your people, you are indeed united, 
pronouncing with your lips: (cavata) His blood be upon us, and on our children. Only, infamous 
sinners, what follows your blind rage? That curse, which still this hour oppresses you. Oh haste, while 
there is time! and kiss the Son who covers you with blessings.’
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the Bach Passion works which were performed in a single service would not be as apparent in 
the drawn-out, multi-Part Zerbst performances. Instead, each Part is similar in structure to a 
rather extended feast-day cantata that might be performed in the SchloBkirche. One of the two 
choruses with lyrical texts in Ach! Wir armen Siinder, the Schlufichor, ‘Warest du, o Held 
gestorben?’ is common to both surviving Oranienbaum scores (and has already been 
discussed above). The only difference between the two version is the orchestration: the vocal 
and string parts are identical but added to the later version are a pair of horns, pairs of oboes 
and flutes, and a bassoon.67
The other chorus, J14: ‘Von des Teufels Macht und Ketten’ , occurs in Part II, which was 
performed at the Vespers service on the Sunday before Easter. The text of the chorus is rich in 
imagery. Immediately preceded by the gospel text which contains Jesus’ statement, ‘Where 
I am going you cannot follow’ , the foretelling of Peter’s denials and the journey across the 
Valley of Kidron to the Garden of Gesthemane, the text picks out several key words. The 
environs of the Garden is suggested by the references to pasture and roses- the prickle of 
roses also picks out the later reference to (the crown of) thorns which is also an allegory of the 
‘ original sin’ - whilst the movement to the Garden of Gesthemane (the allegorical Garden of 
Eden) where Jesus is to be arrested is picked up in the words ‘ Wandelt er zu seinem Leiden’ .
Cast in standard dacapo aria form, the choral parts are entirely homophonic. For contrast, 
the B section features two passages of solo writing. In the first, the soprano and alto sing in 
sixths. After a tutti, the tenors and basses sing a passage in thirds. This develops into the only 
contrapuntal vocal writing in the entire work, an imitative falling sequence between the tenor 
and alto for three bars leading to the final tutti passage before the dacapo. It is in this last solo 
section that the pair of bassoons doubles the vocal parts, first the soli tenor and bass and then
Von des Teufels Macht und Ketten 
uns’re Seelen zu erretten, 
gehet Jesus in den Tod.
Unter Rosen uns zu weiden, 
wandelt er zu seinem Leiden, 
daB ihm nichts als Domen droht, 
daB er btiBe Edens schwere
To release our soul
from the devil’s chains and power,
Jesus enters into death
That we may pasture amid roses,
He goes towards His Passion,
which offers naught but thorns,
in order to atone for Eden’s
Schuld und Noth. heavy plight and debt.
87 See discussion of the use of orchestra below.
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the tenor and alto soli. After seven bars the two bassoon parts are again unison for the entry 
of the tutti voices.
M usical E xam p le  8.13 St John Passion: chorus (bars 61-70)
et simile
(Translation: ‘ ...as threatening thorns, and we hurry his feet in the Garden....’)
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8 . 2 . 6  S ty listic  c h a ra c te r is tic s  o f  the  ly rica l m ovem ents
So far in this study of the St John Passion we have examined only aspects of text and 
structure of the aria movements. This section aims to highlight important features of both the 
style in general and specific examples of the composer’ s musical vocabulary.68
Although at first glance one is struck by the apparent homogeneity of Fasch’s style as 
displayed in this work, closer inspection reveals that there is a subtle variety of style and 
approach in the lyrical movements (although not to the same extent as in the music of the 
Rollig Passions, discussed in Chapters 7 and 9). Some of this variety might be explained by 
the suggestion that the St John Passion is a composite work consisting of music borrowed 
from contemporary and older works, together with newly composed material, which might 
explain the presence of what might be described as ‘ conservative’ and ‘progressive’ features 
existing side-by-side in the music.69 Although such a mix might be found in the writing of a 
composer of any period, in the music of one who was working in a period in which profound 
changes in musical style were being developed, this becomes a far more significant point. In 
this context ‘conservative’ features are those which are firmly placed in baroque practice, 
whilst ‘progressive’ ones point to the establishment of what can be termed an early classical 
style. Several of these are highlighted in the discussion below.
The homogeneity of the music in these two works can be attributed to a great extent to the 
consistent approach to instrumentation and in particular the maintenance of the complete string 
section throughout both Passions (which can be viewed as a ‘progressive’ feature of Fasch’s 
style) and the abandonment of ‘ continuo arias’ and the ‘mixed bag’ of obbligato 
instruments, often different for each aria, that earlier composers such as Bach might use to 
accompany a solo voice. Fasch’s approach to orchestration in the St Luke and St John 
Passions displays a clear progression from that found in earlier work of the 1720s (c.f. 
Chapter 6). The second violin part is not truly independent of the first: in ritornelli, the violin 
1 and 2 play in unison whilst in vocal passages, they often separate. Where the two parts are 
not in unison, the second is often rhythmically identical in harmonising thirds or sixths with
88 In drawing together several threads from the description above, there is some unavoidable repetition.
89 Two lyrical movements are from the St Luke Passion, an earlier work and a third from a contemporary 
cantata. To what extent other movements are also taken from earlier works is unknown.
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the upper part, or allied to the viola part 70 This being so, there are also isolated examples of 
greater richness in the string texture. In the bass aria4 O unbeflecktes Gotteslamm! ’ (J30) 
(Ex.8.14) there are parallel chords where the viola joins the upper strings.
M usical E xam ple 8.14 St John Passion: aria4 O Unbefleches Gotteslamm!’ (bars 4-8)
(Poco Andante)
In the two Passions discussed above, as with works of other genres, Fasch has not yet broken 
away from the baroque principle of collaparte writing where woodwind instruments (and, to 
a lesser extent, the brass parts) double string parts and choral voices. Instrumental parts are 
still largely interchangeable.71 In the choral movements of Ja deine Siind and Ach! Wir 
armen Sunder the flutes, oboes and horns double the soprano and alto parts, the bassoons 
the bass vocal part while the violas support the tenor. In the arias of the St Luke Passion and 
three of the St John Passion arias (J22, J34 and J48), the oboe is a tutti instrument which 
normally rests in the solo passages. As a general rule, to achieve timbral contrast, Fasch 
reduces the instrumentation in the B section of da capo arias, though he never reduces to
70 See Carse (1964) pp. 144-145. Carse suggests that the extensive three-part texture of the string writing 
where the violin parts are unison whilst the violas are firmly allied to the bass part is an aspect of the 
‘older style’ of orchestration which ‘persists’ and is even ‘accentuated’ in the scores of the transitional 
composers.
71 In the orchestral suites it has been noted that Fasch’s orchestration clearly lies within the Baroque colla 
parte practice. The wind and brass double the string parts rather than simply outlining or sustaining 
harmonies and are neither generally treated as soloists nor display virtuosic characteristics. See Platt (1989) 
p. 65. This characteristic has also been noted in the Vespers music where the oboes double the first 
violins (in unison), or choral soprano and alto parts (divisi) almost without relief. See Stevens
(1981) p.61.
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basso continuo accompaniment only for any lengthy passages as he often did in the cantatas 
composed in the 1720s. Invariably, the instruments that become silent in B sections are the 
oboes while flutes, if present, normally continue.72 A similar situation exists in the non-da 
capo forms. In both J5 and J7, oboes play either doubling or imitative phrases with the 
vocal part and double violins in orchestra-only bars in the first vocal passage whilst in the 
latter half of the aria they are silent in vocal passages.
In two arias Fasch adopts a different procedure. In the dal segno soprano aria for two unison 
flutes and strings, ‘Konnten die gesalz’nen Quellen’ (J38) the flute parts double the violins at 
pitch in each of the section A ritomelli and the voice at the higher octave throughout the two 
vocal phrases SI and S2 (vide the added oboe part to L ll).
Flowever, underlining the later gestation of the St John Passion, more variety of approach 
and a less rigid application of the collaparte orchestration is evident. Mention has been made 
above of the ‘ simplification’ of the string writing in the oboe parts (often substituting 
syncopated rhythmic figures for the fast repeated note or cross-string arpeggio patterns) which 
is prevalent in Fasch’s cantata works. Signs that Fasch was beginning to embrace some of 
the innovations of the new early classical style can be seen in the use of the wind instruments. 
Mention has been made above of the use of homs in the Schlufichor. Another example of 
wind instruments being employed to sustain harmonies can be found in J54 (example 
8.15):73
72 in the five examples of strict dacapo form in Ach! Wir armen Siinder, in J42 the oboes are silent in all 
vocal sections; the oboes are silent in the B section of J28 and J54, as are the flutes in J38. In J48 oboes 
and obbligato bassoon rest in B section (though flutes continue and bassoon joins bass clef) whilst in J22 
the oboes play only in orchestral ritornelli plus two bars in B section. In her discussion of the Berlin 
Cantatas, Barbara Reul points out that Fasch assigns the colla parte instrument, principally the flute, 
to only the A section. (Letter to author dated 20.11.96.)
73 (Translation of example 8.15:... but see the out come of your sacrilege:’)
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M usica l E xam ple  8.15 St John Passion: aria‘VergieBt, Verwerft (bars 48-53)
Despite the few isolated examples of the composer’ s willingness to experiment with a 
harmonic role for wind instruments and the abandonment in short passages of the bass line,74 
the use of the basso continuo is fundamental to Fasch’s style. This is no more clearly 
indicated by the reduction of the accompaniment to only the basso continuo at major cadential 
phrases, a stylistic feature common to all but one of the aria movements of the St John Passion 
and one of the choruses (J 14, bars 37-39). Since the feature also occurs in two of the three 
St Luke Passion arias and in four of the arias of Mich vom Stricke meine Siinden and can be 
observed in a number of other cantatas, it is clearly a characteristic of Fasch’s style.75
74 cf Alto aria ‘Mit Spott gekronter Lebensfiirst’ (J34) - bars 24-26, 88-9 and 76-8 and 84-88; and alto aria 
‘Die Liebe bleibt der Christenprobe’ (J12) - bars 88-91.
75 To be found at the cadence at the end of the vocal part in the A section of Nos 8, 19 and 26 of Mich 
vom Stricke meine Siinden. (No. 12 is a continuo aria anyway). There is a similar reduction in L3 (Bass 
Aria ‘Mit Jesu iibemehm ich alles’) and LI 1 (Soprano Aria ‘An den blut'gen Kreutzes Stamme’) of the the 
St Luke Passion. There is no reduction from full instrumental accompaniment in J7 of Ach! Wir armen 
Siinder. In other cantatas, the feature can be observed in both aria movements of In der Welt habtihr 
Angst (cl730), Nietnand kennet den Sohn (ci730), Bewahre deinen Fufi (cl735), Selig sind (cl740) and 
the second aria of Die Starken bediirfen des Arztes nicht (cl730). Significantly there is only one 
instance of this feature in the arias of Die betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith (in movement 24, 
the tenor aria Dich, Petrus, wekt der muntre Hahn) which is contemporary with the St John Passion. (See 
Chapter 9.)
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In the construction of ritomelli Fasch adopts linear development of a opening motif extended 
by repetition and sequences accompanied by the even tread of a walking bass line. In the 
example below, the texture is enriched by the obbligato bassoon in the tenor clef added by 
Fasch as an afterthought. (Bassoon 2 plays the orchestral bass line)
M usical E xam ple 8.16 St John Passion: aria ‘Mein’ RuhebluhtimTode’ (bars 1-4)
Poco Andante
Fasch follows the example of Telemann in other movements with a kind of adapted linear 
development of the thematic material. In J5 (see Ex.8.17a), Corellian concerto grosso -style 
alternation between the oboes and strings commences and the ritomello then proceeds 
developing several motifs using repetition and alternation (but no sequential development).
In other movements, the greater part of the ritomello material consists of a sequence of two- 
bar units from the opening whilst others (J22, J30, J34 and J38 ) are a combination of these 
two processes, with two-bar structure breaking down after 6-8 bars and linear development 
then taking over. In J54 the two-bar antecedent is followed by a series of clearly articulated
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two-bar phrases demonstrated in example 8.17b below. Though well-defined in the opening 
ritomelli this periodicity is not maintained strictly in subsequent instrumental sections or 
through the vocal sections.76 (See also L7 (Ex 8.3) - for another example of the same 
structure)
M u sica l E xam ple  8.17
Example 8.17a: St John Passion, J5 *Du bilt der Demut und der Liebe’ (bars 1-17)
Ob
Oboe/Violin I
P
76 A similar procedure can be found in the opening ritomello the 1st movement of J.S.Bach’s Brandenburg 
Concerto No. 2. The two-bar periodicity breaks down in the first solo section.
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‘ In general, the music of the pre-classical period shows a marked reduction in the rate of 
harmonic change; in other words the harmonic rhythm became slower.’77 One manifestation 
of this was the move from the even tread of the ‘walking bass’ apparent in Ex 8.16a above to 
one with repeated notes with less frequent changes of harmony. The two-bar periodicity on 
J12 is allied to a slower harmonic pulse. Allied to a slower harmonic pulse is repetition.
It would appear that Fasch’s use of harmony in Ach! Wir armen Sunder is comparable to 
other works known to be from the period cl750. Describing the composer’s approach to 
harmony in the Berlin cantatas, Barbara Reul states that ‘ in general, Fasch very rarely 
ventures outside of the secondary dominant realm; Neapolitan or augmented-sixth chords tend 
to be reserved for word painting’ but also points out that more chromaticism can be found in 
the two 1753 cantatas than in the earlier works of the Berlin collection.78 An examination
of the arias of Ach! Wir armen Sunder shows that this statement also holds true in this 
work 79 though a pattern does appear - chromatic harmony is generally restricted to the B 
sections of da capo arias or to the second half of those in unitary forms. Thus, the richer 
harmony is generally linked to the second statement (or second clause) in the text and, in the 
case of unitary-form movements, provides a kind of ‘harmonic crescendo’ , a building of 
tension as the movement progresses.
It is perhaps worth pointing out a few of the occasions when when Fasch uses a bolder hand. 
In each, the use of the augmented or Neapolitan 6th is to stress important words in the text 
(and, significantly, in nearly every case, as part of an approach to a cadence). In the first 
instance (Example 8.18a : J5, bars 81- 82) a diminished 7th and then a ‘German 6th’ are used 
to set the word ‘ todte’ (quell). In example 8.19b (J19, bars 27 -31), an ‘Italian 6th’ stresses 
the meaning of ‘ zu verdammen’ (condemn). The third example (J28, bars 86-100) gives an 
indication not only of instances of Fasch’s use of a ‘French’ and ‘Neapolitan 6th’ , but also a 
clear example of the extent of Fasch’s use of dissonance. His effective use of dynamics in 
this third example also highlights the anguish attached to the word ‘bloB’ and the dissonance
7 7  Sheldon (1968) p. 72.
78 Letter to author, 20.11.96.
79  Though Barbara Reui’s statement may well be true, generally in music of the 18th century diminished 
chords may appear anywhere in a phrase whilst chords of the augmented 6th, and especially Neapolitan 
6ths, are generally most commonly employed as an approach to a cadence.
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created by suspension to underline ‘has decided so’ ( ‘bechloGen hat’) in bars 93-96. Note 
also the unexpected shift to a minor chord in bar 92 after the first outburst.80
M u sica l E xam p le  8.18
Example 8.18a: St John Passion AriaJ5 ‘Du Bild der Demut und der Liebe’ (bars 79-85)
Example 8.18b: St John Passion Aria J19 ‘Verblendeter! die Wahrheit’ (bars 27-30)
(Grave e spiritoso)
Translation: J19: ‘ [...da die verwegne Hand da den Urtheilsjstab leichtsinnig bricht die Unschuld zu
verdammen? Du, und dein [Volk]’ ‘ [...as your audacious hand] recklessly breaks the judgement-staff 
condemning innocence?. You and your [people...]’ .
Translation: J28: ‘ ...and innocence sent to its death, merely because a man decides so.’ (bloB = merely. It 
could also mean ‘naked’ in this context.)
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Example 8.18c: StJofvi Passion Aria (J28) ‘W o  Grimm und Wut das Ruder fiihret’ (bars 86-100)
(French 6th)
(Neapolitan 6th)
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In  the course of this study so far we have examined examples of Fasch’s vocal compositional 
style from three distinct periods: his early maturity, his middle years, and the final flowering 
in his later years. Highlighted have been features individual to each work, and a clear 
progression can be perceived from a H igh Baroque style typical of the first two decades o f the 
century in the earliest piece, to one which at times clearly anticipates the Classical style. Most 
notable in the development of Fasch’s style as displayed in these three works is the increasing 
standardization o f the instrumentation o f the lyrical movements, the increasing richness in the 
harmonic language and the increase in the scale o f the music.8 1 However, even though there 
has been a general increase in length o f arias, there are hints that the proportion between 
sections A  and B in da capo movements has shifted from the earliest Passion in our survey to 
the St John Passion. Adm ittedly, although, the sample of movements in our survey is rather 
small, Table 8.15 below does highlight such a shift. In  Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden, 
the proportion of B to A  ranges from  32%  to 44% ; in the later works the range has widened so 
that, along with a figure which is rather higher, there are four arias where the B section makes 
up a smaller proportion o f the movement than any in the earlier work (J 2 8 ,22 and 48).82 
(This would be in line w ith current trends as described by Stephen Crist (see section 1.5) and 
in this one respect, a comparison w ith the two case studies would suggest that the Zerbst 
works are less ‘modem’.) Sim ilarly, there is also a discernible shift from the use o f i\A\-da 
capo forms (Types ‘A ’ and ‘C ’) in Mich vom Stricke to abridged forms (Types ‘B ’ and ‘D ’) 
in the two later works. Again a comparison with the two case studies is illuminating; three of 
the seven da capo movements are abridged in Telemann’s St Luke Passion whilst all o f the 
Homilius St M ark  Passion dacapo arias are abridged, placing the Zerbst Passions earlier in  
certain stylistic development to both case-study works.
Table 8.15 also indicates that a preference for the minor mode in Mich vom Stricke is replaced 
by a preference for the major mode in the later works. Since the topic o f these oratorio works 
remains the same, the shift in preferences would appear to be a conscious decision on the part 
of the composer, a shift which reflects current developments in instrumental music (the
81 Average lengths of aria movements: Midi vom Stricke 55.25 bars; St Luke Passion , 162 bars; St 
John Passion, 118.54. Please note: there are arias in the St John Passion as long as those in the St Luke 
Passion, the difference in the average figure is produced because of the very different size of the sample.
82 Average proportion of the B section in Mich vom Stricke -  38.5% of the bars; in St John Passion =
36%.
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emergence o f the stilgalant) which favoured the major mode.83
Table  8.15 M e tre , key, re la tive  speed, length and proprtion  o f the arias 
examined in  this study o f Fasch oratorio  works
Movt. key speed No. o f proportion aria
No. metre signature indication bars o f b /a type
Brockes Passion
3 (and 5 ) C G (Moderato) 20 bars (40) non-DC -
8 34 Am Largo 105 .36 A 2
10 C Em Andante 38 .41 A l
12 C Cm Largo 46 .44 A l
17 34 Bm Andante 96 .40 C
19 C D Allegro 26# non-DC -
21 C Am Largo 31 non-DC
27 C Dm Largo t 58 .32 A l
average: .3 9
St L u ke  Passion
3 24 c (Moderato) 227 .34 A l
7 c Bb (Allegro) 107 .38 D2
11 68 F Andante 152
average:
.55
.4 2
C
St John Passion
5 34 Gm (Moderato) 108 .35 B
7 24 Eb (Allegro) 84 non-DC -
12 34 C (Moderato) 114 non-DC -
19 c G Grave e spirit. 62 non-DC -
22 24 D (Moderato) 139 .31 A l
28 38 G (Allegro) 180 .25 A l
30 24 D Poco andante 92 non-DC -
34 24 Dm Grave 129 .55 B
38 38 Gm (Moderato) 167 .32 B
42 68 F Andante 152 .55 C
48 c Dm Poco andante 81 .31 A l
54 22 Gm (Moderato) 163
average:
.26
.3 6
A l
f  indication in *C * only 
#  25 bars in *C’
83 “There seems to have been in the pre-classic period a strong preference for the major mode, especially as 
the main tonality of fast movements. When the minor mode was used, it functioned primarily as a 
contrasting element in a fast movement or for expressive purposes in a slow movement.” Sheldon (1968) 
p. 75.
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C h a p t e r  9
Z e r b s t  P a s s i o n s  2 :  
T h e  S t  M a r k  P a s s i o n  -  
D i e  b e t r i i b t e  u n d  g e t r o s t e t e  G e i s t l i c h e  S u l a m i t h
9 .1  The M anuscrip t and its provenance
First performed in 1750, the oratorio Passion according to St M ark (text incipit: Gehetheraus 
undschauet an)A was most probably the last to be produced for the Zerbst cycle. The work 
dates from the second period o f Passion performances in Zerbst (1745-1760), at the time 
considered to be the high point in artistic life  at Zerbst, and seems to have been a firm  
favourite with the Court. It  was given repeat performances in 1754, 1758 and 1762, 
following the Zerbst cycle and received a further significant one in 1764, the last occasion that 
a fu ll setting of any Passion was performed in the centre. The entries in the Verzeichnis o f the 
1764 performance refer to the work by its title ‘Passions oratorio...aus dem Sulamith ’ and 
‘Passion oratorio aus den betriibte u. getroste Sulamith \  2 In five Parts, this work stands
1 The source, a score, is in D-KNu (5 P 208) and a modem edition (with C.P.E. Bach given as the 
composer) has been published by FUSA Verlag, ed. Harald Ktimmerling, Koln (1988). Sources of the 
printed wordbook for a performance in 1750 in Zerbst: 1) D-KNu (2A4594); 2) in the possession of 
Heinz-Helmut Schmundt, who married into the Preitz family (his wife’ s maiden name); items described as 
being in ‘Herr Musikdirector Preitz’ s hand’ by Engelke in 1908 remained in the family’ s possession and 
were not transferred with the bulk of the Zerbst music collections to D-HAmi or D-ORB (See section 
2.6.) I thank Gottfried Gille for this information - letter to the author dated 21.9.95.
2 Konsistorium Zerbst IXa 372 pp. 16r and 16v.
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apart from the other second-period Zerbst Passions which are ail in seven Parts 3
The Koln source has a confusing and spurious attribution. The label affixed to the cover bears 
the legend Passion-Cantatte [Cantate] /  von /  Ph:E: Bach /  Partitur und 23 Stimmen 4 and 
there is the inscription Passion=Cantate and 23# di Bach at the top o f the first page of the 
score; both the label and the inscription are in another hand to that of the copyist of the m u s i c . 5  
It  was under this attribution that the work was published in 1988 and is currently known. 
However, there is no prima facie evidence that the work should be ascribed to C.P.E. Bach; 
the manuscript is clearly not in his hand, the style is unlike that of the composer, and the work 
is not listed in C.P.E. Bach’s own comprehensive catalogue, the Nachlassverzeichnis 
(published in 1790),6 nor does the provenance o f the score seem to link it with the 
composer.7 Accordingly, when researching the C.P.E. Bach sources, E. Eugene Helm  
(who also pointed out the error in the cataloguing) and Christoph W o lff decided that the work 
was spurious and possibly by Telemann, and H elm  lists it as such in his thematic catalogue of
Apart from one five-Part St John Passion from the first period of the Zerbst cycle which might possibly, 
since the record for that year is missing, have been performed in 1748 (see discussion of Zerbst Passion 
cycle Chapter 4).
Dr. Christoph Wolff suggested that this old title wrapper originally belonged to a different piece no 
longer traceable (letter to the author dated 23.9.1988).
Schulze (1995) p.462, suggests that the two attributions were made at differing times: ‘di Bach’ is 18th 
century (C.P.E. Bach was frequently known simply as ‘Bach’ in the 18th century since he was the only 
member of the Bach family who was widely known) and ‘Ph:E:Bach’ dates from the 19th century, which 
would correspond with the age of the library cover. The most satisfactory explanation of the mark 23# di 
Bach is that it refers to the number of parts that once went with the score, as suggested by the label on 
the cover. (There are 23 parts if each voice or instrument is counted but once: SATB, vnl, vn2, va, vc/b, 
fl.piccl and 2, fl 1 and 2, fl d’amore 1 and 2, ob 1 and 2, ob d’ 1,2 and 3, bn 1 and 2, hn 1 and 2, gamba
1 and 2). However, there could be other interpretations. The number also has a significance in the oeuvre 
of C.P.E. Bach since he composed 21 oratorio Passions for Hamburg plus the Passion Cantata Du
Gottlicher (Die letzten Leiden des Elosers). If it was believed in the 19th century or later that Die 
betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith was by C.P.E. Bach, then the work would be catalogued as 
item 23.
The Nachlassverzeichnis was the catalogue made of Bach’s possessions: Verzeichnis des musikalischen 
Nachlass des verstorbenen Capellmeisters Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach [reprinted 1981: Rachel 
Wade(editor): The Catalog of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach’s Estate. A facsimile of the edition by Schiebes, 
Hamburg, 1790. New York: Garland.] which was most likely to have been compiled from a thematic 
catalogue prepared by Bach himself. (See: Ottenburg (1982/1987) p. 16.)
Quarg (1995) pp.70-71, argues a case that C.P.E. Bach may still be a possible composer. He suggests
that while Bach was temporarily in Zerbst between August and December 1758, having moved there to 
flee the Russian troops who were moving on Berlin, he prepared the Passion that was to be performed in 
Zerbst the following Easter on behalf of the ailing Fasch using a text already known to the Court of 
Zerbst. However, the researches of the Zerbst cycle shows that this could not be the case. Not only was
it the turn of the St Luke Passion in 1759, the wordbook dates from 1750 and a five-Part Passion
(presumably the same work) was performed in 1754. (See Chapter 4).
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C.P.E. Bach’s works.8
A  fairly complete account o f the manuscript’s history can be compiled from surviving records. 
The earliest reference to the work outside Zerbst (which may have led to the subsequent mis- 
attribution) was by Friedrich Rochlitz in 1806 in the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung 
(published in Leipzig), where he suggested that the Passion was possibly the combined work 
of J.S. Bach’s four sons who wished to produce a tombeau to their late father.9 ( It  may not 
seem so far-fetched that some zealous antiquarian with an eye to a sale should be less than 
accurate with the description of the article.) The earliest known owner of the manuscript was 
August Gottfried Ritter (b .1811, Erfurt, d.1885, Magdeburg),10 whose name appears on the 
manuscript! The score (w ith parts?) was sold by the booksellers and antiquarians J.Suppus in 
Erfurt, presumably to Ritter, in about 1820 (or at the latest by 1843, after which Ritter had 
moved to Merseburg).11 The next important reference to the work is in Ritter’s publication 
ARMON1A. Auserlesene Gesange fir Alt oder Mezzo-Soprano herausgegeben von A.G. 
Ritter. Magdeburg Verlag der Heinrichshofen ’schen Musikalien-Handlung. 1854, which in 
Volume I I I  (on pp.26-31) includes one aria from  the St M ark  Passion 12 with the note lARIE 
aus einer Passion von (?) BACH. * 13 In  a further article on the publication in Neue
8 In the interim work list that Helm prepared for the Grove 6 article on C.P.E. Bach (London: 1980) Gehet 
heraus undschauet an is listed as H.860 ( ‘spurious, possibly by Telemann’) and subsequently in the 
Thematic Catalogue of the Works of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (Yale: 1990) it has the revised item 
number H.863.
9 Gerth-Wolfgang Baruch (1986). The possible existence of either a score or set of parts in Leipzig in 1806 
is puzzling. It seems most probable that the surviving score passed directlty from Zerbst to Erfurt where it 
came to be on sale by the firm of J. Suppus. For Rochlitz to have any first-hand knowledge of the music 
would suggest that the Zerbst copies of the work had by this time moved to Leipzig. (The author has been 
unable to confirm Gerth-Wolfgang Baruch’s reference.)
1° Bom in Erfurt, Ritter was principally an organist and teacher. His first posts were as organist in the St 
Andreaskirche and teacher/organist at the Augustiner- und Andreasschule (1831) in Erfurt After further 
study in Berlin he became Hauptlehrer at the Knabenoberschule (1838) and organist at the 
Kaufmannskirche (1839). In 1842 he directed a performance of Handel’s Samson, the first reported 
performance of the work in Thuringia. He returned to Erfurt working as a virtuoso instrumentalist, 
taking up the post of Domorganist in Merseburg in 1843, and moving four years later to take up the same 
position in Magdeburg. Schmidt (1963) col. 565-567.
11 Schulze (1995) p. 456. The firm’s stamp and price are to be found on the inside cover. See description of 
the source in Appendix 3b.
12 Item no. 14: ‘Der Fels, vor dem Felsen zittem’ .
13 Schulze (1995) p.460. This would provide the explanation of several markings on the score including: the 
crosses at regular intervals above the systems in four of the arias (including ‘Der Fels, vor dem Felsen 
zittem’) which indicate reference points for a copyist, and the marking Die Singstim[mJen copiert 2314 53 
(also above ‘Der Fels’).
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Zeitschrift fiir Musik,14 Ritter again suggests that the anonymous composer was a member 
of the Bach family:
‘Der dritte Band der Armonia enthalt: A rie  aus Orfeo von Graun, A rie  aus einem 
Passions-Oratorium von Ph.Em. Bach,15 A rie  aus dem Stabat mater von Pergolese 
[Pergolesi], das Lied ‘ Abendempfindung’ von Mozart um eine kleine Tonsufe tiefer 
transponiert, A rie  aus Belsazar von Handel, A rie aus der Matthaus-Passion von 
J.S.Bach und A rie  aus einer Passion (von der es unbekannt, welchem Gliede der 
groBen Klinstlerfamilie der Bach’s sie ihren Ursprung verdankt).’
No record survives of how or when Ritter disposed of the score (and parts?) or when Erich 
Prieger (b. 1849, Bad Kreuznach, d. 1913, Berlin?) acquired i t .16 The work was listed in a 
catalogue compiled by Kinsky o f Prieger’s estate: Katalog der bedeutenden Musiksammlung 
aus dem Nachlafi Dr. Erich Prieger - Bonn 17 where it  was described as ‘ein in groBem 
MaBstabe ausgefiihrtes W erk, dessen ganze Anlage in bezug auf Text und M usik an die 
Matthaus-Passion Joh. Seb. Bachs als Vorbild  denken laBt.’ 18 A  past professor o f the 
University o f Koln, Ernst Bucken (b.1884, Aachen, d.1949, Koln) purchased the manuscript 
from  the firm  M .Lem pertz (Koln) in 1924. In  Die Musik des Rokokos und der Klassik 
(1928) Bucken refers to the work as an example o f mid-century C.P.E. Bach, also describing 
it as a St Matthew Passion, presumably because he simply accepted Kinsky’s entry.19 
Ownership o f the manuscript passed to the University in 1950, and it was catalogued 
erroneously as a St Matthew Passion by C.P.E. Bach. The inaccurate listing was not picked 
up until 1968 when E. Eugene Helm  was preparing the C.P.E. Bach thematic catalogue.20
The provenance of the work came to light in 1988 in an article by Renate Steiger describing 
the association o f a wordbook from a performance in 1750 in Zerbst of Die betrubte und
14 Vol. 41, No. 12, (15.9.1854), p. 131.
15 The work is presumably Du Gottlicher, now known by its modem title Die letzten Leiden des Erlosers . 
18 Since Prieger, as a collector, presumably would have wished to acquire the parts as well as the score, it
must be assumed that the twenty-three parts must have already been separated from the score at an earlier 
stage, after the sale from Suppus, either during or after Ritter’ s ownership.
17 M. Lempertz’ Buchhandlung und Antiquariat/inhaben P.Hanstein und Sohne. Bran 1924, III, p.20, item 
184.
18 Kummerling/Prinz/Tomek (1987) p.8.
19 pp.l67ff,
29 In the last couple of years, the Koln accession details have been revised to reflect contemporary 
scholarship.
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getrostete Geistliche Sulamith with the score o f the St M ark Passion.2 1 As was common, 
the wordbook gives no acknowledgment o f either the composer or the author of the lyrical 
texts. The provenance would suggest that the work was composed by one of the two main 
composers associated with Zerbst: Johann Friedrich Fasch or Johann Georg Rollig. The 
markedly differing features o f the construction o f the work and the general style o f the music 
from those of the other surviving Zerbst Passion works point clearly to the third 
Kapellmeister, Rollig. Several features, to be described in detail below, such as the opening 
lengthy lyrical chorus, the dynamic key scheme, the use of chorale melodies as cantus firmi, 
the medial ritomello in the B section o f the majority of the da capo arias, and use of gambas, 
are ali lacking in the surviving Fasch Passions. Indicative too is the dynamic treatment o f the 
turbae and the use o f the theatrical style in the recitative which is in strong contrast to the 
music o f Ach! Wir armen Sunder. Stylistically, in the music o f the Schlufichor and in many 
of the arias, one can recognise that the composer o f Gehet heraus und schauet an is further 
down the road to the classical style than Fasch.
The manuscript consists of 157 pages o f score. The folios are grouped into ten gatherings, 
stitched together and with a library cover; each fo lio  is numbered on the top right-hand corner 
by the copyist. The layout o f music on the pages is well planned by an experienced copyist 
who has ruled out the staves required suggesting that it is a copy of an earlier score - indeed it 
is not a Rollig holograph.22 So far the identity o f the copyist remains unknown. Several 
have been considered in connection w ith the C.P.E. Bach attribution including Adolph Carl 
Kunzen (1720-81), who has also been suggested as a possible composer of the work, and 
Johann W ilhelm  Hertel (1727, Eisenach - 1789, Schwerin), although no link between the 
score and these musicians has been made.23 A  more recent suggestion, made in light of the 
provenance of the work, has been George Peter W eim ar (1734-1800), a Kammermusicus 
(violin and bass) and Kantor of the Zerbst SchloBkirehe, who, in 1763, took up the same
21 Steiger (1988) pp. 72-75.
22 Kiimmerling suggests that the source for the Koln ms. was ‘definitely not a score but a particella’ - 
Kiimmerling/Prinz/Tomek (1987). He gives no reason or explanation of what he means by particella (is 
this a short score of some kind?).
23 Although no connection with Zerbst was intended by this suggestion it so happens that Johann Wilhelm 
Hertel, son of the celebrated Johann Christian Hertel (1699-1754), was placed in the care of the Court in 
1742-43 for a musical education with Carl Hockh and Fasch. However, this association predates the first 
performance of Die betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith by at least seven years and the interim St 
Mark to be performed in Zerbst was in seven Parts and it therefore cannot be the the work in question .
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position at the Kaufmannskirche in Erfurt,24 thus providing a possible link between Zerbst 
and the booksellers, J.Suppus and Ritter. He was a well-trained musician who, according to 
his autobiographical sketch (published 1803),25 played the violin, wind instruments, clavier, 
organ and singing and was blessed w ith a fine bass voice. W hilst he was employed in Zerbst 
he took lessons with Hockh (from  1758) and w ith Fasch. C.P.E. Bach’s short stay in Zerbst 
shortly after W eim ar’s appointment led to a lifelong friendship between the two musicians.26 
W eim ar’s own compositions are principally choral, the most important being for the Lutheran 
Church, including cantatas, motets (some of which were published), Passion music and a 
Gesangbuch.27 He also from  time to time gave many spiritual concerts in Erfurt for which he 
could have prepared a performance of Die betrubte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith. There 
is also a tangible connection between W eim ar and Rollig: the inclusion o f a motet by the 
Zerbst Kapellmeister in a collection published by W eim ar in 1785.28 In  the light o f the 
apparent popularity of the St M ark  Passion at Zerbst in the last years that Passion 
performances were given in the SchloBkirche, W eim ar’s evident musical expertise and the 
subsequent association of the score with both R itter (an inhabitant o f Erfurt) and the Erfurt 
bookseller J. Suppus, Georg Peter W eim ar’s connection seems highly plausible. Certainly, 
the score is in neither Fasch’s nor R o llig ’s hand, nor in the hand o f any o f the Zerbst Fasch 
copyists listed by Pfeiffer.29 I f  W eim ar did take a copy o f the St M ark Passion to Erfurt with
24 Quarg (1995) pp.62-71. ‘Herr Weimar, ein Thiiringer, hemachsmals als vocirter Cantor nach Erfurt.’ - 
Waschke (1908b) p.7. quoting the inscription on the door of the organ loft in the SchloBkirche. Waschke 
states that Gattermann was Kantor in the years 1721-1749. Presumably Weimar succeeded Gattermann in 
the years c 1750-55.
25 Vollstandige, rein und unverfdlsches Choral=Melodienbuch zum Gebrauch der vorziiglichsten 
protestantischen Gesangbiicher in Deutschland...gefertig von Georg Peter Weimar, Erfurt, 1803, pp IX.ff.
26 C.P.E. Bach’s connection with the Court of Zerbst through his friendship with Carl Friedrich Fasch and 
this one short visit has fuelled the aruguments that C.P.E. Bach may be the author of Die betriibte und 
getrostete Geistliche Sulamith. However, from the entries in the Verzeichnis and from the evidence of the 
wordbook, it can be demonstrated that the work was performed twice prior to Bach’s visit to Zerbst in 
1758.
27 Nine cantatas by Weimar can be found in Gdansk, Leipzig and Berlin - the author’s revised and extended 
work list will appear in the forthcoming new edition of New Grove.
28 Rollig’s Lobe den Herrn is motet No. VI (p.41) in Versuch von Kleinen Leichten Motteten und Arien 
verschiedener Komponisten fiir Schul-und Singchor herausgegeben... von Georg Peter Weimar. Zweyter 
Theil auf die Fasten, Leichen-und Dank-Fdlle eingerichtet. Leipzig, 1785.
29 Pfeiffer (1987) pp. 1061'f. I am indebted to Brian Clark for confirming this.
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him, it was very likely one o f his own making30 since the score that was used in Zerbst was 
required for one further performance o f ‘Betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith ’ in 
1764 31 Like most of the Passion music performed in Zerbst, the original score and parts of 
the St M ark  Passion have been lost.
9 .2  The structure and text o f the St M a rk  Passion
The work is transmitted in two forms: the Koln version is in four Parts; the fourth, which 
narrates the Trial before Pilate and the crucifixion, is much longer than the others and 
essentially comprises the last two parts o f the Wordbook run together. The flve-Part structure 
in the Wordbook which follows the Zerbst tradition o f performances over five services in 
H oly W eek is confirmed by the entry in the Verzeichnis and, for reasons given below, the 
version transmitted in the Wordbook can be considered the original version. Items which are 
omitted in the Koln score (extra chorales, items 33a and 39a, framing the final Part) are 
indicated in bold in Table 9.1 below.
The five-Part version of the work has an unusually clear and rigid structure created by a) the 
use o f the chorales to frame in a structural role in a manner commonly found in the Lutheran 
church cantata and b) the sandwiching of recitatives between lyrical movements. (Items 21 and 
22 are the only two lyrical movements not separated by gospel text.) Each Part contains two 
aria movements, making ten in all, and either three formal choral items, or, in the case of Part 
IV ,  two chorales and an opening orchestral movement in which a chorale melody features. 
There is no mention o f the Sinfonia in the Wordbook. It  must be assumed that this 
instrumental movement was included in the 1750 performance since no other Part in this work 
(nor in Ja deine Siind or Ach! Wir armen Sunder) commences immediately with recitative; 
the rigid structure o f the framing chorale movements would otherwise have been upset. As 
with the Lamento in Ja deine Siind, this instrumental movement would have provided an 
atmospheric preamble to the presentation o f the Passion text to sung in Good Friday morning
30 There is an apparent contradiction here with Chapter 7. Though no work has been done to make it 
possible to establish whether this source is in Weimar’ s hand, it can be established that the Rostock source 
of the St Matthew Passion and the Koln source of this work have been produced by different copyists. On 
the face of it, it seems more probable that the source of this work is more likely to be in Weimar’ s hand. 
Further research is required to establish which of Weimar’s surviving works are holographs.
31 See discussion of the three periods of Zerbst Passion performances in Chapter 4.
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service.32
T ab le  9.1
Structure o f the St M a rk  Passion - Die betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith
P a rt I
I 33 Chorus Gehet heraus undschauetan Solomon 3,11
2 Recitative+Turba chorus M ark  14,1-3
3 Aria (Sop) Was soli ich fur ein Glas zerbrechen
4 Recitati ve+T urba chorus M ark 14,4-11
5 Chorale Ihr Anschlag, Herr zunichte mach
6 Recitative+Turba chorus M ark  14, 12-21
7 Aria (Bass) Schrecklich barter Ausdruck ‘wehe'
8 Recitative M ark  14,22-25
9 Chorale Schmucke dich, o Liebe Seele
P a rt I I
10 Chorale Ich will von deiner Lieblichkeit
11 Recitative M ark  14 ,26
12 Aria (Ten) Mein Geist wird innerlich erquickt
13 Recitative M ark  14,27-36
14 Aria (A lto) Der Fels, vor dem die Felsen zittem
15 Recitative M ark  14 ,37-42
16 Chorus Wache auf! Ephesians 5,14
17 Recitative M ark  14 ,43-52
18 Chorale Und lafi mich an dir kleben
P a rt I I I
19 Chorale Christus, der uns selig macht
20 Recitative+Turba chorus M ark  14 ,53-65
21 Aria (Bass) Verfluchte Faust, verfluchte Faust
22 Chorale Wer hat dich so geschlagen
23 Recitative+Turba chorus M ark  14 ,66-72
24 Aria (Ten) Dich, Petrus, weckt der muntre Hahn
25 Chorale Wein, ach wein, jetzt um die Wette
P a rt I V
26 Sinfonia (chorale)
27 Recitative+Turba chorus M ark  15, 1-15
28 A ria (Sop/Bass duet) Brich, mein Herz /  Wallt, ihr Triebe
29 Recitative+Turba chorus M ark  15, 16-18
30 Chorale O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden
31 Recitative M ark 15, 19-21
32 Aria (Alto) Wo ist das Kreuz?
33 Chorale Drum will ich, weil ich lebe nach
32 Since the Sinfonia does contain a chorale cantus firmus. the function of framing the five Parts of the 
work is in effect maintained. (See section 9.10 below.)
33 For convenience, the numbering of movements and the subdivisions of the recitative follows the 
Kiimmcrling edition.
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Part V
33a Chorale H e rr  Jesu  Christ, wahr V M ensch und Gott
34 Recitative Mark 15,22-24
35 Aria (Sop) M irfa llt  das alterheste Lo s
36 Recitative+Turba chorus Mark 15,25-37
37 Aria (Ten) N un w ill ich  auch nicht Icinger leben
38 recitative Mark 15,38-47
39 Schlufichor D ie  hochbetrtibtenW eiber sehen
39a Chorale W enn dort, H e rr  Jesu.
9 .3  The Wordbook
In a typically long-winded style the title page o f the wordbook describes the contents and place 
of performance:
D ie  betriibte und getrostete /  G eistliche  Sulam ith /  Welche /  B ey m usikalischer 
Auffiihrung / D e r heiligen G eschichte  /  D e s Leidens und Sterbens /  D es  /  Heilandes /  
der Welt /  Wie sie der E va ng elist M arkus /  In  seinem 14. und 15. K a p ite l /
Beschrieben hat / In  d er/ H ochfurstlichen  Schlofikirche  /  Zu  Zerbst /  lm  Ja hre  1750./ 
Andachtig vorgstellet wurde H G edruckt bey Gottfried H e in rich  Berunthen  
Hochfurstl. / Anhaltzerbstischen H o f=  und Regierung-Buchdrucker
The sorrowful and patiently waiting / divine Shulammite / which / by the musical 
performance / of the holy story / o f the suffering and dying I  o f I  THE SAVIOUR OF 
THE WORLD / According to the Evangelist St Mark / as described in his 14th and 
15th chapters / in the Castle Chapel / o f Zerbst / in the year 1750 / will be devoutly 
presented. // Printed by Gottfried Heinrich Berunthen, book printer to the / Court and 
government of Anhalt-Zerbst.
Wordbooks were generally produced to enable the congregation to follow the proceedings and 
to join in the c h o r a l e s . 3 4  Like many o f the time, the wordbook o f D ie  betriibte und 
getrostete G eistliche Sulamith makes no reference to the author o f the non-biblical text or the 
composer of the music, as it was assumed that the Kantor was solely responsible for the 
production of the text.
The wordbook differs from the text transmitted in the score in several ways. Of the major 
differences, it can be seen that all but one show omissions in the Koln version:
34 Often they were sold as tickets and, as in the ease of performances of C.P.E. Bach’ s Passions in the parish 
churches of Hamburg, could represent a significant income for the composer. The first recorded instance of 
printed wordbooks being sold as tickets was at the premiere performances of Telemann’s setting of Der fur 
die Stinde der Welt in Frankfurt (1716), the proceeds being in aid of the Poorhouse.
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1) There is a clear division into five parts in the wordbook, not four as in the Koln 
version where parts IV and V run together. Each part is preceded by a title indicating 
the day and the service at which it was performed, which agrees with the pattern o f 
performances in the Verzeichnis:
A n  der Mittwoche vor dem grtinen Donnerstage Mark . 14, 1-25
Am  griinen Donnerstage Vormittage Mark . 14, 26-52
Am  grtinen Donnerstage Nachmittage Mark . 14, 53-72
Am  Charfreytage Vormittage Mark. 15, 1-21
Am  Charfreytage Nachmittage Mark . 15, 22-47
2) Part V in the wordbook commences with two verses o f the chorale ‘Herr Jesu
Christ, wahr’ r Mensch und Gott’ (Zerbstisches Gesangbuch, item 39) which are not
in the Koln version: as Parts IV and V run together without a break in the manuscript
there is no structural need for a chorale at this point.35
Herr Jesu Christ, wahr [wahr’r] Mensch und Gott, 
der du littst Marter, Angst und Spott, 
fiir mich am Creutz’ auch endlich starbst, 
und deines Vaters Huld’ erwarbst.
Ich bitt durchs bittre Leyden dein, 
du wollst mir Sunder gnadig seyn: 
wenn ich nun komm’ in Sterbensnoth, 
und ringen werde mit dem Tod.
3) An extra verse not in the wordbook is added to the score in M22. The wordbook has
verses 3 and 4 of the hymn ‘O Welt, sie’ hier dein Leben’ , whilst the Koln source
adds verse 15:
Ich will mich mit dir schlagen 
ans Creutz, und dem absagen, 
was meinem Heisch geliist:
Was deine Augen hassen,
das will ich flieh’n und lassen,
so viel mir immer miiglich [moglich] ist.
4) The final chorus in the wordbook has a second verse not found in the Koln version.
Ihr Tochter Zions, kehrt zuriicke,
Das grosse Werk ist nun vollbracht.
Der Konig mit der Domenkrone 
Erscheint dereinst auf seinem Throne,
Wenn dieses Weltgebaude kracht,
Zu unserm Heil und ewgen Gliicke.
35 The music (soprano and figured bass) can be found in the Cantional (page lOr). The key of this chorale
is considered in section 9.5 below.
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5) Following the extra verse in the Schlufichor there is a final chorale not in the Koln 
version.36
Wenn dort, Herr Jesu, wird vor deinem Throne 
auf meinem Haubte stehn die Ehrenkrone, 
dawill ich dir, wenn alles wird wohl klingen.
Lob und Dank singen.
6) In the wordbook there is no indication of an orchestral movement (sinfonia) which 
opens Part IV o f the Koln version.
7) There is one small omission o f a short phrase in the Gospel text in the Koln version -
‘Evan. Und der andere: Junger. bin ichs?’ - an omission which may be the result o f a 
compositional decision, i.e. the omission may be original to the 1750 Zerbst version.
Other minor differences between the score and the wordbook, which in the main are contained
in the opening chorus and chorales, include:
M l (chorus - ‘ Gehet heraus und schauet an’ )
‘damit’ in Wordbook: ‘ womit’ in score.
M22 (chorale - ‘Wer hat dich so geschlagen’ )
‘ unsre’ in Wordbook: ‘ andre’ in score.
‘Elend’ (misery/miserable) in Wordbook and Gesangbuch,
‘Ungliick’ (unhappy/unhappiness) in the score.
M33 (chorale - ‘Drum will ich, weil ich lebe noch’ )
‘ fro[h]ich’ (cheerful) in Wordbook and Gesangbuch ;
‘ willig’ (willing) in the score.
There can be thus no doubt that the score was prepared for a different performance from that 
to which the wordbook refers. Since there is no reference to suggest an earlier performance 
of the work, it seems most likely that the fuller five-part version was first performed in 1750 
and repeated every four years as shown by the entries in the Verzeichnis. whilst the version in 
four parts, represented by the score, was performed at another centre, either in Erfurt in a 
complete version instigated by Peter Weimar, or possibly in Magdeburg (in the Cathedral)
36 See Chapter 5 on the Passion chorales and the Zerbst Gesangbuch. The music (soprano and figured bass) 
can be found in the Cantional (page LOr).
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under the direction of A.G. Ritter. Marks on the score indicate a pattern of performance (on 
the two Sundays prior to Easter, on Good Friday and another day in Passion Week) which is 
at variance with the Zerbst tradition.37
9 .4  Texts
The narrative text is a setting of St Mark Chapters 14 and 15 whilst the text o f the opening 
chorus is taken from Song of Solomon (Chapter 3, vs.l 1.) and No. 16 is taken from St Paul’ s 
letter to the Ephesians (Ch,5.vs.l4.). There may have been more than one author o f the 
lyrical texts, the arias and the Sch lu fich o r. Without giving any reasons, Waschke suggests 
that Rollig himself may have been the poet.38 Certainly, Rollig would have had the 
appropriate background, having studied Theology in Leipzig. The other possible author is 
identified in the wordbook with the initials ‘B.A.’ below several texts in the Good Friday 
music, a manner suggesting he was known to the congregation 39 Incidentally, these are the 
texts which include the references to the Sulam ith and Tochter Z io n  and the allegories 
associated with these characters - perhaps ‘B.A.’ also had a larger role in the creation of the 
text as a whole.
The setting of the text o f the St Mark Passion is in the tradition o f the great Passions of J.S. 
Bach as opposed to the more experimental designs of Telemann that were highly influenced 
by, and at times virtually indistinguishable from, the lyrical Passion. As in Bach’s settings, 
the story is told in the St Mark Passion by an evangelist (tenor) and the words of Christ are 
sung by a bass. However, in common with the surviving Zerbst St John Passion, apart from 
the a n cilla  which is notated in treble clef and sung by a soprano, the rest o f the synagoga 
(Petrus, Pilatus, Judas, Hohepriester, Hauptm ann, Kreigsknecht ) is notated in the alto clef,
37 See description of the source in Appendix 4.
38 Waschke states that Rollig not only composed the music for Passion Week in 1750, but also
‘created’ the text as well: - ‘Rollig schuf auch die Poesie und Musik zu den kirchlichen Aufftihrungen in
derKarwoche 1750.’ Waschke (1906) p. 60.
39 The initials ‘B.A.’ can be found at the foot of the duet-aria ‘Brich mein Herz / Wallt, ihr Triebe’ (M22); 
the arias: ‘Mir Fallt das allerbeste Los’ (M35) and ‘Nun will ich auch nicht ianger leben (M37); and 
against each of the two verses of the Schlufichor.
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thereby conforming to what seems to be a tradition unique to Zerbst in the 18th century.40 An 
SATB choir, in four parts throughout, sings the choruses that frame the work, a further 
chorus (M16) the turba choruses and 12 (congregational?) chorales which punctuate the 
work.
Reflecting the practices associated with lyrical drama o f the time, the majority of the arias are 
sung by anonymous and passive commentators, and involve the reader-listener in an active 
role by identification with the singer who experiences the feelings expressed in the text.41 
Though the identity o f the commentators is not acknowledged in the text or score, in common 
with contemporary Hamburg Passions, the clear dividing line between the dramatis personae  
authorized by the Gospel account, who sing only biblical words, and the allegorical characters 
who sing reflective commentary set as lyrical text, has been eroded. Jesus sings a duet in 
B r ic k , mein HerzJW allt, ih r Triebe  (M28) with the principal allegorical character, the 
Shulammite - the Sulam ith in the title of the work.42 In the wordbook, the duet is laid out as 
a conversation with the two characters named:42 
A R IA
Von zwo Stimmen.
Sulam ith. Brich, mein Herz.
Jesu s. Wallt, ihr Triebe.
Sulam ith. Denn der Schmerz
Jesu s. Denn die Liebe
Sulam ith. Martert mich bis auf den Tod.
Jesu s. Ist weit starker, als der Tod
Sulam ith. Soil mein Freund am Kreuz erblassen?
Jesu s. Soil die Sulamith vergehn?
Sulam ith. Soil ich ihn den Feinden lassen?
Je s u s . Soil ich sie verderben sehn?
Sulam ith. Nein, diefi haufet Noth auf Noth.
Jesu s. Nein, mich iammert ihrer Noth.
40 For the British premiere, this is how the author allocated the parts. However, other modem performances 
have adopted varying readings of the work. Rilling, in the 1986 performance, followed the Bach example 
and gave all the minor male roles to bass singers of the Gachinger Kantorei. A later performance adopts a 
mid-way stance: ‘Les roles qui l’ entourent respectent un certain partage des tessitures: Pierre et Jesus sont 
ecrit a la basse, sonorite noble, alors que Judas, les larrons qui cotoient Jesus sur la croix chez Sehiitz, les
personnages subletemes, chez Philipp-Emanuel Bach, sont distribues a l’ alto, voix masculine aigue et 
ambigue.’ (Leble (1989))
41 Smither (1987) p.336.
42 The first appearance of the allegorical character, Sulamith, in the works of Telemann and C.H. Graun has
been commented on in Chapter 1.
40 pqr a feyssipn of the setting of this text, see section 9,8,2 below.
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The allegories associated with the character Sulam ith, a bride in her honorary role of 
‘princess’ and companion to the bridegroom ‘King’ , who appears to dance as the bride 
customarily did at the wedding ceremony,44 together with the actual reference in Solomon 
6:13 to dancing, is carried into the music of the opening chorus. Here, in a dancing 12/8 time 
is set Song of Solomon 3,11: ‘ Go forth, O daughter of Zion and see King Solomon with the 
crown with which his mother crowned him on the day of his espousals, the day o f the 
gladness of his heart.’ The theme o f the bride o f Solomon, the Shulammite and the 
allegorical bride of Christ, as been carried through to the text of the soprano aria that 
immediately follows the crucifixion - No. 35. M ir fa llt  das allerbeste L o s  ( ‘To me falls the 
finest lot’ ). In this aria Christ’ s divided garments are likened to the wedding garb o f the 
Lord’s bride. In the Shulammite’ s text in the duet mentioned above can be seen some of the 
characteristics o f the most popular o f 18th-century allegorical characters, Tochter Z io n . The 
feelings o f despair, grief and guilt and identification with Christ’s sufferings are more usually 
connected with this character and indeed, the opening line o f the duet is identical with an aria 
with similar sentiments in Brockes’ D e r  j i i r  d ie S iinde der Welt gemartete und sterbende Jesus  
(M21). Tochter Z io n  is then mentioned in the final movement in the second verse o f the 
Schlufichor (the text has been quoted above in section 9.3). The reason for the omisson of 
this verse in the Kdln source may have been the possible confusion created by this one 
reference to Tochter Z io n  with the character o f the title.
In two other arias, identifiable (though unnamed) characters speak. In No.3 the woman who 
anoints Jesus with oil speaks with sentiments most associated with the ‘Daughter of Zion’ .
Was soil ich fur ein Glas zerbrechen? What flask should I break then?
Mein jammervolles Herz zerbricht. My wretched heart is breaking.
Was wird fur kostlich Wasser fliessen? What precious perfume must flow?
Der Tranenbach soil sich ergiessen. I should pour out the stream of my tears,
Denn anders salb ich Jesum nicht. for only thus may I annoint Jesus.
Was soli ich fur ein Glas zerbrechen? What flask should I break then?
Mein jammervolles Herz zerbricht. My wretched heart is breaking.
M32 (which follows on immediately from St Mark 15: 21 where Simon the Cyrenian is 
coopted to carry the cross) provides the allegorical back upon which all Christians must carry 
the burden o f Christ’ s ultimate sacrifice on the cross:
44 Gottwaid (1962) p.423.
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W o ist das Kreuz? Hier ist mein Riicken; 
Herr, lege drauf, was dir gefallt.
Where is the Cross? here is my back! 
Lord, lay on it what you will.
It shall not cast me down, 
since your arm supports me as I bear it. 
Where is the Cross? here is my back! 
Lord, lay on it what you will.
Es soil mich nicht in Abgrund driicken, 
Weil mich dein Arm in Tragen halt.
Wo ist das Kreuz? Hier ist mein Riicken; 
Herr, lege drauf, was dir gefallt.
9 .5  Tonal plans and internal structure
Although the underlying home key o f this work is the traditional key o f F major (in common 
with the surviving St Luke and St John Passions), the key schemes of the five Parts of the St 
Mark Passion display a far more dynamic structure than two earlier Zerbst Passions (see Table
9.2 below). Not unexpectedly, there are unrelated tonal juxtapositions between Parts I and II 
and Parts III and IV in the St Mark Passion, reflecting the separation in time between the 
performances of these sections. However, between Parts performed on the same day there is 
far more continuity: Part I remains in flat keys and returns to the F major, Part II displays a 
conservative plan, whilst Part III displays some unexpected juxtapositions linked by the 
intermediary recitatives. The entire work ends in the key in which it commenced, even 
though the two choruses were to be performed two days apart (the use o f horns in the 
Introitus and Schlufichor most likely influencing the choice o f key). The most notable 
feature is a dynamic key structure, particularly in Parts I and V. Rollig studied Theology 
during his period in Leipzig and not only was he in contact with J.S. Bach, as suggested in 
Chapter 7, it is highly probable that he also heard a performance of the Leipzig Cantor’s St 
Matthew Passion.45 (That the tonal allegory in the St Mark Passion is influenced by Bach is 
not impossible.)46 Chafe describes the theological structure of the St John Passion and its 
influence on the musical structure o f Bach’ s setting of this Gospel and identifies the 
importance of tonal allegory.47 Similarly, in D ie  betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith  
there are two clear examples o f catabasis: the first, during the scene on the Mount of Olives, 
anticipating the impending agony and Christ’ s betrayal (items 10-16, see table 9.2); the 
second, the flattening of keys from the Crucifixion to the Descent and Burial o f Christ. The
45 30.3.1736 - Spitta (1884/1951) p. 569. See also Introduction to Chapter 7 above.
48 Other characteristics of J.S. Bach’s are also apparent in the St Mark Passion - the large scale opening 
chorus, the use of chorale melodies as cantus firmi, the halo of strings reserved in the main for the 
setting of Jesus’ words.
47 Chafe (1989b) pp.307 IT.
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Table 9.2 - St Mark Passion key structure
Wednesday pm___________________________________Maundy Thursday am Maundy Thursday pm
Part 1 Part 11 Part III
1 2b 3 4b  5 6b 6d 7 9 1 0 1 2 1 4 16 18 1 9 2 0 b  2 0 d  21 2 2  2 3 b 2 4 2 5
LC TC A TC Ch TC TC A Ch Ch A A LC Ch Ch TC TC A Ch TC A Ch
E C#m
A F#m
D Bm
G Em G X [ g )
c Am C j------ C ,£m ) Am
F Dm F F F F F (Fm) f F y 2
Bb Gm Bb Gm Gm _ Gm 1 Bb
hb Cm bb Cm cm
Ab Fm Fm Fm
The Judas Last Supper On the Arrest Jesus before Peter's
Aunointing betrays Mount of the Priests denials
Jesus O lives
Good Friday am______________________ Good Friday pm
Part IV Part V
2 6  2 7 b  2 8  2 9 b  3 0  3 2 3 3 3 3 a  3 5 3 6 b  3 6 d  3 6 f  3 6 g  3 7  3 9  39 a
S TC A TC Ch A Ch Ch A TC TC Ar TC A LC Ch
e cm / e )  e
a  F m /  A (Am) A (A ?) A F#m
D Bm
r  /  /
D?
( \
G Em G /  / \  V
C Am
/  /  Am Am C V  \
F Dm / \  f )  Fm?
Bb Gm [ bJ (Gm?]
a  Cm
Ab Fm
Jesus The Soldiers The Crucifixion Death Descent
before Mock and crown of Jesus from the
Pilate Jesus Cross and
Burial
A = aria
Ar = arioso
LC «  lyrical chorus
TC = turba chorus
Ch = chorale
S = sinfonia_______
M odulations in linking p assages
1 recitative F-D
2 recitative G-C
3 recitative 1 F-Bb-F
recitative 2 C-F-G-am-C-em
4 recitative D-em-C
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second example can also be seen as part o f a larger-scale structure in which the ascent to, and 
the descent from, the cross is also echoed by a sharpening and flattening of keys rather in the
shape of a rainbow. ‘From the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries the traditional image of 
Christ in majesty portrayed him seated in judgement on the rainbow, a sword protruding from 
one ear and the lily from the other...Like the ends o f the rainbow, the beginning and ending 
are closer to the realm of the flesh, whereas the centre represents the Johannine interpretation 
of the cross as a lifting up.’48 Although Chafe is here referring to Bach’ s setting of the St 
John Passion, the allegory can be quite applicable to both St Matthew’s and St Mark’ s 
accounts o f the Passion story and such a rainbow can be can be traced in the music of Die  
betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulam ith . The lengthy recitative of M27a commences in G 
major and moves initially from G through A  minor to F major for the crowd’s cry: ‘Kreuzige 
ihn! ’ (M27b,c,d). The following short recitative (M27c), describing the release of Barabbas 
and the delivering up o f Jesus, moves briskly in a rising sequence from F, through G and A 
minor to cadence in E minor. The following duet (M28) between Jesus and the Shulammite is 
then in E major. The account o f the mocking and crowning o f Jesus with the thorns moves 
back to A major but is followed by the return to E major for the Passion Hymn ‘ O Haupt voll 
Blut und Wunden’ (No.30) which marks the apex o f the rainbow, after which the catabasis 
commences. The remaining movements in part IV are in A. Part V commences in A (M35, 
Aria ‘Mir fallt das allerbeste Los’ ) and the keys flatten via F# minor (turba chorus M36b - 
°Pfui dich, pfui dich’ ) and D major (tu rba  chorus - ‘Er hat andern geholfen’ ) to A  minor 
(M36f - arioso ‘Eli, lama asabthani?’ ). The mocking of Jesus by the crowd ( ‘Siehe, er rafet 
den Elias’ ) is in C major and the music returns to A minor on the words, ‘ ...aber Jesus schrie 
laut und verschied’ . The following aria, contemplating a gentle death, moves back to D 
major, but during the final recitative the music moves yet again back to A  minor, the end 
cadencing in C ready for the optimistic Schlufichor in F major. The return to F major for the 
final chorus after the music, which has hovered around E, A, A minor, D and F# minor, could 
be judged to follow the traditional use of flat(ter) keys for the final ‘ rest in the grave’ 
chorus.49 Such a clear relationship of key to text is unusual in mid-century Passions and also
48 chafe ( 1989b) pp. 316-7.
49 c  minor in J.S.Bach’ s St Matthew and St John Passions and Eb major in C.H. Graun’ s Der Tod Jesu. 
See Steinitz (1979) pp.36-7.
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marks this work apart from the other surviving Zerbst Passions.50
9 .6  The Instrum entation o f the St M a r k  Passion and the Zerbst Kapelle
9 . 6 . 1 .  Instrum entation
In terms of instrumentation and style o f orchestration the composer of the St Mark Passion 
would appear not to be at the vanguard o f the developments in the mid-century. Although he 
is clearly influenced by these changes, he is at the same time largely maintaining many of the 
techniques o f orchestration typical o f the period o f Handel. Most important is the continued 
reliance on the basso continuo ; not only is there a considerable amount of recitative secco (as 
one might expect in a work o f this genre) but the texture of the orchestral writing in the arias 
and choruses is still not self-sufficient. However, these comments perhaps need qualification. 
The great strides in style of church music took place in Catholic southern Germany and 
Austria rather than in the Protestant north. Kantors and Kapellmeisters o f the north tended to 
adopt a more adventurous style in their instrumental works than for works composed for the 
liturgy. In this context, the general style o f the Schlufichor and the majority of the arias in the 
St Mark Passion is remarkably forward-looking, a theme to be expanded in the dicussion of 
the music below.
Reference to Table 1.11 and Table 9.3 below, which summarizes the orchestral requirements 
of the Passions explored in this study, confirms that the rich array of tone colours the 
composer utilises in this work is not only unusually large for a work composed for the Court 
of Zerbst, but also for any Passion setting o f the 18th century. Clearly, the composer did not 
lack resources, nor was he restricted by the once traditional ‘ quiet week’ (S tille  W oche )
5° From the clear tonal scheme of the final Part of the St Mark Passion it is possible to deduce the key most 
likely to have been used for the settings of two chorales which are missing from the score, M33a and 
M39a. The return to the key centre of F for the Schlufichor is so strong that it is most likely that the key 
of the following Schlufichoral, which is in G minor in the Cantional (also a possible key) was F minor 
(the tonic minor). Both G minor, the key in the Cantional. and F minor, the hypothesized key, would 
continue the catabasis, though the return to the tonic at the end seems a significant structural feature of the 
work. The possible key of M33a is not quite as obvious; both A major and D major could be considered. 
Part IV ends in A major and Item M35 is also in A. It is quite possible, therefore, that the opening chorale 
of Part V was in the same key. A transposition from D - the key of the chorale in the Cantional - to A 
major would not be out of the question since the previous chorale, M33, shows the opposite 
transposition. However, the use of the subdominant key for M33a seems more probable, not only since 
this is the key of this chorale in the Cantional. but also because a similar relationship can be found 
between the two parts performed on Maundy Thursday (Part II ends in F major whilst Part III commences 
in Bb and the first extended section, the turba chorus M20b, reverts to the key of F).
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before Easter.
Table  9.3: A  comparison o f the orchestrations o f the Fasch/Rollig Passions
f l .t r a v fl .d o u c e oboe d 'am ore fa g o tto horn gamba
Brockes (c l  7 2 0 ) 1 * - 2 - - - -
St Luke (c l 7 3 0 ) - - 1 - _ - -
St Matthew (c 1 7 3 5 ) 2 - 2 2* 2 2 -
St John (1 7 4 8 ) 2 - 2 2* 2 2 -
St Mark (1 7 5 0 ) 2t * 2* 2 3 2 2 2
* doubling instruments fand flauto d’amore 
plus: organ and string section consisting of violin 1 and 2, viola and violone.
The use of the viola da gamba, flauto d ’amore and flauto piccolo deserve a special attention 
since, by the mid-18th century, these instruments were very rarely used. The gamba was by 
cl750 a specialist solo instrument, used principally in chamber works. The most notable 
orchestral use of gambas is in the works o f masters o f the early century who perpetuated the 
French traditon of five-part string writing with divided viola lines, and by J.S. Bach in 
instrumental works from the Cothen period and in the three Passions and Trauerode.51 The 
use of the gamba in the St M a rk  Passion  may well be in response to the performance of the 
J.S. Bach St M atthew  Passion that Rollig may have heard in Leipzig cl735. There is no 
doubt that music for gamba was performed at the court o f Zerbst, judging by listings in the 
1743 Inventory, 52 (though there is no evidence in the surviving works that Fasch ever 
composed for the instrument). Visiting gamba players included J.C. Hertel in 1719 and 
Carl Abel (a member of the Kapelle in Cothen and a renowned virtuoso) in 1750, the year of 
the first performance of the St Mark Passion. There are no reports that Rollig played the 
instrument (as a cellist it is not inconceivable) but there was an exchange o f letters between 
Rollig and Fasch concerning a gamba that belonged to Rollig’s father-in-law that Rollig
51 In Hamburg, both Keiser (in the St Mark Passion cl712) and Mattheson (St John Passion - Das Lied des 
Lammes, 1723) adopted the five-part string section: violin I, violin II, viola (da bracchio) I, viola (da 
gamba) II and bass. There were admirable players of the gamba in the court of Cothen in the period 1717- 
1723 when Bach was Kapellmeister (though this does not suggest that players were still available from 
Cothen in 1750-1756.) Bach was encouraged to compose the 6th Brandenburg Concerto, a ripieno concerto 
with two solo gambas. He subsequently composed gamba obbligati in each of his Passions.
52 item No. 9 - ‘ a Hautbois, Violino, Viola da Gamba et Cembalo di Pepusch’ ; No.28 Viola d’ amour, 
Viola da Gamba di Freisiich’ ; No.39 - ‘a Flflte Trav. Viola da Gamba et cembalo di Pichler’ . (Engelke 
(1908) pp.71-3.)
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wanted Fasch to buy. Rollig complained that no gamba was available to the band in Zerbst 
and that those who had their own were unwilling to lend theirs as the instruments were 
valuable. It is clear that Fasch was none too keen but relented - the purchase for 12 thalers 
being recorded in the Court accounts in 1755 (1756?)/3 In his replies to Rollig’ s letters 
Fasch pointed out that whenever a gamba is needed Kettner and Mohring use their own.
The term flau to  piccolo in the 18th century referred not to the kleine flo te  o f the 19th and 
20th centuries, the piccolo flute, but to the sopranino recorder.54 Evidently, the members of 
the Zerbst Kapelle were capable players since the 1743 Inventory lists several works 
requiring recorders, including a concerto by Telemann for flauto piccolo.55 The choice to use 
the high recorders in the one aria (No. 12) was made presumably for their ability to play an 
octave higher than the transverse flutes.
53 Waschke (1906) p.61 places the purchase of a gamba in 1755 yet Rollig’ s letters to Fasch are dated 
12.1.1756 and 15.6.1756 (D-ORB Kammer Zerbst 8457, 701 and 1397), i.e. sometime between the second 
and third performances of the St Mark Passion (in 1754 and 1758).
54 Whereas the flauto dolce (treble flute) was used by a variety of German composers including Mattheson, 
Johann Christoph Pez (1664-1716), Johann David Heinichen (1683-1729), Christoph Graupner (1683- 
1760), J.S Bach, G.P.Telemann, J.F. Fasch and the greatest flute-player/composer of the day, J.J. Quantz
(1697-1773), there are only a few notable uses of the sopranino recorder in the 18th century. These include: 
Handel The Water Music (items 20 and 21 from - the 4th and 5th movements of the suite in G where it is 
pitched in G), Acis and Galatea (in ‘Hush ye pretty warbling quire’ and probably in ‘O ruddier than the 
cherry’ - from contemporary accounts rather than in the score); Arne Cantata The Morning and the Wood 
Nymph ; and Telemann Seliges Erwagen - two piccoli pitched in C and always in unison (in two arias - 
No.5 and No.30, both for soprano voice). Bach employed the discant flute in f” and d” in cantatas 96 and 
103 respectively. Inboth it occurs in a single movement (corn) and is reinforced by another instrument an 
octave lower. See Terry (1938/58) p.63. (Though Baines suggests that in Handel’ s time, flauto dolce 
generally meant descant recorder. (Baines (1943/1967) p. 294.)
55 Listed under heading ‘Flute Concertos’ : 2) ‘ a 3 FlOtes & bee, 2 Trav. 2 Hautb. Violino et Cembalo di 
Heinichen.’ and separately under the heading Recorder Concertos: ‘ I) h Flauto piccolo 2 Violini et 
Cembalo di Telemann, 2) a Flute a bcc 3 Violini et Cembalo di Martini, 3) a 2 Flauti 2 Violini et 
Cembalo di Bomoliere, 4) a 2 Flauti 2 Oboe cl Cembalo di Pepusch.’ (Engelke (1908) pp.67-8.)
The use of recorders (dolce) pitched in E is also found in Telemann ( Seliges Erwagen ).
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9 . 6 . 2  P layers
In the 18th century woodwind players were adept at playing a number of instruments and 
often doubled on recorder, flute, oboe and perhaps viola da gamba,56 and examples of this 
can be found in various works written for the Court of Zerbst, including cantatas of Fasch - 
where flutes might be required for a single movement, and oboes for the rest o f the work.57 
The disposition of the players in the St Mark Passion indicates that, whereas for the greater 
part of the work only two upper woodwind players quite adequately cover the flute and oboe 
parts, in two movements there is a need for a greater number of upper woodwind players: a 
minimum of five treble woodwind players are required to perform all the oboe and d’amore 
parts in the orchestral Sinfonia  commencing Part IV and four upper woodwind players 
playing pairs of flute and recorder, together with a pair o f obbligato bassoons, are required for 
M12. Table 9.4 shows the disposition o f the wind and viole da gamba in the arias, chorales 
and choruses. The left-hand column suggests the possible allocation of parts.58
56 Carse(1950) p.33.
57 Gille ( 1988a) p.70. (Such doubling was common at the Court of WeiBenfeis, see Werner (1911) p.51.) 
The doubling of recorder and oboe can also be found in J.F.Fasch’s Suite in Bb for Double Orchestra 
(FWV K: BI, cl740), in which for some movements the three oboists in Orchestra I also play flute, and 
the three oboes in Orchestra II play recorder (See Pfeiffer (1988) p.65). The surviving parts are in the 
hand of Dresden Copyist ‘A ’ , suggesting that the work was one of the many composed for the Court of 
Dresden. The large number of oboists required to perform the work tends to confirm its association with 
this court rather than Anhalt-Zerbst. Already commented upon above is the music for the flute in Ach! 
Wir armen Siinder, which has been written in the oboe parts.
58 KUmmerling publishes a separate part for each instrument leaving the choice of doubling to the 
conductor.
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The double reeds are divided into two groups for the Sinfonia which is a kind of chorale 
prelude. Two d’amore play with the strings whilst two oboes, 1 oboe d’amore and a bassoon 
play a very simply harmonized chorale cantus firm us. (See discussion of the movement and 
musical example 9.16 below.) In this movement it seems unlikely that a bassoon is required 
to play with the main orchestra, thus releasing a bassoon player to play the tenor line in the 
chorale cantus firm us  on the third oboe d’amore. Similarly, in M36f, only one bassoon is 
required, releasing the second to play oboe d’ amore. This seems the more likely in that Ungar, 
who was appointed bassoonist in the Zerbst Kapelle in 1741, had been an oboist in his 
previous position in the court of WeiBenfels.59
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This leaves the problem of accounting for the four other players. The Zerbst Kapelle was not a 
large performing body and thus it is clear that players from other centres would be required to 
mount a performance of the work. Although neither Waschke nor Marpurg lists enough 
players to provide the complement, it is possible to reconstruct from Waschke and an 
exchange of letters between Rollig and Fasch60 a list of some of the personnel that might have 
performed the work:
Court Kapelle Listed in 1749:
Kettner Soprano  + G am ba
Teicher A lto
Poll Tenor
Forster Bass
Four Choirboys (All treble?)
Fasch
Hockh
Mohring
Wiillicke
Vent
Rollig
Frode
Ritter
Ungar
Heinicke
Biesenbmch
Gattermann
Violin
Violin
V io lin  +  Gam ba  
V io lin  ( + trumpet)
Viola
Cello (+ G am ba  ? and organ)
Oboe
Oboe
Bassoon + oboe 
H arpsichord  and organ 
Organ
Hofkantor (instrument?)
In addition, some of the following players, who are in Marpurg’s list o f the Court Kapelle
59 Werner (1.911) p.98.
60 Kettner and Mohring are confirmed as gamba players in a letter from Fasch to Rollig in answer to 
Rollig’s letter dated 12.1 1756. (In D-ORB Kammer Zerbst 8457, 701).
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published in 1757, may well have been available for the 1750 performance of the St Mark 
Passion:
Gottfried Rtihlmann Violin
Johann Christian Wolland Violin
Christian August Nicolai Violin
Johann Andreas Gregorius Fliedner Violin  
Friedrich Wilhelm Thietz Vio lin
The Court records provide a possible clue to the identities o f the players o f instruments not
accounted for in the lists above. Two visiting horn players from Cothen, Appelstadt and
Reinhardt, visited the court in 1750 (Reinhardt twice) The extra bassoonist and one of the
gamba players may well have been one of the other visiting players listed in the account
books.61
9 . 6 . 3 .  Instrum entation: a structura l role
All the movements except one require a full four-part string texture throughout each 
movement;62 there is no reduction o f the performing group to only continuo at cadential 
points (as in the Fasch works described above) nor are obbligato instruments required to be 
tacet in the B section of the da capo arias. The use of the wind instruments is particularly 
important in this work. Table 9.5 clearly illustrates the domination of the double-reed 
instruments and the continuing allying of the oboes and the bassoons. The flutes are still 
treated as a separate and unrelated pair to the double reeds and, with the exception of M12 
(where flute are coupled with bassoons - see below), never play in the same movement as the 
oboes. The horns are restricted to the opening and closing choruses and the gambas are 
employed in the two arias displaying the most archaic style. The recorders on the other hand 
are used, surprisingly, in the most progressive orchestration (M12 - see below).
The scoring of each of the five Parts is slightly different, certain instruments only being 
required for single Parts (see table 9.5 b e l o w ) . 6 5  The performance of the work in Zerbst at
61 SclaUer, Bindhorst, Wolden and Lichtensteiger. (See Chapter 18) Two bassoon players were also required 
for the St John Passion. Another visitor in 1750 was renowned gamba player J.C. Abel.
62 The only exception is M.24. See section 9.8 for further discussion of this movement.
63 Kiimmerling is led astray by the title ‘Pars Ilda am Sonntage Palmarum’ and ‘Sinfonia am Charfreytage’
in the Koln source and suggests that the differing Parts reflect the ‘ inventories’ of various court orchestras
of the time, concluding that the performance of the work for which the manuscript was prepared took 
place in differing places. (Kiimmerling / Prinz / Tomek (1986) p.9.)
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differing services no doubt encouraged the composer to view each part of this work more 
independently than had it all been performed in one service. Flutes are used only in Part II for 
the scene on the Mount of Olives,64 presumably as a result of the strong association of these 
instruments with pastoral images by the 18th-century composer. Aware that the soft-toned 
flutes were not considered to have a strong enough tone to support the chorus, the composer 
substitutes the more sonorous and brighter-toned oboes for just one movement in Part II, for 
the chorus ‘Wache auf, der du schlafest’ (Awake, ye who sleep, arise from the dead).
Table  9.5:
D istribution  o f obbligato instrum ents in  the lyrica l movements
Pa rt
aria /  movement
I
3 7
I I 
1 2 1 4 1 6
ill
21 2 4
IV
2 6 2 8 3 2
V
3 5 3 7
flauto piccolo 1 12'
flauto piccolo 2 12
flute 1 12 14
flute 2 12
oboe 1 3 7 16 24 26 35
oboe 2 3 7 16 24 26 35
flauto d'amore 1 28
flauto d'amore 2 28
oboe d'amore 1 26 32 37
oboe d'amore 2 26 37
oboe d'amore 3 26
gamba 1 32 37
gamba 2 ____ 37
Table 9.5 highlights a further pattern: a darkening and softening of the tonal colours of the 
obbligato instruments for the Good Friday music, which mirrors the the harmonic catabasis in 
the final movements of the work. Following a fairly standard orchestration in Parts I-III, Part 
IV commences with the Sinfonia featuring muted strings together with the full array of oboes,
04 Unlike C.P.E. Bach, who seems only to employ flutes in arias sung by female voices; pairs of flutes are
used in the St Mark Passion in M12 (for tenor voice) and M28 (duet for soprano and bass).
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including the darker-toned oboes d’amore.65 Apart from the aria M35, all the remaining arias 
in parts IV and V then utilise the lower-pitched instruments of each family and introduce the 
viole da gamba for the first time.66 The tonal weight lightens from the double-reed texture 
(one player to a part) of the Sinfonia (M26) to M28, which requires a pair of flauti d’ amore, 
and again to the intimate trio-sonata texture of the dark and quiet-toned solo instruments of 
M32. Finally, in the last aria (M7) muted strings and oboe d’amore play softly to enable the 
viole da gamba to sing through the texture. The lightening and muting of the orchestral 
timbre is achieved in the strings as well: in M36f, pizzicato strings accompany the four-part 
double-reed choir playing the chorale cantus firm us. Also, in M24, M26 (the Sinfonia), M28 
and M30 (the chorale ‘O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden’ ) and M37 the strings are directed to be 
muted. Though the return to the brighter-toned oboe, a major key and perky rhythms in M35 
seems very much out of place, it is explained by the optimistic words of the soprano aria ‘Mir 
fallt das allerbeste Los’ ( ‘To me falls the finest lot of all my bridegroom’s wedding garb’).
The most novel orchestration is to be found in the tenor aria M12 ( ‘Mein Geist wird innerlich 
erquickt’ ). The striking combination of transverse flutes in thirds with recorders doubling an 
octave higher and the bassoons an octave lower, with pizzicato strings playing broken chords 
in octaves representing David’s harp, anticipates the pairing o f instruments in the wind section 
of the Classical orchestra. The consequential parallel running thirds spread across three 
octaves even anticipate a characteristic of Brahmsian style ( vide the Finale of the 2nd 
Symphony). Most importantly, this orchestration pre-dates the ground-breaking D e r  Tod Jesu 
(C.H. Graun, Berlin 1755), and a comparision underlines how much more advanced the 
Rollig example is in some features. In the aria ‘Ein Gebeth um neue Starke’ (No.7. in D er  
Tod Jesu ) is a very similar passage with violins (doubled by flutes) doubled at a lower octave 
by bassoons. The simple minuet style displays many of the characteristics o f early Classical 
style in the balanced phrases, the Lombardic rhythms, the slow harmonic rhythm and the total 
absence of counterpoint. When the voice enters it is doubled by the 1st violin and bassoon in a 
straightforward repeat of the opening ritomello material.
65 Judging from the surviving sources of choral music, Rollig used the oboe d’amore as rarelv as Fasch. See 
Table 7.2.
66 In addition, in performances that use four oboe players doubling up, one will note that the volome or 
orchestral weight also lightens from the time that the tone starts to darken since from the opening of Part 
IV, where the oboes need revert to one player per part to cover the five upper woodwind parts.
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M usical Exam ple 9.1 Graun: D e r Tod Jesu, ‘ Ein Gebet um neue Starke’ bars 25-34
In M12, very similar features can be recognised (see Ex.9.2). Again, here one can find 
similarly slow harmonic rhythm, frequent cadences, Lombardic rhythms and syncopated 
figures coupled with characteristic mid-century triplet figures. What is most striking, though, 
is the manner in which Rollig distinguishes between the strings, which play pizzicato 
arpeggiated patterns to represent David’s harp, and the wind-band sonority: not only is there a 
clear differentiation between the string and wind writing, but also the wind instruments adopt 
a sustained harmonic role in bars 15-18. Thus, three textures are created in the course of the 
aria; after the opening bars where the violins double the flute parts in the standard manner 
(bars 1-4)) the unaccompanied strings echo the opening phrase (bars 5-6). The second idea 
and most original consists of a more decorated wind motif over the pizzicato string. The wind 
and pizzicato strings play in alternation except where the wind have sustained chords (bars 6-
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18). Just before the da capo comes a passage which would not be out of place in the late 18th 
or early 19th century: under the sustained wind chords unison strings play a phrase which 
imitates the falling 6th in the voice (Ex 9.2b).
M usical Exam ple 9.2
Example 9 2a  aria, ‘Mein Geist wird innerlich erquickt’ (bars 1-22)
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Example 9 2 b  aria, ‘ M ein Geist w ird inneriich erquickt’ {bars 128-141)
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9 .7 .  Recitative
The style of the recitative and turbae, highly contrasted from that displayed in A ch! W ir  
arm en Sunder, shares features with the music o f the St Matthew Passion. In setting the 
Gospel text, Rollig adopts almost the reverse procedure to that of Fasch in the St John 
Passion;67 there are only two passages (both described below) where the Evangelist is 
supported by the strings. For the rest the tenor voice is supported only by continuo  
instruments, with the supporting chords more widely spaced than in Ach! W ir arm en Sunder, 
which enables the Evangelist’ s recitative to be flexibly delivered (a welcome feature when the 
recitative sections are quite lengthy).68 The setting o f Jesus’s words is then more strongly 
contrasted to the rest of the recitative than in Ach! W ir arm en Siinder with the use o f both 
sustained and staccato string chords. Arioso  passages are reserved for Jesus’s quotations of 
the Scriptures. (There is only one very minor instance where Jesus is not accompanied by the 
orchestral strings.)69 Typical examples of this writing can be identified in Ex 9.3. The 
section commences with recitativosecco for the Evangelist followed by accompanied 
recitative for the words of Jesus. Firstly, there is a sustained chord for two bars which gives 
way to three bars of secco string chords. To distinguish the quotation of the Scriptures, there 
follows an arioso with a rhythmic accompaniment in 6/8 which is concluded with a theatrical 
flourish to lead back to an orchestral secco accompaniment for the continuation of Jesus’s 
words.
87 See section 8.2.3.1 above.
88 There are only two passages, both described below, where the Evangelist is supported by the strings.
89 At the words ‘Du sagest’ (St Mark 15: 2) in M27
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M usical Example 9.3 St M a rk  Passion: recitative (movement 6c, Mark 14: 13-14)
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Of the minor parts, Petrus , Judas, Hohepriester and A ncilla  are supported by the basso 
continuo in secco style whilst the Kriegsknecht and Hauptmann are supported by an arioso 
style basso continuo accompaniment with a smooth walking bass line.
M usical Example 9.4 St M a rk  Passion: recitative ‘Eli lama asabthani’ (bars 1-9)
65
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In a similar manner to Fasch, Rollig adopts an arioso-style continuo accompaniment for 
references to the Scriptures in the Evangelist’ s part as in M17a70 and for the quotation of the 
words of Jesus in the Crucifixion scene (see example 9.4 above) In the latter, Rollig 
achieves one of the most poignant moments as Christ utters the words E li, E li lam aasabthani?  
and the Evangelist translates the words into the vernacular. The sustained tones of the ‘ halo of 
strings’ gives way to a pizzicato accompaniment over which a double-reed choir, in four-part 
harmony, play the chorale ‘Ach Gott, erhor mein Seufzen und Wehklagen!’ as a cantus 
firm u s
A graphic example of the operatic topos can be found in the Evangelist’s final recitative 
recounting the taking down of the body and the closing of the tomb 72 (Here can be found 
affective writing which is very similiar to that described above in the section on the St 
Matthew Passion in section 7.5.1.) As in the St Matthew Passion, Rollig either punctuates 
or illustrates each statement with a flourish in the strings representing Pilate’ s marvelling at the 
death of Jesus, his calling to the Centurion (bars 37-8), the rising arpeggio ‘ exclamations’ at 
the Centurion’ s news and the final falling arpeggio representing the taking down from the 
cross o f Christ’ s body (bars 35-43) or the series o f semi- and demisemiquaver figures (in bars 
46-50) lead to the rolling of the stone in front of the tomb (bar 5 0 )73
70 In bar 10-13. (St Mark 14: 44)
71 See section 9.10 below on chorales as cantus firmi.
72 M38b - the only examples of accompanied recitative for the Evangelist other than those referred to 
above.
73 See also recitative M13a (bars 5-10) for another example of the ‘operatic’ style. Strong pulsing doited 
chords and fast and disjointed scalic motifs in one of Jesus’s quotations of the Scriptures describe the 
striking of the shepherd and scattering of sheep.
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M usical Exam ple 9.5
St M a rk  Passion: recitative Movt. 38b (bars 34-38,43-50) (Mark 15:44 and 46)
Example 9.5a
Example 9.5b
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9 .8  Arias: Structure and style
Though the work is more or less contemporary with Ach! W ir arm en Siinder, some of the 
music o f the St Mark Passion more clearly represents a point further down the road to 
Classicism. However, one of the characteristics of the St Mark Passion which distinguishes 
it from the St John Passion, is the wide variety in style in the arias - some reflect the great 
changes in style during the mid century, adopting clear early classical features, whilst others, 
and in particular ‘Wo ist das Kreuz’ (M32), are in a very much older style o f composition.
As might be expected, dacapo  and d a l segno arias predominate in this mid-century work; 
only one movement (M21) adopts a non-repeating form. In common with the St Matthew 
texts and in contrast with the two other Zerbst Passions, the verses in the St Mark Passion are 
all 4-6 lines in length, thereby lending themselves more conveniently to dacapo  forms. The 
majority are six lines in length and display a variety of rhyming patterns:
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Table 9.6: Rhym ing Paltterns of St Ylark Passion texts
rh ymin g
pattern
item no. s tr u c tu r e Type
4 lines ab.ab 32 Abridged D.C. Dl *
5 lines ab.aab 3
37
D.C.
D.C.
A2
A2
abb.aa 21 other _
6 lines aab.ccb 7
12
28
D.C.
D.C. 
Abridged D.C.
A2
A2
D2
ab.aaab 14 D.C. A2
ab.bbab 24 D.C. Al
ab.ccab 35 D.C. A2
* - the DS is to a point during Rl (see discussion Below)'
Stylistically and structurally, the nine da capo arias can be divided into two broad groups. In 
the first are those which display the most conservative features in terms of instrumentation, 
internal structure and style (M 21,24 and 32), whilst the second and larger group of arias 
display more prevalent mid-century stylistic characteristics, particularly in thematic 
construction, melody and orchestration. However, paradoxically, a medial ritomello allied to 
the repetition o f text in the B section is a feature of all the arias in Group 2.
9 . 8 . 1  G roup 1 Arias:
Each of the arias in Group I displays a different structural plan; standard dacapo  form Type 
‘A l ’ (M24), abridged da capo Type ‘D l* ’ (M32) and non -repeating (M21).
Mention has already been made of the similarity between ‘Verfluchte Faust, verfluchte Faust’ 
(M21) (see example 9.6 below) and ‘ Ihr Feinde, zuckt doch nicht die Schwerter’ in the St 
Matthew Passion. The theme of the text, the beating of hands, is immediately captured in the 
bold staccato semiquaver passage in this dramatic ‘ rage’ aria, and the A ffekt is maintained 
throughout the movement. Each vocal phrase is announced by the orchestral flourish that 
concludes the ritomello. To accommodate the repetition of line one in line five in the text,
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Rollig adopts a structure with four distinct vocal phrases, each defined by text and by key. 74 
However, there is still a sense of ‘ return’ following a passage of tonally unstable music.
Built on sequences and melismas in the vocal part and short orchestral chords (bars 32-33), in 
essence section S3 fulfils the role o f the contrasting B section in ternary form. S3 builds to a 
dramatic interrupted cadence in bar 38. S4 then acts as a recapitulation of S1 and the 
movement closes with a full restatement o f the ritomello:
M usica l Exam ple 9.6 St M a rk  Passion: aria ‘Verfluchte Faust’ (bars 1-11)
Violin I
Violin II
Viola
Violoncello
staccato allegro
r - r - r r r r f + ^ f f ^
7 7
VnlJI
Cont
74 Structural plan of ‘Verfluchte Faust’ M21:
1-8 Rl Fm
8-17 SI Fm lines 1-3
17-18 R2 Fm
19-21 S2 Fm-Ab lines 4-6
25-29 R3 Ab
30-40 S3 Ab-Frn lines 1-6
40-50 S4 Fm lines 2-6
50-57 R4 Fm
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(Translation: ‘Cursed hand, cursed hand, that strikes [in malice]’ )
With a greatly reduced instrumentation, and also the shortest text (consisting of only four 
lines), the alto aria ‘Wo ist das Kreuz?’ (M32) stands apart from the other arias and is true 
chamber music. The music is firmly in a High Baroque style most typically found in the 
works of the 1715-1730 period. A great intimacy is created by use of the muted sounds of 
the oboe d’amore and viola da gamba (the instrument’s first appearance in the work) coupled 
with a pizzicato bass line75 and the independence of each instrumental part is particularly clear
78 Arco is indicated in the bar linking R3 to S3 (bar 47). In this bar only does the bass play anything faster 
than quavers. No return to pizzicato is indicated in the score though the style of the bass part in bar 48 
returns to that of Rl. (Kummeriing suggests a return to pizzicato in bar 48 in his score.)
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in this aria.76
The abridged da capo form of this movement is unusual in that the return after the end of the 
middle section is to bar 11, a point two thirds through R l, i.e. a modified ‘half da capo*
Type D l form.77 In the opening ritomello, the obbligato instruments adopt question- 
answer patterns until they come together at bar 8. Here they have differing yet complementary 
ideas - not until bar 13 do they have the same material. Five ideas are presented in the 
opening ritomello: i) an ornamented version of the main SI theme in question-answer 
phrases between the d’amore and gamba in bars 1-4; ii) a further syncopated idea played on 
the d’amore and repeated on the gamba (bars 5-6); iii) duetting with the syncopated phrase in 
the d’amore accompanied by an arpeggiated figure in the gamba (bars 8-10); iv) in effect a 
new version of ‘iii’ with the melody instruments interchanged (in typically Bachian manner), 
the syncopation now in the gamba and the the d ’amore developing the K o p m o tif (bar 11); 
and v) a version of ‘ ii’ at double speed with the two solo instruments in thirds (from bar 13). 
The vocal part in S1 opens with a less ornamented version of the opening d’amore and gamba 
bars:
76 Parallels have been noted between this aria and ‘Komm susses Kreuz soil will ich sagen’ from J.S. Bach’s 
St Matthew Passion, based principally on the use of the solo gamba. The point that it is hard to believe 
that the author of ‘Wo ist das Kreuz’ did not know the equivalent bass aria Komm susses Kreuz where 
Bach also employs an obbligato viola da gamba was one of Kiimmerling's arguments that C.P.E Bach was 
the composer of Die betriibte und Geistliche Sulamith (see Kiimmerling/Prinz/Tomek (1986) p.9). As 
suggested in Chapter 7 above, there is a strong possibility that Rollig did, indeed, hear a performance of 
Bach’s great Passion when he was a student in Leipzig. This aside, one may be misled into reading too 
much into the apparent similarities between these two arias. In most settings of the Passion story, 
whichever gospel, composers generally attempt to achieve greater depth of expression and intimacy in arias 
commentating on one of the most pivotal tenets of Christian faith. A common feature is the paring away 
of the orchestral texture to, in many cases, just solo obbligato instruments which have not appeared 
previously in that particular setting. In Keiser’s St Mark Passion, a work highly influential on J.S.Bach, 
the aria ‘O Golgotha’ (No.30) features a solo oboe accompanied by the b.c, the only moment in the entire 
work when a wind instrument is employed. In BWV245, Bach inserts the aria ‘Es ist vollbracht’ (No.30), 
featuring a viola da gamba (again the instruments only appearance in the oratorio) coupled with alto voice. 
The gamba is also used for’Geduld’, BWV244 no.35.
77 Structural Plan of No.32: lines in text:
1-15*§ Rl am
15-22 SI am-em 1-2
23-26 R2 em
27-42 S2 em-am 1-2
43-47 R3 am
Fine
47-55 S3 C 3-4
DS 148 bars
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Musical Example 9.7 St M a rk  Passion: aria ‘Wo ist das Kreuz?’ (bars 1-17)
(i) dO
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At a first glance it would appear that movement is not without imagery: the sign of the cross 
(f )78 is substituted for the word ‘ Kreuz’ in bars 16, 28 and 35 in the source and a cross 
shape is made out of the opening phrases. The shape is similar to the opening phrases of 
Kom m  susses K reuz . However, the ‘ f  sign is not used consistently and further examination 
of the mansuscript would suggest that its principal use is as a convenient contraction to save 
valuable space. The second idea in the ritomello appears in a contracted version in bar 17, 
creating a falling phrase in iambic rhythm which occurs with each reference to the placing of 
the cross on the back of Simon - the falling phrase suggesting the physical and allegorical 
‘weight’ o f the cross.
The third aria in Group 1, ‘Dich Petrus, weckt der muntre Hahn’ (M24), shares many 
features with those of Fasch.79 Structurally, the movement is o f the St John-type with a 
single unarticulated phrase in the B section, and the ritomello displays a similar development 
from the head motif, with less subsequent thematic contrast. Even the choice of the metre is 
more characteristic of the older composer.80 The oboe motif suggesting the crowing o f the 
cock becomes the dominant feature o f the movement. This is achieved by the coupling of the 
predominantly unison oboes with muted strings which serves to emulate the strident tone of 
the cock. However, the oboe has a very much reduced role in the B section in this aria, a 
feature similar to the arias discussed in the previous chapter where commonly the orchestral 
texture is often reduced in the B section by the omission of the obbligato  wind instrument. 
This is also the only movement in the work where the accompaniment is reduced to continuo
78 It also occurs in the chorale M33.
79 Indeed, Fasch’s authorship would not be out of the question.
80 There is greater frequency of metres with fewer beats to the bar (2/4 and 3/8) in the St John, while a 
greater proportion of St Matthew and St Mark Passion arias are in common time. The table below shows 
the numbers of lyrical movements which commence in any particular metre. (Changes of metre in the 
course of the movements are not noted.) Of the two contemporaneous works, 66% of the St John Passion 
are in either 2/4 or 3/8 or 3/4 metre whilst 17% are in either 3/4 or 4/4 whereas 46% of the St Mark 
Passion arias are in 2/4, 3/8 or 3/4 metre and 40% are in common time.
T ab le : F ootn ote 83
2 / 4 3 / 8 3 /4 4 /4 6/8 2 / 2
Fasch 'Brockes' - . 2 6 - -
Fasch St Luke 1 ' 1 1 -
Fasch St John 4 2 2 2 1 1
Rollig St Matthew 1 1 7
... .......
1 -
Rollig St Mark 1 1 3 4 I -
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only, leading to a structural cadential point - a further characteristic associated with the works 
of Fasch noted in previous chapters.81 Contrast is achieved directly after Fine with the 
reduction to the voice and b.c. accompaniment alternating with solo oboes. Syncopated 
accompaniment figures, sustained harmonies and smooth sequential writing replace much of 
the angular writing and staccato ‘ cock-crows’ of the A  section.
9 .8 .2  Group 2 Arias
The structural feature common to all o f the Group 2 arias is the medial ritomello and 
associated text repetition in the B section to create two distinct vocal phrases (S3 and S4) 
defined by key.82 Both the scale of the B sections and the presence of a medial articulation in 
these arias were by 1750 an almost archaic feature.
The B sections in the St Mark Passion arias display more tonal variety than do those of Ja  
deine S tin d : the closest example in D ie  betriibte und getrostete Geistliche Sulamith to those 
described in the previous chapter is the first aria ‘Was soil ich fiir ein Glas zerbrechen’ (M3). 
In this aria the modulation is from the submediant to the mediant (a tonic-dominant 
relationship) and then to the subdominant. A  similar structure can be found in M12 where S3 
commences in the dominant (G) and modulates to vi; S4 then returns to G. Of the remaining 
six da capo arias with a medial ritomello in the B section, the two in minor keys (M7 and 
M 14) have B sections which commence immediately in the relative major. The other three 
major key arias are more static - S3 commences in the tonic in each of these movements. 
Table 9.7 below summarises the tonal plans of movements with S3 and S4 sections:
81 See bars 72-74 and 86-87, the latter at the end of the A section.
82 Though not common in the other surviving cantata works by Rollig (the majority of which most probably 
predate the St Mark Passion by some 13 years or more) examples of this structure (with the repetition of 
text) can be found in No. 4 of Riihmet seinen heiligen Namen. Nos. 8 and 11 of the St Matthew Passion 
display the instrumental articulation but not the text repetition.
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Tab le  9.7 Tonal structures in  B sections o f da capo arias
M o v e m e n t k ey S 3 S 4 R4
(DS arias)
Major keys 3 Eb vi-iii iii-iV
12 C V-vi v i - 1V
28 E l-vi vi-iii iii-l
35 A l-vi vi-iii
37 D l-ii i ii-vi
Minor keys 7 Cm lll-VI Vi-iv
14 Gm lll-VII Vll-i
The music of the arias in Group 2 displays more progressive stylistic features. In each the 
opening phrase ends with a distinct cadence followed by contrasting material, often treated 
sequentially.
The most advanced stylistically, such as ‘Was soil ich fiir ein Glas zerbrechen’ (M3), display 
a cultivation of dramatic contrast that anticipates the Viennese style. In the opening ritomello 
an opening dotted motif is contrasted immediately with a triplet phrase - a typical mid-century 
mannerism. The expressive phrase that follows, featuring feminine chromatic appoggiaturas 
accompanied by sustained oboes, presents a contrasting melodic element. Yet, this ritomello 
can still be analysed along the lines of the Fortspinnungtypus . 8 3  The ritomello comprises a 
motivic Vordersatz (bars 1-3); a Fortspinnung  or continuation, usually involving sequential 
repetition (bars 4~92); and a cadential E pilo g  (bars 93-13). However, this can only serve as a 
loose description of the ritomello o f ‘ Was soli ich fur ein Glas zerbrechen’ . The ritomelli to 
which the term Fortspinnungtypus would normally be applied would be most often 
characterised by a single A ffekt and not, as here, ones which display such motivic contrast.
83 See Crist (1988) pp. 111-116, and 148.
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Musical Example 9.8
St M a rk  Passion: aria ‘Was soli ich fur ein Glas zerbrechen’ (bars 1-23)
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The texture is very homophonic and light: for example in the opening bars of S1 the voice is 
supported by simple chords in the upper strings. The choice of musical material seems to go 
beyond purely period gestures. Typical o f the larger group of St Mark Passion arias there is 
quite a remarkable wealth of affective writing clearly displayed in this first example. The 
wretched heart is represented by the yearning figure a  ’ and the breaking of the flask is 
suggested by short chords in the upper strings and a unison jagged falling dotted figure a ”.
The allegory of tears pouring forth as does precious water (the oil o f the spikenard) poured on 
Jesus’ s head is represented as running triplet quavers in bars 86-88 and the unison step wise 
quaver motion just before the dacapo  (bars 120-121). Note how, in particular, figure a '  
and the triplet figure become part o f the general musical material in this aria.
The analysis o f an opening ritomello following the principle o f Fortspinnungtypus lends itself 
quite successfully to the music o f M7, ‘ Schrecklich harter Ausdruck: Wehe!’ which displays 
more homogeneity in style than the opening aria. The Vordersatz (bars 1-4) opens with a 
unison motif and the Fortspinnung (bars 5-15) continues with a sequential treatment of the 
material whilst the instrumental instrduction is neatly concluded with an Epilog  (bars 16-20). 
However, as in M3 above and in several other arias, the music seems to be divided into four 
distinct ideas. In this case they are:
1) The coupling of an opening half-phrase ending with a half-close with
2 ) a passage based upon a sequence - a feature common to both the first two arias 
of the St Mark Passion. In No.7 the bold opening in octaves is answered by a 
modulating sequence, a question-answer phrase between the two oboe and 
violin groups.
3) a cadential phrase over a pedal (bars 13-15) and
4) a falling phrase in which the text describes the descent in the black abyss.
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Musical Example 9.9
St M a rk  Passion: aria ‘ Schrecklich harter Ausdruck: Wehe!’ bars 1-20
The choice of the transverse flute as an obbligato wind instrument in M14. ‘Der Fels, vor 
dem die Felsen zittem’ must surely result from the pastoral theme o f Part II o f the work, since 
its choice on the basis o f the text o f this particular aria seems quite arbitrary. The 
instrumentation and treatment of the flute is reminiscent of the concerti of Quantz whilst in 
general the aria displays more characteristics in common with a C.P.E. Bach style than any 
other in the St Mark Passion. Indeed, this is one of the most modem of all the arias, which is 
perhaps this the reason for Ritter’ s decision to include the aria in the collection published in 
‘A R M O N IA  ’ .84 Whilst on the one hand the texture is predominantly two-part - violins in 
unison and the violas very much allied to the bass line - on the other hand, there is little true 
counterpoint and what imitation there is, is as a result of word-painting. In contrast to the 
arias of Group I the harmonic rhythm is relatively slow with a great deal of note repetition in 
the bass line. Typical o f mid-century works, Lombardic rhythms and triplets predominate in
84 See section 9.1 above.
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the music.86
Duet or other ensemble arias are rarely found in oratorios o f the first half o f the century but are 
more common in the works of C.H. Graun, Agricola, A.C. Kunzen and J.E. Bach composed 
after 1755. The combination o f soprano and bass, in the character of Tochter Z ion  and Jesus 
is also one of the most popular in Passion settings.86 The adoption of two different texts, 
one for each voice presented at the same time as in the duet ‘ Brich mein Herz/Wallt ihrTriebe’ 
is, however, novel. Whilst the imitation of the vocal writing serves to enhance the clarity o f 
the words in performance so that the words of the first two lines of each verse are highlighted, 
a special emphasis will inevitably be given to those words which are sung together by both 
voices in a homophonic texture.
Sulam ith. Jesus.
Brich, mein Herz, Wallt, ihr Triebe.
Denn der Schmerz Denn die Liebe
Martert mich bis auf den Tod. Ist weit starker, als der Tod
Soil mein Freund am Kreuz erblassen? Soli die Sulamith vergehn?
Soil ich ihn den Feinden lassen? Soil ich sie verderben sehn?
Nein. dies haufet Not auf Not. Nem, mich iammert ihrer Not.
Soprano 
Break my heart 
for the anguish 
tortures me to death.
Shall my friend die on the cross? 
Shall I leave him to his foes?
No! It heaps despair on despair!
Bass
Let Passions reign 
for love
is stronger bv far than death 
Is the Shulammite to perish?
Am I a witness to her destruction? 
No! I grieve at her despair!
In the A  section, ‘Tod’ is thus emphasised by its placement at the end of each musical phrase 
where, as expected in this style, the voices have the same rhythm in cadential phrases. In S3, 
‘Nein!’ is emphasised by being sung only in unison, and then in the S4 by each voice in
85 Once again the lengthy ritomello can be divided into several short sections with contrasting material. Of 
note is the sustained writing for the flute in bars 3-5 in a sequential passage and the solo writing in bars 6- 
8 where the accompaniment is very light and homophonic. The writing is highly affective and several of 
the musical ideas stem from the text. ‘Trembling’ , ‘ falling’ and ‘quaking’ are clearly portrayed in this 
opening ritomello ( ‘ trembling’ - the triplet phrases in bars 3-4 and bar 12 and the trills in the flute;
‘falling’ and ‘quaking’ - in bars 2, 5-6 and 7-8.) The allusion to ‘falling’ is further strengthened in the SI at 
the setting of ‘ fallt’ with a sequence of imitative falling arpeggios passed around the ensemble in bars 16- 
18, whilst the vocal repeated notes on ‘ bebend’ becomes a feature of the music. This is developed further in 
bar 74 with repeated triplet semiquavers on the word ‘unshakable’ ( ‘unbeweglich’ ).
86 See section 1.5.3
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alternation while ‘Martet’ and ‘ starker’ are sung dramatically together in bar 51.87
The changing of metre during the course o f a movement is a common early Classical feature 
found in a large proportion of C.H. Graun’s and C.P.E. Bach’s arias of the post-1750 
period. Most commonly the change is to a triple metre and occurs at the commencement of 
the B section.88 Such a change occurs in just one St Mark aria, ‘ Mirfalltdas allerbesteLos’ . 
Here the reference to ‘ finery’ and ‘ grace’ in S3 is perhaps the key to the choice of the 
smoother 3/8 metre in the B section in contrast to the energetic lombardic rhythmic patterns of 
the A  section which is in common time.
M usical Example 9.10 St M a rk  Passion: aria ‘ Mirfalltdas allerbesteLos’
Example 9.10a aria ‘Mir failt allerbeste Los’ (bars 12-16) 
SI
12
*
Soprano
t i  l  i  r n
Los von mei - nes Braut - gams Hoch -zeits -  klei - de.
Example 9.10b aria ‘Mir fallt allerbeste Los’ (bars 49-64)
y
S3 (the ‘B’ Section) x
Wenn mich, die ihm ver - lob - te Braut so zie-het er, so zie-het er mich auf den
z
J  J "*1 1-
*
T 3- ' -  ■ 4  1
SchoB der Gna - - de, Herr - l ic h -  keit— und Freu -  de.
87 See section 9.6.3 above, for commentary on the instrumentation of flauto d’amore and muted strings.
88 Similar contrasts of metre in the middle sections of arias occur in Rollig’s St Matthew Passion in items 
nos. 2 and 5. Metre changes also occur in nos 9, which is contracted like a loose rondo, and in the 
Schlufichor, which commences in common time and ends in triple metre. (There are no examples of 
change of metre in the course of an aria movement in the Fasch Passions.)
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Example 9.10 also highlights one of the few examples of ‘motivic transformation’ to be found 
in the work. Three motives from the main vocal theme are reused in triple time B section 
(though the material is extended with interpolations between the appearance of each motivic 
unit). The opening motif o f the middle section (bar 49-52) is related to the the Kopfm otiv  
( V  ) from the ritomello (highlighted by asterisks) and the transformed version of the 
secondary motif ( V  ) (bars 56-59) is also very close to the original in bars 14-15. Asterisks 
indicate the relationship of the transformed ‘z ’ with the first statement in bars 15-16. Note 
that the harmonic context is also unchanged - the middle section remains in the tonic major for 
the first 11 bars before commencing a modulation to arrive in the relative minor at the medial 
ritomello.
The surprisingly optimistic tone of the text is reflected not only in the style of the opening 
music but also the more strident tone o f the oboes in a section characterised by the darkened 
and more subdued tone colour of the oboe d ’amore, flauto d’amore and gambas during the 
catabasis (see comments on the use of the orchestra above.) The use o f lombardic rhythms in 
the opening phrase seems to be common currency in the work and the style in general is most 
similar to the jerkiness of M24, where the music portrays the cock-crow. However, other 
features of the music are more conservative. The use o f the obbligato instruments is 
reminiscent of Fasch in that for the greater part o f the vocal sections the oboes are silent, 
playing only brief sections, most usually in conjunction with the triplet motif. Having been 
silent in S3 entirely, the oboes play the triplet motif in R4 and a falling octave motif which is 
very similar to the cock crow in M24. The walking bass line of S3 and S4 and the hemiola at 
the cadence in bars 62-3 only serve to confirm that much of the music is firmly rooted in 
Baroque practices.
The frequent pauses in the final aria, M37, ‘Nun will ich auch nicht langer leben’ is an 
unusual feature reflecting, perhaps, the ‘ galant’ tendencies of the composer. The key to the 
halting progress of the music lies in the references to the welcome advancement of death in the 
text and the aria, in effect, is a substitute for the ‘ sleep’ chorus that often concludes Passion 
settings.89 The text is spun out to create the longest movement of the work (260 bars).
89 See section 1.5.4 for a discussion of the ‘ sleep’ chorus and ‘sleep’ arias.
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Nun will ich auch nicht langer leben. Now I, too, would live no longer.
Come gentle death, lay me to rest.
Henceforth, I depart consoled, 
For Jesus’ suffering and death 
unlocks the gates of Heaven, and 
closes Hell.
Komm sanfterTod, bring mich zur Ruh.
Ich kann nunmehr getrost verscheiden 
Denn Jesus schliesst durch Tod und Leiden 
Den Himmel auf, die Holle zu.
9 .9  The Chorus
9 . 9 . 1  Choruses w ith  ly rica l texts
Rollig’ s knowledge of the Leipzig tradition is no more clearly demonstrated than in his use of 
the chorus in the St Mark Passion. The dramatic and extended use of the chorus both in the 
turbae and in the lyrical choruses clearly distinguishes the work from the other surviving 
Zerbst oratorio Passions. Following the Bach tradition, there are two large-scale lyrical choral 
movements - an Introitus and a Schlufichor - and a further shorter chorus in the body of the 
work. In the opening chorus, ‘ Gehet heraus und schauet an’ , are several further echoes of 
the Bach St Matthew Passion in the choice of metre and text of the opening chorus: both 
works refer to the daughters of Zion and both are in compound quadruple time. In BWV 
244, Picander’ s opening text is a call to view the patient and bloodied Christ at Calvary, while 
in the St Mark Passion the reference is to the wedding of Solomon (Song o f Solomon III, 11), 
the allegory being of the divine love, the Lamb o f God, wedded to the new Jerusalem 
represented by the Daughter of Zion. (This is not a unique use o f the allegory: a Cantata for 
Palm Sunday, Gehet heraus, ihr Zions Tochter, by Telemann (71726) takes a similar text 
based on Song of Solomon.)90
The opening chorus, the text o f which comprises one sentence, is divided into two with a 12/8 
section of 44 bars followed a fugue in triple metre for 91 bars. The same robust 12/8 music of 
the first part of the ‘ Gehet heraus und schauet an’ can be seen in the 1st movement of 
Rollig’ s Cantata Riihmet seinen heiligen Namen which shares the same orchestration.91 The
9° Quarg (1995) p. 65. (See discussion of texts above.) A Tochter Zion aria from the 1762 St Matthew 
Passion by Telemann also opens with the text: ‘Gehet heraus, ihr’ . (See Homer (1933), Thematic 
Catalogue)
91 Score in Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, Vienna, (15579). Both the style of this cantata and the use of the 
homs suggest that it is almost contemporary with the St Mark Passion. According to Carse, horn parts in 
Bb (the key of the 1st movement of Riihmet seinen heiligen Namen) were only commonly demanded after 
1750. Crooks enabling homs to play in all keys were not available until after 1750. Up to cl740 homs 
were almost invariably pitched in F and D (most commonly) and G and C (less commonly). Towards the 
mid-century parts for Eb, E and A occur. Only after 1750 were the Bb alt and Bb bass crooks available. 
Homs with crooks for all nine keys were made in 1755 by Wemem of Dresden (Carse (1964) p. 113, 
quoting Gerber, Lexicon, 1790).
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melodic material in both examples is undoubtedly influenced by the capabilities of the homs 
and consequently the harmonic language is simple. In both movements one can see the same 
slow harmonic rhythm, triadic themes (.x ), scalic and other and similar rhythmic and melodic 
patterns (y ) and (z ) in both the melody instruments and the bass:
M usical Example 9.11 St M a rk  Passion: chorus ‘ Gehetheraus’ (bars 1-6)
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M usical Example 9.12 Rollig Cantata Ruhmet seinen heiligen Nam en
Example 9 .12a (bars 1-5)
x y /t I    " I—
Example 9.12b (bars 12-14)
Whereas the music of Ja deine Siind and Ach, w ir  arm en Sunder are almost devoid of 
contrapuntal writing in the choruses, the opening chorus of St Mark features a set-piece fugue
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whilst the majority of the turbae contain fugatos or are are predominantly contrapuntal in 
texture. After the largely homophonic opening the music comes to a half-close at bar 44 for a 
fugue in F major.92 This falls into roughly six sections as follows:
Table  9.8 Structure o f Fugue in  Chorus ‘ Gehet heraus und schauet an ’.
1 45-72 Exposition
73-119 Middle section
2 73-83 subsidiary exposition
3 83-92 episode
4 92-109 subsidiary exposition
5 109-119 episode
6 119-135 Final section
.(124 last statement of theme - in dominant) ■
A smooth flow is maintained in the writing with predominantly conjunct movement in the 
subject with real answers in the dominant entries (BTAS entries). There is no recognisable 
counter-subject.
M usica l Exam ple 9.13 M l: The first two statements of the fugue subject
92 Similar structures can be found in the opening chorus of Rollig’s Trauer Cantata (1771) Euer Hertz soil 
sich freuen and the final movement of the cantata Gott mein Trost! Both choruses commence with a 
triple-metre section in a largely homophonic style followed by a four-part fugue in common time.
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There is a further fugal passage in M16, the dramatic chorus ‘Wache auf, der du schlafest!’ , a 
setting of Ephesians 5; 14. The movement falls into two parts, a dramatic section with sudden 
contrasts between the loud upward triadic music for the words ‘Wache auf’ exhorting the 
sleeping disciples in the Garden of Gesthemane to wake up, and soft sustained chords for 
‘Der du schlafest!’ . The second part (bars 45-89) is a short four-part fugue on the words 
‘ So wird dich Christus erleuchten’ ( ‘And Christ shall give you light.’ ). The smooth theme, 
featuring running quavers, is very similar to the fugue subject of the opening chorus. The 
exposition (bars 45-73) with real answers is followed by an extremely truncated middle 
section of only nine bars leading to a final statement at bar 82.
The gentle triple metre of the Schlufichor brings the Koln version to an optimistic close. 
Common to the surviving Zerbst Passions is a simple homophonic choral song elucidating the 
message of renewal and hope that Christ’ s death affords Christians: ‘After much pain, He lies 
at rest in the hearts of all true Christians; that they, armed with his Power may arise anew with 
him each day.’93 The chorus is in dacapo  ternary form without any introductory orchestral 
introduction or instrumental articulation halfway through the vocal phrase in the A section. 
Both sections end with an orchestral ritomello.94
Rollig’s mid-century credentials are no more clearly displayed than in the strict periodic 
structure, homophonic writing and simple Lied-style of the melodic writing of this movement. 
In a similar fashion to the St John Passion (where the homs were required only for the 
Schlufichor), having been silent since the second item of the St Mark Passion, the pair of 
homs return in the final chorus to create a fuller and more majestic finale to the work. In 
contrast to the conservative oboe writing (which is collaparte with either the vocal lines or 
the violins in the rito rn e lli), the horn writing displays a stronger affinity with the classical 
style than has been noted in the St John Passion. Though in the first section the homs play 
mainly an adapted co llaparte  with rhythmic figures between phrases, in the B section, they 
fulfil more a harmonic than a melodic role, and the music features four- and five-bar sustained 
pedals in addition to the simple hom calls. A  lightness is achieved in the orchestral
93 ‘Er ruhet nun nach vielen Schmerzen in aller frommen Christen Herzen; daB sie in seiner Kraft geriist auch 
taglich mit ihn aufertehen.’
94 Following the version in the Wordbook the entire music would have been repeated with a second verse 
and the movement followed by the Schlufichoral ‘Wenn dort, Herr Jesu’ .
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accompaniment with syncopation in the closing ritomello which is carried through into the 
accompaniment in the B section:
M us ica l Exam ple 9.14 St Mark Passion: Schlufichor
Example 9.14a (bars 1-8)
— J - = . lH o m  in F
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Example 9.14b (bars 33-42) 
r \ 35
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(Translations: a) ‘The grieving women see where Jesus has been laid’ b) ‘ After much pain, He lies at rest’)
9.9.2. Turba choruses
Rollig’ s exposure to the Passion settings o f Bach during his sojourn in Leipzig may well have 
had a tangible influence on the composition of the turbae sections in both the St Matthew and 
St Mark Passions. Unlike the pithy and archaic turbae found in the Fasch St John Passion, 
those by Rollig are longer 95 and, particularly in the St Mark Passion, have much of the 
dramatic flair that is a feature of Bach’s settings.
The majority o f the St Mark turba choruses commence with a homophonic ‘ call to arms’ . An 
important feature is the dramatic impact of the inteijections in the narrative. This can be 
achieved effectively by a sudden burst o f choral and orchestral sound with a boldness and 
clarity (and inherent safety in performance!) o f a chordal or unison texture. Owing to their
98 Ranging from 9 to 50 bars in length (average 22 bars) the turbae in this work are also longer than those in 
both in both case studies in Chapter 1 - see sections 1.6.3.2 and 1.6.4.2.
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brevity, these sections are all through composed, there being little time to adopt more formal 
layouts. However, though the majority do display designs which vary according to the text, 
three distinct patterns emerge:
Table 9.9: - Formal designs in the turba choruses
t o t a ©
Unrelieved homophony throughout: 2b, 4b, (6d) 3
Unrelieved counterpoint throughout: 6b 1
Tripartite structure: 20b, 20d, 27b, 29, 36b, 36d, 36g 8
i
Of the first four turba choruses in the work, two ( 2b and 4b) are in a simple homophonic 
texture, untouched by contrapuntal procedures. In chorus 6d there is a harmonised statement 
of the first line of the chorale ‘O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden’ in the string parts against an 
imitative treatment of the words ‘Bin ich’ s? ’ in the vocal parts." The effect is quite 
different from the similar passages in the St Matthew Passions of Telemann (1746) and Bach 
(1727), which both give an impression o f frenzied questioning. In the St Mark Passion, the 
mood is one of stunned shock - the disciples seem to question Jesus tentatively.
96 Smallman (1970) p.69 points out that overlapping imitative entries is the traditional treatment of the text 
Herr, bin ich’s. In the the earliest tradition in the Dramatic Passions, exemplified by the setting of St 
Matthew by Vulpius (1613), the questioning phrases were presented singly by each voice in turn with a 
harmonised SATB ending. Schtitz and Bach treat the passage much more dramatically with faster 
overlapping entries. Both are aware of number symbolism. In Schiitz, there are eleven bin ich’s i.e. one 
for each of the twelve Disciples minus Judas. (He is not strict in giving eleven complete statements of 
the phrase Herr, bin ich’s.) Conversely, Bach sets eleven statements of the full phrase but with some some 
repetition of bin ich’s. Rollig follows the example of Schiitz with predominantly seconds for the two 
words bin ich’s (St Mark omits the word Herr) but divides the phrase into two to fit the two phrases of 
the chorale cantus firmus and seems to be unaware of the subtlety of Schiitz and Bach by setting twelve 
statements of bin ich’s .
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M usical Example 9.15 St M a rk  Passion: turba  chorus 6d (Bin ich’s)
Chorus 6b is the only example in which the composer adopts a contrapuntal style unrelievedly 
throughout. It is not strict but is distinct from the format of the majority of the turba choruses 
in this work.
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M usical Example 9.16 -St M a rk  Passion: turba  chorus’Wo willst du?’ (bars 1-7)
col instrum
S /
AT
(Translation: ‘ Where do You want us to go and prepare [Passover]’
4 0 4
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6b commences with a fugal exposition (bars 1-12, where the subject is presented by the alto, 
immediately with its counter-subject in the soprano. There are four statements in the 
exposition; alto (tonic), soprano (dominant), bass (tonic), alto (dominant - tonal answer) with 
an echo in the tenor, the voice that has not presented the full subject theme. From bar 13, 
where the middle section can be said to start, all voices commence sequences on the subject 
theme until bar 17 when voices start to combine in pairs (at first the soprano and tenor - bar 
15, then alto and bass in bar 17) and the structure of the fugue begins to break down. At bar 
20, a perfect cadence in G minor leads to a coda-like phrase with the voices in pairs.
The remaining eight turba choruses adopt a distinct three-part structure. All commence with a 
homophonic ‘ call to arms’ and finish with a homophonic or unison phrase.97 The style of the 
music between these two phrases, which forms the greater part of the music in each chorus, 
contrasts considerably to the first and final phrase, and several plans for the middle section 
can be recognised.
The middle section of several turbae is in a strict contrapuntal style, a fugal exposition. In 
20b the false witnesses are suggested by staggered entries. A similar technique is employed in 
23b. After the opening two words, Wahrlich (surely), a single voices spit out du bist der 
einer (you are one of them). However, much of the rest of the middle section is in a 
homophonic texture. No. 20d (Weissage uns ) falls into two halves with the same unison 
phrase (a single C’FGC pattern) opening and closing the section. The first half consists of a 
falling sequence based upon a soprano figure and a series of suspensions in the bass. In the 
second half, the soprano figure moves to the bass whilst the suspensions originally in the bass 
are now sung in the alto part and heightened in effect by alternating with sustained notes in the 
soprano. In 27b, the three parts are quite distinct. The chorus sing a single statement of 
Kreuzige Ihn at the beginning and four statements of the same at the end in block harmony 
(bars 50-60), whilst almost all the rest of this short movement consists of a rising sequence of 
a motif alternating between the bass and soprano. Of the rest, 36g displays the form most 
clearly. The opening here consists of two chords -  6/4 to 5/3 in C major followed by a 
section full of staggered entries, either in the form of imitation (bars 80-85) -  or by the
97 This style of treatment of turba choruses is not new. Smallman (1970) pp. 150-1 comments on Meder’s 
turba choruses which often commence with the opening phrase in a ‘massively chordal style, thereafter 
allowing the music to become more florid’.
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building up of a sustained chord (bars 99-102). The closing bars are a unison statement in 
both choir and orchestra of the rising motif in bars 80-82.
9 .1 0 .  Chorale melodies as cantus firm i
The structural role of the nine congregational chorales in this work has been commented on 
above and the relation of the music to the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch has been explored in 
Chapter 5. As to be expected, the texts of the chorales reflect and comment on the preceding 
text and often provide further commentary on a theme already expounded in an aria.
Chorale melodies are also incorporated in the music as cantus firmi at three points in the 
score. In the Sinfonia to Part IV the chorale theme provides the missing chorale that would 
have otherwise provided a frame for the section. On both the other occasions the chorale 
melody is employed for dramatic reasons.
No. 6d. ‘Bin Ich’s?’
(See example 9.9 above). The first two phrases of the melody ‘Herzlich tut mich verlangen’ , 
which is most associated with the hymn ‘ O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden’ , is used as a cantus 
firmus to the response of the disciples ‘Bin Ich’ s?’ at the Last Supper. Kiimmerling suggests 
the verse that the composer had in mind is ‘Hilf, daB ich gar nicht wanke von dir, Herr Jesu
Christ’ . (‘Help me, so that I do not turn away from you, Lord Jesus Christ.’ )98 
No. 26 Sinfonia am Charfrevtage - O Lamm Gottes unschuldig"
The words of the hymn normally associated with the melody are a translation of the Agnus 
dei, qui tollis peccata mundi by Decius, published Rostock 1531(in Low German) and 
Leipzig 1539 (in High German). This is therefore an apt choice for the cantus firmus in the 
Sinfonia for Good Friday, immediately preceding the scene of Christ before Pilate, 
condemned to die in Jewish Law and awaiting ratification of sentence under Roman. The text 
of the first verse is:
O Lamm Gottes unschuldig, O Innocent Lamb of God,
am Stamm des Creutzes geschlachtet, slaughtered on the cross,
allzeit erfunden (gefunden) geduldig, Tolerant of all
98 In a meeting with the author. (August L987)
99 The melody was composed or adapted by Nicolaus Decius and published with the hymn at Erfurt (1542).
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wiewohl (obwohl) du warest verachtet: although you were scorned
All (alle) Siind’ hast du getragen, you carried all this
sonst miiBten wir verzagen, in order that we might not despair,
Erbarm dich unser, o Jesu! Be merciful O Jesus.
The music is constructed like a chorale fantasia with the chorale played by a four-part double­
reed choir (2 oboes, d’amore and bassoon) played over unrelated orchestral texture provided 
by two further oboes d’amore and the muted string section not dissimilar to the slow 
movement of a mid-century symphony. Notable is the sustained role of the orchestral winds 
in bars 5-6 and 19-23. The composer waits till bar 27 before introducing the chorale to the 
orchestral texture and thereafter each line is separated by 2-3 bars of orchestral music. The 
music ends as it commenced with a nine-bar epilogue.
Musical Example 9.17 St Mark Passion: Sinfonia
Example 9.17a Sinfonia (bars 1-10)
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Exam ple 9 .1 7 b  Sinfonia (bars 24-37)
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No.36f. Eli. Eli lamaasabthani?
The first verse most associated with Johann Cruger’s melody (1662) in full is as follows:100
Ach Gott, erhor mein Seuffzen und Wehklagen! O God, hear my sighs and woeful cries, 
laJ3 mich in meiner Noht nicht gar verzagen! do not leave me to despair in my need,
du weist mein Herz, erkennst mein Schmertz; You know my pain, You know my
heart;
hast du mirs [mir es] auferlegt, so hilff mirs tragen. You gave it to me, now help me to save 
it.
As Christ utters the words ‘Eli, Eli lama asabthani?’ and the Evangelist translates the words 
into the vernacular, the sustained tone of the halo of strings gives way to a pizzicato 
accompaniment over which the double-reed instruments, in four-part harmony, play the 
chorale.
100 This hymn is item No. 230 in the Zerbstisches Gesangbuch. Text by Scechsius.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
10.1 The demise of the oratorio Passion in the late-18th century
An important factor in the latter half of the 18th century contributing to the disintegration of the 
tradition of annual performance of oratorio Passions was the decreasing ability and desire of 
churches to mount concerted music as part of the service. The ultimate demise of the form was 
as much the result of liturgical reform as of the problems churches faced in raising the 
resources to mount performances o f large-scale concerted music. ‘ In general, traditional 
liturgies decreased in importance and the service became correspondingly simpler...often all 
parts of the liturgy other than the sermon were abolished, at least in theory. In practice, what 
frequently remained, following the example of the Reformed church, were sermon, prayers 
and hymns. *1 Ultimately the music in church consisted mainly of hymns (often with 
children’ s choirs in alternation with the main congregation) and simple motets of the kind 
produced by G.P. Weimar, sung by the main choir. In this context, lengthy and ornate 
settings of the entire gospel text in oratorio-style had no place.
Clearly, after 1750, oratorio Passions were still produced in a number of centres (see Table 
1.1), but local liturgy and the extent of the increasingly liberal views of the local clergy and 
congregation greatly determined its style and liturgical context. Often in centres capable of 
sustaining oratorio performances, the liturgical Passion gave way to the completely lyrical 
type. Telemann’s strong position in the cosmopolitan and liberal city of Hamburg enabled 
him to experiment with the form, abridge the gospel text, replace it with free verse and create
1 Feder (1975) p.334.
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works which were at times very much nearer to the lyrical Passion in style. An indication that 
the differences between the liturgical and lyrical Passion were becoming nominal by the 1760s 
in the works of the Hamburg composers is the manner in which C.P.E. Bach created the 
Passion oratorio Du Gottlicher (Die letzten Leiden des Erlosers). To do so, he adapted the 
St Matthew Passion (1767), his first Passion work composed for Hamburg, by the 
replacement of the gospel text with freely-written recitative and the addition of two other 
lyrical movements to create one of the most popular Passion oratorios of the second half of the 
century. Elsewhere, composers were not allowed to be so innovative. The response to the 
notification from the Leipzig Senate that the 1739 Passion performance was to be cancelled on 
the grounds of the unsuitability of the text (it is believed this comment referred to a planned 
performance of BWV 245) was met with the response from J.S. Bach that the work ‘ had 
already been performed on several occasions previously.’2 However, despite the general 
view of J.S. Bach’s contribution to the genre, encapsulated by Smallman3 (‘Bach was no 
innovator; rather was he content to adopt the methods of the past and infuse into them a new 
and vital spirit’ ), the amount of lyrical commentary in BWV 244 shows that J.S. Bach, too, 
had gone very much further down the route toward the lyrical work than many other Kantors, 
including his pupils Doles and Homilius.
What is surprising to find in the works of other composers is not the development of the 
liturgical form along the lines of the lyrical Passion, but that composers generally adopted a 
rather conservative approach to the composition of the liturgical Passion: the latest examples 
by composers such as Doles and Homilius (as demonstrated in case study 2) are 
fundamentally little changed in structure and content from those of the 1720s; only in the arias 
is there much acknowledgment of new stylistic trends. Undoubtedly, the limitations imposed 
by the need to retain the gospel text in its entirety as well as the traditional sequence of 
chorales is the main factor in the apparent conservatism of the music of the genre, so that only 
a few arias and ariosos might be interpolated. The oratorio Passions produced in other centres 
reflect both the diversity and rigidity of the local customs. At the opposite extreme to the 
liberal attitudes of the Hamburg Senate and clergy, the Danzig authorities allowed only 
settings of St Matthew, proscribed lyrical texts as arias and choruses altogether and insisted on
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2 David/Mendel (1945) pp. 162-163.
3 Smallman (1970) p.72.
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a set sequence of 34 chorales to provide the commentary.
In Hamburg, ultimately the style of the liturgical Passion became anachronistic to 
contemporary taste. Following the death of C.P.E. Bach in 1788, a report commissioned by 
the authorities to review church music and the training of the choirs recommended the 
abolition of oratorio Passion performances as part of the liturgy in favour of the more modem 
and ‘tasteful’ Passion oratorio, arguments that might have been expressed in any number of 
centres:4
[The Passion] must not remain as now, since according to the presently established 
rules of good taste,, sacred persons, especially our Saviour, may not be. rendered in a 
speaking5 role. There must be music in the style of the famous compositions by 
Graun, Homilius, Wolf and others.
...We say this not to dishonour the most honourable Bach, who was the greatest man 
in his art, and of whom Hamburg has reason to be proud. The error we are thinking 
about was almost unavoidable. How could it have been otherwise in the case of far too 
great an amount of music, that many old compositions would be used with the same
and also old and unedifying music text?6
***
These comments marked the demise of the oratorio Passion in the 18th-century. No composer 
matched Telemann and C.P.E. Bach for their energy in producing new works on an annual 
basis, and in no centre other than Hamburg was the tradition so long-lived.
4 Written by Pastors Johann Jacob Rambach and Georg Heinrich Berkhan in 1788. It appears in 
Acta/die nach Absterhen des Kapellmeisters Bach gemachte/neuen EinrichtungenJbey denJKirchen 
Musiken in Hamburg Staatsarchiv, Sencitarchiv Cl VII, Lit He2, vol.8b, fasc.6 t, transcribed and 
translated by Clark (1984) pp.341-6.
5 Free recitative only now to be allowed for unnamed commentators as in Der Tod Jesu as opposed to 
important characterss of the Passion story?
6 Thus the Hamburg tradition of performing oratorio Passions in church was broken after 156 years. The 
post of Stadtkantor was nearly abolished in this review of Church music in Hamburg, but one more 
appointment was made following Bach’s death. Christian Friedrich Gottlieb Schwenke (1767-1822), one of 
C.P.E.Bach’s pupils, was appointed to be musical director of the five principal churches and the Cantor of 
the Johanneum in 1788. He was not required to provide oratorio Passions in the churches but continued to 
give yearly performances of Passion oratorio and cantatas which were often pasticcios with no biblical text. 
Schwenke used movements of Die letzten Leiden in the 1792 Passion and arias from the 1789 St Matthew 
Passion may have been used in the 1801 and 1811 Passions (Clark (1984) p. 120). Standards in music- 
making in the Hamburg churches dropped after the death of Bach, and, following the death of his successor, 
the post of Stadtkantor was finally abolished in 1822.
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10.2 The historical significance of the Zerbst Passion tradition
The Zerbst tradition stands slightly apart within the general history of the 18th century oratorio 
Passion, both in its unusual liturgical placement and by the four-yearly cycle. An indication of 
the relative isolation of the court is also indicated by the longevity of the tradition, the 
conservatism of the works produced and the lack of innovation in content of the services. 
Oratorio Passion performances were introduced into the liturgy in 1720, in the first full year 
following the consecration of the SchloBkirche, just about the time that other central German 
centres such as Leipzig also performed such works for the first time (see Table 1.1). The 
cycle of annual performances was then sustained until 1767 (which also the year when Zerbst 
ceased performing regular cantatas), by which time the great majority of Lutheran centres had 
ceased to mount regular performances of oratorio Passion. In the case of Zerbst, the demise 
of the tradition was more likely a result of the running-down of the Kapelle and a move to 
lessen the amount of music in general in services (always a point of contention between the 
clergy and the Zerbst Kapellmeisters), rather than being due to any preference for the lyrical 
Passion: there is no evidence to suggest that such a work was ever performed in the Court.7
Zerbst seemed to follow the general trend in Lutheran centres of periodically introducing new 
settings of the Gospels and repeating works in the repertoire many times. Evidence for this 
comes from entries in the Verzeichnis8 and from markings on the scores of the two 
Oranienbaum sources/ Unique to the Zerbst tradition is the inclusion of Chapter 13 in the 
settings of St John’s account. Other than the well-documented Passion cycle in Hamburg 
(that lasted from 1691 to 1788) it seems that Zerbst was the only centre in the 18th century to 
have regular performances in the sequence Matthew, Mark, Luke and John in a four-year 
cycle. Also unusual was the manner of the performance: Zerbst seems unique for the 
practice of performing multi-part works with the performance spread over several services 
from Palm Sunday to Good Friday. Among other centres, it seems that only in Riga, Gotha
7 Despite their popularity, works such as Graun’s Der Tod Jesu, or the complete settings of Brockes text 
(particularly by Keiser, Handel or Telemann) which were widely performed in sacred concerts and latterly
in church services in place of oratorio Passions, were not given in the Court of Zerbst. (See Smither (1977) 
pp. 120 IT. and Smither (1987) pp. 347ff. and 3691T. for a discussion of the Lutheran Passion in the 18th 
century.) The reasons for this must partly lie in the regularity of the Passion performances given annually 
in the SchloBkirche during Holy week which probably fulfilled the need for the performance of concerted 
settings of the Passion story in this centre.
8 See Chapter 4.
9 See discussion in Chapter 8 and the source descriptions in Appendix 2a.
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and WeiBenfels were sections of oratorio Passions ever performed in separate services on 
more than one day. Only in Gotha can be found the practice of performing four-Part Passions 
on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday, albeit before and after the sermon at the two Vespers 
services. However, the use of the key of F major as the home key and the use of the alto 
voice for all male members of the synagoga in all three surviving examples from Zerbst hark 
back to the ancient traditions of the performance of the Passions. By the 18th century, these 
were surprisingly conservative features.
It is significant that there are links between Zerbst and three of the centres named in the 
paragraph above: Johann Baptist Kuch, the first Zerbst Kapellmeister, received his first 
musical training in Hamburg, his place of birth, and tie had his first professional experience in 
the Court of WeiBenfels.io (Indeed, Kun(t)zen also visited Gotha and WeiBenfels prior to his 
alleged musical directorship of the Kapelle in Zerbst.) There was also a close association of 
the Courts of Zerbst with Gotha and WeiBenfels created by marriage, links which were 
maintained by a regular exchange of musicians. The importance of Gotha, in particular, 
should not be underestimated, for time and again this centre crops up in the discussion of 
music in Zerbst. That the four-Part division of the Passion over Maundy Thursday and Good 
Friday in Gotha, a possible pre-cursor of the tradition adopted in Zerbst in 1720, as well as 
an extended performance over several Sundays in Lent may well have influenced the multi­
part division of performances of the Passion aus den 4 Evangelisten was pointed out in 
Chapter 4, whilst evidence presented in Chapter 5 strongly suggests that the Gotha hymn 
book and Cantional were likely to have provided the source of many hymns and tunes used in 
Zerbst. In addition, Fasch’s close friend from university, Stolzel, was also Kapellmeister at 
Gotha, and the cantat cycle Das Saytenspiel des Herzens by the latter were performed in 
Zerbst.
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1° See section 1.3 for a discussion of 18th-century liturgical Passion-performing traditions. Since 1691, the 
annual Hamburg Passion performances had followed a largely unbroken four-year cycle in the Gospel order 
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. At the court of WeiBenfels, where an annual Passion performance was 
also a strong tradition, Krieger composed at least 14 in the period 1685-1724. Although not in a cyclical 
order, significantly at least two were performed over several days: anon 1703 in three parts performed on 
liitare and Judica and an anonymous six-Part Passion performed in 1710 over six Sundays from Estomihi 
to Palmarum (exc. Oculi).
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Chapter 10: Conclusions
10.3 The question of authorship of the Zerbst Passions
Though not the primary aim of the dissertation, a case can been made for the authorship of the 
various Passion works associated with the Court of Zerbst. It was established in Chapter 1 
that since the majority of oratorio Passions were composed to fit local customs and styles of 
worship, very few in the 18th century were performed in centres other than that for which 
they were composed.11 In the case of Zerbst, where the manner of performance was quite 
unique, we can be even surer about the relationship of the surviving scores and the three 
Kapellmeisters who were responsible for the production of the yearly Passion performance: 
Johann Baptiste Kuch, Johann Friedrich Fasch and Johann Georg Rollig (there being no other 
musicians associated with this centre who composed church music of any quantity or 
quality). 12 The likelihood of the first three Passions being by someone not directly associated 
with Zerbst is almost negligible. Kuch, the instigator of the tradition, seems the most likely 
composer since several of his works were still in the court collection in 1743.13 However, 
the original belief that Kuch’s ‘four’ Passions were performed from 1720 to 1763, as 
suggested by Waschke, can be discounted, though the extent of Kuch’s involvement in later 
works performed in the cycle (and, ergo, the surviving scores) is difficult to determine. 
Although Kuch’s life dates are unknown and little of his music now survives, it can be 
assumed, since he had already been working in the courts of Zeitz and WeiBenfels by 1713, 
that he was possibly 10-15 years older than Fasch. We can be also confident that Kuch’s 
experience of the Passion tradition in Hamburg (the Passion music of Gerstenbiittel, d.1721) 
and in WeiBenfels (Passion music of J.P. Krieger - bom, 1649 and Kapellmeister at 
WeiBenfels from 1680 to his death in 1725) were influential in the establishment of the
11 The only examples seem to be those which were modified for use in the Danzig Liturgy (by A.A.Koch, 
J.B.C. Freislich, G.P.Telemann and J.Th.Romhildt), the Homilius St Mark Passion (performed in Berlin), 
the Keiser St Mark and anonymous St Luke Passion performed in Leipzig under J.S.Bach and various 
Telemann Passions performed in Riga by his grandson. In Chapter 9 the possibility that Rollig’s St Mark 
Passion, Gehetheraus undschauet an was taken to Erfurt by Weimar is also explored. It was far more 
likely for a lyrical work to be performed in another centre, since they were composed with concert 
performances in mind rather than a liturgical context.
12 it has been tentatively suggested that Ulich, the Court organist might also have been a composer of one or 
more of the first three Passions; though his surviving music is all instrumental, he is known to have 
composed a German Mass. However, Kuch’s association with Hamburg and WeiBenfels, notwithstanding 
his seniority as Kapellmeister, would make the latter far more likely to be the composer.
13 See Chapter 2. It may also be significant that one of the important visitors to the court during 
Kuch’s leadership was J.B.C.Freislich, Kapellmeister at Sondershausen and composer of a St Matthew 
Passion performed in 1720. Freislich subsquently moved to Danzig, and the work was later modified by 
him, in 1750, to be performed as part of the Danzig liturgy.
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Passion tradition in Zerbst: why else should Zerbst adopt a quadrennial performing cycle, the 
only example of such a tradition after Hamburg? 14 This being so, it can be safely proposed 
that Kuch’s music would be somewhat more conservative and less adventurous than that of 
Fasch who was quite unashamedly influenced by Telemann in his early years. 15 There is 
also no doubt that Fasch did perform works by his predecessor at Zerbst, as is evidenced by 
works of J.B.Kuch in Fasch’ s hand.16 Thus, it is quite probable, and most likely, that 
Kuch’s Passions were performed for a period after he left until Fasch felt moved to ‘ improve’ 
or replace them.
Fasch is more likely than Kuch to have been the composer of the fourth Passion performed in 
this centre, the St John Passion (1723), since Kuch left the Court in a hurry mid-1722 and 
Fasch was appointed on 29th September the same year. Most authorities suggest, on the basis 
of his autobiography, that Fasch composed Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden in his first year 
at Zerbst. However, by his own admission he was extremely busy in fulfilling his 
obligations in his first year of office. Rather than compose a Passion oratorio, a large-scale 
choral work that in all probability would not have fitted into the liturgy, would it not have been 
more likely that the ‘starke Passion ’ he refers to was, in fact, the fourth oratorio Passion in 
the cycle, according to St John, one which Fasch would have been obliged to compose?
Fasch certainly speaks as if describing a single work. The evidence of the style and content of 
Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden suggests that the work was composed earlier than 1720, 
most likely during the composer’s time in Greiz.17 Preitz seems to confirm the distinction 
between Fasch’s first effort for Zerbst and Mich vom Stricke meiner Sunden by suggesting
14 In Hamburg, the pattern of a four-year cycle following the biblical order Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John was established in 1691. From 1680 to 1690 there were repeat performances of just four Passions, but 
in all 18 Passions were produced between 1676 and 1721 for which libretti only survive. The authors of 
the text and music are unknown (though several composers have been suggested, including the two 
Stadtkantors: Christoph Bernhard (1628-1692) and Joachim Gerstenbiittel (d 1721), the director of the 
Hamburg Ratsmusiken , Dietrich Becker (1623-1679), and three other musicians associated with Hamburg: 
Adam Reinicken, Matthias Weckman (cl619-74) and Joachim Theile (1646-1724)). These works can be 
placed in three groups: 1) The earliest examples of the cycle, which were modelled on the Sebastiani and 
Theile Passions, were regularly perfomed up to 1704; 2) those that display the influence of German Opera 
(1678-1714) (the 1678 libretto was performed again in 1713); and 3) examples influenced by the 
developments of the Passion oratorio which started to appear from 1707. (See Homer (1933), p. 10) The 
works that Kuch is most likely to have heard were those of groups 1 and 2.
15 In autobiography - see Chapter 3.3.
16 Engelke (1908-9) p 277. refers to a German Te Deum by Kuch in Fasch’s hand.
17 See Chapter 6 for a discussion of the compositional date.
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that Fasch composed ‘der grofien Passionsmusik ’ in his first year and that he also produced 
‘ein Oratorium * and ‘mehrere Passionsmusiken’ . 18
One wonders how much of the Passion music of the second period in the Zerbst cycle can be 
attributed to Fasch, since it has been suggested that the increasingly unwell Fasch stopped 
composing church music from 1740 onwards to concentrate on instrumental music.19 
However, Fasch may well have had a major input into these late works. The evidence 
presented by the production of six new five- and seven-Part Passions after 1743 together with 
Barbara ReuTs researches in to the Berlin cantatas indicating the production of at least two 
cantata cycles by Fasch after 1740, well into the final decade of his life, tends to cast doubt on 
the assertion that Fasch had more or less ‘retired’ from the composition of liturgical works.20 
Without surviving scores to indicate the style of the music or any possible relationship of the 
post-1743 Passions with those of the 1720-42 period, the question of authorship of the lost 
works has to remain open. The style of the St John Passion and its clear relationship with the 
earlier St Luke Passion suggest strongly the authorship of Fasch. If, indeed, Fasch was 
composing fewer cantatas, would he have undertaken so many large-scale projects as the new 
Passions produced in these years (as many as five new works between 1743 and 1748)? The 
indications are that he did produce the 1752 (=1748?) St John Passion: clearly it was Fasch 
who made any textural changes to the work in readiness for subsequent performances, so it 
was more than possible that others also were his work, in particular the St Matthew Passion. 
(The possible relationship of the seven-Part St Matthew with the earlier four-Part versions is 
examined in Chapter 4.)
18 ‘Dafiir muBte er aber eine ziemlich anstrengende Thatigkeit entfalten; fiir den Vor= und Nachmittags= 
Gottesdienst war ein doppelter Jahrgang Kirchenkantaten zu komponieren, sodaB auf jede Woche, worin 
noch kleine Festtage fielen, vier Kirchenstiicke zu komponieren waren, auBer der groBen Passionsmusik
und den Geburtstagserenaden Er schrieb allein zweiundvierzig Ouvertiiren fiir Orchester, eine Opera
Seria: Berenice... ein Oratorium, mehrere Passionsmusiken, eine zweichorige und viele andere Messen, 
Motetten, Konzerte fiir zwei Oboen und andere Instrumente.’ Preitz (n.d) pp. 179-180. Preitz was a 
musical director in Zerbst in the 19th century and former owner of much of the Zerbst Hofkapelle 
manuscripts. His reference to ‘more Passion music’ comes from personal knowledge of the material which 
now resides in Halle and Oranienbaum (see Chapter 2 above on the fate of the Zerbst scores). Ein 
Oratorium is in all probability, Mich vom Stricke meiner Siinden listed in Breitkopf 1770 (presumably 
Preitz’s source of information).
19 See Stevens (1981) and Pfeiffer (1987) Vol. 1 pp. 186-8.
20 Reul (1996) pp. 108-9 and 115, has demonstrated that Fasch produced the double cycle Von der Nachfolge 
Christi in 1751/52. Engelke also suggests that Fasch is the composer of the cycle Harmonische Zion 
which was performed in Zerbst 1754/55. Engelke (1908) p.41.
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Although the authorship of the three surviving Passions Ja deine Stind, Ach! Wir armen 
Siinder and Gehet heraus und schauet an can only be established by circumstantial evidence 
- there is no one piece of evidence that can unequivocally confirm the authorship of any of 
these works - on the basis of many details such as the interrelations with other works, 
musical style and orchestration, one can make a confident assertion of the composers of the 
greater part of each.
One of the main difficulties facing any commentator on Fasch’s style is the lack of a 
comprehensive survey or discussion of the cantata works of this composer. The music of St 
Luke presents us with a problem since the stylistic disparity of the three instrumental 
movements and the aria movements leads one to suggest multiple authorship. Chapter 8 
describes the close relationship of Ja deine Stind and Ach! Wir armen Siinder. Though of 
contrasting scale, which can be largely explained by the change in the format of the Passion 
services after 1745, the consistency and style of the writing of the aria movements would 
suggest that the two works are both by Fasch. However, also noted is the dichotomy in 
style between two of the sinfonias of Ja deine Siind and the other writing in the work which 
strongly suggests the hybrid nature of its creation. Comparison with the early Mich vom 
Stricke meiner Siinden and other surviving cantatas of Fasch indicates that the aria 
movements of Ja deine Stind appear to be contemporary with those of the post-1730 cantatas 
and in particular, the Schlufichor is a clear example of the simple homophonic choral style 
favoured in the 1730-50 period. That two movements reappear in the later St John Passion 
strengthens the argument that Fasch is the author of the lyrical movements. On the other 
hand, the sinfonias that commence Parts I and II appear to be of a much earlier style than the 
arias. It is quite possible that Fasch, short of time, was happy to keep these short atmospheric 
instrumental movements from a much earlier work (by Kuch). Rather than produce a new 
set of parts with all the new music for the lyrical texts interpolated in the gospel music, it is 
not unreasonable to suggest that he would choose to copy out just the music of the lyrical texts 
in the vocal and instrumental parts and re-use the music for the gospel text from the original 
scores or from separate sheets.
With the St John Passion, the question of authorship can be much more confidently answered. 
There are only two candidates to consider as author, J.F. Fasch and Rollig. The St John
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Passion can be firmly dated to post-1748,21 and the ‘borrowing’ of an aria movement from 
this work for the 1753 cantata Wachet und betet tends to confirm a more or less 
contemporaneous composition date for the two. Comparison of the music of the arias of this 
Passion with other post-1735 cantata works again indicates strongly that Fasch is the 
composer; as described, in Chapter 8, many characteristics of Fasch’s mid to late style, such 
as the reduction of the accompaniment to basso continuo only at major structural cadences, the 
preference for 2/4 and 3/8 time signatures, the more linear and (by comparison) less 
‘ symphonic’ writing in the ritomelli, are apparent and clearly rule Rollig out as composer. 
However, as with Ja deine Siind, the work appears to be a composite cobbled together as 
opposed to a completely freshly composed work. Not only are there the obvious borrowings 
already alluded to, but it is also very likely that the work was an adaptation of an earlier four- 
or five-Part version utilising an adapted version of the gospel text of the 1723 setting; the 
recitative seems quite archaic compared to the contemporary characteristics of the concerted 
movements. However, despite this, it is clear that the St John Passion is much more likely to 
be the work of one composer than the 2nd-period settings of St Matthew, St Mark and St 
Luke, which could all have links back to Kuch’s first offerings for the Court.
In the case of the St Mark Passion Gehet heraus und schauet an, the markedly differing 
features of the construction of the work and the general style of the music point clearly to the 
third Kapellmeister, Rollig. Several features, such as the opening lengthy lyrical chorus, the 
dynamic key scheme featuring a catabasis in the crucifixion scene and the use of chorale 
melodies as cantus firmi, all lacking in the surviving Fasch Passions, may reflect Rollig’s 
knowledge of, and association with, the Leipzig tradition. The use of the medial ritomello in 
the B section of da capo arias (absent in Fasch’s music and by the mid-century quite archaic), 
and use of gambas also suggest a possible link with Bach. Notable too, are the dynamic 
treatment of the turbae and the importance of instrumental colour in Gehet heraus und 
schauet an, both quite unlike those in Ach! Wir armen Siinder, together with the Lied-like 
mid-century style of the Schlufichor which contrasts with the aria-like final chorus 
Oranienbaum scores, a product of the 1730s. In the music of the lyrical movements, one can 
recognise that the composer of Gehet heraus und schauet an is further down the road to 
classicism that Fasch. The arias are more ‘ symphonic’ in their approach, often featuring
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21 See discussion of the Zerbst Passion cycle in Chapter 4.
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contrasting thematic material within the dacapo structure, and the changes of metre in the B 
section, typical of C.P.E. Bach and C.H. Graun.
However, to what extent Gehet heraus und schauet an, like Ach! Wir armen Sunder, is a 
composite work cannot be fully established. A point reiterated several times in the course of 
Chapter 9 is the mixture of styles displayed in the aria movements. Is there a case to suggest 
that Gehet heraus und schauet an, like Ja deine Stind and Ach! Wir armen Stinder is not a 
wholly original work? Like Ja deine Stind, there is the possibility that the St Mark Passion is 
a composite work with more than one author. On the one hand the lyrical choral movements 
and the setting of the gospel text,22 which was composed specifically for this work, can be 
confidently ascribed to Rollig. On the other hand, the aria ‘Wo is das Kreuz?’ stands apart 
in the use of an accompanying chamber ensemble of obbligato instruments. Arguments 
above strongly suggest that the possible influence of Bach would explain Rollig’ s treatment of 
the text in this aria. Yet mention is also made above of the distinctly Faschian characteristics 
of the aria ‘Dich Petrus, wekt der muntre Hahn’ . It is possible that these two movements 
were taken from a revised version of the Kuch setting made by Fasch in the period up to 
1741, or from the anonymous seven-Part setting which was (presumably) newly composed 
and performed only once in 1746. However, there is little doubt that Rollig is the composer 
of the greater part of the work, a fact that Fasch commentators realised in 1908 without the 
proof of the music to guide them: Waschke clearly states that ‘Rollig... created the poetry and 
music for the churchly performance in Easter week 1750,’23 while Engelke reports seeing a 
textbook of Die betriibte und getrostete Sulamith (1756) ‘by Rollig’ in the possession of 
Zerbst Music Director Preitz.24
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22 None of the divisions of the text between Parts are common with previous settings of the St Mark Passion 
(see section 4.5.1).
22 ‘Rollig schauf auch die Poesie und Musik zu den kirchlichen Auffuuhrungen in der Karwoche 1750. ’ 
Waschke (1906) p. 60.
24 Engelke (1908) pp 43-44. The reference is apparently to the word book in Preitz’s collection.
However, though the later date and slightly differing title (the lack of the word Geistliche, interestingly the 
same word omitted in the reference to the work as performed in 1764) might suggest that Engelke saw 
the wordbook associated with a later performance of the work, since it was the turn of St John’s Gospel 
in 1756, and it is almost certainly the same copy as that in the collection of Heinz-Helmut Schmundt, 
the date and the title in Engelke’s dissertation are most probably in error.
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10.4 Reasons for the survival of sources of the Zerbst St John, St Luke and 
St Mark Passions
Considering the wealth of the Passion repertoire performed in the SchloBkirehe in Zerbst, it is 
surprising that, other than the three sources of music and one textbook listed above in section 
4.1, no other materials appear to have survived. From the omission of any reference to 
Passion works in the 1743 Inventory, one can surmise that, either the Passion scores were 
not regarded highly -other ‘occasional’ pieces to celebrate court birthdays and the like are 
included in the Inventory, but under one blanket entry and not seperately listed- or, less 
likely, the performing materials were held elsewhere.
It has been established that the St Mark Passion, Die betriibte und getrostete Geistliche 
Sulamith attracted the attention of an 18th-century musician who saw the possibility of a) 
learning from the score and b) overseeing (a) performance(s) of the work in his new place of 
employment. We can be sure that the 19th-century misattribution to Bach led collectors to 
take more notice of the source than they might otherwise have given it. Even though the 
version of the work transmitted by the Kdln score is clearly not the original, with the 
information provided by the extant wordbook of the performance in 1750 and by the Zerbst 
Cantional, it would be possible to reconstruct missing music from this source to provide a 
close, if not totally accurate, representation of the Passion music performed in Zerbst in Holy 
Week, 1750. In the case of Ja deine Siind and Ach! Wir armen Sunder, these works were 
performed right up to the final years that Passion performances were given in Zerbst. 
Obviously the music of the two Oranienbaum Passions (especially that which is common to 
both) was held in particular esteem by the members of the court - particularly that of the St 
Luke Passion, for no other four-part work had been performed since 1743.
From these three works and the detailed records of the services in the SchloBkirehe, it has 
been possible to build up a clear picture of the style, scale and richness of liturgical Passion 
performances in Zerbst, a tradition which, apart from Hamburg, rivals all the major centres 
that supported regular performances of oratorio Passions in 18th century.
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Appendix 1
R u lers  o f  A n h a lt -Z e rb s t  an d  the Z e rb s t  lin eage1
1603-1621
1
Rudolf
1621-1667
1
Johann
1667-1718
1
Karl Wilhelm
1718-1742
1
Johann August
1742-1746
1
Johann Ludwig2
1747
1
Christian August
1747-1793 Friedrich August
Friedrich August died childless and ownership o f Anhalt-Zerbst was transferred to Anhalt
Dessau
1 Details from Waschke (1913) pp.562ff.
2 Johann Ludwig, as surviving lst-bom son, succeeded. However, he remained unmarried and was outlived 
by his (married) brother Christian August by one year. Christian August’s offspring succeeded (see lineage 
below).
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Appendix 2a
The personnel of the Zerbst Kapelle c!674-1790i
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
‘Pauker’
Organist
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
‘Pauker’
Kantor
Court Musicians in 1674/ 752
?
?
9
?
Court Musicians in 1692 / 933
Meyer
Meinert
?
?
?
Roxer
Court Kapelle in 1709 / 17104 (the establishment o f the Court Kapelle)
RauchfuB
Sattler
Polle
Clausius
Scheckel
Schmied (Schmidt)
Ktihne
Richter
Grahmann
Ulich
Hofmusicus
Hofmusicus (violin)
singer (tenor)
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
drummer
Stadtmusicus
Hoforganist
1 Most of the information about the complement of the Kapelle from which the following list was
compiled comes from - Waschke (1906) Supplementary sources are indicated in separate footnotes.
2 Hofmann (1997) - table compiled from Hochfiirstl. Anhalt-Zerbst... Cammer-Rechnung, iiber Einnahme
AuJSgabe geld. 1674-1722 in D-ORB.
3 Hofmann (1997)
4 Ibid.
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Court Kapelle in 17195
Kuch
RauchfuB
Sattler
Polle
Clausius
Scheckel
Schmied
Kiihne
Richter
Grahmann
Ulich
Court Kapelle in 1719-206
Kuch
Sattler
Polle
Kettmann [Kettner]
Gattermann
Johann Wendt (Vent)
Clausius
Scheckel
Schmied
Kiihne
Richter
Ulich
Muller
Kapellmeister (violin)
Kammer- und Hofmusicus
Kammer- und Hofmusicus (violin)
singer (tenor)
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
drummer
Hof- und Stadtmusicus 
Organist and Hofmusicus
Kapellmeister (violin)
Kammer- und Hofmusicus (violin) 
singer, (tenor)
singer 
Hofkantor
Hof- und Stadtmusicus (viola)
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
trumpeter
drummer
Organist and Hofmusicus 
Kalkant
Court Kapelle in 1721
Position/instrument 
Kuch Kapellmeister (violin)
Christian Carl Kettner diskant (sopranist)7
Period of Service 
1719-1722 
cl720-cl760 
? -  ?
c 1720-1739 
? - 1734-5
Salary 
300 Tlr.
180 Tlr.
Hof- und Kammermusicus tenor 120 Tlr. 
bass 120 Tlr.
Kammermusicus (violin) 180 Tlr.
180 Tlr.
(singer / violin?) 120 Tlr.
Hof- und Stadtmusicus (viola)8 110 Tlr.
Organist Hofmusicus (organist of Bartholomauskirche)9
C1712-?
Kantor 180 Tlr. ? -  1736-7
Kalkant c 1720-1757
c 1720-1737 
c 1720-1757
Michael Poll(e)
Hom 
Sattler 
Brasch
Joh. Jakob Wagner 
Johann Wendt (Vent)
Ulich (Ulisch?)
Gatterman 
Muller 
Four choir boys
This list and all subsequent ones are arranged in instrument order to highlight the complement of 
instruments, rather than in order of seniority in the Kapelle, as in Waschke.
Hofmann (1997)
Also Hofadvokat Kettner? - Waschke (1906) p. 48.
Waschke (1906) p.48. calls Vent ‘Hofmusicus ’ (court musician) while vol 326 of Konsitorium Zerbst 
IXa (dated 1751-52) has Vent as ‘Hofinusico ’ in conflict with Christoph Bartholomaeus Reinsdorff 
‘Stadt-musico’. Pfeiffer (1994) p. 43. also adds the title Stadtmusicus (town musician). Perhaps he was 
promoted?
Ib id ..
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Court Kapelle in 17221°
Kuch Kapellmeister (violin)
Kettner diskant (sopranist)
Poll(e) Hof- und Kammermusicus (tenor)
Horn bass
Sattler Hofmusicus (violin)
Brasch
Wagner (singer/violin)! 1
Wendt (Vent) Hof- und Stadtmusicus (viola)
Ulich Organist, Hofmusicus
Gatterman Hofkantor
Muller Kalkant
Four choir boys
Four trumpeters
Drummer
1723 Brasch (Kammermusicus) left the Kapelle at Michaelis. ‘Fiirstl. HautboiBt
Lehmann’ married (12.6.1723) at the Bartholomauskirche. 12
1724 Appointment of Ko th (horn player) (March 1724) in the place of Brasch. He served 
until his death in 1749.
Appointment of new choir boy - Johann Friedrich Harnisch - who became a 
pupil of organist Ulich. Mention of Hofkirchner Pause wein. Ulich is promoted to 
Kammermusicus.
1725 Appointment of Johann Christoph Ritter (oboist) (at Christmas and confirmed in 
the New Year 1726). Mention of musician Weissman.
1726 Johann Gottfried Wagner (Hofmusicus since before 1721), is appointed copyist 
(Notist).
1727 At Easter Carl Ludwig W eiM lock (alto) and a young Berth (diskantist - treble?) 
joined the choir. WeiBflock serves to his death in 1747. Frodel (oboist) arrived 
during the winter season in 1727.
10 Hofmann (1997)
11 Ibid.
12 Konsitorium Zerbst IXa336p.l5.
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Court Kapelle in 1729-30
Positi on/instrument
Fasch Kapellmeister (violin)
Kettner Kammermusicus (sopranist)
WeiBflock Kammermusicus (alto)
Polle Kammermusicus (Tenor)
Hom Kammermusicus (Bass)
Wagner Kammermusicus (violin)
Sattler Kammermusicus (violin)
(WUllike violin/trumpet) 13
Vent Hofmusicant (viola)
Frodel Kammermusicus (oboe)
Ritter Kammermusicus (oboe)
Gattermann Hofkantor
Goldammer Hofkirchner
Muller Kalkant
(Koth horn) 14
1729 Gutbier appointed (from Gotha). (Service at Zerbst 1729-32)
1732 Death of Gutbier (42 years old).15
1733 Carl Hockh entered the Hofkapelle as Konzertmeister (sometime in the winter 
season 1733-34). At his previous position he was a hom player.16
1734-5 Retirement of Sattler. Johann Christian Klotzsch (bassoonist) entered the 
Kapelle.
Court Kapelle in 1735
Position/instrument Salarv
Fasch Kapellmeister (violin) 350 Tlr.
Hockh Kammermusicus (violin) 200 Tlr.
Kettner Kammermusicus (soprano) 180 Tlr.
Carl Ludwig WeiBflock Kammermusicus (alto) 130 Tlr.
Poll(e) Kammermusicus (Tenor) 120 Tlr.
Hom Kammermusicus (Bass) 144 Tlr.
Wagner Kammermusicus (violin) 120.TIr.
(WUllike violin/trumpet)
Vent Hofmusicant (viola) 110 Tlr.
Frode(l) Kammermusicus (oboe) 120 Tlr.
Ritter Kammermusicus (oboe) 120 Tlr.
13 Noted in 1727 as being ‘Zerbstischer Hoff u. Feld=Trompeter, auch Camer u. HoffMusicus’ - Herbert 
Stiehl, Taufzettel fiir Bachs Kinder - ein Dokumentenfund. BJ 1979, p. 14.
14 Although he records the appointment of Koth in 1724 and notes his death and replacement in 
1749, Waschke (1906) does not list the player in any of the interim lists for 1729, 1735 or 1745. 
Waschke also reports a visiting Hom Player named Koth in 1742.
15 Waschke (1906) p.53.
16 Marpurg (1757) pp. 129-130.
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Klotzsch
Gattermann
Goldammer
Muller
(K M
(bassoon) 17 120 Tlr.
Hofkantor (violin?) 160 Tlr.
Hofkirchner (violin?)
Kalkant 
horn)
1736-7 K lo tzsch  left the Kapelle. M o h rin g  (Hofkirchner -violin) replaced Michael 
Gattermann.
1737 Death of Jo h a n n  G o ttfr ied  W ag n e r (13th July). Jo h a n n  G eorg  R o ll ig  is
appointed cellist and organist and also takes over Wagner’s position as Notist 
(copyist).
1737/8 The Sons o f K e ttn e r  (Karl Chr. Wilhelm and Joh.Christian August) became 
choirboys. Jo h a n n  S im on U n g er replaced Klotzsch.
1739 Death of H o rn  (bass) - replaced by F o rste r.
1741 Jo h a n n  S im on U n g e r  (bassoonist) i8 confirmed as member of the Kapelle.
1745 Jo h a n n  W ilhelm  G o ttfr ie d  B ie sen b ru ch  (Hofmusicus, organist and Notist) 
engaged in January. He was also organist at St Trinitatis. C h ris to p h  H ein icke 
( ‘Klaviercymbalist’) 19 entered the Kapelle as Kammermusicus and Organist at 
Bartholomauskirche. (Service in Kapelle 1745-?). Three of the choir boys at this time 
were the two sons of Kettner and a 3rd boy, Z ip p r ic h . (Service in Kapelle 2 years)
Court Kapelle in 174520
Fasch 
Hockh 
Kettner 
WeiBflock 
Poll(e)
Forster
Mohring 
(Wullike 
Vent 
Rollig 
Frode 
Ritter
17 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 44.
13 Unger came from WeiBenfels where he was employed in 1709 as Kammerhautboist. (Werner (1911) 
pp.98.)
19 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 44.
20 Waschke (1906) p. 58. Heinicke is not included in this list.
Position/instrument 
Kapellmeister (violin)
Kammermusicus (violin)
Kammermusicus (soprano) (+ gamba) 
Kammermusicus (alto)
Kammermusicus (tenor)
Kammermusicus (bass)
Hofkirchner - Kiister (clerk) (violin) (+ gamba) 
violin/trumpet)
Hofmusicant (viola)
Kammermusicus (cellist and organist) 
Kammermusicus (oboe)
Kammermusicus (oboe)
4 2 8
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Unger Kammermusicus (bassoon)
?Heinicke Kammermusicus (harpsichord and organ)
Biesenbruch Hofmusicus (organist and copyist)
Gattermann Hofkantor
(Koth horn)
1746 The K e ttn e r  brothers given a bursary to go away to University.
1747 Death of W eiB flo ck  (Alto) - is replaced by Jo h an n  M ichael T e ic h e r(t)
(Diskantist / sopranist) from Dresden. Z ip p ric h  (treble) left the Kapelle.
1749 Death of K o th  (hom player) at Christmas- is replaced by M alec h o w sk y  (lutenist). 
(Service in Zerbst 1749-1751). Koth’s widow receives 20 Tlr.
Court Kapelle in 1749 - . . .
Position/instrument Salarv
Fasch Kapellmeister (violin) 400 Tlr.
Hockh Kammermusicus (violin) 200 Tlr
Kettner Kammermusicus (soprano) (+ gamba) 200 Tlr
Teicher Kammermusicus (alto) 100 Tlr
Poll Kammermusicus (tenor) 160 Tlr
Forster Kammermusicus (bass) 144 Tlr
Mohring Kiister (violin) (+gamba) 99 Tlr
(WUllike violin!trumpet)
Vent Hofmusicant (viola) 110 Tlr
Rollig Kammermusicus (cellist and organist) 150 Tlr
Frode Kammermusicus (oboe) 150 Tlr
Ritter Kammermusicus (oboe) 120 Tlr
Unger Kammermusicus (bassoon) 120 Tlr
Heinicke Kammermusicus (harpsichord and organ) 32 Tlr
Biesenbruch Hofmusicus (organist and copyist) 60 Tlr
Gattermann Hofkantor 173 Tlr
Muller Kalkant 51 Tlr
Four Choirboys
Total 2269 Thaler
1750 B ie se n b ru c h  became ill and received a gratuity of 6 Thaler.
1751 The 19 year old Jo h a n n  M ichae l T e ic h e r( t)  (alto) replaced B iesen b ru ch  as a
copyist.
1752 F o r s te r  (bass) died at Christmas.
1754 U lisch  replaced F o rs te r  as bass.
1756 Jo h a n n  B e rn h a rd  U n b e s c h e id  (Bassoonist) was admitted to the Kapelle at Easter. 
(He had previously been engaged as a guest player in 1755.)
4 2 9
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Court Kapelle in 1757 (as published in Marpurg)21
J.F. Fasch 
Carl Hockh 
Christian Carl Kettner 
Johann Michael Teichner 
Samuel Gottlob Poll
Kapellmeister (violin) 
Konzertmeister (violin and horn) 
Sopranist (diskantist)(+ gamba) 
Alto (and copyist)
Tenor
Bass
Violin
Violin
Violin
----------------  (Ulisch?)
Gottfried Riihlmann
Johann Christian Wolland 
Christian August Nicolai
Johann Andreas Gregorius Fliedner Violin
Johann Caspar Wtillicke 
Johann Peter Mohring 
Friedrich Wilhelm Thietz 
Johann Andr. Friedrich Vent 
Johann George Frode 
Johann George Ritter 
Johann Bernhard Unbescheid 
Johann George Rollig 
vacant
Violin
Violin (+gamba)
Violin
Viola
Oboe
Oboe
Bassoon
cello/organist (Vize-Kapellmeister) 22 
Double Bass
1757 V en t died at Christmas - was replaced by G eorge G o ttlieb  G iehl. M u lle r  died 
and was replaced by S chone. Mention of Kammermusicus Jo h a n n  A ugust 
C h ris to p h  K och (bass singer), who married ArmelinaMatthei, singer with the 
Italian troupe for the Potsdam opera.
1758 J .F .F a s c h  became unwell and H o c k h  stood in for him until Fasch’s death on 5th 
December. New members of the Kapelle were G eorg  P e te r  W eim ar (Weymar - 
Bass, violinist and deputy? Kantor) who replaced Ulisch,23 and H e il 
(clavicembalist).
1759 Rolligbecame Kapellmeister
1773 Death of C a rl H ockh. 24
1790 Death of R o ll ig -  replaced by B .L . H eid ick e
21 Marpurg (1757) pp. 124-129. Marpurg also gives birth dates and places for the players - See list of Zerbst 
Kapelle below which gives biographical details of the players, where known.
22 Preitz (ND) p. 181. Rollig was promoted to vice Kapellmeister by Christian August after the death of 
Johann August in 1742 and the post of organist was amalgamated with the post of Kapellmeister by 
Fttrstl. Frau Mutter (no date is given by Preitz.)
23 Pfeiffer (1994) p.44.
24 1772 in Sainsbury Dictionary of Musicians [London] 1827
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Appendix 2b
Personalia of the Zerbst Kapelle:
B e rth  diskantist (treble) (service in Zerbst 1727.)
B iesenb ruch , Jo h a n n  W ilhelm  G o ttf r ie d : (7-1751) Hofmusicus, organist and copyist. 
Organist of Trinitatiskirche. (Service in Zerbst 1745-1751) Son of Christian Gottfried 
Biesenbruch, Pastor of Rutha. His mother, Frau Anna Margarete was remarried 
(10.4.1731) to Hoftrumpeter Johann Caspar Wiilcke (Wilcke). Biesenbruch married 
(15.10.1749 in Zerbst) Christiana Luise Mohring, daughter of Bauschrieber (Clerk of 
the works) Giinther Mohring. He became ill in 1750 and received a gratuity of 6 
Thaler.
B rasch : Appointed cl720 (presumably as Hofmusicus). He left the Kapelle Michaelis 1723 
and was replaced by Koth.
C lau siu s: Trumpeter cl719
F lie d n e r, Jo h a n n  A ndreas G reg o riu s  (= F littn e r): (b. 1689 Sundthausen in Gotha, 
d.1770). Violinist and Hof-trumpeter 25 Member of Kapelle cl757. Was godfather 
of Johann Caspar Wiillicke’s son (who was baptised March 1729.) He married 
Christiana Margeretha Wachem in the SchloBkirche 27.4.1735.26
F o rs te r :  (7-1752) Kammermusicus (bass) Service in Zerbst 1739-1752). Was also a 
composer.27
F ro d e(l) , Jo h a n n  G eorg : (b.1702, Konigstein-7) Kammermusicus (oboe). Appointed 
1727. Son of Burger and overseer of Zeugmacher=Innung Johann Georg Frode in 
Konigstein. Married (3.16.1738 in Zerbst) to Frau Christiane Elizabeth Goldammer 
nee Stilicke (widow of Kammermusicus and Hofkirchner Goldammer.)
25 Marpurg (1757) p. 129-130 and Pfeiffer (1994) p.43.
26 Konsistorium Zerbst IXa 332.
27 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 107.
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G a tte rm an , M ichael: Kantor of SchloBkirche.28 (sevice in Zerbst cl720- after 1749) 29 
Three-times married; #1. to Magdelene nee Zinck (who died 4.3.1733, aged 53); #2. 
(21.9.1735 in Zerbst) to Frau Margaretha Elizabeth nee Falckenhain (widow of Pastor 
Chr. Gott. Westals in Segreena and Selbitz) who died 26.2.1746; #3 in Zerbst to 
Anna Maria Capeller, daughter of Ch. Capeller in Coswig.
G iehl, G eorge G o ttlieb : (viola?) (appointed 1757). Only son of George Giehl, musician 
and Ratskellerwirts in Coswig. He was married (12.4.1758 in Zerbst) to Katharina 
Henrietta Niemann, daughter of Johann Martin Niemann, Burger and tailor.
G o ld am m er: Kammermusicus and Hojkirchner. Son of Johann Goldammer of Berg- 
GieBhlibel. Married (4.5.1728) to Christiana Elizabeth Stilicke, daughter of 
Joh.Andreas Stilicke, Kammer=Latais at the Dresden Court. Goldammer died before 
1738 since his widow married Frode that year.
G rah m an n : Hof-und Stadtmusicus cl719
G u tb ie r: (c1689-21.5.1733) Appointed 1729 (from Graf Zinzendorf and via Gotha).
(Service at Zerbst 1729-32). Was described as a household servant (Kammerdiener )30 
and had the position of ‘Cammer=Calculator ’ . 31
H a rn isc h , Jo h a n n  F rie d ric h : Treble, became a pupil of organist Ulich.
B.L. H eid ick e : Kapellmeister after death of Rollig 1790-1794. Organist at the 
Bartholomauskirche.
H e il: (clavicembalist)32 and violinist,33 (appointed 1758)
C h ris to p h  H ein icke entered the Kapelle as Kammermusicus ( ‘Klaviercymbalist’ ) 34 
Hoforganist, and Organist at Bartholomauskirche. (Service in Kapelle from 1745).
He was also a keyboard builder (Klavierbauer )35 and supplied a Konzertflugel 
(piano) for the Princess in 1753.36 He was son of Christoph Heinicke who lived in
28 Waschke (1906) p. 54.
28 Gatterman is not mentioned in the list of the Kapelle published in Marpurg.
80 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 184.
31 Ibid. p. 39.
32 Waschke (1906) p. 61.
33 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 184.
34 Waschke (1906) p. 59.
35 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 184.
36 Waschke (1906) p. 61. and Pfeiffer (1994) p. 47.
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Engelsdorf. He was married (18.9.1743 in Zerbst) to Anna Dorothea
Oehlschlager, daughter of Christian Oehlschlager, who was the court cabinet maker in
Zerbst.
H o ck h , C arl: 1707 (Ebersdorf, nr.Vienna) - 1772 (Zerbst). Entered the Hofkapelle as 
Konzertmeister sometime in the winter season 1733-34. He learnt violin from his 
father and at 15 was sent to Pruck, “ to learn his art thoroughly.”37 After his 
apprenticeship he entered a regimental band as an oboist, spending two years in 
Hungary and a further two in Transylvania. He then returned to Vienna and met Franz 
Benda, accompanying him to Poland, through Breslau and Warsaw where they both 
worked in the service of Staraosta Sukascheffsky - Hockh apparently as a hom 
player. 38 Benda’ s autobiography states that he and Hockh worked for Schaniawsky 
for two and a half years and that Hockh was both a violinist and “an excellent bugler” 
(no doubt the result of military training!).39 In 1733 Hockh was appointed to Zerbst 
as Konzertmeister on the recommendation of Benda (who had been offered the post 
but who had refused) and remained in the post till his death (1772). He was renowned 
as having been one of the greatest violinists of his time 40 Hockh visited the Court of 
Berlin in September 1750 and returned as guest soloist in 1751. He was also a 
composer. The 1761 Breitkopf Catalogue lists 12 duo sonatas for violin and bass, 7 
partitas for violin and continuo, 17 solo violin concertos and 6 symphonies. The 1764, 
1770 and 1780 catalogues list a further 3 sonatas for violin and continuo, 4 trio 
sonatas for 2 violins and continuo, 2 violin concertos and a partita.
H o rn  (7-1739) Kammermusicus (bass) (Service in Zerbst c1737-1739) was replaced by
K e ttn e r , C h ris tian  C a rl: (1687, Merseburg-7) Kammermusicus (diskant - sopranist), 
‘Advokat’ (lawyer) (also timpanist and trumpeter?)4! According to Fasch, Kettner 
also owned and played a gamba. 42 (Service cl720-cl760) Father was a trumpeter in 
Merseburg. Twice married.# 1: 4.7.1721 in Zerbst to Anna Dorothea Grosche (Father:
37 Sainsbury Dictionary of Musicians, London: 1827 I. pp. 369-70.
38 Marpurg (1757) p. 129-130
89 Published in Potsdam in 1763 and quoted in Paul Nettl, Forgotten Musicians. N.Y. 1951.
40 Sainsbury Dictionary of Musicians, London: 1827, I. pp. 369-70.
41 A ‘Pauker Kettner’ is mentioned as a guest player in 1747 and a trumpeter in 1756. Is this the same as
above or a relative?
42 In replies to Rollig’ s letters 12.1.1756 and 15.6.56.
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actuary in Langensalza). She died 11.4.1738 (at 38). Nine children. #2: 17.6.1739 
to Maria Elizabeth Gruber (Father: Lieutenant and Quartermaster of the Hochfiirstl. 
Wiirttemburgischen Lieb-Regiment zu FuB.) Two sons by first marriage survived. 
Sons of K e ttn e r  (Karl Chr. Wilhelm b. 28.2.1724 and Joh.Christian August b.6.7.1726.) 
Both become choirboys 43 They left to go to University, funded by a bursary from 
the Court, in 1746 (when they were 22 and 20 years old respectively). Two other 
sons by first marriage died young: Johann Christian (27.4.1722 - 14.10.1724) and 
Johann Christian Friedrich (28.7.1728 - 30.4.1730)
K lo tzsch , Jo h a n n  C h ris tia n : Kammermusicus (bassoon) (Service 1734/5-1736/7). He 
married Johanna Christiana nee Lemmer. He left Zerbst to move to Darmstadt.44 
K och, J o h a n n  A ugust C h ris to p h : Kammermusicus (bass singer) Mentioned in 1757. 
He married Armelina Matthei, a singer with the Italian Troupe of the Potsdam Opera 
Buffa. After the Seven-Years War, Koch was appointed Royal Bass-buffo and leader 
of the Buffo-Troup.45
K o th : (7-1749) (horn player) Appointed March 1724, he served until his death in 1749. 
K u ch , Jo h a n n  B ap tis te : Kapellmeister (violin) See Chapter 3 below.
K iihne : trumpeter c 1719
L in d n e r, Jo h a n n  Jaco b : (7-1734) copy ist.46
M a la c h o w sk y  (Malechowsky - Pfeiffer): lute (Service in Zerbst 1749-1751) a ‘Circassier’ 
and ‘Thunchtgut.’
M o h rin g , Jo h a n n  P e te r: (1700, Hildesheim -?) violin, HofKirchner and Kuster (clerk). 
Entered Kapelle 1736/7. Served to after 1757. According to Fasch, Mohring owned 
and played a gamba.47 
M iille r: Kalkant (service in Zerbst c 1720-1757)
N ico lai, C h ris tia n  A ugust: Violin (bom 1721 in WeiBenfels) member of Kapelle c 1757. 
P a u s e  w ein : Hofkirchner. Mentioned 1724.
P o ll(e ), S am uel G ottlob : Kammermusicus Tenor (bom 1693 at Drossen in the
A p p e n d i x  2
43 Waschke (1906) p. 49.
44 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 46.
45 ibid.
46 Sheldon (1972) p. 97.
4? In replies to Rollig’ s letters 12.1.1756 and 15.6.56.
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Newmark) (Service c!720-after 1757) Twice married; #1.(20.6.1731 in Zerbst) to 
Anna Sophia Scheuer (widow), #2. (4.11.1744) to Charlotte Christiane Schiitze, 
daughter of WeiBenfels architect Joh. Christoph Schiitze.
R a u c h fu ss : Kammer- und Hofmusicus cl719
R ich te r: Drummer c 1719
R itte r, Jo h an n  C hris to p h : (same as below?)
R itte r , Jo h an n  G eorge: (1683, Dresden-?Zerbst) (oboist) Appointed 1725 at Christmas 
and confirmed in the New Year 1726. Twice married #1. Johanna Sophia nee Bath 
(d.14.10. 1737 aged 56); #2. 24.3.1740 in Zerbst to Frau Henriette Luise Scheibner 
nee Rahne (widow of rector in Commem).
R uh lm an n , G o ttfried : Violin and trumpeter (bom in Schnellrode near WeiBenfels) 
member of Kapelle c 1757.48 
R ollig , Jo h a n n  G eorg: Kammermusicus (cellist), Hof-organist, Notist (copyist) and 
Assistant Kapellmeister and Full Kapellmeister (See chapter 3 for biography.) 
S a ttle r: Kammer- und Hofmusicus cl719 (Service ? to 1734/5)
Scheckel: Trumpeter c 1719
S ch m ied  (Schmidt - Pfeiffer): Trumpeter cl719
Schone: Appointed 1757, replacement Kalkant.
T e ich e r(t) , Jo lian n  M ichae l: (1732, Dippoldiswalde-7) Alto (Diskantist)49 and copyist 
from Dresden. (Service in Zerbst 1747-after 1757.) He was the son of Johann Georg 
Teicher, Burger and innkeeper in Dippoldiswalde. He was married (4.5.1757 in 
Zerbst) to Ernestine Elizabeth Kluge, daughter of Johann Daniel Kluge,
Konsistorial= und Kirchenrats, Hofprediger, Pastor and Superintendent in Zerbst. 
ThieB, F r ie d r ic h  W ilhelm : Violin (bom 1711 in Zeitz) member of Kapelle c 1757.
U lich, Jo h a n n  : (7-1741) Organist and Hofmusicus c 1719. There is a mention of
Johann Ulich as ‘the new organist’ in 1708 and of the last payment to him in 1741 and 
to his widow in 1742. He was promoted to Kammermusicus 1724. Teacher of 
Johann Friedrich Hamisch (treble) from 1724. Ulich composed a number of 
instrumental and choral works for Zerbst including a German Kyrie (item 31 in the 
Concert-stube and possibly A41 in the Zerbster Musikstube, D-ORB), three
48 Marpurg (1757) p. 129-130 and Pfeiffer (1994) pp 48 and 53..
49 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 44.
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cantatas for soprano solo and harpsichord dated 1711-1712, six sonatas for flute and 
harpsichord (in print, Kothen-Zerbst 1716), nine solo pieces for harpsichord (dated 
variously 1711-1713) and a fantasia for organ (1711).50
U lisch, Jo h a n n : Appointed 1754 as Kustos and Hof organist61 and bassist. He was 
replaced by Weimar in 1758.62
U nbescheid , Jo h a n n  B e rn h a rd : (1727, Erfurt - ?) bassoonist. Admitted to the Kapelle 
at Easter 1756. (He had previously been engaged as a guest player in 1755.)
U n g ar, Jo h a n n  S im (e)on: Kammermusicus (Bassoon in Zerbst,previously oboist in 
WeiBenfels). He replaced Klotzsch. (Service in Zerbst 1741-cl751) 63
V ent, Jo h a n n  A ndreas F r ie d r ic h  (Wendt): Hofmusicus5 4 Viola (Service in Zerbst
cl720- 1757) Son of Christoph Vent, innkeeper in Walter=Nienburg. He was married 
3.9.1721 in Zerbst to Sophia Catharina Maatzen, daughter of the Anton Gtinther 
Maatzen (Master chef to the Court).
W ag n er, Jo h a n n  G o ttfried : (1676-13.7.1737) Hofmusicus (Violin).(Servicecl720-
13.7.1737). Appointed copyist 1725. Son of Castle shoemaker Joh. Jakob Wagner 
at Schlietz in Voitlande. Married 1725 in Spandau to Sabina Maria Fritze.
W eim ar, G eorg  P e te r  (Weymar) Appointed 1758. (b. 16.12.1734 nr. Erfurt -
d. 19.12.1800, Erfurt)66 Kammermusikus (bass) and Kantor (Service in Zerbst 
1758-1763) 66 He was visitor to the court in 1755 and 1757.67 Whilst in Zerbst he
50 Cantatas for S and clavessin : Ihr hellen Sterne (ms. dated 1711), Hoffnung sttfier Trost des Lebens (ms. 
dated 1711), cantata for S and cembalo, Unschdtzbares Vergmignen (ms. dated 1712); ‘VI Sonaten & 
flauto con cembalo’ , (printed , Kothen-Zerbst 1716); 2 ‘Sonata con Suite for cembalo’ in F (ms. dated 
1711) and G minor (ms. dated 1713), 4 ‘Sonatinas for cembalo’ in C, D. d, and F (mss. all dated 1713), 2 
suites in G for cembalo (mss., one dated 1713), and a Fantasia in A for organ (2 manuals) (ms. dated 
1711). Sources at the Marienbibliothek Jever, with microfilms available from the Deutsches 
Musikgeschichtliches Archiv Kassel.
51 Pfeiffer (1994) p.44.
52 Ibid. He may be the same as Johann Jakob Ulisch, Hofpoeten and substitute Kiister (clerk) at the 
Bartholomauskirche 1738-58.
53 Pfeiffer (1994) p. 190 spells his name ‘Unger.’
54 Ibid. p. 191 calls him Stadtmusiker.
55 His birthdate is 1737 in Sainsbury A Dictionary of Musicians, London 1827 (where he is described as “a 
very excellent master” and music master at the gymnasium in Erfurt), and Pfeiffer (1994) p. 190, gives 
1739 in error.
56 He is described as deputy Kantor in Hauschild (1968) col.398. Weimar presumably succeeded Gattermann 
c 1750-55 - Waschke states that Gattermann was Kantor in the years 1721-1749.
57 Described as ‘Georg Peter aus Weimar’ and ‘Musikus Weimar‘ in Waschke (1906) pp.62-63.
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took lessons from Fasch and Hockh (violin) and from C.P.E. Bach, with whom he 
became a life-long friend. According to his autobiography he became the teacher of 
Klavier to the Princess of Zerbst.58 After leaving Zerbst, Weimar became Kantor at 
the Kaufmannskirche in Erfurt in 1763 remaining there to his death. He was also 
appointed music director at the Ratsgymnasium (1774) and at the Catholic Gymnasium 
(1776). He took charge of all the city’s auxiliary choirs and organised a great number 
of sacred concerts.58 Weimar published two sets of motets by himself and other 
composers (including Rollig) in 1782 and 1785, A Method for Singing (Leipzig, 
1795), a Gesangbuch (1803) and composed various sets of cantatas, motets and 
hymns. (Nine cantatas by Weimar are currently in Gdansk, Leipzig and Berlin and 18 
motets are in London.)60
W eiB flock, C a r l L udw ig: (7-1747) Kammermusicus (alto). (Service in Zerbst 1726-
1747) Son of Burger and tailor, Christian WeiBflock in Frankfurt am Main. Married 
(20.5.1732 in GroB=Schierstedt) to Magdalene Elizabeth Specht (daughter of the 
Pastor).61
W eiB m ann: Mentioned in 1725.62
W iillicke, Jo h a n n  C a sp a r  (Wilke): (1691, Zeitz - 24.3.1766, Zerbst) Violin and 
Hoftrumpeter in Zerbst since cl727. His son was baptized in Zerbst on 3 march 
1729.
W o lla n d , Jo h a n n  C h ris tian : (bom 1723 in Merseberg)V7o//«. Member of Kapelle 
cl757.
Zipprich:7re& /e (Service in Kapelle 2 years).
58 Published in the preface of the Gesangbuch (1803)
59 Hauschild (1968) col.398, Wessely (1957) col. 508, Quarg (1995) pp.62-71 confirmed by the inscription 
on the door of the organ loft in the SchloBkirche quoted by Waschke (1908b) p.7.: ‘Herr Weimar, ein 
Thiiringer, hemachsmals als vocirter Cantor nach Erfurt.’
60 Works in addition to those listed in New Grove and MGG include four cantatas in Gdansk: Mss. Joh.
104, 105, 106 and 107 and 18 motets in mss in the British Library (Add. 32,138), seven of which are 
published in the two volumes entitled : Versuch von Meinen leichten Motetten und Arien verschiedener 
Kompositen fiir Schul- und Singchore herausgegeben ... von Georg Peter Weimar, (Erster Theil 1782; 
Zweyter Theil ... Leipzig 1785)
61 ‘Carl Ludwig WeiBflock, Kammermusicus aus Frankfurt am Main, erfand und baute 1731 ein “Kl. von 
auserlesenen Gasem durch 3 Oktaven, worauf er, ohne irgen Dampfung, nach Gefallen piano und forte 
ausdriicken konnte, und lieB sich damit an dem Zerbster Hofe horen.’ (Gerber ATL ) quoted in MGG V, 
col. 232.
62 Pfeiffer (1994) p.44.
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Appendix 3
Source descriptions
Appendix 3 provides descriptions of the sources of the works listed in Chapter 4. The 
description of each manuscript, be it a score or set of parts, begins with a summary of its 
physical characteristics, including the following information:
1. Full instrumentation (including parts now lost).
2. Library and call number and whether the source is a score or sets of parts.
3. Dimensions of folios, in millimetres, with the vertical measurement first.
4. Size of rastrum.
5. Descriptions of covers and of their likely age.
6. Number of folios, and their material (presented in tables).
7. Watermarks.
Other information may be included, as appropriate, including the identification of the hand of 
the copyist when known and any alterations to the text in another hand ( e.g. ‘+Fasch’ 
indicates that Fasch’s distinctive hand-see musical example A3.1 below-appears on a part that 
has mainly been prepared by a copyist ). i On many pages of the instrumental parts in the 
Oranienbaum and Halle sources are added or changed dynamic markings. For brevity, these 
indications are referred to in the tables of the Oranienbaum scores below as follows: added 
dynamic mark on 8th system is indicated by: +S8 and an altered dynamic mark by an asterisk,
e.g. * S8. Other added marking are indicated §S8 pause, or §S8 tempo etc. Other
1 Fasch has a particularly bold hand and idiomatic style of writing which changed little in his career.
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abbreviations are used in the various tables. Where an item last several pages the following 
abbreviations are adopted to indicate the item on any one page: ‘ beg.* = beginning of an item: 
‘ cont.* = the continuation, and ‘ conc.’ = the conclusion of an item.
E xam ple A3.1
An example of Fasch’s hand: St Luke Passion oboe part, f. 14v, 
showing items 5 (sinfonia), 6 (chorale ‘O Jammer! miiB der grosse Gott’) and the beginning 
of 7 (bass aria ‘ Die tolle Bosheit schmiedet Waffen’ )
41
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I
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Appendix 3a
St L u k e  P assion  Ja d ein e S iind
Instrum entation: S, [?A (syrtagoga) - lost ],2 [T (Evangelist) - lost], B, SATB, ob,
vn 1, vn 2, va, vc/vie, org.
S ource: D- ORB Zerbster Musikalien A35: a set of 16 parts in two gatherings of 8: 
Griindonnerstag: Soprano, Basso, Hoboe, Violino 1, Violino 2, Viola,
Violoncello, Organo 
Karfreitag: Soprano, Basso, Hoboe, Violino 1, Violino 2, Viola,
Violino, Organo
The vocal parts contain aria movements as well as chorales and the Schlufichor. No music 
for gospel text is to be found on the surviving parts. Presumably, a separate set of tenor solo 
(alto solo) and continuo parts, now lost, contained this music.
A 3 a . l  G riin d o n n e rs ta g
Paper cover (Deckblatt ) inscription: Passio Jesu Christi /  Ex Luca. Title: Passio Jesu 
Christi/ Ex Luca [Violino] /  Am Grunendonnerstag Vormittag can be found on on ff .lr, 2r,
5V, f7v, 9V, 1 lv, 13v and 15v- The soprano part is on a single folio ( f lr, f  lv) whilst all the 
others consist of a single bifolio. For convenience, the foliation adopted for this description is 
the modem foliation added to the parts by the library. Unfortunately, the foliation for all the 
instrumental parts for Grunendonnerstag is confusing due to the layout of the music on the 
folio. The player opens the folio flat and reads the music from the top of the verso to the 
bottom of the recto and then turns over the whole folio to read the music on the back. The 
folio is so folded that the upper face is page 2 of the music whilst inside are pages 3 and 4.
2 There are no movements for solo alto in the surviving parts though music for alto voice would have been 
required for the chorales and the Schlufichor. It is likely that-following what appears to have been a 
tradition in Zerbst-the minor synagoga parts were sung by an alto (see section 8.2.3.1 and 9.7) and thus 
a part did originally exist which had gospel music.
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The order of pages of music in each part follows the example of the Violin I: 4r = p. 2 of the 
music, 4V = p.3, 5r = p. 4 and 5V = p. 1 (Diagram A3.1):
Diagram A3.1
Table A3.1: A35 - 'Am Grtinendonnerstag1
foliation Part Item No. copyist alterations/additions
lr Soprano voice 1,4, 6 Red crayon - Fasch
lv Soprano voice 8 J.F.Fasch
2r Bass voice 2,3 Red crayon - Fasch
2v Bass voice 4, 6, 7 (beg.) Red crayon - Fasch
3r Bass voice 7 (conc.) *S10,I1 (pencil)
3v Bass voice 8
4r Violin I (b) 3 (conc.), 4
4v Violin I (c) 5, 6, 7
5r Violin I (d) 7 (conc.), 8
5v Violin I (a) 1, 2, 3,
6r Violin II (b) 3 (conc.), 4
6v Violin II (c) 5, 6, 7 *S1 (pencil)
7r Violin II (d) 7 (conc.), 8
7v Violin II (a) 1, 2, 3,
8r Viola (b) 3 (conc.), 4
8v Viola (c) 5, 6, 7
9r Viola (d) 7 (conc.), 8
9v Viola (a) 1, 2, 3,
lOr Violincello (b) 3 (conc.), 4
lOv Violincello (c) 5, 6, 7
llr Violincello (d) 7 (conc.), 8
1 1 V Violincello (a) 1, 2, 3,
12r Organo (a) 3 (conc.), 4 +S1-4 (figuring in dark black ink)
12v Organo (a) 5, 6, 7
13r Organo (a) 7 (conc.), 8 j
13v Organo (a) 1, 2, 3, !
14r Oboe (b) 3 (conc.), 4 J.F.Fasch
14v Oboe (c) 5, 6, 7 J.F.Fasch !
15r Oboe (d) 7 (conc.), 8 J.F.Fasch 1
15v Oboe (a) I, 2, 3 J.F.Fasch *S3/S6 time sig. changed/ j
* i§Sl0pausc
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Dimensions and paper type
Pages ff. lr-13v and 16r-37v are 348mm by 213mm, the rastrum produced a staff-height of
9mm, chain-lines are every 23 mm and there is no watermark visible. The oboe part (ff. 14r- 
15v) used the same stock of paper but the rastrum used produced a slightly bigger staff height 
of 10mm. All the parts are in the same hand except for the oboe part which is a Fasch 
autograph.
A3a.2 Karfreitag
Paper ‘ cover’ (Deckblatt) for the entire set of parts consisting of a bifolio sheet of paper 
210mm by 326mm. with inscription: ‘Die st[immen] gehoren zum 2.Teil. // der Passion / nr. 
18. ’ (19th-/early 20th-century hand?) In the bottom left comer is written in pencil the 
number 29. The title: Passio Jesu Christi [Violino J /  Am Charfreytage Vormittag can be 
found on ff.l7r, 19r, 21r, 24r, 27r, 30r, 33r, 35r. The music for Karfreitag is longer than
that for Griindonnerstag and spreads over 6 pages in each of the orchestral parts. The parts 
(vn 1, vn 2, va, vie and ob) each consist of a single page with a small fold sewn to a complete 
bifolio sheet. The single page consists of an extra instrumental movement and was attached 
to the instrumental parts (originally a single bifolio) presumably for a subsequent performance 
of the work. Items 10 -15 in the vocal parts and in the violin, viola, violono and organ parts 
are in the same hand as Griindonnerstag. The rastrum produced a staff height of 9mm and the 
ink used is light brown. Item 9 in all the parts (on the extra single page sewn to the bifolio
sheet - ff. 20v, 23v, 26v, 29v and 32v) and the entire oboe part (ff.35v-37v) are in the hand of
Fasch. These pages were ruled using a rastrum which produced a staff height of 10mm except
for the last stave on f.37r for which the staff height is 9mm. Fasch’s writing is in heavy black
ink.
Fasch’s hand is seen on a number of the parts. His contribution can be categorised in four 
groups:
1) Fasch copied out the oboe parts in their entirety: ff.l4v, 14r, 15v, 15rand35v, 35r, 36v, 
36r, 37v.
2) The Lamento that commences Part III (Good Friday morning) was added after the copyist
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Table A3.2: A35 - 'Am Charfeytage'
foliation Part Item No. copyist alterations/additions
16r cover inscription ?19th cent, hand
16v cover blank -
3Sr cover blank -
38v cover blank -
17r Soprano voice 10, 11 (beg.) +black ink -J.F.Fasch
17v Soprano voice 11, 12, 13 :i!accidental S2
18r Soprano voice 13 (conc.), 14 *S6
18v Soprano voice 15
19r Bass voice 10, 12, 13 +black ink -J.F.Fasch
19v Bass voice 14, 15
20r Violin I cover (e) title J.F.Fasch
20v Violin I (f) 9 J.F.Fasch
-21r......... Violin 1(g) 10, 11
21v Violin I (h) 12, 13, 14,
22r Violin I (j) 14 (conc.), 15
22v Violin 2 blank
23 r Violin II cover (e) title J.F.Fasch
23 v Violin II (f) 9 J.F.Fasch
24r Violin II (g) 10, 11
24v Violin II (h) 12, 13, 14,
25r Violin II (j) 14 (conc.), 15
25v Violin II blank
26r Viola cover (e) title J.F.Fasch
26v Viola (f) 9 J.F.Fasch
27r Viola (g) 10, 11
27 v Viola (h) 12, 13, 14,
28 r Viola (j) 14 (conc.), 15 J.F.Fasch
28v Viola blank
29r Violone (e) title J.F.Fasch
29v Violone con basso (f) 9 J.F.Fasch
30r Violono (g) 10, 11
31r Violono (j) 14 (conc.), 15
31v Violono blank
32r Organo cover (e) title J.F.Fasch
32v Organo (f) 9 J.F.Fasch
33 r Organo (g) 10, 11
33v Organo (h) 12, 13, 14,
34r Organo (j) 14 (conc.), 15
34v Organo blank
35r Oboe (e) title J.F.Fasch
35v Oboe (1) 9 J.F.Fasch
36r Oboe (g) 10, 11 J.F.Fasch
36v Oboe (h) 12, 13, 14, J.F.Fasch
37r Oboe (j) 14 (conc.), 15 J.F.Fasch
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(unknown) completed the other parts. Thus, an additional folio was added to all the 
instrumental parts, with a title on one side and the music of the additional movement on the 
other: ff.20v, 20r; 23v, 23r; 26v,26r; 29v, 29r; 30v, 30r; 32v, 32r.
3) Cues were added to the vocal parts to warn the singers of the extra instrumental movement 
commencing Part III (f.l7v and f.l9v.). Fasch also adds the cue ‘Andante Tacet’ in the 
vocal parts on ff.lr, 2V and 2r.
4) The fourth category of Fasch markings consist of alterations and/or corrections:
a) f.28v - correction of pause mark. Fasch has moved it to one bar later. 
Unfortunately he failed to note that the pause mark was originally in the correct bar 
and that the fault is a missing bar. (Bar 10 in the viola part should be repeated.)
b) f.30r - correction of two bars of bass in chorus (bars 7-8)
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Appendix 3b
St J oh n  P assion  A c h ! w ir arm en S iin d er
Instrumentation: S, A, T, B, SATB, 2fl, 2ob, 2bn, 2hn, vn 1, vn 2, va, vc/vle, org.
S ources:
D-HAmi MS 276
Alto , Basso, Como 1 (3 parts)
D-ORB ZerbsterMusikalien A34
Soprano, Tenor, Violin 1, Violin 2, Viola, Violono, Organo, Hautbois 1/ Flauto 
tr aver so 1, Hautbois 2/ Flauto tr aver so 2, Fagotto, Corno 2. (11 parts)
The parts in Halle originally belonged to the same set of parts (copyist unknown)3 which 
resides in Oranienbaum and share all the same characteristics of the Oranienbaum source.
A complication with the foliation of the D-ORB parts is that blank pages were not numbered 
by the library. To avoid confusion, the library pagination has been followed and unnumbered 
pages are given a new number. The first instance is in the soprano part where the opening 
page is blank but the numbering of the pages commences from the first page of music. The
blank pages, which are part of the first gathering, are labelled f. 1 Ar and f. 1 Av. Subsequent
blank pages are labelled similarly
3 It has been suggested that the copyist who prepared the performing parts of Ach! wir Armen Siinder was 
J.G. Rollig though examination of the Rollig autographs rule this out. There is the possibility that two 
copyists collaborated in the production of A34; one might have ruled the pages adding clefs and possibly 
writing out the text in the vocal parts, whilst a second wrote out the music. Certainly the style of the 
clefs and notes of A34 is similar to that in A3 (copyist 3) though the spacing of the text to accommodate 
facet movement and vocal cues strongly suggests that one copyist is responsible for all the copying.
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Dimensions and paper type:
Three stocks of paper were used for this set of parts: a) same type as is used for A34 Deckblatt 
2 (paper cover), b) the principle stock used for the parts. This is thicker with indistinct chain- 
lines every 22mm and almost entirely undiscemable wire-lines (two grades are apparent: a 
heavier grade with no watermarks as found in the S, org and some of the vn parts, and a 
slightly lighter grade with some pages displaying a smaller watermark as found in the T, vn, 
va,vle, ob, b and hn part s); c) a much coarser paper used for part of the vn2 parts and the fl 
inserts which is similar to that used for the St Luke Passion Griindonnerstag parts with no 
watermark and no visible chain- or wire-lines. All the performing parts have the dimensions: 
280 by 360 mm.
A 3b . l  Zerbster Musikalien A34
The set of 11 parts is contained in a large modem library paper cover, bound with ribbon. 
Inside there is a sheet of green card (Deckblatt 1 ) of recent origin. On the front cover is the 
Landesarchiv Oranienbaum stamp of ownership and the legend, in pencil: Fasch?/ Passion 
Jesu Christe ex Johanne/Ach wir Armen Sunder. Inside this, enclosing the parts, is an 18th- 
century paper wrapping (Deckblatt 2 ) - a bifolio 410mm by 360mm. This is the same paper 
as that around the set of parts for the St Luke Passion and for the pages of the Konsistorium 
Zerbst Rep 15A IXa 378. The paper has 39 wire-lines to 50 mms and the chain-lines are 
every 23/24mm. There is a very clear large Zerbst watermark (the town badge) measuring 
lOOmmc by 100mm consisting of a shield with castellations at the top and hanging loops at 
the bottom (see diagram A3.2).
Diagram A3.2
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Watermarks can be found in the paper of the parts on various pages noted in the tables below. 
These are slightly different to that of the Deckblatt (Diagram A3.2) and come in two forms,
1) as found on the horn part (Diagram A3.3)
2) a crown with a heart-shaped shield with a handle each side and as found in the
oboe part (Diagram A3.4) measuring 70mm by 70mm:
Diagram A3.3 Diagram A3.4
Soprano: ff.lA -7V
This part consists of three bifolios in one gathering (ff.lAr-5v) and one extra folio sewn to the 
gathering at the back (ff.6r-7v). The rastrum gave a staff size of 10mm. Brown ink for
staves and a darker black/brown for the music and text. No watermark is discernible on any 
page.
Table A3.3: A34 - Soprano
gathering foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
I lAr blank - -
lAv blank - -
lr 1,2,3,4. 5
lv 5 cont. ,9
2r 9 cont, 10, 14
2v 16, 17
3r 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26 (+Fasch) Fasch addition to 19
3v 26 cont., 27,29,31,32 11
4r 33, 35, 36, 37 !
4v 38 i!
Dr 38 cont., 39, 40, 42
5v 42 cont., 43, 44, 46 1j
II 6r 46 cont., 49, 50, 52, j
6v 56, 58 i
7r 58 cont., 59
7v blank - _------------------------------------ -
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Tenor: 8^  - 22AV
Rastrum, copyist and an inks are as soprano part but the paper is a slightly lighter grade with a 
watermark (see diagram A4.4) apparent on ff.13,22 and 22A. The library foliation omits to 
number the final blank page which the author calls f.22A. The Part consists of four sewn 
gatherings, each of two bifolios.
Table A3 A : A34 - Tenor j
gathering foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions i
I 8r 1, 2 j
. 8v 2 cont., 3, 4 1i
9r 4 cont., 6, 7 !
9v 7 cont., 8 i
lOr 8 cont. f
lOv 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 j
llr 14 cont., 15
II llv 15 cont, i
I2r 15 cont., 16, 17, 18 i
12v 18 cont., 19, i
13r 19 cont. pasted correction over S3 i
13v 20, 21, 1
14r 21 cont., 23, 24
14v 24 cont., 25, 26, 27
_ j
I5r 27 cont., 28 !
15v 28 cont., 29 j
III 16r 29 cont., 31, 32, 33 |
I6v 33 cont., 35,
17r 35 cont., 36, 37 [
17v 37 cont., 39, 40
18r 40 cont., 41, 43
I8v 43 cont., 1
19r 43 cont., 44, 45, 46, 47
19v 47 cont., 49, 50, 51 ;
IV 20r 51 cont,, 52 ■
20v 53, 55
21r 55 cont., 56, 57
2 Iv 58
22r 58 cont., 59
i 22v blank - -
i 22Ar blank - -
: 22Av blank - -
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V iolin  1: ff. 23v-34v
The violin part consists of 3 gatherings of 2 bifolios (as tenor part). The rastrum, copyist and 
inks as for the soprano part. No water mark is discernible on any page.
Table A3.5: A34 - Violin 1
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
23 r 1, 2, 3, 4.
23 v 5, 6 + sl2
24r 6 cont., 7
24 v 8 -12
25r 12 cont., 13 correction and 'Senza Sordini' (Fasch). S8
25v 14, 15
26r 15 cont. - 18
26v 19 Gavotta - in pencil + S6, S8-13
27r 19 cont. - 22
27 v 22 cont. - 26
28r 26 cont. - 28 * S10, 11 +S7, 8
28v 28 cont. - 30 *S13
29r 30 cont. - 33 +S1 *S5
29v 34, 35
30r 35 cont. - 37
30v 38, 39
31r 40, 41, 42 Beg. No.42 - Fig.2 in red crayon, Fine added S9
3 lv 43-48 Beg. No.44 - Fig.3 in red crayon
32r 48 cont. - 51 Beg. No.49 - Fig.3 in red crayon
32v 52-54
33r 54 cont.,-57
33v 58 Beg. No.58 - Fig.4 in red crayon, alt. S11
34r 58 cont., 59
34v blank - -
V iolin  2: ff. 35r-4 6 v
The rastrum, copyist’s hand and inks as for the soprano part. The part consists of 3 
gatherings of 2 bifolios (ff.35v-46r). Apart from pp.39/42 which are of a heavier grade, the 
paper is the same as for the soprano part. Watermarks are to be found on pp.35,45 and 46.
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Table A3.6: A34 - Violin 2
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
35r 1-4
35v 5, 6 +S12, *S11 (F -Fortissime)
36r 6 cont., 7
36v 8 -12
37r 12 cont., 13, pencil corr. S7-8, add. of 'Senza sordini' in pen S8
37v 14, 15,
38r 15 cont., 16-18
38v 19 +S6,9, 10, 12, 13. *S8 (f-fortissime)
39r 19 cont., 20 - 22
39v 22 cont., 23-26
40r 26 cont., 27, 28 *S11 (poco omitted) +S12
40v 28 cont., 29, 30 +S13
41r 30 cont., 31- 33 +S1
41 v 34, 35
42r 35 cont., 36, 37
42v 38, 39 +S9, 10
43 r 40-42
43 v 43-48
44r 48 cont., 49-51
44v 52-54
45r 54 cont., 55 - 57
45 v 58
46r 58 cont., 59
46v blank - -
Viola: ff. 47r-57Av
The rastrum, copyist’s hand and inks as for the soprano part. The viola part consists of 3 
gatherings of 2 bifolios. Watermarks are clear on pp. 47,49, 54,56 and 57A.
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Table A3.?r: A34 - Viola
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
47 r 1 -4 i
47 v 5, 6 i+sio-n
48r 6 cont., 7, 8 1
48 v 8 cont., 9 - 12, I+S9
49 r 12 cont., 13, 14 j correction S 2 Senza Sordini added S2
49 v 15 -19 ii
50r 19 cont. | +S3, 7, 8, 9. Accidental add. S5. *S6(f -fl)
50v 20-22
51r 22 cont., 23-27
51v 28, 29
52r 29 cont., 30 +S8,11
52v 31 -34
53 r 34 cont., 35 - 37
53 v 38, 39, 40 +S8, 9, 10
54r 40 cont., 41-42
54v 43-48
55r 48 cont., 51
55v 52-54
56r 54 cont., 55- 57
56v 58 corrections S8, 11
57r 59
57v blank - -
57Ar blank - -
Violino : ff. 58r-68v
The rastrum , copyist’ s hand and inks as for the soprano part. Part consists of 3 gatherings of 
2 bifolios (ff.58v-68v). Watermarks are clear on pp. 60, 63 and 66.
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Table A3.8: A34 - violono
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
58r 1, 2 3,4
58v 5, 6
59r 6 cont., 7, 8
59v 9, 10, 11, 12
60r i 12 cont, 13, 14
60v | 14 cont, 15, 16, 17
61r 18, 19 +S7, 11, 12, 13 *S10 (f-ff)
61v 19 cont., 20, 21, 22 +S1, 2
62r 22 cont.,23 - 26
62v 27, 28, 29 * S7 (p-poco 0 8, (p - p,f,p)
63 r 29 cont, 30 +S6,7, 9, 12
63 v 31 -34
64r 34 cont., 35, 36, 37 ..........  • ' " ..........
64v 38, 39, 40 +S1 (poco), 7, 8, 9, 10*87 (poco f-p)
65r 41, 42
65v 43-48
66r 48 cont., 49-51 +S1 (piano), 6 (fine)
66v 52-54
67r 54 cont., 55, 56, 57
67v 58
68r 59
68v blank - -
68Ar blank - -
68Av blank - -
Organo: ff. 69r-82v
The rastrum, copyist’s hand and inks as for the soprano part. The organ part consists of 3 
gatherings of two bifolios an an extra bifolio sewn onto the back. No watermarks are clear on 
any page.
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Table A3.9: A34 - Organo
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
69r 1, 2, 3, 4
69v 4 cont., 5
70r 5 cont., 6
70v 6 cont., 7, 8
71r 8 cont., 9, 10, 11 +S6, pencil underlining of 'Part 2'
71v 11 cont., 12
72r 12 cont., 13, 14
72v 14 cont., 15,
73 r 15 cont., 16 -19 +S12, +S3, pencil underlining of 'Part 3'
73 v 19 cont, 20, 21 +S ,2,3,5,6,7, 8. *S1 (f-ff)
74r 21 cont., 22
74v 22 cont., 23-26 +S12, pencil underlining of 'Part 4'
75r 27, 28 +S*S9, 11 (p-fp),. 8 (P -poco f) -
75v 29, 30, marking in crayon at opening of no. 30
76r 30 cont., 31, 32, 33 +S10, pencil underlining of 'Part 5'
76v 33 cont., 34, 35
77r 35 cont., 36., 37
77v 37 cont., 38, 39, 40 +S13, pencil underlining of 'Part 6'
78r 40 cont., 41, 42,
78v 42 cont., 43
79r 43 cont., 44-47
79v 48,49, 50,51 +S10, pencil underlining of 'Part 7'
80r 51 cont., 52, 53, 54
80v 54 cont., 55, 56
81r 57, 58
81v 59
82r blank - -
82v blank - -
Oboe land 2 (Flute 1 and 2): ff. 83r-101v
Both Oboe I and II consist of two gatherings of 2 bifolios with 1 page inserts (loose, no fixing 
into part) into each gathering with extra flute parts (pp. 85 and 89 in Oboe I part and pp.94 
and 97 in Oboe II part.). The fourth of these, p.97, should have been placed between 98 and 
99 and thus is misnumbered.
The Oboe I part (83r-92v) has pencilled page numbers 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6 an the top right of the 
recto page on ff. 83r, 84r, 86r, 87r, 90r.
a) The main part and flute inserts on pp. 89 and 97 : Watermarks are clear on ff. 86,
92A, 92, 93, and 99. The rastrum , copyist’s hand and inks and paper are as for the 
soprano part.
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b) The Flute Inserts pp. 85, and 94 are written out by Fasch with words ‘die weil das 
grab uns war SchluBchor. Pars VII Fliite Trav. 1* in Fasch’s hand at the head of the 
page. The rastrum used is narrower than for the main parts, giving a staff size of 
7.5mm and the paper is heavier grade.
Table A3.10: A34 - Oboe I (Flute I)
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
83 r 1, 3, 5 +S9
83 v 7, 9, 10, 12
84r 12 cont., 14, +S8
84v 14 cont,. 16, 17, 20, 22 (+Fasch) +NBS10
85r* Bute I - 58, 59 Fasch corrections 11, 12
85v* ruled - no music - -  - • • •
86r 22 cont., 23 - 27 (+Fasch) +S13, Fasch addition to 19
86v 28, 29, 30 (Bute) +S2, 5, 10. Correction S4
87r 30 cont., 31, 32, 33, 34 correction SI +S3
87 v 34, - 37, 38 (flute) +S11,12,13
88r 39, 40, 42, 43, 44
88v 46, 48, 49, 50
89r* Bute 1-48 S8 fine added
89V* Bute I Fasch crossed out opening of No 58
90r 52, 54
90v 56, 58
91r 58 cont., 59
91v blank - -
A34 - Oboe II (Flutell)
92r 1,3, 5 +S9
92v 7, 9, 10, 12
93r 12 cont., 14 +S3
93 v 14 cont., 15 -17, 20, 22 (+Fasch) + NBS10
94r* Bute II - 58 Fasch Corrections S6, 13,
94v* blank - -
95r 22 cont., 23 - 27 (+Fasch) +S13, Fasch addition to 19
95v 28, 29 30 (flute) +S4, 10, 11
96r 30 cont., 3132, 33, 34 +S 1,2,3
96v 34cont.„ 35, 36, 37, 38
97r* Bute II - 48
97v* ruled - no music - -
98r 39, 40, 42, 43, 44
98v 36, 48, 49, 50
99r 52, 54 +S7, 10
99v 56, 58
lOOr 58 cont., 59 j
lOOv blank _ -
101 r blank
101 v blank -
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Bassoon: ff. 102r-1 1 0 v
The bassoon part consists of two gatherings with a separate page (p. 108) inserted into the 
second gathering (loose, no fixing into part). Watermarks are clear on pp. 102 and 107. The 
rastrum, copyist’s hand and inks of the main part as for the soprano part. However, the
inserted page has two staff sizes: f. 108r - 9mm (no music written on staves) and f. 108v -
8.5 mm (solo bassoon part to item no. 48 in Fasch’s hand). Note the rastrum is different to 
that of the other inserts in Fasch’s hand suggesting that this addition was made for a different 
performance.
Horn 1: ff. I I IT -I liv
Consists of a single page. Paper same as for tenor Part with a clear watermarks. The rastrum, 
copyist’s hand and inks as for the soprano part.
Table A3.11: A34 - bassoon
foliation item no. copyist alterations/additions
102r 1,3, 5
102v 5 cont., 7
103r 7 cont., 9, 10, 12
103v 12 cont., 14, 15
104r 16, 17, 19 +S10
104v 19 cont., 20, 22 +S2,3,5, *  S I (f-ff)
105r 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
105v 28, 29, 30 *S5 (p-f,p) +S13
106r 30 cont., 31, 32, 33 +S 1,3,4
106v 34, 35, 36, 37
107r 37 cont., 38, 39 +S9,10 *S 11 (p -0
107v 40
108r* ruled - no music:
O 
;
00 
i 
< 
\
■5c bassoon solo - 48 Fasch Fine added S8
109r 43, 44, 46, 48 Fine added SI 1
109v 49, 50, 52, 54
1 lOr 54 cont., 56, 58
llOv 58 cont., 59
A34 - Horn I
11 lr 58
111 V blank - -
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A 3b.3  Commentary on both sources o f  A ch! Wir armen Siinder
The principal copyist is unknown, (formerly believed to be J.G. Rollig). There are a number 
of additions and corrections which seem principally to be in Fasch’s clearly indentifiable 
hand.4 Easy to identify are the major additions in the form of new parts for wind instruments 
in several movements and the addition of a choral section to an aria movement. The textural 
changes, corrections, addition and changes of dynamic markings, addition of new parts for 
wind instruments are restricted to 8 of the 12 arias and the Schlufichor. 5
Fasch’s contribution can be categorised as follows:
1) Fasch added a choral section at the climax of the Cavata for solo tenor adding the relevant 
bars to the soprano (f.3r), alto (f.3r) and bass (f.4r) copies, and to the collaparte oboe 
parts (ff.84v, 86r, 93v, 950:
2) Fasch later added obbligato parts for wind instruments in various movements: 
f  .85r 1 st flute part for items 58 and 59.6
f,89r The first six bars of item 58 for 1st flute crossed through.
f  .94r 2nd Flute part for item 58. A note at the bottom of the page directs the player to
play the final chorale (item 59) from the 1st flute part,
f . 108v solo bassoon part for item 48.
3) The third category of markings in Fasch’s, all of which can safely be ascribed to Fasch, 
refer to alterations to dynamic markings in the music. They are either
a) additions - found on:
violin 1 ff.23v, 26\ 28r, 29r
violin 2 ff.35v, 38v, 40v, 41r, 42v
viola ff .47*, 48v, 50r, 53v
violono ff.61r, 61v, 63r, 64v, 66r
organo ff.71v, 73r, 73v, 74v, 75r, 76r, I T
oboe 1 ff.83r, 84r, 86v, 86v, 87v, 89^
oboe 2 ff.92r, 93r, 95r, 95v, 96r, 99r
bassoon ff.l04r, 104v, 105v, 106r
b) alterations (presumably in the light of performing experience) - found on:
________ violin 1 ff.28r, 28v, 29^
4 Clark (1996) also refers to appearances of Fasch’s hand on 25r, 73v, 85r, 86r, 89, 94, 104v, 107r, and 
108V-
5 Item nos. 5,12,19,28,30,38,48,54 and 58. See Chapter 8 for commentary.
6 See discussion of the instrumentation of the St John Passion in section 8.2.2.
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violin 2 ff.35v, 38v, 40r
viola ff.50r 
violono ff.61r, 62v 
organo ff.73v, 75r 
bassoon ff.l04v,105v, 107r
4) Corrections to the music:
5) Additions other than than dynamics
6) Markings which are most probably in a hand other than Fasch
a) Red crayon addition of the word Gavotta at beginning of f.26r .
b) Red crayon numbers placed at beginning of movements on ff.3 l r, 3 l v, 32r, 33v.
These were most likely added in the 1760’ s when selected movements were used 
from a St John Passion instead of a full performance of an oratorio Passion. A 
further unidentifiable marking in red crayon on f.75v before item 30 may have a 
similar function.
c) Underlinings in the Organ part in pencil of the title to each Part on ff.7lr, 73r, 
74v, 76r, 77v and 79v.
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Appendix 3c
St M a rk  P assion  - 
D ie b etriib te u n d  g e tro s te te  G eistlich e Sulam ith
Instrum entation: S, A, T, B, SATB, 2 rec (sopranino), 2 fl, 2 alto fl, 2 ob, 3 ob d’a,
2bn, 2hn, vn 1, vn 2, va, vc.cont.
S ource: D-KNu 5.P.208 (Score)
F oliation : The manuscript consists of 157 pages of score. There are ten gatherings (each
is numbered on the top right hand comer of the first page of each by the copyist) which are 
stitched together and given a library cover. The pages are well planned by an experienced 
copyists who has ruled out the staves required suggesting that this is not the composer’ s 
original score.
1st gathering f . l r - 6V (3 folios)
insert f.7r/ 7V (i/2 folio)
2nd gathering f.8r - 15v (4 folios)
3rd gathering f.l6 r - 23v (5 folios)
4th gathering f.24r - 31v (4 folios)
5th gathering f.32r - 39v (4 folios)
6th gathering f  .40r - 47v (4 folios)
7th gathering f.48r - 55v (4 folios)
8th gathering f.56r -63v (4 folios)
9th gathering f.64r - 71v (4 folios)
10th gathering f  .72r - 79r (4 folios)
(f.79v has outer cover stuck to it.)
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C overs: Covers (19th century?) with oil on water pattern. Front cover (board) is extra
to foliation. Back cover (no board) is stuck to last page (f.79v). Binding now almost 
totally destroyed.7
Table A3.12: D-KNu 5-P-208 (1)
Gathering foliation Item No. Markings*
I lAr
lAv
Cover Title
blank
ir-3v 1 Passions=Cantate 23#di Bach/Coro/ Com: 1/ 
Com: 2/Oboe 1/Oboe 2/Violin 1/Violin 2/ 
Viola/ Contin. (see description below)
3r-5v Fuga Stroment.concordant coll. voc:
6r 2a, 2b Evange. / Coro
6v 2b cont
la 7r 2b cont,2c
7v 3 Aria con spirito Canto
II 8r-9v 3 (cont.) 2
lOr 3 conc. 4a, 4b Evange./Coro
lOv-llr 4b (cont.)
llv-12r 4c Evange./Jesus
12v 4c (conc.) 5, 6a Choral / Evange.
13r 6b (conc.) 6c Coro / con instxum
13v 6c (cont.) Evange.
14r-I4v 6c (cont.)
15r 6c (cont.) 6d, Evange. / Coro oboi con violin:/Envange
15v 6d (cont.) 6e Jesus
III 16r 6e (cont.) 7 3/Arias Basso/un poco allegro
16v-18v 7 Cont.)
19r 8 Evange./Jesus
19v 9 Choral//Pars Imae/Finis
20r 10, 11 Pars Ilda am Sonntage Palmarum/Choral/ 
coll strom:
20v-23v 12 Evange./ Aria ten:/ Flauto Picco/li i 1/
Flaut Picc 2/FlautTrav.l/ FlautTrav 2/
Fagott. 1/ Fagott. 2/Violin 1/Violin: 2/Viola/ 
Tenor/Cont.
*see further comments below
7 A note in English provided by the University states that ‘by intensive use in the years 1985/6, the original 
binding of the ms. was almost totally completely destroyed. Please handle with care to prevent further 
damage.’ During this period KUmmerling was preparing his edition.
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Table A3.13: D-KNu 5-P-208 (2)
Gathering foliation Item No. Markings
IV 24r-24v 12 (cont.) 13 4/Evange./Jesus/Petrus Alt./Petrus
(24r-31v) 25r-27r 13 (cont.) Evange. Jesus
27v-29v 14 Aria Alto / Die singstimme copirt. 23 4 53./ 
Flaut: Trav/Violin: l/Violin:2/Viola Alt/Contin.
30r 14 (cont.), 15 Evange./Jesus
30v -31r 15 (cont.) 16 Coro
31 v 16 (cont.)
V 32r-33r 16 (cont.) 5/'Evange./Judas
(32r-39v) 34r 17a,17b Evange.
34v 17b (cont.) Evange./Jesus
35r 17b (conc.) 18 Choral
35v 19 Choral
36r 20a Eyange.
36v 20a,20b Coro
37r-37v 20b (cont.)
38r 20b (conc.) 20c Evange.
38v 20c (conc.) Evange.
39r 20d (cont.) 20e HohePriester / Coro
39v 20c (cont.) 20d Evange.
VI 40r-42r 21 6/Aria Bass/staccato allegro (42r Choral)
(40r-47v) 42v 22, 23a Choral / Evange.
43 r 23a (cont.) Ancilla/Evange./Petrus
43 v 23a (conc.) 23b Coro
44r-44v 23b (conc.) Evange.
45r 23c Evange./Petrus
45r-47v 24 Aria Tenor/mederato
VII 48r 24 (conc.) 25 7/Choral / Sinfonia
(48r-55v) 48v-50r 26 Sinfonia am Charfreytage/ Oboe d'amour 1/
Ob d'amour 21 Violin 1 con sordin:/Violin 2 
con sordin:/Viola con sordin./Oboe 1 ordinario/ 
Oboe 2 ordin./Oboe d'amour/Fagotto/Contin:
50v 26 (conc.) 27a Evange./Pilat.
51r-51v 27a Pilatus/ Evange./Jesus
52r 27b Coro
52v 27c, 27d, 27e Evange./'Pilatus/Coro Erniizign ihn repetat.
53r-55v 28 Aria Duetto Cant: et Bass/Flaut d;amour 1/
Flaut d'amour 2/ Violin 1 con sord./Violin 2 
con sordin/Viola con sordin/Cant/Basso Contin
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Table A3.14: D-KNu 5-P-208 (3)
Gathering foliation Item No. Markings
VII
(56r-63v)
56r-57r 28 (cont.) 8./Vertatz
57v 29a, 29b Evange./Coro
58r 29b (conc.) 30 Choral
58v 30 (conc.), 31 Evange
59r 31 (conc.) 32 Aria Alto/Oboe d'amour/Viol di Gamba/Alt/ 
Contin59v-60r 32 (conc.)
60v 32 (cont.),33 Choral
61r 34, 35 Evange./Aria Canto andante/
6Iv-63v 35 (conc.)
IX
(64r-71v)
64r 36a 9./Evange./Coro
64v-65r 36b Coro/allegro/ Oboi.l. con Cant./Oboe.2. con alt./
65r 36c,36d Evange./Coro
66r 36d (conc.) 36e Evange./Coro
66v-67r 36f Coro / Jesus / h tempo /Coro/ oboe/ Bassono
67 v 36g Coro
68r 36g (conc.),36h Evange/Aria
68v-71v 37 Aria Ten:/Oboe d'am./Violin l.con sordino/ 
Violin 2. con sordino/Viola con sordino/
X
(72r-79r)
72r-73r 37 (cont.) 10./
73v 37 (conc.),38a Ev ange./Hauptmann
74r 38a (conc.),38b Evange./accompang:
74v-75v 38b (cont.)
76r-79r 39 Coro/Cornu 1./Cornu 2./Oboe 1/Oboe 21 
V iolin 1 /Violin2/Viola/Cant/Alt/Ten: /Bass: / 
Contin:
Dimensions and paper type: Same stock of paper used throughout: 340mm high by
210mm wide chains: 50mm; wires: 9 per cm.
W aterm arks: None
Rastrum : The music has a staff size of 7mm . Three tests were made at bottom of pages;
each was a larger size: 9mm on f.71r and 79r and 10mm on f.43r. All music has been written 
in black ink. The soliloquants names (Evangelist, Jesus, Pilatus etq)have been written in red 
ink, as has the full list of instruments before items 12 (f.20v), 14 (f.27v), 26 (f.48v), 28
(f.531), 32 (f.59r), 37 (f.68v), and 39 (f.76r). In other words, where the instrumentation of 
arias and choruses is just the standard grouping of strings or strings and oboes, no listing is 
given. However, for unusual combinations (including no.32-which is a trio sonata
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combination plus voice- 12 and 37) the instrumentation is clearly given in contrasting ink
colour.
There are several marks on the manuscript:
1. In addition to the label on the cover referred to above, there is a smaller label 
overlapping the larger with a handwritten A 13 , which presumably is a Universitats- 
und Stadt- Bibliothek Koln accession number, and a stamp, also overlapping. In the 
top right hand comer of the larger label is a small square with 184 handwritten 
inside. At the bottom left hand comer of the cover is a modem typed shelf mark: 5 
P 208
2. On the inside of the cover is the shelf mark written in pencil. There are two other
pencil handwritten notes which seem to be in KUmmerling’s hand: Aus S. Ig 
Bucken/  (...? Prieger) and Berlin 1753. There is a modem Universitats- und Stadt- 
Bibliothek Koln stamp in the middle of the page below which, in an older indistinct 
stamp, is the word Wochentlich (weekly) followed by a handwritten 4 g[roschen ] .  
Below this, at the foot of the page, is an old dealership stamp Bei J. Suppus in
Erfurt. 8 A.G. Ritter, bom in Erfurt, was a previous owner of the ms.; perhaps the 
4gls is the purchase price of the score when he acquired it.
3. On f. l r, handwritten in ink, is Passions—Cantate and in the top right hand comer the 
23# di Bach referred to above. Between the second and third systems is a signature 
A.G. Ritter, another Universitats- und Stadt- Bibliothek Koln stamp and a library 
stamp not yet identified of a helmet, lyre and open book:9
A p p e n d i x  3 :  S o u r c e  d e s c r i p t i o n s
8 See Robert Eitner: Bitch- undMusikalienhdndler, Buch- undMusikaliendrucker, Leipzig 1904, p.217. J. 
Suppus was known to be in business around 1820 - Quarg (1995), p.63.
9 Kiimmerling describes this mark as an owl and Minerva. Ktimmerling/Prinz/Tomak (1986).
A p p e n d i x  3 :  S o u r c e  d e s c r i p t i o n s
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At the foot of the page, handwritten in ink, are the figures VII257. Kiimmerling 
suggested that this might be a library shelf mark of a private library. Another 
suggestion is that this figure might indicate that the score was once in the Breitkopf 
catalogue, although no proof of this has been found. However, some commentators 
have suggested that the style of the writing of VII257 is 20th century, to There also 
another indistinct stamp Bei J. Suppus in Erfurt, at the foot of the page to the right 
of Vll 257.
4. Four of the arias (No.3, ‘Was soil fur ein Glas zerbrechen’ ; No.7, ‘Schrecklich 
harter Ausdruck ‘wehe’ ; No.14, ‘Der Fels’ ; and No.21 ‘Verfluchte Faust’ ,) have 
crosses at regular intervals above the systems, most commonly every 6,7 or 14 bars 
(though also at other intervals), presumably to indicate reference points for a copyist 
copying out parts (the label on the front refers to 23 parts).
5. That some of the work was copied for performance from this source is also evident 
from the mark in red ink on f.27v (above alto aria, No. 14) ‘Die Singstime copiert 
23U 53. ’ According to Ulrich Prinz, A.G. Ritter put on concerts for which he
copied some of the arias from this Passion. If so, this would indicate a date of 
1853.11 The pencilled date 1753 on the inside cover of the score is most likely a 
20th-century suggestion of the date of the piece based upon this annotation?
6. There are three indications of the division of the work which indicate occasions 
when performances of sections of the work took place. At the bottom of f.l9v is:
‘Partis Imae Finis * (End of Part I). At the top of the following page (f.20r), is:
1° Dr.Ulrich Prinz (Stuttgart Bachakademie) in interview with the author, Stuttgart, August 1989.
11 There are two possible interpretations of this problematical date. 1) The date refers to the 18th century. 
Good Friday was on 20th March in 1753 - it is possible, therefore, that parts were prepared well in advance 
of the performance of St Mark to be given in Zerbst in 1754. - This argument does not fit in with the 
possibility that Kantor Weimar was the copyist of the score and it suggests that the score was copied afresh 
with the alterations noted below after only one performance in 1750. 2) Kantor Weimar is the copyist and 
took the score to Erfurt where it subsequently came into the possession of A.G. Ritter (via J.Suppus) who 
then made copies from all or sections of the score in 1853 in preparation for the publication of ARMONIA 
which was published in Magdeburg (1854), where since 1843 Ritter had been Domorganist.
A p p e n d i x  3 :  S o u r c e  d e s c r i p t i o n s
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‘Pars Ilda am Sonntage Palmarum ’ (Part II on palm Sunday).12 in the same hand 
as the latter, following the title Sinfonia (f.48v) is the mark ‘am Charfreytage \
These three markings indicate a pattern of performance which is clearly at variance with those 
in the wordbook (see below) and in the Zerbst tradition. The inference that Part I was given 
earlier than Palm Sunday is also strong (the Sunday before that?) - no known performance of 
a St Mark Passion was given on a Palm Sunday in Zerbst between 1750-1764.
12 A Cantata for Paim Sunday, Gehet heraus, ihr Zion’s TOchter, by Telemann (71726) takes a similar text 
based on Song of Solomon to that of the opening chorus of the St Mark Passion. - Quarg, Passions- 
Cantatte von Ph.E. Bach, p. 65. (See discussion of texts above.)
A p p e n d i x  3 :  S o u r c e  d e s c r i p t i o n s
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Appendix 3d
J .F . F asch
P a ssio  C h risti - M ich  vom  S tricke m ein er S u n d en
Instrumentation: S, T, B, SATB 1 fl, 2 ob, vn l,vn 2, va, cont.
Sources: D-LEm Becker III.2.54 (score)
US-Cu MS 1273 (score)
A 3 d .l  Becker III.2.54
Foliation:and Cover: 24 folios in 2 gatherings sewn together with 19th-century board
cover with material binding.
1st gathering lr-12v  (4 folios)
2nd gathering 13r - 24v (4 folios)
Dimensions and paper type:
Dimensions: 270mm high by 215mm wide
chains: 25mm
wires: 8 per cm
Watermarks: There are two watermarks:
1) Double eagle holding sceptre with shield containing letter ‘R’ ( ‘Rex’) on pages 1,
6,7,8,10, 11, 16, 19, 20, 22 and 24. This indicates a Prussian origin of the 
paper (80mm high by 70mm wide)
2) Counter mark consisting of the letters ‘ IFG’ or ‘LFG’ in scroll (on page 4, 5, 6,
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 21. (20mm high by 70mm wide)
A p p e n d i x  3 :  S o u r c e  d e s c r i p t i o n s
4 6 5
Diagram A3.5 (Watermarks)
Y f  u r n s
Table A3.15: D-LEm Becker 111.2.54 - Part I
Gathering foliation Item No. Markings
I lAr Cover
(lr-12v) lAv
lr 1 PASSIO JESU CHRISTI di mons Fasch/ di Joh. 
Fr. Fasch geb.1699 {1752/ C.F. Becker/ 1834 
'Hautb. et Violin 1, Hautb. et Violin 2.; Viola, 
Canto, Alto, Tenore, Basso, Continuo. 
Bibliothek zu Leipzig stamp
lv-2v 1 (cont.)
3r 2 Evangelist/Jesus/accompaniment
3v 3 Aria Canto. /Violin 1./ Violin 2. /Cant. /Contin.
4r 3 (cont.)
4v 4 Jesus
5r 4 (cont.), 6 'repet. Aria v.2. Gott selbst der Brunquell/ 
sub Signo.'/'Choral der Evangelische Kirche'
5v 6 (cont.)
6r 7
6v 8 Evangelist/Jesus/Aria
7r 8 (cont.)
7v 9
8r 9 (cont.), 10 Andante. Tenor.
8v 10 (cont.), 11 Evangelist
9r 11 (cont.), 12 Aria Tenor. /Hautb. soio/Violino 1./ 
Violino 2./Tenore/ Cembalo
9v-10r 12 (conc.)
lOv 12 (cont.) NB (indistinct message)
Ur 13 Anderer Theil/Choral
llv 13 (cont.)
12r 14 Evangelist ;
t — 12v 15 Choral j
Appendix 3: Source descriptions
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Table A3.16: D-LEm Becker I1I.2.54 (2)
Gathering foliation Item No. Markings
II 13r 15 (cont.), 16a Evangelist
(13r-24v) 13v 16b Canto
14r I6b(conc.), 17 Aria Canto / Violino 1 et Flaut. Trav./ 
Violin 2/ Viola/ Canto/Cembalo
I4v 17 (cont.)
15r 17 (conc.), 18 Evangelist
15v 18 (cont.), 19 Aria tenor. Hautboi. et Violin.
16r-17r 19 (cont.)
17v 20 Evangelist
18r 21 Aria Canto Hautb.solo. 2 Violin./Hautb/ 
Viol. l/Viol.2/VioIa/Largo
18v-19r 21 (cont.)
19v 21 (conc.), 22 Evangelist
20r 23 Choral.
20v 24, 25 Evangelist. /Choral
21r 25 (cont.)
21v 26, 27 Evangelist/Aria Tenor / Hautb.l/Hautb.2/ 
Tenor/Bass
22r-22v 27 (cont.)
23r-23v 28 Choral.
24r 29 Choral con Strom.
24v Blank
f .lr has the Inscription: ‘Passio Jesu  C hrist. di M ons. Fasch ’ which appears contemporary
with the preparation of the score. Immediately under the title is a much smaller inscription, 
presumably in the hand of C.F. Becker: ‘d i Joh. F r Fasch geb. 1699 f  1758.’ and, in the 
same hand, immediately above the 1st stave on the right-hand side, is: ‘C.F. Becker / 1834’ 
The score shows signs of hurried preparation as it is not particularly neat, there are crossings 
out, the violin phrasing is indistinct. Clefs are omitted after the first system. The scribe has not 
been identified.
Appendix 3: Source descriptions
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A3d.2b MS 127313
F  o lia tio n :a n d  C over: The manuscript is an 18th century (sewn, slightly foxed and
worn) and consists of 28 pages of music in a neat hand on 14 folios contained in a further one 
acting as a wrapper. The paper of the covering page is the same as that of the rest of the score.
D im e n s io n s  a n d  p a p e r  typ e :
Dimensions: 354 m m  high by 216 m m  wide
chains: 2 5 m m
wires: 9-10 per c m
W a term a rks: There are two watermarks:
1) Crown over crossed sceptre (found on front cover) (40mm high)
2) Countermark: Letters ‘E B M ’ (on back cover) (35-40mm wide)
Diagram A3.6 Watermark
13 The author is most grateful for the information provided by Mr Marshall Izen, who very kindly inspected 
the manuscript on the author’s behalf.
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Table A3.I7: US-Cu M S  1273
foliation Item No. Markings
lAr Cover 191/2 / Oratorium./del Sgr/Fasch/..Joh.
Friedrch Fasch {1758/ Herr Fasch ..../
lAv Possessor C.L.T. Glaeser (*see notes)
lr 1 J.N.J di Mons. Fasch/Fleute Trav et Violino 1./ 
Violino 2./Viola/Canto/Alto/Tenore/Basso/ 
Continuo
lv-2r l(cont.)
2v 2, 3 Evang:/Violino 1./ Violino 2.1 Tochter Zion/ 
Continuo
3r 3 (conc.)
3v 4 Evang:/Repetatur v.2.der tochter Zion:/ 
Gott selbst der Brunquell alles Guten
4r 6, 7 Choral con Instrum:/Evang:
4v 7 (conc.) , 8 Violini et Viola unisono/Large/Jes:
5r 8 (conc.), 9
5v 9 (conc.), 10 Evang:/Instrum: unisono/Andante
6r 11, 12 Evang:/Hautbois/Violino l./Violino 2./Viola/ 
T enore/Continuo
6v 12
7r 12 (conc.), 13 Choral
7v 13 (conc.) Ende der ersten Theils
8r 14, 15 Der andere Theil/Evang:/Choral
8v 15 (conc.), 16 Evang:
9r 17 Andante/Viola stark besitzt/Tochter Zion
9v 17 (conc.), 18 Evang:
lOr 19 Evang:
lOv 19
llr 19 (conc.), 20 Evang:
1lv-12r 21 Hautb:/Viol. 1/Violin 2./Viola/Tochter Zion/ 
Continuo
12v 22, 23, 24 Evang:/Choral/Evang:
13r 24 (conc.), 25, 26 Choral/Evang:
13v 26 (conc.), 27 Hautb: 1. gedampft/Hautb:2./Evang:/Largo.
14r 27 (conc.) |
14v 28 t
15r cover blank
15v 1
Appendix 3: Source descriptions
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Inscriptions:
Under what must be a library mark or sale price: ‘ 191/2’, the main title and composer’s name
come several lines of notes in pencil (in a 19th century hand?). The writing is very faint and 
mostly indistinguishable, but the following can be read:
(____ [Joh.?] Friedrich Fasch t 1758)
Herr Fasch Handel, Keiser, Telemann, [&?]
Mattheson___
_________________________________________ 1712
Dies___ verkurzt ist mit_______________________ )
The hand of the copyist has not been established yet. (The manuscript may well be in Glaser’s 
hand, which would suggest that the copy was made after cl770.)
III.2.54 ( (V ) and MS 1273 ( ‘C ’ ) -  a summary of the differences.
In addition to the inevitable numerous minor differences found on a superficial level (textural 
details such as ties, slurs and individual notes), the two sources vary in some quite important 
features. These are discussed in detail in Chapter 6 but can be summarized as follows:
1) Instrumentation though using the same basic orchestra, several movements (Items 
1, 17 and 19) use differing insrumental combinations.14
2) Number and distribution of movements ‘L ’ has an extra chorale which is the final
item in the source. This is to be placed, according to a note on f,12v at the beginning 
of Part II. The break between Parts occurs in different places in the two sources:
I4 Item I: 2 ob and strings in ‘L’ and I fl and strings in ‘C ’.
Item 17: fl and strings in ‘L \ strings only in ‘C’.
item 19: 2 ob and strings in ‘L \ strings only in ‘C ’.
Appendix 3: Source descriptions
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‘C\* between items 13 and 15
‘L after the extra choral and before item 13
3) Orchestration: The variants can be further subdivided into:
a) in passages where the vocal part is supported by the basso continuo only 
in *C\ the accompaniument has been filled out with added parts in the 
upper strings in ‘ L *.
b) where missing in *C \ the inner parts have been filled out to ceate more 
continuous accompaniments
c) the instrumental writing in the choral movements is strictly collaparte in 
*C* whereas the 1st violin part in lV  is more elaborate.
d) There are some changes to the vocal line in ‘L ’
4) The names of soliloquants: Arias and largely sung by anonymous commentators,
whereas they are identified (e.g. Tochter Z io n) in many more movements in *C\
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A p p e n d i x  3 e
J.G. Rollig - S t M a tth ew  P a s s io n
S o u r c e : D -R O u  Mus. Saec. XVIII. 54.9 (score)
In s tr u m e n ta t io n : S, A,T, B, S A T B  2 ob, (2 ob d’a), 2bn, 2hn, vn l,vn 2, va, cont.
F o lia t io n : 34 pages in 4 gatherings sewn together plus a cover page sewn into first
gathering.
ff.lr-8v (4 folios)
ff.9r - 16v (4 folios)
ff. 17r - 26v (5 folios)
ff.27r - 34v (4 folios)
1st gathering 
2nd gathering 
3rd gathering
4th gathering
C o v e r s : Front cover only (same paper as rest of the manuscript). A  folio around and
sewed to the the first gathering, but with the right-hand page trimmed off with only 1 cm
remaining as indicated in diagram below:
Diagram A3.7
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Table A3.18: D-ROu Mus. Saec. XVIII. 54.9
Gathering foliation Item No. Markings j
I lAr
lAv
Cover Aus/Der Passion/ von Roellig 
ruled - no music or inscription
lr-2v 1 Coro / Oboe primo/Oboe Sec./
Violino Primo/Violino Secondo/Viola/ 
Sopr. Voce/Alto/Tenore/Basso/Cembalo
3r-5v 2 Aria. Allegro non tanto/VioIino Primo/ 
Violino Secondo/Viola/Cembalo
5v-7r 3 Terzetto Siciliana/Oboe d'amour lmo/ 
Oboe Secondo/Violino lmo/Violino 2do/ 
Viola/Alto Voce/Tenore/Basso/Cembalo
7v-8r 4 Rec. con Accomp.
8v 5 . . - - Aria/Flauto Primo/Flauto Secondo/Violino 
Primo/Violino Secondo/Viola/Cembalo
II 8v-I2r 5 (cont.)
12v-13r 6 Rec. con Accomp. Adagio e L'affette/ 
Oboe solo/Violino lmo/Violino Sec./ 
Viola/Basso Voce/Cembalo
13r-16v 7 Aria. Allegro /oboes/Violino I mo./ 
Violino 2do/Viola/Basso/Cembalo
III 17r-18r 8 Aria. Andante/Violino SoIo/tenor./Cembaio
18v-21v 9 Aria. Allegro/Fagotti/Oboes/Violini 
Viola/Bass Voca/Cembalo
22r-23r 10 Aria.Adagio/Oboe solo/Voce/Cembalo
23v-26v 11 Aria.Andante/Corni/Oboes/Violini 
V iola/V oce/Cembalo
IV 27r 11 (cont.)
27r-28v 12 Recit. con Accomp./Violini/Viola/Tenor/ 
Cembalo
28v-33v 13 Coro Largo./Flauti/Oboi d'amour/ Violini 
con Sordini./Viola.Sopr/Alto/Tenore/Basso/ 
Cembalo
34r ruled -
34v ruled
D im e n s io n s  a n d  p a p e r  type:
Dimensions: 3 3 5 m m  high by 2 1 0 m m  wide
chains: 2 6 m m
wires: 9 per cm
12 staves are ruled for each page. The rastrum gave a staff size of 10mm.
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W aterm arks: There are two watermarks:
1) A  shield surmounted by a crown and framed by feathers with on front cover 
(see diagram A3.8)
2) A  counter mark of indistinct letters ( ‘ von’ or ‘ non’) on page 31.
Diagram A3.8
Appendix 4
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Appendix 4
F u l l  titles a n d  s o u r c e s  o f  t h e  v a r i o u s  s u r v i v i n g  
e d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  Z e r b s t i s c h e s  G e s a n g b u c h
1705 Zerbstisches / G esang -B uch / In  welchem / Nebst des Seel. PD. M artin Luthers und / 
andern schon bekandten l ie - / d e m  noch etliche neue u n d /n iem a ls  gedruckte zu 
fin d en  /  A u ff  H och-F urstlich- /  gnadigsten  Befehl /  zusamm en getragen und zum /  
Gebrauch der Evangelisch-Lu-/therischen  Kirchen zu Zerbst ausgefertiget. /  M it 
hoch=Furstl. Durchl. /  gnad. P R IV ILE G E ) /  Zum vierdten M ahl aujfgelegt /  und  
vermehret / Druckts. Joh. Ernst Bezel. - 1705
S o u r c e  D-G O l Signature Cant. Spir. 866.
C o n te n ts Hymns 1- 356 in the main sequence on 990 pages with items 357-405
Anhang I on pp. 991-1140. The 16 pages containing the Verzeichnis and alphabetic 
Register are unpaginated, but the concluding section of prayers on 28 pages 
recommences with page 1.
1730 Zerbstisches Gesang-Buch /  In welchem , nebst /  D. M artin Luthers /  und andern schon  
bekandten /  Liedern, /  N och viele neue und niemahls gedruckte J  zu finden, /  A u f  
Hoch-~FiirstL Gnadigsten B efeh l /  zusam m en getragen, /  Und zum Gebrauche /  Der /  
E vangelisch-Lutherischen K irchen /  Im Furstenthum Anhalt-Zerbst /  ausgefertiget, /  
M it Hoch= fiirstI. Special = / P R IV ILE G E ) II Z E R B S T  / Bey George Wilh. 
Gockingen / 1730
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S o u r c e  a) D -M Akon ( K m G  1730/06)
b) D-GOl Signature Cant. Spir. 615a.
C o n te n ts 1402 columns (701 pages) with two appendices and index. A  rather
odd feature of the edition is the numbering of pages of hymns where there are two 
‘column’ numbers per page but the page is only wide enough for one column of text. 
The hymns in the main sequence (1 - 356), Anhang I (357-405) and Anhang II 
(406-505) are numbered. There follows a further 6 unnumbered hymns (equivilent in 
the 1743 edition to nos. 506-511), and 14 pages (commencing with page 1) of prayers 
specific to the area of Anhalt-Zerbst including dedicative prayers to the Prince and his 
family (pages 8-9). T w o  indexes.
1743 Zerbstisches Gesang-Buch /  In welchem, nebst /  D. M artin Luthers /  und andern schon  
bekandten / LiedernJ N och viele neue und niem ahls gedruck te j zu finden / A u f  
Hoch-=Furstl. Gnddigsten Befehl / zusammen getragen, / Und zum Gebrauche / Der / 
Evangelisch=Lutherischen Kirchen / lm  Fiirstenthum Anhalt-Zerbst / ausgefertiget, / 
M it H och=fiirstl. Special = / PRLVILEGIO II Z E R B S T  / Bey Samuel Gottfried 
Zimmermannen /1743.
S o u r c e  G B -B L 3425.K.1.
C o n te n ts New (larger print) edition. 1398 columns (printed with the hymns in 
two columns per page). Main sequence: Hymns nos. 1-356, Anhang I: 357-405,
Anhang I I : 406-513, all numbered T w o  indexes and special prayers.
1748 Zerbstisches Gesang-Buch / In welchem, nebst / D. M artin Luthers / und andern schon  
bekandten / LiedernJ N och viele neue und niem ahls g edruck te j zu finden / A u f  
Hoch-=Fiirstl. Gnddigsten B efehl / zusammen getragen, / Und zum Gebrauche / Der / 
Evangelisch=Lutherischen Kirchen / lm  Fiirstenthum Anhalt-Zerbst / ausgefertiget, / 
M it H och=fiirstl. Special = / PRLVILEGIO H Z E R B S T  / Bey Samuel Gottfried 
Zimmermannen /1743.
S o u r c e  D -M Akon
C o n te n ts Main sequence, Anhang I and Anhang I I , indexes and special prayers
identical to 1743 edition.
In addition are 101 prayers entitled:
Geistliche / Gebete, / Oder /  Andachten, vor bey und nach Der Beichte und heiligem  
Abendmahle; / W elchen die in der / Evangelisch=Lutherischen Kirche / lm  
Fiirstenhume Anhalt=Zerbst / Dabey gewohnliche offentliche / Vermahnung / nebst 
einigen andern Gebeten / Wie auch / M orgensegen und Abendsegen / A u f lie Tage der 
Woche / Beygefiiget worden. / M it H ochfurstlichen Special-Privilegio. I I Zerbst / bey 
Samuel Gottfried Zimmermann /1748
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1753 Neuvermehrtes / Zerbstisches Gesangbuch / In welchem / nebst / D. M artin Luthers / 
Und andern schon bekannten / Liedern / Noch viele neue zu finden / A u f /  
Hochfurstlichen gnddigsten Befehl / Zusammen getragen /  Und zum Gebrauche der /  
Evangelischlutherischen Kirchen /  Im Furstenthume Anhaltzerbst /  Ausgefertiget /  M it 
Hochfiirstlichem Special = PRIVILEG IO  H ZERBST / Bey Sammuel Gottfried 
Zimmermann/1753.
S o u r c e  Musuem der Stadt Zerbst (no call no.)
C o n te n ts 1262 hymns on 1027 columns. Three indexes; the third is a
concordance with the 1743/1748 edition) This edition introduces Schmolck and 
Neumeister.
1755 Neuvermehrtes /  Zerbstisches Gesangbuch /  In welchem /  nebst /  D. M artin Luthers /  
Und andern schon bekannten /  Liedern /  N och viele neue zu fin d en  /  A u f /  
Hochfurstlichen gnddigsten Befehl /  Zusammen getragen /  Und zum  Gebrauche der /  
Evangelischlutherischen K irchen /  Im Furstenthume Anhaltzerbst /  Ausgefertiget /  M it 
Hochfiirstlichem Special = P R IV IL E G IO // Grossere Druck11 Z E R B S T  / Verlegts 
Sammuel Gottfried Zimmermann /1755
S o u r c e  M A kon ( K m G  1755/03)
C o n te n ts 1263 hymns on 1327 columns whilst cols. 1328-1348 are prayers.
T w o  indexes.
1757 Neuvermehrtes /  Zerbstisches /  G esangbuch In welchem /  nebst /  D. M artin Luthers /  
Und andern schon bekannten /  Liedern I Noch viele neue zu fin d en / a u f  
Hochfurstlichen gnddigsten B efehl /  zusammen getragen /  Und zum  Gebrauche der /  
Evangelischlutherischen Kirchen /  Im Furstenthume Anhaltzerbst /  Ausgefertiget / M it 
/  hochfiirstlichem Special = PRIVILEG IO  / Zerbst / Verlegts Samuel Gottfried 
Zimmermann /1757.
S o u r c e  D-G O l Signature Cant. Spir. 1611.
C o n te n ts 1263 hymns, prayers and two indexes.
1759 Neuvermehrtes /  Zerbstisches /  Gesangbuch In welchem / nebst /  D. M artin Luthers /  
Und andern schon bekannten /  Liedern /  Noch viele neue zu finden / a u f  
Hochfurstlichen gnddigsten Befehl /  zusammen getragen /  Und zum Gebrauche der /  
Evangelischlutherischen Kirchen /  Im Furstenthume Anhaltzerbst /  Ausgefertiget /  M it 
/  hochfiirstlichem Special — PRIVILEG IO / Zerbst / Verlegts Samuel Gottfried 
Zimmermann /1757.
S o u r c e  LEu ( Prakt.Theol. 1478-n)
C o n te n ts 1263 hymns, prayers and two indexes.
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1760 Neuvermehrtes / Zerbstisches / Gesangbuch In welchem / nebst / D. M artin Luthers / 
Und andern schon bekannten / Liedern / M?c7z We/<? zw finden / a u f
Hochfurstlichen gnadigsten Befehl / zusammen getragen / Und zum Gebrauche der t 
Evangelischlutherischen K irchen / Im Furstenthume Anhaltzerbst / Ausgefertiget / M it 
/ hochfurstlichem Special = PRIVILEG E) / Zerbst / Verlegts Samuel Gottfried 
Zimmermann /1760.
S o u r c e s a) M A kon
b) Aw 01/BS4780 W842.760 A5 (01)
c) H Am i 75 L  23 EXE: 01
d) Musuem der Stadt Zerbst (no call no.)
e) Musuem der Stadt Zerbst (no call no.)
C o n te n ts 1263 hymns on 952 pages with 14 pages of prayers two indexes
Appendix 4
1816 N eues / Gesangbuch / fu r / beide protestanische Confessionen/ in Zerbst- zweite
A uflage - / Zerbst, 18161 G edruckt und verlegt bei Johann W ilhelm Kramer / (Kostet 
ungebunden 8 Gr.)
S o u r c e s a) M Akon K m G  1816/05
b) Musuem der Stadt Zerbst (no call no.)
C o n te n ts 509 hymns in main sequence on 442 pages followed by register on p.
442. Anhang (containing hymns 510-613) on separately numbered 106 
pages.
1857 Neues / Zerbster / G esangbuch - Vierte Auflage -  Zerbst t Druck un Verlag von 
Friedrich Romer /1857 / (Preis ungebunden 121/2 Gr.)
S  o u r c e s Musuem der Stadt Zerbst (Call no. 280/137/585)
C o n te n ts 509 hymns in main sequence on pp. 1-410 followed by register.
Anhang I (containing hymns 510-613) on separately numbered 106 
pages.
1868 Neues / Zerbster / Gesangbuch / Funfte Auflage / Zerbst / Druck un Verlag von 
Friedrich Romer &  Sitzenstock /1868 
S o u r c e  M Akon K m G  1868/12
C o n te n ts 1613 hymns on 436 pp, plus index
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